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cation.

Tbero i, no rule that a petition of review, on (he ground of thed «>o«r, of new evidence, will not lie when the new evLenco i. ofoonveriations and admissions
«T«uenoe ts of

^!r»hrrtZ '°"'"'"'^' '" "" "f'P"'"^«<"> '•"' «» Certificate of Title
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pro»„te,l

,. pol,„„„ „„der .he Act for Quieting Title, (»),

Statement.

(o) 29 Vic. ch. 26.
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1869. claiming to be owner of lot No. 23, in the second conces-

sion of the township of Plympton,aiid praying that his title

might be investigated and declared under the said Act.

The petitioner claimed title under a conveyance dated

6th April, 1860, from Jame» Parlow, of the Township

of Matilda, in the County of Dundas, the grantee of the

Crown. The claim was contested by Thomas Allen

Stayner, since deceased, who asserted title under a deed

fVom the same Jamea Parlow to Allan Na'pier MacNab^
dated 2lst October, 1835, executed by DavidA. MacNab,
under a power of attorney, dated 29th of October,

1833, from Parlow to David A. MacNab^ and John

Radenhurst, and a bond of the same date, whereby

Parlow bound himself to convey the lot to the said Allan

Napier MacNab. The claimant Brouse denied the genu-

ineness of thets two instruments. At the date of them

the patent had not issued ; but, on the 21st August, 1833,

James Parlow, who was entitled to a grant of land as

statement, the SOU of a U. E. Loyalist, had, with his relative

Nicholas Brouse, attended the Quarter Sessions at

Brockville> and executed the papers necessary to enable

him to obtain a grant. This Nicholas Brouse made the

affidavit as to the identity of James Parlow ; and the

petition which Parlow signed prayed the Lieutenant-

Governor to permit Brouse to locate the lot and take

out the patent. The petition, affidavits, and certificates

are all on one side of a sheet of paper, and are partly

printed and partly written. Nicholas Brouse was the

subscribing witness to the impeached power of attorney

and bond. The name of John Parlow also was subscribed

to the bond as a witness. The genuineness of Nicholas

Brouse's signature to both documents was not disputed
;

and if the signatures of the Parlows were forgeries, it

seemed to be admitted that Nicholas Brouse was the

forger.

On the 3rd April, 1868, Mr. Turner, to whcjm the

petition of the claimant John Qordon Brouse had been
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referred, reported in his favor. Against this report the
contestant appealed; and on the 17th April, the Court
{Spragge, V.C.,) made an order giving the contestant
liberty to set the matter down for examination of wit-
nesses and hearing at the ensuing sittings at Cornwall.
Ihe matter was accordingly heard at Cornwall before
Vice Chancellor Spragge on the 28th April, 1868 The
onus of impeaching the documents being on the peti-
tioner, he produced as witnesses, James Parlow, the
grantee of the Crown, and his brother John Parloto.
Jami^B Parlow swore that his name to the document was
not his signature; that he had never sold his U. E
right, and had never executed documents of the nature
of those impeached. John Parlotv swore that the name
John Parlow subscribed as a witness was like his
signature, but was not in his hand-writing. The Vice
Chancellor thought both witnesses truthful, and there
being no evidence on the other side, he gave judgment
for the claimant with costs. These costs were afterwards sute«o„t.
taxed and paid.

After the hearing at Cornwall, viz., on the 23rd of Juno,
1868,Mr.*S'<a^ner,the contestant, died; and subsequently
his devisees made an application for a stay of the proceed-
ings until they should have an opportunity of moving in
respect of some new and important evidence Which they
said they had discovered. There was some misapprehen-
sion as to the time that had been allowed for this purpose •

and on the 22nd February, 1869, no motion having
been made meanwhile, the Certificate was issued to the
claimant. On the 9th March, however. Vice Chancellor
Spragge granted an injunction restraining Brouse from
selling, incumbering, or otherwise dealing with the land
for fifteen days, with liberty to the devisees to move on
or before the 23rd March, to continue the injunction.
They thereupon presented a petition, alleging that they
had lately discovered new and important evidence as to
the £reniiini>neRa nf *v^ ;. u_j ?-.-i- . ,° — '• '"'y fSiupcauiicu iiiBirumenis (the

8

Ti .i-«l
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m

1869. particulars of which the petition set forth), and praying
that the judgment of the Court should be reviewed ; that
the matter should be reheard, the finding thereon
reversed, and the Certificate oP title set aaide j that the
injunction should be continued until the matter of this
petition should be disposed of; and for general relief.
The new evidence alleged to have been discovered was,
that before the institution of the proceedings in this matter'

,

John Parlow, the witness had, at the instance of the
petitioner John Gordon Brouse, under an assumed name
and upon the false pretence of being an intending
purchaser of the land in question, procured from Mr
Stat/ner an inspection of the instruments in question •

that after this inspection, and before the hearing at
Cornwall, the said John Parlow informed the petitioner
Brouse, that, in his belief, the signatures to the said
instruments were genuine, and that the signature of John
Parlow thereto was the genuine signature of the father
of the witness John Parlow; that thereupon the

Htat,„.ent. petitioner Brouse suggested to this John Parlow, in case
he should be called upon to give testimony, to suppress
the fact of this belief in the genuineness of the instru-
ments, and to confine his evidence, as far as possible
to the question whether the signature was or was not hia
own. The contestants further alleged that they had
discovered evidence that James Parlow had, before the
date of the instruments in question, sold his right as the
son of a U. E. Loyalist, to one Jacob Brouse, his
brother-in-law, for a valuable consideration

; that Jacob
Brouse ^hony^rds, for a valuable consideration, trans-
ferred the same to Nicholas Brouse

; and that since the
hearing at Cornwall the said James Parlow had admitted
this to be the fact. The Contestants further alleged that
they had discovered that since the said hearing the
petitioner Brouse had admitted that if the witness JoAn
Parlow had stated on his examination his real belief
as to the genuineness of the said instruments, his, the
said petitioner 3 case must have failed.
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^
Mr. McLennan, for the petitioner.

Mr. S. H. Blake, contra.

oetilir'; I"^'""^^''
*^^^^^^"'"^*^-- ««*f*>rth

Clear
,
but ,8 it consistent with the rules of the Court tore-open a mutter for the purpose of letting in such oral

evidence as the petition mentions ? The case was likened

matt A^r '"' '' ^^^'^" ^" d---ryof new
matter; and I do not find that leave to hie such a billwas ever refused on that technical ground. In Willan

Rawhngs {b), before the Master of the Rolls, and after-
wards before the Lords Justices (c), the admissibility ofsuch evidence was assumed by the Court.

It was argued with great force by the learned counsel

nrnd *''.,
'^' '®*^'^^'*^ ^'^^^'^ *^« Contestants .„,,„produce on the points relied on in their petition are

fal.e; and that their falsity appears from the cross-
exam.nat.ons of the deponents, and from the counter
affi avits filed. But, having given my best attenZ
all hat was urged, I have been unable to satisfy myself^mt the statements of the contestants' witnesL maynot be substant.ally true. I think that a satisfactory
conclus.on on that point cannot be come to without the
oxam.nat.on cf the witnesses on both sides in openCourt. If, instead of applying to .his Court for 'an
invest.gat.on under the Statute, the claimant had beena pa,-ty to an ejectment suit, and had obtained judgment
there.n against the contestant, the judgment would beno d.fficulty .n the way of another action by the latter
n wh.ch the new evidence could be brought forward ; andthe purpose of the Act is to quiet titles, but only after

6

1869.

ie/)t.

(a) 16 Ves. 87.

(e) 10 Jur. N, g. 1192.

{h) 34 Bear. 60.
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thorough investigation of their validity. Would it,

in view of the policy of the Act, and of all the

circumstances, be a proper exercise of the jurisdiction

to refuse or to grant, the further investigation desired

in the present case ? It is to be observed, that the

case of the petitioner for a Certificate depended on the

truthfulness of two brothers, they being (I think it was
said) his relatives, namely, Jame» Parlow, his grantor,

and John Parlow, the grantor's brother; that both are

persons of little education ; that their evidence related

to matters which had occurred (if at all) thirty-three years

previously ; that the petitioner's case, according to the

judgment of my brother Spragge, is, that his deceased

father, Nicholas lirouse, forged the signatures to the

impeached documents; that James Parlow, for twenty-

five years or more after his right accrued, did no act,

and made no claim, of ownership, did nothing towards

the locating of the land, and did not even know what land

Judgment, had been located until informed by the petitioner at the

end of that long period ; that for these twenty -five years

he acted precisely as if he had parted with his right,

and contrary to what men do who are entitled to pro-

perty ; that no intelligible explanation of his conduct

has been offered ; that after a quarter of a century had
passed without his claiming the. property or inquiring

after it, he was induced by the present claimant, Brouse,

to execute a conveyance in his favor (6th April, I860,)

for tlie small consideration of ^£50 ; that this considera-

tion is to be paid if Brouse establishes a title to the

land, and not otherwise ; that seven or eight years more
elapsed hQ^iovQ Brouse appears to have done anything to

make good his chiim of ownership thus acquired ; that

he appears to have left the late contestant even to pay

the taxes d'jring this period ; that when the petitioner

Brouse commenced proceedings to establish his claim,

both Nicholas Bronse and Sir A. N. MacNab had been

long dead ; that the title of Sir Allan passed through

several hands before the conveyance to Stai/ner,
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that the good faith of Sir Allan's purchase is notimpeached, nor the good faith
„P™^^® '« "o^

madp hv !,» .

^ " °^ *^^^ purchasesmacle by he successive parties to whom the title orapposed title, o^MaoNab has since belonge ; t a^Mr

tt^al:^LT"^^ knowledge of tL i'.peachedtransaction
,
that he was a stranger in tho part of th^

tao«, and rte|-e the evidence »hioh «as to n,eet the

rt^rr^^^^zj^x:;from the „.„. „f fekny, „b his opponent, having17
. h s .ntorest to establish hi, „„„ father's nfam/tWthe ate oontestantthus laboured under greata„4^;„„:
a sadvantagea „ ascertaining the facts, and gettinge,denceof thetn; and that his disadvantages arc e in"
cons,derable degree from the extraordif r/ L \f
View ot all these consideratbns, I think thnt \f,u
testant and his representatives 'hal: not 7n"r^^^

^"-
such negligence in regard to bringing forward thUevidence as disentitles him to the' bdulglTe of thCourt (a point I have yet to consider)-the case is noonem ^hich the Certificate should be allowed to

'
^

-hout giviu, the devisees an opportL- ;:;^*; ^"^
he new evidence which is said to have come to t

"^

knowledge. Believing .le testimony of JolTpal^'ZJames Parlow, my brother W^. gave iurin;^
accordance with it; as their evident if h

^^^^"^^^^ '"

tw circumstantial evide„ee:;tr;;:;;':c*:te

Which have since ta.en place in\l'l"t.to^

S

out these alleged admissions from investigatiof

The ae,v natter was brought to tho knowled™ of tk.

1869.

leai.
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;

I860, contestants after the Autumn Sittings of last year.

Part of the new evidence consists of admissions made

since the hearing at Cornwall ; and as to the other new

matter, I think that the affidavits sufficiently shew that

it was through no want of reasonable diligence that it

was not known at an earlier date ; indeed, the contrary

was hardly contended, except as to the supposition, (to

which the alleged admission of John Parlow has given

rise) that the name John Parlow subscribed as a witness,

is the signature of the father of the witness, and not of

the son, as until lately had been supposed. It appeared

from the evidence of John Parlow the witness, that his

father, who had been dead for many years, was named
John Parlow; and counsel for the claimant contends

that the omission of counsel for the late contestant to ask

whether the signature was not the father's, was such a

want of reasonable diligence as precludes the present

contestants from now setting up the fact, if fact it is.

Judgment. But I have not been able to take that view. The
circumstances of the case which I have already mentioned

must be borne in mind; and in connexion with them,

other circumstances bearing on this particular point have

to be considered, namely, that the late contestant or his

agents had not before heard anything of the father JbAn
Parlow ; that he had been dead for many years ; that

from the age of John Parlow the son, and from other cir-

cumstances, the contestant and his agents had always been
led to suppose that this John Parlow was the witness to

the instruments ; that this John Parlow in his evidence

said the signature was like his own ; that when he men-
tioned in his evidence that his father's name was John
Parlow, it did not in fact occur to Mr. Stayner's counsel

that the signature might be that of the father ; that the

claimant, on whom the onus of proving the forgery rested,

insisted that he had established the forgery rlien John
Parlow, the son, swore the hand-writing was not his ; and
that the idea that another John Parlow was the real wit-

ness, had not occurred to the late contestant, or anybody
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«liog for him until October last, when the alleged

k„r"r,^
"*" Parf^, the .on, to that effeet was n,fdetnoTO ,„ the conteetanfs repre,entative., through a letteraddre».ed to the contestant by ono of the perls whlewdence they now wish to get in. I think that Idthese crcumstances there ha, been no such negligence

r:«..rtheitrr-;!':s
°' "'"~=

.nvolved ,s as to the legal title to the property ; td he

cr«Ub,l,ty of th, „„„,,^^^ ^ ^^
OM do„„„„„^ I ,y„|^ ,^^^ ^j_^ _____^^ satisfactory wly

ment to be tned at the ensuing assizes by . jury of thecounty where the principal witnesses live. ThtinjnllW.U cont,nne meantime, and until the further order o^

the Iv ,
"'""'' °°»" "f »'"' "cMcnt.1 tothe petu.on, unfl after judgment in the ejectment.

9

1869.

JodfiiMat.

Livingstone v. The Western Insurance Company
[In Appeal.*]

Fire inturance—Mortgage.

^fn^Uff"^ \

favor Of amortgagor, contained a clause providine that

Te entild to " ""t
*'^^°"°^' '""^ ^"'°-*' *^« Lu d^ g^^^^^

This was an appeal by the defendants from the decree

*iVM«n<.—Draper, C.J. E. & A.. Riohards r T n n xr v T

2—vol. in. OR.
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1869. of the Court below, as reported, ante Vol. XIV., page

IWlDgitone "'•
T.

The Western
in».oo. Mr. Blake, Q. C, and Mr. D. A. Sampson, for the

appellants, contended that the decree was erroneous and
ought to be reversed, on the grounds that the right, if

any, of the plaintiff in the Court below, against the
appellants under the policy in the pleadings mentioned
was, according to the true construction of the policy, a
right merely to receive what, if any, insurance moneys
might, under the policy, become payable to the insured,
Francis Porte ; that under the conditions of the policy
the same was avoided by the other insurance effected by
Porte in the pleadings mentioned, and therefore no
insurance moneys ever became payable to Porte, and that
no insurance moneys ever became payable under the
policy to either Porte or the plaintiff.

Mr. McLennan, for the plaintiff, submitted that the
decree was right, on the grounds that the intention of the
parties and the effect of the instrument in question was
to insure the plaintiff to the extent of his interest in the
property; that the plaintiff's insurance could not be
affected by any acts of the mortgagor in contravention
of the terms of the policy.

Judgment.
I>RAPER, C. J.—On the 3rd June, 1865, Francis

Porte mortgaged a house and some land, in the first

concession of the township of Kingston, to Archibald
Livingstone, to secure payment to the latter of $300,
with interest at seven per cent, within two years. The
mortgage deed contained a covenant that the mortgagor
should, during the continuance of the security, insure
the premises and keep them insured for at least $300,
and should on the making or renewing any and every
policy of assurance, assign the same to the mortgagee

;

and it was agreed that if the mortgagor did not fulfil

this covenant, the mortgagee might effect the insurance
at the expense and charge of the mortgagor.
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On the 15th August. 1865, the plaintiff Lhingmne

for he defendants at Kingston, (telling hi™ that hewanted Por.. to insure the premises; that he wantedP^te insure to secure his mortgage), paid such agent

»300, and obtained an interim receipt, which refers to

whlh!J'
^" ."^'^^^'^^ "°'hi°g to shew the name inwhich the policy was to be granted, nor the interest ofhe party to be assured. The agent had applied sev ral

T^Z.T'' '''\^ '^"^ *'^' '•^^ Plainti&'desiredhlm
to insure to secure the mortgage, and Porte made the
application and then the plaintiff paid the premiumand received the interim receipt. Upon this the app":knts (the defendants below) granted T policy to tZIjP-^, against OSS by fire, on the property mentior^d

plaintiff, and was in the ordinary printed form, exceptthat immediately following a written description of the
'"«-^"

premises w,3 further written: "In the event of losunder this policy the amount the assured may be eT

rort;e:r^
shan be payable to A, jA,.:,

Among other conditions indorsed on this policy therewas one (the 6th) to the effect that in case of'subsLu

oTceTn'd' "t" f""' ""' '^ ^'^^ - -iting
once, and such subsequent assurance indorsed on this
policy, or otherwise acknowledged in writing, in defaul '

whereofthe policy would become of no effect

FTanch Porte did, however, after this policy was
granted, and without the knowledge of the plaintiff
effect an insurance with the Hartford Fire Insurance
Company on the same property, of which insurance no
notice was given to the defendants,

a
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J869^
There was parol evidence that the defendants had a

jj^^;;^^
rule to insure owners only, and that if applications were

TheWMtern™**** '" ^^^^ "»"« of a mortgagee for insurance, they
Inf. Co. ^ere returned at once, and cancelled.

On the 5th December, 1865, the house was damaged
and destroyed by fire to the amount of 3300.

In May, 1866, the plaintiff filed his bill, praying that
the policy might be reformed by substituting the name
Francis for Thomas, and that ho might be declared to
bo entitled to be paid the amount of the loss or damage
sustained by him as mortgagee, and that the Western
Assurance Company, the appellants, might be ordered

' to pay the same to him.

The cause was heard first before Spragge, V, C, who
decided it in the plaintifi"8 favor. It was afterwards

J-dgment
""^^^^''^ ^^^""^^ ^^^ Chancellor and both the Vice-Chan-
cellors: and the Court, the Chancellor dissenting, affirmed
the decree with costs.

There is no room for doubt that the name Thomas
was inserted in the application and consequently in the
policy by the mistake of the defendants' agent, and was
properly changed to Francis. The application to insure
was made by Francis, who was owner and occupant of
the premises.

The bill asserts that Livingstone made the application
for insurance, to which assertion the interim receipt
gives some apparent support, for the premium is acknow-

- ledged to be paid by him, and no other person is
named in the receipt, but the premium is stated to be
received on an insurance on property, described in
application No. 870, and though the application was not
put m evidence, yet the evidence of Mr. Shaw contra-
dicts the assertion that the plaintiflF was th© applicant.
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II ahews th.t hi. iMlig.ii„n and premur. upon Pmt 1889madethroogh Mr. Shau,, procured .„ .pplioa.bn tot --^made bj i>„rt,, .„,l ,h„ n, „„„ J? '""^^°

k»
.l^iX

.nco„te,..bly that of P„te, who i, rocogni'od a, tho

" .said ""T " T''
"'"'"''"'''"• ''°»'«"'"«'' «» "<>

from the parol ov.denoo, coupled with the contents ofhe pohoy that the appellant, were aware that the

Porte and the pla.nl.ff, and thai Porte was willing oreven dee.roa, that the insurance should be a security otb. plamt,fr for his mortgage money, and I think it

that P^rfe was bound to obtain an assurance for th.tobject, and with ,h«. knowledge agreed that whatever
money became due under the term.'of the poliorsho: dbe payable to the plaintiff.

'^

II cannot be asserted on the evidence that LivinmUmf«» the applicant for the insurance or that pZZnot. G,ven then a covenant entered into by A to nro-cure and effect an insurance on a house belonging to ^and the grant of a policy to A, founded upon an apnH:
0. .on by A to insure that house. Upon these f'J, wts *e -sured? I cannot conceive a doubt but that i
... Add to these data, that the assurers have made it asettled rule in the conduct of their business not to gr ntapohcy to assure the interest of a mortgagee ; iUtl.n h.s apphcation, after stating that he if o^er Inloooupant, subject to a mortgage to B, and that he desireshat .f any sum shall become payable to him {A) und™the pohcy, the assurers will pay that sum to B wiAonI
further reference to or authority from him (I, and .tusurers agree to this, will „„, ,he,e words <<

the

ZIV^B-^^'T.'^ entitled to receive s'hall bpayable to B, s,mp|y but unequivocally eitnre,. *,

Judgm^tit
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intention and desire of the assured, and the undertakinir
ot the assurers to give effect to it ? If Porte had as

Th. w.jt.rn
^'«n«d this Very policy, as he covenanted to do, will it

•

o" be asserted that (the assurors consenting) the assignment
had nothing to operate upon because Porte was not the
assured It ,s to the absence of that assignment, and
io Porte', broach of the said condition indorsed on thepolicy that this litigation is owing. I should have
added.probably. to P.,,,-, inability to make compensation
for his breach of the covenant to assign.

The construction of the words - the amount theassured may be entitled to receive shall be payable toj
frr.''Z"' r'*^»e«^'" f^'- ^vf'ich the plaintitt con-tends that they make Li.i.,,stone or shew that he is

wo ds, to be reasoning m a circle, starting thus

:

L^v^ngstone,s the assured because he is to receive themoney
;
and returning, Zmn^«,o.. is entitled to receive

he money because he is the assured. If the construe
lion rests on a more g..eral view, then we find that theaBsuranco IS on a building ''owned and occupied byamr.^." Who owned anc' occupied it? 'Zn^Porte. Whom do the Company at the beginning of t^epohcy declare they insure? Francis plte. M Z
low sZZ '"'"^"^^^^/^ -Pr--n in what fol-iow

s. Surely the owner of the building insured theapphcant for the insurance, the person who is deiaredby the Company to be insured by them, is with perfectaccuracy called the assured
; and it is to the assuredthatthendemnity for loss by fire is to be made Totnecessarily ,y money, but in the option of the CompanT

' aTryt"'^"'-
'^''^-—

y, thereTr?

"pavTble o A T
'''''''',''^'^^ ?"* «» the wordpayable to A. Livingstone." They import an under-taking on the part of the Company to pay the moneyWhich is Porte's under the policy,'to^.V^Z,'

Jadgmrat.
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violence to the language used han . I ."«
^'^ '''" '""'"•

i.» 1 ,

"»'*ag« usea, than to make the d aintiffthe assured, ^hen he never made any applicarn formsurance, and when his interest wasL TTck theCompany would not grant a policy.

I do not mean to say that this undertaking of theCompany made to Porte, and, «s I infer, at h.s re uestgave the plaintiff no right to the money, b tTn myhumble judgnent it was not as the assured.
^

Entertaining then the opinion that PortP w,., ..-ured it follows that the Iditions of tf". Ito be observed and kept by him. A violatL of thesuth condition has, it appears, taken place and Tconsequence is, the policy became of no effect

Je'llfZla!: ? r^""' ^^^ ^lecree should be

"*"•"*

reversed, and the plaintiff's bill dismissed with costs.

Thetcttha?th " ^"'""^ ^"''^^^^'^^ Company ia),J-neiact that there was an assignment in fi,of
'

be .uffioien. to dia,i„g„i3h U, UusZ I '

„. r'""^more oo„,idera.io„ than I hive ye. giv«„ toTt
.7°"?

cou d follow i> trt fi,« i. , -^ &'^*^" *o It, before I

case into": 'of l'p,.S?:'
"™""^ '» ""'-^ *"

case, and subsequent consideration had fn-;?J /
vince him that he was wrong.

^"^^'^ *° '°"-

(a) 12 Grant, 166.
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1860. GwYNNE, J.—Aflmitting that the policy may be

j^;;;;^^^
rectified by the insertion of the name of ''Francis"

Thewwtotn*^^*®*'* of " Thomos" Forte, I entirely concur in the
iD8. Co. judgment delivered by his Lordship the Chancellor in

the Court below, that the bill should be dismissed with
costs.

The bill does not pray any rectificaticn of the policy
by the insertion of the plaintiffs' name as the insured

;

nor if it did, would such a prayer be granted, for in that
respect, it is utterly denied by the defendants that there
was any mistake, and unless the mistake be mutual there
can be no rectification.

When rectified, however, by the insertion of the name
oV' Francis" Forte, the policy then becomes a contract
between the Company and him, the terms and conditions
ofwhich avoid the policy in the event which has happened
—and in the face of such forfeiture the plaintiff cannot

JndpsTOt
succeed without an alteration in the terms of the contract,
which no c urt has any power to make to the prejudice
of one of the contracting parties.

Fer Curiam.—BecreQ of Court below reversed, and the
plaintiff's bill dismissed with costs.—[Spraqob,
V.C., dissenting.]
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KiRKPATRICK V. LysTe'r-.[In ApPEAL.*]

Leau by rector - Seneu>al - Covenants to pay for improvements-
Estoppel.'

By letters patent dated in Jauuary, 1824, certain lands were granted

to the ncumbent whenever the Governor should erect a parsonageor rectory ,n K.ngston and duly appoint an incumbent thereto,

^iesLTT^V*"' TV'^'''
^"""" *» *^-« thereinbefor

TnT ;«,l u""""^'
^836, a rectory was created in Kingston.In May 3837. the trusts for which the patent of 1824 had beenssuedhavng been carried out, and one of the trustees namedtherem appointed rector, the other two joined in a conveyance to

^^1 . ? "'
*° """'^ '° ^'"^ •'"<' ^'« «"«°«"°"> «4ect tothe uses and trusts set forth in the grant to them. In 1842 this

pla.nt.ffs claimed), whereby he covenanted for himself and hisuccessorsto pay for certain improvements made by the CeeTf
terms to be agreed upon, and that until such payment for improve-

rremises'"'
"" *'' ^""""' ''""''* "*"" possession of the

^l\lndV''
"""""''"'' '''"''' '^ '™^*«^ °"««'°'. I'ad no power

Ltln'.'' ""f'^r^'''-^.*"
P-^y f"' i'-Provements, or to enter into anyagreement which a pr^ori would extend the lease beyond the twenty-one years. •'

This was an appeal by the plaintiffs from the decree
of ^the court below, as reported ante vol. xiii., page

17

lfl69.

Mr Strong, Q C and Mr. OrooJcs, Q. C, for the st.t.„.ne.
appellants, contended that the decree was erroneous, on
the grounds that the appellants, as plaintiffs in the Court
of Chancery, on the pleadings, evidence and admissions
in the cause, were entitled to an injunction to restrain
the defendant Ly^ter from further proceeding with the
action of ejectment in the pleadings mentioned ; that

8nf'""'"'rn^T'"'.^'^-^-°'
VanKoughnet.C.. Richards, C.J. C.^Sijagge, V.C, Morrison. J., A. Wilson. J., J. Wilson. J., and Mowat.

8—VOL. XVI. aR.
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1869. under the covenants contained in the lease in the plead-

^;;^^ ings mentioned, the plaintiffs were entitled in equity to

LyJier.
^® protcctcd in their possession of the demised premises,
until the permanent improvements effected by the lessee
thereon were valued, and compensation made therefor
by the defendant lister, or until a new lease of the
premises was granted ; that the lease in the pleadings
mentioned was a valid lease, both at law and in equity,
and binding on the defendant Lt/ster, and the defend-
ant Lyster cannot, as rector or otherwise, refuse to
be bound by its provisions ; that even if the lease were
invalid, yet under the principles of a Court of Equity,
the lessee and his assigns, under the circumstances of
this case, are entitled to compensation for permanent
improvements made on the demised premises, and to a
lien and charge thereon for the value of such improve-
ments, and in default of payment to realize the same by
a sale of the premises ; that the decree of the Court of

statement. Chanccry was erroneous in ordering payment to be made
to the defendant Lyster by all the plaintiffs for damages,
in the nature of mesne profits.

Mr. Blake, Q.C., for the plaintiffs, submitted that the
decree was correct on the following, amongst other
grounds :—That the powers authorizing the execution of
any lease of the premises in question, other than an
ordinary rectorial lease, had come to an end before the
date of the execution of the lease in question, and the
said premises were at that date vested in the lessor aa
rector, either as to the entirety or at least as to two
undivided third parts thereof, and the said lease was there-
fore void at law and in equity ; that if the powers autho-
rizing the execution of any lease, other than an ordinary
rectorial lease, be adjudged by this Court to have been
still in existence at the date of the said lease, then the
said lease is valid or void according as it is or is not
within the said powers. If it were valid, the appellants
had a defence at law to the action ; if void, they had
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event^thU"/^"'?
*' ''?^'^" '^' ^^"°°' I'^ either 1869:

nl w». ^.r '"'''''^ ^" *^'^ «"'*' ^^''^ *h« lease is W-not withm these powers, and is therefore void : that the ^*'H""*
provisions, the beneEt of which the appellants claim, are

''''-

vague and uncertain, and for this and other reasons are

rel. ^^1T \T'^' performance, and the only
r medy of he appellants in respect thereof is by action
at law for the breach thereof; that there is no equity
upon which the respondent can be prevented from
a sert^^g ^,, j^g^j ^.^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^ .^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^_^
premises, nor ,s there any ground upon which the
appellants are entitled to compensation for improvements
on the premises, or to a lien for the amount of such
compensation, or to a sale of the premises in order toreahze such amount; that if the lessor was at the dateof the said lease seized of one undivided third part ofthe said premises as trustee thereof, and not as rector,
yet he was so seized upon trust only to convey that par

authorize the said or any lease of the said part ; and the

seized of the said part, and the plaintiffs, or those
hrough whom they claim, were parties to such breach of

trust, and the defendant was entitled to recover in equity
If not at law, the possession of the said undivided third
part, and compensation for the profits thereof accrued
since he became rector, and he being so entitled, the
decree had properly given him that relief for which bv
nis answer he specially prayed.

Draper, C. J.-The different letters patent and other
deeds and instruments put in evidence in this cause, were
also before the Court of Queen's Bench in the case of
±<yster v. Kirkpatrick and others (a).

iefr'°v.*''J^"'
'' *PP®*'' '^''' '^^ **»e 19tli of January,

1^2% the Crown granted certain lands in the town (now

(^) 26 Q. ji, y. c. 2ii
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1860. city) of Kingston, of which lands the premises in ques-

Ki^ItriA
^^^^ ^" ^^^^ ^*"^® ^^^^ P*"^'' *° *^® Venerable George

hylier.
^^^^^ StuaH, ArchdeacoD of York, Q-eorge H. Markland
and John Macaulay, to hold in fee on trust.

1. To ratify and confirm all such leases and agreements
for leases as were then subsisting, and had been entered

into by the clergymen and church-wardens on behalf of

the inhabitants of Kingston, of any part of the land

granted.

2. To give leases of the residue, at the best rent, for

any term not exceeding twenty-one years, under such
provisoes, conditions and covenants, and to renew and
grant fresh leases at the expiration of such as had been

' or might be granted, as to the grantees or any future

trustees might seem fit.

3. To receive the rents and apply them, first, in

liquidation of any sum not exceeding ^3000, which
slight be borrowed for erecting a new church ; and after

Ju(?gment. payment of such sum and interest.

4. To pay the rents to the clergyman for the time
being doing duty in the said church.

Subject to a proviso that when the Governor should

erect a rectory in Kingston, and present an incumbent
thereto ; then the trustees for the time being should by
writing, under their hands and seals attested, &c., con-
vey the land to such incumbent and his successors for
ever as a sole corporation, upon the same uses and trusts

aE were thereinbefore expressed.

A rectory in I^ingston was erected by letters patent,
dated 21st January, 1836.

The Venerable G-eorge Okill Stuart was, on the 18th
of October, 1836, duly inducted into the said rectory.

By deed-poll, dated the 10th of May, 1837, George
B. Markland and John Macaulay, in fulfilment of the
powers and duties of the trusts set forth in the letters
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patent of the 19th of January, 1824, granted, assigned, 1869.
conveyed and confirmed the said land to the said Qeorge ^-v--'
Ohill Stuart, habendum to him and his successors for- ^"""t""*
ever, "subject and under the uses and trusts set forth"

""""•

in the said letters patent.

The said George OMll Stuart immediately after exe-
cuted a deed-poll, declaring for himself and his heirs,
that as one of the trustees he consented and agreed to this
assignment, and that he now received, and took and held
the same in his capacity as rector and incumbent of
Kingston, and not otherwise.

Archdeacon Stuart, by lease dated the I6th August,
1842, describing himself as rector of Kingston, (aft^r
reciting the foregoing instruments, and that it was
desirable that tU buHdings and improvements upon the
lot should be in Drick or stone, and that the lessee therein
named had proposed to build in brick or stone "upon .„,.„..,
getting a lease for twenty-one years," and that the
essor, by virtue of the powers in him vested by the said
etters patent and deed-poll, was willing to grant such
lease, subject to certain conditions and provisoes, for the
valuation of such buildings of brick or stone as might be

,^pon the premises at the expiration of the term, or for
the renewal of the lease "for such further term as should
be agreed upon,") demised, leased, and to farm let to
John R. Forsyth, the premises I ^uestion, with the
appurtenances, habendum to him, his executors, admin-
istrators and assigns, from the 24th of January, 1842 to
the full end and term of twenty-one years, yielding and
paying, &c., with covenants for the payment of rent, and
that the lessor might enter in default ; and the lessor for
himself and his successors, covenanted that at the end of
twenty-one years, all buildings of brick or stone that
might be erected upon the demised premises should be
valued by arbitrators, one to be appointed by the lessor
or his successors, another by the lessee, hia .^xecu^or-
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1869. &c., which two arbitrators shalJ appoint a third, and they

^;;;^j^
three shall value the buildings, and their award, or that

Lylter. °f
*^o of them, shall be conclusive. "And the lessor or

his successors shall pay or cause to be paid to the" lessee,
his executors, &c., " the amount of the valuation of the
buildings as aforesaid, or execute to the" lessee, his
executors, &c,, " a new lease of the said premises, upon
such terms as may be agreed upon ; Provided always that
until the aaid valuation be paid, or such new lease be
executed, the said " lessee, his executors, ^o., .« shall
remain in possession of the said premises, subject to the
rents and conditions hereinbefore mentioned." It is

further agreed that if either party neglect or refuse to
appoint an arbitrator, having received thirty days' notice
m writing to do so, the party giving the notice may
appoint his arbitrator, and the arbitrator so appointed
shall name a second, who shall have the same powers

,
and authority as if he had been appointed in the manner

Jodgmtn*. hereinbefore mentioned.

The plaintiflFs Kirkpatrick and Callaghan, on behalf
of the Kingston Building Society, mortgagees of the
estate and interest which Forsyth, the original lessee
had, and the plaintiff Mary Catherine McDonell, as
the executrix of Archibald John McDonell deceased, «rc
entitled to the equity of redemption of that mortgage!

Since the filing of this bill, George Okill Stuart, heir-
at-law of Archdeacon Stuart, released and conveyed
his interest in the lands in question to the defendant
Lyster.

Archdeacon Stuart died in 1862. Dr. Lauder suc-
ceeded him as rector in November, 1862, and upon his
resignation the defendant Lyster was, in June, 1864
inducted as rector.

'

The trustees named in the letters patent, raised ^3000
to build the new church, and paid it off wifh .-nfer-s^ «"*
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of rents and profits received under various leases made 1869
by authority of the letters patent of 1824. n-^v^

Kirkpatriek

The defendant Lytter, in September 1865, commenced
'*^''"-

an ejectment to recover possession of the premises in
question, and the defendants JKirJcpatricJc and Oallaqhan
were let in to defend as landlords.

The defendant Lyster recovered judgment for two
undivided thirds, leaving the plaintiffs the remaining
undivided one-third, and Dr. Ly.ter intends issuing
execution as to two-thirds of the premises and the costs

The Attorney-General is only made defendant in
respect of the interest of the Queen's subjects in the
premises.

The object of tht suit is to enforce upon the defendant
J^Bter the proviso contained in the lease granted by .

.

Archdeacon Stuart to Jokn R. Fonytk, in August^
"^•"

1842, contending that it amounts to a covenant, and that
adequate relief to protect the plaintiffs under its provi-
sions can only be obtained in equity.

The case was, I think, very fairly put by Mr Strong,
on the part of the appellants. He rests it upon the pro!
viso, that until the valuation of the buildings be paid or
until a new lease of the premises be given, the lessee
shall remain in possession of the premises, subject only
to the rents and conditions contained in the original
lease. He contends that the power to grant leases such
as the one m question, under which the lessee was enti-
tied to be compensated for the ascertained value- of his
buildings, or to have a new lease, was not merely inci-
dental but was absolutely necessary to enable the trustees

transfer of the land, which the trustees were requiredto
make to the incnmhenf -^v . • . ,

1;

J a
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If 1

1860. successors, was to be for the same uses and upon the same

""v—' trusts as those upon whicli the land was granted in the
KIrkpfttriok „ .

'^
. , , , , , .

first instance ; and that as the trustees might or (as he

argues) must have granted a lease (for a limited term of

twenty-one years) of such a character, and had express

power to renew it, the incumbent would have been bound

to fulfil what they contracted to do, and he had the same

authority, when the land was transferred to him, to

grant similar leases and to bind his successors, who

would take the lands under the terirs and conditions

of the grant, and not merely as appurtenant to the

rectory.

I am not prepared to concede the necessity on which

this argument to some extent rests, for it involves the

assumption that the ground rent without this stipulation,

would have been inadequate as a security to raise ^63000,

and to pay that sum and interest. The letters patent,

judgmMt. as appears by the recital, unequivocally shew that the

borrowing powers were based on the security of the

rent, and that after the debt was discharged such rents

were to be paid directly to the rector and his successors.

A lease of a part of the land, only twenty-three feet

frontage, dated in November, 1824, has been put in,

and it appears that the rent per foot was ^2.61 nearly.

The lease contains a covenant, on the part of the lessee

to build a house of a specified character. Arid a cove-

nant by the lessee, with the lessors, their heirs and

assigns, and the survivors or survivor of them, that the

lessors and their heirs, and the survivors or survivor,

shall pay the lessee, at the expiration of the lease, the

value of the house to be erected by him. If this is to be

read as the covenant of the lessors, it could only amount

to their personal covenant, for I apprehend it could not

bind their successors in the trust, and still less the rector

in posse, to whom in that character, and as a corporation

sole, they were to transfer the land when the debt was

discharged.
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It may also be observed that the lessee, in the leasein
question in this cause, did not enter into a covenant to

26

1869.

build a all, and if he had erected buildings of other -'"*
material thun brick or stone, he would have had no claim

"**"•

to be paid for them, according to the terms of the pro-
viso relied upon. There is nothing to shew that this lot
had been leased before, and before 1842, the £3000 and
interest had apparently been paid off. A rectory had
been erected, a rector inducted, and a conveyance ofthe
land had been made by two of the trustees to the rector
who was then co-trustee, and who also executed a decla-
ration of the character in which he took or would hold

o Tt z
'' ">«t'^"'°ents, to borrow the language of&rJ. Kmght Bruce, in aihon v. QoUmid (a), seem

artkisly preparedr but thoy shew an intention to fulfil
the trusts set out in the letters patent of 1824.

The question then arises : Did any, or if any, which,

It is not shewn that any lease or agreement for a lease,
affecting the premises now in question, had been made
prior to 1824; if not, then there could have been nothing
for the trustees to ratify or confirm. Nor did ihe three

I'qnnn w K '"^i'T '^ '^''' ^'''^''''' The debt of

f T«n . rpu
^'^^haiged. So far the trusts were

fulfilled. There remained for the trustees to receive the
rents and profits, and to pay them over to the resident
clergyman doing duty in the new church, but the erection
of the rectory and the presentation ofArchdeacon StuaH
took place and to him as rector, his co-trustees conveyed
and transferred the premises, following he language of
the patent Unless he still continued to be trustee to
receive and to pay himself as cestui que trust, that trust
was at an end, and then no trust could remain but to

/_\ 1 -r

4—VOL. XVI. OB.

^a; X JUT. a. e. 1,
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1800. demise and lease such land as had not been already

^^^j^^^^
leased, for the best rent that coulu be obtained, and to

T.

Lyiter.
renew the same and to grant fresh leases ut the expira-

tion of existing or of future leases.

In my opinion, upon the true construction of the let-

tors patent, and on the state of facts when the lease of

1842 was made, or at all events after the heir-at-law of

Archdeacon Stuart had conveyed to the defendant

Lyater, all the trusts had come to an end.

The leading objects, to effect which the grant of

1824 was made, appear to mo to have been—(1.) To
provide money for building a new church, and wht this

was done, (2.) To secure an income fo" the clergyman
doing duty therein ; and (3.) Whenever a rectory should

be erected, to transfer the land granted, to the rector,

whose duty it would be to perform all the ministrations

Judgment of the church.

There was probably no more convenient method at

that time than to make the grant to trustttes, defining

the objects and conferring on them the necessary powers
to eifect them. The first, after raising £3000, was to

pay it off" with interest. How long it would take to do
this was uncertain ; but as soon as it was done, the trust

to pay the clergyman would arise. Then the succession

of trustees was provided for, and lastly came the proviso,

which, from the moment of the creation of the rectory

and the presentation of an incumbent, left the trustees

nothing to do but to transfer the lands to the rector as a
sole corporation, having as a necesSary incident perpet-
ual succebsion. The proviso was to take effect without
reference to the condition of the trust estate. It arose

in full force when there was a rectory and an incumbent.
It might have arisen before the new church was built, or

before there was a resident clergyman doing duty in it

;

or before the iGSOOO was paid oflF. It was absolutely
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KIrkpatrIck
T.

tjitu.

necessary that the obligations lawfully entered into by 1869.
the trustees should be binding upon the rector, that he—
should complete whatever they had validly contracted
for, or had only in part fulfilled, of the trusts imposed
on thera, and hence the introduction of^he words " to
and for the same uses and upon the same trusts as are
hereinbefore mentioned and expressed," in the convoy-
ance which the proviso required the trustees to make to
the rector. In October, 1836, Archdeacon Stuart, who
had long been resident minister, was presented to the
rectory; ,n May following, his co-trustees conveyed to
him as the letters patent directed.

We have then t( e trusts for raising the money and
re-paying at an end. The land conveyed to the rector
ac a corporation sole, by his two co-trustees, and he the
cestui que trust, as the clergyman who did the duty in
the church, and the then trustee under the patent in
possession of the lands granted, subject to such leases as a„d,«.„t.
were then in force as to any parts of them ; and at this
time the present rector (the defendant Dr. Li/ater) has
also in his corporate capacity the legal estate which was
vested in the late Archdeacon Stuart under the letters
patent of 1824. The question is reduced to this : Does
he hold these lands as a" trustee under those letters
patent, and with the powers and subject to the trusts
therein

;
or as an ecclesiastical corporation, with all the

legal incidents attaching upon him as rector ? I think
the latter is the correct conclusion.

To my mind it seems clear that as soon as tho new
church was built, the debt incurred for that ptirpose
satisfied, and a rector appointed, tho Crown meant that
this land should be transferred to him as part of the
endowment appertaining to his rectory. The trustees
derived their powers of leasing from the patent; but tho
rector possessed such powers in his corporate capacity,
"•"

ii'^"^' '^ ^^ ojore reasonable to iiold that tho
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"''^"''^ '' '"^^ '^'^^ '^^- »hat as to

..rk,.tHck ^^«««
,'

'"' P°'^''"' "^ '«'*«'"« should be of one char-
„.i.,.

acter. and as to any, other lands which might form parthe endowment, that his powers should be the subjecof the enabhng and disenabling statutes. The po^erare n ,.,,,, and I do not find an, reason fo: ho Z

,

ha the Crown .ntended that the rector should holdthese lands after the immediate and temporary objectsas to buddmg were complete under a trust, to receive therents as trustee, and to pay them to himself asJ2,
oT ;vid? "^h'

'' "^^""^' ''''' ''' «^-^ -^ -^ 'e"
p ovide for the contmgency that the rector-who in

Churc7T f !?',«""'' '""^^ ^« '^ minister of 'theChurch England, duly ordained according to theri esthe sazd church-would not be the resident mindomg duty ,n the new church, the rector for th^ mobemg would be the only person beneficially intererdas well as the sole trustee for himself Th- ? ,

"^'''

Lord Macclesfield, in Carteret v. Carteret (n\ 'Jl v
cable, he could claim a conveyance to 1 ?^:tetrustees ,f he did not in his capacity as a sole col .tion, umte the two characters.

^
1 think it was neither competent for the three trusteesnor for the rector as sole trustee or as rector, to b ndh se come after him or them tu pay the valuation ofthe bu.Id.ngs, and it appears to me a contract to grant a

tru tL ^ •* "'' ^'^^"^ ^"«^Se themselves astrustees or as rector, would be void. The question ofr.n..a can hardly be said to arise in this case, nd a.to granting new leases, the rector derives author ty fromh
3 presentation and induction, for the latter gives h^

possession of the temporalities, and togeler wUh
institution makes him the complete incumbent

(a) 2 P. Wms. 184.



lioMi not upon th. lr„.,. j
*'°««»°. "od that ho

th. power, and .io° to .^', "."°""' '™P'^' "'""

give, to or in,po.„ 0° hl^
"""ofon. which the law

binding hi. sucecsL .?/

.

' '"M'""" aa to

•0 thefelief .hey/eek,
°°' ""'""

""i'"""*-.

J.»K«™h».,. c. Spk.o«^ v. C, 4 MOBMSOK, J..

to the lessee the value of the bui' T ^^
lessee, or should execute to hin. , nefCe'uJ^ *\'

'"'""""'

terms as might be agreed .,nnn ? 7 "P°" ^"^''^

was paid orie n^r.^r:;;: th?r" r^^'^«remain in possession, subjec to thl ' t T" f°"'^
'

of the old lease—nrl T 1
®°' ^^'^ conditions

EngUncI. and w.. "v™Tbv .1. T'""' "'" '°

.P.ei.l.y relating .„ ehuTpropLr
""""

biit'r:rdr:„r.'r:'"'''''*''°"''^''
patent of 1824 and .1 ll "^

"^ °'"""'°«'
'" 'b»

power itJ be":!",„? " " » ~»f»™">'«
"> ">.

•Jon? 'V° Xot :^" "T'""' '" '"'°««°«"»» by

be»n.otl.e Cr:t?r:,,'rr''P"™'' ''''' ^•™''"'
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1869. Nor need it have been allowed by tlid Ordinary,
^-"^^^^^ becaasQ it was an act done in the exercise of a trust, in

which the Ordinary had no part; and perhaps also

because there may be a parsonage, the complete seisin

and enjoyment of which was perfected by the gift or

collation of the Grown.

Ljitar.

The trusts on which the grant was made, were:

(1.) To confirm leases theretofore created.

(2.) To make new demises for the best rent that could

be obtained for any term not exceeding twenty-one years,
" and under and subject to such provisoes, conditions

and covenants, and to renew the same, or to grant

fresh leases at the expiration of such as are now
or thereafter may be granted, as to the trustees may
seem fit."

judgmtat (*^*) ^** P*y °"' °^ '^® ^^^^ '^® JE3000 the trustees

had been authorized to borrow, and the interest thereon

;

(4.) After payment of that sum and interest, to pay
the rents to the clergyman for the time being, who shall

be resident and doing duty in the church. And
«

(5.) When a parsonage or rectory was erected in King-
ston, to transfer the land to such incumbent or minister

and his successors forever, as a sole corporation, "to and
for the same uses, and upon the same trusts as are

hereinbefore mentioned."

The first and third trusts have been performed, and
the fifth also, for the property has been transferred to

the incumbent. The second and fourth trusts are only
now in operation—the power to make leases and to apply
the rents tothe incumbent's use.

The leases are not to exceed twenty-one years, but
fcs they may be "subject to such provisoas," &c., above
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Twentrn'
'^' q^tion is, can they, when made for 1869.

twenty-one years, be made subject also to a renewal for ^-v^
twenty-one years, at the expiration of the term ?

»*?•«*
Lyttor.

A covenant for renewal runs with the land; it is a
contmuation of the old lease : trustees, mortgagees and
others of that class taking it, will be deemed t! hold as

^^ft Bruce V C, said in Richard, y,
^Richard,,

(6), I take U that the term renewal means a renovationa restoration of something to a former or original state,

either of these things, so far as there is any difference
between them It must, however, be a renewal, a reno-
vation, or repetition, or restoration of the same subject,
as tar as it is possible to restore that subject. A renewal *'"'•«»«"•

of a lease, where the context does not require any

ttn the^r^"'''"?
'' ^' ^'^^^ *° '*' must thereforemean the obtaining a lease as near as possible in every

particular circumstance to the existing lease, as if the

the testator here means, therefore, according to thecorrec interpretation of the word, a departure fromwhich ,s not required by the context, is in my opinion anew lease exactly upon the same terms as the other

;

same Jn.r^'
"^'' ^'' '^^'^ ^'^'' "^'^'^ «nder the

wirpeS."'^'
''"'^^'^^ '' ^- - *he circumstances

It is said there is « a distinction between a clause togrant a new lease, and one to renew a lease. In the
latter case there is an implied covenant to give a new

BaU & B at p. 205.
(4) 2 Y. & C. Ch. at p. 427.
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ISflO. one, for the same term, rent and conditions." Whitlock

KirkpaMck
%

lOTMar.

V. Duffield

An hospital had power to lease for not longer than
twenty-one years. The hospital covenanted to renew
from time to time, till the term should be sixty years.
This was held void, being the same, and as much to the
prejudice of the hospital as to grant a lease of sixty

years at first. The lessee had got the covenant on
binding himself to lay out ,6100 in building. Lydiatt
V. Foach {b) ; Taylor v. DuUidge Hospital (c).

And any body not having the power to grant leases

exceeding twenty-one years, can no more covenant for a
renewal of the term than he could originally grant a lease

exceeding the prescribed limits (d). Watton v. The
Master ^c, of Uemsworth Hospital («).

J«dgm.i>t I think the terms of the patent, "To demise for

the best rent that can be obtained therefor, for any term
not exceeding twenty-one years, and under such provi-

soes, conditions and covenants, and to renew the same,
or to grant fresh leases at the expiration of those granted
—as to the trustees shall seem fit," may be properly
expounded in this manner :—The leases are to be for

a term not exceeding twenty-one years at the best

rent that can be obtained therefor, and the trustees

or incumbent may in such leases covenant for the
renewal, but not at the same nor at any particular

rent, but only at sunh rent as shall at the commence-
ment of the renewal term, be the best rent that can be
obtained therefor.

In this manner the words, "and to renew or to grant

(a) 1 Hoff. Ch. Eep. 100.

(e) 2 Eq. Cas. abr. 198, pi, 2.

(0 14 Vet. at pp. 383, 340.

(6) 2 Vern. 410.

(rf) 2 Eq. Ca. ab. 198.

:>^t^«ilVoA«9M'rT«l£4«^,'»^
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fresh leases," will have full operation ; for a renewal isnot the same as & fresh lease.

Church by such a construction, for the incumbent will

ttr^'-n' K^'"'"^
.*^' ''""^ '^°*- ^"t ^J^^t advantage

h.s W.1! be to the tenant who pays the rack rent,
excepting that he will have the preference in getting th
lease, It IS hard to see.

^

The rent too would have to be calculated on the
improved value of the land as it then was. Sinipson v.
Vlayton (a).

'^

As a mere abr.-cn .iuestion of law, I am of opinion
hat a covenant to renew for twenty-one years, contained
n a lease for twenty-one years, is a valid covenant by
the trustees or incumbent, under the authority of the
patent. ''

The renewal can only be at a new or valuation rent.

The clauses in the lease, that the person who is incum-
bent a the exp.rat.on of the lease shall pay to the lessee
he value of the buildings, or execute a new lease on

bevo.d.f the .ncumbent and lessee a^ree upon terms;
f he new lea.e would be good during the new term, i
his incumbency lasted so long.

The covenant to pay for the buildings cannot be
enforced, however, against the successor, if he object topay. Nor can he be obliged to execute a new lease

arbira!^ T *7'^- ^'' °*" ^' ^' ^'^'-P^Ued to
arb.trate-nor has the tenant the right to remain in
possession at the old rent and on the old terms until the
valuation is made or the new lease given.

88

1869.

Eirkpatrlck
T.

Lystor.

Judsmant.

(a\ 4 n M n '/KQ

5—vol. XVI. GR.
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1869. The whole claus is useless and inoperative if it is to

Kirti;^
^^ dependent on the parties agreeing as to what they

v.

Iiytter.
ara to do, for that is optional . with them or either of
them, and it is void if it is to be considered in any
other light.

Effect cannot be given to these provisions just as they
stand, but I think the Court of Chancery may and can
determine what is the best rent that could have been
obtained on the renewal for twenty-one years, com-
mendng at the expiation of the former lease.

This clause does not avoid the whole lease, and the

other parts of it which may be given effect to. Fuller

V. Ahhott{a\ Davenant v. Biihop of Salisbury {b).

In Powell v. Thomas (c), a road was made across the

defendant's land to the plaintiff's colliery, and used by
the plaintiff for some time to the defendant's knowledge,

fudnment the plaifatiff having been in treaty for the right, but he
had never actually got it—no price was over mentioned.

The Court restrained an ejectment by the defendant
upon the plaintiff giving judgment in that action, and
pajring £200 into court, a sum sufficient for a security

for the price of the land.

In Gourlay v. The Duke ofSomerset {d\ the principle

is stated on which the Court will act in fixing the terms
of a bargain between parties.

The Master of the Rolls said—"When the agreement
is that the price of the estate shall bo fixed by arbitra-

tors, and they do not fix it, there is no contract, as the

price is the essence of the contract, and the court cannot
make a contract where there is none. But where the

court has determined that the agreement is binding and
concluded, and such as ought to be executed, it does not

(a) 4 Taunt. 106.

(rf) 19 Vea. 429.

(6) 1 Ventr. 228. (e) 6 Hue 800.
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reqo re foreign aid to carry the details into execution." 1869.
and therefore when a person named was to settle what ^-v^
conditions should reasonably be in a lease between the

^'""^*""*

part.es, the court, giving specific performance, undertook
'"'"•

the whole subject, and referred the matter to the Master
to settie.

So where the agreement is to sell at a fair price, that
IS a matter which the court can ascertain. Milnes v
aery {a) And this will more especially be done in
favour of possession and expenditure, referable to the
agreement. Meynell^ Surteea{b).

In Gregory v Mighell (c), the Master of the Rolls said—"Tie rent was not fixed in the manner stipulated by
the agreement

; after it was known the arbitrators had
not fixed any rent, and that no other means provided by
the agreement were resorted to, the deferdaut still
acquiesced in the plaintiff's possession of these lands •

that is a case in which the failure of the arbitrators to

'""''""""

fix the rent, can never affect the agreement, it is in part
performed, and the court must find some means of
completing the execution," and it was thereupon sent to
the Master.

I entertain no doubt then, that there being a contract
in tact, and in this case accompanied by possession, the
payment of rent, and expenditure on the faith of 'chat
agreement, the Court of Equity will give effect to that
contract, by determining the amount of rent to be paid
by the tenant for the renewal term; and that the words
of tho patent, " for the best rent that can bo obtained
therefor," are plainly such terms, according to the
authorities, upon which the court can act efficiently,
when the parties differ between themselves.

(<!} U Ves. 400. (6) 3 ^ip, * Qiff. 101, affirmed 1 J^. N. 8 737
(c) 18 VeH. 828. 828.
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1869. There seems also to be no doubt, I think, that if Aroh-

;;;;;;;;;;;;^^
deacon Stuart had let at a preposterously low rent, and

Lylur,
^»'' ^®^<^^ ^^^ l>e8t rent that could have been obtained
for the purpose of giving some unfair advantage to the
tenant, his successor, as incumbent, upon shewing these
facts, could have had the rent re-settled by the Court at

a fair sum; and what the Court can do during the term,
it may do on beginning the term, so lo.ig as there is a
subsisting contract between the parties.

In my opinion the plaintiff was and is entitled to a
renewal lease for twenty-one years, commencing at the
expiration of theformer one, and at a rent to be fixed by
the Court of Chancery as the best rent which could
have been obtained for the property at the termination
of the former lease, improved as it was, and v Ithout
regard to the tenant liaving made these improvements at
his own expense, and upon the idea that he was to be

.Judgment, compensated for them ; and that the other clause, as to

the valuation of buildings, should be omitted in the
renewal, as contrary to the powers and trusts of the

patent ; and that a proper title should be given to the
tenant, which will make it necessary for the incumbent
to get the whole legal title, and the legal title to the
whole vested in himself; and that the bili filed may be
given effect to in this manner.

MowAr, V. C, was inclined to concur in the opinion

expressed by A. Wilson, J.

Per CMrwm—Appeal dismissed with costs.

—

[A. Wilson, J., and Mowat, V. C,
dissenting.]
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McDonald v. McDonald. [In Apphal].* ^^
Lunacy— Vendor and Purcha»tr.

delusions:
'

' " ^*' ^^^^^> ^as one of hia

This was an appeal from the decree of the court belowas reported ante volume xv., page 545. ^ '

oonf'/uf'' ?• ^' '"^ ^'' ^'^^'' f«^ *be appellant
contendedthatthedecreewaserronoousonthegroundstha

iJftf2)o„«;rf was, at the time of the sale in questionrafona enough to know what he was doing ; knew he'was indebted to Jame, McDonald and the appellan

he was selhng ,t, and the consideration he was receivincr •

nm, the sale he made should not be set aside; thatthe appellant had no notice that William McDonald

ftom hnn should not be set aside ; that as the respon-
dents equ.ty ,s by the bill based on the ground that the

McDonald m the premises, and so obtained the letters
patent ,n the pleadings mentioned, and as no such fraudhas been established against the defendant, and it isexpressly c needed that there is no ground for charging
h.m wuh such fraud, the bill should have been dismisfedl
that having regard to the frame and prayer of the bill!

iMowai, V.C., and Gwynne, J. FMowat V r »— .v .. ^
iUness Whenjudgment was pronounoedT

"^
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and to the circumstances of the case, if any relief should
be granted to the respondent, such relief should be
confined to a cancellation of the patent in the pleadings
mentioned

;
and that having regard to the charges of

fraud made by the bill, and to the circumstances of
the case, the premises in question should not be wrested
from the appellant, except on terms of payment of his
costs of suit, and at any rate the respondent should not
be permitted to deduct his costs of suit from the amount
of the appellant's demand

; but any relief to be given
to the respondent should be given on payment of costs,
or at furthest, without costs.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, for the respondent contended that
the decree was right, and should be sustained, fo/ the
following amongst other reasons; that WilliamMcDonald
was of unsound mind at the time of the execution of
the conveyance which js impeached, to such a degree

sutoment. that a person dealing with him must have known it

;

. that William McDonald was of unsound mind, and
even if the defendant did not know of such unsound-

.
ness, yet the contract was not a fair bona fide contract,
but one grossly disadvantageous to the said William
Macdonald

;
that the defendant had notice, or must be

taken to have had notice of William McDonald's
insanity before the time of the e. ecution of the convey-
ance impeached

; that the 'efendant at all events had
notice before he paid the whole of his purchase money
-i. e., at the time of WJliam McDonald's being im-
prisoned in the gaol at Cornwall, and James McDonald
having notice of William McDonald's insanity, coul.l
not have recovered the amount of the note which tit-
defendant gave him, if the defendant had rescinded the
contract.—This, at all events, was enough to put the
defendant on inquiry, and consequently the defendant
cannot plead a plea of purchase for value without notice

;

that notice is unnecessary to bo proved in a case of
this kind; that the patent issued in error; that at all
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events the conveyance was liable to be set aside, onhe ground that the defendant being a mortgagee ofthe es ate had taken advantage of the embarrassment ""r'^ojmmam McBonaA to procure a conveyance of the
""""

equity of redemption at an under value
; that a

sufficient case to warrant the decree is made by thebd
;
that the defendant should be charged with the costs

because after notice of the insanity of William McDonali
he chose to defend this suit; and that by the decree
a'l part.es are restored to their original positions.

DuAPBB, 0. J.-This is a suit between the^heir of a
deceased owner of a lot of land and a purchaser to whom
that owner conveyed it for a valuable consideration.

The plaintiff's allegations are that, the considerationwas inadequate, and that the vendor was a lunatic at the
t^rae of the sale and conveyance, of unsound mind-mory,and understanding, and charges fraud in tt .,_

.r^i 'Y ^l"'"*!*^''
'"""''* «^P^^««'y disclaimed allground for charging fraud, either on the ground thathe vendor was not rational enough at the tile to k owwhat he was doing, or that he did not know at that timiha he was indebted to James McDonald and the def ndant, or that he did not intend to dispose of the lo

.or did not understand that the consideration was in par
'

^he debts due to James MoDonaU and to the defendanAnd the learned Vice Chancellor after noticing this

of the deceased at this time that would alone make astranger or one >vlio had not been intimately acquain edw h the deceased and had not heard of his affliction
perceive that he was not in his right mind. It is clearhowever, that William was of unsound mind at thi time

''

The decree is based hv fhA in„.y,„,i rn.. />,, „
or
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^869^ on this, that on the occasion of this purchase the vendor

Z^^;^ William McDonald told the defendant, when the two

McDonald.
"^^^^ "'^"o together, that he was "bewitched." It
appears the two were alone together, and, as the result
shewed, were discussing the arrangement respecting this
land; that the defendant called James McPnald into
the room, wher ^ he and William were, and told Jameti
that William had said to him he was bewitched, James
replied, that he did not know anything about that,
meaning, as he afterwards explained, that for all he
knew William might be bewitched, that he knew nothing
about it one way or the other. It is held, that the
defendant being made aware by William of the particular
delusion, had in his hands the clue which if followed
would have put him in possession of a good deal more
—the learned Vice Chancellor adds, " if more was
necessary."

jadgmeiit The ratio decidendi is that William McDonald is

proved to be a lunatic, both before and after this trans-
action, though of this, the defendant, so far as appears,
was wholly ignorant. That William McDonald came
at his own instance to the defendant to try and sell
this land to him, and pending the discussion said to
the defendant « I am bewitched." That this v > suffi-

cient to put defendant on inquiry, and if he had in-

quired, he would have discovered that William McDonald
was insane. Therefore the deed to the defendant is

void, as he neglected to make the inquiry which would
have given him that information.

It appears that when William McDonald first resolved
to make the offer to defendant to sell this land to
him, he invited Jamea McDonald, to whom he was
i'ldebted, to accompany him; and having made one
ineffectual attempt to find defendant, he came again, and,
at an interview with defendant, told him he was
bewitched.
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^j

It is apparently plain from the evidence, not only that 1869.
h.8 msan.ty had no connexion with the sale of the land ^-v--
to the defendant, but that he perfectly understood what

*"'^""'

he was doing, and acted deliber ly in coming to
'"*'"°""'-

defendant to make this sale/nor did he ...y anything whilem de^ndant's ofBco except in relation to this matter.

w'li T^^'
'''*^'"'' '' "''^ «*^°"g to «hew thatmiham McDonald's conduct and conversation at

defendant s office were not such as to create in the mind
of a stranger or disinterested observer any suspicion
that he was not of sound mind ; and the defendant's
comluct in stating almost immediately what William
had said to him, repels the idea, that he was desirous of
concealing the fact that William had said so. l^ James
McDonald had desired to mislead the defendant ho
could scarcely have used language more likely to do so.
n.8 words (severed from his own gloss of them). " Iknow nothing about that," certainly were not calculated

tho first time he saw WUliam, on the latter's return
from the United States, that he was not in his right -

mind but he say. he did not tell defendant so, as he
considered that being told by William McDonald that
he was bewitched, the defendant knew as well as the
wi ness did that William was not in his right mind, in
effect that such a statement by William was by itselfenough to shew he was a lunatic.

I do not doubt that there are many persons who would
think a man wanting in common sense if he seriously
asserted he believed in witchcraft, and still more if he
asserted he was himself bewitched, and yet they stop along way short of the conclusion that such a man was,withm the proper acceptation of the legal phrase, of
unsound mind, memory and understanding ; and as much

a^£^ '. V°
^"^''''' ^" ^P^"' ^Wng or other

alleged modes ofcommunication with the invisible world6—-VOL, Svi. GR.
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MoDonftld.

Judgment

1809. I have liourd of persons affirming even more direct oom-

'^l^^j;^
munication with <lcparted spiritd, whoso conduct and in-

telligence tvero sufficient to enable them to conduct
business or to didchargo official duties, and whose sanity
was never questioned. I am not questioning that
William McDonald was a lunatic : there is no room to

question it
; but I am considering whether his mere

ccatcment, coupled with all that attended it, amounts to

constructive or implied notice of William MeDonald't
insanity at tho time of his sale and conveyance to the
defendant.

From James McDonald's evidence it is not unreason-
able to deduce that he believed in the possibility of
William McDonaldhoing bewitched, or he would scarcely
have used tho following language in explanation of his

words to defendant that " he know nothing about that "
:

" I meant that I did not know whether he was bewitched
or not, I had only William's word for it." Like the
belief in second sight this is among the traditionary

beliefs which still linger and find place among simple
and uneducated people. I remember to have read of a
trial which took place in England in 1857. A substantial

Yorkshire farmer believed that he himself and some of
his family, together with his horses and a chcesekettle (!)

were all bewitched, and he employed a " wise roan "
to

assist him and counteract the spell. This " wise man "

went and lived with the farmer several months, and
obtained from him a considerable sum of money for his

services ; but his wisdom failed in this, that he was con-
victed for obtaining money under false pretences. Now
William McDonald belonged to the county of Glengarry,
and was of Highland descent, and so were many of the
witnesses examined in this case. It is precisely among
such people, living where the majority of their friends

and neighbours are of the same race that their ancient
language and their traditions and beliefs continue, little

affected by their intercourse with others of different
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blood and modes Of thmking from their own. Among 1869.
other beliefs U appears to me the evidence sufficiently W-
shews, that m witchcraft forms one. To the appellant "''"r"
-.himself of H.ghlandorigin-connectod with the county

"""°""

hlh^'T7' \"^ '",'" P'-^^'^bility familiar with the

people, the declaration of William McDonald that hewas bewitched would not give rise to th. su.nc ...rpri.o
that U might have done if made bj oe of a d: 4nt
class, and would not suggest the idea o '

u. ^oundr. ss of
mind, however absurd or silly he may ha r-.:.aerod
.t for any person to entertain such a supposition; and
still less would It suggest itself to him, that as a reason-
able and prudent man he should not carry out his
arrangement with William McDonald until he had made
inquiries respecting his sanity. It was very natural for
the appellant to mention to James McDonald what
WUltam h^d said to hira ; he does not appear to have
done so by way of an inquiry, but if he had, the answer .„.^e„.he got was, as it seems to me, calculated to remove
rather than to increase any suspicion.

Adopting fully the opinion of the learned Vice
Chancellor, as thus expressed: "I have no doubt that
William was rational enough at the time to know what
ho was doing

;
that he knew that he was indebted both

to James McDonald and the defendant ; that he meant
to dispose of the lot

; that he understood he was selling
It; and.that he understood theconsido .tion was in pan
the debts due James and the defendant "; bearing in
mind also, that there is no reason whatever for thinking
thac the defendant had any knowledge of the conduct or
condition of William McDonald after his return from
the United States, I cannot bring myself to the
conclusion at which that learned Judge has arrived I
do not think that this declaration of William McDonald
was so like insanitt/, that the defendant at his own peril

4«
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J869^
dealt with him. It must be remembered that every

5;;;;^ charge of fraud is disclaimed. Even conceding that the

McDonald.
" serious belief" of James McDonald was that William'

a

statement was true, I fiiil to discover in that a reason
for holding that the appellant should have placed that
interpretation on the expression "I am bewitched," or
some equivalent words, which would have made it neces-
sary for him to make further inquiries, or which would
justify the conclusion that he abstained from making
them lest he should be affected with notice.

I ground .my opinion on the language of Lord
.

Cranworth in Ware v. Lord Ugmont (a), • It is highly
inexpedient to extend the doctrine" (of constructive

^

notice,) " so as to make it apply to cases to which it has
not hitherto been held applicable, Where a person has
actual notice there can be no danger of doing injustice
and he is held to be bound by all the consequences of

Judgment, that which he knows to exist ; but when he has not actual
notice he ought not to bo treated as if he had notice, unless
the circumstances are such as enable the court to say
that not only he might have acquired, J)ut also that he
ought to have acquired the notice with which it is sought
to affect him, and which he would have acquired but for
his own gross negligence in the conduct of the. business
in question. The question by which it is sought to affect
a purchaser with constructive notice is not whether he
had the means of obtaining, and might by prudent caution
have obtameu, knowledge, but whether not obtaining it
was an act of gross or culpable negligence. Now it is
obvious that no definite rule as to wha. will amount to
gross and culpable negligence, to meet every case, can
possibly bo laid down."

I refer also to Jones v. Smith (b), and the cases therein
remarked upon by Lord Lyndhurst.

(a) 1 Jur. N. S. 97. («) 1 Phil. 244,
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1869.

McDonald

McDonald.

I feel it quite impomible opoa the facts befors .1,a
coort, to ioM that the .ppelJt i. „„t oktini gW
was gmlty of gross or culpable negligence. I do nothmk that the npu.ation ofsuch nei4„ce can be fi.edupon h,„ fr„„ the ,,a.emen. of WiUian, McDonaUthat he was bowUched, immediately followed bv th„remark of hiscompani,nJ„„„.,f„i,l,^.C;t('L«
"knew nothmg .bent that," .n expression nporthenatural mean.ng of which I have already observed •

Is abundantly clear to me that Wmia,nMc2>oZikJ^
e.erythmg about the transaction in which he was enltedhat he adopted in it that course which he though mo,;fo h,s own advantage

; that he came to the app!I„, ,„get h,m to become the purchaser, and that notwi.hstani

as to „d„ r^
«•« wears, or is suggested, affected so

except th„ one expression. I do not think that enouch . .

ms deen, and I therefore am of opinion the bill shouldhave been dismissed with costs.*
'
snouia

Haoariv, C. J._The case is narrowed down to one

eTcl'tioT^f" hf"
"""" """ "•"' O-™-execution of the conveyance were sufficient notice tothe appelant; or, putting it i„ ,he strongest wav«ga.ns. h,m, sufficient to put him „po„ inquT ,,2would have clearly informed him of hia vend r's „ apacty to make a valid conveyance.

tb« propertj, lb, oouH I, ]", fei ,!' .1'"°''. «»»<"l»le tho lifle tj
jb.l«lo,Kl f,„n „.|,,„g „,;S?~ '" «>«™i"g llial tb. purob»,„

b..e b.» «.„. b,..',x.-'STavis,f:;''.:^srk

4S
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J869^
Every view of the circumstances attending the execu-

McDonud *'°" °^*^e deed is opposed to the suggestion that the
M«a)J«rit appellant was acting in bad faith.

He said to the witness James McDonald, in tha
vendor's presence, that the latter said he was bewitched
and the witness replied that he knew nothing about that!
I think It would be a very dangerous doctrine that this
concise statement by itself vitiates a sale in other
respects unimpeachable.

A perusal of the criminal trials and police reports
say of the last ten years, must, I think, convince us
that a belief in witchcraft or in the existence of a state
called " being bewitched," is widespread amongst the
uneducated classes in Great Britain, especially in the
rural districts

; and this superstition is, beyond all
doubt, quite compatible with worldly shrewdness and

^-r-ent perfect competency for the ordinary transactions of
buying and selling.

A great man of the last half century (of undis-
puted sanity) declared that to disbelieve in witchcraft
was to disbelieve the Bible. Unable to join in this
view I refer to it as a remarkable instance of opinion
on this point. ^

ir4-'''^^n^%r"°" '^ '^' '''^'"^''^ relating to
I2«^amiJ/.7)onaM« diseased fancies, may find its rell,
parallel m the details of cases . alleged " witchcraft

•'

within the last half century; and w'e may e ^fil

,

beliefs, and fancies, and actions, as fantastic andabsurd among persons not supposed to be incapable
of transacting the ordinary business of life I rofor
to this not with a view of contesting this alleged
insanity but m its bearing upon the weight to bo
attached to the mere declarations of a man that hfewas bewitched. "^
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1./ /n?7f ** '^' '''"' conclusion as that of the 1869learned Ch.ef Justice of this court, and think there was^not sufficient evidence to impeach the deed made .o the """t?"'"
appellant, and that it ought not to be disturbed.

*''"'"•'*

GWYNNB, J The case alleged in the bill in sub-

McDonald, and also his solicitor in this particular
t.^nsact.on and in virtue of these relationship^, havingmiham McDonald under his complete control, t okadvantage of his embarrassed circumstlnces andts
unsound state of mind to procure the land, to be con!veyed to h.m at an inadequate price. A graver case of

ortfdT .r't^ '^ ''''''^ "^^ °- - "«-^y -3"P-

estlblhjfr'^.^''^"*;'^
defective, in so far a. itetablshes, or indeed professes to establish, any of theallegations of relationship of solicitor and client, or

^"^«-*-

^.2>onaZci to induce him when in embarrassed circum-
stances to execute this deed to the defendant, which

n the b 1
,
and which, if proved, would have been quite

fficient to entitle the plaintiff to relief independem ^ot any unsoundness of mind. "^
.

Then as to any independent fraud based upon un-

it was of such a nature as in itself to be sufficientwuhout charging the defendant with any notice actua;or constructive, to avoid the deed.
' ^

MoHon V. Camrouxia); Beavan v. McDonell (b)

-

^^:;^odj^^_Harr
(.), and Miott v. ^^f (^'^1

(a) 2 Exoh. 487 and 4 Exch. 17
(c) 18 Ju>; 85S.

(b) 9 Exoh, 809.

W 8 Jur. N. S. 697.
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1869. conclusive authorities that non-apparent lunacy alone,

in the absence of notice and fraud, will not avoid a

deed. The dofandant not being by the bill charged

with any notice of the alleged unsoundness of mind, it

is not, in my opinion, proper that a decree should bo

sustained as upon a fraud alleged to be established in

evidence which is not averred in the bill ; but not to

rest my judgment upon this point, I am of opinion that

the case of unsoundness of mind itself, as alleged in the

Mil, has not been established by the evidence. That

William McDonald labored under perversions of

intellect and delusions which are Inconsistent witli a

perfectly sane state of mind may be admitted, but to

what extent his mind was affected by mere delusions at

the time of the exeuution of the deed does not, I think,

sufficiently clearly appear ; the most reliable portion of

the evidence, I think, establishes that it was after this

time that he became as bad as he is represented to havt
Jndginent. been by the plaintiff's sister. What the bill alleges is

that in the year 1860, the said William McDonald
became of unsound mind, memory, and understanding,

and so continued without any lucid interval down to the

time of his death.

Now that nc such unsoundness of mind as that which

is here alleged was established, and that none such was
established as shews William McDonald to have been

incapacitated to execute the deed which is impeached,

a passage in the judgment of the learned Vice-Chan-

cellor seems to me to place beyond all doubt. He says

:

" I have no doubt that William was rational enough to

know what he was doing ; that he knew that he was

indebted to both Jame9 McDonald and the defendant

;

that he meantto dispose of the lot ; that he understood

he was selling it, and that he understood the considera-

tion was in part the debts due James and the defendant.

Indeed, the learned counsel for the plaintiff expressly

disclaimed all ground for charging the defendant with
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McDonald
T.

McDonald.

fraud in these matters. There was nothing in the 1869.
appearance of the deceased at this time that would alone
make a stranger, or one who had not been intimately
acquamted with the deceased, and had not heard of his
affl.ct.on perceive that he was not in his right mind."
If then miham McDonald was, as is admitted, at the
time of h.s executing the deed, not only to all appear-
ance m h.a right mind, but in reality so, in so far as toknow perfectly well what he was doing, the state of his
iab.hties, to know that he was disposing of his land and
to .ntend to dispose of it to pay these liabilities, and toknow the consideration he was getting for it. I c:.unot
see wherein he was incapacitated to complete his inten-
tion and des.gr by setting his hand to the instrument
expressing that intention and design.

In Selby v. Jackson (a), it is said that the principle
upon which a deed is held fraudulent upon the ground

lunacy .s that it has been obtained from a person who .ua^..
at the time of the execution was not capable of appre-
hending its effect. Now it seems plaintiff knew very

'

well the effect of what he was doing, for he agreed with
the defendant that notwithstanding the deed he should
retain possession for a year.

The condition of William McDonald being, at the
time of the execution of the deed, such as above described
It does not appear to me that the question arises whether
the defendant had notice that he was so insane as to be
incompetent to execute the deed : but as8urn..g that
point to arise m the case, I must confess that, in my
judgment, the evidence fails to establish that the defen-
dant, in the transaction which is impeached, dealt with
him otherwise than upon the faith of his being a person
of competent understanding, for whatever meaning may
be attached to the term - bewitched," I think it would

7—VOL. XVI.

(a) 6 Bea. 192.

OR.
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1869. be carrying the doctrine of notice deymd all recognized

or reasonabb limits to hold tlint the u' e of this term, as

spoken of in the evidence, can aft' ct a party with

notice that a person to all appearanco of sound niind,

and capable of disposing of his property, v&a in rov'iiy

of so uBSOund mind that it would constitute a frav. ; lo

take a conveyance of property from him. The deliberalo

manner h\ which it appears tlial; Williar,> McDonald

appears ta have gone do\yn to Cornwall to see the defen-

dant for the.purpoE; 'f selling the land to him with the

view, apparently, of i.itisfyi ;g his dfJ-fc to James Mcr

Donald, wlio had reccuLij ref;ov,>re(l a judgment against

him, and his calling upon 'Cf nes to accompany him, j^ll

this done with the Irs.owleiige of William's brother Jo?m,

who is the present plaintiff, shews not only that William

was sufficiently sane, notwithstanding his delusions, to

retain a deliberijte intent in his mind for some time, but

also that his brother JoJm could not then have supposed

Judgment, him to be yicapable of dealing with his property or he

would most probably have interposed to prevent his

carrying his design into effect ; and that John must for

some tivoe, and until a very recent period before this

bill was hied, have been under the impression that the

deed could not be assailed by reason of any unsoundness

of mind, may, I think, be reasonably inferred from the

fact that although in July certainly, if not in May, 1861,

JoJin was aware of the execution of this deed, which is

now impeached, he does not appear to have taken any

steps to impeach it for five years.

On the 10th June, 1861, we find the plaintiff assert-

ing, in his letter of that date to the Crown Lands Agent,

in support of a claim made by him to the lot, that he

paid McLeod ; whereas we find by the evidence that

McLeod was paid by the loav ^ected by William from

James McDonald, which coi. .. uted the debt, to pay

which appears to have been William's impelling motive

to sell the land.
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On the 17th July, 1861, he writes to the Commis-
fioner of Crown Lands requesting him to review the

yoaition of the lot, asserting that he had a special inter-

est in it.

AIcDonald
V.

McDonald.

In September, 1861, he had supplied to him copies of

all the instruments in virtue of which the defendant had
obtained the patent to issue, and yet he appears not to

have moved until the spring of 1866, when he obtained

the deed, to be executed by his sisters without any con-

sideration paid therefor ; and no claim to avoid the deed

to defendant appears to have been made until jJiis bill

was filed in September, 1866. If the condition of

William McDonald was really as bad in the early part

of May, 1861, when the deed to the defendant was

executed, as the plaintiff and his sisters would now desire

to represent it to have been, it would have been more
natural to expect that the claim would have been made
as soon as they became aware of the execution of the judgment.

deed. It certainly would seem that the plaintiflFobtained

the deed to be executed by his sisters for the purpose of

using them as witnesses, and upon a comparison of their

testifliony with that of other witnesses as to the condition

of William at the particular period of the execution of

the deed, I think it is not too much to say that their

interest in the plaintiff's success induces the belief that

in the coloring which they give of that condition they

confuse that period with a later period, when, having

become worse, it was deemed necessary to confine him

in the gaol.

Per Curiam.—The decree reversed, and -

the bill in the court below dismissed

with costs.
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Rkad v. Smitu—[In Ai-i'iiAL.*]

Mortgages—Opening forecloture—CosU.

i. nnJ S. wcro joint owners of certain lunds, uud L. biul createil a
mortgiige on a purt of his undiviaed interest, in favor of It. With
a view of effecting a partition, L. conveyed his interest to his co-

tenant 5. who thereupon re-conveyed to L. u certain defined portion
;

and in order to protect 5. Against the. mortgage outstanding in IVa
hands, L. executed back to i\ an indemnity mortgage : L, did not
pny off/e.'s mortgage; and R. having obtained a final decree of
foreclosure, sold his interest in the property to S. L. after the
partition, had sold a portion of the estate to the plaintiffs who in

respect of their interest had been made parties to the foreclosure

suit by R. Subsequently in an action of ejectment S. set up title

under the indemnity mortgage from L.

Held, that he had thus let in the plaintiffs to redeem who were entitled

to do so upon paying what S had paill or was liable to pay to R.,
and all expenses reasonably incurred, together wilh costs as of an
ordinary redemption suit—beyond those S. was ordered to pay the
costs.

sutoment. This wafl an appeal by the defendant Smith from a
decree of the coyrt below, as reported ante volu-jie

xiv., page 250.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, and Mr. Hodgina, for the a*ppel-

lant, contended that the decree was erroneous, and
ought to be reversed, on the grounds that the defendant,
having acquired the estate which he purchased from
Peter Buttan absolutely as a bona fide purchaser for

value, was not liable to be redeemed in respect thereof;

that the mortgage in the pleadings mentioned given by
Levisconte to the defendant by way of indemnity had
never been acted upon by the defendant since he pur-
chased from Button ; and that the absolute legal and
equitable estate in the lands comprised in the indemnity

* /'««««<.—Draper, C.J. E.& A., Richards, C.J. Q.B., VanKoughnet,
C, Hagarty, C.J.C.P., Spr»gge, V.C, A. Wilson, J., Mowat, V.C, and
Qwynne, J.
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mortgage, having been acquired by the defendant under
his purchase from Buttan, the estate which before was
vested m him irredeemably was not rendered redeemable
by his merely including such indemnity mortgage in his
notice of title in ejectment.

Mr. Blake, Q. C, contra, submitted that the decree
wag right, as it appeared from the pleadings and evidence
that, under the circumstances of the case, the respond-
ents were entitled to redeem the promises in question in
this cause, and to have the mortgage to Ruttan released
or discharged

; that the appellant set up, acted and
relied upon the indemnity mortgage in the action of
ejectment m the pleadings mentioned ; and having so
acted upon it, the appellant had admitted that ho
acquired under it the legal estate to the property
embraced in it

; and he cannot, at the same time, use
1^ as a subsisting instrument and refuse to be redeemedm respect of it

;
that the mortgage foreclosed by Ruttan st.te™ot

affected only an undivided 3-70ths of the whole premises
and the foreclosure thereof only gave him the right to
have a partition of the premises in respect thereof; that
the appellant had not accjuired, by his purcV.se from
Ruttan, the absolute legal and equitable estate in the
lands comprised in the indemnity mortgage, but acquired
at most the right to have the like partition ^z Ruttan
was entitled to, save in so far as his right thereto had
been affected by the partition agreed to and made
between the appellant and Levisconte ; that it would
be inequitable that Levisconte, and those claiming under
h.m, should lose the whole of their land simply because
the appellant acquired from Ruttan this right of par-
t.tion, ,f he had so acoir od it; that the indemnity
tnortgage was made fcv ;e very purpose of securing
the appellant against loss or injury from the Ruttan
mortgage, and it could not be contended that by the
foreclosure of the latter or the subsequent purchase by
the aoDellant frnm »-- ». *i,- .•_ j... .. _ "^

"^^- -' »•"& "luummcy mortgage had
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1869. been discharged or become a.-'olcyd ; that the proper

course for the appellant to Save pursued was to have

proceeded for a partition of the S-TOths which he had
acquired from Ruttan, and then submit to be redeemed
in respect of the indemnity mortgage upon pa- tkm'. .y

him of the amounf of his loss occasioned by the fore-

closure of the Ruttan mortgage ; and that the appellant,

in obtaining payment of the amount paid by him to

Ruttan, with int: est, and his reasonable expenses

occasioned or arisen w out of the default of Levisconte,

and his costs cf he actions of ejectment and the costs

of a redemption Puit, had obtained the fullest measure

of his rights in the premises.

Haoarty, 0. J.—To simplify the case we may
suppose that Smith and Leuiaoonte owned un estate in

undivided moieties, and that Ruttan had a mortgage

over the whol'' Smith ail Levisoonte agree to make
Judgment, partition, and it is arranged tlint Levi^conte aXona should

pay off Ruttan and indemnify Smith therefrom.

Each makes a deed to the other of His respective

portion, and Levisoonte to secure Smith, then mor ^'ages

his share to Smith, conditioned f his paving off / ttan,

Ruttan forecloses, and then Smuh buys from him. I

am of opinion that in such a case Smith cannot use the

estate acquired from Rutta. ax an;; .,a^ to derogate f-om

or destroy his own deed to Levisconce, but ho must oly

wholly on bis indemnity mortgage from Levisoonte.

If >SWf/t bring ejectmentagainstXeyw(jon<t, fir on

the title acquired from Ruttan, he vould be at ce

by his own absolute deed to Levisoonte, and juld only

answer su :'i a defence by producing the indemnity

mortgage from Levisoonte. In my judgment he could

rely on nothing else, and is remitted wholly to it for his

remedies. I do not understand that we are called on to

consider the amount of the shares of any of the parties.

I think the decree should be affirmed..
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MowAT, V. C—This is an appeal from a decree made
hy the Chancellor a\ tho 17th of Juno, 1867, allowing
the plaintiffs a right of redemption in respect of certain
land in the tcwn of Belleville (a).
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John Canniff was the owner of lot No. 6 in tho first

concession of tho township of Thurlow, and he sold por-
tions of it. At the time of his death ho appears to have
owned about 126 acres of the l«t, and he devised it to
liis four daughters Phcube Fonter, Mury 'iller, Aulay
Iluttan, and Elizabeth Nugent, "for and during tho
period ol' their nntural lives and no longer." Further,
he willed and devised that after the decease of his said
daughters, their shares of his real estate should descend
in equal shares to their heirs in fee simple, for tho use
of tli..T«, their heirs and assigns forever. Ho gave
other pv )nerty to his sons Daniel and Joseph. With
referenc, ) all these devises, the will contained the
following di, otion :

" I will and devise that a.s many j,,^,^,^
of my said ,ldren as shall die without issue, that their
share of ly real ite shall be equally divided among
the survivors, to h, use, occupy, possess, and enjoy,
during their natural lives aud no longer, which I will and
devise shall descend in equal shares to their heirs and
assigns fur ever."

Previous to the 19th November, 1855, the appellant
Smith had purchased, and ho then owned under the
devisees, certain interests in the said lot. Levisconte had
purchased from the eldest son of Aulay Ruttan all his

interest. The parti-3 are not agreed as to wlitit interest
her eldest son had, and the point was not argued on tho
appeal. It seems to me at present that each of th'

daughters took an estate in fee bimple, with an
executory devise over in case she shouM die ^vithout

issue eaving one or more of the tedtator's other

(o) 14 Gr. 260.
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1

JSm children surviving her (a). One of the daughters,

^;^ FAizabeth Nugent, did die witli >it issue, and her shnro

BDiiih.
thereupon went to her three surviving sisters and two
brothers, say one-fifth of her one-fourth (or five-

twentieths), that is, one-twentieth of the whole estate
to each, making the share of each of the survivors
six-twentieths. Aft iwards, another daughter, Aulay
Euttan, died a widow, devising her interest to her seven
children equally—each of whom would under this devise
hfive one-seventh of her six-twentieths, equal to 6-140ths
or three-seventieths, of the whole estate. The interest
of her eldest son, which Leviaconte had got, was, therefore,
three-seventieths. This is tiio proportion which the
Chancellor assumed or held to belong to Leviaconte, and
which the respondents insisted in their reasons of
appeal to be the extent of his interest. The late Vice
Chancellor Uatcn, in a suit to which Smith was not a
party, is said to have construed the will in the same
way, but I have not been able to find the case. On

Judgment, the argument of this appeal, nothing, I think, was
urged in support of a different construction.

It is admitted, as I understand, that the remaining
interests in the property were ultimately purchased by
Smith. But when he had some of them only, he entered
into an agreement with Levi8Conte,conditiona\ on Smith'a
effecting purchases of the shares of certain of the other
parties, that Leviaconte should accept in severalty 18f
acre8,which is the property now in dispute, in exchange
for his undivided interest in the residue of the lot, he pay-
ing all incumbrances on his undivided interest, including
a mortgage theretofore given to one Peter Euttan. Smith
having afterwards obtained conveyances of the other
shares, Leviaconte on the 22nd August, 1856, conveyed

'

to Smith his interest in the whole lot, covenanting to

(a) ' K p. Hooper, 1 Drew, 264 ; Greenwood v. Verdon, 1 K. & J
7 ; 2 Jurm. 3 ed. p. 487 ; Dale v. McGuin, 16 Gr. 101.

'
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pay the incumbrances in two years. On the 1 '^h q
tember. 1856, Smith conveyed to / .Z / ?'
»),« ifl3

^vuvcjfoa 10 Levtaconte m severaltv

•i»i)0, Levttconte executed a morfr,n™« !
"*">"oer,

The position of LevUconte and »Sf»aVA af»«,. »,

raity, subject to i2M«au'« morteace—whiVh r. • !

other b7-70ths also
, to secure him against liuifan',mortgage as respects the residue of the lot

W.„.. did not pay off Iluttan^s mortgage, as hohad agreed: and by reason of his default%lv;
'"''"•"'•

-rtgagee, became ent.tled to the pos oH e 'islacres whenever he chose, and to use hi, n.Z
*

action of ejectment for that purpose.
"'"' " '"^

defendants tL " T ""' P"""' «""«>«

oipal, interest, and costs, was «597169- >«,! .sT
-o' being paid, Buttan 'on th! 8 at of M. = IsT/obtained a fin., order for the foreclosure of Ll parS!

'

thifLtT'"""" •"' ""^ "'''"'"'" ''-""" "» »ff«' of

.:dXe:,a: „gr:iiror:r'r
"'"""""''•

..divided eT-Tothf^tiets'it::!":!-!'J .''^

H—vnr. vwT ^«

6T

y—VOL. XVI. QR.
ne aaiKoyI
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Rpail.

V.

Smith.

Jadgment.

acquired under the contract with the appellant, as

well as in Ruttan'a three-seventieths. But I see no solid

ground for the contention. There was no stipulation to

that effect between the parties Smith and Levisconte ;

and it would be contrary to the settled rule of equity

that the non-performance of the condition should work

a forfeiture of the equity of redemption of the mort-

gagor. In a transaction like the present, the mortgaged

property might, through improvements and otherwise, at

the time of the default largely exceed in value the damages

sustained by the mortgagee through the default ; and

that really was so here. Smith after the foreclosure,

purchased Ruttan'a interest, not only in the residue

of the lot, but in the 18| acres ako, for ^4000;
and the improvements alone on the latter, without the

land itself, are sworn to be worth $11,300. It would

be contrary to all propriety that by reason of a default

which had cost the appellant ^4000 or less, he should

get property worth at the least three or four times that

sum.

The next r-iestion to bo considered is, what was the

effec ofthe appellant's purchase from ^M«an ? That

purchase gave the appellant all the rights which Ruttan

hadjbut no more, and it left untouched those rights which

the appellant already possessed. The appellant was

thenceforward entitled to use Ruttan's foreclosed

mortgage to get possessiftn at law of Ruttan's three-

seventieths of the 18| acres as absolute owner ; and was

entitled to use his own mortgage to get possession of the

remaining 67-70ths as mortgagee, for his indemnity in

respect of the residue of the lot. His purchase at ^4000

helped also to ascertain the amount of damages he had

sustained through Levisconte'8 default. That sum was

what the appellant had to pay to retain the mortgaged

three-seventieths of the residue of the lot, but he got for

his money not only the three-seventieths in the residue

but three-seventieths also of the 18| acres; and of the
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latter three-seventieths, he has become, by his purchase,
the absolute owner. The plaintiffs are entitled to redeem
the remaining 67-70th3 only, in these 18f acres, and
have to pay a corresponding proportion only of the
$4000, in addition to the interest, costs, &c.

^

The deoree, as drawn up, gives the plaintiffs the whole
interest in the 18^ acres, and not OT-TOths only, and
requires them to pay the whole $4000; butm the defendants' reasons of appeal no objection is
made to tbese directions. The decree, as it stands, may
therefore be preferred by both parties to a decree in
accordance with their strict rights. But if not, as the
point was alluded to at the close of the argument, I think
the decree should now be varied to the effect I have
suggested. The variation should not affect the costs of
the appeal. The appellant, having failed in the substan-
tial purpose of the appeal, should pay the respondent's
costs,

Juagment.

*. GwYNNE, J.~The question presented to us in this case
arises in this manner: One John Qanniff being seized
of very considerable real estate, departed this life in the
year 1841, leaving two sons and four daughters, having
first made his will, whereby, after devising certain parts
of his estate to his two sons, he devised as follows :—

" Fifth, I give and bequeath to my four daughters,
Phoebe Foster, Mary Miller, Aulay Ruttan, and
Elizabeth Nugent, lot No. six in the first concession of
the township of Thurlow (and other lands, naming them),
for and during the period of their, natural lives and no
longer; further, I will and devise that after the decease
of my said daughters, that their share of my real estate
and premises shall descend in equal shares to their heirs
in fee simple, for the use of them, their heirs and assigns
for ever.

59
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1869.

Bead

Bmiiub.

" Sixth. I will and order that the portion of my real

estate and premises severally bequeathed to my two sons,

and also the portion bequeathed to my four daughters

shall be severally and separately valued, and if either

one shall be found to have a greater portion or share

thereof than another, he or they shall pay back to the

other in such manner such amount as shall make each
one of them an equal sharer of my real estate and
premises, as heretofore bequeathed to them, my said

children.

Judgmeat

" Seventh. I will and devise that as many of my said

children as shall die without issue, that their shares of my
real estate shall be equally divided among the survivors,

to have, use, occupy, possess, and enjoy, during their

natural lives and no longer, which I will and devise shall

descend in equal shares to their heirs and assigns for ever."

John Canniff's daughter, Elizabeth Nugent, departed
this life intestate and without issue, on or about the 30th
September, 1844. Assuming her share in the lands
devised to her to have passed under the seventh paragraph
of John Canniff's will, it passed in equal fifth parts to

her two brothers and her three surviving sisters.

Aulay liuttan departed this life in the year 1851,
leaving her surviving seven children, having first duly
made her will, whereby she gave and bequeathed to all

her surviving children an equal proportion of all the
real estate willed to her by her father, or which should
fall to her from her father's estate.

If the accrued share of the one twentieth part which

had come to her, passed under this will, as well as her

own share directly devised to her by her father ; then

each of her seven children took three-seventieth parts

in the lot No. 6, whereas if by reason of the terms of

John Ganniff '« will, her will did not operate, then her
h

ii
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eldest son, Peter Buttan, took the whole twenty-one
seventieth parts or six-twentieth parts.

It does not seem to be necessary so far as this case is
concerned, to draw any distinction, if there be any,
between the ghare directly bequeathed to her by hor
father and the accrued share derived through hor sister,
Mtzaheth Nugent'3, death without issue.

In 1852 the defendant, Smith, seems to have conceived'
the design of purchasing portions of the undivided shares
in this lot, and he seems to have adopted the conclusion
cither under or without the advice of counsel, that Auhy
Muttan's will did operate to pass the estate in the lot
for by a deed dated the 29th of July, 1852, lie purchased'
and acquired in fee simple from John 0. Ruttan, one of
the children oi Aulay Ruttan, all his estate in the lands
devised.

0,1 the 25th of June, 1853, Peter Ruttan, as the
eldest son and heir-at-law of Arday Ruttan, claiming in
virtue of the terms of John Oannifs will to inherit all
tho real estate whereof his mother had been seized in
her life time conveyed by deed of that date the whole
un ivided 6-20th or 21-70th parts, comprising his
mother s original one-fourth part, and her one-fifth of
one-fourth accrued from her sister Ulizabetk Nugent
to one Benjamin Dougall

'

By indenture of mortgage of the same date, Douaall
re-conveyed the same undivided parts so conveyed to him
to Peter Ruttan, as a security for the payment of $3000.'

Tho defendant Smith, notwithstanding this assertion
of claim by Peter Ruttan, and still insisting that Peter
only took, under his mother's will, equally with his
brothers and sisters, continued t'o purchasT th
interests, and bv deedfl A^ta.i ..».....:._,.. ., "

Ju-lgment.
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December, 1853, 14th March, 1854, the 3rd January,

1855, and Ist of August, 1855, he purchased the several

estates and interests of four others of the children of

Aulay Button.

On the 24th of February, 1855, by deed of that

date he purchased the whole of 3fari/ Miller's interest

in the land.

In the month of November, 1855, the defendant

Smith, was then, according to his own contention and

construction of the wills of Jolin Canniff and Aulay
Ruttan, seised of undivided interests in fee simple, in the

lot No. 6, as follows :

—

Five of the three-seventieth parts which, as he insisted,

each of the children of Aulay Ruttan took under their

mother's will 4o

Mary Millers share of 5"^ §^

Making together sg

While according to his coniGniion, PeterRuttan, as

one of Aulay Ruttan's children,and Levisconte,

as purchaser at Sheriff's sale of BouyalVseo^miy

of redemption conveyed to Levisconte by deed

dated 19th of May, 1854, were together interested

in only ^\

And Robert Read, by virtue of a deed dated

15th June, 1853, executed by David Ruttan,

the only other child of Aulay Ruttan, of only. ,^(5

While there was still outstanding and unacquired

by either Peter Ruttan, or Levisconte, or Read,

or the defendant, Smith, other fg

Smith still entertaining the design of acquiring as

much as he could, if not all, of the shares of all parties,

on the 19th November, 1866, enters into an agreement

of that date with Levisconte, which, ia go fur us i»

material, is as follows :

—
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Memorandum of agreement between OharUs George 1869.
Leviaconte and Albert Lewis Smith :—The said Levis-
conte agrees to sell said Smith all the right, title, and
interest which he has in and to lot No. 6 in the first
concession of Thurlow (all which right, title, and interest
the said Leviseonte acquired by purchase at Sheriff's
sale), on the following terms, that is to say: that
whereas the a&id Smith is now possessed of claims to the
said land, and is desirous of (purchasing ?) partitioning
of the said lands between himself and the other claimants,

'

the said Leviseonte agrees to take, and the said Smith
agrees to give to the said Leviseonte, a deed in fee simple
of 18| acres of the said land, of which the said Leviseonte
IS to be the sole owner. This agreement to be conditional
on the said Smith being able to effect an agreement with
Joseph Ganniff for the purchase of his interest, and
with Thomas Cannij^ for the purchase of his interest in
the said lot, and the said Leviseonte agrees that the
assignment of his interest in the said lot shall be free Judgment
and clear of all incumbrances, and the said Smith also
agrees that the deed of the said 18|. aeres shall also be
free and clear of all incumbrances. A mortgage from
Benjamin Dougall to Peter Muttan to be considered as
an incumbrance of the said Leviseonte.

The shares of Joseph and Thomas Canniff above
referred to, are the two one-twentieth parts accrued to
Joseph and Daniel Oannif, brothers oi Elizabeth Nugent
from her share.

In order to perfect the ahove arrangement on his
part, Smith by deeds dated r:?peclively on the 2nd
January and 11th July, 1856, purchased these shares.
On the 22nd August, ISf.tl by deed of that date, he
acquired by purchase Fhcebe Foster's share, amounting
to 21.70tha.

^

According to Smith's contention, tbo several shares
and interests in the lot then stood as follow". ;™=
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1869. Smith vrfXBBeizei in fee of j^j

Bead Peter Ruttan in fee, subject to mortgage, of ,»o

sJith. Axi^ Robert Read of s

As to which latter part held by Read, Smith says in
his answer that he had entered into a binding agreement
for partition, as he had also with Foster, in order to
acquire Phoebe Foster's share.

According to Peter Ruttan's contention, the several
shares and interests in the lot stood as follows :—

Peter Ruttan 21

Smith
^ 49

Read, nothing

That Smith insisted to the last upon his own construc-
tion, and that his interest was sixty-four seventieths.

Judgment, appears from everything done by him, and from his recog-
nizing Read's interest in the three-seventieths

purchased from David Ruttan, who, in fact, acquired
nothing, if Peter Ruttan's contention was correct.

Levisconte, apparently to make his title to DougalVs
equity of redemption more perfect, by deed, upon the
2l8t August, 1856, took a conveyance of it from
Dovgall This being then the state of the case, the deed
agreed upon by the agreement of the 19th November,
1855, was upon the 22nd August, 1856, executed by
Levisconte to Smith.

I si

By that deed Levisconte for the expressed considera-
tion of ifilOOO, bargained, sold, assigned, released, and
confirmed, aato Smith, all the estate, right, title, and
interest, of him, Levisconte, to lot No. 6 in the second
concession of Thurlow, and the broken-front in front
thereof, not sold by John Canniff in his iife-time, to have
and to hold, to Smithy his heirs and assigns, forever ; and
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by that deed Levhconte covenanted with Smith that he
Levuconte, would within six months from the date
thereof, discharge or have discharged in the registry office
•n the county of Hastings, all judgments recorded or
appearing therein against him, Levuconte, or against

cTaLrrVrn'
'' ""'''''' ^^^'^^h, or under whom he

aims which shall or may be binding, or in force against
tjie said hereditaments, and will also have discharged
therefrom all mortgages made or executed by any such

'

former owner or owners thereof, which Ml or may behwdmg, and that he will at any reasonable request ofSrmth execute any further or other conveyance in the
law for the more perfectly conveying the property herein
mentioned so as such conveyances contain no covenant
for title, or do not operate to convey any estate or
interest which Leviseonte might acquire after the
execution of that deed.

The moment this deed was executed. Smith, according ,„. ,to h.a own contention, was absolutely seized infeesimplf
'

of the legal estate in sixty-four seventieth undivided
parts in the lots and in the equity of redemption in other
three-seventieths, admitted by Smith to be in Ruttan
subject to a mortgage. Smith was therefore then the
only person entitled to the equity of redemption in the
Ruttan mortgage, and the only person who, other at lea»t
than Read, could contest, or had any direct interest in

affected"^'

^^""^ Proportions of the lot that mortgage

Levi,conte had an indirect interest, if the extent
ot Muttan s original interest conveyed to Bougall should
be determined to be oidy three-seventieths. to contend
that the amount secured by the mortgage should be
ratably reduced, and so that the amount secured by
his covenant with Smith to discharge tte deeds from all
mortgages created by a former owner, tvhich might be
btndtng, should be limited to such r«^ed amount,

y—VOL. XVL GB.
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1869. As to the judgments against Leviaoonte^ Smith had a

most material interest in insisting upon the correctness

of his contention and construction of the two wills, and

that Ruttan took only three-seventieths, so as to

prevent any judgment registered against Leviaeonte

affecting more than his equity of redemption in three-

seventieths.

Smith did not then convey the 18| acres to Leviaeonte^

perhaps he had not then arranged with Bead, so as to

get rid of his asserting any interest in the 18| acres,

after they should be conveyed, or perhaps the particular

18f acres had not all been ascertained.

The 18f acres upon the 15th September, 1856, by a

deed of bargain and sale of that date, were conveyed by

Smith to Leviaeonte in fee simple absolute.

Judgment In virtuc of this deed, and by deeds of bargain and

sale subsequently executed by Leviaeonte, the several

plaintiJs have acquired by purchase several parts of the

18| acres, upon which they have severally made more

or less considerable improvements and buildings, the

property being situated in the town of Belleville.

For the purposes of this case we may assume that the

binding agi'eement stated in SmitKa answer to have

been entered into with Read was such, for what it was

in particular is oot stated, as to prevent Read asserting

in respect of his claim an interest in the 18| acres, so as

he could not interfere with the proposed sale thereof by

Smith to Leviaeonte ; it was most probably the apportion-

ment of another portion to him in severalty.

Upon the above deed of 15th September, 1856, being

executed, Smithn^oxi. this assumption and according to his

own contention and constructioa of the wills, conveyed to

Leviaeonte and his assigns the absolute undivided legal
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estate in sixty-seven seventieths, while Jiuttan was only
in a position to affect with his mortgage the 18| acres to
the extent of three-seventieth parts, while even granting
Ruttan's contention to he correct, he, Ruttan, could
affect the 18f acres only to the extent of twenty-ono
seventieths, and the absolute, legal, and equitable estate
in forty-nine seventieth undivided parts passed by the
deed from Smith to Leviaconte.

The effect of this deed was that thereafter Leviaconte,
and all claiming by, through, or under him, must trace
their title through and under Smith, and the only pro-
tection which Smith had, against the i2M«an mortgage
and the registered judgments, was Leviaoonte'a covenant
contained in the deed of the 22nd August, 1856.

A mortgage of the 18| acres does not appear up to
this time to have been contemplated between the parties.
The agreement of the 19th November, 1855, seems Judgment,

rather to have contemplated that the mortgage and other
incumbrances should have been got rid of before the
contemplated conveyances should be executed.

Nine months had expired when the deed of the 22nd
August, 1856, was executed by Zeviaconte to Smithf
and the circumstance of the incumbrances not having
been then removed, was the occasion, no doubt, for
Leviaconte'a covenant therein contained. No mortgage
appears to have been ever spoken of. We must then
take it that Smith was quite content to rest upon the
security of the covenant; but that he afterwards
procured Leviacontt to give him a mortgage as a
further security, seems to me to have been a very
fortunate circumstance for Smith; for otherwise he
would have been bound to Leviaconte and his ntsi ns
by the deed of the 15th September, 1856, and wo«M
have had nothing tp f»Il back upon but Zmwo. :<?'«

<:ovenant.

m

%•:.<

'"A.'li
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1809. It would seem that the agreement made between Smith
and Fonter in consideration of which Fotter*t share was

conveyed to Smith by the deed of the 22nd August,

1856, so as to enable Smith to convey the 18| acres free

from Foster'8 cX&ixQ, was, that Swifl assigned some other

portion of the estate to Foster to hold in severalty, for

we find that on the 28rd September, 1856, he enters

into a bond to Shuhael Foster ^ under a penalty of ^€2000,

subject to the condition that if the said Albert Smith
shall indemnify and sav* harmless the said Shubael

Foster, his heirs, and assigns, of, from, and ag unst, all

claims, demands, incumbrances, and liens, on certain land

and premises, situate, lying, and being, in the town of

Belleville, which are better described on a pluh of the

same called ^^ Foster's pla* ." which is duly registered

in the registry oflSce in ax,'"! ivr the county of Hastings,

on the 9th day of Sfptarobtr, 1856, which claims,

demands, incumbranoej, or li^ns, have or shall come
Judgment, on the Said lands and prcniises, by, through, or by

moans of any act done or suffered, either by the said

Albert Smith or by Charles George Levisconte^ or by

Benjamin Dougall or any of the heirs of John Canniff^

of whose titles, shares, and claims, the said Albert

Lewis Smith has become purchaser, then this obligation

to be void.

Smith thus became bound in a penalty of £2000 to

protect certain lands of Foster^ which we may reasonably

take to be a part set aside to him in severalty in right of

Phoebe Foster^ his wife, against Button's mortgage.

The necessity of giving this obligation to Foster may
perhaps account for the mortgage upon the 18| acres

executed by Levisconte to Smith, by deed dated the 17th

November, 1856, for it does not appear to have been
contracted for by the original agreement of the 19th

November, 1855, nor yet by the deed of the 22nd August,
1856.
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1880.

But what the motive for the execution of thi« mortgage
wa>, is of little c* nsequonce ; it is with its effect that we
have to do, and that effect was to reconvey to Smith the

18f acres Ay way of mortgage, as an ad. nonal security
to Leviaconte't covflnant subject to a proviso for redemp-
tion and for avoidi.rr the mortgage if the said GharUi
George Leviaoonte should within two years from the date
thereof "ray oJ. discharge, and havo aischarged from the
books in registry office of the county of Hastings,
all judgments whi^h form a lien or charge upon taid lot
No.^iy which are oi ppear in the said registry office
•gainst the said Levimonte, Benjamin Dougall, or Peter
Ruttan, and do and shall within the same time pay and
have discharged in the said registry office, the said
indenture of mortgage made by the said Benjamin
Uougall to the s^id Peter Ruttan, ,o far as the mme
may he bmdi >qon the lot : so that the said Alb4rt Smith,
his heirs an.1 assigns, shall and may have and hold the
tenements, parcel of the h i i lot No. 6, conveyed by the J»<«r««t
said Levtsaonte to him, freed and absolutelj exonerated
from any hen, charge, mortgage, or oth, i, cumbrance,
made or caused, suffered or done, by the said Levtsaonte
nougall, and Ruttan, during their respective estates or
the continuance thereof, then these presents shall be
void.

) L

I

't

The mortgage contained also a covenant to nerform
the matters contained in the proviso, within the said two
years.

Now when those two years had elapsed, the proviso
not having been fulfilled, a right in equity accrued I
apprehend, to Smith to file a bill to compd Levi.conte
and all purchasers from him, to inden. lify him. In law
the estate became absolute in Smith, but in equi' -

it
was still a mortgage, and would so continue until
redeemed or foreclosed

; no collateral act of SmUh's
could change its nature or destroy its existence. When

Mil
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Huttan filed his bill to foreclose hia mortgage, Smith
was party thereto, not because of the existence of the
mortgage of the 17th September, 1856, but because of
his being seized of the equity of redemption, under the
deed of 22nd of August, 1856, in the undivided part
held by Jtuttan in mortgage. Leviaconte and al! those
who are interested in parts as purchrgers from him, were
only necessary parties, in virtue of their tenure under
Smith'a deed of the 15th September, 1856. In that suit
I apprehend that it would have been competent for Smith
to have tested the correctness of his construction of the
wills of John Oanniff, and Aulay Button, and to have
endeavoured to restrict Buttan'a right to affect the estate
to the limit of three-seventieths, which he had always
contended was the utmost limit of his right.

leviaeonte had an interest in the same contest for the
purpose of reducing the amount of the sum secured by
the mortgage proportionably to the extent that Buttan'a
title, purported to be conveyed to Dougall was defective.
Levtaoonte was not personally bound to Buttan for the
•mount secured by the mortgage, but his obligation to
Smith was to discharge the mortgage so far as binding
on the lot only, and if that should be found to be three-
seventieths only, of course that would he for Leviaconte'

a

benefit.

Those claiming by purchase from LeviaconU had an
interest in the question to restrict Buttan'a right to affect
the estate to the least possible limit, but Smith had an
undoubted interest in having the point decided, or in
getting control himself of Buttan'a mortgage, for he was
bound by his bond to Foater to protect his share from
being affected by anything done by Buttan under the
mortgage. The purchasers from Leviaeonte may well
have thought, as they traced their title from Smith,
and had nade considerable improvements on the strength
of that title, and as he had a mortgage upon th« l«f
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acres, in irhich they were alone interested, that he stood W6»,
as a proteotion between them indiviJualJy and Buttan,
for it wouJd be unreasonable that any particular one of
the purchasers of small lots from Levitconte should
redeem the Button mortgage. Levisconte may have
thought (more especially if he was then, as is now sug-
gested, insolvent), that Smith was the person to proteot
the property in the interests of Smith himself and those
claiming by purchase from him, and the more especially
from the wording of the mortgage upon the 18f acres,
wh;ch Leviaconte had executed as a security to him, by
which it would seem that it was intended to leave open
to the last, so far as it could possibly be done, Smith'$
right to dispute the extent of i2u«an'« interest, for the
proviso in Leviaconte'a mortgage is that Leviiconte should
discharge Ruttan'n mortgage, w far m the mme may
be binding on the lot.

Smith, then, as it appears to me, had an undoubted J«dr.«t.
interest m ascertaining to what extent Buttan had an
interest in the lot, and to acquire the mortgage on the
land after foreclosure, for the protection of those to whom
he had sold, and the Fottera and those claiming under
them, to whom he was bound in a penalty of ^62000

;

while it may have been imprudent in all not to raise tho
question, or among them to provide for the redemption,
It appears to me it would have been suicidal in Smith
unless he felt satisfied that he could acquire the property
from Buttan after foreclosure ; thai he treated with him
for that purpose before foreclosure is apparent, and
perhaps it maj be true, as suggested by the plaintiffs, that
he and Buttan understood each other in the proceedings
to foreclosure.

When then Ruttan obtained hia decree of foreclosure,
he only foreclosed the equity of redemption in an uncer'
tain quantity of the estate, whatever it was, which had
passed by his deed to Dougall, unless the decree of

•I
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^1869^ foreclosure had the effect of estopping Smith and all
' claiming under him from afterwanls insisting that it was
less than tho quantity named :n Ruttan's deed to Dougall
and DougalVt mortgage to him, viz., six-twentieths or
twenty-one seventieths. If the decree had that eff"ect,

Smithy as it appears to me, is to dome extent responsible
for that effect, and in equity, therefore, ho should not
be heard to found upon it an argument to defeat his own
deed to Leviaconte, or to acquire to himself the benefit
of all the improvements made upon their several parts by
the purchasers from him, and unless it had this effect,

then the extent of Leviacontea liability under the mort-
gage does not appear to have been yet ascertained, so as
to determine tho extent of Leviacontea liability to

indemnify Smith.

Admitting then that the effect of the foreclosure was to
define, by implication, Ruttan'a inteiestto be twenty-one

JudcBMBC seventieths, and not three-seventieths, aa Smith had
always contended (for in the view which I take it matters
not which it was), Ruttan after the foreclosure had *
right only to obtain a partition ; he had an interen,

the extent of twenty-one seventieth undivided parts ..;

the lot; Smith and those claiming under him had the
residue, or forty-nine seventieths. Smith'a bond loFoater
was an imperative power operating upon him to acquire
the twenty-one seventietha, to protect tho Foatera and
those claiming ander them, and he as'ics a Court of
Equity to hold that although the purchase from Ruttan
should have the effect of perfecting their title to the
portion given to them in severalty by Smith, it should
have the effect of defeating the estates ofall the pur-
chasers from Leviaconte, who had iinproved and built
upon the lands upon the faith of Smith'a own deed to
Leviaconte. I must say that I cannot recognize the
principle of equity or of conveyancing that would
enab'e a grantor, by surh a purchase of any paramount
title, to defeat his own grant, or which should give to
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•the Bame cor.yeyance, namely, that from Ruitan to 1860.
Ar/iK/ i healing influence in Foiter'n case, and a baneful
iriflurno in the cases of Leviaconte and those claiminir
urJier him.

*

If A. acquires by purchase the equity of redemption
in lands held in mortgage by B., and afterwards, but
before redemption of the mortgage, conveys a portion of
the mortgaged land ^ to C. and takes back a mortgage
to secure part of t\n purchase money from C, and C.
afterward? conveys ..ertain small portions of the land
"o conveyed to him to twenty other persons, and after-
wards B. forecloses his mortgage against all, and then
A. purchases the foreclosed estate from B., was it ever
heard that equity would hold that A. ha J thereby defeated
his own deed to C. and cut out all claiming under C.
and could upon such a title resist the right of those
claiming under C. to redeem C.'s mortgage ?

The case before us is stronger in favour ofthe present
plaintiffs than that which I have put, because admitting
Peter Ruttan's contention to its fullest extent, the deed
of the 15th September, 1856, passed forty-nine seven-
tieths in the 18J acres, in which Ruttati never had any
interest, and in which &mith alone was interested when
he conveyed toLevitconte. How then could the purchase

.
of any estate by Smith from Ruttan defeat the convey-
ance of the forty-nine seventieths, in which Ruttan never
had any interest? and if the estate to the extent of forty-
nine seventieths in the 18J acres conveyed by Smith to
Levtaeonte cannot be defeated, how can the residue of
the estate, equitable though it was, which passed by the
same deed be defeated ? What principle can enable
Smith'9 deea to Leviaconte to be forfeited in part but
be good as to the residue ?

The contention is that the legal estate in the twenty-
one seventieths, acquired from Ruttan, united in Smith

10—VOL. XVI, GE.
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1889. absolutely with his own forty-nine seventieths, which it

""jj^^ ia said ho also held absolutely so as to make one absolute

sm'ith.
whole and to cut out his deed to Levitconte. In this

sentence the whole fallacy, which is a simple petitio

principii, is involved, for the forty-nine seventieths in

the 18^ acres «Smi</theld not absolutelij but cnnditionally^

and in virtue only of Leviaconte'i mortgage, and conse-

quently the estate purchased from Ruttan could not
unite with that portion of the estate held by Smith.
otherwise than through Leviaconte and his mortgage.

In short, it appears to me to be very clear that the

• operation of SmitJi's purchase from Ruttan was to

support and not to defeat the title of the present plain-

tiffs as purchasers from Smith through Leviaconte, and
that the legal estate in the twenty-one aeventietht

purchasedfrom Ruttan, so far as the 18J acres were
concerned, upon the very instant of the execution of the

Jiagmeoi. deed by Ruttan to Smith, united with the legal estate in

the forty-nine seventieths, in the samo 18J acres which

the deed of the 15th September, ISSG, executed by

Smith to Levisconte had effectually passed to Levisconte.

It fed the estoppel as to so much of the estate conveyed

by that deed, as Smith had not at the time of its execu-

tion complete title to convey, and so it fed Levisconte's

mortgage to Smith so as to vest the 18| acres in Smith,

but under Levisconte's mortgage and subject to redemp-

tion in the terms of the proviso in that mortgage.

What took place in the action of ejectment seems to

mo to be of no importance, except as affording an argu-

ment to establish that the Levisconte mortgage can not

have lost its existence, since it is the only title in virtue

of which Smith ever could recover any part of the 18J
acres by action of ejectment at law, for if he should

assert title in any other way, his own deed to Levisconte,

under which the plaintiffs all claim, would be an effectual

bar. How then can a mortgage which ip Smith's sole
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title to recover at law be irredeemable in equity ? In
effect the relief which the appellant asks this court to

grant him is, a decree pronouncing that in the events
which have happened the oppellant is entitled to the
beneCt of a forfeiture by the plaintiffs of the estate by
them respectively derived from the appellant himself,
although there is no forfeiture at law. Now the par-
ticular province of a court of equity is in certain cases
to relieve against legal forfeitures which the severity of
the law creates. It does not create forfeitures of estates,

the effectual existence of which the clemency of the law
recognizes.

The plaintiffs have, in my judgment, an undoubted
right to redeem the mortgage of the 17th September,
1856: the only question is, upon what terms ? If there

could be, and are, any such judgments as are mentioned
in the proviso, as do now constitute a lien upon any part

of the equity of redemption, which Dougall, or Leviscontc judgmem.
through him, had in the land. Smith would be entitled to

protection from them ; but if there were any such judg-
ments they have been got rid of by the foreclosure of the

liuitan mortgage.

As to the Ruttan mortgage the terms of the proviso

are in effect to indemnify Smith only so far aa the same
might be binding on the lot.

The plaintiffs do not seek, if they could, i pen this

question, which, however, was one ofSmith't own raising
;

it was he who always acted on the assumption that Peter

Ruttan'a interest was only the three-seventieths. The
plaintiffs offer to redeem him by payment of what he

paid Ruttan. The mortgage is an indemnity only.

The amount paid to Ruttan defines the utmost extent of

his damnification.

The plaintiffs, I think, are right in their contention,

J
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1860. 80 far as the mortgage is concerned, that the purchase
^^^ fixes the utmost extent of their liability.

hmlth.
The decree therefore should bo affirmed us made, and

the appeal dismissed with costs.

Per Cunam.—Appeal dismissed with costs.

Washburn v. Feuris—[In Appeal.*]

Fraud— Truit,

A. took a oonveyanoe as trustee for B. B., in answer to a bill by a
person who claimed the property ngninHt both, was induced by A.
to swear that he (U.) had not ony interest in the property.

JleM, in a subsequent suit by B. against A., that he (B.) was not
precluded from shewing the trust.

sut«iii«Dt. This was an appeal by the defendants from a decrefe

of the court below, (reported ante volume xiv., page 516).

Mr. Strong, Q. C., for the appellants, contended
that the decree should bo reversed, as the respondents
were bound by the answer of Jarvis Alexander Wash-
burn in the suit of Purdy v. Ferris, in the pleadings
mentioned, and could not be permitted to controvert his

statement, therein contained, that Arthur Ferris was the
absolute purchaser of the lands in question for his own
behoof, and free from any trust, and because Stephen
Heni^ Washburn acquiesced in the defence in that suit,

being conducted by Jarvis Alexander Washburn with-
out his being made a party, and because he acquiesced
in, and approved of, the answer so put in by Jarvis
Alexander Washburn ; because the evidence is insuffi-

cient to establish that Arthur Ferris purchased and

•/>«««<.—Droper, C. J., E. & A. ; Richards, C. J., Q. B.; Van-
koughnet, C.

; Hagarty, C. J., C. P. ; Spragge, V. C. ; A. Wilson, J.;

Mowat, V. C. ; Qwynae, J.
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took a conveyance as a trustee for the respondents, and I860,
bocuuse parol evidence is not admissible to i^rovo Arthur "^^

—

Ferrit to be a trustee. WMhbuxn

fftarii.

Mr. Blak^
,
Q.C.,and Mr. McMichacl, for the respond-

ents, urged as reasons in support of the decree, that the
appellant, Arthur Ferris,gavo instructions for the answer
oiJarvia Alexander Washburn in the suit of Punhf v
Ferris, and the same was prepared upon his instructions'
only, and sent to Arthur Ferris, who took it to Jaruis
Alexander Washburn, in the country, who swore to the
same before a commissioner, without understanding it
and without considering it, and without any explanation
of It being offered to h-::n, and having no legal adviser
there, and not having seen his solicitors, and believin-
that the said Arthur Ferris had given correct mstruc"-
tions for the preparation of such answer ; that Arthur
Ferris gave instructions for the defence of the suit of
Purdy V F.rris and managed the same until the dis- ...eeo.,„t.
m.ssal of the bill therein, and the said Arthur Ferris
wrote all the letters to the solicitors during the progress
of the suit, and so acted that the said Washburn had nr
opportunity of giving instructions therein, or of taking
advice from his solicitors

; and the said Arthur Ferris
deceived the said J. A. Washburn, as he did also the
solicitors, and indeed the said J. A. Washburn did not
think it necessary to consult a solicitor, having then full
confidence in the said Arthur Ferris ; and the said J. A
Washburn is not, under the circumstances, bound by
the said answer in the suit of Purdy v. Ferris, even if
lie did understand the same ; that the said 'Stephen
Henry Washburn is not, in any event, bound by the
statements in the said answer, and he did not acquiesce
therein, or in the said suit being conducted as it was-
that the evidence is abundantly clear that Arthur
Ferns purchased and took a conveyance as an agent or
trustee for the respondents, and that parol evidence is
admissible to prove the said agency or trusteeship
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18fl0. The judgment of tho court wai delivered by-

JodfinaDt,

Draper, C. J.~I agree ontirelj with the judirmentorSpra^ge V. C, and I .hould have thought it *r beregretted that the defence set up by the appellant in
this case must, from any stringent rule, have been
successful, for .n my opinion, it would have been to give
effect to a palpable fraud. On either side, appellants
and respondents there is much to condemn '^aJAlezaruler Wa,k6urn has evidently, on his own shewing
sworn falsely m h.s answer in Purd^', ^nlt ; but looking
at the whole evidence, I feel convinced that ArthurFerns know that such answer was false, and that he was
.nstrumental in procuring it.and furnished the statements
upon which .t was prepared. This does not alleviate or
.I.m.n.sh Jam, ^. J«6urn'. criminality in swearing
to .t, but U shews Arthur Ferri, as the promoter of the
offence of wh.ch he seeks to take advantage in order tocarry ,nto effect a frau<l for his personal advantage.

We think this appeal should be dismissed with costs.

.

IIuTcniNsoN V. Sargent.

WiU—Dowtr—EUetion.

A testator d.vhcd to hi. daughter for life a hou.e and four .ore. ofand • and he wi 1 .hewed that he contemplated that the de"ue.should reside on ths property so detised •

Ueld, that according to tho authorities. thi> testator had thereby suffi.cent
ly .nd.cated his intention to devi.e free from hi. widow'. dowTr

and or the other land, devi.ed, without foregoing tho provi.l ther favour which the wiU contained.
« provision, in

This was a suit in the names of tho infant children ofWibam Ilutchinson, for the administration of the estate
ot their father, who died in December, 1862. There
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were throo <lefondant«. two of thorn being JlicharJ mo.
'W^.n«nndb.8 w.fo

; tl.o latter ^as the widow of the --v^
< ecoawd, and iho administratrix of his estate. The third

"""!:""""

'jHfendant was Jiuth Uutchin.on, the widow of John
ffufchtnton, the father of the intestate William. The
case came before Vice Chancellor Afowat by way of
motion for decree,on the pleadings and the examination of
the administratrix.

Mr. Morgan, for the plaintiff.

Mr. S. M. Jarvi,, for the defendants .Saroent and
wito. *^

i

Mr. Thorne, for liuth Hutch'unson.

MowAT V.C.-The bill alleges, that John Ilutchin^n
devised a parcel of land, which is described in the bill, to
^Vtlliam Hutchinson, subject to the payment of a certain
mortgage theretofore executed by the testator • .m.l fi.„f
the defendant Ruth IlutchinJn, thrtidow Irjohn

'""'"^

cLums to be entitled to dower in this land. The bill does
not charge that this claim is unfounded; and the answer of
Jiuth Ilutchtmon admits M ^ she claims dower. But atthe hearing counsel fo. .ne other two defendants
•nsisted, that she was not entitled to dower, and that the
will gave her certain benefits which were in lieu of dower
and put the widow to her election. This point, though
stated, was not argued on either side, but all parties
expressed a desire that I should give my opinion on the
question I think that the widow was not entitled to dow-
er, in addition to the provision which the testator made
for her. I find that by one of the clauses in the will the
testator gave to another son. George Hutchinson, the east
half of lot No 15, in the first concession of the township
of Albion, subject to a reservation which the testator
expressed thus :

" Reserving to my daughter Marv Ann
the use of four acres and a house, on the yreat corner of

I,
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the said lot, aaring her natural life, and then to revert to
my son aeorgc. But if mj said daughter Mary does not
wish to reside thereon, she shall receive therefor twenty
dollars per year, or to have the power to sell her right of
sold property to my son George, and no other person."
The testator thus contemplated a personal occupancy
by Mary of this part of the lot. That, according to
the authorities, is a suflBcient indication of his Intention
that the devisee should hold the property free of .lower (a);
and wherever a testator's intention os to one part of his
property is shewn to be, that it should not bo subject to
dower, it follows that neither that nor any other part of
the devised property is subject to dower {b). I had occa-
sion to refer to several authorities on these points, in
Grant v. McLennan (<?), and Stewart v. Hunter (J). I

understood that if put to her election, the widow had
elected, or would elect, to take the provision given her
by the will. I therefore dismiss the bill against her

Jndfmmt without COStS.

The bill alleges, that the mortgage is payable out of
the personal assets of the intestate, and that tjie

defendants pretend the contrary. I see no object in
raising that question by the bill ; nor do 1 see that the
children have any interest in insisting that the mortgage
is payable out of the personalty. It does not appear from
the pleadings or evidence,that any question on the subject
was raised before the filing of the bill. As between real
and personal representatives, where they are not the
same persons, resort must first be had to the personal
estate for the payment of the debts of the deceased,
whether secured by mortgage or otherwise ; but this rule
is confined to the deceased's own debts.and does not apply
where an estate is devised to a party charged with a

(•) Bliall T. Brain, 4 Madd. 126, ,

(i) O'Hare t. Chaine, IJ. & La. T. 666.

(c) 16 Gr. 69. (d) 2 Chano. Chamb. 330.
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mortgage. In that oaae, on the death of the doviioe,

the land is the fund for paying tho morteace, and not
^-^~^'"^'

the deviseo s personal estate. The doctrine applicable

to the subject is fully stated, and the authorities collected,

in Mr. Justice WiUiam$'i book on Executors (a).

The bill charges, that the defendant Sargent is a person

of no means, and that he and the administratrix are

wasting the assets ; and claims that a receiver should be

appointed. These charges of insolvency and misconduct

are denied, and no proof of them has been offered.

There will be the usual administration decree; re-

serving further directions and costs.

Mason v. Parker.

Injunetion—Diitrut undtr mortgage.

Two persons were in joint possession of property of the one, and

carried on business therein as partners when the owner of the

property mortgaged it, giving a power of distress in case of de-

fault, and the mortgagee afterwards distrained on the partnership

property. On a bill by the assignee of the other partner, it not

appearing that the latter assented to or had notice of the mortgage

the court granted an injunction to the hearing of the cause.

This was a motion for an injunction to restrain the attt«meDt.

defendants from selling goods which they had seized on

certain premises that had theretofore been conveyed

to them by way of mortgage, with clauses for dis.

training in default of payment of interest. Henry
Fettinger was the mortgagor and was the owner of the

premises. He and Robert MoCord, at and before the

time of the execution of the mortgage, were in joint

possession of the premises, carrying on therein the busi-

(a) 6 ed. p. 1604, et seq.

11—VOL. XVI. OR.
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nesa of vinegar manufacturers as partners ; and they so
continued until after the goods were distrained. It did
not appear whether the partnership agreement was in
writing

;
or whether it contained any provision with

respect to the premises in question ; or whether the
mortgage containing the clause of distress was executed
with the knowledge of McCord, or when he had notice
of It. Both partners had become insolvent, and the
plaintiff was their assignee.

Mr. George D. BouUon, for the plaintiff.

Mr. M088, contra.

MowAT, V.C.-The learned counsel for the plaintiff
contended, that, McOord being in possession at the time
of the mortgage, no right of distress against him or his
property could be given without his consent. He cited

Judgment no authority in support of this contention ; and the
position was controverted on the part of the defendants.
Having since the argument looked into the authorities
I have come to the conclusion that the injunction should
go, in order to afford an opportunity of ascertaining the
tacts with greater exactness, before the rights of the
parties are decided, and of arguing the law more fully.

It is hard that the goods of a stranger should be seised
to pay the debt of another person, or should be distrained
without any act on his part authorising the distress. But
where the tenant has had full possession of demised pro-
perty, any goods of a stranger which may thereafter be
brought upon the premises, are, no doubt, liable to be
distrained by the landlord ; and the rule does not seem
to be confined to goods thereafter brought on the
premises (a). I have no doubt, however, that an owner
who 13 not in possession cannot, by executing a lease to

(a) See Eaton V. Southby, WiUes, 131.
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another person who is not in possession and does not got
possession, entitle himself to distrain on the goods of
persons who were in possession before the lease, and
continued to be so afterwards. Unless possession is

,

obtained by the lessee the right of distress does not
ordinarily exist even as against the lessee. That is

illustrated by the case of Watson v. Wand (a). There
the defendant had demised to the plaintiff certain premises
from the 15th May, 1851. The lease of a previous
tenant had expired two days before that time, but an
under tenant of his was still i. _ ossession of part of the
premises

; and though she does not appear to have had
any right to remain, she would not go out unless ejected
by suit. The defendant distrained for the plaintiflF's

rent when it fell due ; and the question in the cause was,
whether the distress was legal ? Lord Chief Baron
Pollock, in giving judgment, said :

" It is quite clear

that if no new agreement had been come to, the case of
Male V. McKenzie (b) would have applied, and the jujpuent

defendant could not have distrained ; because the plain-

tiff, not having had all he bargained for, for which he
was to pay his rent of £145, was not bound to pay it

;

and the law would not apportion the rent, and make him
liable to pay a part proportioned to the part enjoyed, as
it does in the case of eviction by title paramount." (The
court held that a new agreement which the parties had
entered into removed the difficulty). If in the case put
by the Lord Chief Baron, the goods of the lessee could
not be distrained, a fortiori would a seizure of the goods
of the refractory under-tenant not be legal. So, if one
of several persons who are in possession attorn to the
true owner, I do not see that such attornment can
give any right against the others, whether they are
in exclusive possession of portions of the premises, or
whether all are in joint possession of the whole.

I reserve the costs of both parties to the hearing.

fi

(a) 8 Ex. 335. (6) 1 M. & W. 747.

r<i »i ri,B'M7i aBiniltMu.
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Hume v. Cook.

Seltinff aside deeds.

Aa old man greatly addicted to drinking executed deeds of .n . •

property., real and personal, to the J^rnT^Jltll^^'Zboarded, and he accepted in consideration therefor the bona 7*^-

Hearing at Cornwall at the Spring sittings, 1869.

Mr. 8. Blake and Mr. Jame, Bethune, for plaintiff-

Mr JameB McLennan, and Mr. D. B. McLennan
for^^delendant Cook. The other defendants did not'

a;-,„.„t. MowAT V. C.-This is a suit by one of the heirs ofAndretoSume, deceased, to set aside certain deedsexecuted bj Bume on the 20th January, 1868, conveying to Cook all his real and personal property
^

Mme was a farmer in the township of Osnabruckhad been an extremely shrewd man, and was pos ssedof a considerable amount of property. At the' t m ofexecuting the deeds in question he was about Tixt^
SIX years old. He had had an attack of parllysisome years before and was lame inconsequence ffom
that time until his death. For the last twenty-five year!
or more of his life, he was an 'hab-tual drunk! dbecoming worse and worse ; for five or six years before
the transaction m question, he had ceased attending
personally to hisfarm; and, leasing portions to different
persons on shares and leaving other portions to the careof his wife and children, he gave himself wholly up tothe gratification of his passion for strong drink In
October, 1867, he sold his farm ; and part'of the pric^

..
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was paid to his wife in consideration of releasing her 1869
dower

;
for another part Eumc accepted a tavern

''

which he had been in the habit of frequenting, which was
situate in the village of Aultsville, about half a mile
from the house on Ifume'a farm, and which was occupied
by the defendant Cook; and for the residue ($933.05) of
the price of his farm, he accepted the buyer's promissory
notes of unequal sums, payable with interest in one,
two, three, four, and five years.

His farm stock and other chattels, he disposed of
about the .'same time—their value, or what he got for
them, does not appear. He and his family (who had
led a wretched life with him for many years) then
separated, and the latter removed for a time to the
United States.

85

Immediately after the sale of the farm, he gave the
notes for safe keeping to a brother of the maker, and j„dg.„«.t.
went to board at the tavern he had bought, agreeing
with Oook who kept it, that his board and lodging
should be $2.50 a week. Four months later, viz., on
the 28th January, 1868, he executed the deeds which
the bill impeaches. One of these was a conveyance of
the tavern stand to Cook in fee. The other was a
transfer to the defendant of the r^t of the property of
the deceased by the following disposition : « All moneys,
bills, bonds, notes, and securities for money of which I
am now possessed, and 'all my personal property and
effects

;
all notes belonging to me, and now in the hands

and keeping of any other person or persons, and partic-
ularly in the hands and keeping of I. R. ^ S. Ault,
or in the hands or keeping of Simeon iV. Ault." BotiJ
deeds are expressed to be in consideration of one dollar.
In consideration of these instruments, the defendant
executed a bond in the penal sum of $1000 (less than
half the value of the assigned property), conditioned as
follows

:
" The conditi >;. of the above obligation is such
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that, if the above Quy H. Cook, his heirs, executors or
administrators or some one or more of them, do and
shall we 1 and truly support and maintain, in a manner
suitable to Ins station in .Ife, the said Andrew Hume,
during the term of his natural life, at the dwelling houseof the said Guy 11. Cook at the township of Osnabruck
aforesaid, or at such other place as the said Guy H
6. /.may hp.ppen to reside; and do and shall furnish the
said Andrew Hume during the term of his natural life
with good and sufficient clothing ; and also do and shallpay unto the said Andrew ^ume, yearly and in each and

of $20 ;
and also do and shall furnish the said AndrewHume with necessary medical attendance during the

Tnd vdd^'lf
°'*"'' "'"' '''" *'" '°"' ^'''^" ^^°«»

In June, 1868, Hume died.

The documents were prepared by an attorney in
Mornsburgh, with whom Hume had had no previous
acquaintance, and whose name was suggested to him bya friend of Cook. Hume had been in the habit ofemploying a solicitor who resided in Cornwall, but thisgentleman was not referred to on this occasion. Allthat the attorney did was to draw the documents
according to instructions given to him. He was not asked
to advise as to the transaction, and did not do so.

Now, looking at the transaction as a mere matti^r of
business, it is plain that the consideration which Cook
agreed to allow was greatly less than the value of the
property which he got, Indeed, the rent alone of the
tavern (^200) would probably have been sufficient for
the support of the deceased in the way in which he hadbeen accustomed to live, thus leaving untouched the
reversion m the tavern, and all the notes and other
personal property. Hume was an old man, too, it is to

't #
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be remembered, greatly enfeebled in body and mind, as
compared with what he had been, and hia life was a very
bar" one. So unfit had he become to manage his affairs
that several of Coole'a witnesses testify to having
advised him to make over his property without delay to
secure himself a home : they thought ho would soon
squander everything. The purchase of his support duly
secured for life, for a proper and even liberal considera-
tion, was probably a very desirable thing for him to
do

;
but the law does not permit advantage to bo taken

of a man who is in such a state as Hume was, to obtain
from him all his property, instead of a reasonable part
of it; or to procure from him any sort of a bargain
to which his consent can be obtained, and to enforce it

against him and his heirs; and the plaintiff's case is,

that Hume gave up everything for a mere unsecured
promise of support, that the price he was thus to pay for
his support was excessive ; and that he had not such
advice as by the rules of equity, in the relative position j„,g„„„r
of the two parties, was necessary to give validity to such
a transaction. I think that these averments are made out.

Not only was the consideration which Hume was •

promised totally inadequate, but, viewing the transaction
as a means of securing to Hume a comfortable home and
support for the remainder of his short life, the bargain
was extremely improvident and defective in its details

;

and to give validity to the transaction, if that were
possible, it was necessary to have proyed that the defects
were considered by a competent adviser, and were shewn
to Hume

; that he was made alive to them, and to the
way ofremoving or alleviating them ; and that, with his
eyes open to all that was objectionable in the transac-
tion, he, voluntarily and deliberately, and without any
pressure from Cook or influence of any kind on his part,
determined to carry out the transaction as it stands.
But there is no such proof. Nor would satisfactory proof
of entire freedom from undue influence on the part of
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1869. the tavern keeper who was getting a drinking lodger's
property on such unequal terms, be easily made.

Some of the improvident aspects of the transaction
require but to be stated in order to be admitted. I have
already referred to the fact that Bume had no security,
by mortgage on the place or otherwise, for the due per-
formance of the agreement in case Cook should die before
him, or should become unable to keep his agreement.
Then, he was bound to live with Cook as long as Cook
duly supported him, however uncomfortable he might
be made

; he was to live with Cook wherever, in Canada
or elsewhere, Cook might thereafter find it convenient to
reside

;
if Hume did not care to go with him, there was

no provision that he should have anything; he had either
to go, starve, or accept any third alternative which Cook
might choose to offer. If Cook should not keep even
the letter of the agreement, Sume'a only remedy ^as

Jodcmtnt the (to him) useless one of a suit for damages, without
means of paying the costs or maintaining himself while
the suit was going on. His comfort would thus depend
altogether on Cook's good will, and continued ability.

Well considered stipulations might, perhaps, have met
most oral! of these difficulties; but such stipulations
were not made, nor does ?t appear that the desirableness
of any one of them was pointed out to ffume, or was
perceived by him.

The impossibilifiy of upholding such a transaction is

manifest on a reference to the authorities. In Harvep v.
Mount (a), for example, an assignment had been made
by the plaintiff, Sarah Beake, to her elder sister Grace in
consideration of support ; and although the assignor's
interests had been much more carefully guarded than in
the present transaction, the Master of the Rolls in setting
aside the deed made the following observations : «< Then

*!*

'

(a) 8 B. 439.
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comes the assignment, and Grace covenants with Sarah
during her life, to find for her sufficient meat, drink, &c
and all other necessaries fitting her degree and quality!
Who 13 to be the judge of that ? * * Sarah had
parted with everything, with all her present aa well as
all her future property, and she was to bo provided for
with what is here called sufficient food, &c., fitting to her
degree and quality. How indefinite ! What might they
judge proper for her degree and quality ? * * In vain
do I look for any power to revoke. So that however they
might behave to her, or however wretched she might
have been made, she had no power to revoke the ^rant
which she had made; and her trustee was the husband
of the person who alone entered into the obligation with
her. Hume had no trustee. The protection which
the party m the case at the Rolls had was insuf-
ficient

; but in the case before me the party was
to have no protection. I refer also to the language

Perr^^)"'^
'"^ ^^""'^ ""* ii^ac^ («), ^nd PhiUpson v. Judgment

The case is very strong against such a transaction
where the grantee is a tavern keeper who was dealing
with a drinking lodger. I understand the rule of equity
to be (c), that a conveyance by an intemperate man of
aJ his property to the tavern keeper with whom he lives,
and at whose house he has been supplied with the drjnk
which he prefers to all earthly objects of desire, and to all
hope of future happiness, is subject to the same rules as
a conveyance to a person occupying towards the grantor
a relation of confidence or influence. The danger in
consequence of which those rules have been laid down
exists m a much larger degree in the former case than
in the latter, and needs to be guarded against with
greater caution.

(a) 31 B. 491.
(j^ 82 b. 628.

(c) ClftTkson T. KitsoD,4 Or. 256; McGregor v. Boulton. 14 Gr. 94
12—VOL. XVI. OR.
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1860. Besides this consideration, however, ilio transaction in
the present case affords clear testimony of unbounded
confi}lence in Cook on the part of Hume—nssnming
that Hume had still judgment enough to form any
clear notion of what he was doing; for he was
stripping himself of everything on the mere promise
of Cook to support him for the remainder of his
life; he was giving Cook not merely the tavern stand,
which, without anything more. Cook was willing to
accept, as he well might be, for the consideration he was
to give; but also $900 of notes, as well as all Eume't
other means, reserving nothing whatever ; he was taking
no security from Cook for the performance of his promise
except Cook's own bond ; and the bond itself, a few
days after receiving it, he returned to Cook for safe
keeping, and thus parted with the only evidence
he had of what he was to receive for his property. It
is seldom that a client shews such confidence in his

J«a«»..nt. solicitor, a principal in his agent, oc cestui que trust in
his trustee, as Hume thus manifested towards Oook ; and
the rules which sound policy has required courts
of equity to enforce in regard to transactions between
parties occupying these relations to one another, mani-
festly apply afortiori to the transaction here in question.
The rules referred to have beon so often stated and illus-
trated in reported cases, in England and here, that I
need only add that, consistently with them, it ia
impossible to refuse the plaintiff relief.

The decree must be for the plaintiff with costs.
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Fuller v. Patterson. v^-v^^

• InttrpUader.

".Id, ,1... ,ue ,.„ ,., ,„, „., ,^ ^^ |.,„p,.^„ ,„ ,^., ^^^

Vil?r\''""t,'''"j''
'"'"Pl'""''^'-. -oJ c™« «" before

V.ee-Oh»nc«llor jlfwa< on » motion for decree.

w. e of tho other plarat.ff, „.» ,(,« owner of lot No. 29
lOll, coneession of the township of Dawn, and had been'for many years; that during the winter of 1887-68t« of the defendants, namely, Patterson and m^,nwrongfully „„, do„„ , „„„b„^ „f trees u^aLfactured them into timber, and removed them frem'.heZ ^for the purpese of appropriating them to their own use •

that to facditato this objeot they mixed the same „„ withother snn,ar t,mber of which they claimed to be own™hat he plamtiffs di,. net discover the wrongful .e, fthe defendants until March, 1868, when they weremformcd and believed that 200 pieces had been cnt on.^.crlotby the defendants; that thoy thereupon e„m-

200 p,eces
;

that they gave the sheriff the usual replelbond a,a the sheriff replevied and delivered to hem200 p,eee, of timber which were in the possession of th"de endants; that, the timber being in its nature pe i h!.ble and hable to deterioration in value, and to be ost
'

t'e relu'tm ft!™' """l'"""* "'^ P-'- -/bidthe rest still m their possession ; that at the trial of theaction It was found that forty-three pieces only of h,timber replevied had been cut fte plaintiffs' i° andthat these were not identified m anyway that ,S.
the trial the fbdntiff, ^ b«« refdy t'e'r^l I
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timber which thoy had still in their posgesBion, and to
pay to the defendants the value of the pieces sold, iifter
detaining, or deducting the price of, the forty-three
pieces belonging to the plaintiff; but that two other
defendants, Kerr and Ramtey, claimed to be the owners
of the said pieces replevied, except the forty-three
pieces, on the ground that the same were cut in trespass
on their lands, and they threatened and intended to
recover the same or the value thereof from the plaintiffs

;

that the plamtifls made no claim to the timber replevied,
except the forty-three pieces, or to the proceeds thereof,
and were ready to deliver the timber and pay the pro-
ceeds to whichever of the claimants was entitled thereto-
and that the plaintiffs were not colluding with any of the
defendants. The prayer of the biU was, that the defend-
ants might be restrained from suing the plaintiffs, and
might interplead with one another. The defendants,
Patterson and Dobhyn filed answers denying the wrong
which the bill alleged against them, and claiming to be
entitled to the timber. The other defendants, hj their
answers, submitted to interplead.

Mr. Bae, for the motion.

Mr. James McLennan, for defendants Kerr and
Ramsey.

Mr. S. H. Blake, for Patterson and Dobbyn.

Judgment. MowAT, V. C.-Tho case presented on the part of
the plaintiffs is one in which there ought injustice to be
a remedy, but I am afraid I have no jurisdiction. It is
not in every case of opposite claims to property or
money m the hands of a party that {he can call on the
claimants to interplead, under our law. The civil law
and the French law appear to be more liberal and just
in this respect (a). But with us this remedy appears to

(a) Story on Bailments, sec. 118.
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llcZfll^
'"
'*"V"

""^''^ th* opposing title, are con.nected by reason of one being derived from the otheror of both bomg derived from a common source. Iloro
.

appears from the bill, that the two sets of defendan iclaim in absolutely adverse rights.

The way in which the plaintiffs became possessed of thisfmber creates further difficulty in their way
; for heireplevyngu was wrongful in fact, though n tin inteT-

tion; they, unfortunately, from misinformation, seized bvprocess of law what they had no right to ; and to hicase mterpleader seems from the cases to be inapplicable

of rehef. In Oraw.haj, --. Tnornton (a), the plaintiffs

sttT/^rrrr
^^''^^ ^'-^-^-^-n. of the parL, con!

sented to hold the property at the disposal of the other-and hat consent was held to disentitle them to call on'he claimants to interplead; the Lord Chancellor holding , ,tha he case tendered by a bill of interpleader must b''
"""'•

that the plaintiff is not under any liability to eithe
claimant beyond what arises from the title to the nro-
perty

;
that, if the plaintiff had come under any personal

obligation independently of the question of property
so that either of the claimants might recover agaZ h ^at law without establishing a right to the property thecase IS not a proper subject for a bill of interple^a'der
Here, there was a verdict (and I presume a judgment)-which IS a stronger case than a consent thatiTereh;
n.ight entitle a party to obtain a verdict and judgment

I must dismiss the bill with costs.

98

(a) 1 M. & C. 1.
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Sullivan v. Sullivan.

Adtninittralion tuit—Coitt,

Aa ezfloutor who obUini »a order for the admiiiiitraliou of bii teiU-
tor'» estAte, ia not alwsya entitled to the coslg.

An executor took out an adralnisfratio.i order for the purpoae of
establiahing a claim which he made againat the eatate, and of
havlnff it paid by aalo of the realty ; but he failed to prore hie claim
and, on the contrary, a amall balance waa found againat him It
"ppoar. I. olao, that he had not kept proper booka of aooount aa
executor:

IleU, that he should pay the ooata of the auit.

This case carae before Vicc-Chancellor Mowat for
further directions, and on the question of costs.

On the 18th January, 1868, the usual administration
order was made in the matter of the estate of John

statenent. SulUvan, wlio died on the 13th May, 1859, leaving a
widow and two sons, both minors. By his will he
gave all his worldly property to his executors, in trust
to apply the rents for the benefit of his wife and children
in manner therein specified until his children became of
«ge; he directed his personal property to be applied, so
lar as necessary, to the payment of his debts, and the
balance to be invested; and he appointed Jame$ Sullivc
and another person his executor,. Jamet Sullivan
alone took probate of the will and acted ; and it was m
his application that the administration order waj made.
In his affidavits filed in support of the application, he
clavrn'^d that he had expended for the estate ^J400 more
than

> roceive'1, and that the testator owed him at his
of those sums he claimed against

deai!i ; >, Bo^'i

the e.
:
M V. «-tated, r1s'>, that there were some°other

small .h'li:; a^^ainst the ^^tate which were unpaid, and
'

that there was no personal estate to satisfy them ; that
one of the sons was of ago on the 26th December, 1867
and that the other would be of age on the 14th October,'

,
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1868. Ho declared that his application was made in
good fa.th, for the purpose of reimburnrng inmsolf
moneys paid for the estate, for payment of the debts,
•nd to obtain his discharge from the trusts of the will
bj hav.nu them wound up under the direction of the
court.

The result of the accounts which had been taken
under the decree was not in accordance with the exec
tors affidavit; it appearing that, instead of bein.. -

creditor to the amount of »800, ho was a debtor m .
small amount, and that, too, after obtaining credit tor
co^.^y as commission.

(a
, Knatckbull v. Tearney (6), Ta>/lor v. Tabrum (c),Blum V Terryberry (d), Wiard v. aabel («), Moodie v

Le»he {/).

•^''; f ^-^J"^'' '^ont'^a. referred to White v. Cum-

Z!/?^' "^^ JT.
"' ^"'""'•'^

(*)' '^'»»^'' ^- ^oe (0,Bartlet v. Wood {J).
^^*

present occasion was as to the costs of the suit. Counsel
for he executor submitted to pay the costs attending
tho litigation of the various items in regard to which
the executor was unsuccessful ; but he claimed the other
costs of the suit on the ground that, as executor, the
plaintiff was entitled to have the accounts taken by the
court. White V Cummins (k) was relied on as opposed
to the executor's claim ; and in that case it was cer-

05

(a} 1 Bear. 426.

(c) 6 Sim. 281.

(«) 8 Or. 468.

(sr) 8 Gr. 602.

(«) 11 Gr. 34.

(6) 3 M. & C. 123.

(rf) 12 Gr. 22.

(/") Jb. 587.

(A) 10 Gr. 479.

(;) 9 W. R, 817.

(*) 3Gr. 602.
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Sullivan
V.

SulIiTan.

tainly held very distinctly, by the three learned
Judges who then composed this court, that an execu-
tor had no right to file a bill at the expense of the
estate, merely to obtain an indemnity by passing his
accounts under the decree of the court ; that, in order
to entitle him to the costs of a suit brought by himself
there must bo some real question to submit to the court, or
some dispute requiring its interposition. Counsel for the
executor did not dispute the necessity of shewing some
special ground for the suit, but he argued that the later
authorities laid down a less stringent rule than was done
in White V. Oummins. The later cases referred to as
tavormg the claim of the executor to costs were cases in
which executors were defendants, and the rules which
govern the question in dealing with executors as defend-
ants are not, necessarily, the same as those which
apply to them as plaintiffs ; and I understand that my
brother Spragge has lately held that, in administration

Judgment, suits generally, the fact that executors now receive a
commission is to be taken into account in considering
their right to costs according to preceding cases. But
Smith V. Boe (b) was an administration suit against the
executors, and yet, the court being satisfied that their
misconduct was the occasion of the suit, charged them
with all the costs of it, and the Vice Chancellor referred
to several reported decisions as warranting and requir-
ing that course.

Now, in the present case, I am satisfied that the sole
object of the executor in obtaining the administration
order was to enforce his own claim of $800, and to obtain
payment of it out of the testator's real estate; that but
for that claim, which he has failed to establish, he would
not have brought the suit ; and that no such suit would
have been necessary or would have been brought by
any one else. It appears, also, tl at the executor did

(6) 11 Qr. 34.
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not keep proper books of account • and th., v , •

to have the costs tiaid n^.t JZ ''' h>s claim

necessary the sale of L f '
'''''' ^°"^^ ^«"^er

wise^betidld!'^ ~;-^^
circumstances, the nronpr n.r. • '

"^""^^^ *^ese

-dieors. cost.Cml tlr"'' '""'""'"S ««
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Romanes v. Fraser.

««« .«<!»„ u,i u dw Lot mSii, f.-f"'
°' """'y-'W,

Hearing .t Kingston at the sitting:
1869. ;s in the spring of

foMhepSf^'"""' '"O ''' «-.« McV„n.U.

Mr. Jame, Bethune, for the defendant.

wife to foroolose a n,o%";:f ^5 OM
" ""'^-^and .._.

P'opert, Ihe.ortgag?hears dtrZhl "".^

7a t^lu—-VfOL. XVI. OR.
'-' '^^"'
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On the bick there in the nsoal certificate hJgned by two
magistrates. But the defendants contend (1) thathe w.fe was not duly examined, as the law requires and
as the certificate testifies; and (2) that one of the
mag'strates (the Recorder at Kingston, now deceased)
was the ,ohc,tor for the husband in the transaction
and was therefore not qualified to take the examination.
It IS urged that by reason of these defects the deed
13 void.

In support of the first grofahd of defence, the survivorof Ihe two magistrates was called as a witness, and thescrupulous honesty of his evidence was fully aid justlyac nowle ged by the learned counsel for t'he plaintiff'
This gentleman does not recollect that any questions
were put to Mrs. Fraser before the signing of the deedand his belief is that he and the other magisLetd
not ascertain from her what the certificate^stat l"

ith t "Tf '''* *'^" ^^^ -^ --^ of good
fai h towards her in the matter, or that the allLd
omissions arose from any other cause than carelessness
>n regard to what all parties considered ause ess formality. The witness is an old man of se enty-hree: his memory had evidently failed considerabl/:
he occasion to which he spoke had occurred nearlyse en years before he gave his evidence: he had noper onal interest, m what then took place, and for mo^ethan S.X years had had no occasion to call it to mindand It was proved, that an important part of what

certainly occurred at the same'time, he' had wholly

ILT"'"; J,?;'"P°«»^^1« ^orme, under such circum-
stances, to hold that the state of his recollection as tothe circumstances attending the signing of the deed by
Mrs. JVa,.r ought to weigh more with a court than thesolemn certificate signed by himself and the other
niagistrate at the time, acted upon by the parties ingood faith, and not questioned until long after the death
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«d that any ,„,ere„ i„ a judicial officer rendered hi ,1™d, for wh,ch he referred to TU Qnem^. UttM
I agree wuh hin. „n both pointa; b.t iTdo^ S
Plea, n 1884 „f ,

•"'"' ''^ "" °°"" »' Common
^„i ,, t

«f <=«"«m enactment, in the Enelish actabohshing Fmes and Eecovoriea (.), and what fZZ
shew that . solicit,, ;, „„, „ece,saril, ZSedbeca„« h,, client is. Uo^^ „,.,/,

*»''.
deed which was e.ecnted by a married woman under theprov,,,on, of the act mentioned. The act provided fir a„

'""""'

e«m,na..o„ of a married woman, and a^ertific; (J)not d,ffen„g materially from the e;tami„.tion and

judges mthe cases I have named were clear that acomm,ss,oner cannot act in his own case any morehan a judge," and that "the statute requiring twocommissioner, obviously means that thcy both "i„Mbe commissioner, who could legally act;" but thejudges seem to have considered that a solicitor L he

ized the Court of Common Pleas to make rules resnectin,«|e«od^^f^i„^^^^^^^^ -P-^»g

W8S<W.JV„o,74,„.7»,80.

99
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^869^ tatutesdo not contain); and that court had at an barly
Rcanc. •J.^te

^'^^f
a rule that "one at least of tho said commis-

,J.,. Bioners shall be a person .ho is not in any rnne,-
.nterese d i„ the transaction giving occasion 'forsuo
acknowledgment, or concerned therein.as attorney, solici-
tor or agent, or as clerk to any attorney, solicitor or
agent, so interested or concerned." The Court ofCommon Pleas in 1834 was thus of opinion that the act

nied TlltT''''
^"^"^' persons as this rulenamed If the rule was meant to apply to a party (a

point which IS perhaps not quite certain from the language
employed). Lord ChiefBaronP.Z^o./fc said that "the rule
to that extent would be void as being beyond the powers

'

^;r" .M . T'^ ^^ '*^*"'" '" ^°' "either he nor any
other of the judges let fall any expression which implied
hat the rule was void except to that extent. There isthus the opinion of the Court of Common Pleas in 1834

against the disqualification of the solicitor, and that
Judgment opinion apparently acquiesced in by the courts in 1854

1 think that, sitting here as a single judge, I should

;r h 1T r
'^^'^-^^ ^^ ^^' -^ - '-'-it-from the duty of considering how I might regard thepoin without that guide (a). I may add thafL th

vacation after Be OUerton was argued, the BritLh

hPnlT^K.T! '"^ ''' ^^^ ''''''''S '^''^ "it i« appro,hended that deeds executed by married women under
the provisions of the said act may be liable to be invali-
dated by the circumstance that the Judge, or Master in
Chancery, or one or both of the commissioners, taking
the acknowledgment maybe, or may have been, inter

m the transaction giving occasion for such acknowledff-
nient, and it is not exped^nt that deeds executed in

(a) See 19 & 20 Vio. ch. 120 sec l<i7. n- i.
^7","

~

V. South Devon Railway Co., 12 Jur 445 &„ . tr
"•^' *'"'°"

13Hareapp.4; lDaBLPr.4ed.95'l00 ' ''""'• ''''''''

(6)17&18Vic..ch. 76.

^ a
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good Weh under such circumstances should be invali-

101

1869.

Ithi«kth« the plaintiff
i,e„ti.,ed.„th,„,„.,<,ecree.

Judgment.

FraSBR v. HlLI^iARD.

Marrie^i Woman's Act-RigkU of Creditor,

for debta contracted b, tj;:IrJ^^S^'

'"" ""^"^^^

alleged) vith money theretoLe "ir t?. TV'' '' ^"^ ^»«
AWrf, as between her and a credTtor nf I . J"

^^ ^^' '"''' '» ''<»«

contracted before the 4th A^ 85?:.
."''""'' "''°««'^^^'^'^«

wife became instantly her huTba„? 1
°"*^ '" ^^^^^ ^^ 'he

bought with it was lia'^.le to the creditor
^"^' ""' *'"* *"« ^•'°''

Hearing at Kingston, Spring sittings, 1869.

Mr. James McLennan and Mr r^... n^ ^
for the plaintiff.

^''''^^' McDonnell,
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i^e^:"'"'^ ^'^^ ^'- ^-^^ ^'>*P-^*. for

offh7'j7'^^''^".r^"''
^'^'^ j°^«'°«°' creditor

of the defendant John Billiard, to have equitable
execution of certain lands standing in the name of his wifeand co-defendant Margaret HilUard. The plaintifS hasa ji. fa. lands in the sheriff's hands.

The wife claims to be the owner of the lands in
question to her separate use, alleging that they were

. acquired by her. " partly by gift from persons in no™ indebted or under obligation to the said John
Billiard, and partly by purchase out of moneys to which
he had no right or claim.

By the somewhat barbarous law which prevailed in all
cases before the passing of the Married Women's Act (a\Judgment where there was no marriage settlement, the earnings
of a wife, and all the personal property which she had
at the time of her marriage, or which she acquired
afterwards by gift to her (not expressly to her separate
use), belonged to the husband. It is by this law that
the present case is to be tried, the marriage having taken
place, and the debt having been contracted, before the
passing of this act-a case which is expressly excepted
from the operation of the act {b) ; and there was good
reason for the exception, as it is obvious that, before the
act, persons may have trusted the husband on the credit
of the wife's means and expectations, rather than of his
own; and that is not unlikely from the evidence to have
been the fact in the present instance.

Certain of the lands mentioned in the bill were
purchased by the wife, and were paid for by her, with
according to her own contention, money which was

I

(a) '22 Vic. ch. 84 Consol. U. C, oh. 73. (b) Vide B. 2,
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^T^Z! T ° ''Z''
"" '°°' •"'' ''-1 »!«

that.'" rr ™°'""""""7: ''°' ">« "oment

mon«y and, aocordmg to the law applicable to the easeshe had „„ m„e right to p„, i, i7yoT,i the reaeW

husbld r/^
''°'' '° """ ""yother-noneyof thhusband to her separate „se. I am not satisfied that

o-ytrrea^rricx'---;;-^^

debts contlt 'it:itir° ^™°;i^ """" f°^

m«edo.bt.hatone":s^«4nh:tfrrL%.

rfX:oe7rt:tr:r"™'"'='""'''"''"
husband's oreditorl b„t 7 .

"""P"'^ *™ '«
oon^yed, if p. d for wt/T"? °" P""""""* »»d

p.rpoL 'of thrsniUoC Zeet .Lrsb '^^ '" "°
was in equilT the hn»h.nT

tasband's money,

wif..ndl^,*;.iff°f;;f'/:°^^^^^^^ between his

Woman's A«' onrtTch A. . ""T "'"' *'""«'l

defendantsreliid andIt """* ™"°»'' f" ""
in his wif^7reai nro'tfT"'''"

'""''»"'''» '""'^s'

d-HngherHfrhlsCa^iii-Sir'-- '

piatrsKa^irnrivr-r^"'''
conveyances to Mrs miZ7 T '""^^'""' ""o

«re of estatesw" snl:^f '" '"'^ '"»' '"^^

lands. Bat I think thatTfl """"<"' "S"'""
stands admitted Vthtlnd': "T' ''"''™°' "" '

miara does not'su^es/ ^^^^^^^^
«' ^rs.

^-j iav„Exvn as 10 the nature

108
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' '869. of tho estate she took, but seta up that she <' acquired
the lands mentioned in the bill, partly by gift and partlyby purchase;'' and in her examination (which was read
on the part of the plaintiff), she says that she - owns "
the lands, and that she "bought" them. These ex-
pressH,ns are those commonly employed where the estate
owned, bought or acquired was the fee ; and in the
absence of any ground for supposing that the fact was
not so here Mrs. miliard must be construed as so
intending and admitting.

With regard to the property which was purchased
from the Rev. Fires OBiate, and was to be paid for in
meat, I do not think that the plaintiff's case is made out.
Sufficent ,s not proved to shew the butchery business tohave been at this time the husband's business, and not
the son 8

;
and the only payments on the property have

as I understand the evidence, been made in meat by the
J«d,«ent. son If no part of the consideration was paid out of thehusband s means, or out of what I must regard as hisme.^a for the purpose of the suit, the mere circumstance

of the purchase being by the wife in her own name does
not, I apprehend, make her estate subject to the
husband's debts. The lot conveyed to her by her fitht!

;LS^' ^' '''' '' "'-' '^'-^^ ^-- «^^"ity to

the^ml'TV^'il! ^f"''
'^' ''^'' ''^"'^^ «^«"t'«n«d inth bUl to be liable for payment of plaintiff's debt, andmil contain the usual directions for sale. The cots ofthe suit are to be added to the plaintiff's debt
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Walker v. Friel.

Injunclion to »tay ^a^U-Proofofplamtir, Me.

Hearing at Kingston, at Spring sittings, 1869.

plafnti/"""
'^'^^"'"^ ^"^ ^^- ^-^-> for the

Mr. 5r/«o„, for the defendant.

proved .ho cutting fcy thrf. defeadl , ^r^^^A.V«™m Frul, and ^rf«,„r<J ffart. There f. !„!?
defendant !)„,,, <,„„„„,, ^^^ ^^ not Bh«n .. h.:i

g::rei^tte:ur-r:j^^^^^

tie, but has ahe™ that he and those under whoJheclaims have been in possession, exercising .""s of

suffilnt t '^ r° "•°' '""'"^ "«» "'^°'i«»d ,0 be

also to mamtam ejectment. Is such a possessionsufficent to entitle a party to an injunction 'n"authority™ cited on this point, but I do n„° s;e llmore str.et proof of ownership should be reauhedagamst « wong-doer who is committing wasle than

«™t ';,"".*' " '"• Wy »"«»><'! Sanger :permuted to destroy with impunity property ,tZtl
A^i—VOL. XVI. QR. " "
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cannot produce? T !. T r
^ '" '"«»' tie which ho

remedy Iioro everv «»1 u .
°" '""• "»•">"'

proof ff LZl? "'"' ''"' "'";' ''""<' »-P>e'«

Juilgitient

Jones v. Wcoi.By.

Hearing at Kingston, Spring aui„g,, igeg,

Mr. rattm, f„, t|,„ p,„i„yJ.

deWant
'''*^' ^^ <^- -< ^^^ ^"«„, f„r .he
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violated that Blip„|.,i„„,
""" "" '""f™''''"' l'a»

But, six montlis before niliiff l>i. I.ill ,i i
• „

noetORO ;„,„ a like bu.i„„,.
"
K:f Y'""'

""'' "«"'''

is not a party lo the .IT- ''""""'" <-'''''"^

tl.«»uiti,oarrd „„?„.. I',?
""' '""«""-"' "'"

""7 li»bilit;
.:'Ji „t b '

•

°'
J" '"""»""' "f

referred e £r,l he
"",'" "'" '•'="'^''

'«' »'"^''» «'
ne.» on the de:?' V°^:LT 'Zn Tr' "'" ^""
voluntarily discontinued by ii^ "'° ''"""™' ^''"8

«y::..*:u::rdi:!r:uhr "I"'-'?"""
'"^™'"""

(«). But after .„ 'aX " "^' *°
r'°

'" "''*'"

"«" -"the plaintr^ e!;.^ ^ il ^'iff't,"
•"

»t«ti„„s,to bo „,ed as refresh, f rt^'r a"'' m'

'

co,np»„y covenanted that their train, ^k,',
"'^

.

ehe question wLtr^TJi:SSr^l »"

~:txt::^n:t\':^r.''^"™*^^^^^^
tho Lerd ChancelL ob. rin^ < r. t ! "•? "T"""™ =

(a) Elves t. Scott, 10 C B 241 • ir«.- t .

(A) 2 Ph. 44, 49.
'
^*'" °" iDjanotions 509, 510.

107
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•

not carrying on- (a). On the narno principle, the court
refuses .n injunction to restrain breaches of contract .tthe suit of a person entitled to property in remain-
der, unless material damage to him is shewn {b).

These authorities shew that the plaintiff has not now
such an interest in this contract a, entitles him to an

I must therefore dismiss his bill; but, as my opinion is
w.th h.m on the -.sues of fact, there will be no costs.

Campbell v. Belfocr.

Settini, andt for tcant of con,idtration.

When, • debtor died owing more than he had the mean. „, •

it waa Aeld .hat, in the absence of fraud tie note h„ k
^'"''"'^•

outprof..ionai or other advice. oouid^rrr^XlV^^^^^^^^^

Hearing at Kingston Spring sittings. 1869.

Mr.

plain

^^Waliem and Mr. Oeorge KirkpaM^k, for .h.

J,
,

May 1867, bjr Bethina NetbUt Oamphdt .ho

been revived by her heirs.
"

{») Johnatono t. Hivli, 2 K. & j. 423,
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T.

Uelfuur.

of ninety; and though she ha.l, no doubt, fuildl con- W-
"Hlerably, as compared with what she had onco been vet

''""""""

-1.0 w,vs still wonderfully vigorous, in both mind 'andbody for her ago. She had lived with her son Andretv
Donaldson Campbell for many years before his death, on
a va uablo farm of 150 acres, 50 acres belonging to her,
and 100 to the son. He died on the 7th Auguft, 1864
um„arr.ed, leaving a will bearing date Gth January.'
18^7, whereby he gave to his mother all his real and
personal property charged with his debts; but omitting
to name an executor. He was considerably in debt at
the time of his death ; owed somewhat more than he had
he moans of paying

; and suits against him were ponding

Ifte hifT'?." ^T'. .^''- ^"^^*^^^' immediately
afte hs death apphed herself to pay his debts

; andsome of them she seems to have paid in money, and

at^irfrhttn^ii/^^^b^^r^^^

hree days for $200.16, with interest, being the amoundue to them by her son for a shop account. ^On the same

chattels of her son to the amount of $62, leaving aalance of «138.16, for which she was respon;ibr:i
her promissory note. On the 22nd September, shegave the defendants a confession of judgment for thisbaance. On the 24th September,' they entered upjudgment on the confession, and nut a /? f. 7 • ^

,"f« ^T' "7" "^"'"' '"»''' "- "» *e 17.h Oc.„b"

K r ,A,"""
""•'"•

<*» "«' 21»' April, 1866 theshonff sold Mrs. CampMi; fifty .„„, „„de thi,; t.he defondun^ betas the purchaser, at the sum ofS.ud „„ the 27.h April, the sheriff eonvejed to them il,'P-perty. Th, objoot of the suit is, to seaside th l,econfession, sale, and deed, as void.
'
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^l„. stand the „„« and oonfel"wh!r.f "? ""''"-

;^..a nd^Crrr;^^^^^^^^^^

Ithmk that .he plaintiff,. „™ evidencejS" .h

t

*^ria^::L:t:-:--ti:S

3he seeded to Ur. t„ nntrjdt; ard^'Zdirit

eHau.e,e,e;.so:^VtX::terr;';?r
«gm„g a confession, speoiallj named h, hia> and attld
2"','..» request to info™ hi„ of the^naru e .„d ;:

.'

of
1
e ,nstrument before tlie same is executed. Mr ^fpan^k was familiar „ith the letter and purpose ofltrule and satisfied himself at the time ofalEt lit.uch were neoessary. The chief argument Ifl:

p a,nt,ffs counsel on this part of the case was, .ha°Mt

rrthT:a:dr;ri:i:i:n^^^
on. ««....„« on this poin?^^^^^^^^^

(a) No. 26, TriD. 1856.
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Ill

; »'-..;. p«.io, I'lf;:;. r:rs:rttn:," -^^
'netitof counsel of ! i

^''""h, nut the argu- v.counsel at tl.o liearinj; was rmt»,l »„ i
"•""»'

Mtent on this alleged error • an,1 U v
'"''«''

'%^« W as e„tUH„;r'pr.i„tl t^'V"
"""•'''

like the present, was the e If
' '''?""'• ^^

»bW~a,l by a ereditor fro™ arto,^
" 1""'?"^ "»"

Inisband's, wl,o liad ,]:„,!
'"'°''- ^ he debt was l,cr

"oed b;r tog ; tb 'ote'"°TrH 't".
""^ °"'«""

testate and insolvent ?
" ''°'''™'' '""' *ed m-

estate, Tl e
"
WliaT "° """ '""' "''»'»i»'«ed to bis

"UK, be pa,a;,rt'tb Lr:.r nfT "'"*
•£400; and itwa«i «n^ « -^

™on"i3- Ihe note was for

"nder'a fase Me hatsl" ""r.f '^ »"P™»' """

• note wbieb she ha, „
'?' '"'''''' '"' "«' J"!-! «n

husband. B„ tb eirrTti?' ''8»«'' J"'"«y wM. ker

««l. of the pla ntiff r ,"'' *f '""""<' ""^g-'ion .and

"* on .£ :l?'at;t"l''^*'^^^»°'—
<™^,t„e «end,nfs;™e id ee .r.'thr; r""""'tl>e plaintiff alleged. Bat here th l '""™ "'

tion nor the proof .„„, hi ,^'''°"°''''"'''''"'"°e''-

prooeeded. Themererfvi! f .

""''' '" """ »'"
">o in inferring titX 5-7 r'' """"'>'J«»'ify

opposition tifa. f;\t!f1 r '' "»"" "«
»nd .hero was no othe? evttT' '^^ '^°'"^

draw that conclusion.
'^'"°' "'""'' ' »"»

.he'tfl':it"'::?t!::;;''r/r ?»^«™-^
^»'/»«.,- and ^ba. r : e Lf :'""' ""^'
obtained by the undue exerds!„f •

«""'' ""«
'horo was no confidentialre

t o ,

' ''"'"'• ^"'
thorewas no proof that shet I

"'" """" ""^

influence.
"''"™ °*''™i»'' "nder bis

(a) 1 K,^ J. 443
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Campbell

Belfiiur.

II

Apart from these grounds, it was insisted, that the
giving of the note to the defendants was a gift to them,
and that the note can only be sustained by the same
evidence of due adrice and deliberation as is

necessary in equity to sustain a gift. J?ut it is to be
remembered, that the doctrine thus invoked does not
apply to the gift of a trifling part of a person's means,
or to a liability which involves but a trifling part of
them. In Rhodes v. Bates (a) the court upheld
a transaction by which a young lady with a
fortune somewhat less than ^£4000 became surety for
her brother-in-law for the sum of £221, though there
was no proof of independent advice ; and I took occa-
sion in McQonnell v. McConnell (ft), to intimate an
opinion, that a larger gift, in proportion to the donor's
means, might be sustainable where the donee, though in

a position of influence, was the donor's son, than where
they occupied towards one another no such relation

:

Judgment, while I Stated, and I am still of opinion, that, in such
a case, a gift of the whole of the father's means, if

- large, could not be upheld without clear proof, not only
of the fact of the gift, but also, of due deliberation,

explanation and advice.

Now, $138.16 was the amount for which, in efl"ect,

Mrs, Qampbell made her private property liable. The
land which at the same time she owned, was worth
$2000, according to the bill ; from $1500 to $1800,
according to the plaintiff's' witnesses ; and from $800 to

$1200, according to the varying testimony of the
witnesses called for the defence. I think the real Talue
was probably not less than $1200 ; so that the liability

she assumed was not much more than one-ninth of her
means. There were mortgages of Andrew's on the
whole 150 acres ; but the 100 acres which belonged to

Andrew were sufficient to pay the mortgages, and were

(a) Law R. 1 Cli. App. 267. (4) 15 Gr. 25.
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Campbell

Belfour.

Shortly afterwards sold by Mrs r,ir»^r,iic

nole „, a gift it „„, . mI'.T ,;
""" '° """ ""e

»ea„s, by a mlr ,

^ ° °T" P''''P°"'°» »' '"^•

of rtich .here is no' vi-IenceId v th j :„": ^'"''

unless proved—I dn n«f a
,'" '^"'^'^^ cannot assume

designed by the defendant^ when 7 ''""' ""
note or confession Th '

^^ •"°"'°"'' "»

acroLnd of V .
""""""""i "'O ="«. <Ioes not afford

TClZ.T'"'
™""^'™"^ -" -"^d rules, „«:?

IS—VOL. xvr. OR,
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W^ jB«*^^ V. Monh (a) was referred to in support of the
Campbell '''"• -^hat was the case of a purchase from a woman
Berriur.

°ot ^0 old as Mrs. Campbell, but illiterate,-which Mrs
^^mphell was not ; of a much humbler station in life-
Mrs Campbell was the widow of a writer to the signetm Mmburgh; and infirm and incapable, to a degree
which the evidence does not warrant me in predicating
of Mrs. Campbell The inequality between the parties
in the case cited was far greater than in the case beforb
me

;
and there is the further prominent distinction,

that the purchase in the former case was of the whole
of the old woman's property at an undervalue, while the
liability which Mrs. Campbell assumed was to an
amount which constituted but a fraction of the value of
her property.

^,

While I am thus obliged to hold, that the plaintiffs
have failed to impeach successfully the defendants* title

Judgment I must Say that the defendants were rather hatd and
sharp towards this old lady, in getting from her the
note as well as in their subsequent proceedings, and
finally in insisting on their purchase at the sheriff's sale.
They have, by these means, got her properfy for little
more than one-third of its value, and have, at the same
time, secured their debt which otherwise they might
have lost

;
while she and her heirs, through her honor-

able desire to pay the defendants this trifling debt of
her son's, have lost a property worth several times the
amount which she was to pay. Under these circumstances
I think It right to leave the defendants to pay their
own costs

; and I dismiss the bill without costs.

(a) 83 B. 419.
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Campbell v. Bell. v-»-v-^

Advances to (xecutors~rnfanta.

A widow and children wore entitled under a will „

»

testator's property, and goods were sZ d
3" '^'^

the executors

:

supplied for this purpose to

Held, that the creditor who advanced the coods I.«,l , .

TlM8 wa, .„ appeal f„m an order of tho county courtof Onu,.,o, o.or.r„li„g a demurrer to the plain.i/, bill

»>.pl°i?l!
"'1,°^°'''

",
''"''°'' """ "'""' »»« "»">

» -11

ueqaealhing to them cortam real and personal nrepcrtvpon trust to uao and employ the same, amonTotW
tinngs, ,0 and for tho maintenance and support of h smdow and children

; that he died on the '>4tl, ofW
,

Wr. ,806
;
that the defendant, prove I ,tH th tTo"

"*""'
w. 0., as such executrix, and for and on heha^ 'of hcr,"rfand her co-e.ecutors, and in the exercise of the saidru>ls, contracted for and purchased from the p . i„, ^-^

..iUo» and cli.ldren, and were used for that purpose •

.e.».„osc;:Lthor„d:^^^^^^^^

!nffh .[''Pu^'"'"*' ^"^'^"^^ P^'^ f«r the said goods

than sufficient to pay the plainiiffs.

The prayer „s, that the defendant, should pay thepl«.nt,ffs for the goods out of the money in their hand!•s executors
;
and in the even, of theirit havil suffien that th, plaintiffs' deb. might he declared^l

"

<". the testator's real and personal estate, or on . „
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.J^ Widow's interest therein, and that provision should be

<n'"*" r P
"' P*^"'"' °"' °^ ''^^ «"»">«

;
and for other

Bell,
renof-

The demurrer was for want ofequity.

Mr. Roaf, Q. C, for the appeal.

Mr. Fitzgerald, contra.

MowAT, V. C.-I think that the demurrer should
have been allowed.

Executors are personally liable on the contracts they

2 rZ \^''"*^°" <°^ '^''' ^"*y' """l the estate isnot hable on them No case was cited in which cred"
tors in respect of such contracts, had got relief in

•'— Tjfc^}?^
"'"" '"'^ *°' " '^^^^^ *^^ ^''"r' createdadvances of money to a minor for necessaries, as creating

a b nding debt on the minor, to the same extent as a sal!of the necessaries themselves would have been. The

jTu.fT' ';
^"'*'''* ^*^ ^^« '^'' "^'^'^-^^'^^ in which

I held that a plaint ff who, at the request of the motheand natural guardian of infant heirs, had advancedmoney to pay debts of their ancestor in order to save
the costs of suits therefor, stood in equity in the
place of the creditors whose debts he had thus paid.But the advances in the present case were not tothe minors; nor were they made to creditors of their
ancestor entitled at law to sei.e the minors' property
and in .,hat way to enforce payment at the expenseof the minors. On the contrary, the bill alleges the
advances to have been made to the executors them-
selves. If a man buys goods or borrows money topay off a mortgage, that does not give his creditor
a hen on the mortgage or the mortgaged property

(a) 1 P. W. 658.
(6) 12 Grant 77.
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Bail.

a solicitor has no charee on fh« oa* . i.

**" '"*®"acy,

.u , . .

^'"arge on the estate, but only apains*^the administrator, for his costq in nKf„- • ,
^

administration (a).
^'"'"'"S '^"^'"^ ^^

The demurrer should have been allowed with costs.

No costs of the appeal.
*

Harr IS V. Meyers.

Praetice-Revivor, order to discharge.

Where, after a defendant's lands were spUpH a
scquostraUon, the defendant died rst:eTu Zl^ Z';'w.do. was .ot a proper party to the order !o revive

"

The retire of motion in such a case need not set forth »h« •

- proceedings '*'"'' *°^ previous

Mj^s .„ t, Hfe .i„, der which fer-inSfwl'8«.zed. He afterwards died intestate, and the plaintir!

!!!!l!ii!!i!l^^l^S^™«^ and widow

(a) See Tanner v. Carter. 2 .Inp ivr h-^io
~~
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»8«9- Mr. Bain for the widow, moved to discharge this
order. On the motion coming on before Vice Chancellor
Mowat,

Mr. Jlodi/ins, for plaintiff, objected (1) that the
motion was too late, fourteen days after the service ofhe order having expired, though the notice of motion
Jmd boon given within the fourteen davs. Ho also
objected (2) that the notice of niotion was defective innot setting out the previous proceedings, &c.

Reference was made to tie OousoHdated Orders 8'i
211, 2?2, 253 324 q^Q 'vrn ,

v^ruers, 06,

aardnerla) '
'

^ '' "^^ '' ''''^'''^ ''

The motion was argued subject to these objections.

Mowat, V. C, thought that, consistently with It.
a...... f;f )

followed by Jackson v. aaraner, oddnt hold that notice within the fourteen days ^a. alIh
339 of the Consolidated Orders required. The court hadpower to allow th application Jo be made af

'
expiration of the fourteen days, but leave for this pupose must be obtained, which had not been done here.

His Honor was against the plaintiff as to the form ofthe notice
;
and was of opinion that, as the widow's title

•

as dowress was paramount to the plaintiff's intere tunder the sequestration, the widow was not a properparty to the order of revivor. • ^

On the Vice Chancellor's expressing these views ate close of the argument, the widow,'with the consenof he plaintiff, took an order discharging the order torevive as against her, without costs.

(a) 15 Gr. 426.
(6) 12 Gr. 72.
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Sanderson v. Burdett. vifjl^
PUadin,- V^dor and purcka.r-Ti., of euence~LUn-.Purchau by

two in name of oni,

•""JhTnllT^"""
"' ?."

'"°''" ""'«"*^ '"'^ Interest absolutely, .nd

title should proTO good, it was held, that a bill was wrong la treating

Ut ;rb-l "::
<=-''-» -spraying specific perfor'n.a„ e ; „5

Where lands which have a fluctuating value are the subiP.t nf
contract, tl.e i, fro. the nature of t'he cas^^ti^Urinh:

"^l^ZTJl^'^'i '".' ''' P"-^"- bound themselves that,in case of feold being found on the land in paying quantities a ioin

z'zTziT '" '"""'' "''' --'po^'d'for :Sngr

to
Jhe extent ot the.r interest, a. purchasers for value withoui

A vendor who has conveyed without receiving the purchase monev
.e entitled against the v.endee to a decree for'thesaC thepr^pSond payment of any deficiency.

property

""bralfTr"' /? "? '" °"* '""
""" "'"' •"""«. but on the jointbehalf of himself and another, the decree for payment of thepurchase money may be against both.

Where a purchase was completed, conveyance executed, and purchasemoney paid without notice of an outstanding equ ty, but a bi,!claiming It was afterwards filed and lie pendens regisSred w!r

'

registration of the purchasers' deed •

"-eg's'^ed, before

''^Jir^itho^trur
''''''''-'' t^eir defence aa purchasers for

The plaintiff contracted for the purchase from govern-
ment of the north half of 31, in the 7th concession

""'""''*•

and lot number 32 in the 4th concession, of Madoc'
and paid part of the purchase money, previous to the
1st April, 1^67. On or about that day he assigned his
interest in these lands to the defendant Hurdett bv two
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)!l

^ deeds; „„e bearing d.te the 1„ April, ccvevinc lot 8" •Z^ ""d the other, bearing ,l.ie ,1,. Srd Ap-il con™, „1 .t

'

««» » mines, to both deede, .„d the bill s(.ee,i ,„•„,
"„'

be . jo.„t p„roh.aor of the properlie, though the .1'

rloT ", '"'^*" '"°"°- ^- -"'-eneorrespondmg dates, not under seal, „re signed bvBurdeu. By one of them he bound himself t! payZ
hopa,„t,ff«1250ferlot82,

,„bje„. ,o ,he folloig

n„nt and title to the lot ; that the money™ to h„

a!^ , . V
'°'''' ''""

'
""" •''» '«' """'""ed 140 acresand .,„, f , „ „,^._^^j ,^^^^ ^^^^^

acres

pond,„g tomution of the amount to be paid. By theother .ustrumont Bnrdett bound himself i pay «1250
- 1% t f 1°*' "'''J°°' '" *» eonditio. tha! the

convey the same to Burdetl. The plaintif appeared

weredraTb"T "l
'""' »"-«'-".»-' .helperwere drawn by the other parties. The plaintiff had noegal or other adviser in the matter. BurZtlZ

::Sin the^'c '"rr '"^ "» '^^"^ '

Anrn B I ,

""" ^'"^' O'S""'- 0» 'he 26th

Cri'! 1 1"'°°'''* °'' «"«»»«»">' b»* lots ,0t«ero„, which was recorded in May. On the 18lhmJ
hepatcntforlotai waaissned. The Wend tdec^nTd'otake a patent for lot 32 until the quantity shouldbe ascertained. The government surveyor, it appeared

thTs r? "'T7 °' ""' •»" -™ 4einlng I . on"

until heietb'. '"T '=°°''"»" " «P»« thereonuntil the Ibth August. On the 20th November, Cameronconveyed lot number 31 to La«^e„oe Beyien, \ZZBanul MoOaHKy i>efte, who were not made parses

S mt;
*'.?"''»"»« °f 'he cause. On thS

On the 9,i; ^: ?""" "'-'^'m^ lo' 82 to Burdm.On the 9th September, 1868, the plaintiff filed his bill
.ga.n,ti»„,^.„.nd C««^„„, Jeing his trl.cti.»
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The cuse cadio on ,o be hear,! before Vice Ch«n„ u

spring of 1868.
Belleville, in the

Mr. fl„rf,.„. .„d Mr. A. H. Dougall, for the plaintiff

Mr. Vtf.Jtfil^w, for the defendant C™«..„.

Mr fergmon, for the defendant Burdm.

SpR*aoB, V. C.-Sinoc the ca™ »„. K p
Belleville, I have carefully read o rZ 7 '"' "
correspondence and o.her'doc™.::;. ""'™"' '"''

velvet";::, vT-rhirb:"""
""=''»^-^-» ".e„..._

^.h.,fo„i/„:':;ir,:;Lrr„;rh;drd°™

tW«-o„ and hin'^^elf and Z '
i°'"'

""""""' "?
Oa^r.n lead to .htL'elnlrn'"'

""" """' »'

^ei^°C:i:reVrf I'^i^.r 't
»"--

of AoriJ 1867 T ,., ^P"'' *^e other the 5th

e«ren.ei;ict'::;Lg '1: .r dl'f d'°°
"'"'" ""

«"d I have „o doub th., ,l ^f'"^'""'
Purchased,

purchaeed, in orde ^ Tjr """"" '"'^

with any id., of.ining^J^^Xf
"""" " '''""• "»'

16—VOL. XVI. QR.
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The (lefendnntB sot up, tlmt reprconutions wera
tna.lo by the plaintiff an to the character of the land, and
ttlso as to his title. I do not think there is anythina in
the former. The plaintiff did not profess to have
Mcertamed, by inspection or otherwise, that the land he
was selling contained gold or any indications of gold.
It was land in what was generally believed to be, and
which may actually be, a gold bearing region, and
nothing more.

As to his title, Burdett knew that the plaintiff had
not the patent

; but he says the plaintiff told him that
he was entitled to it : that he had paid the whole purchase
money to the Crown. However this may bo. it is clear
thHt Burdett was informed by letter from his agent of
the 8rd of April, of the amount due upon lot 31, and
that there was a difficulty as to lot 82. arising from a
doubt as to the existence of such a lot in the township.

The assignments from the plaintiff to Hurdelt were
promptly registered by the defendants' agent, who by
h.s letter of the 5th of April ...formed Burdett of this
being done.

*

r said at the hearing, and repeat n ,w, that in
contracts for the sale of land, of a fluctuating value aswas emphatically the case in regard to Jhese lands, time
IS from the nature of the thing dealt i„, of the essence of
the contract. It is in the highest .legree essential to
the purchaser that he should be in a position to place
his lands m the market at any time, and if his position
was prejudiced in this respect, by his tit], not being
what the vendor represented it to be, the vendor could
not have speciec performance in this court.

I will consider the case first in relation to lot 31
laking the plaintiff's representation to have been that
the purch.se money due the Crown had been all paid
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could it, or did ie, create any real difficulty ? There

ZtoM'V '""f
'"••^'?!° '»"'°»"* of P'Tchano money .due to tho Crown, but at.ll very mueh hnn than ti.o sum

'"1""""

t^) bo paid by the dofondanta ou their purchase, and that
'"""''

was payable presently.

mn!!'" ft'
"^

u''
P"'-^'"^'^"^ <''"'v«-'7 was to apply somuch of the purchase money as was necos«ary, to pay offhe arrears duo to the Crown. It is in substancoVhe

same as .f a purchase were made of land upon whichthere was an meumbrance less in a.uount than the

filT'.T"'- " '"''' '''''' iB not a question of
title but the purchaser exercises his right to apply somuch of the purchase money otherwise payable to thevendor as is necessary to remove tho incumbrance.

If, however, the cxist.nco of an incumbrance in theshape of unpaid ..ueha.. money, or of any other
."cumbrance, prevent a purchaser from dealing with .^ .ands of fluet«.ting value as freely as if it had not exis^d

^
he representation that there was no unpaid money, or

that there was no incumbrance, would be material It
.« only wnore it is a mere question of the application ofpurchase money and where no delay iroccasioned
the eby

;
and no obstacle thereby created to tho purchaserdoahng w.th the lands, as he might have dealt Ik them

If the representation were literally true, that the repre-
sentation can be held to be immoterial.

^

So far as to the position of the parties, apart fromany conduct of the purchaser, after discovering^hat th!vendor was not entitled to a patent at the time that he
represented that he was so entitled. He may by his
conduct have waive<i hia right to repudiate the conLct.L ^e eonunued to act upon it as a subsisting contract,
to u '.., or to attempt to derive a benefit from it, tJcontmu. to assume the character of a purchaser ho
Ottonot now say that the gontraot was th«n nf o« La

. _. ^.5 VtlU,
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'8<i9. „„J ihe question will be lin» I™ .>.

i:;r »- i" tl.e power .h„
„" IT ""' '""''"'''' I'

.i. vendor „o„|/„„, ,,„,!rtkT'T °"'' °"'' ""
had the right all tLZ, ^'f.

P'-'^'-'ser m.y have

he is bound lylColT """" " """" '""-.ing.

i'^.^jaid "his*:!?;!";.:"™^"""-- ^"'-

by Cawerow, and on tho S'ith a -i « I
whoJly,

"o' 31 to 6a„erZ This 1 .' " *" ""'«"'''

"wnership. Burdett .Z T unequivocal act of

wi.h tht purpose J '",?"*';'"" "«»' «i.ten

'he patentZTZZ U.^ "' "° '^^ "^ «»^> •»"
Jnigmtnt.

P»rt a^ ITeV ^^^^
"

'' T'^'^ °»'^ *^» =
"«

He proposed aTo„e.l.r.°V°"'' '''-« »12«»-

of the whole lain l/Tf,:
'"''"''•" °»»-""i»"

apparent assent, bntuLr .„ l"",' f"'*" «»'^ «"

he expeote, that' the ^Z^^XLut:Z^'^ '"

States m h a answer th«t u u
^ Cameron

•hird persons Jo ortolh?
""°''''

'"' " "'"^
-eonvejed i;, 32 ",

^'^l'.'
"™^'' »"" "•"« '„ b.s

-tn^rb^utrttitih^^r'^^'"- -^»
answers fail. But there is thf, tl'T """^ "'^ "«
The bill is filed for enedJ ""V"™"^ '" "'= -»»»•

•he matter stiU re .fdl •'t*™""''^'
""""ing that

bo.h side, have been frl'T'- ?" •""'«»«' »'

e«mined.nd other evMenf.^' r"*
"'""'"^™ «"<-

'ion. But, uponLSTttedo "'""l
""'P—P"

"ug at the documents upon whioh
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co™der..,„„ of a,,200 expressed to bo re^Z'JZl
the p„rcl,.M „„„ey. Thoso io,,r„™o„t, were InprTpn..e eonveyanoea for passbg the estate of the vendor

and"
"", !'ir'"''« -'«» »f • P"rch«,er from tl e Cr„t'and would, I apprehend, be elTeetual (o pass the Z >'

estate „ the event of the patent having issed If f

'

be .0 the whole of the proceedings have t^en eonlt

'

»nder a m.seoneeption, aa I suppose, of the "rue pi .t!

oj Mr. McMKhael for Cameron, followed by MrJV#«.™ for BurJett, and then for the first time

Counsel for the plaintiff suggest that I .nay properly

properly belne, sXes^ontrirf^wt;:h^'
not been mooted before me Th« .

^''®

:Ss" I'f i:- °' '"--- «^^^^^^

«t any r.te no sale should be made witl on r,!. I '

r '^T™ '''"^ '"^' p«'-. "" i.- ey'retrcent purchasers w thout notice the li»,> »„ 1 1

"'"""

npon the lands in their hinds ihi ''
""' ""'"'''

remedy ;-it seems agreed ntll h"ds trat
1"""""'

n.-ket value of the lands is very m„ h .el ;r.T

'

consideration money to be paid i, f 1,.

°

remedy for any deficiency upon a'r sa'etijb"'""""'
. sale by c^«.,^ .0 inVcen. p ch ^s L fa^r,:31, cannot be reached is thpra o ^ V '

'^^

-hole consideration m^e'Tnl if?" T'''''
"""

• •"' aiov i
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The parties, the plaintiff at ail events, came to a
hearing treating the whole matter as still in fierL and
prepared to discuss it onlj in that view, and they were
assisted in that error bj the answers of the defendants,
fcupposmg an amendment now made as proposed, I am
not prepared to make a personal order, nor, without
inquiry as to the alleged sale by Cameron, any order for
sale. The points that I have suggested must be dis-
cussed if the plaintiff retains his bill in this court.

As to lot 32, most of the remarks I have made will
apply to ,t, and I may add that if the matter were still
uxfien, I am by no means clear, considering the nature
of the property and the obstacle in the way of a patent
being issued, that it would be a proper case fur specific
performance. It did not appear even at the hearing
that that obstacle had been removed.

Judgment. It seems to me very clear that the vendor has been
very ill-used by both the defendants. Considering that
and the frame of their answers, I should not in any
event give them their costs.

Ihe bill was amended accordingly, and put into the
form suggested. Messrs. Heyden and Defoe were
made defendants. They answered the bill, claimin-. to
be purchasers for value without notice, and a replication
having been filed, the cause came on before Vice-Chan-
cellor Mowat, at the sittings of the court at Belleville
in the spring of 1869.

'

Mr. Eodgins, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Fitzgerald, for Heyden and Defoe.

Mr. Ferguson, for Oameron and Burdett,
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MoMTAT, V. C.-The first question which I have to 1869.
decide IS as to the defence of the new defendants. They ^^^^
had no notice of the plaintiff's claim, but counsel for 7?7the plaintiff contended, that they were bound by the

'

registration of lu pendens on the Slst December, 1867,
their deed not having been registered until the 16th
January following. But their deed was executed, and
heir purchase money paid, on the 20th November,

'

1867
;
and registration before notice was not necessary

to entitle them to set up this defence.

Then it was argued that the transaction is incom-
plete, and

,« defence therefore unavailable. The bond

17 i ' '"^r"'"
'' '^'•*^"' ^"^ ^hich bears

^efoe to Cameron
; and the condition recites the pur-

sum of ftto^'T
'"'^""^^ '' "^"^ '^^ *^« P"- -

twasi '
'"^ then proceeds thus: " And whereas

t was the agreement between all the said parties, that a -a^e..
rel able and skilful person should be sent to examineand explore the said lot for gold, and that in the ev nof his reporting sufficient indications of its presence
herein in quantities to warrant the expendfture

capital m mining therefor, that then the above namedshou d p J ,,,, ,^^^ ^ .^.^^ ^^^^^ company liJedad cause the same to be incorporated, for the purpose f

ton of Ho sau company, the said parties above nam^lr-ouM cause to be assigned or allotted to the saidCameron shares to the par value of $600, fr of 11charges therefor, entirely paid up, and fr e rem
assessments or calls: JVo. kno. ye that, on forZtionof he company above mentioned, if the' said obTgl
shall assign, or cause to be assigned or allotted «)
to the value of $600 in the pa5 up i;!^^;^'^
company, to the said Donald Cameron his executor o

t::^Tsiv:
''''''^' "^'^ this 'obligation:

:

Old. A skilful man was sfipt. to »x"m-np sr ->
?— I, w.\„jn.n6 anti explore
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^^869^ the l'.^. and his report was a favourable one ; but no
p.»d.r«,„ compti.yhasbeenformedas the parties contemplated
Bu,Ji««.

»"a probably no company can or will be foirped, as the
gold exeitement has gone down, and the prospect of
profitable mining in Madoc at any early period is not
promismg. It is to be observed, that in one event nothing
beyond the ?400 was to be received by Cameron for the
property, and in the other event he was to have an
interest in the property in the shape of shares in the
company formed for mining on it ; that the purchase
money vhich Ifei/den and JDefoe were to pay was in no
event to exceed the «400 ; but that, instead of having
the whole interest in the property, they were in the con-
tingency named to have a partial interest only. I see
nothing in this arrangement, which disentitles them to
set up the defence of purchasers for value. Such a
defence is open to the purchasers of any interest in land
and not merely to purchasers of an absolute fee simple.

J-d<nn.„t I think that the bill must be dismissed against these two
defendants, with costs to be paid by Cameron, as he
wrongfully made the sale before he had paid the plaintiff
his purchase money, without giving notice of the plain-
tiff's interest to the vendees.

As to the plaintiff's case tLgainatBurdett and Camerc^'i,
my brother Spragge was of opinion at the former
hearing, that their defences failed, and I see no good
reason for coming to a different conclusion. My brother
expressed doubt as to the form and extent of the decree
to which the plaintiff was entitled, and required that these
should be discussed, if the plaintiff retained his bill.
They were accordingly discussed on the hearing before
me, and I have given to them my best consideration.

I think the plaintiff entitled to a sale of lot number
32, subject to the money due to the government thereon
—which must first be ascertained, and is to be deducted
from the purchase money payable to the plaintiff. The
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plaintiff is also entitled to a sale of Qmxeron^, contin-
gent interest in lot 31.

129

1869.

Sandenon
' T.

Bnrdett.I think that the plaintiff is entitled to a personal
decree against the defendants for payment of any
deficiency. This matter of a personal decree is one
of those on which the learned Vice Chancellor desired
further discussion; and the defendants have failed to
discover and citj any authority in their favour on the
point In Adam,'B Equity (a), speaking of the vendor's
lien tor unpaid purchase money it is said that, "it is
treated as a security in the nature of a mortgage

; and
the remedy under it is by suing in equity to have the
estate re-sold, and the deficiency, if any, made good by

'

the defendant." That, I apprehend, is a correct state-
inent of the rule

; it would be contrary to all analogy
to hold that after giving partial relief to the plaintiff
by selling the property, equity should send him to law
to recover the balance of his debt. I may add, that, .„,^,„,from the peculiar terms of the two documents signed by
Bnrdett, there might be found insuperable technical
difficulty in recovering at law-which would be another
reason for giving complete relief here.

I think that the order for payment must be against
Cameron as well as Bnrdett. The learned Vice Chan-
cellor held at the former hearing, that the purchase from
the plaintiff was a joint one, though in the name of
Burdett only

; and joint liability follows from this on
the same principle that a principal, even an undisclosed
principal, IS liable on the contract of his agent.

After reading the correspondence put in, I must say
that the conduct of the defendants towards the plaintiff
was entirely indefensible. They complain indeed of
his having filed a caveat to prevent their obtaining the

(a) p. 128.

17—VOL. XVI. OR.
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patents, but he only did that because they would not pay
him the purchase money, and the danger there was in

allowing the patents to go without his being paid, is

shewn by the transaction with Heyden and Defoe. I

must give the plaintiff the costs of the suit.

The decree will also direct the proper accounts to be
taken. I observe that there are some other defendants
to the amended bill, but I understand that the plaintiff

has dismissed his bill as against them under some mutual
agreement.

Smith v. The School Trustees op Bbllfvillk.

School truttees— Principal and agtnl—Indtmnuy.

A school trustee, by desire of the board, attended an auction, and bought
for the board a piece of property for a school-site, an^ he signed the
contract with his o*n name only. The board afterwards by several
resolutions, during three years, unanimously recognized the purchase
as their own, and paid three instalments of the purchase money. In
an estimate under the corporate seal, the baard applied to the towu
Council for money to pay "for school premises for a central school,
contracted for and agreed to be pnid, $1,570 ; for builc ing a central
school-house on said purchased premises, $7,870." it was shewu
that there was no other property or contract to which this language
could refer than the property or contract mentioned. The town
council did not comply with the requisition, and ultimately trustees
were elected a majority of whom determined to repudiate the pur-
chase :

I/elri,—in a suit against the board, by the person in whose name the
purchase had been made, for indemnification in respect of the re-
mainder of the purchase money,—that the plaintiflF was entitled to
relief.

Hearing at Belleville at the Spring sittings of 1869.

Mr. Eodgim and Mr. A. B. Dougall, for the
plaintiff.
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Mr. Blake, Q. C, and Mr. Holden, for the School 1869.
Trustees. ^—v—

Smith

Mr, Diamond, for the defendant Dickson.
School

Truittaen of
BolIoTllle.

MoWAT, V. C—On the 2nd of January, 1866, the
school trustees of the town of Belleville, of whom the
plaintiff was one, determined to purchase for a school
site certain lots at the corner of John and Queen
Streets, in Baldwin Ward, which were to be sold at
auction on the 5th of the same month, by the defendant
Qeorge Dean Dickson, as assignee of one James Black-
loch, an insolvent. The purchase was decided upon
unanimously at a board meeting, at which all the trus-

tees were present ; a maximum price Avas named ; and
ihe chairman was instructed to attend to the purchase.
There is a, dispute whether a formal resolution to this
0*^001 was put into writing and passed ; the weight of
evidence is, that there was such a written resolution;
but it was not entered in the minute book ; and the Judgment
witnesses are agreed as to the reason of this. The
trustees feared, that the chances of their intention to buy
becoming known outside of the board would thereby
be increased, and that, if their purpose should becDme
known, persons interested in the insolvent's estate would
bid up the property so as to increase the price which
the board would have to pay. The terms of payment
on which the sale proceeded were, one-fourth down, and
the balance in three equal annual instalments with
interest at seven per cent. The chairman, to carry out
the purpose of the board, requested the plaintiff to attend
the sale with him, and to make some bids on the pro-
perty for the board, in order to avert '.he possible

suspicion that might arise from the bids of the chairman
« lone. I have no doubt that an arrangement of this kind
was within the spirit and meaning of the authority
which the board bj»d meant that the chairman should
possess,
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The plaintiff agreed to do as the chairman requested,
and he accordingly attended the sale ; both the chairman
^^^ ^e made bids

; and it was to the plaintiff that the

^letifi."' property was knocked down, the price being 31,4/>0. It
is not suggested that this price was high ; and the trus-

tees at the time thought it cheap. On the 12th January,
the chairman reported the purchase to the board, and an
entry of it was made in the minute book. I have no
doubt that all the trustees were aware from the first that
the purchase had been made in the plaintiff's name.

The existing school house in Baldwin Ward was in a
dilapidated condition, and if stood on land of which the
board were mere tenants at suffe-ance. The board,
having acquired the property in question, had to deter-
mine whether they would build upon it a ward school

;

or a central school, or superior kind of common school,
for the whole town—a project which spems to have been
under consideration previously. On the 16th May, the

Judgment, board adopted the report of a committee to the effect

that, "it would be desirable to estabiiah a central school,
and to build a school house for such purpose on the lot

lately purchased by the board on the corner of John
and Queen Streets ; and that plans and specification's be
procured at as ea-ly a date as possible for said school
house." A requisition seems accordingly to have been
made on th. town council for the funds necessary, but
I do not find the document nmong the papers put in.

The town council, it appears, was unwilling to raise
the money; and, therefore, on the 6th August, the
board passed the following resolution :

" The corpora-
tion for the town of Belleville having failed to provide
the means for the payment of a school site purchased by
the board after requisition being made therefor, it

is resolved that the board hereby autliorize the chairman
to take such steps as he may deem fit to enforce atten-
tion thereto by the corporation, by mandamus or other-
wise; and that prompt meaaurea be adopted." Mean-
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While, viz
:
on the 14th August, the treasurer, by verbal

jnstrucfons from the board, paid the vendor fhe first
instalment of **>- •---

»376.20 (a).

133

1800.

• „. , , ~ ,
' ^ ^ "'"' '^enuor ine nrst

instalment of the purchase money, amounting then to
'"'">

OO/O.Z't) f/iV
"

School
Troiteea of
OelleTille.

On the first of October a resolution was passed, " That
the chairman be authorized to inform the council of the
corporation of Belleville that the amount required by
this board for the purchase of a school lot. and the

ITnT'y. u''^^^'
''^''^ ^°"^^ '^''''"^ ^i» bo about

«bOOO, but that only an instalment of 3370 will be
required this year, $4500 next year, and $570 for the
next following years.'*

On the 20th May, 1867, the board passed the follow
ing resolution :-« That plans and specifications be"
procured for the building of a school house on the lot
purchased from the assignee of the estate of James
Blachloch

;
and that as soon as said plans and specifioa-

tions have been adopted by this board, tenders shall be
adverf.sed for the building of the said school house
and an estimate of the requirements of the board for
the purchase of the sai.l lot, and of the building of the
said schoo house, &c., be laid before the town council

"
Hans and specifications having been prepared accord-
ing y and discussed and amended, the board on the
26th July resolved

: " That the plans and specifications
of a central school building as amended be adopted •

and that a requisition be made upon the corporation of
the town of Belleville for the following sums, that is toSUV I

*^ *

For purchasing school premises $1570
For building a central school

"""
^yggQ ,.

In.pursuance of thia resolution, a requisition or esti-mate was prepared in pursuance of the Common School

Juilgiuent.

(8) See Angcll and Ames on Corporaiioiw, seoa. 283 284.
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Act, sec. 79, sub-sec. 11 (o), and wiia signed by the chair-
man and sealed with the corporate seal, calling upon the

School
municipal council of the town to provide the sums men-

^"&"!' '''^"<'<* '" *^e resolution. These sums are described in
one part of tho estimate. in the same way as in the
resolution, and in another pai is follows :

"For purchasing school premises for a central

school contracted for and agreed to be paid 31570
For building a central school house on said

purchased premises $7880''

Shortly afterwards, namely, on the 5th August, 1867,
the board adopted a resolution to the effect " that
tenders for the central school be advertised for at once

;"

and this was done.

The town council, however, continued adverse to the
proposed expenditure, and did not provide tho funds

Judgment
^^'q^'^'e'J- The building was, therefore, not proceeded
with. On the 2nd December, 1867, the treasurer, by
verbal directions from the board, paid tho 2nd instal-
raent ot' the purchase money, $362.50, out of tho
money in the hands of tho board ; and in tho same
month they called a meeting of tho inhabitants f ascer-
tain the public opinion on the subject of having a cential
school. This meeting was against the proposal ; and the
board then abandoned their project. The land, howovor,
had to be paid for, and on the 6th January, 1868, the
board passed the following resolution: "That whereas the
corporation of the town of Belleville have failed to
provide the money necessary to pay for tho lot purchased

.
for school purposes from the estate of James Blacklock,
steps be taken at once to enforce payment of said claim'
and that A. R. Dougall, Esq., be employed to conduct
said suit." On 3rd February, 1868, the board resolved :

"That the treasurer be instructed to pay the sum of

(o) Conaol. U. C. 22 Vic. ch C4.
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$418.26 out of any funds in his hands, the same being 1869.
requested from the corporation of Belleville for school -^
iot Tins payment w«h made accordingly, being for the "T
3rd .nstalment of th. Purchase money and the costs of ^---ra sui which had been o.ought by the vendor against

"•""""•

the plaintiff for that instalment.

A conimittee was now appointed to consider the pro-

-lat July, 1868, made their report, declaring " that they<M not recommeid the sale of the said lot, but that it
be retained by the board for future disposition." This
report was adopted by the board by resolution the same
clay, The project then contemplated was the buildincr
of a ward school house on the lot; and on the 14th
December, 1868, tl>o board passe.l a resolution appoint-
ing a committee to confer with the town council, or with
a committee thereof, " on the matter of a school lot in
Baldwin Ward, and the * finances in respect of the
same.

Judgment.

On the 5tb January, 1869, the last instalment of the
purchase money being unpaid, the vendor commenced
un action for it against the plaintiff. On the 11th of

tton'u Vi f;

'''' '^"^ ^''''' '»'« f°"^-"g resolu-
•on

: Ihat the secretary be <lirected to represent tohe town council that the lot situate on John Street,
mmediately m rear of the grammar schuol, belongs tothe board of common school .ustees ot the town ofBellev.le, and that the same has been improperly

assessed to Mr. James Smith (the plaintiff), and tha^they be pleased to order the taxes assessed against Mrfc A for the same to be remitted." But soon Ift^r]wards the board took a new view of the position of thecorporation, and on the 29th January, by a maToritv of

wha the board had theretofore paid on the purchasTand threatening him with a suit tb«r-fo. t^I
P"'^^^^e.
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was rescinded on tli.- 3rd February. On tlio 8th February
judgment was recovered in the suit against the plaintiff-

....... '""^ on the 1st and 16th March resolutions wore passed
-'"""" "

f*y
t''o ''oard directing the sale of the property. The

judgment remaining unpaid, the plaintiff on the 80th
March filed the present bill, to which the defendants
having put in answers, the cause came before me for
hearing at Belleville on the 22nd May last.

The defence set up by the board is, that, there having
been no contract under the seal of the board, and no
authority under seal to the plaintiff to buy, the transac-
tion IS not binding on the board. It is not pretended
that there was any interested motive or bad faith on the
part of the plaintiff in entering into the contract, or any
on the part of the trustees who havo from time to time
recognized the purchase. I have no reason to doubt that
they all acted with a single view to the faithful discharge
of their duly as trustees, and according to their best

Ja<te»«t. judgment as to wnat was for the interest of their consli-
tuenta

;
but the present board havo determined to wholly

repudiate the purchase if they can, and to throw the
possible loss either on the vendor or on the plaintiff per-
sonally, whose name was used in the purchase for the
benefit of the board. No sort of argument was offered
to maintain the justice of this course ; but on behalf of
the defendants it was contended that, technically, they
had a right to take it in consequence of the absence
of a seal. A more purely technical defence would be
impossible, as all the proceedings had had for three years •

the unanimous concurrence of the trustees who from
time to time composed the board ; the resolutions manifest- '

mg such concurrence had been regularly passed at board
meetings, and with a single exception which I have
already mentioned, had been entered in the minute book,
with the other proceedings of these meetings. The
learned counsel for the plaintiff contended that no seal
was necessary

J and, having reference to decided oases
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1800.lowers1 1 7T r''''"'''''
^'"^»> ^'^^^ the

prepared to decle that a seal i. essential for the T""pnrpose of a suit of this kind. But n«s,„n;„„ „ ,
? ^-h™'

be ^cossar,, the requisition of^^r^r? HS P»'^'yfnch was under seal, se.^s to be suficient" tHI

tho Jep„,«io„. a„ple direct evidence .h„t h ,e » e ,P«m,.c, to which reference «, m»de ; .„d,Indeed 1
mat ha. to be made out by , sealed instrument is L

x;:: °:.::b''""°"
"' "-^ -^'-^ "^ '""p>»' «^in entering into the contract-not the full terms of thp

didr need .7 ^^''T'- T'
'•'"" "'"^'^

itjou aseaj. Froof under sea of subseauent

ZZT ","'«""-» » '» effectual to btd' theoorporafcn as l,ke proof of prior .uthorit,; .„d noprrof

ooSt » he rtrS ''l":
""'°'"™

'» "'
ueiT^own

(6). I do not perceive anj

A.e.., ..d An,., ™ C,n..r«io„, .„, ^^sl; 28,'
'"'

«l«lB* 4ii> .d. 688, .; „,.
*" "'• *'"» ' "^l!"

18—VOT. YVT no
• -— • — »-r Mil,
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^^ principle on which I could hold that more is necessary

Smith ;°^
^^l

plamtiflF's purpose than this instrument contains

School W; I therefore hold that he has made out his richt to

^XZ^ a/free against the hoard for indemnification in respect
of the purchase money and costs.

The bill prays that, in default of payment, the premises
may be^sold, and the proceeds applied to pay what
18 due Bickson and to indemnify the plaintiff. I think
that a decree to that effect would have been proper, even
had the plaintiff failed to satisfy me, that he was entitled
to any other relief; for the board has made payments on
the contract, and had a right to do so. The trustees
were under no obligation to refuse to affix their corporate
seal to the various resolutions which they had passed
and then to refuse payment because there was no seal.Nor had the town council any rJght to say, that themoney paid to the board should be devoted to the other
Items in the requisition. The law gives the town

iudg»«t. council no discretion as to the amount of money which
the trustees demand, or as to the application at it. When
the trustees paid to Dickson the three instalments out
of money which they had in hand, they were under no
mistake as to the facts, which would give them a right
of action at law, and were committing no breach of trust
Which might give their successors a right to come here
to recover back the money. The vendor has a lien on'
the property for what remains due to him, and if the
plaintiff 18 compelled to pr^ the money, that lien is
transferred to him. In that view, a sale, to provide the
means of paying, is of course. The balance, after in-
demnifying the plaintiff, must, in any event, go to the
board, as no one else has any right to it.

The answer ,f the board flets up that the vendor's
title IS defective. There must be a reference as to title,

(a) T-vjlor on Evidence, 5th edition, sec. 1082, et aeq.
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orderJ '^f'^^.TJ'^'''
''' '""^ P'^^'"^"' ^"^^ ^^^^ »«60

made 'k t . ' ^"'" '"'^ ^'^^'^ ^^^^ *^*^«°-" ^e Y^made If I>^ckson desires an opportunity of shewing 'v."''
hat hrough any act of the board, they have no right ^-"Ko

to call on h.m now to shew a good title, an inquiry on
""""''•

that pomt n)ust be directed. If a reference as o title
13 taken, the board must meantime pay the costs of the
other parties up to the hearing

; and subsequent costs
wni be reserved until after the Master makes his report.
If the board does not desire a reference as to title, the
decree w.ll d.rect an account, payment, and s.ue, in the

the her parties. I do not see that I can give the

tZ u-

'"•'""°"'" ''^''""'' ^^'^''^' f«r "0 caseout thng h.m to an injunction is made against Dickson .

Stevenson v. Franklin.

Suitlycr^iiton to m and. de.d,forfraud-Return offi.fa.p,nd,n!,^it.

Afi.fa. lands was placed ia the bands of the sheriff and h«f„r« !
return da, the plaintiffs filed their bill inreJpe^Xt^ro; Idebtor fraudulently conveyed away. Daring the pendency of tlsuuth. shenff returned the writ "no lands." and the plafntfffs

A person being embarrassed made a deed of land to his son in

::::t ;7r""°'*
p"°-«-~». ^ut he remamed ir;!session of the property, and kept the deed in his own hands andunre^stered for fifteen months; and there wore other ctcum-

deed r'"T'
''" *"'""'' °' ^'"' *""«-*'-•• ^^'"'. that tl

htfngTeeTjaL'
''"'"' "'"^"^""'•^^'°"' the prio; creditors

Hearing at Belleville, Spring sittings, 1869.
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1869. Mr. Blake, Q. C, and Mr. Pontoriy for the plaintiffs.

t"**" Mr. J. D. Armour, for the defendants.
Franklin.

MowAT, V.C—On the 7th November, 1866, the

plaintiffs recovered judgment for $2,290.06 damages,
and $22.15 costs, against Henry Squires and Bildad
Franklin. Afi.fa. against goods was issued on this

judgment, and the sheriff returned thereto $200 made,
and nulla bona for residue. On the 14th November,
1866, a Ji. fa. against lands was issued ; and on the

25th January followinn:, the bill in this suit was filed

against Bildad Franklin and his son Washington L-
Franklin, praying, that a certain deed executed by
Bildad to Washington should be declared fraudulent
and void as against the plaintiffs, and that the land
therein mentioned should be declared to be subject to

the plaintiffs' execution, and for further relief.

Judgment
An objection was made on the part of the defendants,

that the^. fa. lands mentioned in the bill had, since

the filing of the bill, been returned " no lands ;" that

the plaintiffs had accepted this return, and issued succes-

sively alias and pluries writs ; and that they had thereby

lost the right which the bill was filed to enforce. The
defendants have not set up this defence by supplemental

answer; and if set up and adjudged valid, the only effect

would be, to ren'^r it necessary for the plaintiffs to

abandon the present suit and commence a new one.

But I am not prepared to pronounce the objection valid.

It certainly has bo equity in it, and I am not aware of

any authority supporting it. Filing a bill has been held

to be equivalent to a seizure ; and I understand the

defendants' contention to be, that the proceedings in

question amounted to an abandonment of such seizure.

But abandonment was said by Mr. Justice A. Wilson,

in Hall v. Goslee (a), to " be a matter of fact arising

(o) 16 U. C. 0. P. 106,

i'
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very much from intention;" and that there waa no
intention to abandon the seizure here, is shewn by
the continued prosecution of the suit. Again, in Bull
V. King {a\ the Court of Common pleas allowed an
erroneou3 return oi nulla bona to be amended though
the confessed object of the amendment was to maintain
or restore the priority of the writ over others which had
subsequently been placed in the sheriffs hands ; and there
18 no question in the present case between the plaintiffs
and other execution creditors. I refer "to Jackson v.
Hzllih), and 8tanduh v. Ross {c\ and to the oases there
cited, as to the effect of an erroneous return. On a bill
like the present the practice of the court in giving
relief is, not to act through the sheriff, but to sell through
Its other officers without further reference to the sheriff-
and I thmk that, in the absence of any authority to the
contrary, it may well be held that, the jurisdiction having
attached by the filing of the bill, the suit may proceed
notwithstanding a subsequent return by the sheriff of no Jud«n.»t.
lands and the issuing of alia, writs thereon^ by the
plaintiffs.

^

I shall therefore consider the case on the merits. At
the time that the greater part (and probably the whole)
of the plaintiffs' debt was contracted, and for many
years previously, the debtor Bildad Franklin was the
registered and apparent owner of the property in ques-
tion

;
and he was also, during the same period, in the

actual occupation of it. Two years after becoming a
debtor to the plaintiffs, viz., on the 9th Alarch, 1866
he procured to be registered the deed in question'
which bears date the 13th December, 1864, and pur'
ports to convey the property to his son, the defendant
Washington Lafayette Franklin, who had left the
country in 1862. The plaintiffs impeach this deed as

(a) 8 U. C. C. P. 474.
(*^^«^-*^477.

(c)3Exoh.527.633.
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having been made without consideration and to delay
or defeat creditors, and they charge also that the
deed was ante-dated. The evidence shews that the
deed was signed and formally executed about the time
it bears date, though it was not delivered to the grantee

;

and the defendants allege, that it was so executed in
good faith, in discharge of a debt which the father
had owed the son at the time the latter left the country,
and in pursuance of a verbal agreement then made
between them. But there was no evidence whatever .f
this debt or agreement except the evidence of the father,'
whose evidence was extremely unsatisfactory; and it
has been remarked in other cases, that transactions of
this kind ought not to be held sufficiently established
by the single testimony of one of the parties (a).

Various circumstances bear strongly ajainct the
defendants with reference to this part of the case. It

Judgment appears that in 1861, and for some years previously, the
father carried on businecs as a tanner; that in 1861 he
took this son into partnership, the son being then about
twenty-one years old, and having no means whatever
of bis own. The defendants' story is, that when the
son was thus taken into partnership the father made
him a present of half the stock in the tannery, the
stock being worth about $3,000 ; that on the withdrawal
of the son from the business a year afterwards, the
son gave back his interest in this stock for the pro
perty in question, which the father thereupon verbal'iy

agreed to convey to him as soon as all debts were paid ;

and that these debts were paid before December, 18*?4
when the impeached deed was signed.

Now, this alleged gift of half the stock was not in
writing

; nor is it pretended that any one, except the two
parties, was present when the gift was made ; nor does

(a) Douglass t. Ward, 11 Gr. 'S; Ball v. Ballantyne, lb. 202.
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it appear whether, if made at nil iV ^ „
couhl have been enforredbv th

"', '° '°"^' '^'' ''

«»ol. evidence I ™„,, .
'
L"""°,r"f'

''°""'-''"' ""

on his buaini.« n
'^.^^''"fe 5?500, raised to carry

of 1864 was more than a gift at that date.
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aw'iv in ififto • ,
F»"peri,y wHen this son went

^.e son. supposed i„teresut::;tr™ ;;trf„;"^

mooZ 'r l^'""' " *' «'»» '"'« "«« abj«1UU0, according to his own evidenm l?„f i,;. i,

be.«e„ .hat time and the »aki„rof tte deed Ir™::
nnfortunate, he having ,o« «6000 durfng thalperiod

he d'eed aC' "v'J"
"^ '=-^ ^'^ *»' heTadethe deed,-a sum wh.oh was quite as much as, without.ho property ,„ ,„es.ion, he was worth. Wh" 1

^JlJl^I^J^^^lJ^^oondition, he n,ade the deed

"

(«) PenL.ll T. B,lo, I 8m. Jt Gljf. 268, 278.

Judgment.
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1869. question of his own motion, without any appHcatior,

"^^^^^ by the son or on his be?salf, and without a^J com-

FrJkiin.
munication with him ; and, after executing the deod, he
did not deliver possession of tf.e propertv to the son, jr

osase personally to occupy it \--iih his i' ,; ;/, or begin
paying rent for it ; nor did he part with th: poressioTi

of the deed or procure it to be egistered, for fifte-m

months, or until aftt:, as a member of the lirm of

Squire^ :"
.
Hm, ho had become liable to the olain-

tiffs, and pr; x^bly to other ; editors, in large sums of

money. Ho thcr^i si xy'r rhs deed to the registry office, and
had it regjsteve «. It js Baid that all the debts which he

owed at th^ dan; oi the deed have since been paid ; but

it is impossible to hold that a deed of gift executed

under these circtimstances is valid against the plaintiffs,

any more than it would be against prior creditors : I

think that the fair inference from the facts, judged in

the light of the authorities, is, that the conveyence was
Ji.flgment. made with intent to defeat and delay future if not also

existing creditors. He had, and meant to have, the

same use of the property after the conveyance as before,

and he designed to retain, and did retain, the control

and apparent ownership of it until the property was in

danger of being taken from him by creditors.

It was contended on behalf of the defendants, that

the plaintiffs had discharged Bildad Franklin by an

agreement which they entered into in December, 1866,
with the other defendant/S'g'MiW*. Under this agreement.

Squires made over to the plaintiffs on account of the

judgment certain private property of the former for

$1166.44 ; and the plaintiffs, in effect, agreed to procee
for the balance against the property of the partnersh^'r

and the private pn- ; ty of Bildad Franklin^ , l^

release Squires as poi a the private property of •. kdaiA

Franklin was exhausted. The remedy against j&*v -iad

was thus expressly reserved. Bildad Franklin b ors

that, as between him and Squires^ the latter should have
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paid the plaintiffs' debt. But there is no evidence ofns except Bildad's own oath ; and there is no evidencehat the p a.ntiffs knew of any such arrangement abefore entenng into their agreement with%^.^V... I

Z:T:
>able as between hi. and Bildad I .Jy this

debt, and has the mear.s of paying it, the latter has it

:ourt:rorre.'^^^^''^^^^^^^^^^^^

Some evidence was by arrangement put in afterthe heanng
:

v.z., an affidavit by the Registrar. Bildad
Frankhn's Utter to the Registrar, a certi?ed co;y of iCmemorial of the .mpeached deed, and an affidavit as tothe;?./a ands, and of its delivery to the sheriff. The
decree wdl refer to the evidence thus given after the

The decree is for the plaintiffs, and will contain the
usual directions; with costs against both defendants .na^e„.
-except the costs of the evidence supplied on the p.vt
of the plaintiffs smce the hearing ; and if the defendants
have incurred any costs in respect of this evidence, the
amount is to be allowed against the costs they are to pay

Gage v. Mulholland.

Tenant in common- Contribution i, co.ts of suit to stay waste.

Where costs were incurred by « tenant in common, suing on behalf ofh mse f and his co-tenants, fn restraining the committinVofwt onhejomt property by a stranger, it ^as Held that, on irbein;

n b? «A t '"* '" ''^""'"^ -^"^ P-P-. --^ that it esuSm benefit to the co-owners, they should share the exn^nVo
porUon to the advantage they h'ad deritd JI'L sui^

' " '""

-oi?''7''lu
^"'''*''" '"'*' ''"^ '^' P^'^P^^'y fa«d been

Bold under the decree of the court for the joint benefit
•^

—

^Oh. SVi. ttB.
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1869. of the parties interented. The proceeds (?2,565) had
not been distributed. One of the co-tenants, Thomat
Mulholland, presented a petition, claiming to be allowed
out of the fund certain costs incurred by him in a former

suit, for an injunction to restrain a trespasser from
committing waste on the property. The bill in this

former suit was by Mulholland on behalf of himself

and all other owners of the property, and an injunction

was obtained therein, and an order on the trespassing

defendant for payment of the costs of the suit, but no
property of his had been found out of which to make
the money. The co-tenants, who, with Mulholland^
represented about nine-tenths of the estate, raised no
objection to the application for contribution, and, of

those who represented the remaining one-tenth, some
were minors.

Mr. Hodgina for the petitioner.

Mr. 8. H. Blake, Mr. Cfraham, and Mr. D. M,
McDonald for the other parties.

Judgmont. MowAT, V. C—By the 5th rule of the Consolidated

Order No. 58, it was provided, that "in all cases in the

nature of waste one person may move on behalf of him-
self and of all persons having the same interest ;" but
whether or in what circumstances he can call on his

co-tenants to contribute to the expense, no direct author-

ity was cited. It was not suggested that the suit was
instituted at the instance of the other owners, and it was
said that they could not be ascertained at the time of
the bill being filed. On the whole, I think that, if the

suit is shewn to have been necessary and proper, and to

have resulted in benefit to the co-owners, they should
share the expense of protecting their common property,

according to the advantage they are shewn to have
respectively derived from the petitioner's proceeding.

I shall therefore direct a reference to ascertain the
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oppose .epo^c:::^:r:i:tL^r

m that case come out of their share of the funZ

Lindsay Pktroledm On. Companv v. Hurd.
Ven^ior <^r,dpurchanr-Agency-Hc.ci,,ion.

to accept. His ';^lll ^7"' ^ ''^ -"« »» ''-o a certaiu tin.e

advance. To fJluZlZlTJT " """'"""^ '" '"^ "' •"•

one of the vendors w^o wi 'IT""""
^« l>o concealed

;

whole Ht an adJnc J nr oeVhl .* '^"«'- P"'-P°'-""g to oflFer the

other was nott appear :^^^
'""°'^' '''^ •'>*-^-'' "^ the

tf'o transaction. Tbe prol^
"^"'^ " ''"''•" "^"'"'"^"^

bought, convced, andpSC TheTTf"-'
^'^ ''''"''

^^
in value, and iho shareLo Iv. i

'"'*''"« afterwards fallen

arrangement, the cojpi;^^^!^^^^^^^^^

-esci.,sionoftheconLc'tfa
;it':ir/rth,^:^^^^^^^^

'''
'

eulitled to this relief and to «n . 7 c
® company were

to repay the puis' Iney
" '" ''^ ^'^ '^^^^''-ts jointly

The defendant Hurd was desirous of getting up a compuny for the purchase of oil land, ^f „ r
^"P**'^'"- statomen..

siderable excitement prevald in 1 •'"' '^^"'^ '""

to such property. ThVd^::d:n^l~JS^^^

acres m Dawn, which he was willing to's^r Th!r!was a prospect of finding oil on all thfse pare is Zdefendant Hard applied to Kemt> IZ W I
respecting, .pu.chas'e of the l^le fonelTtcompany w. .h he hoped to form. I^ernpltll^l

L^.-^v,-
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1809. sell his twenty '^'
j acres atone hundred dollars an acre

;

^^]J^j^
and Farewell 'jreed to sell his parcel in Enniskillen at

*oii'o)"'°
^^® hundred dollars an acre, and his parcel in Dawn for

iiurd. ^^*y dollars an acre. Each was w>' ..^ .o j,,vo Huril a

certain iitne to accept the terms proposed. Hurd was

to accept if he could get the company to take the three

parce, j at an advance on the rates named ; and to

facilita:^ his object he proposed that the nominal prices

should dt, for Kemp's twenty-five acres, one hundred

and ju ty dollars an acre ; for Farewell's Enniskillen lot

six hu idred and fifty dollars, and for his Dawn lot,

seventy-five dollars ; making for the three parcels

thirteen thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars ; and,

in order that Hurd's dealing should »,)pear to be with

one person, that Farewell should give Kemp the option

as to Farewell's lots, and that Kemp would then sign a

wriiitig purporting to give Hurd the option of purchasing

the whole at thirteen thousand seven hundred and fifty

dollars, and that Farewell should write Hurd a htter,

Butement. Stating what he could in favor of ine lots, so that Hurd
might shew this letter as proof of tht de^irablene a of the

property. Kemp an' FareueH agree to all the«ie pro-

posals and they were . ried out.

The letter w?"' thus flr^^ bribed by Farewell in his

evidence—"It set out th» three oil cen* ?8 of Canada,

viz : Bothwell, Petrolla, and Oil Springs • tnat Mr.

Hurd had made a good selection, havii ch'/sen lots

within the charmed circle at ( '^pr' ^s, which was
regarded the best of th three ; « lot in Dawn
was in direct line with Bothwell, . .J that the general

»i'j well as my own opinion was that oil would be found

at intervals along that line ; that the twenty-five acres

in Enniskillen lay in a direct line between Oil Springs

and Petrolia, and that my own as well as ithe general

opinion was that oil would be found on that line at inter-

vals, and that pro' ably oil would be found on this lot,

—

aad further stated w.'th regard to the twelve-and-a-half
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. few rods .well had b»or. ,„„k, produeing larwly.nd ™.„.K,„ed oth«r cirole,; I „.„ri„„ed . hig ,S
.t h.d be,„ paid for .„ .b„..i„g pi„„,. j ^^Zthe three pieces separately .„d of the whole m favorable

IT' 'r ,

'" '!"'
r'"!."

""' " «°°'' '"ve...e„t a .

not .ajnng wh,oh parcel) h ' been for sale .t .he prTo,
I would have bought it myself."

^

JJurd was successful i„ establisbiug the company, theUd. were taken a. the prices named, the purCsc

sZp """ """ ""'" °™ " "'=» ™P-'i«iy by

Sub,c^uen.lyoil lands fell in the market, the company

m.,le, d thoy filed th,s bill to be relieved against the

The e»™ came on to be heard before Vice Chancellor
iipragns, at the Autumn sittings of 1868, in Whitby.

defllnlr-
^- '• °"' '"'• ^- ^'"" ". f»' '-e

At the close of the argument

SPRAaoB, V. C.-Tho defendant Hurd made an ,opfonal purchase of three parcels of land in oil reinsone from defendant Kemp and two from Farewell The

I
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ii

1809. three parcels wore co prised in one written agreement
'^"^^^^^ entered into between Ilunl and Kernp, and one gross

*'ouc.r ^'"" 31'^7/)0 was named therein aa the purchase money.

Hiuj.
'''''''* ^*^ ^^^ ^'•'^ *''"<' purchase money; the contract being
to pay Krmp $100 an acre for his purcol of twenty-five

acres, whim the nominal price was f lAO an acre; and
to pay Farexvell 050 an acre for the twenty-five acre
parcel, the nominal price being 375 an acre ; and to pay
him $500 an aero for tho twelve-and-a-half acre parcel*

the nominal price being $650 an acre. ITurd stated

that ho was purchasing to sell again, and that ho pro-

jected tho formation of a company, uaming.Lindsay and
oni' or two other places, at ono of which he projected
tho formation of a company ; he mentioned also that he
might perhaps sell again to individuals.

Hurd did succeed in forming a company. It is made
a question between the parties whether ho formed the
company before or after he mu'lo tho purchase; ho and

Judgment, his co-defcndants say that ho did not purchase for the

company, but that ho had already purchased and formed
the company with the purpose known to him and the
company, of tho company acquiring from him the land in

question. It is proved that he made tho agreement and
then formed tho company. Tho company would naturally

suppose that the price to be paid for the land to Kemp
and Farewell was the price named in the agreement,
or rather that Kemp was the sole vendor at that price.

Farewell wrote a letter to Hurd setting forth the situa-

tion of the land; its advantageous position and value,

and the letter contained a passage to the effect that if

the writer had been aware that the property was in the

market, he would himself have purchased at the price.

It is suggested that this passage applied only to one
of the three parcels, the Kemp lot—but upon '

) whole

of the evidence it is in favor of its relating to the whole
property. This letter was used by Hurd at a meeting
called by him with a view to the formation of a company,
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•ml |i«J, u, appears by l|,e ovkI«„o<,, great ,,W,1 i„

of the lind sofd
^ *^' ^'^"^^^ P*^^' •" Fi'^^

As to //Mrc^, his ropreaontations to thr> »«« r
«->«nted to this: that the purchr ineyL ."'"tf

"^"'"""••

pay was that expressed. II s production of Lment amounted to this InnUr,; 7!^ ^ ''^''''-

»i.ioh i. wa, pr„,„:::;:' 'if fait. z:z
"'""

prcased consideration in „ "Z[ ";,
'

"
""

tlio true purcliaso money. Tuis wiih«„. ,

*
was a representation that h 'true

!, ' .'
""''"™-

w- Ae same as that expresse. ThU wa; :Z°'representation and » fraud upon those o 7
".«.Ic. I. was alsoa fraud to „ e to Ltterri" T,g-Ie the judgment of those to .hoJlZ^LTn
"iny, was ttiat he was the so e owner an.l v„,> j .

."gthefact that the writer was thTot::;'";;
—

161
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1 809. part; this was a suppreasio veri, which was equivalent to a

"-Jljjv--^ fraudulent representation. The letter would of course
pettoteum have had less weight if known that the writer- was owner

iiurd. °^* '^^^e portion. In this view it is not material that

there was no fiduciary relation between Surd and the

company. If there was not, there was still a relation of

confidence between the parties. He proposes that others

shall embark with him in a common adventure ; that

they shall become partners together. Their position is

not that of vendor and purchasers, bu t it was one of

confidence in which he was bound to use perfect good
faith with those with whom he was dealing.

The claim in Hurd'a answer that it was understood

that he should be compensated by what he calls (miscalls)

commission is not establish od. It is in fact negatived,

from the nature of the transaction and from what tran-

spired at the meeting when Kurd asked, and the

meeting agreed, that he should be compensated in a
Judgment, different way. As to the company not relying upon

those representations, but judging for themselves, and
re'jing upon their judgment, after persoual inspection of

two of their number; the evidence as to this fails

altogether to establish anything of the kind. Two
members of the company went up to examine for them-
selves, they were not deputed by the company, one of

the two examined proves this : supposing it proved that

a committee was deputed, was their report the only

thing relied upon. It would be difficult to say that the

representations of Hurd and the letter of Farewell had
no weight. But the company did not by a committee or

otherwise form an independant judgment. So far as to

Hurd.

As to Farewell. He was cognizant of the fact that the

amount of purchase money expressed in the agreement

was not the true purchase money, but greatly exceeded

the true amount. He knew this as to his own land, and
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mation of euch a o„mn ? """'""Vlated the for- -v—
tho )e..„ f r ; °2r °; '"' *'" f"™- "» gave pSS

•0 >.e used t ;„;:,!::
^'°

''"°
r"- •"•" '"""'^^

"'"-

letter, and in gM „
1'° '""" """«'= i» "'iting the

'"i-withoutitrhavI'lT"'""' "" '"'" """ "
been „sele,s. „ adjl , k™ •"" '"'"^ "-''' !'"»

Pemnal conference at »hl,« " "'"" P™''"' »' "«
P-n. TherrarrsaXMrtX^.*"*- «"
generally to Farewell A « T ^ * ""^^^ ^PP'j
poaitio„.%he defrnltstr ^tre'T-''^","'

'-'''

account of any nroSl. „f '? ^'"" "•''""» an

acve in the repre^entatiCl*
'to

]'7 ""'' '>"'>'

and the decree a<rainst b„,h f.u """"Pany,

repayment of the ^ o s™' ,"' '""r "'" ^e f-
the purchase of the lan.l i!,

^ ^' company for

parcels, aa wel h:;; ,"dlvT"-'''\"''°'''
°' ''« '-«"-

farewell. ^^ ^""P °» those sold hy

«-;i';rvott.s''orr'°T^=^-^^
obaracter.aswell aslessTndele 7?" It

''""""
properly to the design of ffwT',

"' ''"""n'self im-

n-iarepresentations hy lf.ht2 "" °°' "''" '" ""
I thinHh,.i„stice of'thtate li irsS^r "'T^''"-aa a..,„„ him for „„.„<,„, J ,1

" ""'*''
''J' « Jecree

whieh he enabled iJ" o reprettrfhr
°' """ '""

the price of the Jand sold by hi .! 1
"""''""^ """

interest; the company on th,?
^°"""° '" ""'"•

expense „f the i^ZZTT'''""'''''' " ""

kim, he to have a r/J ''•'"''«'"' "> ''« P«<i by

parcel sold ZZ:T:!T;A'''' """'^•«- "-e
the rtole s„,^, L" Xl„ .o 1

'"'''°' ^'"««« paying
90-..'._'""'''' '» ""e eenveyed to the p»r>v
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paying. If Kemp should pay his proportion, and Rurd
„i^nd,.y '^^'^ Farewell the balance, then the parcels sold by

1869.

Bun]

Petroleum J'arfiwZZ to bc convcycd to the party paying.

Subsequently, after looking at the authorities—

Spraqgb, V. C.-I disposed of this suit at the hearing,
except that I desired to consider further whether I
ought to make any distinction in the remedy to which I
thought the plaintiffs entitled as against the several
defendants. I was inclined to think that Kemp had
been less active than the other two in the scheme by
which the plaintiffs were imposed upon, and I doubted
whether the justice of the case would not be satisfied by
a decree as against him for payment to the company of
the sum which he enabled Hurd to represent to the
company was the price of the lands sold by him.

I have since, again referred to the evidence, and I find
Judgment, from Kemfs own mouth, and from what is a necessary

inference from what he says, that he was an active
participator in the scheme by which the plaintiffs were
deceived, and knew that the lands sold by Farewell as
well as that sold hy himself was put down at a fictitious
price, and that the fictitious price was to be represented
as the true price

; without his aid, indeed, this scheme
could not have been carried out. He took the part
assigned to him in it, which, though less active than that
of the other two, was still a part of the scheme and
contributed to its success. They were all confederates,
and must all be made answerable to the full extent to
those who have been aggrieved. In the cases of Qullen
V. Johnson (a), and Walaham v. Stainton (b), there were
differences in the degree of complicity and of the
culpability in the defendants, but no distinction was made
in the extent of their liability to the plaintiff, and this is

(a) 6 L. T. N. S. 878, (i) 9 L. T. N. 8. 857.
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The re.convey.nca to be to .he par y or L , '^f' '"K"
"•y repay the plaintifli.

'^ ^ " '"'"'™ "•"•
„i..

The decree to be „i,h cost, .gainst all parties.

The defendant Farewell being dissatisfied with ,h.

pJwfff
* ''• '''""' »"• ^-'"^ *--'. fer .he

After ..king ti„e to look into the .u.horiti„_

rLdjritj:r;Lr„^rr:d^^
amount paid to himself as well as to H„Tl,llpnnciple that by his misrepresentations ort 1 L*of f.o.s wh,ch he .„ght to have communicated, hetrs "rmay have induced the company to pay him JZrj
:;VhrrZe*r''""'--'*-f*™.oS
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(a):L. B. 5 Eq. 249.
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t f.

IHOa" Mo WAT, V. C—Mr. Farewell is stnU-l in the plain-

^^^^^^ tiffs' bill to be a man of known integrity ; and the

'"ouco".
*^^'''«"<'« '8 to the same effect.

'

T.

Hard.

In fact, it was that
circumstance which gave special weight to any opinion
he expressed ^s to the value of the lands in questions
I have no doubt that the letter which he wrote to help
Hurd in getting up the company contained no more
than Mr. Farewell acknowledges in his own deposition,
and that it contained neither misrepresentation nor
exaggeration as to the value, situation, or prospects of
the property, or as to either the general opinion or his
own with respect to the matters to which the letter

referred. Indeed, no attempt has been made to shew
the contrary. But, though the prices to which the
letter referred may have been fair prices, and such as
any one skilled in such matters at the time might
reasonably have considered low enough to afford a good
profit to a company of purchasers, still the supposed
prices were not the prices which Hurd had bargained

Judgm«i,*. for with Kemp and Farewell, and were considerably in
excess of those prices. Hurd was the real purchaser
from the other defendants, and his purpose was to

conceal the real prices and to resell to a company at an
advance, a design which ho was successful in carrying
out. It is quite clear that as between him and the
company of which he was the projector, and which was
formed by his agency, such a transaction is not sustain-
able

; and Hurd acquiesces in the decree. The sort of
arrangement which he planned may have been so common
that persons who knew that it was so might net perceive

that expected shareholders would have any just right to

complain, if the property was really worth the price

named, and if the shareholders had the same means as
others of judging of the prospects of the projected
company. But courts of equity forbid all such transac-

tions. The agent who employs himself in getting up a
company is bound to be frmk and open with subscribers,

and is not afc liberty to sell to tbem his own land, or
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lan.l in ;vhich he has an iaterest, ;yhile he represents it 1869as be,on,.ng to another (a) ; nor can he lawL" .^late tor any private advantnrro which is rnnP«nlLl e J''"*"*'
the .sf,areho),l<.r., /M ° "" '' concealed from Petjoijumthe sfiiirehohlers {b).

T.

Ilurd.

Th<, transaction wa, Hereforo void.Wo « .„!„,.S»>-d: b„t „e cannot hold that it „, voidabiraa fo hionly. n» fo-derenda„ts were associated with hi in i?As between them and the company there was b^,
„'

transaction; .hey knew of the illgf, pi thongh .he;were no. aware of its illegality
; and i, wa the r'acivlconcurrence ,n ,. as a whole, including i., objcc.ion.Wo

whid, mv fT " "°/ """""-J""'"? '<> 'he join. Iiabili.y

wh.ch Mr. jra«TO« wrote affords, i,l point „f ,„ .ground for relief again,, him which docs not app y ',„

stXn ""f

""" ':"'' ''-"'"'" "" hi^cif ir.h
voluntary adv„or ,t is .r„e, bu. s.ill an adviser • and h! , ,assumed .a. position because he believed thathis advi e

^"'
would probably have influence with those .„ whom^W-ant to applj, ,„ ,^^^ .,,.^,^^ .^ ^,^^ company h
no I ,ng could be n.ore candid than his evidence .hrough.

she v . ,„ parnes w.shing ,„ p„,oh,„_ .„j ;„ f "ley ,„,gh. be ,n<l„c„ced by my „pi„i„„ ,,pJ^J
w«u d „«, "•"'"T''

"."""'•" '"' 'hewn, and tha. i.would n,fluencc the -,rl,.|o„ „f ,„„,,
.

pretty generally ,..,„„ ,,!,r„„gh ,h., p„f, „f ,j ^^
™

(a) i Wh. «i Turf. 143 aotes.
(A) East India Uo. v. Hencbuian, 1 Vea Jr or?. »,

2 Ve. Jr. 317; Chapliu v. Youn^/sa Bel 4r6
''""^ ^^ ^^^"-
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1869. only evidence which wo hear of his offering, in addition

"T;;;^ to his own assertions, as to the value and desirableness

'o~oo"°' 0^ t^e property.. Some persons wrote to Farewell on

Huk *^® same subject, and he recommended them to join the
company, and expressed his opinion to be that the in-

vestment was a good one. I do not doubt that that advice
was honestly given ; and, in fact, prices rose afterwards,

so that, when the conveyances were executed and the
purchase moneys paid, the property was worth more
than at the date of the letter. I am sure that Mr.
Farewell was not aware he was violating any rule of law
in the part which he took in the matter, and that he
would not knowingly have been a secret party to any
thing which was illegal. But as he undertook the
part of advising intending subscribers, and as hia

advice had weight with them, (which I think must bo
presumed from the evidence), it cannot be doubted that

any undisclosed interest of his in the property, which he
advised about, made the transaction voidable with respect

Judgm.nt. to him, as well as with respect to the projector of the
company (a).

It was argued that at all events he was not liable for

Kemp's share of the purchase money ; and there are

some cases in which decrees were made that afford some
countenance to that contention (b). But having refer-

ence to the case of Wahham v. Stainton (c) before

the Lords Justices, to what was said by Lord Weithury
in Tyrrell v. Bank of London {d), and to the decree in

(a) See cases cited io Atkins v. Dolmage, 12 Ir. Eq. 11 ; also Dent
V. Bennett, 4 M. & C, 276, 277 ; Billage v. Soutliee, 9 H. 530 ; Hobday
V. Paters, 28 B. 349 ; Cases'in notes, Fox v. Mackreth 1 W. &. T. Lead.
C» 146 et seq. Srd ed, ; VValsham t. Stainton, 1 DeO. J. & Sm. 678

;

Tyrrell f . Bank of Loiidon, 10 H. L. 47.

{b) Powell V. Aiken, 4 K. & J. 343, 858, and decrees in Berry v.

Armistead. 2 Keen. 225 ; Lovell v. Hickg, 2 Y. & C. Ex. 46 ; Madrid
Bank v. Pelly, L, R. 7 Eq. 444 ; See S. C. Exp. Williams L, B. 2 Eq
216.

{c)l\ DeG. J. & S. 678. ((/) 10 H. L. 47,
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epudwtc tho transaction mfh th! 7r 7' '' °°'

prices had fallen hopelessTv an , >
'''f'°<'»»'» ""til

">.•» oon„nc, was a't '{„' ^M Zr""''°t"'''MS given to Drove ,1,. „ "' "" "i^ence

"-•gu»ent wasC '"™™'"'"''« ™ '^Wch .his
'"'«"•'

-P«r Oumm-Deone affirmed, with costs.

Lapp v. Lapp.

^'I'i. that the other devieee« iTeZ^TaT '' '"''" =

and the weight to be attached otcfj ? ""^'''^»«*«> »!.«,

'''''-' ^^- 1^ -uu or the in^^rwrrr^er^ ^- "°'-

" wa, A.W that the devisee of ie 1 /"^ ''''^ '""' ^'«''-'«^

» •gainst the legacies to have t.

^^*^ ^"'^'"^ '"'' ««"«»
-'«.«e at the e^etfX^tra^^r^"^^^ '^^ *^-

Examkation of witnesses and hearing.

Mr 5/a*., Q. c, and Mr J^ 7> ^
plaintiff.

'^- -^- ^mowr, for the

(«) 6 Eq. 249.
(b) Cited Bupra.
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Mr. Strong, Q.C., and Mr. Kerr for the dofendants.

The testator died seised of sovoral parcels of land.
One which may be called lot 8, was his homestead ; a
parcel called the mill property composed of part of lot

7 ; and two village lots in the town of Cobourg. There
was also a parcel of fifty acres part of lot 0, of which he
was mortgagee. Before his death he filed a bill for the
foreclosure of the mortgage, and a final order of fore-
closure was obtained after his death.

His will, which is very inartificially drawn, was
made in 1847, he died in 1863. By his 'will he levised
the homestead to his wife for life, one of the lots in
Cobourg he devised to her absolutely, and the other to
his father-in-law for life ; he gave a legacy of $1000 to
his wife

; to one of his daughters a legacy of $500, to
each of two other daughters a legacy of $800, each of

Judgment the legacies to the daughters being expressed to be to
equalize the amount with tliat of his other children.
The legacy to the wife is followed by the w >rds " to be
made out of my other property ;

" those to the daughters
by the words " the above sums to be levied out of my
estate," and then follow these words " together with all

my household goods, debts, and movable effects, and
whatsoever should be left after the above suras are paid
shall be equally divided among my children by my
executors, and what I have above deeded to my wife
save the lot in Cobourg, which is hers to do with as she
pleases, shall, after her death, be also equally divided
between my children."

Upon this will, and the circumstances that have arisen
since, several questions arise. Several years after the
making of it, in the year 1858, the testator mortgaged
the homestead for $1,062.50. The mill property is not
in terms referred to in the will. After the death of the
testator is was sold by the devisees, for the purpose as
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the answer Bet, up, „f paying „ff ^^ „„ ^

th»UhT. f"""^°"° ?"^*
'^'"•'•' ""<" 'ho """er u lege

exelusiv, „f Tl
" °'»"»"''y meant to bo"'"" °f "'" "«"S»S« »" 1" 9. which was for J80o!

ono'o^tirijiirtttrri""^^™'-^-^^-
".« rights and inter:.rr»',ro,;:r'L^'""«''

tv.'roi" ""r
'^'° -^"'^"^Van'Ci:"^;;!

I: ;h:i:ro;::H:rn?'';''?«^'^
"'''"--

«.oney of the n,ill pr f^y has en r ,
" '•""''™ '"""-

having been .iven for thoh,!
'""'" P""'- » ™»"g»g»

proved the te!ta"r's win!
'"""• ^-'^ -^W "lone

It is objected that the bill is mnltifarion. r ,. i.

=^redi^itfrt;"'i-

betttirtt fnd 'ttr'";'
>•"' '» ''- *«^»-"

the will Th ,

Provision made for her by

'hat an i„,„iry, would shtr; thfe tl e'^r;"cw.nt to satisfy both tho dower of th^-wilorid Tl!"the provision fflade.for her by the will

,"'""'' "'»<>

o- («) 1 B. C. C. 292.

~~"

^1—'VOL, XVI. flR.
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IMt. as to what was the value of the te«tator'fl real estato

at the (late of hia will, and at the time of his death.

This was in order to ascertain whether the value of the

land was sufficient to satisfy two annuities given by the

will, and also the dower. Lord Thurlow doubted the

propriety of the inquiry ; but Lord Alvanley in French
v. Daviea (a), referring to Lord Thurlow's doubt said,

*' but I am not willing to assent to that. I admit with

hira that nothing is so dangerous as to construe a will

by extrinsic cir umstances, unless it is so clear as to

exclude all doubt. The doctrine of election is much
more an argument of conscience than anything rise, and
it would be unconscientious in her to claim both, if there

is an irresistible presumption that it ia against his inten-

tion,'' and in Beel-r v. Hammond which was before me
upon further di.o i'i.is, the decree, which I believe

was made by tli« ).i;o Vice Chancellor, directed the like

inquiry. The attDRttl value of a testator's estate may
Judgment, throw morc light upon his intention, when he gives an

ani.uity to his wife, than when he gives a gross sum by
way of legacy ; but still it is impossible to say that an
inquiry as to the nature and value of the testator's

estate, may not disclose that, which taken with the dis-

position of his property made by his will, may enable

the court to see with sufficient distinctness that, as put

by Lord Cranworth in Parker v. Sowerby (5),
" th 3

testator intended to dispose of his property in a manner
inconsistent with the wife's right to dower." I quote

Lord Cramvorth for the rule as to what must appear in

order to put the widow to her election. It was not a

case of interpreting a will by the aid of extrinsic evi-

dence. Mr. Jarman, in his Treatise on Wills, p. 434,

disapproves of such an inquiry as was directed in Pearson
V. Pearson, and says that the notion derives no coun-

tenance from any of the recent cases. But it is only an

(0) 2 Ves. Jur. 572. (b) iD. M. &a. 321.
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•pplloation of the doctrine of reading a will by th« light
ot the circumstances by which the testator was sur-

hat aoctnne where the estion is, whetlK-- . testator
intended a prov.s.on be made for his wido „ ,n liouof dowor. It .s confessedly a question ot .ention, andI see no ground for mnking it an exceptional case. I
h d occasion to consuler the doctrine in a case that was
before me last y^ar, Davidson v. Boomer (a). The r/ro-
posuzons enuncatcd :.y Sir Jam.s Wigram, in ^is
Ireat.. on the Admission of Extrinsic Evidence in the
Interpretation of Wills, arc sustained by recent as wellas by contemrn.ranoous and previous authority. I have
referred to some of them in D.v.Uon .. Boomer, .ndhave quoted fr .n Sir James Wigram's work. I willonly repeat one

f a8s,ge here -they (cases to which he
».as referred appear to justify the 'conclusion that every
c aunant under a will has a right to require that a court
of construcfiow, in the execution of i, office shall, bymeans of extrinsic evident, place itself in the situation
of the testato. the mean .g of whose language it is
called upon to declare." I think that I cannot refuse
to tho defendants the inquiry asked, unless I tim able tosay that the nature and value of the testator's .state can
be no aid m discovering his intention upon th. question
before me I am not able t . say this. The weight to
be attached to these circumstances .hen shewn is another
question

; one to be dealt with hereafter.

Another question made between the parties is. whether
the widow took the homestead devised to her for life
charged with the incumbrance created by the tostato;
after tho date of h s will. The mortgage is not put in, but
It was not contended that the mortgag • did not thereby
make himself personally liable for th, payment of the
mortgage money, as well as charge his land therewith.
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Judgment.

(0)115 Qr.\2l%.
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IH69. The most thot ooulJ be contended, as ngainut the
tenant for life, is that she was bound to keep down the
interest

; and, assuming that as between the devisee and
|)ocuniarj legatees, who would be disappointed of their

legacies unless she took the devise cum onere she would
be held m to take it, if the mortgage had been created at

the date of the will, the question remains whether the
mortgage having been made, after the will the devisee
is not entitled to have the land devised exonerated at

the expense of the personalty. There are two things to

be considered, one that a will speaks, as to real estate,

from the time of its being made : the other that in the
ejre of a court of equity a mortgage is no more than a
pledge for the payment of money. The testator in this

case devised to his wife an unincumbered piece of pro-
perty. Unless his subsequent mortgage was a revocation
of that devise, which in equity it is not, the devise of
course remains in force. What he did was to pledge the

Judgment, ilcvised land for the payment of a debt, which debt he
engaged by personal covenant to pay. The principle

upon which the devisee of a mortgaged estate is held
to take subject to the mortgage, where the personal estate
is insufficient foi- the payment of debts and legacies, is

stated by Sir James Wigram in Johnson v. Child (a) to
be, that the court under those circumstances discovers
an intention on the part of the testator that the devisee
of his real estate should take it cum onere. This prin-

ciple can only apply where the mortgage is in existence
at the date of the will. Where it is created afterwards
there is no room for presuming such an intention : on the
contrary it is excluded by the fact of the non-existence
of the mortgage : and the general rule must, I appre-
hend, apply, that the devisee is entitled to have the land
exdneratod. That the rule should be otherwise where
the personal estate is insufficient for the payment of
debts and legacies is treated by Sir James Wigram as

(a) 4 Hare 87.
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ka, one I „.y observe in p.,,i„g, ^^ .a, ^

extrm™ ewdeno. of ,ho .ame n.ture ., I h.ve thonZ

««t».o My conclusion ,8 that the dortwe i, entitled to

M ! ^? °' ""' """S'S" h" been paid off • theM.«or w,l mquire out of „hat fund,. The eridence.he.^„oth,ng in .„e „y of a.„„t „. o.he.wi«rl;::

I think the legacy to the wife is eiven as >r. .U
legncies ,„ ,he daughter,, absolutely. tZ'ZZ^I
'" the „ll that could raise a doubt upon thU L^^

pleases, shall after her death • • be LTded "

already been expressed to be for life - duriV. 1 1of .er natural lif« •"
it- •

^'^ the periodnaimal lile
.

,t was not intended to apply to th«Cobourg lot, for that was to be in fee and rl,? f .
left in doubt to which it conld apj^' iV th^^ "'

t 'at the legacy is absolute. It is go in f ur
also give and bequeath to her 81000 to h. .

' ^

>"y property.'.- The clause whi! Th ve pltdTo
''

perhaps a restrictive clause is not necess'ar !l Jobject of the testator may have been an!] t V ,

probably .as. no. to „Lic.ort;;olrer
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JW»^ previously dispo8«)d of, bat to provide for its disposition

^'^i^ '^«' *•«> <Jea*h of hi* wife. In that case it would be

j^ only lot 8 that was pointed at, i. «., the real estate
devised to his wife, with the exception of the Jobourg
lot. In the preceding clause he had disposed of the
residue after payment of i>!8 legacies : that residue was
to be divided presently. He had then to make some
disposition of what he had devised to his wife for life,

and that he does in the subsequent clause. I incline lo
think it was introduced for that purpose only. And
further, the word " deeded," though not strictly appli-
cable, would popularly be more likely to be applied to
real than to personal es>;ate.

I think all the legacies ore by the will charged upon
the real estate. The testator makes the real and per-
sonal estate a mixed fund, and directs ail the legacies to
be paid out of it.

Judgment.

It is contended for the widow that her legacy is not
to abate pro rata in case of a deficiency. The questior:
probably will not ariso practically. The present incli-

nation of my opinion is against it. There is no ground
for the contention unless in the place where her iegacy
is mentioned in the will, being before that of the other
legacies. But the will is ('irawn without method : the
dispositions made by it are in no order, either as
regards subjects or objects, and nothing ca'4 be gathered
from it as to the intention of the testator from the part
of the will in which any disposition of his estate is to

be found.

lu

A question is made as to the coats, there having
been no written demand of dcwer under the statute

13 & 14 of the Queen (a). The statute can scarcely
apply to a case like this where the right to dower

(a) C. g. U. C. th. •!&, M«. 7.
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The necemry inquiries will involve substantiallv «n
administration of the estate T».« ;„ .
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Dbbdes v. Grahaii.

^m—Appointment under pover.

The donee of a power of .ppointment m«Je . will not «, »,the power, disposinir of «• the m„„. ' * "^nJog to

estateBufficiently appeored.

Examination of witnesses and hearing.

Mr. J. A. Boyd, for the plaintiff.

''^f^nA:t2.''''''''-' "" "' ^«-

Mr. Stevens, for the defendants Zay and wife.

Mr. Z>. a. Miller, for the defendants Miller and wife.

' -1
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I860. Percival Graham with Mary Orinton, and ob to which

the Burvivor had power of appointment among children,

issue of the marriage, was validly appointed by the will

of Mrs. Graham, who survived her husband.

The marriage took place in England in 1816, and the

parties having afterwards settled in Upper Canada,

where the husband died, the settled estate was subse-

quently transferred to Canada by means of instruments,

which, it was contended by some of the parties, operated

as a valid execution of the power of appointment. These

instruments, which were executed in 1856 by the widow,

were not intended to be, and were not in fact, an execu-

tion of the power. They were in the eye of the law a

fraud upon the power, and I held them to bo so at the

hearing.

The will of 3Iary Graham benrs date 8th December,

Jutjment 1869. ^The present plaintiffs had become trustees of the

marriage settlement in 1856. The material parts of the

will are as follows : " I, Mary Graharii, of Woodstock, do
make this as my last will and testament. I give, devise,

and bequeath all the property, real and personal, that I

shall die possessed of to J,'tif»JMn(i Deedes and my son

Fortescue Arnett Graham, and the survivor of them, and
the heirs, &c., of such survivor, upon the following

trusts : First. For the payment of all my just debts and
funeral expenses. Secondly. Whenever the moneys
now or at the time of my death invested in mortgages or

otherwise arc paid, to pay each of my unmarried daugh-

ters (naming them), the sum of jClOOO, and until such

payment to pay to each of them tlie interest of the said

sum of £1000, whatever the amount of interest may be
that the said principal sum of£1000 each may produce."

Then follow legacies to sons of the testatrix, then lega-

cies to married daughters, *' out of the £400 of consols

which have reverted to mo on the death of Mary Price."

These XlOO consols formed no part of the sealed estate.
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The will then divides china, pictures, and furniture,
among daughters of the testatrix. By codicils—one
made in 1860, one in 1861, and two in 1868,—the
testatrix varied in some particulars the disposition of
the property made by the will, but they have no bearing
upon the question at issue. The testatrix died in 1866.

By the evidence of Mr. Dp.ecles, one of the trustees of
the marriage settlement, and also one of the executors
of the will, It appears that at the date of the will all the
settled property was invested in mortgages in Upper
Canada, and that the testatrix had no moneys other
than the settled property invested in mortgages, and no
property of her own except the £400 consols and the
chattels specifically bequeathed.

The cases upon the subject in question are numerous.
The greater number of them have arisen upon wills from
the comparative informality with which they are very J»d,»«.t
frequently drawn. The cases where the settled property
has consisted of personalty are not all reconcilable in
principle, as is most ably and lucidly pointed out by
Lord St. Leonards, in his Treatise on Powers. There
are, however, some well settled principles not open to
any question. One is, that the intention of the testator
must in all cases govern : the diflSculty in many of the
cases has been to get at the intention with sufficier »r-
tainty. Another principle is, that where a testato s
an interest in certain personalty, and a power ui"

appointment as to other personalty, and his will does
not point specifically to the settled property, it will be
held only to apply to the property in which the testator
has an interest (a). Prima facie, indeed the will will
be taken only to refer to personalty in which the testator
has an interest

; and though at the time of making his
will he has no property of his own, still if the language

(a) Hob. Bep. 169, 60.

22—VOL. XVI, OR,
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be general it will not cover personslty over which he hM
a power of appointment, because the will speaking from
the death of the testator will be taken to apply to pro-
porty acquired after the date of the will. And herein,
as I understand, consists the difference between the
coses of real and personal estate. In the case of realty
the will speaking as of its date (I refer to the time in
England before the statute), and the testator having at
that date only a power of appointment over realty and
no reolty of his own, and by his will making a disposi-
tion of realty, must be taken to refer to that over which
he 1ms a power of appointment, because, in other words,
there IS nothing else for the will to operate upon. At
the same time it may, I apprehend, be shewn in the
C080 of personalty that there is nothing else but settled
estate over which the testator has power of appointment
for his will to operate upon, not that this can be shewn
when the words of the will and the subject disposed of

J«dg««t are general
;
but the will may point to that which, it may

appear from the will itself or from surrounding circum-
stances, IS referable only to the settled property It
IS quite clear that the rule that a will is to be interpreted
by the aid of surrounding circumstances applies to wills
of personal as well as real e8tatc,-it would be a strange
anomaly if it did not. The principle of the rule, that the
court should by means of extrinsic evidence place itselfm the situation of the testator, the meaning of whose
language it is called upon to declare, is as applicable to
the one class of wills as the other, and I have therefore
no doubt that the evidence of Mr. Deede, upon this point
was properly admitted.

There are admittedly two modes in which the inten-
tion of a testator to execute a power may be shewn:
first the very obvious one of a reference to the power
Itself, and secondly by a reference to the subject of the
power; and there is a third, as put by Mr. Justice
Story in his learned and able judgment in Blagge v.
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Mihi^a), •'where the provision la the will or other
instrument executed by the donee of the power would
otherwise be ineffectual or a mere nullity: in other
words, It would havo no operation except as an execu-
tion of the power." The language of Sir William
(irant, m Bennett v. Aburrow (b), is to the same effect

;

and Lord St. Leonards makes the like classification.

I have examined all the cases to which I have boon
referred and a number of others. 1 do not purpose to
go through them now, it would be unprofitable, and would
occupy more time than I havo at my disposal. In some
of them the language is very strong as to the degree of
certainty and the exclusion of room for doubt as to the
intention of the testator, and in some it is difficult to seo
how any doubt coulJ exist that the testator was con-
sciously dealing with that which was the subject of the
power. In other cases again the court has felt itself
able to see the intention of the testator without any juugai„t
express reference to the power or the subject of it. The
loading case of Standen v. Standen (c), before Lord
lloaalyn, is an instance of this. The reasoning of Lord
^t. Leonards ftpon it is so clear and convincing that I
quote it at some length : " The gift was held valid as
to the real estate, because she (the teatatrix) had no real
estate of her own, but this did not apply to the personal
estate properly within the power which was equally held
to pass. The ground upon which that passed of course
was that the fact of the testatrix not having real estate,
gave to her disposition the character of an execution of
the power over the real estate ; it shewed her intention
to execute her power, and that when she talked of her
real estate she meant the real estate in the power ; and
the same intention was held to govern the entire gift.
Upon what ground can a distinction be drawn ? She

(«) 1 Story Rejp. 447.

(c) 2 Ves. JW. 580.

{«) 8 Ves. 609.
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givps her real and pcMonnl estate without further
explanation. But the extrinsic cvidenne introduces «
fact which proves, what her language hy itself does not,
that sho is dealing with some of the property in the
power. A duo construction of the will requires the
same force to be given to the wholo sentence, and it is
altogether indifferent when the intention is thus ascer-
tained that the same words will also carry her personal
estate.*' The real point decided in Standen v. Standen
was, Lord St. Leonards says, that where distinct pro-
perties are subject to the power, and there is evidence of
tlio intention to comprehend one description of the
property in the power within the general disposition,
tiio whole ought to be held to pass. No doubt that is so,
but the case also shews that the court will get at the
intention of the donee of a power as to what property he
was intending to dispose of, by seeing whether he had
any to dispose of besides tha^. which was tho subject of

J«d,m.ut. the power. It is true that if in that case the only pro-
perty disposed of had been personalty, the court could
not have seen this, and an inquiry would probably have
been refused because of the rule as to a will speaking
from the death.

**

In Grant v. Lynam (a), a testator by his will " gave
and bequeathed his present dwelling house, garden
premises and land adjoining, now in the occupation of
Mr. Charles Baker," to his wife for life, with power of
appointment among relations; also his furniture, plate,
&c. with like power of appointment. The wife by her
will gave and bequeathed all her leasehold property
her moneys and securities for money, goods, furniture,'
chattels, personal estate and effects whatsoever, subject
to the payment of her just debts, funeral and testa-
mentary expenses and legacies, to trustees upon trust to
convert the aame into money for the use of a relation

(a) 4 Bum. 292.
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1860."'" '^ '."•"'"g houio and promi>e. of .l,o hu.b.„,l

".. mg of her will .„d of her dch h.d no o.h r L.hold properrj, ,h.„ ,h„ dwelling h„„,„ bcoue.,ho7t;

>o .he. that there w., no property to answer a devi,.oxeep. that which wa. the .ubjce. of the power

T

q»e. ,on related to freehold land., and th.tTe .a™,rule .s not extended to eh.t.el interest, or poraona tvand jr„„„
,. y„„t,, („, ,„j t.«Z(S) were'

0. ted .„ anpport of the position. It i, to bf emdbat there wa. no real estate in the «.e, and .trIetTv.k.ng the w, 1 ,0 .peak fro,n the death, i might", .fdthat leasehold, and other pcr.o„„l,j, hereafter ,„"e •

o": iig'"4tfi,'"'%'°/°"'^''-
"»"

»
""ooiving. -inere 18 no distinct on betwflfln ,^

free oM. and leasehold, in the nature of the .„C.
"*""

he .ftrenoe „ only i„ .he quantity of i„iere,t aS
whiiirrtrh""''"' '".-"v-

"» «"^-Hdgro„nd'„;„

wh" rdrroTZTr-'s-nf:.^', Tit
.h.„,he.„bj.etofthepoV,,,n:tr,„ ;o'::„t.» mtentton to exeeute the power a. a giff „f IJ^Zunder the ,«™eeirc„m,..„„e.;. Ho add!: " A gefer I

ft,°e ."^S
"'"""' '" "°"»^'' »"" ""- person

ooange and Huctuation, stands dp„„ very differentpn„e,ples, and a. to then, the will „'„st refer'^to ,10™",
the subject, of the power or they will not pass." Ther'wa, ,„ that ca.e, as in the case before me, a direction forthe payment of the testatrix's own deb s .„TCitb«.

.
at wa, no. held .ufficient to override the IfS

intention of the testatrix (»).

mamlest

ITS

(.) 2 M.J. 683. ,. ,7^
—

(«) eagdm .a Pow,„, p. j2j_ , J,
<*' «""• ««•
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ISeo. Walker y. Maekit (a), before the a»me learned Judge,
!• perhape still nearer to this oase in its oiroumstanoes.
The testatrix in that case had power to appoint by will

a certain leasehold estate and certain sums of three per
cent, stock which were standing in the name of the
Accountant General of th«» Court of Chancery. She
was entitled to both for life. The stock had been
transferred to the Accountant General upon a bill filed

by her. She began her will by bequeathing certain

pecuniary legacies, and then gave all the rest and
residue of her bank stock to her god-daughter, Mary
Wood^ with her wearing apparel, goods and chattels of
every kind whataoover, and all other property she
possessed, excepting ,£50 of her bank stock, which she
gave thereout to her executors. Evidence was "iven as
in Grant v. Lynam, and it was proved that she had no
bank stock nor any stock whatever except the stock in

court, over which she had u power of appointment.
JiMKBwnt The Master of the Rolls hold that the will was a good

execution of the power so as to pass the stock ; that her
pecuniary lega''ic3 were payable out of it ; and that the

will was also a good execution of the power of appoint-

ment as to the leasehold estate, it being plain that she
meant to describe the property over which her power
extended under the words " all other property that she
possessed, by excepting out of it £60 of her bank stock,

which she gave to her executors" (/>). Lord St. Leonards
thought the case rightly decided as to the leaseholds as

well as the stock, observing that ulthonj^h it may not be
reconcilable with Webb v. llonuor (<), (u decision of
Sir Thomas IHumer'a, with which certainly it scarcely

appears to bo reconcilable), still Webb v. Ilonnor is not
entitled to more weight, and he observes that it was
followed by Sir Launcelot Hhadwell in Elliott v. Elliott

(<i). I refer also .o Churchill v. Dibbin (e), before Lord

(a) 4 Ru88. 76. (ft) Powers, »21. (e) 1 J. & W. 862.

(d) 16 Sim. 321. («) L. Kcuyon, 2, part 08.
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Th. .,«. b.f„„ Sir Mn L.aoh. both of ,l,ioh I uk.to b. good .w,_u,ey .„ c„„,i,lcrc,l to b. ,o bv Lorda(. £M,jr,j,,_e,„b|i,|, tboso two point. tl..> ... • •

.vid.„o. i. .d„i..ib,o i„ tbo 0... of: ,'

f r„'r
.. -.IU.ro.lty

; .„,U1,„. rtero tbo will i, „T"„ „„^

o .r. il^h T'°" ""'" "'"P^'y- ""' "' ""> Propertyover wh,oh h. h„ . power of .ppoi„l„e„t at ,/.e Z. of

•ml cortamljr notbu.g o.n b. moro ro.s„„.ble. Be.rl

bo got .t ., tbo mtenlioH of tbo doooo of tbo powor it

">""" ""ght upon hi. intention.
"^

Tbo question in thi. c..o i. whether Mr.. ,,„<«,» ,„

will man.fostod an intention to dispose of cortain porao^
«^.y ovor whioh .ho had tbo power of appointmon ,b.

the . il .

""' '"" ""' ""''" ''"'">'"'« tor willtbo settled property consisted of money. investLnn
mortgages, and that she bad no mone^ri^vld „mortgages of her own Wt,„. u i-

'"veatea in

will ia "th« n,
'•''' ^"P'''"' °^ ^y herwill ,8 the moneys now, or at the time of my death

.ron rule that a will can as to personalty speak onlvfrom the time of the death of the testator"^ Ift Zll
evidence o the state of the property at tke iTf<Ae «..// would necessarily be excluded-but suchV ence . admissible. In the case of this will,

testatrix contemplates and deals with two doteslth!^^fmaldng^^
,,,^ ^^ her death st

(«)25Be8. 469.
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refers in terms to certain property and its condition at

the date of licr will. She speaks of property " now" at

the date of her will, invested in niortgnges or otherwise,

the words " or otherwise" being probably introduced as

a matter of caution. Taking the words she uses in

connection with the fact that the settled property, the

subject of the power, and no other waa invested in mort-

gages, it does appear to me that the conclusion is

irresistible that she was consciously dealing with that

over which she had power of appointment, and the

word '* now " excludes the notion that she might be

referring to some property of the like nature thereafter

to be acquired.

This will read by the light of surrounding circum-

stances shews, in two of the three modes in which it may

be shewn, the intention of the testatrix to appoint the

settled property. She refers to that which is the subject

jadgment of the powcr—" moneys now invested in mortgages,"

—

and the will would be inoperative as to that unless held'

to apply to the settled property, and this is shewn in a

manner so clear and convincing as to leave no room for

doubt.

At the time 'of argument, and before looking at the

cases, I stated it to be my strong impression that the

settled property was duly appointed by the will. An
examination of the cases has confirmed the impression

that I then entertained.

The plaintiffs are justified in obtaining the opinion

and direction of the court, and the question was suflS-

ciently doubtful tD warrant the respective parties

interested in litigating it. The costs of all parties

should come out of the settled property.
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Bald v. Thompson. Jf^
Mor(gagt~Two mortgagtB for portions of loan.

mortgagea and then parted with the property ;
freld, no bar to a foreclosure of the other mortgage.

E;tamination of witnesses and hearing.

Mr. McLennan, for the^laintiff.

Mr. Blake, Q.C., for the defendant.

On^T'^/'.^'T?" '' * '^'^ P«-J'- case.

rowJ f /^ *'"'^' ^^^^' '^' d«f«ndant bor-rowed from the plaintiff the sum of $2000, and tosecure repayment, a mortgage for $1000, with interest

J^adeof another propert^, 'thrLr ^T^^ldT
.

bond was executed by the lender to reconvey [he sameon payment of one thousand dollars and interest, * a^dall other moneys that may then be due to the said Baldfrom the said ^rc/«5aW Thompson." It is expiatedn ev^ence that "these other moneys "
referred'to1unsettled account between the parties upon a wooj

transactton All these instruments bear the' same Ite,

paTable'haT
^*^^--^g»g« '^^ -terest is m'adepayable half yearly

; in the bond the principal andinterest are together rnade payable at the 'expiration ofa year, and the bond is siient as to the rate of interestIt appears by the evidence of the gentleman who drewthe papers that ten per cent, was to be the rate of inter

ue says the transaction was spoken of a« * in„n ^e ~

-^3—VOL. XVI. OR.
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1809. sum of ^2,000, and that the parties did not explain to

him why there were to he two sets of papers.BkM
T.

Tbompaon

The defendant was examined hy the plaintiff, and

speaks of the $2,000 as one loan, which ho received by
a cheque for that amount. He refers to a previous

examination before the local master, and says that the

reason for a mortgage on one property, and a deed and
bond as to the other, was pretty much as stated in that

examination. In that examination he says that the

reason he did not give one mortgage was because he

wanted his wife to get the mill property. He says : " I

proposed that the security should be taken as it was
given ;" and adds "I did not tell the plaintiff that ray wife

wished to get the mill property eventually." In his exami-

nation at the hearing he says : " To get back the land

comprised in the deed I was to pay $1000 and any other

moneys I might owe upon the wood transaction." As
Judgment, to the $2000 being one loan, he qualifies this in his

examination before the master, saying that there was

nothing said between them about its being so ; that he

never heard the plaintiff say that it was so, or was to be

considered so, that he recollects ; and that he never told

the plaintiff that he considered it to be so." It is true,

that upon the same examination, in answer to his own
solicitor, he says broadly: " the whole loan was one trans-

action, and the whole security was one security "
; but

that I count as literally nothing after what he had

previously stated, except that it shews how far he was

prepared to go to sustain his case.

I think it immaterial whether the advance of the sum
of $2000 was looked upon by the parties as one advance

or as an aavance of two sums of equal amount, the

aggregate of which was $2000. The material point is

whether the securities were to be separate, each for

$1000, or whether each property and both properties

were to be liable for $2000. Where separate mortgages,
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made at different times, upon different properties, to 1869.
secure different debi;s, are made to the same person, or '^v-'
come into the same hands, the right of the holder is

"-'

founded upon equity, not upon contract : originally upon
""""'*""

the equity of one of the mortgages being a deficient secu-
nty, and that a party coming into equity—a mortgagor
coming to redeem—must do equity. Afterwards it was
settled that this was the equity of the mortgagee,
whether defendant or plaintiff: Watts v. Si/mea (a). In
all the cases that I have seen this right of the mortgagee
18 treated as an equity to which he is entitled. I do not
find anywhere that it is a necessity of his position ; that
he is not at liberty, if he pleases, to forego it, that ho
may not foreclose as to one estate and leave his mort-
gage outstanding as to the other. Before it was settled
that a mortgagee in his bill to foreclose had the same
equity as he had, when defendant to a bill to redeem,
it was held first in ITolmes v. Turner (b), and subset
quently in Smeathman v. Brat/ (c) that in a bill by the Judgment
mortgagee he was bound upon payment of the amount
due upon each of several mortgages in his hands, to
reconvey the premises comprised in that mortgage. In
that state of the law there was nothing to prevent his
foreclosing one mortgage, and afterwards filing his bill

to foreclose another. There might be a question as to

costs, if he acted vexatiously ; but no question, I appre-
hend, as to his right ; and, the extension, to suits where
ho is plaintiff, of his equity to be redeemed as to all,

can make no difference in his right. And in this there
is no hardship upon the mortgagor, for he can always
redeem at his own suit.

The question in this case arises from the mortgagee
having taken that course. He filed his bill for the fore-
closure of the farm property, the premises comprised in
the mortgage, (I have not the date of ite being filed)

(a)l D. M. & Q. 240. (A) 7 Hare, iitf7, n. (c) 16 Jurst, 1051.
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and claimed only the sum secured thereby. To this

bill the defendant put in no answer, nor any note con-
testing the amount ; and th-» usual decree was made on
the 26th of November, 1866, giving six months to

redeem, on payment of 31221. The plaintiff not having
redeemed, a final order for foreclosure was made on the
Ist '• June, 1867. .The plaintiff subsequently dealt
with the property as his own, and on the 6th of April,

1868, filed his bill for the forecloeure of the mill

property.

If I am correct as to the rights of a mortga-
gee holding several mortgages, what has been done
by the mortgagee jn this case has been perfectly

regular ; and that apart from the peculiar circum-
stance of two mortgages on different properties, made
in terms to secure different sums of money being
made at the same time by the same mortgagor, to

jadKiD«Dt the same mortgagee, so unusual, and, as far as I know,
so unprecedented a departure from the ordinary course,

could scarcely have been without a purpose. Looking at

the instruments, without more, as a question of con-

struction only, I incline to the opinion that they would
have to be taken as a contract between lender and
borrower, that the lender should hold each pledge only

foir the sum for which it was expressed to be a security

;

the borrower to be entitled to redeem for that sum with-

out either estate being onerated with the sum for which
the other was pledged. The evidence, too, sufliciently

shews, I think, that such was the contract. The borrower
himself knev that the ordinary course would have been
to give one mortgage upon the two properties ; for he
professes to give a reason why one mortgage was not
given, viz., his desire that his \yife might get the mill

property : this can have but one meaning, that he should

be at liberty to redeem that property upon payment of

the sum for which it was expressly pledged, which he
could not do if there had been one mortgage ; and it wag
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at his request, and for that reason influencing him, that 1869.
the securifies took the shape they did. He contemplated '^v^
the loss vi one property, that which has been foreclosed •

"'"*

and was anxious to preserve the other, that which he
^'""°'*°°"

may now redeem.

If such was the contract of the parties, not only was
the mortgagee not entitled to be redeemed as to both, but
it was the right of the mortgagor to redeem either estate
separately,—but it is not necessary to determine that
point. It was, in my opinion, the right of the mortga-
gee to proceed as he has done, and I am satisfied that in
doing so, ho has not violated in letter or in spirit the
agreement or the intention of the parties. After final
foreclosure the property was absolutely his ; he was not
a trustee for the defendant to account for its proceeds

;

he has not sued for the mortgage debt after foreclosing
for Its non-payment, or done any other act to open the
foreclosure: and he has, in my judgment, a right to Judgn«nt.
proceed, as he is now doing, to foreclose the property
comprised in the conveyance of July, 1865.

The decree will be iti the usual shape, except that it

will direct that the defendant pay the costs occasioned
to th*i plaintiff by his resistance to his bill, whether he
redeems or not. The other costs as usual, only in the
event of his redeeming.
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Scott v. Wilson.

, Damage*—Detention of pertonal property,

A debtor, whoso business was the manufacture of reaping tnachines,
convoyed his personal property to trustees; and having afterwards
compounded with them and his other creditors, the trustees entered
into a covenant to re-assign to him the property on certain terms
and conditions. The debtor filed a bill, alleging amongst other
things a breach of the covenant, and claiming damages :

Held, that he might be entitled to damages for the detention of the
machinery necessary for carrying on his business; and it was
referred to the master to inquire into the nature of the personal
property withheld, and if it was machinery or chattels of a like
nature to inquire and report as to damages.

Examination of witnesses and hearing, ,

Mr. Proudfoot, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Osier and Mr. Bruce, for the defendants.

JudgmMt. Spraggb, V. C—The plaintiff was a manufacturer of
reaping machines, and carried on his business at Dundas.
The defendants were trustees of his estate for the benefit
of his creditors; some of the trustees, if not all of them,
being themselves creditors.

Under the instrument of assignment, which is dated
2nd November, 1866, the trustees were to carry on the
business of the plaintiff; and bj subsequent instiumeuts
the plaintiff assigned to the trustees all his personal
property, and to one of them, TtirnbuU, all his real
property. The plaintiff's business was carried on for
about a year ; when disputes arose ; and a suit in this

court was the consequence. The disputes and the suit

were compromised by an agreement which resulted in
an instrument dated 6th December, 1867, by which it

was agreed that the defendants should be relieved from
the trust ; and should re-convey the lands, and personal
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property in their hands upon certain terms and condi-
tions

;
and there is a covenant by the trustees to re-

assign upon thoso terms the personal property, and by
Tiirnbull to re-convey the real estate, which he has
done. The questions upon which this bill is filed arise
out of the instrument of December, 1867.

At the hearing it appeared a clear case for an account
of the dealings of the trustees with the trust estate ; and
I referred it to the master to take an account of such
dealings. But the plaintiff raised this further question,
that under the statute 28th of the Queen, chapter 17,
section 3, he is entitled to an inquiry as to the damages
which he has sustained by the omission of the defendants
to re-convey, and re-deliver to him, the personal property
in their hands.

188

The first question that is made is, whether this suit

JjIIs within any of the classes to which the act applies. j„d,«„t.
Ihey are those » in which the court has jurisdiction to
entertain an application for an injunction against a
breach of any covenant, contract or agreement, or
against the commission or continuance of any wrongful
act

;
or for the specific performance of any covenant,

contract or agreement." This bill is framed rather as
a bill for bringing trustees to account, than as a bill for
specific performance of an agreement : nevertheless it

does allege an agreement inter alia to re-assign and to
deliver personal property; and, after praying for an
account, prays, that the defendants may be ordered to
deliver the same to the plaintiff. It is true that such a
prayer would be proper apart from the agreement of th

)

defendants
; bui there being such an agreement the

prayer is referable to that agreement ; and is so none
the less because it would be the duty of the trustees
apart from their agreement. It is therefore a case in
which the court has jurisdiction to enforce the specific

performance of the agreement, and so a case within the
aot.
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1

It is next objected that the damages arb too remote.
The damages claimed I take lo be those pointed at by
the 14th paragraph of the bill, viz., those resulting from
the plaintift's inability, as he puts it, to carry on his

business by reason of the withholding from him by the
defendants of his personal property. It would have been
well if the pleadings and the evidence were more full

and explicit upon this point. They do not shew wliat

personal property is withhold, or even the nature of that
personal property, except in one particular ;—evidences
of debt. The withholding of these or of money would not
be a case for damages under the statute, while, on the

(.
other hand, the withholding of machinery, to the re-

delivery of which the plaintiffwas entitled, and with which
ho had manufactured his reaping machines, and which
were necessary for that purpose, might be a proper case
for damages. I am not prepared to say that such
damages would be too remote. I think my proper

Judgment, courso will be to direct the master to inquire and
report as to the nature of the personal property with-
hold, and if it is machinery or chattels of the like nature,
to inquire and report as to damages. If it was only of
a nature to cripple the means of the plaintiff, then I

apprehend it would not be a case for damages. It may
be desirable that the master should report separately if

either party should desire it, and if the master should be
in doubt as to its being a case for damages. If the
plaintiff's right to re-delivery under the agreement did
not accrue, the question of course will not arise.

Costs and further directions will be reserved.
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Workman v. The Royal Insurance Company. '—v—

'

Demurrer— Pleading— Practice,

A bill against an Insurance Company on a policy, alleged that tlio

policy was made by the Compony, but did not state that it was
under seal.

^«W—Sufficient.

The policy was stated to be to pay such loss or damage as should
happen to the property by fire, " subject to the conditions thereon
indorsed. " ,

//fW—That the language did not imply that the conditions were con-
ditions precedent, and therefore that it was not necessary to show
due performance.

The bill alleged that the policy had been destroyed.

//eM—That an aiHdavit of the fact must be annexed to*the bill.

The plaintiffs filed their bill against The Royal
Insurance Company of Liverpool, Adrien Giberton, and
James S. Yarker, alleging that Giberton and Yarker 8tat«ment.

having been copartners in trade, on the 2nd of January,

1867, effected a policy of insurance with the company
whereby the Coinpiiny undertook and agreed to pay or

make good to the assured all such damage by fire as

should happen to their stock in trade, subject to the con-

ditions thereon indorsed; that the said stock in trade,

together with the house in which the parties carried on
their business, was destroyed by fire on the 16lh of July

following, and that thereupon the Company became liable

to pay Giberton and Yarker the full amount secured by
such policy ($3,000), and that they had assigned such

claim against the Company to the plaintiffs in trust for

the benefit of creditors ; that the plaintiffs had applied

to the Company to pay them such amount, but the Com-
pany had refused to do so ; that the policy of insurance

was destroyed by the fire which consumed the goods,

and therefore the plaintiffs were unable to produce the

same; that Giberton and Yarker refused to join as co-

24—VOL. XVI. GR.
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1809. plaintifffl in this suit, or to allow tho plaintiffs lo use

wIhT.^ '^<'''" ""'"^'s to suo at law for tho recovery of iheir claim ;

Bo,.nn^ *"^' *''«' f'o plaintiffs had no sufficient or adequate
*^'" remedy at law in the premises.

The prayer of tho bill was for an account of the
amount due in respect of such loss, and that tho Com-
pany might be ordered to pay tho same to plaintiffw.

To this bill tho Company filed a demurrer, on the fol-

lowing grounds

:

"1. That it is not alleged in the said bill that the con-
tract of insurance therein mentioned was contained in a
sealed instrtiment, and if it was so contained, there does
not appear to bo, nor is there any affidavit annexed to the
bill, of the loss or destruction of such instrument, so as
to give jurisdiction to a court of equity, in respect of
the matters in the said bill contained.

ItatoBMiit.

" 2. That tho said bill contains no sufficient allegation

that there is not sufficient evidence to maintain an action

at law against these defendants, at the suit of the defend-
ants Adrien Oiherton and Jamea S. Yorker^ in respect
of the contract of insurance in the bill mentioned, or
that any discovery from these defendants is necessary for

the maintenance of such an action, or that there is any
impediment whatever to the plaintiffs' instituting a suit

in a court of law in the name of the said Adrien Qiberton
and James S. Yarker, against these defendants

;

but on the contrary, it does appear that full and com-
plete redress can be effectually obtained by the plain-
tiffs in such action at law, and that a court of law is the
proper court for trying the question of the liability of
these defendants upon the said contract of insurance,
and for determining the the loss or damage, if any,
which has been sustained by the assured within the terms
and provisions of the said contract of insurance.
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" 3. That it appears by the said bill that by the contract
of insurance in tho said bill mentioned, those defendants
only became liable to pay or make good to the assured
such loss or damage by fire as should happen to tho pro-
perty insured, subject to tho conditions on tho said con-
tract of insurance indorsed ; but the said bill does not
allege what those conditions were, nor that tho assured
had fulfilled uU conditions precedent necessary to entitle

them to demand payment from these defendants of such
loss or damage.

"4. That it appears by the said bill that Adrian
Giberton and Jamea S. Yarker, in tho bill mentioned,

are. the only persons in whose names as plaintiffs any
suit can be maintained against these defendants in

respect of the contract of insurance in the bill mentioned;
and the only persons who as plaintiffs aro competent to

make the aflSdavit of the loss or destruction of tho said

contract of insurance necessary to give to this honorable
court jurisdiction in the promises if for such loss or des-

truction complete redress cannot be obtained at law upon
the said contract of insurance, yet they aro wrongly made
defendants in the said bill of complaint ; wherefore," &c.

Mr. Strong, Q. C., for the demurrer.

187

1800.

Workimm
».

Royal lu.
Og.

'

i^.>^' i

Mr. Blake, Q. C, contra.

SPHAaQB, v. C—The defendants, The Insurance Judrmenf.

Company, demur upon several grounds. They object

that the bill does not allege that tho policy of assurance
set out in the bill is under seal. I think this objection

is not tenable. The demurring defendants aro a corpo-

rate body, and an allegation that a policy of insurance
was made by a corporate body imports, ex vi termini,

thai it was sealed with its corporate seal, inasmuch as

it is tho ordinary mode in which such a corporate body
enters into formal contracts.
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It u i,^n objected that the contract of the Oompany
under then- policy being to pay such Io« or damage as
-hould liuppo,. to the property by fire, "subject to the
cond.t.ona thereon indorsed ;" it i« not alleged in the
bill that such conditions have been performed; and that
It must be taken as against the pleader, who has not
alleged whether those conditions were conditions prece-
dent or subsequent

; that thoy ;iro conditions precedent
the porforraanco of which must be alleged. There is no
allegation of the performance by the assured of the
condmons upon which they should, upon loss, become
entitled to the insurance money, other than this : After
«llogmg the Tact of loss by fire, the bill states that th«
company thereupon became liable to pay to the mid

(the assured) the full amount of the said policy under
the terms and conditions thereof." I thi„k that this is
not a sufficient averment of the performance by the
assure.! of any conditions which were to be performed on
their part precedent to their becoming entitled. It is
nothing more than an averment of a conclusion of law.
If the allegation as to conditions in the contract is to
be taken as an allegation that thoy were conditions preco-
dont, a specific allegation of their performance was neces-
sary, iherwise the plaintiffs do not distinctly aver all the

'

facts that are necessary to constitute their title to relief
Jfonghton v. Rei/nolds (a) ; and Walburn v. Ingilby (b)
18 an authority upon the same point, aud also to the
point that the general allegation contained in the state-
ment of the liability of the Insurance Company is not
sufficient. The real question is whether the allegation
as to cont/; lans in the contract, is to bo taken as an
allegation t > tfce^ aie conditions precedent ; and it is
a question ur,.:-. Mi.oh ^ onfess I have felt considerable
doubt. Of d:^ ; ,61 ^liut I hav- .cen the one that comes
nearest to th^ l^ j \.> y. Bessm.. (c). The bill was filed

(4) 2 Hare 264.
(6) i m. & K. 61,

(c) 8 Y. & C. 820.
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other, without wymg whether tho .lo.niso was by parol -v^
or by ,|«cJ

;
if by parol the suit was ri^-htly constitute.l •

'"'"""

OthorwMe ,f the demise was by .I.e.!. ThJ langunuo of
Mr. Bnron Ald^rton is apposite to tho case before me •

Now two senses may rmonably be put on tho expression
<lem,se.l

;
and ,f so, why am I necessarily bound to

put that constructmn upon it, which it in obvious tho
pla.nt.ffs never intended shouhl bo put upon it, because
Huch a consti-uction would make the auit erroneous ?
Resides, the defendant is in no manner prejudiced bv
the statement for he might easily have raised the ques-
t.on

• • • Taking all the allegations in the bill
ogether I th.nk I ought to road tho expression
.lem.8ed as if .t had been ' demised by parol,' adopting

that construction as the mo.st natu.-al, and, at all events
a. the most .-ensonable, because it will give effect to the
whole b, taken together, whil.t the contrary construe
t.on would render tho bill altogether ciToncous." !„ the
case from which I have quoted, the question arose upon
he heanng, the defendant having by Uh answer set up
that the r.aity who had mado the alleged demise had no
interest ,n tho subject matter of tho suit, and no ri^^ht or
t.t e t^ maintain th. same, claiming the same benefit as
If ho had demurred. At the hearing the usual ground
«a8 taken th,.t it is a settled rule of pleading that every
a legafon shall be taken most strongly against the
pleader. It was in fact a demurrer ore tonus. At the
conclusion of the argument Baron Alderson seoma to
have inclined in favor of tho objection, observing : " The
present inclination of my opinion is that I musr take the
statement in the, bill most strongly against the pleader •

and If so, holding the demise to be a demise by deed'
the v.car would appear to be improperly joined ; but if
by parol then he would seem to bo a proper party "
After taking some time to consider he overruled the
objection upon the grounds which I have quoted from
nis judgment.

Judgtnoot,
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The case seems at first siprht to conflict with the rule

Workman *'^*' ^^^re the language of a pleading is ambiguous it

Ro,.Vin,.
^^*" '^'^ ''^ken most strongly against the pleader ; but

Co- the case seems to proceed upon this, that where the court
sees from the whole of the allegations that the pleader
must have meant his language in a sense not against him,
it sh(»ll not be taken in a sense against him ; and that a
test of the sense in which it is intended by the pleader
is, its making or not making the suit erroneous ; that
when taking it in one sense would make the suit errone-
ous, and taking it in another sense would make it not
erroneous, it shall be taken in the latter sense. This,
if a qualification of the rule, is at any rate founded in
good sense. It amounts in effect to this, that the
ambiguity is removed by what is seen to be the scope
and intent of the pleading.

Another ground of demurrer is that the bill is a bill

Judgment
^^"^ ^®^^®^ ^^ ^®^P®°'= °^ »" instrument which the bill
alleges to be destroyed, and that no affidavit of the fact
is annexed to the bill. It is admitted that an affidavit
is necessary where the allegation is that the instrument
IS lost or mislaid, but it is contended that it is not neces-
sary where the allegation is that it is destroyed. I do'not
find any authority for this distinction, unless it be that
the ordinary form of affidavit concludes with the allega-
tion that the plaintiff does not know where the instru-
ment is unless it is in the hands of the defendant, i. e.,

ifitdoesso conclude as is stated in some of the text
books (a)

:
I incline to think that this is erroneous, for

Lord Redesdah puts two cases, one where an instru-
ment is lost, the other where the suggestion is that it is

in the custody or power of the defendant. In both cases
he states an affidavit to be necessary, in the former
stating loss, and only in the latter ad'^ing the words that
he knows not where it is, unless in the custody or power

(a) Mitford Pig. 124.
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of the defendant
; and it is obviously proper in that case, 1869.

but not in any other cases.
Workman

T.

Royal Ins.
C!o.

The form of affidavit given in several of the authori-
ties, among them Whitchurch v. Goldiuf; (a) is that the
instrument is not in the custody or power of the plain-
tiff which would apply to destroyed as well as lost
instruments. In Judge Stori/'s Treatise on Pleading,
destruction and loss are in terms placed upon the same
footing. He states the rule thus (5) : "if a plaintiff should
seek to obtain a discovery from the defendant of a bond
lost or destroyed, and also relief consequent jpon the
discovery, he is required to make a suggestion in his bill

that without such discovery he has not evidence sufficient

to maintain a suit at law ; and also to annex an affidavit
of the loss or destruction of the bond." It is probably
American law that a suggestion, that without discovery
the plaintiff has not evidence, is necessary to give a
court of equity jurisdiction. I quote the passage for
the classing together by the learned author of instru-

•"""p"'"*

ments lost and destroyed. There is besides a reason
given in the English authorities that applies to both
equally, that the defendant has a right to the protection
which the oath of the plaintiff may afford him as to the
truth of the fact which he alleges as his ground for
coming into equity : Bromley v. Holland (c).

This ground of demurrer, however, is not material .

in the view that I take of the case. It is agreed
that an affidavit is necessary, only where the absence of
the instrument is the sole ground of coming into equity.
There are two grounds alleged in this bill, one the
destruction of the policy, the other that the assured of
whom the plaintiffs are assignees, refuse to allow t^ z

plaintiffs to use their names as co-plaintiffs to sue at law
on the policy. Upon this the objection is that 'there is

91

(a) 2 P. Wm. 541. (6) See. 313, (c) 7 Ves. at p. 20.
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1869. no suflScient allegation that there is any impediment

whatever to the plaintiflFa instituting a suit in a court of

law in the name of the assured against the Insurance

Company. And it is ct utended that something more
than a refusal by the party whose name must be used as

plaintiff at law, is necessary. I find no authority for

this. In Hammond v. Meaecnger (a) it is put as a suffi-

cient reason ; also, in a case in our own court, Ross v.

Munro (b) when judgment was delivered by tlie late

Vice Chancellor, and there are other cases to the same

effect, and none that I have met with in favor of the

Judgment objection.

The demurrer is overruled with costs.

Wight v. Cnuitcn.

Will, eonitnietion of—Distribution, period of— Vested interests.

A testator devised nil his renl estate to hia two dnughtera and a

grand-daughter "during their lives or the Uvea of any one of them

for their support ; and in the case of the marriage of any of them, to

those above-named remaining uumarried ;" and after their decease

the property was to be sold for the benefit of all his grandchildren.

At the time of his death all were living and unmarried ; subse-

quently one of the daughters married, but became a widow; then

the otberdaughter died unmarried and intestate, and afterwards the

giand-daughter married :

//eW—[Spraoge, V. C, dissenting.] that on the marriage of the

grand-daughter, the property was to be sold and distributed

among the grandchildren.

Rehearing. The judgment on the hearing is reported

ante vol. xv., page 413.

Mr. Kingsmill, for the plaintiffs.

Mr. S. Blake, for the defendant.

(a) 9 Sim. 332. (b) 6 Qraat, 432.
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Cream {b\ 1869

Jarman on

Luxford V. Cheek (a), Braintridge v.

Tudor"8 Real Property, p. 740, et seq.
;

Wills, pages 686, 687, were referred to.

After taking time to consider,

VanKouqhnbt, C, delivered the judgment of the

court. He stated that he had written a judgment in

the case, which he had mislaid. The result of it was,

that the will, in his opinion, sufficiently shewed the

intention of the testator to be, that his two daughters

and his grand-daughter named should have the income

of the real estate for a provision until their marriage,

or for life if they did not marry ; and that on the death

or marriage of all three, the gift in favour of all the

testator's grandchildren should take effect.

Spkagqe, V. C, retained his former opinion.

MoWAT, V. C, concurred in the views expressed by

The Chancellor.

Per Curiam—Decree reversed on this point.

[SpRAoas, V. C, dissenting.]

Wight
T.

Church.

Jadgntat.

EwART V. Steven.

Agent and executor, advances to—Claiming againtt teetator't estate.

A Bum of money was advanced to an agent, who was also executor,

avowedly to pay taxes, for which the lands of the testator were

liable, and it was shewn that a part only of the sum advanced was

so applied :

Held, that the lender was entitled to claim against the estate to the

extent to which the money was shewn to have been expended

thereon, and that, too, without reference to the state of acccount

ns between the executor and agent and the estate.

Examinalien of witnesses and hearing.

(a) 8 Lev. 125.

26--VOL. XVI. QR.

(6) 16 Beay. 25.
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Mr. Oattanachy for the plaintiff.

Swart

sJyin. ^
Mr. Strong, Q. C, and Mr. Proodfoot, for the

defendant.

Spraoqb, V.C.-A sum of 81000, moneys of the
estate of the late James Bell Ewart was lent by Josiah
M. Bahmgton, one of the executors of that estate to the
late James Mclntyre, in order to its being applied for
the purposes of the estate of the \v^t& Andrew Steven.
Mclntyre was at the time acting administrator in Canada
of the estate of Steven ; the widow of Steven, who was
joined with him in the administration of the estate,
residing abroad. Mclntyre was also agent of the widow •

the heirs-at-law and next of kin, for the management of
the Steven estate in Canada, real as well as personal.

.
A portion of the real estate consisted of what was

ana«ment. Called the V. E. Tudale property, and on the 25th of
November, 1865, that property stood advertised for sale
for default in payment of taxes ; and on that day the
sum of $1000 was lent by Mr. Babington to Mclntyre,
the receipt given by Mclntyre at the time expressing
It to be " a loan to pay taxes on the V. H. Tisdale
property."

After the close of the case the pass-book oi Mclntyre
with the bank, was introduced in evidence, and its con-
tents admitted as evidence of the facts and figures
therein appearing. From this it appears that on the
day that Mclntyre obtained the loan from Babington
he paid into the bank the sum of $810, and that, inde'
pendently of that sum, his account was overdrawn

; and
further, that on the same day the sum of $808.55 was
paid out upon his cheque. By the evidence of the
collector it appears that he was paid the above sum by
Mclntyre on that day for taxes on the V. H Tisdale
property, and as he believes by cheque. It is possible
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of course that the sum paid by Mclntyre into the bank
was not a portion of the sum borrowed by him from
Babington. If it was a portion of it, then it is posi-
tively certain that the taxes were paid out of the money
borrowed

:
and as it is, looking at the circumstances,

the proper conclusion of fact from them is, that of the
money borrowed $808.55 was so applied.

The position taken by the defendants I understand to

be that the Ewart estate cannot recover this sum against
the Staven estate, unless it be shewn that at the time of
the money being borrowed, Mclntyre had not in his

hands moneys of the Steven estate to answer those taxes;

and only so far as he had not moneys in hand. It is

not a case of the pledging of the assets of the estate by
an executor as a security for money borrowed ; that

stands upon a different principle, which is thus put by
Sir Richard Kindersley in Miles v. Dumford (a) : "Now
the authority of an executor dealing with his testator's

xL- •IT. « .
Judgment

assets, rests upon this principle. It is of importance

to give to executors an uncontrolled power over the

assets : and therefore the law gives him the right of
dealing with the assets to raise money for the purposes
of his testator's estate, and then the onus of shewing
that it was not wanted for such purposes is not thrown
upon the parties advancing the money. It is suflScient

for him to shew that he had no fair ground or reason to

believe that the money was not wanted for executorship

purposes." McLeod v. Drummond (b) before Sir

William Grant, and the same case subsequently before

Lord Eldon (c) ; as also Keane v. Bobarta (d) before Sir

John Leach, all proceeded upon the same principle : and
the later case of ColUnson v. Lister (e) first at the Rolls,

and in appeal before the Lords Justices (/) is not, I

think, an exception.

(o) 2 Sim. N. 8. 239.

(c) 17 Ves. 172.

{*) 4 Mad. 333.

(6) 14 Ves. 358.

(rf) 7 D. M. & G. 634.

{/) 20 Beu« wu.
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1869. I am not referred to any case where there has been
simply a loan without a pledge of the assets by way of
security. In Miles v. Durnford the security was given
subsequently to the loan ; and, upon the ground that the
loan was not made upon the security of the assets, the Vice
Chancellor directed an inquiry whether the money lent
had been applied to the purposes of the estate ; or rather
he held that such would have been the proper course
but for another difficulty in the case (a). On appeal
the Lords Justices differed with the Vice Chancellor as
to the effect of the loan having been made originally
without security, and security being given afterwards,
considering it as a circumstance deserving attention, but
as not going far. Their Lordsl^ips thought the pre-
sumption in favor of the propriety of the transaction,
and upheld the security. The point upon which the
Lords Justices thus differed from the Vice Chancellor
was only as to the effect of security being taken subse-

jndgment. qucntly to, not at the time of the advance. There is

nothing in their judgment to impeach the doctrines
enunciated by him, except in that particular. I except,
however, another point not at all in question here.

I refer to the grrund upon which the Vice Chancellor
was overruled, because I desire to refer to him as an
authority for the proposition that where money borrowed
by an executor for the purposes of an estate is actually
applied to the purpose for which it was borrowed, the
lender is entitled to recover it against the estate. The
Vice Chancellor's position was that where security was
not given at the time, the lender was in the same
position as if security had not been given at all. His
language is that in such a case " the onus of proof is on
the person who advances the money to show that the
moneys advanced were applied to the purposes of
the testator's estate. That rule is just and proper,

(a) 2 D. M. & 0. 641
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and I am not aware of any caso in which the contrary
has been decided."

The language of Lord Romilly in Collinson v. Lister
(a), in which he decided in favor of the estate, is to the
same effect: " If a man, without taking any security,

advances money to another who is an executor, and the
executor informs the lender that he requires the money
for the purposes of the testator's estate, but in fact
misapplies the money, that cannot bind the persons
interested in the testator's estate but constitutes simply
a general debt from the borrower to the lender. * *

where the person lends money to an executor in order
that he may apply it for the purposes of the testator's
assets this is a personal debt of the executor ; but if in
addition to that the lender claims repayment out of the
testator's assets, it can only be in case he can shew that
the executor himself would be allowed that sum in taking
the accounts of the testator's estate." I have no doubt
that Sir Richard Kindersley and Lord Romilly stated
the law correctly, and the obvious corollary from what
they say is, that where money borrowed for the purposes
of an estate by the representatives of an estate is,so
applied, the estate which has the benefit of it is liable

for its repayment
: and I do not understand that it is

liable only where, upon a taking of the accounts between
tue executor and the estate, the balance would be found
at the time to be in favor of the executor or not against
him; but that the lender would be entitled to claim
against the estate iu case he can shew, as put by Lord
Romilly, that the executor himself would be allowed the
sum advanced. The executor himself would of course
be allowed the sum so advanced and so applied whatever
might be the state of the accounts as between himself
and the estate.

It was not indeed as personal representative of the

(a) 20 Bea. 856-871.
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1809. Steven estate that Mclntyre borrowed and applied this
money, and the law as to pledge of assets by an executor
would probably not apply. The question rather is
whether what ho did fall within the scope of his duty
and authority as agent for the management of real
property. It was not, however, distinguished in argu-
ment from the case of an executor. X incline to the
opinion that money lent and applied as this was, is

recoverable by the lender against those who have
received the benefit of the loan, the plaintiff ia effect
following the money by shewing its application.

Judgment.

^

I think the plaintiff entitled to a decree with costs.
The decree will be for payment of $808.55 and interest.

Blbaklez v. The Niagara District Mutual
Insurance Company.

Inaurance—Principal and agent.

The travelling agent of an insurance company obtained from the
plaintiff his application for on insurance, and in filling up the
answers to the questions, the question as to the existence of incum-
brances, was answered in the negative, when in fact a morteage
was m existence on the land on which one of the houses insured
stood.

,

neld, that this circumstance vitiated the policy, not only as to a
house situate on the land covered by the mortgage ; but also as to
another building standing on land not comprised therein, although
separate sums were named in respect of each building.

At the foot of the paper containing the answers to the several quenes
propounded by an insurance company, a memorandum was inserted
stating that their agents were the agents of the applicants, so far
as related to the making of applications, &c. And that the com-
pany would not be bound by any statement made to the agent not
contained in the application.

Held, that the applicant was bound by a false statement, contained in
the application, even if the agent had, as was alleged, filled in the
answer to the question without putting the question to the applicant-

Examination of witnesses and hearinfr.
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Mr. Strong, Q. C, for tho plaintiff.

Mr. Mo88y for the defendants.

SPHAGaB, V. C.-The plaintiff's policy of insurance
stands, as corrected, upon several buildings, a sum being
set opposite to each, and tho aggregate being $3000.
Ihe premises xrere destroyed by firo during the currency
of the policy.

*'

The defendants object to pay for tho loss on several
grounds. The first is, that tho premises ^yere incum-
bered by mortgage to one Ephraim Oook, and that upon
the application for insurance made by the plaintiff, the
existence of such mortgage was not disclosed. This
objection IS anticipated by the plaintiff's bill and is met
by an allegation that tho plaintiff's application or pro-
posal for assurance was made through ono Hill who
was the company's travelling agent for procuring insu-
rances. The proposal contains a series of printed ,ua«».en,
questions, the answers to be made by the applicant for

"

insurance. Among the queries are two :
" Is there any

incumbrance thereon ?" « If any, state the amount
and to whom incumbered ?" Opposite the first of these
queries there is a rather indistinct piece of writing
which IS sworn by the agent to mean "none," and
opposite the second an ink mark signifying, I should
say that there was nothing which it was necessary there
to note. The plaintiff's case is, that the answers to all
the queries were filled in by Hill, the company's agent;
and as to the queries concerning incumbrances says^
that no questions were put to him ; that the other queries
were read to him one by one, and his answers taken down
by Hill, who informed him that that was all the infor-
rcation that was required of him. This case is not
supported by evidence : the testimony of Hill is, that
he asked the plaintiff if there was any incumbrance on
the property, if there was any mortgage, and that the
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1869. plaintiff's answer was ** no." It is strange, certainly

—

^ strange tliat such answer should be given ; iiml strange,

on the other hand, that Hill, reading the queries one by
one, should have omitted this. But supposing this query

to have been omitted by Hill, would it have bettered the

plaintiff's case ? The proposal is signed by the plaintiff,

it is his application, his statement : and Hill, while agent

of the company to solicit insurance, is not therefore

necessarily the agent of the company when performing

a duty for the applicant for insurance : but all

question upon this point seems to be removed by a

provision contained in the application itself: "The
agents are considered the agents of the applicant so far

as relates to the making of applications, and the delivery

of all notices connected therewith, or with the insurance

granted thereon, as shall be given or transmitted to V,ra,

The company will not be bound by any statements made
to the ogent not contained in the application." This

note is explicit upon two points; that in the matter of the

Judgment, application the travelling agent of the company should

be considered the agent of the applicant ; and that the

company would go upon the written application, not upon
the statements made to the agent not contained therein.

It may be that this note was not read by the plaintiff
;

very probably it was not ; for we find an unaccountable

carelessness on the part of persons effecting assur-

ances in making themselves acquainted with the terms

upon which they are insuring. I do not see aay
omission on the part of this company in giving all

necessary information to parties about to insure. On
the first page of the application, or "proposal" as it is

called, there is the heading in large type *' Laws, By-

laws, and conditions of Insurance." And the first is

thus headed: " Manner of effecting Insurances;" then

follows this: "By-law 8, That every person wishing to

become a member of this company shall, previous to

being insured, deposit his application, which said appli-

cation shall be held, taken, and received to be, and form
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IZ'A '\\^f'y
«^ '"""'•«"«'« granted thcrenport, and

Bl«all be held, and read in connection therewith." And
the same by-law under the same head is indorsed (the
first tlnng) on the policy. It would he almost a pre-m.um upon carelessness, and it would be most unfair to
he company, with all this before the assured to make
the company responsible for what passed verbally
between h,m and Sill, even if Hill did omit the queries
rcspectmg incumbrances. There is no evidence in proof
of the allegation that ffill informed the plaintiff that
the answers that he had given comprised all the infor-
mation that was required of him. In Henry v. The
Agricultural Mutual Assurance Association (a) I had

^^.to conside^the effect of representations by a travelling
ftent of an insurance compr,ny, and upon referring to
^^ view I then took of them, I see no reason to alter it.

Then there is the statute, "An act respecting Mutual
Insurance Companies" (6), the 27th section of which is
as follows: "If the assured has a title in fee simpl. '"««««»•

unincumbered to the building or buildings insured, a, „1
to the land covej-ed by the same, any policy of insuran-c
thereon issued by the company, which is signed by the
president and countersigned by the secretary, shall be
deemed valid and binding on the company, but not
otherwiae; but if the assured has a less estate therein
or if the premises be incumbered, the policy shall be
joid unless the true title of the assured and of the
incumbrance on the premises be expressed therein und
on the application therefor." This provision of the
statute IS indeed only in affirmance of what I take to be
the law without it. The existence of an incumbrance
upon the assured premises is a material fact; and an
applicant for insurance is bound to state to the assurers
all material facta ; and he is not excused by his ignor-
ance that material fac.s undisclosed are really material.

(o) ii Grant, 125.

26—VOL. XVI. GR.

(b) C. S. U. C. 952.
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This IB clear from Lindenau v. Deihorough [a) in the

King's Bench, approved of in tho Common Pleas in

JoncB V. The Provincial Insurance Company (A), and

tho same principle is affirmed in tho late case of Batea v.

Hewitt (c). It is not necessary to determine whether,

independently of tho statute, this principle would apply

where tho assurers had propounded a series of questions,

arid there was some material fact not contained within

these questions and lett undisclosed in ignorance of their

materiality. Jones v. The Provincial Insurance Co,

is an instructive case upon that point.

Another point made by the plaintiff is that the com-

pany is estopped from setting up the non-disclosure of

the mortgage by accepting, after the fire, payment of

the sura of S58.30. This sum was due by tho plaintiff

before tho fire. It was an assessment on tho premium

notes given b the plaintiff to the company for tho

period between 31st May, 18G6, and 1st Juno, 1867.

Judgment, j^ jy]y ^ rccoipt for the amount, with the date blank,

was sent from tho head office at St. Catharines to the

travelling agent, Ilill^ who transmitted the amount to tho

head office with other moneys in the December following;

and it was then, as is alleged, and as I assume to be the

case, credited to tho plaintiff in the books of the com-

pany. The company appears to have been notified of

tho fire within a day or two of its taking place ; and

some two or three days afterwards the inspector of the

company, Mr. Graydon, was on tho spot, and was then

arl there informed of tho existence of the mortgage.

The local agent, Tidy, was already aware of it ; Gray-

don was probably aware of it before the payment of the

$58 by the plaintiff to Hill. 1 do not think that this

payment or what was done afterwards can estop the

company from objecting tho non-disclosure of the

mortgage.

(a) 8 B. & C. 586, 92. (6) 3 C. B. N. S. G5.

(c) ii. A. l£ W. JD. aL UVX.
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Tho policy was void ; what was done that could sot it 1860,

up as a valid policy ? Tho receipt of this money by
Tidy, agent for specific purposes, after knowledge by
another agflnt, Graydon, could not have such opera-
tion. Assuming that Oraydon communicated tho

existence of tho mortgage to tho head office, us probably
he did, and that this same money was subsequently

received and credited at the head office, neither could
this, in my judgment, have such operation. Tho course
of dealing was this : Hill was tho company's agent to

receive within his district, comprising it appears two
counties, the moneys payable by the assured upon
osBOssments on their policies ; receipts were sent to him
for the purpose. Tie collected from time to time, and
it was his duty at the end of the year to remit all moneys
collectod. The money paid in October by the plaintiff

was so collected and remitted, and was credited to tho
plaintiff, as it would bo as a matter of course, unless
special instructions to the contrary were given to the

treasurer or book-keeper. The money has not been
returned to tho plaintiff, probably under the idea that
ho was not ontijled to it, as it was payable before tho firo

and before the company had knowledge of anything
wrong in the insurance. The money indeed reached the
head office and was credited there after the repudiation
by the board of the plaintiff's claim for loss. Strictly,

the policy being void, the money should have been
returned to the plaintiff, but tho omission to do this,

probably from a misapprehension of his rights, could not
operate to set up a void policy.

A fact came out upon the hearing, which does not
appear upon the pleadings of either party, that th«
mortgage to Oooh does not cover tho whole of tho

assured premises. The mortgage is of two village lots,

each numbered seven, on different streets. The assur-

ance is on a brick dwelling-house, ^1,600; a frame
town hall, |1000 ; a barn, IgiiOO ; and furniture, §200.

Judgment.
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The dwelling-house and a few feet of one end of the
town hall are on the lots covered by the mortgage : the
barn is wholly on another lot ; and I am asked to allow
an amendment setting up this fact in order, as separate
sums are assured upon each building, that the plaintiff

may recover pro tanto ; and I ought, I think, to allow
it if the plaintiff would be entitled to recover pro tanto,
and if he has a loous standi in court.

To take first the case of the barn. It appears by the
diagram indorsed on the proposal to be within such a
distance from the other buildings assured as to increase
the risk of each. If the barn had been alone insured,
it would have been a true answer to thft query as to any
incumbrance upon it, that there was none. But there is

only one contract of insurance, and the effect of insuring
separate buildings for separate sums is only to limit
the liability of the assurers as to each. Insuring in the

Judgmnt. ^*T
*"'^' ^^® plaintiff did insure, several buildings in one

policy, there was a fact which he was called upon to
disclose, and I must see clearly that as to the barn at
any rate its non-disclosure was immaterial, that it could
not be an element in the consideration 5f the assurers
whether they would assure or not. I cannot see this;
on the contrary, I can understand assurers refusing to
take a risk on a building because of there being a mort-
gage on another, belonging to the same person, within a
distance not free from risk. It is not my province to
say that if the existence of this .mortgage had been
disclosed I feel satisfied that the company would still have
taken the risk. Looking at the amount of the mort-
gage, at the fact that the town hall was built after the
mortgage was given, and other circumstances, I may
think so. But there is the contract, and the court is not
at liberty to speculate upon what the company would
have done if a fact, which cannot be called immaterial,
had been disclosed. I think the plaintiff is not entitled

to recover for the loss of the barn : a fortiori, that heisi

4 i.
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not entitled to anything in respect of the portion of the 1869.
town hall not covered by the mortgage. v—y./

BlMkley
T.

Other points were raised which it is not necessary to i^"cl"
determine. I think the plaintiff makes out no equity,
and that his bill must be dismissed : and I cannot do
otherwise than dismiss it with costs.

As it is a void policy, the plaintiflf would seem to be
entitled to a return of the premiums paid by him, and
the learned counsel for the plaintiffs concedes that such
is his right. I do not see, however, how I can direct
repayment in this suit, as it would be granting some
relief tS a plaintiff who has established no equity ; and
he can, I apprehend, recover them at common law.
The best course will be to set them off against the costs. •'««<i8«ent

BUTLBR V. ChUROD.

Specific performance—Statute of Frauds—Pleading.

Where a defendant denies an alleged agreement of which a plaintiff
seeks specific performance, the defendant should claim the benefit
of the Statute of Frauds in order to exclude parol evidence of the
contract.

Continued possession by a tenant, coupled with acts inconsistent with
a tenancy, is sufficient part performance to let in parol evidence of
a contract of sale.

Examination of witnesses and hearing.

Mr. Croohs, Q. C, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Blake, Q. C, and Mr, Lees, for the defendants.
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Spragqe, V. C—The plaintirs case is that several
jears ago ho became the purchaser from the late
William Hodgina of one hundred acres of land in the
township of Goulburn. The plaintiff has been in posses-
sion of tho land ever since the year 1842, or thereabouts,
originally as tenant of Hodgins, working the farm on
shares

:
and his case is, that in October, 1856 (stated in

the bill, obviously by mistake, as 1854), a contract was
made between himself and Church for the purchase of
the lot for tho sum of .6650; that he ceased to work the
farm on shares, and to deliver produce of the farm as
he had theretofore done by way . of rent ; and that
thenceforth he made payments on account of the agreed
purchase money partly in cash, partly in work, and
partly in farm produce, and thenceforth also dealt with
the land as his own, using it and making improvements
upon it as an owner would do. There was no agreement
in writing between the parties, and the bill puts it as a

Juagment. Verbal contract of purchase. The answer denies the
contract to the belief of the defendant, but does not set
up the statute of frauds. Hodgins died in July, 1867, pos-
sessed of a very considerable amount of real and personal
property. By his will, after devising his homestead to
his wife for life, he devised the residue of his real estate
to trustees. The land in question was allotted to Susan
Church, a daughter of the testator, upon a division of
the property among the beneficiaries, under his will.
She and her husband Coller M. Church, are tho defend-
ants in this suit. Coller M. Church is one of the
trustees under the will, and one of the executors who
proved the same. Notice -o the defendant of the
plaintiff's contract of purchase is alleged by the bill ; and
is not in terms denied by the answer. It is, moreover,
clear from the evidence that the husband had notice,
and I think the wife also.

The effect of the statute of frauds not being set up by
the answer, appears to bo that the defendants me not
entitled to the benefit of it.
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It was SO held by Sir J. L. Knight Bruce in Parker
V. Smith (a), and again in Skinner v. McDouall (b); in
the latter case the learned judge intimating his impres-
sion to be, that the defendant could successfully have
pleaded, or claimed by his answer, the benefit of the
statute. If the statute is out of the question, the logical

conclusion would appear to be, that the question of
contract or no contract, becomes a question of fact,

requiring no particular mode of proof, but a fact that
may be established by the same kind of evidence as any
other fact, and that it is not necessary to prove part
performance in order to take the case out of the statuU.

The plaintiflF establishes his case by evidence that is

to my mind clear and satisfactory. There is the direct
evidence of two persons, who were present when the
contract was entered into. They both prove the amount
agreed upon as the purchase money ; that there was
some discussion about interest, that interest was to be Judgment
charged, and that ^20 on account was paid in hand,
and they each relate a circumstance that probably helped
to impress it upon their minds, which was that, upon
the ^620 being laid upon the table, a son of the plaintiff's

took it up saying it would be time to pay it when the
writings were drawn ; that IJodgins was angry at the
son's interference, and one of the witnesses adds that
the plaintiff got the money back from his son and handed
it to Hodgina who took it : the other witness does not
recollect what became of the money. The other witness
states that upon the discussion about interest, Hodgins
said he would have the interest ; but that he would give
£100 to the plaintiff's wife, who was his niece. Both
these witnesses were intelligent, and as I judge, entirely
truthful.

There is besides a good deal of confirmatory evidence.

(3) 1 Coll. C15. {h) 2 DeG. & S. at 273.
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1869. There was a third witness who was present on the same
occasion, and who speaks as to what passed, though with
less particularity. He had lived with Hodgint from his

childhood, and was then only about ten years old ; he
adds this circumstance, that on the following day he
drove Hodgina home, the plaintiff also being with him.
The bargain had been made at Richmond, where the

parties had met at a fair. He thus states what occurred

:

" when I drove Mr. Hodgim and Butler home the next
day they were rather high, they had been drinking

;

we stopped at Butler's gate and Mrs. Butler was there,

and Mr. Hodgins said, you need not scold him now, you
have made a purchase," and the witness adds, "I re-

member this as if it had been yesterday ;" .this witness,

too, I entirely believed. Another witness speaks of a

conversation with Hodgins in which the latter, in answer
to a question from the witness, said, he had sold the

land to the plaintiff for ^£650. The defendant Ooller

jodgiMnt. M. Church, was also called, principally in relation to

the payment of moneys by the plaintiff to Hodgins, and

to entries in certain books of Hodgins. From his evi-

dence, I have no doubt that the payments were on

account of the purchase of the land in question. There

is also the evidence of a son of Hodgins who, while

contradicting some evidence of a son of the plaintift's as

to the preparation of a conveyance, says, "I am con-

vinced that it could not have occurred, from my father

having said that Butler should not have a deed, for he

had not paid the interest, let alone the principal," an

observation only consistent with there being a contract

of purchase. There is besides the testimony of books

of account kept by Hodgins. Both the plaintiff and the

defendants agree that the plaintiff first occupied the land

as tenant of Hodgins, working the farm on shares, ana

accordingly we find this entry in one of the books ;

—

" 1850

—

Benjamin Butler, an account of the grain

received from him on account for the past year." Then
follow a number of items of grain received in 1850, and
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successive years until 1856, the last entry being of 1869,

March in that year, and ending above the middle of the

page. All these entries are of grain, there is not one of

cash, or of any farm produce other than grain. In the

same book after a number of pages containing accounts

with other persons, v© come to a page headed thus :—
" 1856—Received from Benjamin Butler" and the

first item is October 14th, the sum of £20, which there

can be no reason to doubt is the £20 spoken of by
witnesses as paid by the plaintiff to Hodgins at the fair

at Richmond ; then follow other items of cash : and
entries of cash and farm produce are carried through

the same and another book up to October, 1866. The
items are principally of cash in various amounts, there

are items of farm produce, lambs, sheep, pork, and a

few itr;.is of grain. The accounts before October, 1856,

and the accounts in and after October of that year differ

in several particulars. The previous accounts are of

grain only ; and with the exception of the first three Juagment

items they are not added up. In the subsequent ac-

counts the entries are of a different character, there are

but three items of grain in all ; the rest is what I

have described ; they were added up from time to time

;

one addition makes an aggregate of £190 15«. 9i.,

another of £307 lOs. 9(?., another £341 11«. 6i., this

was in November, 1863. The whole amount (not how-
ever added up in the books; -.6 £476 16«. Id. Assuming
the statute of frauds to be out of the question, as in my
opinion it is, I think the evidence is clear and con-

vincing in favor of the contract of purchase alleged by the

plaintiff. There is some suggestion in the evidence of

the defendant Coller M. Ohurch, of there having been a

nontract of purchase which was abandoned by the plaintiff;

but no such case is made by the answer, and the evidence

upon that point really amounts to nothing.

I have not treated the case hitherto, as one of parol

contract partly performed, but I incline to think that

-VOL. XVI. QR.
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part performance within some of the cases is proved. Mr.
• Justice Story (a) puts the case of a continued possession
by one who entered as tenant, and says "if in the case
of a tenancy, the nature of the holding be different from
the original tenancy, as by the payment of a higher rent,
or by other unequivocal circumstances referrible solely
and exclusively to the contract, then the possession may
take the case out of the statute ;

" he goes on to say
that especially will this be so when the party let into

possession has expended money in building or repairs
or other improvements. I can hardly say that there is

much difference in the character of the improvements
before and since October, 18o^, except in the erection
of a barn which was put up to replace one, the roof of
which had fallen in, and one would say certainly that
the expense of such an erection would rather be by the
owner of the land than by a tenant. But that the
nature of the holding was changed is abundantly evi-

judgmenu dent ; any one examining the entries of the books must
be convinced of this; what the new holding was is

another thing, it might be a tenancy of a different

nature, or it might be a contract of purchase. The
occupier was in possession in a different character ; it

was in substance a new possession, though without the
formality of giving up the one possession and being put
into possession in a new character : but, being in
possession in a character not referrible to his former
tenancy, it was open to him, I apprehend, to shew how
and in what character he was in possession.

Notwithstanding the reluctance expressed by succes-
sive judges to break in upon the statute of frauds, and
their misgivings at^ the length to which some of the
decisions had gone, we do not find in modern cases the
statute at all more rigidly adhered to ; as long ago as
Cooth V. Jackson {b), decided nearly seventy years ago,

\

(a) Eq. Jur,, b. 763.
\J>) 6 Ves. at p. 37.
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we find Lord Eldon saying, "I feel all the disinclination
which has been lately expressed, and strongly expressed,
in many ca? «., to can what may be called the struggles
of courts of justice, to take cases out of the reach of
that statute, further than they have been carried ;

" yet
nearly forty years afterwards (o) we find Lord Oottenham
expressing himself thus: "Courts of equity exercise
their jurisdiction in decreeing specific performance, of
verbal agreements, where there has been part perform-
ance

;
for the purpose of preventing the great injustice

which would arise from permitting a party to escape
from the engagements he has entered into upon the
ground of the statute of frauds, after the other party to
the contract has upon the faith of such engagement
expended his money, or otherwise acted in execution of
the agreement—under such circumstances the court will
struggle to prevent such injustice from being effected."

'

And I may quote Sutherland v, Brigga (b), before Sir
James Wigram, and Parker v. Smith (.), before Sir j„,g„.„t.
J. L. Knight Bruce, as instances of the struggles of
the court to take cases out of the statute. The late
case oiNunn v. Fabian (i), may be cited as another
instance. It resembles the case before me in this,
that there was possession under a tenancy when the
contract, specific performance of which was decreed, was
made. Lord Cranworth in almost the beginning of his
judgment says, « Now I should yield to no judge of a
court of equity in my desire to refrain from extending
the cases in which the court gets over the statute of
frauds

;
but there being an established rule on this

subject a judge ought not to depart from it." There was
some correspondence and a memorandum by a solicitor,
but no writing within the statute of frauds. The alleged
agreement was for a new lease for twenty-one years, at
an increased rent, with tho option of purchasing the

(a) Mundy v. JolHffe, 5 M. & C. at 177. (b) 1 Hare 26
(c) 1 Coll. 608.

(,j I., J,. , i,;, ^pp 35
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1869. freehold within a limited time. The plaintiff had

expended about £100 in altering the shop-front, and

had paid the first quarter's rent at the increased rate.

Speaking of the alteration in the shop-front Lord
Cranworth said, " Now I do not think that we can

exactly call this part performance. The parol agree-

ment was embodied in the lease which is silent about

the alterations. But although it was not part perform-

ance, it is important as shewing that there was an

agreement for a lease. * * * gut j^ere I am not

driven to rely on this evidence, because I think that

there was clear part performance by payment of the

michaelmas rent at the increased rate fixed by the agree-

ment." What is called a lease in the judgment was

never executed.

The case before me is, in my judgment, a stronger

case for part performance—supposing it necessary for

Judgment the plaintiff to shew it—than the case of iVwnn v. Fabian.

The payment of the X20 is itself as strong a circum-

stance as the payment of me increased rent.

It is objected by the answer that the other trustees

under the will of ffodgins, besides the defendant Church,

are necessary parties, and the objection is renewed at

the hearing. I do not think that they are necessary

parties : nothing is sought against the estate of Hodgins,
and the defendants having taken this land with notice of

the plaintiff's contract of purchase, they may properly

be left to settle with the other beneficaries under the will,

and the other trustees, any questions that may arise

among them, if any do arise, from the plaintiff's con-

tract of purchase being established.
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Arnold v. Allinor. 1860.

Injunction—Equitable plea—Practice.

Where a party had a clear right in regard to certain equities to set

them up by way of equitable defence to an action at law, or, to

come to this court ; and by mistake pleaded them at law as a legal

defence only, upon which he neeettarily failed.

Ueld, [reversing the decree of V. C, Mowat,*] that this did not form
any bar to relief, on the same grounds, in this Court.

This was a rehearing of the decree pronounced by Vice

Chancellor Mowat, as reported ante volume xv., page 357.

Mr. Roaf, Q. C, and Mr. Douglas, for plaintiff.

Mr. Blahe, Q. C, and Mr. S. Blake, for defendant.

Spragqe, V. C.—The question presents itself to my
mind in this view : The plaintiff comes into court upon
a clear acknowledged equity ; not an equity which it is judgment
in the discretion of this court to grant or refuse, accord-

ing to circumstances ; but upon a clear equitable right.

Then how is this equity sought to be displaced ? By
this

: that the defendant having the legal right had sued
the plaintiff at law ; and that the plaintiff had in that
action set up as a matter of legal bar that, which was in

truth only his right in equity ; and that he had failed at

law, upon demurrer to his plea being allowed, and the
verdict of the jury being against him. It was his clear

right in regard to his equity, to put it by way of equitable

defence to the action at law, or, to come to this court.

At law he could avail himself of it only by pleading it

specially as an equitable defence. The statute is explicit

upon this point. His pleading it as a legal bar was
simply a mistake—a putting in of a bad legal plea ; and
he necessarily failed.

Where a defendant at law has a defence upon equitable

grounds, he has a choice of two fori, in either of which

*Was not present when the case was re-heard. \
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ho may assort his equity, and if Iio elect to put himself
upon one, and obtain the judgment of that one, and that

be against him, ho is bound by his election, and cannot
resort to the other. This was the ground of decision in

Terrill v. Higga (a) : the defendant at law elected to put
himself upon the equitable jurisdiction of the common
law court, and he was held bound by it. There is, so

at least it appears to me, this broad distinction between
that case and the caso in judgment, that in the case
before us the defendant at law did not elect the court of
law as an equitable /orM»», as did the defendant at law
in Terrill v. Higga.

The question then is, upon what ground are we at
liberty to deny the equitable right. It has not been
adjudicated upon in another court, nor has tho plaintiff

in equity elected that it should be so. The matters set

out in his plea have simply been adjudged to be no de-

Judgment. fence at law ; and there was a trial upon which a jury
found the facts against him. It is clear that the allow-

ance of the demurrer could be no bar to his coming to

this court. Can the trial at law be a bar ? The trial

was really of an immaterial issue ; and if the verdict

had been for the defendant at law, the plaintiff would,

I apprehend, have been entitled to judgment non
obstante veredicto. Further, the defendant at law was
at this disadvantage : that however clear the case of the

defendant may have been in the opinion of the judge at

law for a new trial ; however contrary to evidence he
might have considered the verdict, he could not grant a

new trial, consistently with his right view of the law.

The only ground then upon which the plaintiff's equity

can be denied, seems to me to be reduced to this, that the

defendant at law might, by leave of the court, have con-

verted his legal plea, into an equitable plea. I cannot

(o) 1 DeO. & J. 488.
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think that this is a sufficient ground. It would be at-
taching a penalty to hia not choosing a county court
for his equitable forum, which, I venture to think, we
have no right to attach; and it would be compelling him
to choose his forum, though at a late stage of the pro-
ceedings at law. We have no ground for assuming that
he elected to have an equitable right tried at law ; his
pleading what ho did as a bar at law, shews tha't ho
conceived that he had no equitable right. Ho was
misadvised, but non constat if he had been rightly
advised, that he would not have come to this court.

^

Shortly thr ground upon which I come to my conclu-
sion is this, that the matter in question is not resJudicata;
and that the plaintiff has not put himself upon any other
equitable /orw/n frr the adjudication of his case; thatm the belief that he had a good legal defence, he pleaded
a plea which was properly adjudged in a legal forum to
be no defence at law

; that ho has a good equitable case ; Judgment,
and that nothing that has occurred entitles us to deny
it to him in this court.

If it were a matter of discretion, such as this court
exercises, when, what has been called tho extraordinary
jurisdiction of this court is appealed to, I should still
doubt if it would bo proper to refuse a plaintiff relief
under the circumstances I have detailed. But this is
not a case of that class. It is the equitable right of a
surety to be discharged in sucii a case as is stated by
the plaintiff's bill, and I think that what has occurred
does not displace it.

VanKoughnet, C—I agree in the view taken by my
brother Spragge, that the plea at law is, for the reasons
stated by him, no bar to the equity set up here.

ii-' .S,M

I have great doubts as to the pbintift' being a mere
n any other position than his sou

Bliret.V- nr a¥ainAi..
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Otcar, who signed the note with him as joint maker

;

but my brother Mowat, who heard the case, does not
report that he could reject the evidence of Oncar Arnold,
or of Uiggins, who does not peem to have any interest
in the matter; accepting this evidence, the plaintiff is

entitled to the relief he seeks.

M

DoNLOP V. The Township op York.

Municipal corporation—Comptniation to mortgagte for land taken for
highway—Dedication— Uier.

Land which had been mortgaged by the owner, wan taken by a town-
ship council for a roud, and the compensation having been ascer-
tftined by award, the corporation paid the amount to a creditor of
the mortgagor, by whom it had been attached

:

Ihld, that the mortgagee had the prior right ; that his mortgage
being a registered mortgage, the corporation must be ta\en to have
acquired the land with notice of it; and that the moi igagee was
entitled to recover tho amount from the corporation with nosts.

In a new country like Canada, user of a ro*d by the public is not to
be too readily used as evidence of an " intention" on the part of
the owner to dedicate it. .

Examination of witnesses and hearing.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, and Mr. Barrett, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Blake, Q.C., and Mr. Bain, for the defendants
The Corporation of York.

The bill was pro confesso against the defendant John
. A. Scarlett, the mortgagor.

jadga..Dt Spraggb, V.C—Apart from the question raised by
the municipality, that the piece of land belonging to John
A. Scarlett, and which he had mortgaged to the plaintiff
with other la d adjoining, was and had been dedicated to

li
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the public before the passing of tl.o by-law establishing

it ns purt of a public highway, I think that section 320 of

the Municipal Institutions Act (a) entitles the plaintiff

to a decree. The section runs thus, " all sums agreed
upon or awarded in respect of such real property
shall be subject to the limitations and charges to which
the property was subject." Here was real property
taken

;
and "such real property" as is referred to, and it

was subject to a charge, the mortgiige to the plaintiff.

Money was awarded to bo paid in respect of it, and
that money is made subject to the same charge. The
municipality instead of paying it to the mortgagee, or

holding it to answer his charge, paid it to a creditor of
the mortgagor, under certain garnishee proceedings. If

the mortgagee was entitled to it, the municipality made
this payment in its own wrong, as I thought and held in

Farquhar against The City of Toronto (6).

Then, if the mortgn vas (. ntitled, can the munici- judgm»nt

pality for any reason 8uy, that the payment they made
wa8> proper payment, ur a payment to bo excused as

against the mortgagee. The mortgage yt&n registered,

and registry is by the law made in equity to constitute

notice to all persons claiming any interest in the lands

comprised in^tho registered instrument, subsequefit to

the^ registration. It is contended that this applies

only to persons claiming under the party, not to those

claiming by paramount title. Assuming it to be so,

the municipality, at any rate, do not claim by p .ra-

mount title. Their title is derived through the same
party as is the title of the mortgagee. It is true that,

for public reasons, the assent of the party was not

requisite; 8till,'the municipality were in law grantees,

and the cner of the land taken, is in such cases,

granttr in iimtum of the land taken. The munici-

pality^ - not' tike by title paramount, when under the

i!

»

(a) C. 8. U. C. oh. 64.

28—VOL, xvi, QR,
(6) 12 Qr. 191.
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^>869^ Statute they pay to the owner the price of the land

Daniop **'®^ get, which price may be fixed by agreement
To'rk.

between them. They are purchasers from the owner,
and acquire title from or through him ; and in no proper
sense hold by title paramount. I think the registration
was notice to them of the plaintiff's mortgage.

It is further contended, that if the claim for compensa-
tion had been made by the mortgagee, the municipality
might have made other objections besides those made
by them to the claim of the mortgagor, e. g., that ihey
might say that the road being kept in repair by the cor-
poration was a benefit to the owner. The statute fixes
the principle upon which compensation is to be made : it

13 for any damages necessarily re^lilting from the exer-
cise of the powers of the municipality « beyond any
advantage which the claimant may derive from the con-
templated work." It was the duty of the municipality

Juagmeat. to concede nothing to the mortgagor, and I cannot hear
them say that they did concede anything, or that they
might have done so. That which it is suggested they
might have urged in reduction of compensation, or as an
element of consideration in fixing the price, I ought to
assume that they did urge. There can really be no
reason for two scales of compensation

; for this reason
among others, that it is the owner and he alone that is
compensated

;
for it is he that is compensated whether

the money passes directly into his own hands, or goes to
reduce his debt to a third person.

Apart from the express enactment, the principle upon
which compensation is allowed shews how ju3t it is that
the price to be paid should be subject to the charge
upon the land. The compensation is measured by the

.
diminution in value

; and so unless the charge upon
the land were made a charge upon the compensation
the security would be impaired, at the expense of the
chargee.
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It is not necessary to consider whether the municipa-
lity was right iu dealing with the mortgagor alone in
fixing the amount of compensation to be paid. The
mortgagee does not seek to disturb what was done in
that respect. Supposing him to have been entitled to
intervene, he may waive his right ; and adopt what was
done, and he is willing to do so. It cannot lie in the
mouth of the municipality to say that they dealt behind
his back with that in which he had an interest, and that
for that reason, his position shall be worse than if they
had given him an opportunity to protect it. He now
acquiesces, thinking probably that his interests were
protected sufficiently by one, who had a common interest
with himself, and it cannot lie with the municipality to
open the matter.

There is besides really nothing to open. The moment
the sum was awarded it was in the hands of the munici-
pality impressed with a trust in favor of the mortgagee, J»<>«ineat

and it was so when paid away by the municipality. It
is in principle the case of a purchaser paying his pur-
chase money to tho mortgagor instead of the mortgagee
with a registered mortgage : with this difference that in
the case of an ordinary purchaser the land remains
liable, while in the case of the municipaiily it is the
purchase money that is made liable, the land itself
becoming public property.

The other position taken by the municipality, that
the land was already dedicated ; and so was already a
public highway, is a peculiar one. It is that the land
was already what they by solemn acts professed to make
it. Their bylaw is entitled, « A By-law to open and
establish a Public Highway in the Township of York,"
and the enactment is, «* that a new line of road from
Weston to Dundas street in the Township of York, sur-
veyed and laid out by Messrs. J)enni8 ^ Goaaage, provin-
cial laud burveyors, known and described as follows,"
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then follows a description of the line of road, such line

running through, among other lots, those comprised in

the plaintiff's mortgage.

But assuming it to be open to the municipality to shew
that the land comprised in *he plaintiff's mortgage had
been in fact dedicated to the public by the mortgagor
before the making of his mortgage, or by a'former owner,
I am of opinion that the evidence fails to establish any
dedication. Dedication is, as has been often observed,
a question of intention. User by the public, acquiesced
in by the owner of the land, may be evidence of such
intention; as was said by Lord Wenehi/dale, ,then
Baron Farke, in Poole v. Hmkinaon (a), " there must
be an animus dedicandi of which the user^by the public
is evidence and no more ; and a single act of interrup-
tion by the owner is of much more weight upon.a ques-
tion of intention than many acts of enjoyment."

There was for many years a line of road running
through private property ; the road ran from Dundas
street to Weston, as does the road established by the
by-law of the Township of York, but unlike the road
established by the township, the whole of which runs
through the township, this old road ran partly in

the township and partly (the greater part) in the town-
ship of Etobicoke. The old road as well as the new ran
across lots 6, 7, 8 & 9, in York ; lots 7 & 8 are those
comprised in the plaintiff's mortgage. The whole line
of the old road ran through property of Mr. John
Scarlett, the father of the mortgagor, with the exception
of one lot adjoining the village of Weston. This old
road was in existence some forty years ago, and has
been used by the public ever since, unless discontinued
upon the opening of the new road ; but though used by
the public it is evident that such user was permissive

(a) 11 M. & W. 830.
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1869.only, and with a continuous claim of ownership by Mr.
Scarlett. Mr. Scarlett had ceveral sons, four at any
rate, and appears to have apportioned the greater part

of his large property among those sons from time to

time
; without, however, at first giving them title ; and

retaining the control of the road throughout the whole
of the property until at all events, he gave them title.

He placed his son, the mortgagor, upon lots 7 & 8 some
twenty years ago, and afterwards did considerable

work in planking and in excavation upon the part of the

road running through those lots. When he gave him a
title to them does not appear. The mortgage was made
in Nove- 1860, and it may be assumed to have been
before .. aoae. According to the evidence of Mr.
William Gamble^ who knew the road intimately from
1835 to 1859, a toll-gate was placed upon the road by
Mr. Scarlett, the father, about 1854 or 1855 ; before
that Mr. Gawhle says the road was always a private

road for,Mr. Scarlett, the father, and for his sons; and jndgin.iit

that the public were absolutely excluded as Mr. Gamble
explains, for he says that when he first knew it it was
travelled by the public, but he adds that Mr. Scarlett

would not let them go through unless it served his

purposes
; and he says, " I know of my own knowledge

that he stopped people on it and sometimes turned them
back ;" and he adds that there were gates across the
road as far back as he can remember to prevent cattle

fron straying along the road, and that these gates also

prevented people from travelling along the road.

Another gentleman speaks of the toll-gate as put up at
a much earlier date, he thinks about 1843, and he is

probably right, as he compounded with Mr. Scarlett for

the toll.

^'i' JiSi

The date of the erection of the toll gate is not
material. The first gate in York was on lot 8, it was
afterwards removed to lot 9. Several witnesses were
examined : they differ somewhat ai to dates, and as to
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some mii..r circumstances. They certainly do not
prove any dedication by Scarlett, the father ; their evi-
dence upon the whole is quite against it, and I hardly
think It can be seriously contended that there wag any
dedication by him. But it is contended that ever since
the removal of the toll-gate from lot 8 some fifteen or
twenty years ago, the son, the mortgagor, has allowed
the public the undisturbed use of a line of road through
his property; and that this is evidence of an intention to
dedicate. What would be the proper view, if this were
not part of a line upon which toll was being actually
collected, it is not necessary to say ; but the fact of its
being a part ofsuch line makes it impossible to regard
It as dedicated. As long as the title remained in the
father, and as long as he retained control over the line
he took toll for passing along the whole line, and he'
certainly dedicated no part of it. When the mortgagor
acquired title is not shewn. It may have been any

iudg„.nt. time before November, 1860; but suppose it to have
been at an earlier date, and that he had a right to close
the line

;
and allowed its use by the public, still the

character of his conduct would be not that of a dedica-
tion to the public, but of permitting the line to continue
to run through his land as a feeder to the rest of the
line. There is no room to infer an animus dedicandi
from such a course of conduct.

As further evidence against dedication, is the fact
that this line of road had been kept in repair by the
proprietors of the road, and that no public money or
labor was expended upon it, a fact that was commented
upon as against the fact of dedication by Lord Denman
in Daviea v. Stephens (a).

I may add that in a new country like Canada it would
never do to admit user by the public too readily as

(a) 7 C. & P. 67'.,
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evidence of an intention to dedicate. Such user is very 1869.
generally permissive, and allowed in a neighbourly ^-vr-^
spirit, by reason of access to market or from one part

°"°-'"'

of » township to another, being more easy than by the
regular line of road. Such user may go on for a number
of years with nothing further from the mind of the
owner of the land, or the minds of those using it as a
line of road, than that the rights of the owner should
be thereby affected.

I have dealt with the question of dedication, though I
doubt very much whether it was open to the township to
raise it. If upon the award being made the sum awarded
was impressed with a trust in favor of the mortgagee,
I should incline to think that the township could not go
behind the award

; but this point was not raised by the
plaintiff's counsel ; and I have thought it better to dis-
pose of the question of dedication as well as of the
question of title to the money awarded. Judgment.

A question was made as to the quantum to which the
plaintiff is entitled, supposing him to be entitled to some-
thing. The sum awarded appears to have been, partly
in respect of the value of the land taken, simply as so
much land at so much per acre, and partly by way of
compensation for road work, excavation and planking
done upon the line of road ; and it is contended that the
mortgagee is only entitled to the former. I do not
agree in this. In the first place, the evidence leads me
to think that the planking and excavation were the
work of Scarlett, the father, and consequently upon the
land at the date of the plaintirs mortgage r but if not
so, the mortgagee is entitled not to the bare land merely
or to the land as it stood at the date of the mortgage, but
also to any improvements made by the mortgagor since •

to the benefit of anything done that has enhanced the
value of the land. The compensation under the statute
is for damaares resnltl trnnn
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1869. the award therefor must be taken to be for so much as

"^^ the property of tho claimant was thereby reduced in

Yoik.
^'*'"® • ^° "PP^y i' to the case of a mortgagee, so much as

his security was impaired.

It appears, liowever, that some deductions were made
from the gross sum awarded ; the award being that each

party should pay one half of the costs of the arbitration

and award. The whole cost of this was $160. The sum
payable, therefore, was $520 ; and that, the plaintiff is

in ray judgment entitled to claim from the township,

with interest fron the date of the award, or whenever

it was made payable. The award is not among the

papers pu: in. The decree will be for the plaintiif,

with costs, to bo paid by the township.

Moore v. Davis.

Married woman—Fraud on eredUort.

A married woma!i, living apart from Ler husband, accepted pome
property for her wages :

IJeld, that the transaction was binding on the grantor, and aU claiming

under him.

A person indebted to his housekeeper in $600, conveyed tj her some
land in satisfaction of the debt, the consideration being not inade*

quale. On a bill by another creditor, to set aside the conveyance

as fraudulent and void, the court being satisfied that the debt was

owing, and that the conveyance was intended to be effectual, held

the conveyance valid and diamisied the bill ; but under the oir-

oumstanoes, without costs.

Examination of witnesses and hearing.

Mr. Blain and Mr. Fergu$on, for the plaintiflfs.

Mr. Morphy and Mr, Fleming^ for the defendants.

judgmeni. MowAT, V. C.—The plaintiffs brought an action

against the defendant, John Davitf on a note for 9200,
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given by Davis three years previously. On the 5th of
June they recovered judgment for $254.88, debt and
coats, and on the same day placed in the hands of the
sheriff of the county of York Ji. fas. against goods and
lands. The

fi. fa. against goods has been returned
nulla bona

; and the object of the present suit is to
obtain payment out of land conveyed by Davis to the
defendant Ann Lawson, wife of Charles Lawson, on
the 16th of March, 1867. The bill alleges, that this

conveyance was voluntary, and without consideration
;

and, besides, was executed by both parties "with intent
to delay, defeat, hinder, and defraud, the plaintiffs."

The prayer is, that the deed may be declared fraud-
ulent against the plaintiffs ; and that the land may bo
Bold, and the plaintiffs paid out of the proceeds.

The answer of Mrs. Lawson denies these charges;
and alleges, that the consideration for the conveyance was
a debt of $600 due to her for wages as housekeeper to judgmmt
the grantor ; that at the time the deed was executed
she was not aware, and had no notice that the grantor
was indebted to the plaintiff; and that the convey-
ance was accepted by her in good faith, and without any
intention of defeating, hindering, or defrauding, the said
plaintiffs or any other person. On the whole, I think
that this defence has been established.

The bill does not allege, that the grantor was insolvent
when he made the conveyance, or that he owed any
df''>ts besides the small debt due to the plaintiffs, or that
the property conveyed to Mrs. Lawson \fas all the pro-
perty which he owned. The debt to her arose -n this

•way
: She had been living in Davis's service for upwards

of six years." He appears to have occupied and farmed
the land in question i"hen Mrs. Lawson went into his

service. Afterwards, viz., in 1865, he left the farm in
charge of his mother and brother, and went into the
basiness of aa inn-keeper, at Bradford ; and Mrs. Lawson

29—-VOL. XV. GR.

m
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1869. went with
I aa honsekeeper. She was examined as a

witness by the plaintiffs, ,and she stated that Davis, when
he employed her, agreed to pay her £25 a year, besides
allowing her to keep and sell some poultry for her jwn
benefit, which yielded her £2 lOs. more-, making in
all about $9 a month ; and there ia no evidence or
suggestion that this was not a reasonabi sum to pay her
as wages for the work she did. There is no evidence
that any part of her wages was paid to her, except i

sum of ^10 ; and both she and Davis swear that no
more was ever paid to her, she having paid her expenses
out of some previous savings of her own. Her evidence
was given with the appearance of truthfulness. It is

not alleged in the bill (as I have a' -eady said), that
Davis, at ,'the time of the transaction, owed any debt
except to the plaintiffs, and it is not proved that Mrs.
Lawson was aware or had notice of that debt. The only
evidence from which the plaintiffs would have me infer

Judgm.nt. notice, is her statement at the hearing, that she had heard
a "rumor" that i)aj;2«'s brother "was takingaway things,"
and that that had led her to speak to Davis about

.

her unpaid wages. The plaintiffs' debt is on a note made
by Davis in favor of his brother, but which the brother
had transferred to the plaintiffs a year and more pre-
viously to the tran' iction in question ; so that for a
considerable period before the time of the rumor, the
brother had h; . nothing whatever to do with the note.
I cannot say tl it notice of the rumor, under all these
circumstances, was notice of the plaintiffs' debt. Besides
the plaintiffs' debt, it appears from the examination
of Davis at the hearing, that Davis owed another
debt to a man for wages ; which debt was subsequently
paid by a sale of chattels. This debt, together with
the mortgage on the land, and the debts due to the
plaintiffs and Mrs. Lawson respectively, are the only
debts which are mentioned in the evidence as having
been due by Davis at the time of the impeached
transaction. I should say, however, that h« was a

e

f

t
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Moor*

DaVli.

Bomewhat thriftless and unsteady man, and he seems to 1869.

have been gradually losing his property. That the
conveyance to Mrs. Lawton was mea-.t, between them,
to be an effectual conveyance, and to vest the pro-
perty in her for her own use, the bill does not seem
to dispute

; and I am satisffed that' such was the fact.

Mrs. Lawaon had been married, in 18i4, to a husband
who was alive, and in gaol, when the cause was heard.
She had lived apart from him; for twelve months before
Bavii engaged her to go into his service as housekeeper

;

and it is not suggested, on behalf of the plaintiffs, that
the husband was directly or indirectly a party to the
impeached transaction. Indeed, counsel for the plaintiffs

found an argument on his not having been a party to

the deed, contending that it is void on that account.
But, whatever the husband's right may be, the trans-
action is binding, in the meantime, on Davis and all

claiming under him; and the circumstance of the
conveyance being to the wife directly, put it out of Judgment,

her power to dispose of the property without the hus-
band's concurrence, and tends to remove any suspicion
that the secret purpose of the parties was, that she
should be a mere trustee of the property for Davis, and
should hold and dispose of it for his benefit.

The property is stated in the bill to havb been worth
$1,600 at the time of the conveyance ; and there was a
mortgage on the property for JgSOO

; so that the equity
of redemption which Mrs. Lawson got, was worth $800
only. She received it for $600, a difference too small
to create any legal difficulty in the way of sustaining
th€ transaction.

The case is thus one of a conveyance, intended to be
effectual in passing the property from the grantor
forever

;
executed in consideration of an antecedent

debt, very nearly equal to the plaintiffs' own estimate of
- .... j.^Oi^ur^^ , ttiiu tuauo puoiic by regis-
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tration on the day of the execution of the conveyance •

the grantee not having, till long afterwar-ls, notice of
the plaintiffs' debt, which is the only notice charged
against her. Now, it is to be remembered, that an
intent to prefer one creditor to another was not suflScient,
by the common law, to invalidate a transaction; and
tha such an intent, by means of a conveyance of land,
18 notjyet sufficient for that purpose, unless the case
falls within the provisions of the insolvency laws. . To
invalidate such a transaction, where the alleged consi-
deration is not inadequate, the impeaching creditor must
shew that the alleged debt was not duo to the grantee
or has not been proved

; or that the transaction was not
real, and that the conveyance was in trust for the grantor
I have already said that my opinion on these points is
against the plaintiffs.

The plaintiffs' counsel pointed out that the conside-
.ud,«.nt. ration named in the deed to Mrs. Latvson was a money

consideration, and that the deed was not expressed to be
subject to the mortgagee, though she confesses that that
was the intention of the transaction, and that she under-
took to pay the mortgage. The form of the deed, in
regard to these particulars, was very properly remarked
upon on the part of the plaintiffs ; but evidence of the
real intention of the deo'l is clearly admissible to
support the deed against the attack of a creditor of the
grantor. I refer, on that point, to the case of Mulhol-
land V. Williamson, before the Court of Appeal (a).

Plaintiffs' counsel relied on another transaction which
occurred between the parties about the same time, as
throwing liglit on the character of the transaction in
question. This other transaction is not mentioned in
the bill, and, so far as appears, was not connected with
the conveyance which the plaintiffs impeach. It seems

(a) 14 Gr. 291
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Hoora

DaVl*.

that Davity nbout this time, made a sub-lease to Mrs. 1809.

Latoson of the inn and furniture, for XlOO; that he

thorenfter took no part in carrying on the business, and
that finding the business bnrdensome, though not unpro-

fitable, she gave it up in few months, paying Davi$
however the full sum of £100 for the part of th'^ year

that she had held the place, and charging him nothing

for his board. The lease under which Davis held the

premises is not produced ; the nature or extent of his

interest, in either the house or the furniture, does not

appear ; and the evidence in regard to the whole- trans-

action is 80 meagre, t'iat I find it impossible to say that

the transaction could have defeated or delayed, or did

defeat or delay, any creditor. ' The liberality with which

Mrs. Lawson appears to have acted towards Davis in

this matter, and some other matters, had there been

nothing else to explain it, might be sufficient to make
one suspect a trust in favor of Davia ; but the plaintiffs

have given evidence that an improper intimacy had jn(ig„,nt.

sprung up between the two parties, after Mrs. Lawaon
went into Davia'a service ; and this unfortunate

relation accounts for the conduct of these defendants

in some particulars which would otherwise suggest

fraud towards others as the motive of the parties ; but

I do not see that their criminal intimacy can cancel a

debt for wages which would otherwise be recoverable, or

can invalidate a transfer which could not otherwise te

successfully impeached. It is not alleged that any
criminal relationship was contemplated when the bargain

for the wages was made, or when Mrs. Lawion entered

into the service of Davia.

I think that the decree must be for the defeJidants,

but that there was in the transaction enough that was

suspicious to justify a creditor in filing a bill. The
decree will therefore be without costs.
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Mason v. Parker.

Mortgagt 'ly one parlntr.

A mortgage with diitreis elauae. by the legal owner of property of
which, St the time, he ii ia possesaion, and to all appearance in
sole possession, in yalid at law and in equity against an unknown
portuor, whose only claim to the possession, when the mortgage
was executed, was as tenant at will.

This cause came on for the examination of witnesses,
and hearing, at the autumn sittings of 1869, in Toronto!
An interim injunction had previously been granted (a).

Mr. Geo. D. Boulton, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Mos», for the defendant, referred to the Royal
Canadian Bank v. Kelly {b).

Judgm.nt. MoWAT, V. C—I granted an interlocutory injunc-
tion in this cause to afford an opportunity, as I stated
at the time, of ascertaining the facts more exactly, and
of having the law more fully argued, than was done on
the motion. At the subsequent hearing, it appeared that
the partnership agreement betweenJVWiw^er and iWcCbri
was in writing, but the agreement was not produced, and
no evidence whatever was given of its contents, the
plaintiff relying on the admission of the answer that
" some partnership between them did exist," the terms
of which the defendants did not know. The property
mortgaged to the defendants was property of Fettinger
individually—ho was the legal owner, and, subject to
any rights created by his partnership with McOord, he
was also the beneficial owner. Having no evidence of the
terms of partnership, I must assume against the plaintiff
that the only interest which McCord had was as tenant-
at-will; and the mortgage to the defendants, which was

(a) See antt p. 81.
(6) 18 U. C. C. P. 196.
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executed with the knowledge of McCord, wng sufficient

to determine thr will I cannot say from the ovi-

donco that there was afterwards any joint possoBsion,

except that Fettinger, who was in visible possession, held
possession for MoQord and himself jointly. That kind
of constructive possession was uU the joint possession,
which I can say from the evi^^^ j.,, , that MoCord had.
During most of the time th.it the pa.tnership existed,
McCord was in New York : ah^l for he greater part
of nine months that he waa 'm Oanr (a, ho was con-
fined to bed from illness in a h ^t away from the pro-
perty. Whether indeed ho was over on the j. remises
does not appear. A mortgage with a distress clause by

^
the legal owner, he being at the time in the actual
possession of the premises, and to all appearance in sole
possession, is, I apprehend, perfectly valid at law as
against an unknown partner whoso only claim to the
possession when the mortgage was executed, was as
tenant-at-will.

In equity, the case against the plaintiff is still stronger;
for the defendants set up that they had no notice of the
partnership at the time of the mortgage being given,
and the plaintiff has not proved notice. On the other
hand, it appears that McCord was well aware of tke
negociations for the mortgage, but gave no notice of the
partnership, and made no objection to the transaction.
The facts being thus against the plaintiff's claim, I

think the bill must be dismissed with costs.

281

1800.

JudfUtlif,
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Kitchen v. Kitchen.

Pleading—Demurrer^Allegationa at to notice of plaintiff's equitt,.

A bill, setting forth that one of the defendants procured a conveyance
from the plaintiff by fraud, and afterwards mortgaged the property
to another defendant, is not demurrable for want of a charge that
the latter had notice of the fraud at or before he received his mort-
gage. It la for tli« defendant, in such a case, to set up the defence
of n* notice.

This was a dettnrrer by the Canada Landed Credit
Company to a bill against them and William Whitney
Kitchen, to set aside a deed which had been executed by
the plaintiff for the purpose, as the bill alleged, of con-
veying to the defendant WilUam Whitney Kitchen
ten acres of land, but which, in fact, had conveyed a

"

much larger qaantity (of which the plaintiff was in posses-
sion), the deed having been fraudulently prepared in
that form by the grantee, its purport having been
misrepresented to the plaintiff, and the instrument
having been signed by him without its being read to
him, and without reading it himself.

Mr. aS'. Jarvis, for the demurrer.

Mr. Mos8, contra.

Hughes v. Garner (a), Pennington v. Beeehey (5),
Hardy v. Beeves {e). were cit«d.

Jndgm.Bt. MowAT, V. C—That this bill shews sufficient equity
for relief against the grantee of the deed, the demurring
defendants do n ; dispute. Their interest is under a
subsequent mortgage of the whole parcel from William
Whitney Kitchm to them ; and their contention is, that
the statements of the bill do not shew any ground for
relief against this mor< -age, as there is no allegation

(a) 2Y.it Q. Bx. 365. (b) 2 S. & S 282
(c) 6 Vei. 482.
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that at the time they received it they had notice of the 1869.
facta which constitute the plaintiff's equity against the ^^v—
mortgagor. Kitchen

V.

Kitchen.

But I am of opinion that it was not necessary for t o
plaintiff to allege such notice, and that the defence of no
notice must come from the defendants by their answ;r.
If they do not deny notice by their answer, it is clear
that at the hearing the admission or proof of the facts
which the bill alleges would entitle the plaintiff to .elief
against them. The defence of a purchase for value with-
out notice, is peculiar to a court of equity, and must be
set up by the party who claims the benefit of it. The
bill might anticipate the defence according to the old
practice of the court, for the purpose of putting inter-
rogatories to the defendant on the subject ; or for the
purpose of putting in issue conversations (a) and admis-
s-ons by the defendant, which were evidence of notice,
but wh.ch by the rules of pleading could not be proved ......unless expressly mentioned in the bill. Or, where the
plaintiff rehes on constructive notice it may, in strict-
ness,be necessary, in order to let in the evidence, that the
bill should state the facts which are to establish such notice
(6). J3ut no such charges were ever held to be necessary
for the purpose of preventing a demurrer. The rule
was stated by Baron Alderson in Hughes v. Garner (o),
cited by Mr Moss, In that case the defence was 1
purchase without notice. The bill contained a oharge
of notice, but a charge in such terms as not to cover the
evidence of notice which the plaintiff had given. The
plaintiff 8 counsel accordingly argued that "notice need
not have been charged at all;" and he put this case

:

Where a bill ,s filed to restrain the setting up an out-
standing term in bar of an ejectment, the court will
grant relief mall cases except one, that of the defend-

(o) See Hardy v. lleeves, 5 Ves. 432.
(i) Lewis on Eq. PI. p. 24. u) 2 v * r r, oor,

dU—VOL. XVI. OR.
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1869. ant being a purchaser for valuable consideration without

notice. Suppose this defendant had so pleaded, did any

one ever hear of any other than an ordinary replication?"

The court concurred in that view, observing: "The rule

in equity is, that a person claiming under a subsequent

deed cannot set up a prior outstanding estate, unless he

be a purchaser for valuable consideration without notice.

That must therefore be made out by the defendant; and

the plaintiff is fully at liberty, I think, in answer to

that defence, to shew any facts establishing notice. I

am of opinion, therefore, that on these pleadings I ought

to hear the evidence of Mr. Henry R. Williams, although

the facts there deposed to are not charged in the bill."

The same point appears from the 6th resolution in

Brace v. Duchess of Marlborough (a). A similar rule

as to notice was acted upon in a contest respecting a

legacy which the legatee had assigned to secure a debt,

and afterwards he became bankrupt. The defendants.

Judgment, the assignccs of the bankrupt, claimed at the bar, that

the plaintiff's assignment was not good without notice

to the executors; and the bill did not allege such

notice. But neither had the defendants alleged that

there had been no such notice ; and the Master of the

Rolls held, that in the absence of such allegation he was

not at liberty to adjudicate on that question. I think,

on reason and authority, that the rule is as stated in

Mr. Kerr's book on '' luds {b): that "it is not necessary

to charge notice in a bill to which a plea [of purchase]

for valuable consideration without notice might be

pleaded." There are other statements besides want of

notice, which are necessary for that defence, and which

this bill does not relieve the defendants from the duty of

making in their answers.

The demurrer must be overruled with coats.

(o) 2 P. W. 495. (6) p. 300.
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Stewart v. Fletcher.

Jnfanii—Paymenti out of capital—Practice.

In a proper case Trustees may be allowed payments inade by them, for

the maintenance and education of children, out of their capital.

Under a general administration decree, the Master may, without any

special direction, take evidence as to payments by executors, for

the maintenance and education of infants, out of their shares of

capital, and report the facta.

This was an administration suit. The^ usual de-

cree had been made, and in the prosecution of it before

the master at Hamilton, the executors and executrix

claimed to be allowed certain sums which they said

that they had necessarily paid out of the corpus of the

shares of infant children for their education and main-

tenance ; but the master declined receiving the evidence,

as not authorized by the decree. The claimants did

not appeal against this refusal; but, acquiescing therein,

they presented a petition praying, that they might be de-

clared to be entitled to be allowed all sums expended by

them out of the testator's estate for the proper mainte-

nance and education of the infants, and that it might be

referred to the master to take an account thereof. On

behalf of the infants, afiidavits were filed negativing the

case set up by the petition and by the affidavits filed in

its support.

Mr. Udgavy for the petitioners.

m

m

Mr. A. Chadwiek, contra.

Fielder v. O'Sara (a) and other cases were referred to.

MowAT, V. C—In Fielder v. O'Eara (a), the Chan- judgment.

cellor held, that under a decree of this kind a master

(a) 2 Cham. Rep. 256.
"m
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'''^^'
win [ u r'P'°'"' circumstances, and that the court

...... Jll make the allowance on further directions where tlcircumstances reported warrant the allowance lliAregret to find that, notwithstanding ZTZ term fthe general ordprs C«\ „ . • i . ^ *"™8 ^^

.ogf. a-thoH^i/ 1". trie;":r "m"™'^
expense mar be avoM.^ h! I ' '" »<'<''"»n»l

"t.r »*' »" 'l-e petition,„, a^JeTXof evidence i, against the petitioner. Th,H I
this expression of opinion will .?/t! "''•

'""•

evidence and report th?r;„:1 , "Th Z'' ?
.3 not against allowing pay.enta . de b^ ^ Jr." !

If the Master's attention was not called m .v-««-e. cued the petitioners should pay th cost of hV
'"''

application
;

if the case was c t^d to 1 ^*''''"'

reserve the respondents' costs un H th! .
'''' ^

for further directions
''"'' '°"«« 0°

Roberts v. The Corporation o. the City oe Toronto.
Claim for ,ama,. ty u>ay of com,en>a,on-Se,u»traHon.

The plaintiff was a creditor of WiUiam /?... a

fa) ConsoL No. 220 et tea T^r ^

^ "

«'V- vO Lewin on Trusts, 421, 422.
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dute^November 9th, 1858. On the 5th of November, 1869.
18b, a writ of sequestration ^yas issued to enforce- ^—rw

On fr''no,r^''T''"'^"'^ ^" '^' «^^"ff'« hands, "r"
A

28th of January, 1869, wnts against the '^t^^^o"
goods and lands of Bees, for some costs, were deliv.
ered o the sheriff; and on the 30th cf January, 1869
the pa.nt.ff took out an attaching order, which he servedon the Corporation o*- Toronto. On the Ist of Feb-ruary, 1869, the present bill was filed agai. -. thi Cor-
poration, Rees, and certain assignees of Mees, one onlyof which assignees, Mward E. W. Eurd, was retainedas a defendant, the Ml having been dismissed against
other by consent. By this bill the plaintiff claimed tohave by virtue of his writs and attaching order, a iien

suit by the latter against the Corporation of Toronto.

A decree had been pronounced by Vice-Chancellor
^pra^ge, in that suit, on the 20th of January, 1869 "„•
had never been drawn up. Mees had claimed by his' bi

-^--•
that the Corporation of the City, by misrepresentatonprocured a patent for some property to whL he h.Z
eaujtable (or rather moral) clai^an'd wllthet ttp.ed and improved. The court was of opinion thathadthe Crown known the truth a patent would not have bngranted to i^..,, but that the Crown had been indu dto grant the patent to the City without compensat n.Bees for his improvements, by means of Ts 1"
senta ions which were traceable to the CorporatTonand therefore, that the Corporation, if the patentTa^maintained, should pay the value of the improvementsIhe court offered Hees a decree to that off ct anl

'

reference to the master.to ascertain the amou 't or adecree setting aside the patent as to so much of th'e andas the city had not disposed of, and leaving th governraont to settle the claims of the parties.
^

Mr. ffodffins, for the plaintiff; referred to Zowten v.
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1869. The Mayor of Oolchesttr («), Attorney-QcHeral v.

"""^''"^ Sand (b), Qlark v. Sa-Ot/ps {o\ Weh v. Moi^re {d\

• Anon {e\ Beverley's c&QQ {f), York-''. ^Uen{g), Fro-
ofToionto, tector V. Lumley {h), Aldridge v. BuUiH ii), Harrison's

Oh. Prac. 141, 142, 333, 334, Tidd's Prac ol i. v,.

134, (8th ed.), Brooke's Ab. Patent, pi. Do, 'Itcistkiss,

pi 172.

Mr. C.
:'' Co-ver, for lie City of Toronto.

Mr, IJ.ufd, lu^ the other defendants.

Juit^'iT.ent.

Mowat, V. 0.—I am of ; opinion that the claii)! of

Bees cannot, m its present form, be made available by

the plaintiff under any of his writs, or under his attachifig

order. At the close of the argument I said that I wat5

clear about this, except as to the sequestration, the effect

of which I wished to consider a little. In the elaborate

judgment of my brother Spragge, in Irving v. Boyd

(_/), he shews that there are choses in action of both a

legal and an equitable kind which cannot be reached by

a sequestration ; and he instanced rights at law arising

ex delicto^ and rights in equity to set aside a convey-

ance.. The right which the plaintiff here seeks to

sequester is, the right of his debtor to compensation for

the misrepresentations of the Corporation, the amount

not having been ascertained or determined ; such a case

clearly falls within the principle of the choses in action

referred to by the learned Vice-Chancellor as not liable

to sequestration. It is not necessary to remark on hii

effect of the assignment by Dr. Bees to Mr. Surd.

solicitor.

(a) 2Mer. 8^6.

(e) 2 Lutw. 613.

(e) 2 Leo. 197, pi. 260.

{g) Lane's Rep. 20.

(i) 2 M. & W. 412.

(6) Hard. 490.

{d) 2 Vent. 282.

(/) Moore's Rep. 241, a-

(h) Hard. 22.

U) 15 Gr. 167.

.-'H,
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The bill must be dismissed, with costs. The master, 1869.

in taxing, will consider whether the answers are of '"^^^^

unnecessary length, and whether separate answers were
corporation

„_-««„„_„ ofXoronto.
necessary.

Long v. Long.

Mortgage—Redemption—Partite— Oift by parol. ^^

To a suit by a second incumbrancer, to redeem the prior incum-

brancer, the owners of the equity of redemption are necessary

parties.

The owner of property mortgaged it, and then died, having devised

one-half the property to one son, and the other half to another,

charging each half with an annuity to the testator's widow. One

of the sons afterwards died intestate, and his widow paid off the

mortgage and took an assignment to herself

:

Held, that the one annuity not being in arrear, and the assignee of

the mortgage being willing to pay the arrears of the other annuity)

the testator's widow could not insist on redeeming the mortgage.

A parent was not permitted to recall a gift, which, in view of the mar-

riage of one of her two sons, she had made verbally to the two,

of certain arreivrs of an annuity which had accrued due from them

while she lived with them ; the attempt to recall the gift not having

been made until after the marriage and death of the son.

Examination of witnesses and hearing at Barrie,

autumn sittings, 1869.

*jli s I

i

Mr. D. McCarthy, for the plaintiflF..

Mr. Boysy for the defendant.

MowAT, V. C.—One Charles Long, by his will, gave Jndgm.nt.

to his wife, the plaintiff, for the terra of her natural life,

amongst other things, one bedroom of her own choice,

together with the bed, bedding, and other furniture, in

the- dwelling-house in which the testator lived, situate on
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1S69. the north-half of the west-half of lot No. 8, in the 3ril

concession of Oro ; also, an annuity of ?50 to be paid
by their two sons, Eraatm and George, half-yearly, in

lieu of dower, out of the real estate devised to them, half
to be paid by each ; and ho devised the said north-half
(fifty acres) to Erastua, subject to half the annuity, or

$25 a-year ; and the south-half (fifty acres) to George,
subject to the like yearly sum. Afterwards the testator

mortgaged the one hundred acres for $360; and in

July, 1863, he died, leaving the mortgage and other

debls unpaid. On the 8th April, 1868, Eraatua died,

intestate, leaving Martha Long, his widow, and an
infant son. Subsequently, the mortgage becoming
due, Martha'a father advanced money on her behalf
to pay it ; and on the 31st August, 1868, the mort-
gage was assigned to her. The plaintiff wished to

redeem this mortgage, and to get an assignment of it

;

and her daughter-in-law being unwilling to assign it,

Judgment, the plaintiff on the 17th November, 1868, filed her bill,

claiming a right to that relief. The cause came before

me on the 4th May, 1869, when I ordered it to stand over
for want of parties. The plaintiff then added as parties

George Long and the infant heir of Eraatua; and the

cause again came before me on the 30tli» September,
1869, for hearing. The amended bill prays no relief

against the new parties, and does not ask for payment
of the plaintiff's annuity, or for foreclosure in default

of payment; but prays, as before, that the plaintiff

may be let in to redeem the mortgage, and that the
defendant, Martha Long, may be ordered to execute an
assignment of it to the plaintiff.

It is quite clear that the plaintiff has not, by reason of
the provisions in her favor in the will, an absolute right

to redeem the mortgage. Her right to redeem the prior

mortgage is only ancillary to her right to work out, if

necessary, her remedy against the mortgaged estate by
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foreclosure (a). If Martha Long, who holds the mort-
gage and ig interested in the equity of redemption aa

dowress, does not insist on the phiintilT'a paying the

mortgage, and is willing to pay the arrears of the an-
nuity charged on her husband's half, the plaintiff is not

entitled to anything more. The annuity charged on
Qeorge\ half is not in arrear.

Leave was asked to re-amend the bill by adding a prayer
for foreclosure. If I should grant this prayer ; it could

only be on payment of the costs of the suit hitherto, for

I am satisfied, from both the pleadings and evidence,

that the object of the suit was to obtain an as-

signment of the mortgage, and not a foreclosure or pay-
ment of the arrears of the annuity , and that Martha
Long's resistance to the relief prayed arose from a fear

that the plaintiff meant to use, or to attempt to use, the

power of sale which the mortgage contains, in order to

destroy the equity of redemption of the widow and son judgment.

of Erastus. I am satisfied that but for the plaintiff's

claim of an absolute right to an assignment of the mort-

gage, no suit would have been brought. Since the

suit was commenced, George Long has sold out his

interest in the other half of the lot to a person who is

not before the Court.

There has been a. dispute since the death^of ^raaiw*
as to whether the plaintiff can now claim the annuity

for the first two years after the te^ator died, she' having

verbally made a gift of the two years' arrears to her two

sous in February, 1867 ; and both parties have requested

me to decide th- ; int on the evidence which is before me.

Eraitus was t^eu about to get married ; and the plaintiff

and Cfeorge Long were preparing to remove from the

house in which they had theretofore resided with Erastus

(a) Fisher on Mortgages, seo. 640, p. 312, 2Dd ed., and cases

ih«r« cited.

31—VOL. XV, QR.
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on his fifty acre? md to live in a house which stood on

George's lanl. The two sons, in view of those changes,

divided between them tho chattel property which their

father had left, und which amountcf' i;i vaiao to about

.£100, including, I presume, what the sons had acquired

after their lather's death. The settlement between them
took pinoe on the 0th September, 1867, with the assist-

ance ot liiutual friends, and it occupied several hours of

that day. The plaintiff, on this occasion, announced

that the would forgive her sons the two years' arrears in

quostioi ; and she repeated the statement in the presence

of her sons and others several times during the negocia-

tions that day. She afterwards, and both before and
after the marriage of Erastus, said U various persons

that she had forgiven the same arrears. She made this

statement to her intended daughter-in-law'a mother, as

well as to others, before the marriage. The plaintiff had

lived with her sons on the farm since her husband's

Judgment, death, and had managed the house with some assistance,

receiving from her sons her food nnd clothes ; and the

reasons she gave for the gift of tho two years' arrears

were, on various occp"ions, such as th( j: that the sons

had paid off their fati '3 deLis, and imd given her all

she wanted ; that they had been good to her, and she

wished to help them alor;; • that they could not pay the

debts and keep her, and nay the annuitv too. Shenas
never attempted to withdraw the gift in tae caso of her

surviving son ; and she made no such a, apt with re-

spect to the other son's share ; 1 a*" r his death.

Now, there are many ca es in wh. th atention of a

parent in I'lvor of a child, or of oii elauv 1 in favor of

•vnother, though expressed verbally and not in writing,

or though only to be inferred from circumstances, has

been enforced by courts of equity (b); and having

(6) Edea v. Smith, 5 Vea. 341 ; Gilbert v. Wetherell, 2 S. &. S.

254; Mellund v, Gray, 2 Y. & C. C. C, 199 ; Flower v. Martin, 2 M. &
C. 459, and cases ther oited ; Pry on Sp. Pert'., 192 et teg. ; White

ff Tu. L. C. in Eq. 5 ed. -I^T et »eq.
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reference to these cases, I am of opinion that the plaintiff's 1 809.
gift of these arrears, though made by word of mouth only,
cannot, after so long an ttcquiesconco, and in the altered
circumstances of the parties, be recalled. The amount
due the plaintiff on the 28th July last is, therefore, for
three years only, loss ^11 paid, say 364, with interest
from the time at which each in<^talment fell due. The
plaintiff is chargeable with tho .osts of the defendants
Martha &xid the infant; these may be set off against
the amount coming to the plaintiff; an.' the* balance
will be paid to or by the plaintiff, as the case may be.

The points in dispute hitherto having thus been ad-
judicated upon, I hope the parties will provide amicably
for the future without further litigation. In that case
iJeorge Long or his assignee should, I presume, pay

'"''*'°'°'

hi'i" the mortgage, with interest ; and the annuity of ^25
on euch f^ffy acres should then, by agreement, be made
a first c' 'e thereon (a).

ToTTEN V. Douglas.

Fraudulent convetjance—Mortgage—Purchase for value toithout notice.

Where an insolvent poraon made a fraudulent mortgage of nil his
unincumbered property to his son to secure an alleged debt of $400
to the son, and a fictitious debt of $000 to the mortgagor's wife;
and the son Bhortly afterwards transferred the mortgage, for value]
to a person who had notice of the insolvenny, and of other circura-
Btanoes iitted to awaken his suspicion as to the bona fides of the
mortgage, it was held, that ho could not defend himself as a pur-
chaser without notice of the fraud.

In ca.se of a purchase of a mortgage security recently giveu on all his
real estate by an insolvent father to his son, thi purchaser, if he has
notice of the insolvency, should, before completing his purchase,
satisfy himself by proper Inqniries, that the mortgage was bona
fide, and good against creditor.!.

The bill in this cause was amended by adding parties

(a) See Ehpdes t. JJuokland, 10 Beav. 212.
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and otherwise, pursuant to tho leave given after the

former hearing (a). Tho dofonilants, Oook and Neahitt,

having answered tho amended bill, somo new depo-

sitions wero taken, and tho case was argued on the old

materials uad the new.

Mr, Strong^ Q. C, and Mr. James McLennan^ for

the plaintiff.

Mr. D. B. Bead, Q. C, and Mr. Boyd, for the

defendants.

MoWAT, V. C—In ray formerjudgment I expressed an
opinion, that the mortgage was wholly void as betwoon
tho mortgagee and the creditors of the mortgagor

; that

the alleged debt of 3600, to the mortgagor's wife, being
fictitious, and the son, to whom tho mortgage was made
being a concurring party in the transaction, tho mortgage

Judguieot. was void as to the remaining ^400, whether a debt
of that amount was really due to the son by tho mort-
gagor or not. It was contended on the second argument
that til doctrine of Commercial Bank v. Wihon (b), to
which case I had referred as an authority, applied to judg-
ments only, and was not applicable to a mortgage ; but
on examining again tho language of the learned Chief
Justice, I find it quite plain that tho doctrine of the
case is not confined to fraudulent judgments.

I continue of opinion, also, that tho purchaser of a
legal mortgage on land which is impeached by the mort-
gagor's creditors as a fraud on them, may defend him-
self on the ground that ho was a purchaser for value
without notice of tho alleged fraud. A purchaser of a
mortgage takes subject to all equities betw' -n the
mortgagor and mortgagee, whether he had n ace of
them or not, if he does not buy with the concurrence of

(a) 16 Qr. 126. (6) 14 Gr. 473.
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Douglu.

the mortgagor. But I am still of opinion that being a 1800
purchaser of the land pro tanto, ho is not affected,
any more than the purchaser of any other interest, by
equities paramount to both mortgagor and mortgagee,
unless ho bought with notice of them, or was guilty
of such negligence in his purchase as is equivalent to
notice. The case of s\ich a purchaser comes within tho
words and spirit, and 1 think myself bound to hold that
It comes within the true intent and meaning, of tho pro-
tecting clause of the statute of 13 Elizabeth (a). That
clause declares that tho act "shall not extend to any
^'1

estate or interest in lands, etc., which estate or inter-

'I

est is or shall bo upon good consideration and bona
''fide, lawfully conveyed or assured to any person, etc.,
'^'^not having at the time of such conveyance or assur-
"ance, etc., any manner of notice or knowledge of
"such covin, fraud or collusion, as is aforesaid."

If, therefore. Dr. Cook, at or before his purchase of jud.„«,
the mortgage in question, had no notice of its true cha-
racter, I think that tho plaintiff must fail. Assuming
the mortgage to bo bad, the defence of no notice of the
facts which make it so, is the only defence left to the
defendants. Dr. Cook's object in tho transaction was
thereby to secure $600 of his own bonajide debt, which
he found was in groat jeopardy ; and, if he had accom-
plished that object by any legal means, his doing so
might have been subject to no just blame. But, unfor-
tunately, what he did was, to tra^^gfer from himself to
another his good debt ; to take in exchange for it a debt
which I must hold to bo fictitious, though it had tho
appearance of being secured ; and to put himself in such
a position that I cannot uphold tho transaction unless
satisfied that his bargain had the effect of making the

'

fictitious debt a valid debt, to the prejudice of all other
creditors.

(a) Ch. v.. sec. R,
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1869. As the case stood at the former hearing, I was in-

clined to think that notice had not been sufficiently

made out, though, as I stated, it was not without con-

siderable hesitation that I had come to that conclusion

(a). James Douglas has since boon examined viva voce

for the first time. Dr. Oooh has had a second exam-
ination,—these examinations were before the master
at "Woodstock,—and some witnesses have been examined
before the Chancellor. On a view of all the materials

now before me, and with the advantage of the second

argument, 1 am of opinion that notice has been
established ; that the facts admitted by Dr. Qook are

sufficient, either to justify tho inference that he had
express notice of the facts which make the mortgage
invalid, or to shew that hi : want of notice arose from
his not making those reasonable and proper inquiries

which the circumstances of the case and the rules of

equity rendered imperative. He knew at the time of his

Judgment, purchaso, that the mortgage had been executed less than
five months before ; thai it was a mortgage to the mort-
gf jor's own son, a workman in his father's business of

' a tanner j that the sura which tho mortgage purported

to secure was nearly, if not quite, tho full value of the

property ; that this property was the only unincumbered
property which the debtor had at the time (and he ac-

quired none afterwards) ; that in loss than five months
after the mort"ao;o was given, the father's chattel

property had been seized by tho sheriff and sold, his

business had been closed, and he had become confessedly

and hopelessly insolvent. Being insolvent at this time,

Dr. Cook had no right to assume, without inquiry,

that the father had been solvent four or five months
before, when the mortgage was given to tho son

;

and it is not pretended that the father was in fact

solvent at that time, or that Dr. Cook supposed so when
he bought the mortgage. The defendants' own witnesses

(a) 15 Qr, p. I3l.
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show that the father had been insolvent for years,

though still struggling to carry on business, and that he
was greatly embarrassed at the time of making the

mortgage. Now, a conveyance by a solvent man to his

son, for alleged value, may, in the absence of circum-

eiances of suspicion, bo assumed by a purchaser to

lave been bona fide. But I think that I may safely

hold that a recent conveyance, whether by way of
mortgage or otherwise, from^ an ^?^5lolvent person to

his son, should always be inquired into by a purchaser.

I think that such a conveyance invariably is inquired
into where the purchaser is prudent, or is well advised,

or does not deliberately prefer to be ignorant ; for every-

body knows that it is by conveyances to relatives that

a fraudulent debtor usually endeavors to defeat his

creditors. If the conveyance or mortgage to the son is

of all the insolvent father's real estate, the suspicious-

ness of the transaction is considerably increased.

But Dr. Cook knew more. He admits having been
informed by the parties, before he bought, that the sum
of $1,000, named in the mortgage, was made up in part

of an alleged debt of $600, said by them to have been
due from the mortgagor to his own wife, to whom he had
been married . for thirty years or so. Further, I am
satisfied, from Dr. Cook's examination, that his nego-
tiation for the purchase of the mortgage was with the

mortgagor, and that the son merely acquiesced in and
carried out what his father had agreed to. The very
circumstance that all parties were willing to transfer to

Dr. Cook this secured debt of $600 for a corresponding

amount of the insolvent's promissory notes, on the

single condition of Dr. Cook's paying to the son the
remaining sura of $400, was also calculated to stimu-

late doubts as to the $600 being really a bona fide
debt. If a mortgage for a large sum by an insol-

vent person to his son, is sufficiently suspicious to

render inquiry on the part of a purchaser, natural and

247
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1869. necessary, what are wo to say of a mortgage which is

made to a son to secure an alleged debt to the mort-

gagor's wife, and with which the parties afterwards

deal as I have mentioned ? Is it possible to imagine

any prudent man, who did not prefer ignorance to

knowledge, accepting the statement that there was such

a debt, and not even asking when or how it arose ? The

defendants claim that Dr. CooTc was dealing for an in-

terest in land, and is therefore, according to the rules of

this court, entitled to hold the interest which he acquired,

free from all claims of which he had no notice. But

equity recognizes the validity of this defence, only

when the purchaser used all reasonable diligence and

made all proper inquiries to ascertain the facts. The

defendants do not pretend that Dr. Cook was misled

;

that the parties misrepresented to him, or withheld from

him, any of the facts with which we are now acquainted

:

if he had inquired how and when this alleged debt of

Judgment. ^600 to the wife arose, he would have learned its

imaginary character ; and therefore I must now impute

to him that knowledge. He had no right to refrain

from inquiry. Having refrained, he is in no better

situation than if he had made the inquiry and got the

information (a).

I must declare, that the mortgage and assignments are

void against the plaintiffs and the other creditors of the

mortgagor. The defendants, James Douglas, Ephraim

Cook, and John W. Ncsbitt, will pay plaintiff's costs to

decree, exclusive of the costs of the firsf, Jiearing at Wood-

stock, and including the costs of one only of the

examinations of those persons who were examined twice.

I presume that no reference will be necessary to ascer-

tain the amount due on plaintiff's execution, and that Mr.

Oockahutt will make arrangements for paying the

(a) See Parkor y. Wnyte, 1 H. & SI, 170; Ogilvia v. Jeafferson,

2 GifF. 378.
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amount without the expanse of a sale of tht; property

by the court—in which case the property may by the

decree be vested in him for the benefit of the general

creditors.

249

1869.

Brooke v. The Bank of Upper Canada.

Bill to enforce double liabilUt/ of thareholders— Pleading— Partiet.

A bill will lie in equity, at the suit of a creditor, to enforce the double

liability of the ehareholders of an iuBolvent company.

But such a bill must be on behalf of all the creditors.

This was a bill by an execution creditor of the

Bank of Upper Canada. The defendants were the

Bank and three of the shareholders. The !>ill alleged

that the plaintiif had delivered to the sheriff of the

county of York, within which the Bank, while in opera-

tion, had its chief place of business, writs of execution

against the goods and lands, respectively, of the Bank
;

that the sheriff had been unable to levy or make anything

on either of the executions ; that the debt remained

wholly unpaid ; that tho Bank had no assei.^ out of

which the plaintiff could obtain payment or satisfaction

of any part of his debt ; that the assets and property of

every kind which the Bank had, had been wholly

exhausted ; that the stock of the Bank had been paid up
;

that the defendants, the three shareholders, had not

yet paid anything in respect of the double liability

imposed by the act, 19 & 20 Victoria, chapter 121,

section 36 ; that the aggregate sums which they were

liable to pay in respect thereof was more than sufficient

to pay and discharge the plaintiff's executions; that

the defendants were directors or managing officers of

the Bank ; and that the shareholders were too numerous

to be all made parties to this suit. The prayer was, for

QO__tfAT.. 3tVT. GR.
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an account of what was due to the plaintiff: for an account
of the number of shares holden by the three defendants,
"and of the aggregate amount for which they arc
respectively liable as sureties as aforesaid for the debts
of the said corporation; and that the defendants may
be ordered to contribnte in proportion to such liability
to the payment of what may be found due to the
plaintiff; that if necessary an inquiry may be directed
as to other persons who may be shareholders of the said
Bank

;
that they may be ordered to contribute to the

payment of the plaintiff's debt ; that for the purposes
aforesaid all proper directions may be given and accounts
taken

;
and that the plaintiff may have such further and

other relief as to this honourable court may seem
meet."

Judgment.

The three defendants demurred to the bill for want
of equity, and because all the creditors of the Bank
were not parties.

Mr. Blahe, Q. C, for the demurrer.

Mr. James McLennan, contra.

Harris v. The Dry Bock Company (a), Wood v.

Dimmer (b), Cullen v. Queenabury (c), Story's Eq. PI.
sec. 116, were referred to by counsel.

MowAT, V. C—The enactment (d) which creates the
double liability invoked by the bill, is as follows :

"la the event of the property and assets of the said
Bank .becoming insufficient to liquidate the liabilities
and engagements or debts thereof, the shareholders
of its stock, in their private or natural capacities,
shall be liable or responsible for the deficiency, but

(a) 7 Gr. 450,

(c) 1 Br. C. C, 101,

(4) 3 Mason, 308.

(d) See. 36.
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to no greater extent than to double the amount of
their respective shares

; that U to say, the liability
and responsibility of each shareholder to the creditors
of the said Bank shall be limited to a sura of money
equal in amount to his stock therein, over and above
any instalment or instalments which may bo unpaid
on such stock, for which he shall also remain liable
and shall pay up." The act for the settlement of
the affairs of the Bank (a) contains a clause providing,
that nothing therein contained shall affect or vary the
liability of any shareholder^to any creditor of the Bank
or the rights or remedies of any such creditor against
any shareholder. Accordingly, that act was not referred
to on the argument of the demurrers.

It was contended, in support of the demurrer, that
the liability in question is a legal liability, which the
plaintiff can make available at law, and which therefore
he cannot come here to enforce. But no authority was
cited in support of that contention

; and unless the right
at law were both clear and adequate, a remedy in equity
could not be denied. There are statutes both of the
Canadian Parliament and of the Parliament in England
which provide a machinery by which creditors of a
company can reach at law the individual shareholders.
But the acts relating to the Bank of Upper Canada
give no such machinery; and I find nothing which
enables me to say, that the creditors have in the law
courts any remedy whatever against the individual
shareholders. On tho otli:,; hand, in ITalket v. Tkr
Merchant Traders' ^p Loan and Insurance As^o-
ciation (b) a policj )f Kisurance under the common
seal of a joint stock company contained a proviso
that the policy should not extend to charge or
render liable the respective proprietors of the com-
pany to any claim on the pol.cy beyond the amount

251
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Judgment.

(<«) 31 Vio. oh. 17.
(6) 13 Q. B, 960.
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l!lf

1809. of their individual sharea in the capital Btock of

the company, and that the capital stock and funds
of the company should alone be liable to answer all

claims and demands by reason of the insurance in

question. And the court was of opinion, that those

terms "precluded the plaintiff from any remedy at

law against the individual^ shareholders." That case

was followed by the court of Exchequer in a suit of

another creditor against the same company (c). In the

American cases which are stated in Angell and Amet
on Corporations (d!),—and which, although not identical

with the' present case, yet with reference to the

question before me have considerable analogy to it,

—

it seems to have been held or assumed that the only
remedy was in equity. Apart from the technical

difficulties that may stand in the way of any legal

remedy, the accounts which have to be taken to

ascertain the extent of the liability of the shareholders,

Jndfm.nt.
"^"^ *^® advantage of settling the rights and obligations

of all parties in one suit, and in a way to bind everybody,
constitute grounds for entertaining the jurisdiction which
it seems impossible to resist. I think, therefore, the

demurrers for want of equity must be overruled.

The bill is by one creditor only, and is not expressed
to be on behalf of all creditors—which, by the rules of

this Court, would make it the bill of all and binding on
all, if the creditors are too numerous to be all made
parties by name. The demurrers object, that the suit

is defective for want of parties, because the other

creditors are not parties either by name or by this sort

of representation ; and it seems to me that the objection
'\» well founded. The plaintiff's counsel argued that it

does not appear from the bill that the plaintiff was not
tha only creditor ; but if he is the only creditor, he is

(,a) Hassel v. The Merchant Traders' Ship Loan and Insurance
Company, 4 Exoh. 525. (6) 596 to 608, 7th ed.
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not entitled to the payment of his whole debt from the
three shareholders whom he has made defendants—thry
are only liable for their share of the deficiency, and,
therefore, for their share of the plaintiff's debt. But
the bill contains no allegation that the plaintiff's is the
only debt, and, in the absence of an express averment
to that effect, I cannot assume the facts to bo so. If

there are other creditors, I see no reason for holding,

that one creditor can obtain a preference over other
creditors by being the first to sue in equity, or by being
the first to obtain a decree. If the plaintiff's proper
remedy is in equity, as equity delights in equality he
cannot acquire by means of his suit any greater rights

than other creditors, though this inability may not be of
any practical importance ; for I presume that if there is

a deficiency of assets of the Bank to pay all creditors, the
deficienccy falls far short of the full amount for which
the shareholders are liable, and that all the creditors

will be paid in full. But if the shareholders may not
have to pay to the full extent of the shares which they
hold, an account of the unpaid debts and liabilities will

be necessary to ascertain the deficiency, and to determine
the sum which each shareholder has to consribute to

make the amount up. In this amount every creditor

whose debt has to be ascertained is interested
; and if

this court interferes at all, it should be to give complete
relief. The accounts should be taken, and the debts
ascertained, once for all, in a way to bind everybody,
—instead of leaving the shareholders open to separate
suits by all the creditors separately, or making it

necessary for accounts of common interest to be gone
into anew in every suit which may be brought, and
with, posably, varying results. The preventing multi-
plicity of suits, so far as that forms a ground for
.maintaining the jurisdiction invoked by the plaintiff,

can be fully realized only by making the suit one for
the common benefit of all creditors.

I8Q9.
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A suit in that form may happen sometimes to bo
less convenient to an individual creditor, and less

prompt in procuring payment of his debt, than a suit
on his own behalf alone, and for his individual debt
alone, unembarrassed by the rights of other creditors.
But this court must regard the rights of all the
creditors, and the rights of the unfortunate share-
holders also, as well as the interest of the particular
creditor who first brings a suit; and, when called upon
in a proper case to give effect to the double liability clause
which the legislature has introduced into so many
acts of incorporation, it will bo the duty of the court so
to mould its decree, and so to direct the procee'mga
under it, as to make the remedy as speedy, inexpensive
and effectual, as the nature of the case admits of. For
this purpose, now modes of proceeding may, if necessary,
be devised and adopted, under the largo powers given
to the court, so that such a clause as that in question
may not, for want of adequate machinery, if the court
can provide such machinery, prove a delusion instead of
affording the protection to creditors which the legisla-

ture contemplated.

One ground of the demurrer being overruled, and the
other being allowed, there will be no costs. The
plaintiff may have the usual leave to amend.
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Darling v. Wilson.

Mortgage!—Priority— Coils.

The plaintifiF was execution creditor of one S., who became a mortgagee
of the premiBes in pucstion. To a suit instituted by a prior mort-
gagee the plaintiff was not made a party :

IMJ, that the plaintiff's position as execution creditor of S. was that
of a derivative mortgagee in invitum, and as such he ought to have
been made a party to the suit by the prior incumbrancer.

The mortgagor of the lands in question having made an assignment in
insolvency, subsequent, however, to the execution of the plaintiff,
and it appearing that there was a surplus after payment of all

claims proved against the lands in the suit by the prior mortgagee,
it was held that, in the absence of proof of waiver by the plaintiff
of his rights, the plaintiff was entitled to priority as against the
creditors of the mortgagor under the assignment in insolvency.

The plaiAtiff having failed in that part of a suit which rendered a bill

necessary, and as the other objects of the suit could have been
attained by less expensive proceedings, and it being considered
that in case the latter course had been adopted the costs to tie
insolvent estate would have been about equnl to the costs incurred
by it in defending the suit, no costs were given to either party.

Mr. U. Martin, for the plaintifiF.

Mr. Moas, for defendant James Stewart.

Mr. Toms, for defendant McDonagh.

Mr. McMurrich, for defendant Wilson.

Spraqge, V. C—At the close of the argument I
slated my opinion to be, that while it appeared to be
clear that the intention of John Stewart, in making the
sale to his brother James, which is impeached by this
bill, was to defeat his creditors, the evidence failed to
prove any such intention on the part of Ja'i. cs'm making
the purchase. I thought there was m- ;^tual sale;
that it was not colorable ; that there was l secret trust

;

and that James was not cognizant of the intention of*

1869.

Judgment.

m

iM
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John being, what it was, to hinder creditors. I said,

however, that when I looked at the case again, with a
view to tho disposing of the other points presented in

argument, I would again consider tlie point of tho sale

from John to Jamea ; and if I found reason to alter the

opinion I had formed at the close of the case, I would
do so: otherwise that the point might be considered as

disposed of upon the reasons which X then gave. I

have again loo' ed over the pleadings and evidence, and
rema' of the sume opinion.

By the sale under the direction of the court, at the

suit of the Trust and Loan Company, at which sale the

defendant McDonagh became the purchaser, Jameit

Steivart ceased \.> jjave any interest in the premises sold

to him by Joh: IL- was made a party, I suppose, in

order to cb:!,;^5 )um with costs. The bill as against

him should be 'j"!:>m'88ed with costs.

The other points in the case arise in this way : The
plaintiff recovered two judgments against John Stewart.

In the first he placed a^. fa. goods in the hands of the
'

sheriff, 2nd July, 1864, which, being returned nulla

bona, a fi. fa. against lands was placed in the hands of

the sheriff, on the 30th July, 1864. Upon the second

judgment a fi. fa. goods was lodged on the 26th

March," 1365 ; and being returned nulla bona, a
fi.

fa. lands was lodged on the 15th April, 1865. The
writs against lands have been renewed from time to

time, and were current at the commencement of this suit.

The next occurrence iu the order of time, was an

assignment in insolvency, made by John Stewart to

the defendant Wilaon, on the 21st November, 1865.

Tho land sold by John to Jamea Stewart, was subject

to two mortgages : one made by a former owner, Martin,

to the Trust and Loan Company ; the other made by
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John m4mri to F. W. Thomas, as trustee for th«
Bank of Montreal

; and upon the sale to Jumet Stv'nK
he gave t. John a mortgage secure «4000 of the
purchase money : which mortgage was assign, ,ne
Herr on che 17th of October, 18G4, the as oient
beinpr registered 10th February, 1865. The ass.gnrae.u
He

• was by way of aoourity for a debt. It was
.de after the lodging of the writs upon the plaintirt'-s

hrst judgment, and before the lodging of the writs upon
the second idgment.

The Trust and Loan Company filed their bill upon
their mortgage, and obtained a decree 4th May, 1866 •

they made parties Martin, James Stewart, 'wilson
assignee m insolvency, and one Kelh, whom it is not
necessary to notice. The Montreal Bank, and Thomas
as us trustee, Herr, and two execution creditors of
John Stewart named Kay, wore made parties in the
master's office. The Kays piuved no debt. j„jp„,„j

The plaintiff was not made a party to the above suit
and he complains of the omission. If made a party it

would have been as judgment and execution reditor of
John Stewart; and on the ground that his execution
against lands attached upon the mortgage by James to
John; that John was a mortgagee, and *hat he as John's
execution creditor was a derivative mortgagee in invitum,
hiH execution creating a charge upon the mortgage to
John; and I think that such was the plaintiff's 1-cral
position. It is suggested that it is a writ against goods,
not pgainst lands, that would attach upon a mortgage.
It being a security for money : but whatever may be the
case if the mortgage itself, as a security for money, were
to be taken in execution, it is a / fa. again lands that
IS the proper process for a judgment credit- r to issue in
order to place himself in a position to charge the lands
of his debtor in this court : so at least I have always
understood to be the received doctrine of the c.o.v.n. It

33—VOL. XVI. GR.
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18 true tdat the plaintiff is one degree removed from the
mortgagee, but so is any derivative mortgagee ; and so
in the suit in question was Herr. Heir yras properly
made a party, and this plaintiff ought to have been.

With regard to the provisions of the insolvent acts of
1864 and 1865 (a), the latter vesting in the assignee of
the insolvent all the assets of the insolvent, although
actually under seizure by the sheriff, so long as they
are iiut actually sold ; they appear to be out of the
question in this case, as writs in the hands of the sheriff

at the time of the passing of the latter act are in express

terms excepted from its operation, and the plaintiff *s

writs were in that position.
, The provision in the act

of 1865 is an adoption of an old rule in bankruptcy

"

in England (6) ; but it was not contended before me that,

independently of the apt, the rule prevails with us in

insolvency.

t

In the suit to which I have referred, brought by the
Trust and Loan Company, there is a surplus in court
after satisfying the incumbrances of the company, of
the Montreal Bank, and of Ilerr, all of whom have been
paid. The plaintiff does not make Herr a party to this

suit, so as to raise any question of priority between the
the first of his two judgments and Herr a derivative
mortgage : therefore, failing to impeach successfully
the conveyance from John to Jamea Stewart^ the only
question is between the plaintiff and the assignee in

insolvency, whether the plaintiff is entitled in priority
to, or only ;?ro rata with, the general body of creditors.

The plaintiff is, in my opinion, entitled in priority,

upon the grounds that I have stated. Something was
said in argument as to the effect of the plaintiff having

(a) 27-28 Vic. ch. 17, sec. 2, aub-sec. 7 ; 29 Vic. oh. 18, sec. 12.
{b) 1 Coke, 696.
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clr.imed in inpolvcncy. I find from papers pnt in that

he claimed the amount of his judgment debti. Tho
affidavit (made bj his agcn^) adding, " claimant holds

execution against said insolvent's lands as a security for

said debt, but I believe the same are of little or no
value, and I cannot fix any value on such security, but
the claimant claims to bo paid in full out of the proceeds
of said lands as a privileged claim." Whether anything
was done upon this does not appear. It was not pressed
on behalf of the creditors that this claim so made,
prejudiced the creditor's claim to priority if ho had any

;

and I do not see that it did.

259
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.
The only remaining question is as to costs. The

plaintiff's bill as against tho defendant James Stewart
and the defendant McDonagh, must be dismissed with
costs. As between the plaintiff and Wilson, tho assignee

in insolvency, I think substantial justice will be done by
giving no costs. The plaintiff succeeds upon the question judgment
of title to the fund ; but then he might have litigated

the question in a less expensive way, i. e., by petition in

the cause ; I apprehend, indeed, that he proceeded by
b 111, because he desired to impeach the conveyance made
by his debtor, and that but for that he would have pro-

ceeded by petition. The costs which the insolvent

estate would in that event have had to pay are probably
about equivalent to the costs it has been put to in

defending this suit : the difference, at all events, cannot,

I think, be great; and it will save the costs of two
taxations by giving no costs of this suit to either. If

however, I am mistaken in this, as possibly I may be,

and if the costs to the estate in this suit are materially

larger than would bo the costs of litigating tho question

upon petition, tho costs uiay be taxed.
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' '""^ Spain v. Watt.

PUading—Dtmun tr for want of tquiiy.

Where the bill alleged facts which!hewed that the lands in question
h«d been sold by the mortgagee under a power of sale in his
mortgage for less than one-fifth >he value, and alleged that tho
mortgagee, " intending ti acquire title himself to the said lands

*c «tno
* *"""""* ""' '"''' '"'"'* '" *"' '"'''' **»' '•'« °0'ni'"'» sum

of $409 to one G., who paid no consideration therefor, and ou the
»ame day conveyed the same to the defendant Ann. Watt, the wife
of the mortgagee ;" that •• Am^ Watt had paid no consideration for
the pretended sale and conveyance of the said lands to her, and
wad well aware that the said sale and conveyance took place for
the purpose of depriving tho plaintiff of her just rights in the
premises:"

neld, this 8uffioient!y alleged the mortgagee's intention to become
himself the purchaser. *

Demurrer for want of equity.

Mr. Fitzgerald, for the demurrer.

Mr. Cattanach, contra.

j-d,n..nt Spragqb, V. C.-I think .he bill states a case which
If true, entitles Ihe plaintiff to relief; and, therefore*
that the defendants' demurrer must be overruled.

It may be assumed for the defendant that the nortcaire
io Hodgins contained a power of sale. If it di J not the
sale was altogether without authority and simply void a
mere nullity and there is nothing to stand in .he way of
the plaintiff s nght to redeem. I assume, however, ihat
It contained only such provisions as are ordinarily con-
tained in such powers. If i, contains any extraordinary
provisions and the defendants rely upon them, ihey
should set thetn up by answer. Jt may also be assumed

'

for the defendant that the defendant Arthur Watt
rightly acquired the assignment of mortgage from
Jiodgtn,. He may be treated as an ordinary mortgagee
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exercising in ordinary nower of sale contained in his
mortgage.

It is alleged that the mortgage debt did not exceed
«455, and that the value of the land mortgaged and
sold was at least $2400, consequently that it was sold
for a good deal less than one-fifth of its value. This
land, together with another parcel of the same quantity
in the same concesison of the same township (the one
lot being number cine, the other fourteen), was subject
to a previous mortgage, the position of which and cir-
cumstances connected with it are set out in iho seventh
paragraph of the bill

:

" The said lands, along with the north-half of lot
number nine in the second concession Rideau front of
the said township of Nepean, was also subject to a
mortgage made by the said Aartin Spain to the Trust
and Loan Company of Upper Canada; and the said iudg«,„t.
Martin Spain, in bis lifetime- and after the execution
and registration of the mortgage in this paragraph
mentioned, conveyed the said north-half of said lot
number nine in the second concession Rideau front of
Nepean aforesaid, to one Michael Kelly, on condition
of the said Kelfi/ paying the said mortgage in this
paragraph mentioned, and indemnifying the said ^ar<mSpam against the said mortgage so made by him as
aforesaid to the Trust and Loan Company

; and in order
to secure and save harmless himself and said lands
mentioned in the first paragraph of this bill of complaint
against the said mortgage to the Trust and Loan Com
pany of Upper Canada, said Martin Spain took from
said Kelli/ a mortgage on said north-half of said lot
number nine, conditioned to pay the said mortgage to
the Trust and Loan Company of Upper Canada

; and
your complainant is informed, and she believes it to be
true, that the said Kelly has since paid off the said
mortgage to the said Trust and Loan Company of Upper

M
*;:
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Canada, and tho defendants well know said Kelly could
and would have removed the said lastly mentioned
mortgage ;" and it is added, " At all events tho
existence of tho prior mortgage was not in any way
raised as an objection to paying a larger price for tho

said lands (in the mortgage in question) and did not in

any way influence tho price for which tho said Arthur
Watt professed and pretended to sell tho said lands,"

those in question.

The amount of tho mortgage to the Trust and Loan
Company is not stated ; and it is suggested on behalf of
the defendants that the amount may have been so large

as, with the mortgage to Hodgins, to amount to the full

value. The facts stated are, however, against this :

Kelly having purchased the other lot, and agreeing to

pay off tho mortgage ; and it is alleged that the existence

of this other mortgage did not prejudice the sale. If it

Judpne. t. did, and if what is suggested as possibly the case,

was in fact the case, the defendants' course was to

answer. Upon the demurrer I must take it that the

value of the premises mortgaged to Hodgins was sub-

stantially $2400 : consequently that they were sold for

less than one-fifth of their value.

One case intended to be made by the bill is that

Arthur} Watt was not only vendor but also purchaser.

The defendants object that this is not alleged, at least

not suflBciently alleged. The allegation upon this head
is ihvX Arthur Watt, "intending to acquire title himself

to the said lands," procured an assignment of the

Hodgina mortgage; and it then proceeds, that he
" thereupon caused the said lands to be sold for the

nominal sum of $409 to one Patrkk Qilchrut, who
paid no consideration therefor, and on the same day
conveyed tho same to the defendant Ann Watt, the wife

of tho huiA Arthur Watt;" and in another paragraph

it is alleged that ^\Ann Watt has paid no consideration
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for the pretended sale and conveyance of the said lands
to her, and wns well aware that the said sale and con-
veyance took place for the purpose of depriving the

plaintiff of her just rights in the premises."

It is not alleged in so many words that the sale to

CHlehrifst was colorable only, not real ; but if facts are
alleged which shew it to be so, that is suflScient. What
is alleged is that Gilchrist paid no consideration ; that
on the day that he purchased he conveyed to the
vendor's wife, and that she paid no consideration ; and
that the price at which he assumed to purchase was a
nominal price. The bill, while not in terms alleging
that the sale was colorable, still contains nothing affirm-

ing it or treating it a^ a real sale to Gilchrist, and it

charges that all that was done by Artliur Watt, the •

acquiring of the mortgage and the sale to Gilchrist, was
done with the intent of acquiring title in himself to the
lands comprised in the mortgage Judgm.D..

I accede to the proposition that the bill must state
such a case as, if proved, will necessarily entitle the
plaintiff to relief. Arthur Watt from his position was
vendor of the premises comprised in the Hodginn mort-
gage, and it resulted from his position that he was a
trustee in the matter of the sale for the mortgagor. It
is quite clear that he could n6t himself purchase; an''

that if the purchase was really by him, though in t

name of Gilchrist, the sale cannot stand. The ques-
tion is whether the bill sufficiently alleges that he, not
Gilchrist, was the real purchaser. The intent alleged
and admitted is not to be discarded. Then, is what is

alleged to have been the facts of the case consistent with
Gilchrist being the real purchaser ? I think not. He
paid no consideration and he received none, and he
conveyed the same day to the vendor's wife. If
these facts were in evidence, the conclusion, I think,
would be irresistible that he was not the real pur-
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facts proved

; and it is not necessary to say that it

would be sufficient : for it is alleged that the price was
nominal. A real price is essential to a sale. Not
only did Gilchrist pay no consideration, but he was
to pay none. Upon the facts alleged the whole tran-

saction as a sale to cHlchriat was necessarily unreal.
The proper conclusion may be that there was no sale at
all. It matters not whether such was the case, or
whether there was a sale, and the vendor also the
purchaser.

The bill is not framed with that clearness and cer-
tainty that are proper, but still the allegations upon the
head that I have been considering are, I think, sufficient.

I adhere to what I said, as to the necessity of alleging
specific acts of fraud or other misconduct where fraud

Judpntnt. or misconduct is the ground of relief. The allegations
as to the not properly advertising and publishing the
intended sale are, however, I think sufficient. They call

the attention of the defendants,! think, sufficiently to what
the plaintiff complains of in that respect : the defend-
ants are called upon to shew that they did so advertise
and publish as to secure, as far as in them lay, a good
and fair sale. The other allegations in the same para-
graph, other than those as to the auctioneer, are, in my
judgment, too vague and uncertain.

I thjvik that the sale cannot stand, upon the ground
that I have stated, the purchase by the mortgagee
himself. I do not mean, however, to say that the bill

discloses no other ground of equity. The great under-
value, especially when taken in connection with the
place aud manner of conducting the sale, are matters
to be considered. But the allegations as to the purchase
by Arthur Watt being themselves sufficient for the
overruling of the demurrer, I have proceeded upon
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them ns the ground of my judgment. T do not think
that the Provincial statute makes any difference (a).

The object of the first and second sections, which alone
relate to this point, was plainly to preserve the rights
of a mortgagee taking a release of the equity of redemp-
tion, or purchasing under a power of sale. There is

nothing to enable him to purchase where he could not
purchase before. The act, as I read it, does no more
than change the effect of a purchase where a purchase
may properly be made. At all events, if Arthur Watt
was purchaser, as I adjudge that he is alleged to be, I

am satisfied that he could not hold a purchase made at
the price and under the circumstances stated in the bill.

The demurrer will, therefore, be overruled, with costs.

266
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Judfiniat.

Gilbert v. Jarvis. [In Appeal.]*

Judgment creditor—Atlaehinenl againH equilahle. ehotet in action.

A bill was filed by judgment creditors alleging that their debtor was
devisee and executrix of her husband ; that she was entitled to aa
annuity under his will, and was a creditor of Lis estate for ad-
vances she had made to pay his debts, and claiming that those debts
and claims should be ascertained, the estate administered, and
sufficient land of the testator sold to pay what the estate owed, or
so mnoh of it as would cover the judgment debt.

Held, that the plaintiflF was not entitled to relief.

The Bank ofBritiih North America v. Matthewi, ante volume viii., page
486, over-ruled.

The bill in the court below (filed 9th May, 1869,) was
by Eliaha B. Gilbert and Samuel H. Blake against

(a) 0. S. U. C. ch. 87.

[Pmsint.—Draper, C.J. Q.B., VanKoughnet, C, Richards, C. J.

C.P., Spragge, V. C, Morrison, J., A. Wilson, J., J. Wilson, J., and
Mowat, V. C]

34—VOL. XVI. OB.
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Mart/ Botflea JarvU and Hamuel Pettrt Jarvis, sotting
forth at length the will of the lute Samuel Peters Jarvit,
dated 7th April, 1858, whereby, amongst other things,
provision was made for the annual allowance to the
defendant Mart/ Boylea Jarvit, of a sum sufficient with
her own rents, &c., to make up ^£600 a-year in priority
to any other bequest or devise made by the will. The
bill stated that Mrs/Jarvi* had not of her own estate
more than £200 a-year, and that she was therefore
entitled under the will after tho payment of the
debts and funeral and testamentary expenses of the
testator, to an annual payment of i400 a-yearj that
tho personal estate of the testator was not adequate
to meet his debts, and as the estate of the defendant
Mary Boyhi Jarvia, could be more easily realized than
that of tho testator, she mortgaged and sold tho whole
of* her estate in order to raise money to pay tho said
debts; that a portion of the amounts thus raised by the

8ut.m.nt. defendant Mary Boyles Jarvis, and expended in the
payment of the said debts was afterwards repaid to her
by sales of a portion of the estate of the testator, but
there still remained due to the defendant Mary Boyles
Jarvis, from the estate of the testator, a sum exceeding
£2000 in respect of such advance ; that there was also
duo to the defendant Mary Boyles Jarvis, a sum
exceeding £4000 in respect of the annual payment of
£400 ;

that tho debts and liabilities of the testator had
been almost all paid by the defendant, iVary Boyles
'Jarvis, but there were still some liabilities outstanding,
fur less in amount than tho value of tho remaining
estate

;
that the defendant 31ary Boyles Jarvis, had

received rents and profits of the estate of the testator, and
had applied them to her own use and in making volun-

tary payments to some of the children of the testator

;

that the defendant 3Iary Boyles Jarvis, although sho

had been for many years largely indebted to tho plaintiff

Qilhert and others, and unable to pay such debts,' had
not taken any atepa whatever to raise any sum of mone-"
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out of the so.d estate in respect of the proviaion made
for her under the will lo obtain payment of the large
sura duo her by the said estate, but on the crntrary
although often applied to for that purpose, she absolutely
refused so to do, and she insisted that she had a right
and intended notwithstanding the claims of her creditors'
to discharge the said estate from all claims either in
respect of the said d.bt or of the said annual payment,
and she insisted that her creditors had no ri-hts in the
premises in respect of the said sums of money claimed-
that the defendant Mary Boyle» Jarvi, intended to.'
and asserted that she would, preserve the whole of the
said estate of the testator for, or divide it among, her
children to the prejudice of her creditors, and in pur-
suance of such plan, and in the latter part of 1866 she
voluntarily and without consideration conveyed a 'very
largo portion of the said estate, exceeding the sum of
£6000, to one of the children of the testator in the said
bill named

;
that in the year 1858 the defendant Mary sut.„.„t

lioylea Jarvia became indebted to the plaintiff Gilbert
on a covenant under seal, and thereafter the said debt
and the instrument sRcuring the same were for valuable
consideration then paid, assigned r .e plaintiff i?/^/,,;
that thereafter, on the 12th day of March, A.D., 1867
Blake in the name of Gilbert, but for the solo benefit
and behoof of him {Blake\ recovered a judgment in one
ot the Superior Courts of Common Law in Upper
Canada against the defendant Mary Boyle, Jarvis in
respect of the said debt for the sum of §1345 65- t'hat
no sura whatever had been paid on account of such
judgment, and there remained justly due thereon for prin-
capal money and costs the sum of $1365.65, and interest
thereon from the 12th day of March last; that a writ of
jieri facias against the goods and chattels of the said
MaryBoyhn Jarvis was duly sued out on the judgment
and placed in the hands of the sheriff of the County of
York being the proper sheriff in that behalf, but the
same had been returned no goods, and th^rpun^n a --it
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I86J». of ^«ri /ocj'at against the lunda of the defendant Jtfary

lioylen Jarvi$, was duly issued and placed, and remained

in, the hands of the ehorifffor execution ; thut there were

no funds, assets, or estates, of the said defendant Mary
Boylet Jarvi», out of which the said judgment could be

realized save only the interest of the said defendant in

the estate of the testator, in respect of which the

plaintiffs had no adequate remedy at law ; that the

defendant Mary Boylcs Jarvit, threatened and intended

to alienate the residue of the estate of the testator, and

so to port with and encumber the same, and to charge,

anticipate, wa8*e, or so misapply the funds that might be

coming to her and applicable to the payment of the said

annual payment as to embarrass, delay, or prevent the

plaintiffs in the recovery of the said judgment unless

restrained.

The plaintiff (Blake) submitted that ho was entitled

stttomrat. to have an account taken of the amount due the defend-

ant Mary Boylee Jarvis, as executrix, and in respect

of the provision made for her by tbo will, and to have
an equitable attachment and garnishment of the said

claims, and to have an equitable execution of the said

writ in respect thereof, and to have a sufficient portion

of the said estates sold to realize the amount so found
due to Mary Boyles Jarvis, and that the same should

be applied in payment of the amount due him; that the

defendant Samuel Peters Jarvia, one of the sons of the

testator was made a party to the suit, an one of, and as

representing the beneficiaries under the will of the

testator, inasmuch as their pecuniary interest might bo

opposed to that of the defendant Mary Boylet Jarvis,

in the premises; and prayed an account of the amount
due the defendant Mary Boyles Jarvis, as executrix,

and in respect of the said provision made for her by
said will, and that the said amounts might be attached

and garnished, and equitable execution of the said writ

had in respect thereof; that a sufficient portion of the
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estate of the suid testator should bo sold to satisfy the

amount duo JUake, not exceeding the amount duo Alartf

HoiflcB Jarvi», and that the proceeds of such sale should

be applied in satisfying tho amount duo to lilake, and
in payment of the costs of tho suit; that if necessary

the estate of tho testator might be administered under

tho direction of the court; that for tho purposes afore-

said all proper directions shguld bo given, und accounts

taken; and for further and other relief.

1860.

Oilbart
T.

Jtrvli.

The bond on which the said judgment was recovered

was to the effect following :
" Know all men by these

presents that 1, Mary Boylca Jarvia, of tho City of

Toronto, widow, and devisee under tho will of my
late husband, Samuel Peters Jarvia, in consideration

that the said EUaha B. Gilbert do, and shall, &c.,

do hereby undertake, promise and agree to and with

tho said EUaha B. Gilbert that I, the said Mary 'imjlca

Jarvia, shall, and will, as soon as tho estate of my late

husband is settled, according to tho provisions thereof, eut«ment.

so that the annuity of six hundred pounds per annum
is secured to rao, as stated therein, forthwith pay tho

said EUaha B. Gilbert tho amount of tho said judgment
and all interest, costs, and expenses thereon, and that

the same shall be paid at all events within throe years

from the date hereof."

The defendants having answered the bill, the cause came
on to bo heard by way of motion for decree, before the

Chancellor, who, without hearing argument, and following

the decision of The Bank of British North America v.

Matthewa, pronounced judgment in favor of the plaintiffs,

and thereupon a decree for the administration of the

estate of the testator was drawn up, referring it to the

accountant to make the usual inquiries, and which con-

tained a direction that, "in taking the said account,

the said accountant is to inquire and state the amount
ot annuity to which the said defendant Mari/ tinvlf»

-CI
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Jarm* is entitled, having regard to the provisions of
the will of the said testator, and the terms on which
said annuity is granted, and the amount which she has
received on account thereof, and the balance due her on
account thereof, and also to inquire, and state the
amount (if any) due the said defendant, Mary Boyles
JarviB, from the said estate on account thereof as well
as executrix, and also to inquire and state the amount
due to the plaintiff Samuel Bume Blake, on account
of his said debt.

And this court doth further order that, the said
accountant do inquire and state whether there 's or
are any other person or persons entitled to a claim or
claims upon the said interest of the said Mary Boyles
Jarvis, as annuitant or executrix as aforesaid, and to
find the amount of such claim or claims and to settle the
priorities thereof," reserving further directions and costs.

Under this decree the parties proceeded to take the
accounts before the accountant, who made a report in
pursuance thereof, finding a sum of $15,000 and up
wards due 3Irs. Jarvis. On appeal this amount was
reduced to $10,083.64. Subsequently the defendants
applied m Chambers, before the Chancellor, for liberty
to appeal, notwithstanding the time for doing so as of
right, had expired, and thereupon by an order 'dated
l^th June, 1868, permission was granted to the defend-
ant Samuel Peters Jarvis, to appeal, he undertaking
and consenting that notwithstanding any order of the
Court of Error and Appeal, the proceedings in the
accountant's office in the cause should stand as if an
administration of the estate of the testator had been
had under an ordinary administration order; but liberty
to Mary Boyles Jarvis to appeal was refused with costs.

On the appeal coming on

Mr. Hector, Q. C, and Mr. Moss, for the appellant,
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contended that the plaintiffs had not, by their bill,
made such a case as entitled them in a court of equity
to any relief from or against the defendants or either
of them

;
that it appeared from the allegations in the

bill that the Court of Chancery had no jurisdiction to
make the decree complained of; that no ground is
shewn in the said bill to entitle the plaintiffs to come
into equity in aid of the execution at law, in the bill
mentioned; that the plaintiffs were - entitled, under
the circumstances, to a decree for u.o administration
of the estate of the testator; and assuming that a
court of equity had jurisdiction over the matters in
the bill mentioned, the decree was erroneous, inasmuch
as It was in the power of the executrix to abandon
or forego any claim against the estate in respect of
her annuity or in any other respect; that the interest
ot the executrix in the estate of the testator, under
his will was not chargeable with, and could not be held
lable to satisfy the claim of the plaintiffs or any portion st.t,„.«t.
thereof; that the decree was in effect a decree for the
administration of the estate of a deceased person at
the suit of the plaintiffs who had on privity with such
estate, and which, therefore, the Court of Chancery had
no jurisdiction to make; that the decree directed in-
quiries to ascertain whether there were any other persons
entitled to a claim upon the alleged interest of the
defendant Mary BoyUs Jarvis, in the estate of the
said Samuel Peters Jarvis, deceased, whereas such
persons, if any there were, had no privity with the
estate of the said Samuel Peters Jarvis, and could only
establish their right, if any, by suit ; that the decree was
in effect, a decree authorizing the levying by execution
for the satisfaction of a judgment at law upon an interest
which is not by any statute or any rule of law or equity
liable to execution, either at law or equity ; that the
decree declared that the plaintiffs were entitled to have
thfi indormon* at- Innr :^ .u- _i--t . , .— .,

—°—
'
"" " "'^ F'<^a.uings mentioned, satis-

fied out of the annuity in the pleadings mentioned,
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alleged to have been devised by the testator Samuel

Peters Jarvis, to the defendant Mary Boyles Jarvia,

as if the said Samuel Peters Jarvis had absolutely

devised the annuity to Mary Boyles Jarvis, whereas it

appeared by the will of the said Samuel Peters Jarvis,

set forth in the bill, that such annuity was only devised

in a contingency which had not happened, and was not

alleged to have happened, and all proper parties to

contest the right of the said Mary Boyles Jarvis to

such annuity were not before the court, and the said

Mary Boyles Jarvis did not, by the pleadings or any

evidence given in the cause, make any claim to such

annuity ; and further, that the Court of Chancery

had no jurisdiction in reference to the matters set forth

in the pleadings, to direct any inquiry or account at

the suit/of the plaintiffs as to whether the estate of the

said Samuel Peters Jarvis, deceased, was or was not

indebted to the said Mary Boyles Jarvis.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, and Mr. Blake, Q. C, for the

respondents, submitted that the facts shewed that there

was a debt due by the estate of the testator to the

defendant Mary Boyles Jarvis, and if she had not

happened to be the executrix of that estate, and so

to be a debtor at law, it would have been a legal

debt, subject to be reached by legal proceedings upon

the respondents' judgment, and being by reason of

that accider*^, an equitable debt was subject to be

reached by equitable process upon the judgment ; that

the impediment in the way of legal pre 'ess created,

by the facts ought to be removed by the Court of

Chancery, and that there ought to be equitable execution

of the writs in the bill mentioned; that the covenant set

out in the case in effect charged the interest of the said

Mary Boyles Jarvis in the said estate, with the respond-

ents' demand; and that the respondents being entitled

to recover their demand out of the debt due to Mary

Boyles Jarvis, from the estate, were entitled to call on
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1869.Mary Boylea Jarvis to administer the estate, and to

procure such administration through the Court of
Chancery; that the said Mary Boylea Jarvia could not,

when in embarrassed circumstances, lawfully or honestly
carry out her proposed intention of making her children

presents at the expense of her creditors; that the said

appellant had no interest recognizable in a court of law
or equity in the question whether the respondents were
entitled to enforce a charge on the interest of Mary
Boylea Jarvia, and had no right to appeal against so
much of the decree as established such charge, the said
Mary Boylea Jarvia aXowQ having such right; and that
while the said decree stood against Mary Boylea Jarvia
in that particular, it could not in that particular be re-
versed at the instance of the appellant; that for like
reasons, and also by reason of the undertaking and order
on which the appeal was allowed, the appellant had no
right to ask a reversal of so much of the decree as
directed an administration of the estate of the testator;
and also that the appeal was an attempt to avoid the
payment of a just debt by Mary Boylea Jarvia out of
assets belonging to her and under her control, and under
circumstances which made it a fraud upon the creditors.

Draper, C. J.—Samuel Petera Jarvia, father of the Juagmw..
appellant, died in 1857, having duly made and published
his last will, bearing date the 7th April, 1853, whereby
he directed his executors to pay all his debts and
authorized them to sell such parts of his real estate as
might be found necessary for that purpose. He gave
to his wife (if she survived him) the residue of his real
and personal estate, to hold during her natural life

with power to dispose by gift or sale of any part thereof
among his children (or the representatives of such of
them as might have died) in her discretion. Provided
that before any s^ch sale or gift to the children, &c.,
his executors should sell or lease such portions of his

real estate aa would viwld mnA nr •''--•<» f(- ^''" —•'« ~^an

36—VOL. XVI. OR.
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1869. added to the rents and profits of her own real and
personal estate, (a portion of which he stated was then
under lease,) a clear income of £600 per annum, and as
soon as that amount was permanently secured to her he
empowered her to convey and divide the residue, or any
part in her discretion, among his children, and (as
before) he also willed and desired that an allowance of
£100 fc rling per annum should be paid to the appellant,
and after other provisions not affecting the present case
he appointed his wife and two other persons to be
executrix and executors of his will. The widow alone
proved the will, the two executors renouncing. The
testator left six children, of whom the appellant is the
eldest. After the testator's death the widow and
executrix became indebted to the plaintiff Gilbert on a
covenant, which debt and the instrument securing it were
for valuable consideration assigned to the other plaintiff,

and, in 1867, a judgment was recovered in the name of
Judgment. Gilbert in one of the Superior Courts of Common Law,

which is yet unsatisfied. Upon this judgment a fieri
^ facias issued against goods which was returned nulla

bond, and thereupon a fieri facias against the widow's
own lands was placed and remains in the sheriff's
hands for execution. And thereafter, on the 9th May,
1867, the respondents filed their bill against the
executrix, stating, among other things, that the testator
was largely indebted to several persons it the time of
his death, and that the executrix, instead of selling his
lands to pay those debts, paid them out of the proceeds
of her own property, which she sold, and that she has
never received the annual amount to which under the
will she was entitled, to make up to her a clear income
of £Q00 per annum, and that she has consequently a
large claim upon the estate; and they pray that accounts
should be taken and the amount paid by her out of her
own funds to relieve the testator's estate should be
ascertained, as well as the sum due to her under the

will to make up the annual income of £600, and that
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these sums so dae to her, or a eufficient part thereof to
satisfy the judgment against her should be attached and
garnished, p-d equitable execution "of the said writ"
should be granted in respect thereof; and that a
sufficient portion of the testator's lands should be sold
to satisfy the amount of the judgment against the
executrix and the costs of this suit, and that the proceeds
of the sale should be paid to the respondent Blake, and
that if necessary the estate of the" testator should b©
administered under the direction of the court.

The appellant was made a party to the suit as one of
and representing the beneficiaries under the will.

A decree was made in favor of the respondents. The
executrix has not appealed, but the appellant obtained
an order permitting him to appeal, and staying proceed-
ings for the sale of the lands pending the appeal, he
consenting that notwithstanding any order or decree of Juag««t
the Court of Error and Appeal, the proceedings in the
accountant's office in this cause should stand as if an
administration of the estate of the testator had been
had under an ordinary administration order.

It was objected on the argument, that the appellant
could not be heard to appeal against the whole decree
because he had no such interest as could have prevented
the executrix from doing %uA sponte that which in effect
the decree requires her to do, namely, to sell the
testator's lands, to pay his debts, and to raise the
necessary sum to produce the specified annual income.
That the plaintiffs have a right to charge the interest of
Mrs. Jarvk, however derived, in the testator's estate,
and the appellant cannot interpose against so much of
the decree as relates to, or establishes that charge.

The appellant is, I presume, confined to protecting
his own rights. But the will only gives a life-estate in

276
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the lands to Mrs. Jarvia, with power to dispose of the
fee for the payment of the testator's debts, and subject
thereto, and to providing for the annual income, to
dispose by gift or sale to the children of the testator or
the representatives of any who might die, of all or any
of the testator's lands. If the executrix never exercises
this power, or only exercises it partially, the appellant
has an interest in the remainder expectant on the deter-
mination of his mother's life estate. This interest would
be affected and might be destroyed by a decree which
establishes a charge upon the lands beyond the debts
owing by the testator at his deaih. And further, as it

appears to me that the will does not authorize sales of
land from time to time to supplement the widow's own
income up to ^600, but that the testator intended that
the proceeds of lands sold should be invested and only
the interest of the investments, together with the rents
of lands leased, should be used to make up the clear

Judgment, mcomc, I am of opinion that the decree goes too far
in this respect, and on either or both grounds the
appellant has a right to be heard against it. For the
effect of the decree is, as I un^.orstand it, to treat her
as a creditor of her husband's estate for money expended
since his death in paying his debts, and for any sums
which she had a right to claim to make up her income
to ^600, and to authorize a sale of the testator's lands
to the amount of those claims, or as much less as will
satisfy aUbert's judgment and costs, and the costs of
this suit.

With regard to the provision for the annual income, I
am not free from doubt whether the testator intended
that the annual rents and profits of Mrs. Jarvia'e separate
estate, as existing as the time of his death, should be
taken m order to ascertain the amount to be supple-
mented to make up the ^600 per annum, or whether
the amount to be raised out of his estate was to fluctuate
with the increase or diminution of her separate income.
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The latter would be most advantageous to her, as in the
event of her lessening her own income by any expenditure
or by misfortune, the charge on the testator's estate
would be pari pasm increased. But, however this may
be, It appears to mo that in no event does the will
authorize more than the expenditure of income, whether
of rents or interest. The money produced by the
sale of lands standing in the place of those lands
and the interest thereof in the place of rent. If the
widow, being also executrix, has neglected to sell or
lease such portion of the testator's real estate as was
necessary to yield and produce the sum required to
make up the "clear income," that neglect would not
authorize the disposal of the corpm of the estate in order
to pay arrearages arising from her own laches, and it is
not suggested that the estate is insufficient to satisfy
this charge upon it without exhausting the corpus thereof
and if the will does not authorize such a course to be*
adopted by the executrix, I do not understand upon .ua.««t.
what ground her creditor can claim to have it carried
out for his benefit.

The plaintiffs however, rest their claim on the further
ground that Mrs. Jarvis, being indebted on the judgment
already, stated, is a creditor of the estate for moneys
advanced and expended by her to satisfy the testator's
debts, and they.rely on the dictum of Esten, V C
in The Bank of British North America v. Mathews (a)
During the argument the respondent's counsel admitted
that he relied upon an equitable extension of the garnishee

'

clauses of the Common Law Procedure Act, without which
he could not argue that a court of equity would take an
account of, or administer the testator's estate in order to
enable the plaintitfs to obtain satisfaction of the debt
incurred by the widow and executrix to Gilbert.

{o) 8 Gr. 486.
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I have at no time been able to concur in this conten-
tion as to the power of the court to extend the garnishee
clauses, and in fact I had some months ago (for this appeal
was heard last August*) written my opinion, entering
somewhat at large into a discussion of the question.
But the recent decision in Hordey v. Ooz (a) renders
it unnecessary to argue the matter at length.

If the claims of the widow and executrix on the estate
of the testator, and which the respondents desire to
enforce to satisfy their judgment, were legal debts, no
ground is shewn for coming into the Court of Chancery.
But the bill is not framed upon any assumption that such
is the character of these claims.

It is solely upon the ground that as the respondents'
claim is not enforceable at law, and as the debts they
seek to attach, if not strictly speaking equitable debts

Judgment, are still of that nature, that they can clelm the same
remedy in equity which they would have at law if the
debts they seek to attach were simply legal debts. In
Horsley v. Cox, Lord Batherley says: "There is great
plausibility in the argument, but I have come to the
conclusion that the doctrine referred to" (that of assisting
a judgment creditor by giving him in equity the remedy
he would have at law,) "has no application to a case like
the present, arising under the Common Law Procedure
Act. By that act this particular remedy is given in a
very special manner and under very special terms, and
there is no ground for saying that this court can interfere
80 as to alter the position of the parties by simply
putting aside the legal obstacle so as to bring the whole
matter into this court, and to arrest the money by means
of a process analogous to an attachment." And again,
"it is clear that the process is only adopted for the
simple case of a debt due from a third person to the

1868. (a) L. R. 4 Cby. 92.
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judgment debtor where the judgment debtor, could at

once obtain payment of the debt."

Now the decree that is appealed from abundantly
shews that this is not the " simple case " contemplated
by the Lord Chancellor, as coming within the proper
province of the garnishee clauses of the Common Law
Procedure Act. The accounts, inquiries, and directions,

ordered and given in the decree go far towards an
administration of the testator's estate, and are necessary

preludes to the relief which the bill seeks ; and this very

necessity shews that more is required than the removal
of a merely technical difficulty which stands in the

plaintiffs' way, and which a court of equity on well

, established principles will remove.

In my opinion the appeal should be allowed, and it

should be declared that the plaintiff is entitled to no
relief. There will be no order as to costs.

The case In re Price (a) affords an indirect corro-

boration of the conclusion, that the remedy by attach-

ment under the garnishee clauses of the Common Law
Procedure Act is given only in cases where the whole

proceeding is in the common law courts. The head-

note appears to me to be incorrect in the report of

that case. I think it should bo to this effect, * An
•rder of the Court of Chancery for payment of money,
though a judgment debt within the 1st and 2nd Vic.

ch. 110, does not (under the garnishee clauses of the

Common Law Procedure Act) entitle the creditor who
has obtained it to attach a debt due to the party

ordered to pay." In the May number of the Law
Reports the report of this case is corrected.

279
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Statemtnt

"^ The Bank of Upper Canada v. Wallace. [In

Appeal.*]

Mortgage—Practice.

Mortgagees, in pursuance of a power of sale contained in their oonrey-
veyanoe, sold tiie mortgaged property to McLtod for $7,800, and
gave him possession. MeL»od paid a deposit of $600, and gave hin
promisbory note for $600 more, which ho duly paid. He also exe-
cuted a mortgage for $4,000 which was duly registered, bat did
not pay the residue of the purchase money, $2,000. The mort-
gagees executed a deed of the property but retained it in their
possession. The solicitor for the mortgagees also did some acts as
if the sale was complete ; but the court, being satisfied that in the
contemplation of the parties the transaction was still in fieri, Held,
that the mortgagees were not responsible to a subsequent i'mcum-
branoor for the $2,600, or chargeabl(j with more money than they
had actually received.

The bill of a subsequent incumbrancer stated a completed transaction.
The mortgagees, through oversight, allowed the bill to be taken jbw
eonfetio, and a decree was made accordingly. The plaintiflF subse-
quently desiring more extensive relief, filed a petition in the nature
of a bill of review in order to obtain the same. The mortgagees, in
their answer to the petition, set up the facts which shewed the
transnotion to be not completed. The court considered the whole
case to be re-opened by this petition, and decided that the sale to
their vendee did not aflTect the rights of the mortgagees, and that
they were chargeable only with the amount actually received from
the purchaser.

This was an appeal by the plaintiffs from a decree of
the Court of Chancery, and an order made on rehearing
affirming the same.

The facts as they existed when the original bill in
this case was filed, appeared to have stood thus :

Wallace being seized in fee of a certain lot. No. 4, in
the Town of Goderich, on the 19th August, 1854,
mortgaged the same to The Trust and Loan Company
in fee, with a power of sale in case of default in paying

[* Peesent.—Draper, C. J. Q. B., VanKoughnei, C, Richards, C.J.
C. P,, Spragge, V. C, Morrison, A. Wilson, and J. Wilson, JJ.]
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34,000 and interest nt certain fixed days. The mortgage 1809.

contained the usual covenants and provisoes, among them
'

—

*-^

one that the Company should not be liable for more u^'o^oiJ.

moneys than they received.
''

W«Um*.

Wallace made default, and on the 27th October, 1859,
T/te Truit and Loan Company, by virtue of the power,
sold the premises by auction, and John McLeod beciimo
the purchaser and signed the following agreement:
" The property mentioned in the advertisement hereto
annexed being that on St. David and Kingston streets
in Goderich, mortgaged by William Wallace and wife
to The Trust and Loan Company of Upper Canada,
was this day sold by the said Company at public auction
and purchased by me at the pric- of #7800, on the
terms of payment above mentioned." The terms of
sale and payment referred to, were : " Upset price,

?5,200: #600 cash and balance in thirty days, secured
by an indorsed note. Existing mortgage to stand till

the whole transaction is completed. Loan of $4,000 for
^''**°""*'

three or five years."

After signing the foregoing agreement, and on the
same day, McLeod signed the following, written under
the agreement, to which The Trust and Loan Company
agreed, though they did not sign it: "It is hereby
agreed that the terms above written are modified so far
as the payment 'of the balance over and above the upset
price is concerned, and they are now fixed to be as
follows, viz.: Cash #600, indorsed note for $600, and
balance in cash or receipts of parties entitled to balance
after payment of The Trust and Loan Comyany, in
thirty days, otherwise resale at the cost of Mr. McLeod,
who will execute the necessary mortgage and papers
to entitle the Company to resell."

The Trust and Loan Company executed a deed of the
premises to McLeod, dated on the 27th October, 1859.

36—VOL.ZVI. Qh.
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186tt. Jt hni^ never been out of their (^seiaion, nor was
^"^1^ regiaUre^ There was a meraorandui.. indorsed on it in
u. c.D.d» pencil as follows: "To bo registered when the purchaee
WHI.O.. ja completed and tho balance paid."

McLeod paid tho two sums of ^600 each, which (with

the exception of 3S381) is all the Company has received.

McLeod also executed a mortgage of the premises to the

Company to secure 34,000. This mortgage was dated

18th November, 1869, and was registered without the

direction of the Company so far as appears; but it was
after registry lodged with them. An agent of McLeod'

a

had collected a trifling sum of rent from a tenant of part
of the premises.

The Bank of Upper Canada^ on tho 28rd October,

1857, recovered judgment against Wallace for ?4,015,
and registered their judgment in the registry oflBce for

sutemtat
*^® County of Huron (in which the lands lay).

In September, 1860, they filed a bill setting out the
mortgnge made by TFaWace—the sale under the power
hjThe Trust and Loan Company toMcLeod—for 37,800,
a part pnyment by him, and his giving a mortgage to

Becir.c 34,000 as being the balance of the purchase
money payable by him for the lot. And they claimed,
that as Wallace was, at the time of tho registry of their

judgment, entitled to the equity of r demption in the

mortgaged premises, the judgment became a charge upon
that equity. And they further claimed and prayed t.he

court to declare that their judgment was a lien on the

mortgao, for $4,000 given by McLeod, and that The
Trust at v^aw Company should pay the excess between
the am./iu.

, -/lu.h 'JjLeod was to pay as purchase

money (??T,80 ;, -ind the clair which the Company had
against iVtUna.

McLeod put in an answer to this bill, but it was taken
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pro confe$»o against The Trutt and loan Vumpany, and 1869.

ft decree was made declaring that the judgment of the ''—v—

'

Bank wa^ a lien on the nionoyH secured by McLeod't " clntii*

rnortgi ge, and it was referred to the master to take the ^»u«».

account of what was duo to the Bank on their judgment
and to ihttCompany on their mortgagtt, given by Wallace.

The master reported on the 28th January, 1863, in

substance: The offer for sale at the upset price of
Xl,300=sJ5,200,and the terms of payment already stated.

That McLeod purchased at the price of £1,950=^7,800,
and signed a contract which was immediately after

modified as above ; the payments by McLeody the con-

veyance to McLeod, and the mortgage from him to the

Company to secure i;l,000 (the amount of tho loan

mentioned in the terras of sale), to be paid on Ist April,

I860, with interest payable in advance, amounting in the

whole to the upset priee of Xl,350, which being deducted
from the purchase money to be paid, left a balance of
X650 =^2,600, which it did not appear McLeod had
paid either in cash or by the receipts of j.arties entitled

to the same within thirty days after the sale; or that

there hud been a resale as provided for by the modified

terms of sale, and so he found: Ist. That such sum of

£650 with interest continued to be a charge in favor of

The Trust and Loan Gompanjj on the premises, throu**!!

tho mortgage of Wallace as against McLeod, in addition

to his mortgage for £1,000. 2nd. That there remained
due to The Trust and Loan Company in respect of the

mortgage made by Wallace (though Wallace's own
liabilitywas satisfied by the 8ale)for principal £903 28.1d.

and for principal and iterest, £1,130 10«.3i., which
sum included the ^6650 and interest, and so much of the

principal sum and interest secured hjMcLeod'8 mortgage
as should, with the £650 and interest, be equal to

£1,130 10«. 2d. 3rd. That at tl^o date of the report

there was due on McLeod's, principal and interest,

£1179 3«. 7d. 4th. That with interest the £650 above

•^

SUUment.
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^^869^ mentioned amounted to ^776 ISs. 8i, and added to the

B.nkof ^""» <^"« on McLeod'8 mortgage, made ^61,956 2». 3rf
u. c«««.. so that deducting what was due to The Trust and Loan
Wallace. Company, there was a sum remaining of £825 12s

toward paying the Banle and other credftors of Wallace,
who had been made parties in the master's office.

On the cause coming on, on further directions it was
declared that thQ Company had been paid; that £825 12»
remained towards pajing the Bank and the other
creditors of Wallace, which money the Cofnpany were
ordered to bring into court, to be applied in payment of
the Bank and those creditors.

The Trust and Loan Company applied for, and
obtained a rehearing, on which the decree on further
directions was vacated, because it was not supported by
the original decree, and the Bank was permitted to

statement. ^'T""^ ^ P"'[t° ^^ ^""^ °^ Supplemental bill in the
nature of a bill of review, and this petition, after a
statement of the previous proceedings, charged that The
J^rmf^ridLoanCompanymxist,mderthecircum8tmces,
be held to have received the whole purchase money, and
must account therefor to the Bank and the other creditors
of Wallace, and prays for a decree accordingly.

The answer of the Company to the petition set up the
mortgage from Wallace, particularly stating that they
were not to be liable for more money than they should

tor I!ji7,800, and the contract signed by him and the
immediate modification of the terms thereof are also
stated, and the payment by him of $1,200, which, with
the sum of«331 it was asserted to be all they had received.
Ihey admitted that they executed a conveyance to him in
the November following the sale (on 27th October), and
that he executed a mortgage to them to fiecure payment
of a loan to be made to hin^ of £1,000 for six years, '
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but stated that the deed was executed provisional./ and 1869.

in anticipation of his payingthe purchase money according ^~~v—

'

to the terms of sale; that the deed neither was. nor was D-c»n««ia.

intended to be, delivered to him, and never was out of w*"**-

their possession until produced in the cause, and that

the mortgage, though registered by McLeod and sent

to them, was treated by them as an incomplete security

until he paid the balance of the purchase money, and
they did not make him any advance on it and gave him
no credit for it and he has never paid the purchase
money. Since the sale MoLeod had been found to be
insolvent. ^

On the argument of the petition, the following judg-
ment was delivered by

Van Kouqhnet, C—After hearing all the evidence
in this matter, I consider the case made by The Truit
and Loan Company^ in answer to the plaintiffs claim,

proved. I think there never was any completed sale to

McLeod binding on the Qompany, or which deprived

them of their remedy against the land or their charge
upoq it. The evidence of Mr. Paton, I think, establishes

this, and the pencil memorandum on the back of the

deed, made, as Mr. Paton says, at the time he executed

it, confirms it. That memorandum is to the following

effect :
' To be registered when the purchase completed

and the balance paid." This was never done. So far

as I can gather from the evidence, ths matter of the

purchase under the power of sale remained in fieri,

although some acts of the solicitors of the Company
are inconsistent with that view ; but, I think, I must in

fairness treat those acts as having taken place upon the

expectation and faith of the terms of the purchase being

carried out, and that this never having been done, they

go for nothing.

Judgment.

The difficulty in the way of The Trust and Loan Com-
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^^ pany is that they, by default, have admitted the statement
Banker "^ tf^o plaintiffs' bill-that there was a completedu^can^a transaction of sale to, and purchase by, McLeod, and had^»"- the matter rested on that pleading, and the plaintiffs been

content to accept relief in accordance with that case made,
admitted and adjudged, The Trust and Loan Company
would have had difficulty in getting rid of it. But the
plaintiffs were not so content, they wanted something
more, and have by their petition re-opened the whole
case; and I consider myself, therefore, at liberty to deal
with It afresh

; and this I do, by declaring that the sale
to McLeod has proved abortive; that the Company are
in no way bound thereby, except to the amount of the
money received by them, and that they retain their
original rights subject to these amounts and to the usual
accounts, and that for any balance so owing to them
they are entitled to a first charge, which the plaintiffs
or others, according to the master's finding in regard' to

Judgment, f®"' ""'" ^^ ^°*'*^^'^ ''^ P*^ ""^ ^^ ^^deem. But I also
decree that The Trmt and Loan Company, accepting
this relief, pay all costs up to the hearing on further
directions, as by their submitting to the plaintiff's bill,
and by their whole conduct in the matter, they justified
any one interested in the property in believing and
asserting just such a claim as the plaintiffs have put
forward, but on the explanations of the defendants have
failed to maintain. For the same reasons, I give no
costs of this petition, on which the plaintiffs have failed,
but by which the defendants have benefitted.

The result is, that The Trmt and Loan Company
retain the hen created by the original mortgage, and by
means thereof, are mortgagees, who can only be redeemed

'

m the ordinary way, hy one or all the parties interested
in the property or having claims upon it.

From this order the plaintiffs appealed.

Mr. Strong, Q.C., and Mr. Roaf, Q.C., in support of
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the appeal contended that The Trust and Loan Company, 1869
by their dealing with McLeod, put it out of the power ^-v-^
of the subsequent incumbrancers and the mortgagor to ^^^^
protect or deal with the property, and that they ought ^•"'"'e.

to have been charged as if they had completed the sale
according to the terms of the contract; and that if the
Company are not to be treated as having completed the
sale, they ought to be charged with rents and profits as
mortgagees in possession, the Company having assumed
possession of the property.

Mr. Blake, Q.C., and Mr. James McLennan, for the
respondents, The Trust and Loan Company.

Mr. Blain for the defendant McLeod.

Draper, C. J.-[After stating the facts as above
set forth.]—The evidence appears to me fully suffi-
cient to sustain the allegations of the answer as to
the terms of sale to McLeod, and his failure to fulfil j„,p„e„t
them by payment of the balance of his purchase money
in cash within the thirty days or afterwards.

The principal doubt I have felt is, whether the matters
of defence set up in the answer to the petition were open
to The Trust and Loan Company after they had suffered
the original bill to be taken against them pro confesso.
It appears that the decree on further directions was
vacated, being, as I understand, not consistent with the
relief prayed in the bill or with the facts proved. The
plaintiffs present this petition by way of supplemental
bill in the nature of a bill of review. On the best
opinion I can form it appears to me that these defendants
The Trust and Loan Company, are not prevented by
having suffered the original bill to be taken against
them pro confesso, from setting up any matter sufficient
to answer the case made against them by the petition,
though at the same time I do not understand for what

.!.!:; orjainai DUi ,fua iuit unanswered by them.
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J^869^
Adopting this view, and considering the evidence, I

^^;^ concur in the judgment given by the learned Chancellor,
V. Canada which is now appealed from. I think the sale never
>^»"'-- was completed by The Trust and Loan Company to

McLeod, for he failed in the performance of one of the
most important stipulations in it, the' which, if fulfilled
by him, the plaintiffs would have been paid.

And as consequently Wallace's equity of redemption
has never been extinguished by any act of The Trust
and Loan Company, who have not executed the power
of sale created by Wallace's mortgage, the plaintiffs,
subject to the satisfaction of the mortgage, have the
same rights which they had when their judgment against
Wallace was registered. The truth appears to be, that
McLeod became insolvent and that the premises mort-
gaged are not saleable at the price (nor probably at a
price approaching that) at which McLeod became the

Judgment. Pff
^^er. The fall of market value according to some

of the evidence, took place very soon after the sale.
The Company could not have realized the $7,800 out of
the property, and nothing was to be got from McLeod.
In my opinion it requires a much stronger case than the
facts before us present to make The Trust and Loan
Company liable as if they had actually received, or with
proper diligence might have obtained. In fact they
still hold an unsatisfied mortgage against Wallace's
property. It forms no part of the plaintiffs' case that
there was another bidder at the auction, who offered
nearly the same price which McLeod did, and that by
negligence or impr^er dealing with McLeod, on the
V^xt oi ihQ Trust and Loan Company, the Bank were
deprived of that chance of being paid.

I think the appeal should be dismissed.

Spraggb, V.C.-The original bill treated the sale to
McLeod as completed, and assumed that the difference
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thTZV ^
"'" "'^"'^ """"^ '^'' ^"^°"»' f«r which 1869.the mortgage was g.ven by McLeod to the Trust and -v^

the r .t'°
^'^ ''"-^''*'' '"^ ^'^^ ^^^"--^^ '^^^^-red that wJlU.

the plaintiffs registered judgment was a lien upon themortgage Upon the master's report having b enobtained the plaintiffs obtained a decree on further
directions for payment by The Trust andLoan Companv •

and so a decree more favorable to the plaintiffs than thVtmade on the original hearing. The decree on further
directions was reheard; when it was declared that it

vacated 'TJ ,
'" *^ "'^'"^^ '^^^^^' ^^ '^ -«vacated Ihe order made on rehearing has not been

appealed from, and the plaintiffs accepted and actedupon eave given, on rehearing, to present a petition byT °t'"PP!^r"''^ ^'" ^" '^' ""^'^'^ °f ^ bill of reviewA petition of the above nature was accordingly presentedand answers were put in by The Trust anllauTot

So^h ' ""'^'''^ ^"' ^'^ ^"-^^- raised by tre
petition being at issue, the cause was carried down for
examination and hearing before the Chancellor at Gode-nch when his Lordship made the decretal order which
IS the subject of this anneal tj,« i • .

1 „ . K .

"" "'' appeal, ihe conclusion to whichhe arrived is summed up in the following passage from
his judgment

:
"The difficulty in the way o'f TlTTrZ

ZLf71 '^"''^' ^'' *^'* *^^^' ^y ^«f^"lt, have
admitted the state.aent in the plaintiffs' bill-thai there

McLeod md had the matter rested on that pleading

anl .f.f
'^' ^''" '°"*^"' *° ''''^' r«l-f in «oeorf:

ance with that case made, admitted and adjudged The
Irust and Loan Company would have had difficulty in
getting rid of it. But the plaintiffs were not so content,
they wanted something more ; and have, by thei^

mvsT'.rT"'^ '^' ^^°^' '^'"'^ ^"^ ^ ^^"^i'^e'-

a/d V tTT' /' "'^'^'^ '' ^'^^ ^'^'^ i^ -fresh;
and this I do by declaring that the sale to McLeod
has proved abortive/'

87--VOL. XVI. an.

JudgBuat.
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1869. I agree perfectly in this as a proper conclusion from
^^^^^^ the evidence. But counsel for the plaintiffs now take
Bank of ^

V. Canada this positiou, that The Trust and Loan Company/ being

Wallace, trustccs in the matter of the sale, for all parties inter-

ested in the proceeds of the sale, were bound to do no

act which would prejudice the position of other parties

so interested, and they complain that they did so act in

varying the terms of sale after McLeod had become the

purchaser.

The exhibits at page seventeen of the Appeal Book

shew in what respect the terms of the sale were varied.

It is substantially this : That while under the original

terms of sale the difference between the down payment

and the $4,000 which was to remain on mortgage, was

to be secured by an indorsed note at thirty days

;

under the varied terms of sale $600 only of this

difference was to be so secured, and the balance was to

be satisfied in cash or the receipts of parties entitled to

the balance, after payment of The Trust and Loan

Oompany in thirty days, otherwise a resale.

Jiittgmtnt.

The difficulty is, that this point is not taken upon the

pleadings. The sale, and what took place at and after it,

are parts of a narrative of facts, from which the petitioners

deduce certain conclusions which are thus expressed,

•' And your petitioners shew that the mortgaged premises

in the bill in this cause mentioned were offered for sale

and sold, on the terms and conditions, and under the

circumstances in the master's said report, and herein-

before in that behalf mentioned, and that at the said

sale thereof, the defendant John McLeod became the

purchaser of the said premises for the sum of ^1950,

and your petitioners charge and submit that under the

circumstances in the said report and hereinbefore

appearing the said defendants The Trust and Loan Com-

pany of Upper Canada must be held to have received,

and are chargeable with the whole of the said purchase

money, or sum of £1950, and must account therefor."
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The petitioners in all this complain of nothing: they 1809.

do not say that their position has been prejudiced by
''^^l^

the alteration in the terms of sale. They simply state u. c.n«i.

that the effect of what occurred, as they sum it up, was w»iia«.

to make The Trust and Loan Company chargeable with

the whole purchase money; and they point to the fact

of an actual sale having taken place, as the ground of

the liability of the Company. They shew that the

mortgaged premises were offered for sale, and sold, on

the terms and conditions, and under the circumstances

in the master's report, and in the petition mentioned.

They find no fault with the terms and conditions, nor

with the conduct of the sale, but rest upon the fact of an

actual sale. That, and that only, is in my opinion the

issue presented by the petition, and upon that issue I

agree in the conclusion of the Chancellor.

The plaintiffs contend that in the decretal order made

upon thpir supplemental petition in the nature of a bill
^^^^^^^^

of review, there should have been inserted a direction to

the Master to charge the defendants The Trust and Loan

Company, with the rents and profits of the premises

comprised in their mortgage, from the date of the

delivery of possession to McLeod.

Counsel for the plaintiffs, and for The Trust and Loan

C'^pany, agree that the possession referred to in the

judgment of his Lordship the Chancellor was delivered

at, or very shortly after the sale, in the presence of

Wallace, the mortgagor, of the solicitor and agent of

The Trust and Loan Company, and of the purchaser,

McLeod ; the mortgagor having, as I understand, been

in possession up to that time. The delivery of this

possession was certainly premature; but it was given,

no doubt, upon the faith and in the expectation that the

sale would be carried out, the mortgagor concurring at

least, in the delivery of possession; as the sale was

considered to be at a very good price.
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Jfi09^ I do not see how T can, upon the materials before me,
B.„k or

"^'*''ge ^''« '^rust and Loan Company with the rents and

^•"- least doubtful whether it was not the mortgagor who
delivered the possession. The agent of the Company
T^as present, certainly, but it was not the Company that
had possession, but the mortgagor; the Company could
not transfer to McLeod that which it had not itself; the
mortgagor alone could transfer possession, possession
being m him at that moment. The intendment, I
think would be, that the mortgagor delivered possession
to McLeod, the solicitor and agent of the Company
being a concurring party

; and this is evident, I think,
from this, that the act of delivery could have been by the
mortgagor in the absence of the Company's agent, but
could not have been by the Company's agent in the
absence of the mortgagor. I am of course not speaking
of the legal right to possession, but of the fact of

Judgment,
possession. It is explained, but is not in evidence, that
ihe mortgaged premises consists of several tenements
one of whi h was in the occupation of the mortgagor
himself, ana the others let to tenants; and that part of
the delivery of possession consisted in the tenants being
directed to attorn and pay their rents to the purchaser
Now these tenants were up to that time the tenants of
the mortgagor, and it must have been the mortgagor
who gave these directions to the tenants. And as to
the premises occupied by the mortgagor himself, the act
of delivery of possession must have been by himself
So far as the facts appear at present it would seem to
go no further than this, that an agent of the Company
was present and concurred in the delivery of the
possession.

But supposing the act of this agent to be more than
an act of concurrence, the Company cannot be affected
by It unless it was within the scope of his authority.
Possession, it is agreed, was oot to be delivered until
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all of the purchase money that was to be paid in hand 1869.

was 80 paid, and a mortgage given for the balance. ^-*->'-*-'

There is nothing before me to shew that the agent who u. c" d2ii»

W08 present at the delivery of poosession had any Waii»c«.

authority to deliver possession, or at all events authority

to deliver it before the purchaser was entitled to it

according to the terms of the contract.

The plaintiffs claim to charge the rents and profits

ngainst The Trust and Loan Company upon the bare
fact of the delivery of possession upon which I have
commented. They do not shew how long or under what
circumstances the possession was retained by McLeod;
or that they have been prejudiced. Two or three dates

are material. The Qompany'a mortgage is dated 19th
August, 1854. The plaintiffs recovered and registered

their judgment on the 23rd of October, 1857; and the

sale took place on the 27th of October, 1859. For two
years before the sale the plaintiffs might, so far as

appears, have had a Receiver, and. in that way might
have got in effect, the rents and profits, applied to the

Company' IS prior mortgage. They abstained from doing

this, and now ask to be placed in the same position as

if they had taken that course at the date of delivery of

possession.

Judgment.

All, however, that it is necessary now to decide is,

that upon the materials before the court, we cannot hold

The Trust and Loan Company chargeable. Facts may
be disclosed in the master's office, which may make it

proper for him to charge these rents and profits against

the Company. I do not wish to prejudice any question

that may arise before the master.
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•86t>. Gilbert v. Jarvis.

Amendment—Miijoinder of pttiliontrs- -Practiee.

Where there is n niii>joindor of potitionerM, the court h»s jurisdiotion

at the hearing of the petition to allow the Hnme to be amended by

striking out the name of one of the petitioner!*.

This was a petition by the defendants Samuel P.

Jarvis and 31ary B. Jarvis, for a stay of proceedings in

consequence of the judgment of the Court of Appeal (a).

The order, as drawn up in appeal, stated that, "it

appearing that the appellant Samuel Peters Jarvis had,

as a condition of the leave to appeal given to him,

undertaken, in pursuance of the order of the said Court

of Chancery, bearing date the l'2th day of June, 1868,

that, notwithstanding any decree or order of this court,

the proceedings in the accountant's office should stand

as if an administration of the estate of Samuel Peters
statement.

Jarvis had been had in an ordinary administration suit,

this court doth not dismiss the plaintiff's bill, but doth

order and decree that the said respondents arc not

entitled to any relief against the said appellant in this

suit. And this court doth not think fit to give either of

the said parties any costs."

Mr. Hector, Q.C., and Mr. Moss, for the petitioners.

Mr. Strong, Q.C., and Mr. Blake, Q. C, contra.

On the argument of the petition before V. C. Mowat,

he held, that the plaintiffs could not take any further

proceedings against Sarrtuel P. Jarvis, or any which

he had any concern in or was affected by, but that his

co-petitioner had no right to stay proceedings. His

Honor reserved judgment for the purpose of considering

whether he might allow the petition to be amended so

as to make it the petition of Samuel P. Jarvis only.

(a) Ante p. 265.
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MoWAT, V. 0.—The conclusion to which I have come

on the point of practice which I reserved, is, that the

court has a discretion to allow a petition to bo amended

by striking out the name of one of the petitioners.

In case of a misjoinder of plaintiffs, the court may, at

the hearing of a cause, allow the bill to be amended for

the purpose of correcting this error ; and the misjoinder

would not necessarily bo a bar to an application for an

interlocutory injunction. The Vice Chancellor Shadwell

refused a motion because persons had joined in the notice

who were not entitled to move (a.) Whether that case is

to be followed at the present day, in case of a motion, it

is unnecessary to consider ; but I am clear that I should

not hold myself bound by it in the case of a petition.

295

The amendment may bo made,

then be drawn up without costs.

and the order will

1869.

Otibert

T.

JirrU.

JuUgUMDt.

Blake v. Jarvis.

Judgment creditor—Attachment of debit in equity.

A judgment creditor cannot attach or garnish by means of a suit in

equity a debt for which he has not obtained an attaching order

at law.

But, Stmble, after obtaining and serving such au order, if a remedy in

equity is needed for the realization of the debt so attached, the

creditor is entitled to file a bill for the purpose.

The bill, filed 30th June, 1869, set forth, that on

the 7th of April, 1853, Samuel P. Jarvis made his will,

and thereby appointed his wife, Mary Boylea Jarvis,

and two other persons, executrix and executors ; that

the testator died in -1857 without having revoked or

altered his will, leaving him surviving the said Mary
Boyles Jarvis, and six children, of whom the defendant,

(a^ Follaud t. Lamotte. 10 Sim. 486.

,Vi
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1809. Samuel P. Jarvis, was the oldest : that the widow alone
proved the will, and that the two executors renounced
probate thereof; that the widow alone assumed and
accepted the trusts of the will (which, however, the hill

•lid noc specify)
; that the testator's personal estate

was inadequate to meet his debts ; and that the widow
raised money out of her own means to pay the same.
The bill further stated that on or about the 9th of May,
1867, a bill was filed in this court wherein one Eliaha B.
Gilbert and tht- present plaintiff were plaintiffs, and
the said Mary Boyh^ Jarvia and Samuel P. Jarvis
were defendants, for the administration of the estate of
the testator. Nothing was averred as to the capacity in
which the plaintiff filed that bill, or as to the interest
which at the time of filing it he had in the administra-
tion of the estate. But it was assumed on this demurrer
that the plaintiflf had some interest in the estate of the
deceased which entitled him to file the bill. The decree

«uun,.nt was not set forth, but the bill stated that on the 24th
of January, IS'iS, the accountant of the court made
his report in the suit, and thereby found " that there
was due and should be paid to the said Mary Boylea
Jarvis from the said estate, for money advanced by
her to pay off the debts and liabilities of the testator,
the sum of §15,267 70; and the said defendants
having appealed from the said report, the said court, by
an order made therein and bearing date the 18th day
of February, 1868, declares, all parties consenting
thereto, that the said report should be varied by
reducing the amount found due to the said Mary Boyles
Jarvis to $10,083.64, and that the said report, with
that variation, should stand confirmed." The bill

charged, that the estate of the testator was indebted
to the said Mary Boyles Jarvis in respect of moneys
advanced by her to pay the testator's debts, as ascer-
tained and settled by the said report and order, in the
sum of $10,083.64. The bill stated, that this debt had
been settled and declared, ia the said suit, to have
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priority over tlio remaining unpaid debts of the testator.

The bill then set forth certain judgments recovered at
law against Mary Boyle$ Jarvis, and which had become
vested in the present plaintiff; and the bill stated that

writs of Ji. fa. against the goods and lands of Mary
Boyles Jarvia were then in the sheriff's hands, but that
there were no funds, assets, or estates of the said Mary
Boylea Jarvia, out of which the said judgments could be
realised, save only the said debt of 810,083.04. The
plaintiff submitted, that this debt constituted a legal debt,
which he could attach at law except that Mrs. Jarvia
was, in her capacity as executrix, both debtor and creditor,
and that, owing to this double position, there was an
obstacle to the plaintiff's legal remedy which equity would
remove. The bill stated that Samuel P. Jarvia was
made a party to the suit as one of the beneficiaries under
the testator's will, inasmuch as their pecuniary interests
might be opposed to the interest of Mrs. Jarvia in the
premises. The bill set forth certain lands as '« the 8uu»..t.
properties of the said estate out of which the said claim
of the said 3Iary Boylea Jarvia is payable." These
general allusions afforded all^the information which the
bill contained as to the contents of the will or the rights
of parties under it. The prayer was, that the amount so
fixed and ascertained to be due to the defendant Mary
Boylea Jarvia as executrix as aforesaid, might be at-
tached and garnished ; that equitable execution of the

'

said writs might be had in respect thereof; that a
sufilcient portion of the estate of tho said testator might
be sold to satisfy the amount due to the plaintiff; that
the proceeds might be applied for that purpose and
in payment of the costs of the suit; and that for these
purposes all proper directions might bo given and
accounts taken ; and for general relief.

To this bill the defendants demurred separately.

Mr. HectOTy Q. C, and Mr. Moaa, for the demurrer
3S—-VOL. XVI. ttK.

iff
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otS. P. Jarvia, cited: Daniel v. McCarthy (a), Bank
of Toronto v. Burton {b), Sparks v. Younge (c), Horsley
V. Cox (d), anbert v. Jarvia («).

Mr. Fitzgerald, for demurrer of iJ/ary 5. Jarvis.

Mr. >S<row^, Q. C., and Mr. Blake, Q. C, contra,
cited Henderson v. Henderson (/), Hutchinson v. 6^2/-

/espie (^f), Williams on Executors, p. 1216.

MowAT, V.C.—On the argument of the demurrers in
this cause the learned counsel for the plaintiff did not
attempt to sustain the bill on the ground that the
writs m the hands of the sheriff entitled the plaintiff
to have the debt in question applied in satisfaction of
the executions. The sheriff, under a writ against goods,
IS authorized to seize money, bank notes, cheques, bills
of exchange, promissory notes, bonds, mortgages, spe-

Judgmeut. cialties, or other securities for money, belonging to the
person against whose effects the writ has issued {h)\
and I presume that there can be no doubt that the debt
in question does not fall within any of the particulars
thus specified.

The argument for the bill was, that the debt could
bo attached or garnished in equity. The bill has
not been so drawn that I can assume that any of the
judgment debts of the plaintiff is the same as the
judgment debt in virtue of which the bill in Gilbert v.
Jarvis was filed

; or that the parties are the same: and
It was argued for the plaintiff, that the decision in th:.t
case does not apply to such a state of facts as this bill
sets up

;
that the amount of the debt which this bill

(j) 7 Ir. C. L, 261.

(c) 8 lb. 251.

(e) Ante page 265.

(g) 11 Exc. 798.

(A) Com. Law Pro. Act, Consol, U. C, 22 V., ch. 22, sec. 261.

(6) 4 U. C. Prao. 63.

{d) L. R. 4 Ch. 92.

(/) 6 Q. a. 288.
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seeks to attach, has been judicially ascertained and

settled ; that nothing is said in the present bill of the

widow's annuity ; that an administration of the testator's

estate is not asked ; and that the bill differs in other

respects from the bill in Gilbert v. Jarvis.

1869.

Blake

Jarvis.

But, after reading attentively the judgment of the

learned Chief Justice in that case, and the judgments of

the Master of the Rolls and the Lord Chancellor in

Horsleyv. Cox (a), and restricting my knowledge of the

facts (as I am bound to do) to what appears by the

present bill, I am of opinion that I could not hold, con-

sistently with those cases, and with the law, that the debt

in question can be attached or garnished by means of ii

suit by the plaintiff in this court. ' It is to be observed

that, as the law stood independently of the provisions of

the Common Law Procedure Act, the plaintiff could not

have laid hold of this debt. Does that act enable him to

lay hold of it? It provides [b) that upon an ex parte ap- Judgment,

plication of a judgment creditor, "and upon his affidavit,

or that of his attorney, stating that judgment has been

recovered, &c., and that some third person is indebted

to the judgment debtor, and is within the jurisdiction, a

judge of any of the said courts (as the case may be) may
order that all debts owing by or accruing from such

third person to the judgment debtor, shall be attached

to answer the judgment;" and that service on "such
third person,'* or garnishee, "of an order that debts

due or accruing to the judgment debtor shall be attached,

or notice thereof to the garnishee in such manner as the

judge directs, shall bind such debts in his hands." Thdt

is the only way of attaching or binding the debts which

the statute gives ; and is not the mode so laid down as es-

sential for the purpose mentionedjas the registration of a

judgment according to law was essential for the purposes

of the Consolidated Statute, chapter 89 ? Or as the

(a) L. R. 4 Ch. 92. (6) Sao. 288.
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I

dehveryofawrit to the sheriff before filing a bill toreach the debtor's equitable interest in land ? So, theEnghsh Statute 1 & 2 Victoria, chapter 110, proWded
that ,f a judgment debtor had any stocks, &c., it should
be lawful for a judge of one of the superior courts, on
the application of the judgment creditor, to order Jhat
such stocks, &c., should stand charged with the payment
of the judgment debt

; and it was held, that this order
could not be made or dispensed with by the Court of
Chancery, even where the object was to charge a sumof money m the funds standing in the name of the
accountant general of that court (a). It is necessary for
the court of law to make the order for the purpose of
creating the charge, and then effect may in equity be given
to he order as the case may require. The plaintiff docs
not allege that he has obtained an attaching- order in the
present case

;
and the argument assumed that no such

order would be granted at law in respect of the debt in
audg-nent qucstion. Where a judgment creditor obtains an attach-

ing order, and by service of it binds a particular debt, it
18 quite probable that if he needs an equitable remedym respect of that debt, in addition to, or in lieu of, themachmery which the statute provides for the realization
of the debt, this court may be found to possess the
jurisdiction necessary for his relief. But where he
neither has obtained nor is entitled to such an order
I think that nothing can be done for him in this court!

^
In ITorsle^y. Cox the Lord Chancellor put his judgment
on several distinct grounds ; but the first was this : By
he Common Law Procedure Act, his lordship said
this particular remedy is granted in a very special

manner, and under very special terms, and there is noground lor saymg that this court can interfere so as to
alter the position of the parties by simply putting aside
the legal obstacle, so as to bring the whole matter
into this court, and to arrest the money by means of a

(a) Miles V. Presland, 2 Beav. 300. See Warburton v. Hill, Kay, 470.
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Blake
T.

Jairig.

process analogous to an attachment. * * It appears to 1809.

me that the case is very different from the case of a
person having a judgment against his debtor, and finding

that at common law his judgment is arrested, when
he seeks to enforce it, by an outstanding legal interest.

* • * Here is a special remedy, directed to a special

case, and very special observances directed by the act,

—

particularly by the 66th section [the 298th of the existing

Canadian act], which enacts that a book shall be kept
by the court, in which every attachment is to be regis-

tered, and which all persons are to have an opportunity

of inspecting—a rule which is inapplicable to^this court

or its proceedings." There were special reasons, in

addition to this general ground, why, in the particular

circumstances of the debt there, the judgment creditor

was not entitled to prevail ; and there were also some
special circumstances apparent on the bill in Gilbert v.

Jarvis, some of which do not appear in the present bill

;

but I think that enough appears in the judgments in both Judgment,

cases to shew, that, independently of such special cir-

cumstances, and on the allegations of the present bill, it

is impossible for me to sustain the plaintiff's claim to relief.

The first ground of the demurrers is, that the court .

has no jurisdiction to give the plaintiff the relief he
seeks ; and this ground of demurrer seems to me good.
The second ground is, that it does not appear from the

bill that the accounts in the suit therein referred to

were taken in such a way as to bind the beneficiaries

under the will of the testator. Only one of the bene-
ficiaries is stated to have been a party to the suit ; and
there is no allegation which would shew the others to be
bound by it (a).

I must allow the demurrers generally, with costs.

(a) See Consolidated Orders, 81, &e.
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Mossop V. Mason.

Sale tifgood will—Injunction.

The defendant sold to the plaintifls the good will of the business of
an innkeeper, which he had carried on under the name of " Mason's
Hotel," or "The Western Hotel;" he afterwards resumed the
business under the same name and in the same premises, and
represented to his old customers and the public that the busi-
ness so resumed was the identical business sold :

Held, that, though in the absence of any express covenant the vendor
would have been entitled to engage in a business similar to that ho •

had sold, yet ho was not at liberty to represent the new business
as the same identical business as the old :

Held, also, that a covenant in the agreement that the vendor should
pay $1000 in the event of his carrying on business as an inn-
keeper within ten years, did' not alTect the purchasers' right to an
injunction ; nor did the circumstance of their having removed to

other premises. \

The defendant kept a Farmers' Inn, in London,

8t8temer.t. Ontario, under the name of "Mason's Hotel," or " The
Western Hote]," and was tenant of the premises in

which the business was carried on. On or about the
1st January, 1868, he sold out his business to the
plaintiffs, and an instrument was executed by all parties

stating the terms of the sale. In this writing it was
set forth, that the defendant had agreed to sell to the
plaintiffs " all his goods, chattels, effects, and goodwill
of the business -theretofore carried on by him, situate

on the corner of Mark Lane and FuUarton Street,

in the said City of London, and known as ' Mason's
Hotel.' " The instrument contained no direct covenant
by the defendant not to resume business, but he agreed
to pay to the plaintiffs $4000 "liquidated damages,"
in the event of his " directly or indirectly, continuing,

commencing, or carrying on, the business or calling

of an innkeeper within the term of ten years."

The sale was carried out ; so much of the money
as, according to the bargain, was to be paid down,
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1869.was so paid ; and the possession of the premises

was delivered to the plaintiffs, the defendant remain-

ing with them for a few days to introduce them to

his customers. The defendant's expressed intention at

this time was to retire permanently from the business of

an innkeeper, and to betake himself to the occupation of

a farmer. In July or August following, the stabling on
the premises was destroyed by fire. The landlord was •

absent from the country at the time, and as his agent
would hold out no hope of the stabling being rebuilt, the

plaintiffs were obliged to remove to other premises.

They removed accordingly on or about the 1st October,

and the landlord of the old premises (who by this time
had returned) accepted from them the key. Their

boarders and other customers went with them to tlje

new premises. The landlord of the old premises

afterwards rebuilt the stables; and the defendant-

having ^'^en advised that the covenant which he had
entered into respecting a resumption of business as statement.

an innkeeper was void because not restricted as to

place, he arranged with the landlord to re-open the old

hotel on his own account. He accordingly refurnished

the house ; 5»r.d on or about the 18th November he
resumed business in it. On the following day the

plaintiffs filed their bill, and on tho 26th of the same
month they gave notice of motion for injunction. The
defendant filed affidavits in answer, and to these the
plaintiffs filed others in reply. The motion came on
before Chancellor VanKoug.... . on the 8th of December,
and his lordship, after taking time to consider tho case,

made an order refusing the motion. The motion was
re-heard before the two Vice Chancellors on the 27th

August, 1869. It was not suggested that the plaintiffs

were in any default for not having brought on the

appeal at an earlier period.

Mr. MeCfee,,(or the plaintiffs.

Mr. Blake, Q.C., and Mr. Meredith, contra.

m

'I
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1869. The judgment of the court was delivered by

MowAT, V, C.-^I shall first consider the matter in

question on this motion as it would stand in the absence
of the express covenant. The defendant sold to the
plaintiffs the good-will of the business which he had
carried on under the name of "Mason's Hotel," or
." The Western Hotel," in the premises he now occupies.

He has since resumed the same business, under the
same name, and in the same premises, and has done
all that he could do otherwise to represent this business
to be the identical business which he had sold to the

plaintiffs
: Had he a legal right to do all that?

Upon the sale of a good-will the seller, in the absence
of anyexpress stipulation on the subject, is not considered
to part with his right of going into a similar business

in the same locality or elsewhere ; but, as the present
Judgment Lord Chancellor pointed out in Churton v. Douglas (a),

" he must set it up fairly and distinctly as a separate

business, and not as the old established business which
he has sold;" for the sale of the good-will is the sale

of every advantage which "has been acquired by the

old firm in carrying on its business^ whether connected
Avith the premises in which the business was previously

carried on, or with the name of the late firm, or with
any other matter carrying with it the benefit of the
business. ^ ^ When you are parting with the good-
will of a business, you mean to part with all that good

• disposition which customers entertain towards the house
of business, identified by the particular name or firiu,

and which may induce them to continue giving their

custom to it." In that case the defendant's name was
John Douglas: he had carried on the business of a
staff merchant at Bradford, under the name of John
Douglas ^ Co. ; and the court restrained him from

(a) Johns 188.
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resuming or carrying on the business of a stuff merchant
at, or in the immediate neighborhood of, Bradford,
either alone r •• in pan .ership with any other persons
under the style or firm of John Douglas ^ Co., and from
in any other manner holding out that he was carrying on
the business of a stuff merchant in continuation of, or
m succession to, the business carried on by the former
firm of John Douglas ^ Co. It is to be observed that
the plaintiffs were not using the name of John Douglas

^ Co., and indeed by the bargain they had no right to

use it.
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In the present case the defendant has resumed the
business of an innkeeper in London ; carries it on under
the same name as before—the » Western Hotel;" and
has represented the business to be a continuation of,

or succe? 'on to, the old business. The fact of the
place being the very premises in which the good-will

was acquired, and to which a large part will necessarily Judgment.

attach, makes the case a much stronger one against the
defendant, than the case from which I have quoted.
All the particulars which I have mentioned appear in
the advertisement which the defendant published on
resuming business, and which bears date 18th Nov.,
1868. That advertisement is headed, "Western Hotel
re-opened," and begins thus: " The subscriber begs to

announce that he has resumed the proprietorship of the
above hotel, ^/hich has been extensively improved and
furnished with new furniture," &c., &c. There is other

evidence of representations by the defendant, that the

business is the same ; and the defendant does not

dispute having made such representations.

Reference was made in argument to the removal of
the plaintiffs from the old stand, as justifying the

defendant's conduct. But no authority was cited for the

contention. The learned judge who decided the case

already quoted from, which was the case of a sale

39—VOL. XVI. OR.
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1869. of a wholesale business, considered it "absurd to say
'^'^^^ that, where a large wholesale business is conducted,

mJod. ^^^ P'i^l'c are mindful whether it is carried on at
one end of the Strand or the other, or in Fleet
Street, or any place adjoining, and that they regard
that, and do not regard the identity of the house of
business, namely, the firm." In England v. Bownea (a),
the goodwill of a victualler's business was expressly held
to be, under the circumstances, incident to the stock and
license, and not to the premises on which the business was
carried on. The goodwill may not be so valuable to the
plaintiffs at their new stand as it /?as at the old stand

;

but how can that be a reason for the defeadant's
depriving them of the diminished advantage which,
but for his interference, they would retain at the new
stand ?

1 have mentioned the defendant's covenant to pay
Judgment. $4000 in the event of his carrying on business as an

innkeeper within ten years. The instrument is very
inartificially drawn. The defendant's attorney sug-
gested before it was signed that the restriction as to
carrying on the business for ten years should be limited
as to place, but the defendant declared that that was
unnecessary as, on account of his family, he meant
never to resume the business of innkeeping. It evi-
dently did not then occur to any one concerned, that a
res^triction as to place was necessary to give validity to
the covenant; and, though a restriction to London and
its neighbourhood would have answered every pur-
pose of the agreement, no restriction was introduced

;

and the instrument was executed as drawn. I may
assume, for the purposeofdisposing of thepresent motion,
that the covenant, by reason of its unrestricted form, is
wholly void. The defendant contends that it is wholly
void against him, but that it is effectual in his favor to
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destroy the implied covenant which, but for the express

stipulation, the sale of the goodwill would carry with it.

That wo cannot hold. An express covenant controls and
modifies an implied covenant in order to give effect

to the intention of the parties : to give this covenant
the one-sided operation contended for would bo defeating,

instead of effectuating, the intention of tho parties. No
authority cited supports the defendant's contention on

this point.

It was further contended on the part of tho defendant,

that, as the instrument contains no express covenant

not to resume business, but merely a provision for the

payment of liquidated damages in the event of his

resuming, he was at liberty to resume if he chose to pay
to the plaintiffs the sum named ; and that the plaintiffs'

remedy (if any) was an action at law for this money,
and not a suit in equity for an injunction. But, looking

at the whole instrument, we have no doubt that the sole Judgment,

purpose of introducing the stipulation was to protect the

plaintiffs against a resumption of the business by the

defendant. It has often been held, that, if the court is

satisfied as to the real intention in such a case, the form,

of the covenant is immaterial ; and it has also been ruled

that there may be an injunction notwithstanding the

use of the expression ' liquidated damages,' and though

the defendant has entered into no express covenant not

to carry on the business (a). I apprehend that, in the

case of a bond conditioned for the conveyance of a lot

of land, and containing no direct agreement for such u

conveyance, it has always been understood that the

obligee is entitled to have the land specifically. Here the

goodwill has been actually transferred ; the purchasers

have gone into possession ; and there is an implied

covenant by the defendant not to resume the business

(a) Howard v. Woodward, 34 Law J. Ch. 47 ; Butler v. Powia,

2 Coll, 156.
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:
then followa the stipulation that, in the event of

^';;;^ his resuming he will pay 34000 liquidated damages.

Mj;;n. ^^ implied covenant is as effectual as rn express cove-
nant

;
and 1 take it to be perfectly settled that, in case

of a covenant not to do an act followed by another
covenant to pay a apecified siiia, whether in the name of
penalty or in the name of liquidated damages, in case of
his doing the act, the other party is entitled to an
injunction against such act, and is not obliged to con-
tent himself with the money.

It may not be honest in the defendant to take
advantage of the form of the express covenant, but
if the form adopted renders the covenant invalif' the
defendant cannot be restrained from resuming the busi-
ness of an innkeeper in opposition to, and to the injury
of, hia vendees (subject to the restrictions which I shall
mention). We are of opinion that the plaintiffs were

JudgiMBt entitled, on the motion before the Chancellor, to an
injunction to the hearing, like that granted in Ohurton
V. Douglas, viz., restraining the defendant f. jm resum-
ing or carrying on the business of an innkeeper
or hotel-keeper at or in the neighbourhood of London,
under the name of "Mason's Hotel" or "Western
Hotel ;" and from resuming or carrying on the business
of an innkeeper or hotel-keeper, under any name or
in any manner, in the premises at the corner of Mark
Lane and Fullarton Street, now or formerly occupied
by him; and from in any manner holding out that
he is carrying on business in continuation of, or suc-
cession to, the business carried on by hira under the
said names or either of them. But, considering the
time which has now elapsed since the defendant resumed
business, we think that if the defendant shall enter into
an undertaking to keep an account of the receipts of
the business from this time, and of the profits thereof,

and to abide by such order as the court may make as
to damages, and to discontinue and procure to be di<!con-
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tinued all proceodinga for enforcing payment of the

remaining instalments of the consideration money until

the hearing, no further ordorshall bo made on the motion.

Failing such an undertaking within seven days, the

injunction will go. In either event the deposit will be

returned to the plaintiffs.

Spragob, V. C, concurred ; and added that he was
inclined to think, having regard to the whole instru-

ment, and to the purely local character of the business

of an innkeeper, that the covenant might be read as if

the restricting words "in London " had been expressed

therein.

Ferguson v. Ferguson.

Sheriff 't tales—Equitable eatatea— Vendee of Crown.

A debtor being a vendee of lantl and in default in raying the purchase
money, a creditor obtained exesution against his lands, and at the
sheriff's sale became the purchaser of the debtor's interest for a
sum equal to the debt and costs, and took the sheriff's deed accord-

ingly :

Held, that he could not afterwards repudiate the purchase and claim
his debt, on the ground that the debtor's interest was not saleable

by the sheriff.

The interest of a debtor in land, bought from the Crown, but for

which at the time of his death he had not fully paid, and had not

obtained the patent, is ayailable in equity for the benefit of his

creditors
; and their right is not destroyed by a friend of the heirs

paying the balanee of the purchase money, and procuring the patent
to issue in the names of the heirs.

809
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The bill was by a creditor of 0-eorge Ferguson, who
died on the 17th October, 1863, intestate, and leaving

several infant children. Ferguson at the time of his

death was in possession of a piece of land in the township

of Augusta, under a contract from the Crown for the

purchase thereof, but he had allowed his instalments to

statement.



810 CHANCERY REPORTS.^ fall into arrcar. After his death a relative paid the
Fergu«,„

f^a'-^nce duo (about a68); and cm the 9th May 1807 a
F.r;«o„. ?«»'«"* was issued to the children as co-heirs of their

father. The person who advanced the money went
into rece.pt of the rents, and in that waj repaid himself
h.s advance. Meanwhile the plaintiff had obtained
judgment against the administratrix of the debtor, issued
a wr.t against his goods, and then (21st December,
1865,) against h.s lands. Under the execution against
lands, tho plaintiff became the purchaser at the sum of
«140 being tho amount of his debt and costs; and the
sheriff on the 4th February, 1867, executed a deed
purporting to convey to the plaintiff all the debtor's
estate and interest in the land in question. The plaintiff
did not pretend any ignorance on his part at the time
01 tho purchase as to the state of the title.

On the cause coming before the late Chancellor
y^anKoughnet, his Lordship dismissed the plaint ff's bill
with costs: thereupon the plaintiff m the oau«n down
to be re-heard, and the same can.^ on for argument
before tho two Vice- Chancellors.

Mr. Strong, Q. C.,for the plaintiff.

*

Mr. Moss for the defendants.

The judgment of the court was delivered by

Jud,n..„.. MowAT, V. C.-The plaintiff claims that the equitable
estate of the debtor was not saleable under execution-
that the sheriff's deed conveyed to the plaintiff no interest'
and that he is, therefore, entitled, notwithstanding his
purchase, to have the property sold by this court, and to
have the proceeds applied in satisfaction of the judgment
There are two answers to this claim: first, that he has
no writ in the sheriff's hands, without which it has
hitherto been he id that a judgment creditor has no lien on
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his flebtor's lands, and is not entitled to file a bill;
and, secondly, that, having voluntarily chosen to buy
at the sheriff's Siile, and to take the sheriff's deed in
Hatisfaction of the debt and costs, ho cannot now, without
any allegation of fraud, or even of mistake of fact or
law, repudiate his purchase, and maintain that the debt
is still unsatisfied (a). A sheriff's deed has the same
effect in that respect as the deed of any other vendor.

We think it clear that an interest of this kind in land
can bo reached by an execution creditor, through means
of this court

; and that the heirs, or any one for them,
cannot intercept the rights of creditors, by advancing
what may be due to the Crown as vendor, ^ny more
than in the case of a private vendor. Wo are, there-
fore, unable to concur in the view on which the late

, Chancellor based his decision : differing, as it seems
to do, from his Lordship's -^ ^„o„ j^ ^ho previous case
of Yale V. ToUerton (6) But on the other grounds Judga..nt
which we have menttuned. we think that the decree
should be affirmed, with costs.

280"^
8««

'«»•'- - V. Bernard, 2 Gr. 356; Paul v. Ferguson, 14 Gr.

(6) 18 Gr. 802.
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' ^"^ Davis v. Whitq.

Mortgage—Purehate of partfrom mortgagor.

Where a mortgage provided that in casea of sales by the mortgagor
of portions of the mortgaged property, the mortgagee, on receipt
or tender of a certain proportion of the purchase money, should
release the part sold from the mortgage, it was held, that the first
person who thereafter.' purchased and paid to the mortgagor his
purchase money, but obtained no release from the mortgagee, was
not entitled, as he would have been in the absence of this pro-
vision, to pay off the whole mortgage, and to demand payment of
the whole from a subsequent purchaser Iredeemlng him; but that
each purchaser (including the first), was entitled to redeem his
own part on payment of the aUpulated proportion of money.

«

This was a foreclosure suit, and came on to be heard
by way of motion for decree. From the pleadings it

appeared that the defendants White and Mitchell hvi^
created a mortgage in favor of the plaintiff Margaret

sutement. Dovis, to sccure ^63,000 and interest, subsequently to
which they had the mortgaged premises surveyed and
laid off into lot?, portions of which were sold to different
purchasers, some of whom were named as defendants to
the suit, amongst others, The London and Port Stanley
Railway Company, who were the first purchasers from
the mortgagors of any part of the property, the com-
pany having paid the mortgagors the full amount of the
consideration agreed upon—taking from them a bond of
indemnity against the mortgage, although by a provi-
sion in the mortgage deed a portion of the purchase
money proportioned to the ^3,000, as the part sold was
to the whole premises, was to be paid to the mortgagee.

The other facts are stated in the judgment.

Mr. Roaf, Q.C., for the plaintiffs.

Mr. 8. Blake, for the defendants. The Railway
Company,
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Spragqk, v. C—The plaintiff is mortgagee of a 1869.

considerablequantity of land, comprised within the limits

of the town of St. Thomas. The mortgage is dated

16th November, 1853, and contains this provision

:

" that whenever hereafter at any time the said parties

of the first part, or their heirs or assigns, shall have
disposed of any part or portion of the said within or
above described lands, she the said party of the third

part her heirs, executors, administrators or assigns, shall,

upon the receipt or tender of such proportion of purchase
money of the part or parts thereof so sold ag^shall bear
to the sum of three thousand pounds, the consideration

therein named, the same proportion that the value of

such part or part? so sold or disposed of would bear to

the value of the whole of said premises, release the said

part or parts of and from these presents ; and which
said sum so tendered or received shall be indorsed on
the note or notes, instalment or instalments, first there-

after due, and shall be considered . as part payment of judgment.

these presents."

This provision was evidently made in order to facili-

tate the sale of tLo land by the owners of the equity of

redemption, to a number of purchasers. A portion of
the land was sold to the defendants The London and
Port Stanley Railway Company. The company was the

first of the purchasers from the mortgagors, and paid to

them the whole of their purchase money, XIOOO, without

obtaining from the mortgagee a release of the portion

they purchased ; taking, however, from the mortgagors a
conveyance with aljsolute covenants against incumbrances,

and referring in terms to the plaintiff's mortgage,

together with a bond of indemnity. Questions are raised

by the company as between themselves and the mort-

gagee, and as between themselves and subsequent

purchasers of the mortgaged premises.

The railway company claims to be entitled to be

40—VOL. XVI. OR.
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entirely exonerated : to stand in the same position as a
first purchaser of a portion of the mortgaged premises

under an ordinary mortgage ; and Beevor v. Luck (a)

is cited in support of this position. That case established

among other things, that where there were several mort-

gages in one hand, the first purchaser of mortgaged
premises comprised in one of the mortgages being
bound upon redemption to pay off the whole of the

mortgage debts, was entitled to demand of any subse-

quent purchaser redeeming him, payment of the whole
that he had paid to the holder of the whole of the

mortgages, and, unless the special provision in this

mortgage to which I have referred makes a difference,

Beevor v. Luck is an authority in their favor.

It becomes material to examine this provision, and
what rights it conferred upon purchasers. It is in

terms, only an agreement between the mortgagors and
Judgment, the mortgagee, but it qualified the right which the

mortgagee would otherwise have had against each

individual purchaser; defining certain terms, kss than

the ordinary right of a mortgagee, upon which he should

release portions of the mortgaged premises sold, from
the mortgage debt. This provision, I apprehend, and
it was not denied in argument, runs with the land ; so

that each purchaser is entitled to a release of the portion

purchased by him, from the mortgage debt, upon the

mortgagee being paid the proper proportion of the debt.

Payment of the difference between such proportion and
the agreed purchase money, to the owners of the equity

of redemption, would also be necessary, but that does

not affect the present question.

The railway company did not avail themselves of the

benefit of this provision, and their contention is, that

they stand in the same position as if there were no such

(a) L. R. 5 Eq. 637.
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provision in the mortgage. It was their privilege . to

have the benefit of this provision if they chose. Their

abstaining from it cannot prejudice the rights of other

purchasers, if such purchasers have independent rights

under the provision. In the case of an ordinary
mortgage and a purchase of a portion of the mortgaged
.premises, the purchaser becomes liable to pay the whole
mortgage debt and he cannot redeem without it ; and
with this liability goes the right, upon redemption, to

have the whole of the mortgaged premises conveyed to

him, that is, as between himself and the inortgagee.

This was his
J

sition arid his right upon making his

purchas' ;
' his right could not be impaired by any

subseq ,
.^ aling with the property by the mortgagor

;

any subsequent purchaser would take subject to his

rights whatever they might be.

I have not met with any case in which any question

has arisen upon a mortgage containing such a provision Jadgment.

as the mortgage in this'case contains. This provision

does, in my judgment, take this case out of the ordinary

rule. There is no liability on the part of the first pur-

chaser, or of any purchaser, to pay the whole mortgage
debt upon redemption. The portion he has purchased
is chargeable with a certain defined amount and no more

;

and he has no right to pay any more to the mortgagee.
He certainly has no right to pay the whole mortgage
debt

; and if he did pay it, it would be a merely
gratuitous payment, and could not alter the position of
other purchasers. The position and the rights of all are

governed by this provision. It places all, in my opinion,

upon the same footing. If the railway company were -

right in their contention, the provision could not be
carried out. To take the case of a second purchaser
who has paid to the mortgagee, directly or indirectly,

his proper proportion of purchase money : his right is

to have a release. Suppose the railway company had
paid the whole debt due on the mortcajre. it is imnossihift
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that th»..ir doing so could prejudice the right of such
purchaser

; and so of any, other purchaser, the portion
purchased was exonerated from the mortgage debt upon
payment of the proportion with which it was chargeable.
But what makes the point very clear is !his. The raiU
way company upon paying off the mortgagee could not
acquire rights beyond those possessed by the mortgagee
herself; and those rights are deEned by the provision.

It is admii 3d by the plaintiff that releases have been
given by the mortgagee to some purchasers, without
payment, or at any rate without full payment of the
proportion of purchase money payable by them. Where
this has been done without the concurrence of the mort-
gagors

; they are entitled to have the sums, payable and
not paid, deducted from the mortgage debt, with, of
course, a proper rebate of interest.

Judgment. That is the right of the owners of the equity of
redemption, but I do not see that the railway company
has anything to do with it, unless they have a right of
redemption beyond the land purchased by them. Unless
they have such right of redemption they ^re not preju-
diced. It is not pointed out that they have or that they
could acquire any rights as to such other lands. If they
could not pay the whole mortgage debt, they could not
pay the proportion payable by other purchasers : and
if they did they conld only place themselves in the posi-

tion of the mortgagee ; and she hap released. But in

fact they have nothing to do with other purchasers, and
are not prejudiced by their being released. If they have
any equity it could be only of this nature, that the mort*
gagors ought to have indemnified them as by their cove-
nant and bond they obliged themselves to do, and as the
mortgagors get credit for moneys payable by purchasers
to whom the mortgagee has granted releases, that credit
should enure to their benefit ; but I do not see how this

can be worked out. It gould only be by giving credit
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to the railway company instead of to the mortgagors

;

but I do not see what there is to warrant me in doing

this. It is not that money has been paid to the mort-

gagee which ought to have been so applied, but that,

without payment of money the mortgagee has altered

the position of the mortgagors, that is, without payment

of money, which if paid would have reduced pro tanto

the mortgage debt ; and that wrong is set right by the

mortgage debt boing pro tanto reduced.

It has occurred to me to consider whether the relative

position of the mortgagors and the railway company upon

the purchase of the latter, and the giving by the former

of their covenant and bond, can make any difference.

Quoad the sum necessary to be paid to the mortgagee to

entitle the railway company to a release, the mortgagors

are principals as between them and the company ; and

the coinpany are sureties, and if money were payable by
the mortgagee to the mortgagors, it may be that the Judgment,

railway company would have an equity to receive it pro

tanto rather than the mortgagors ; but a credit is a dif-

ferent thing, and the rights of the mortgagee would be

affected. They would lose their charge upon the railway

company purchase ; for which the increased charge upon

the unreleased portion of the mortgaged premises might

not be an adequate compensation.

Upon ^he whole my conclusion is that tho only right

of the railway company is to have a release upon pay-

ment to the mortgagee of the proportion payable under

the provision to which I have referred. Counsel differ

•as to the period at which the value spoken of in the

provision, should be estimated, whether the value at the

date of the sale to the railway company, or the present

value. I think it should be the value at the date of

the sale. What has to be done now, should have been

done at that time, If the payment of the proper pro-

nortion of the Tiurchase monev had been made then it
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would have been measured by the then value, and should
be so measured now.

As to costs, the bill has been taken pro confeaao
against all the defendants except the railway company.
The company must pay the costs of the hearing, and a
proportion of the costs before the hearing, the propor-
tion being one for the parties representing the mortga-
gors, and one for each purchaser, so far as the costs of
the bill are concerned, the costs of service upon each to
be apportioned to each. The railway company to be
entitled to redeem the parcel of land purchased by them
upon payment of the proper proportion under the pro-
vision in the mortgage, and costs as I have indicated, each
other purchaser to have the like right, and the repre-
sentatives of the mortgagors to have also the like ri.iit.

Beamish v. Barrett. [In Appeal.*]

Riparian proprietors—Injunction.

In 1844 a mill site was conveyed to the defendant, " with the privilege
of keeping the dam thereon at all times, hereafter at its present
head or height, but no higher ;

" and in 1849 the defendant erected
a new dam lower down the stream. This new dam was of the
same height as the old dam

; but the defendant placed on tbe dam
piovable stop logs to enable him to make use of the surplus water,
which would otherwise flow over the dam. By experiments it was
shewn that if these stop logs were not removed when the defendant's
mill was not working, but in that case only, the water would be
raised on the lands of the plaintiflF, to the extent of about

1 J inches :

the defendant however always had removed the logs when his mill
was not working.

Held, Per 'Curiam, that under these circumstances the plaintiff was
not entitled to an absolute injunction against the use of the stop logs.
[Deapee, C. J., VanKodohnbt, C , and Speaoqis, V. C, dissenting.]

statement.
'^^^^ ^^^ »« appeal from an order made on re-hearing

affirming a decree pronounced by the Ch'>...oellor.

* P/•«»eH^—Drapef, C. J., Richards, C. J., VauKoughnet, C,
Hsgarty, C. J., A. Wilson, J., Mowat, V. C, and Gwynne, J.
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The plaintiff and the defendant Barrett respectively
owned certain lands, mills, and premises mentioned in
tho pleadings. A creek, called SmitKs Creek, flowed
through the lands owned by each.

"

The plaintiff's pre-
mises were situate higher up the stream than Barrett's,
and were it not that the plaintiff had mortgaged his
property to the defendant Dickson, and had leased his
mill to the defendant Pephw for a term not yet expired,
it was conceded that the question raised in this suit
might have been tried at law.

-^'

The question was aa to Barrett's right to dam back
the water. This right was granted by a deed of the
16th November, 1844, in these words: "with the
privilege of keeping the dam thereon at all times
hereafter at its present Lead or height, but no higher." .

The plaintiff asserted that the dam, existing when the
deed was made, did not back the water beyond the limits statement,

of the land conveyed to Barrett, nor upon the lands
(then belonging to J. D. Smith, higher up the stream)
which the plaintiff had purchased ; and he complained
that Barrett, some years after, erected and built a
new dam, which raised the water to it greater height
than the first dam, and threw or penned the water back
beyond the limits of his property, and interfered with
the mill privilege on the plaintiff's lands; and that
Barrett again in 1859, and since had raised the dam
still higher, and had penned the water back on to the
plaintiff's lands and mill privilege still more.

Barrett admitted that about 1849, he erected a new
dam, lower down stream than the first dam, bv means
of shifting stop logs, that is, logs which could be
moved at pleasure, so as to leave the water unobstructed
and said that the nev dam had been continued of such
height as not to raise the water higher than it was
raised by the old dam, and he denied that by the erection
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of this new dam, the water had been raised to a greater

height or head than that which existed at the date of

the conveyance from J. D. Smithy and that the head of

water created by the new dam, or by any means of his

{Barrett), was no higher than waa authorized by the

conveyance.

By a decree made 27th May, 1864, it was ordered that

it should be referred to Thomas G. Keefer, civil engineoi

,

to take evidence upon the questions of fact put in

issue, and to make his report and to give his opinion in

writing upon the evidence ; that evidence might be pro-

duced before him, the same as before a master, and, for

the purpose of the reference, he was authorized to enter

upon and examine the premises, and to cause experiments

to be made, and to summon and examine witnesses under

oath: and that his report should be subject to all the

incidents to which the reports of masters are subject,

Btatemant. the court reserving a right to send back such report for

revision. After the confirmation of the report, either

party to be at liberty to set down the cause for hearing,

on further directions.

Under this authority Mr. Keefer examined the

premises and heard witnesses, and then employed Mr.
John Kennedy, a c vil engineer, to make expe/iments

and report to im.

•

Kennedy's report stated that, the properties of the

plaintiff and Barrett were divided by an imaginary line

running at nearly right angles to the creek, and about

180 feet below plaintiff's mill. About 1849 Barrett

removed the dam which was standing when he purchased

in 1844 and erected the new dam about thirty feet lower

down. This new dam was constructed of fixed timber

work to a certain height, and above this, of two tiers of

movable stop logs ; the lower tier, eight, the upper,

four inches high. In 1844 there was a wing dam
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creating an artificial current which drove a small current 1809.
wheel, the whole of this being now gone. During that
time also there were two or more side channels to the
creek crossing the division line above mentioned, which
channels no longer exist.

Mr. Kennedy stated the points at issue to be: 1.

The relative levels and width of water way of the
present dam in 1864, and of the dam which stood in

184 i. 2. The effect of closing the side channels and
altering, by widening and deepening (which BarreU
asserts was done by the plaintiflF) the main channel. 3.

The plaintiff's damages.

1. Mr. ifenwerfy observed in effeot that the (proper) level
of the creek at the boundary line was to be determined,
not directly by any specified level (height or depth) of
water in defendant's pond, butby a "specified level of his
dam." And that as no record had been produced shewing sutemeat.
the height of the dam in 1844, either absolutely or with
relation to the present (dam), it became necessary to
establish its level (height) indirectly from the water level

in the pond previous to 1849 : that the evidence was very
contradictory, but the greater part of the witnesses
estimated the difference to which they speak under the
difficulties presented by a "complete change in the
breadth, depth, and form of the main channel at the
boundary line," (changes, it appeared, principally made
by the plaintiff), and an absence of all marks hy which
the former and present water surface can be compared
by the eye." He referred to an iron pin planted as a
gauge by the plaintiff in 1853, in the rock bottom of the
stream about ten feet above the boundary line, but says,
it was not planted until four years after the removal of
the first dam.

He stated that one Archibald Porter was in possession
or Harrett s premises from 1841 to 1849, and attached

41—VOL. XVI. GR.
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weight to his evidence as being valuablo, from hia

familiarity with the every day state of the water, and

from his recollection of certain water marks and portions

of the old dam still remaining, and capable of being

measured and compared with the new, and from it he

dc'uced the conclusion that the top of the old dam was
one inch below the level of the old pond, and from other

evidence and as "admitted in effect by 'he defendant

himself," the present actual level of the defendant's

pond is that of the top of the four-inch log on his dam,
and he arrived at the result that the crest of the old dam
was four inches below the top of the present four-inch

log ; therefore level with the top of the eight-inch log.

2. After an examination of the evidence he stated

this conclusion, that no damage had been sustained by

either party by a stoppage of any channel other than

the main channel of the stream, nor by the alteration

statement, of the main channel, and that the plaintiff" had sustained

no injury from the position or existence of the defend-

ant's tannery.

3. As to damages, he considered them inappreciable

in the working of an ordinary flour mill such as plaintiff's,

and he concluded his report by the following summary:

1. That the height of the dam at the time of Barrett's

purchase was substantially the same as the top of the

eight-inch log in the present dam, in August and

October, 1844. 2. That any height of Barrett's dam,

above that in 1844 caused a trespass on the property of

the plaintifl^ unnecessarily affecting the level of the

creek upon his grounds, and subjecting him to incon-

venience from such alterations of level. 3. That at

certain times Barrett had maintained the level of his

pond higher than it would be by the dam of 1844, and had

therefore, backed water on the grounds of the plaintiff

and disturbed the working of his flour mill, but not to
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such an ertont as to have caused any continuous or 1869.

substantial damage or loss in thtf amount of work Jono

by his flour mill, or by the other miichinory on hiij

privilege. 4. That the -^losing of tho western Hide

channel, and tho altcratio if tho main channel at the

boundary had not caused damage to either party, and

no cause was shown why they should bo restored ; and

also, that defendant's (Barrett's) tannery had not caused

any obstruction to the flow of the creek, or the passage

of the ice, or caused any other damage, and no cause was

shewn why it should be removed.
; 1

'

Upon this report and the evidence taken before himself

Mr. Keefer, made his report from which tlio following

passages are extracted:

—

*.* Plaintiff" has by his tail race md its efl'octs so

enlarged the capacity of the old stream at or near

the boundary, that I did not find any injury arising from statement,

tho filling up of this " (the western) " channel by both

particE., but the contrary. * * * The length of the old

dam was not proved in evidence, but, asi shewn on the

plan filed at Cobourg, appears to have been about double

that of the new. If this were the case tho effect would

be that the narrower new dam at the same top level as the

old one would always maintain the pond level, somewhat

higher than the old one would have done ; so long

as the new one is (like the old one was) left to itself to

regulate the pond level. But the new dan being made

with stop logs, can be worked so dd to keep the waters

us low, and much lower than the old one would have

kept it, that is by ruising one or more of the logs. And
this, defendant claims that he has done, arid he further

claims that his mode of working his dam keeps his pond

generally lower than the old dam would have done.

Doubtless in times of freshets there may be occasions

when defendant, for his own protection, would so raise

his logs as to keep his pond lower than the old dam
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I8fl9. would huvo done.an.l by so much and for so long diminish
tl.o otherwise unavoia.able backwater, whLh would be
upon plaintiff's wheels; but if the new ,lara be so left to
itself It w.ll maintain tl.o water higher than the old one
did, and .f such increased height bo a damage to
plamt.ff the latter is dependent upon tho ronscentious-
ness of the defendant, or upon the rigilance, activity, and
Bcrupulousness of his employees. * * *

"In view of the evidence, level., measuremenrs,
exammation, and all the circumstances, T feel no
difficulty m coming to the conclusion that the top ofhe e.ght-mch log in defendant's new dam was iden-
tical wuh he level of the old Hawley dam. • • •

1 th.nk the defendant has resorted to tho four-inch log.not for the purpose of keeping the water higher thanthe Hawley dam kept it, but for the purpose of pre-ventmg any of it escaping over the eight-inch Tog.
8ut.n..„, so that he might use it all to dri^e his grist millThere was ordinarily some inches going to waste ove;the Hawley dam as shewn by the evidence, and there

1»60. When the increase of the machinery by the
erection of the grist mill, called for more power, defend-
ant would naturally utilize the whole flow of thJ streap,

^
down to the level of the Sa.ley pond, and to hi'

"In order to ascertain the effect which could beproduced by defendant's dam upon plaintiff's wheels, Icaused some experiments to be made by Mr. Jal.

a^nredVr'''';'r'
''''' "^°«« ^P^' '« ^-eulannexed.

Hefoundthatwithplaintiff'sordinarymachinery
at work there will be necessarily two-and-a-hflf inches of
back-water over the level of his lowest wheel, irrespective
of defendant's dam. This depth would be increased or
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diminished by the greater or Icsa volume of water 1869.
flowing in the stream. Mr. Kennedy found that in order
to buck the water four inches over th(! bottom of plain-
tiff's lower wheel (that is to increase the ordinary and
uaavoidable back-water one-and-a-half inches), defend-
ant's pond must be four-and-a-half inches over the top
of the eight-inch log. Mr. JT- ^rdy experimented with
plaintiff's wheels while def udnnt', lam was down, and
afterwards with his pond il' and o rflowing, and th«
result was, that the effect oi m hit-Jni. g defendant's dam
at the level of the four-inch 1 , il ..agh perceptible nnd
annoying, was insufficient to cause substantial damage,
and barely measurable, if treated as a permanency!
Instead of the ten or eleven p«r cent., as estimated
by the witnesses, the trial made by Mr. Kennedy did
not shew one per cent, of loss in working. If, however,
the four-inch log were maintained while defendant's
machinery was standing still, I think the effect upon
plaintiff's wheels would cause measurable injury." statement

On the 19th of March, 1868, a decree on further
directions was made by Chancellor VanKoughnet, de-
claring that the defendant Barrett was not entitled to
keep or continue the dam existing on his property, at any
greater height than the dam which existed thereon, on
the 16th of November, 1844, which heigl't was declared
to be the same level as the top ol' the eight-inch stop log,

in the pleadings in this cause mentioned, and that the
four-inch stop log at the t -p of the said dam was in excess
of the height to which ho was so entitled, and that the
same ought to be removed ; and a perpetual injunction
was granted, without costs.

'J he cause was afterwards re-heard as to further
directions by the three judges.

On the 13th June, following, the court informed the
parties that there was a difference of opinion amongst
the judges, as to whether Mr= Keefer meant by his
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1869. report, that the water had, as a matter of fact, been
,;^^ raised by the four-inch log

; and that they were willing
T.

Barrett
It either party desired it, to take his evidence as to the
following questions, within a limited time. Did Mr.
Keefer mean to find that, as a matter of fact, the four-
inch log as used had penned back the water ? Or did
he mean to find that it is the necessary effect of using
the four-inch log to pen back the water, notwithstanding
the working of the grist mill? But neither party
having taken any notice of this within the time limited,
the judgment was, on the 27th June, afiirmed with costs.

From the decree and order thus pronounced, the
defendant Barrett appealed, alleging as grounds therefor:

(1.; That the plaintiff had failed to prove any of the
allegations in his bill, on which he sought relief against
the defendant Barrett (2.) That the plaintiff, in his
bill, alleges that the defendant, Barrett, had raised the

statement. Permanent top of his mill-dam to a height beyond that
which the defendant, either by virtue of his proprietor-
ship of the land, or by the grant from David John
Smith, referred to in the pleadings, was legally entitled
to, and higher than the original dam referred to in the
said grant from Smith ; whereas the report to T. 0.
Keefer, C. E., finds the contrary, and in favour of the
defendant. (3.) That the defendant does not, in his
answer, contend that the top of the four-inch stop log
referred to in the report of Mr. Keefer, was the height
to which he was entitled to i^ermanently maintain his
said dam

; and in the said report it is not found that
the defendant contended for, or alleged, that this was
his right; and, even assuming that if this four-inch
stop log were occasionally, or temporarily, used by the
defendant to increase the height of his said dam, injury
from backwater would thereby result to plaintiff, this is

not the injury complained of in the bill, in reapect of
which the iuterferenco of the court is sought. The
injury that js complained of in the bill of the plaintiff

is the erection and use, by the defendant, of a nermauent
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dam higher than that to which he was entitled by virtue
of his propri6torship, or the grant aforesaid. And the
Court of Chancery, in making any decree in relation to
the said four-inch stop log, has gone outside of the
record and pleadings. (4.) Assuming that the plaintiff

alleged a case to call for the interposition of the Court
of Chancery, with respect to the alleged use by the
defendant of this four-inch stop log, he has failed to
prove that any injury to him has thereby been caused
by the defendant

; and Mr. Reefer finds in his report
that the defendant has not been guilty of any such
alleged injury. (5.) That the defendant not having
been proved to have used this four-inch stop log, so as
to have occasioned legal injury to the plaintiff, or to his
premises, the Court of Chancery had no jurisdiction to
interfere. (6.) That the plaintiff has failed to establish
that the defendant has ever, by any occasional or
temporary use of his four-inch stop log; caused him or
his premises any injury, and if this should result in the staument
future the plaintiff has an effectual remedy, by an action
at law, and this would be a sufficient protection to the
plaintiff. (7.) Although the Court of Chancery, under
its extended jurisdiction, may determine legal rights, and
decree equitable relief in respect thereof without such
rights having been previously established at law, yet in
this suit the plaintiff has failed to establish such a case
against the defendant as would entitle him at law to even
nominal damages, and the present decree is in effect

one quia timet, and not within the principles on which
the court assumes jurisdiction in cases like the present.

(8.) The decree, even if in other respects warranted, goes
too far, in that it prohibits the defendant from i,he use
altogether of the four-inch stop log, when the defendant
has the right to use such or any other expedient or
contrivance he may please on his own land, so long as
he does not thereby cause injury to the plaintiff, and
the decree should therefore have limited its use, "so as
not to cause injury to the nlaintiff " and it trtto oU
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contended for in the Court of Chancery. (9.) The
injury to the plaintiff, if any, is so small and trifling as
not to warrant the interference of the court ; and the
use of the four-inch stop log by the defendant, not being
intended to be permanent, or to be enjoyed without in°
terruption, the plaintiff's bill should have been dismissed.

(10.) From the admitted facts, and Mr. Reefer's report,
it fully appears that benefit instead of injury, has resulted
to the plaintiff, by reason of the expedients resorted to
in the construction by defendant of his new dam, when,
under his grant from Smith he would have been entitled
to have erected his dam, as a permanent and immovable
structure, up to the height of the top of the eight-inch
stop log, as found in Mr. Reefer's report.

The plaintiff contended that the material allegations
of his bill had been proved ; that the court had properly
granted him the relief decreed him, and that if the
decree were varied at all it should be only to the extent
of giving the respondent his costs of the court below.

Mr. J. Hillyard Cameron, Q. C, for the appellant.

Mr. Blahe, Q. C, and Mr. Hbctor Cameron, for the
respondent.

The cases cited ar mentioned in the judgments.

Judgment. DRAPER, C. J., [after Stating the facts as above set
forth.]—The reasons of appeal) especially Nos. 2 and 3)
almost admit that, the new dam, taking it altogether,
I. e., inclusive of the two stop logs, and especially having
regard to the four-inch stop log is in excess of the
height of the old dam referred to in the conveyance of
the 16th of November, 1844. In both these reasons an
effort is made, I can hardly say ingenuously, to fastea
upon the allegations in the bill a meaning, which,
coupling Jiose allegations with the evidence, thev do not
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properly bear. For it is stated j.'that the plaintiff is
complaining of the raising the permanent top of the
mill dam, and the erection and use by the defendant of
a permanent dam higher than that to wlich he was
entitled, either as proprietor of the land, or by virtue
of the conveyance to him. And the second reason of
appeal seems designed to give an interpretation to the
answer to the effect that the four-inch stop log bein*.
movable, the defendant was not setting up a claim, that
the top of the four-inch stop log was the height to
Which he was entitled permanently to maintain his dam-

Now, as it appears to me, the plaintiff, first of all
accurately states the right which the appellant has by
conveyance, and then complains of the erection of adam higher than that conveyance warrants. It may be
that this dam complained of, can in part or (for it wouldm my view make no difference) wholly be removed "at
the shortest notice." The erection was the appellant's '"^«-nt.
act he uses it for his own advantagesat his own discretion,

should be of right, it is not the less an excess of right, that
the stop logs can be taken off, whenever the appellant
directs. The assertion of right to do this at intervals,
proved by its exercise from time to time when the
appellant pleases, differs only in degree from the asser-

uZ /T r ^" '^' ''™' *^'"g permaneatly, and the
user of the lesser, might in time afford ground for
asserting the greater, especially when the me was at
the sole will of the appellant.

I think the weight of evidence, I mean that given by •

sworn witnesses, preponderates greatly in the plaintiff's
favor on the question whether the top of the eight-inch
log was or was not at the same level as the top of the
old or ITatvle^ dam, and that the whole of the four-
inch log was therefore in excess of the height, to whichuuucr .ac conveyuace of 1844, the appellant was entitled.42—yoL. XVI. QR.
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I think further, that when the four inch-log was used

it had a perceptible effect on the level of the water,

beyond the boundaries of the appellant's own property;

that by its means the appellant was aifecting the rights

of, and interrupting their enjoyment, tc a greater or less

degree by, the plaintiff; and I do not consider the

question of appreciable injury to be that upon whick

the plaintiff's right to maintain this suit depends.

I am saved from the necessity of supporting any

opinion on this latter point, by an examination of the

very numerous decisions which have been made on the

subject, for the late case in the House of Lords JBickett

v. Morris (a), contains almost all I could desire

to say on the subject, and I shall rest wpon the following

passages from Lord Westbury'8 judgment (pp. 60-61)

:

His Lordship says that this is " the first decision

establishing the important principle that an enroachment
Judgment, upon the alveus of a running stream, may be complained

of by an adjacent or an ex adverse proprietor without

the nesessity of proVing either that damage has been

sustained, or that it is likely to be sustained from that

cause." In alluding to the dictum that proprietors of

the bank of a running stream are entitled to the bed of

the stream as their property, usque ad medium filum^

he further observes that this property " must be used in

such a manner as not to affect tlie interests of riparian

proprietors in the stream,'' and finally thus expresses

himself: "It is wise, therefore, to lay down the gentral

rule, that even though immediate damage cannot ^e

described ; even though the actual loss cannot be pre-

dicated yet if an obstruction be made to the current oi"

a stream, that obstruction is one which constitutes an

injury, which the courts will take notice of as an

encroachment which adjacent proprietors have a right to

have removed.". Q'his general rule the House of Lords

(a) L. E, 1 K>c. and Div. App. 47.
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affirms, and the law of Scotland (for it was a Scotch
appeal) is stated to be the same as the law of England
m this respect, and is therefore the same as our law.

It has not escaped mj notice, thai it may be said the
language above quoted, as well as the language of the
learned lords who took p>xvt in the judgment, literally
applies to obstructions in or on the bed of the river, and
that in this case it L not the whole obstruction created
by the dam that is or could be compl- -id of. But
conceding fully to the appellant that he has a right to
what the deed of 1844 gives,'as the privilege of erecting
or maintaining a dam, I cannot doubt that the moment
he obstructs the current by a dam higher than his deed
warrants, he, by such excess as much violates the rule,

as if, having no such privilege he had erected the dam
ab imo.
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To this I will add the law as enunciated by Sir
W. Erie, C. J., in Sampson v. Iloddinot (a). "All

'""*"'""'•

persons having land on the margfn of a flowing stream
have by nature certain rights to use the water of the
stream whether they exercise them or not, they may
begin to exercise them when they will. If the user of
the defendant (in our case the appellant) " has been beyond
his natural," (or in our case his limited acquired) right,

"it matters not how much the plaintiff has used thu
water, or whether he has used it at all, in either case
his right has been equally invaded, and the action is

maintainable."

,
I refer to Miner v. GUmour (i), to point out, that one

of the positions assamed in the judgment at p. 156, ia

respect of the right of the riparian proprietors to a
reasonable use of the water, " without regard to the
effect such use may have in case of a deficiency upon

(a) i C. li. N. S. 590. (A) 12 Moo. P. 0. 131.
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proprietors lower down the Prream" seems io be doubted
in Lord Norhury v. Kitchen (a).

;u ^

Since writing the'above, I hav > 3een tho c<,? • otEarrop
liurat (b), in which it appeared, that th^jre was a
customary right for certain persons at all tiu 'J3 tv have
water from a spout in a highway for domestic purposs>'.

A riparian proprietor on the stream whence the spout
was supplie' '^m Vf',vJous occas'ons prevented such large

quantities of wjusr caching t»,io spout, as to render the
quantity whicK ./t diuipfied insufficient for the wants of
those entitled. 7 Ivj plainfiffs were so entitled and hn.i

not themgelveii suffered any actual personal damage or

inconvenience, ffeldt that an action for diverting the
water was maintainable, without proof of actual personal
dama^p, inasmuch as the act of the defendant might, if

repeated often enough without interruption, furnish

evidence in derogation of the plaintiff's legal rights. In
Judgment, the Still later case of The Attorney General v. The Earl of

Lonsdale (c), the leading authorites are all referred to,

and an injunction was granted against the defendant,

though the plaintiff had not established a case of very
material injury, as the plaintiff was in strictness entitled

to the relief he asked.

I think, therefore, the appeal should be dismissed with
costs.

Richards, C. J.—Mr. Keefer in his report at page
34, says :

*' In view of the evidence and all the circum-
stances I feel no difficulty in coming to the conclusion

that the top of the eight-inch log in' defendant's nev
dam was identical with -he level oii)iQoUHawley "iam.

* * * Defendant , structions to his millerp ;it.

reference to the working of this four-inch log prow. .S?^fc

{a) 9 Jur. N. S. 132. (6) L. R. 4. Ex. 43.

(c) L. R. 7 Eq. 377.
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he had no confidence in his right to it as a fixture. The
water was not to be allowed to run over it, and it was
always to be raised at night—that is, when his mills

stopped. If the top of the four-inch log had been on
the level of the crest of the Hawley dam at least as

great a depth of water might flow over the former as

used to flow over the latter.

383
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Barrett

i:

" I think the defendant has resorted to the four-inch

log, not for the purpose of keeping the water higher

than the Hawley dam kept it, but for the purpose of

preventing any of it from escaping over the eight-inch

log so that he might use it all to drive his grist mill.

There was ordinarily some inches going to waste over

the Hawley dam as shewn by the evidence, and there

was probably some going over the eight-inch log before

1860. When the increase of machinery, by the erec-

tion of the grist mill, called for more power, defendant
would naturally utilize the whole flow of the stream, and Judgment.

draw it through his wheels, trusting to these to keep it

down to the level of the Hawley pond, and to his

movable dam to maintain it, after his wheels stopped."

At page 36, after referring to the evidence and ex-

periments made when the defendant's pond was full

and when empty, he says: "The result w«s that the

eff"ect of maintaining the dam at the level of the four-

inch log, though perceptible and annoying, was insuflS-

cient to cause substantial damage, and barely measur-
able if treated as a permanency. Instead of ten or

eleven per cent., as estimated by the witnesses, the trial

made by Mr. Kennedy did not shew one per cent, of
loss in working. If, however, the four-inch log were
maintained whilst defendant's machinery was standing
still, I think the efi"ect upon plaintiff's wheels would
cause measurable injury.

•i 'J A J

" In vieTT of the foregoing I see no means of estimating
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I am not prep.red to saj that tho Court of Chancerrhas not power to grant an injunction. „nle„ it oaHeah wn tha express damage has been sustained by theaet complamed of, „here the continuance of an act fortwenty years may ripen into a right which would beprejud,cml to a plaintiff. I .hinic .i,e later au.hori.ie•end „ that direction though formerly doubt was Ixpressed whether the court had such a power Buttexercsmg the power I think the court ougit not to go

T- 1 1 ir
"^"'^ "PPljing. The reluctance with

tranted the injunction and the narrow limits towhich he conaned it, shew how unwilling the co" ^s a ,to go beyond the absolute necessity of the case. In ex""

valuable rights may be swept away by it, a„d .,observed in one of the cases referred tof th Hgbt to

llVit 7 ""»'-«„« purposes involving in En^land the value of millions of pounds, is controlled and

tXwr"' '"'"'*' "^ "" '"^"'"°'°"'— »'

Now, in the case before us, the injury which it is saidw I be caused to the plaintiff by the pLanent placing
of the four-nch log on the defeudanf, dam isIrrff

ants machinery was standing ,.ill i, „„m cause
measurable injury.^

There can I apprehend, be very little object in main-taimng xt whilst the machinery is standing still. Theonly benefit that would then arise to defendant wouldbe sunply filhng the dam, and as soon as that was donethe water would overflow. When the machinery com!
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menced to work again, the height would be reduced bo- 1869.

low the dam. If the four-inch log is removed, and the

surplus water which may bo retained by it, is allowed to

flow away, so much of the available power of the stream
on defendant's premises as could bo obtained from that
surplus water is lost, and no benefit is conferred thereby
on any one. If the defendant, however, does not, by
using the log, increase the back-flow of the water on the

plaintiff"'s premises, but merely directs that surplus

water through his wheels, thereby creating power,
which is valuaWe, he does not thereby injure tho plain-

tiflF and vastly benefits himself. And why may he
not do this? It is a positive injury to defendant to

prevent him doing so, and as a matter of public policy

it is injudicious and unwise to lay down principles of

action for courts of justice which, when carried out, will

have the effect of depriving the country of the benefit of

valuable motive-power for many manufacturing purposes,

without conferring advantages on any one else. Judgment.

I understand it is objected if the decree were varied

80 as to confine the defendant's back-fiow of water to

the extent which Mr. Keefer finus it was penned back
by the Hawley-^sxa. and monuments were directed to be
planted defining that point on plaintiff"s own land, and
defendant were enjoined against causing the water to

flow back beyond that point, it would not be satisfac-

tory, or prevent constant litigation.

I do not see how the present decree will necessarily

prevent litigation, any more than one framed in the

manner I sugn:c8t. We cannot, I apprehend, act on the

supposition rr at parties will disobey the order of the

court. It a party is determined to disobey such order,

I presume it may be done as well in one way as

another. Supposing the four-inch log to be removed
and some other contrivance were used to pen back the

water in c ^position to the decree. I suppose that fact
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1809. must be ascc ,.ined by some process of inquiry before

'Z^ *he party disobeying the command of the court could

B«i^ett.
be punished for it; and if any person bv <he stop-log
or any other contrivance pen b:.^^ tue .vaicr be; ond
certaiu defined monuments, and that was ascertained,
I presume the person doing so would be liable to be
punljLed.

If >/i'hout any injunction, or without the terror which
tliodts of taking proceedings against him in Chancery,
for -iolating an injunction of that court ought to
inspire in the mind of any reasonable man, the four-
inch log on defendant's dam for five or six years has
been so used as not to cause rlaint.ff any measurable
injury I think wc may safely conclude that with the
perils of an injunction hanging over him, he will not so
use the log as to create even an imaginary, much less a
nieasuruble injury. I see no absolute necessity of making

Judgment, the injunction in the form, and to the extent whioh is
directed by this decree, to preseve the plaintiff's rights.
I behove it will do very serious injur- to the ..-fendant
if it is carried out in the Way propos ,, without corres-
ponding advantage . 'ny oue.

The injunction in Lor i Yorburi/ v. Kitchen, altl'rugh
the jury suggested tue removal of the pen-stock, and
found id. damages, yet the Vice Chancellor, feeling
constrained to grant an injunction, on. granted it to
restrain the defendant from dam^ <; n^ or obstructing
the natural flow of the stream; ^

r< ed an injunc-
tion to F fining the water, nor t: he th nk the simple
me of a water-wheel in a stream an obstruction to the
flow withm the meaning of Biokett v. Morris.

The injunction in Orosslet/ v. Lightowler, (a), was to
restrain defendants from causing foul water to flow from

(o) L. E. 3 Eq. 279.
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their dye works into the river above, or within the
limits of the land adjoining the river purchased by the
plaintiffs 8o a« to affect the water opposite the said land
to the damage and injury of the plaintiffs as owners of
the land. Another branch of the case was by the in-
junction to restrain defendants from causing or suffering
any foul water to flow from their works into the river
80 as to affect the water drawn by the plaintiffs from the
river for the use of their dye a-ks, to the damage and
injury of the plaintiffs.

If the plaintiff is not desirous of having the monu-
ments referred to by me placed, or there is any difficulty
in having them placed there, I will concur in varying
the decree in the way suggested by the Chief Justice of
the Court of Common Pleas.

Van Koughnet, C, considered the decree ap'pealed
uom right, and would dismiss the appeal with co'sts.

Hau. i, C. J., said he had had great difficulty in
considering the question involved in this suit, and
would liked to have had a verdict of a jury to assist

him in coming to a conclusion, but that it would appear
could not now be readily obtained. His Lordship sup-

gestcd, with the sanction of Vice Chancellor 3Iowat,
that the decree should be varied to the extent of forbid-
ding the defendant " from keeping and continuing in
use at the said dam the said four-inch stop-log, or any
similar contrivance whereby the water of the stream in
the pleadings mentioned shall be penned back farther
than the water is penned back by the eigh ^nch stop-
log," and which his Lordship considered would suffi-

ciently declare the rights of both parties.

Spragqb, V. C—Eac' of these parties acquired his
land from the same owner, Mr. Smith; the first convey-
ance having been made to the defendant together with one

43—VOL. XVT. nti.
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1800.

ni<«mliih

T.

Skrretl.

•'u'Jttment.
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180U.

I

Butterfield; and with it tho grant of an oasoment to keep
the dam thereon, at ai. times thereafter, at its then head
or height. The* dam upon tho land then conveyed, is

known as the Hawley dam, and the present dam, up to

tho top of what is called the eight-inch log, raises the

water to tho same height as it was raised by the Hawley
dam. Tho question between the parties arises from tho

introduction by the defendant, upon his putting up a

grist mill some years after his saw mill had been in

operation, of an additional log upon tho top of his dam
called in the evidence tho four-inch stop-log, which log,

when the defendant's mill-pond is full, and his mills not

working, necessarily raises the water at the plaintiflF's

mill higher than it was raised by the Hawley dam.

It is said that independently of the four-inch log, per^

haps independently of the defendant's pond altogether,

the lower part of one at least of the plaintiff's wheels
* * it

Judgment 18 in wator. When the four-inch log is on the defend-

ant's dam, and the water flowing over it, the water

stands still higher at the plaintiff 's wheel ; the defend-

ant seems to trust to keeping it down, by drawing it

through his wheels. When it is not so drawn down tho

action of the plaintiff's wheel is impeded, not indeed to

any great degree, but still to an extent that is capable

of computation, and entailing some, though but slight

loss upon the plaintiff. This and its consequences are

well put by Mr. Keefer in his report, " If the dam be

so arranged that if left to itself, it will maintain the

water higher than the old one did, and if such increased

height be a damage to the plaintiff, the latter is depend-

ant upon the conscientiousness of the defendant, or upon

the vigilance, activity, and scrupulousness of his em-

ployees ;
" and Mr. Kennedy refers to it in these terms,

" It is abundantly apparent, from the shallowness of the

stream, tho smallness of the defendant's
f id, its

proximity to the plaintiff's wheels, the irregular stopping

and starting of the mills from insafficiency of water,
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that it must be impossible, even if there were the will, to

prosorvo anything like a uniform level of water between
the dams, and therefore that plaintiff must constantly
have been subject to potty annoyances and irregularities

of Hpeod, which are aggravating in the extreme." I

quote the language of Mr, Kennedy though his report
is not strictly evidence, because it well expresses the
inconveniences which must almost necessarily result from
the state of things which exists. I may observe of the
reports of both these gentlemen that they appear to bo
free from exaggeration, and are characterized by fair-

nesa and candour.

880

1860.

il

Mr. Keefer acquits the defendant of any intention to

injure the plaintiff's mill, or even of backing water more
than it would be backed by the Eawley dam ; ho says,
" I think that defendant has resorted to the four-inch
log not for the purpose of keeping the water higher than
the HawUy dam kept it, but for the purpose of prevent- judgmenf.

ing any of it from escaping over the eight-inch log,

80 that he might use it all to drive his grist mill."

The position of the defendant as put by Mr. CrookSy
who argued the case in the court below, is not altogether
an unreasonable one. Mr. Crooha says that his client

claims to use the stop-log, only when its use will not
back water more than it was backed upon the plaintiff

by the Hawley dam : that the plaintiff is not entitled to

come into court for an injunction because the defendant
has \X\e power by the wisM se of the stop-log to inflict

damage, but must shew that he has so used it, as actually
to inflict damage: and this Mr. Crooks claims is not
shewn.

But, on the other hand, it is very clearly the plain-
tiff's right, to have the stream flow in its natural channel,
without

; y obstruction that may interfere with his strict

legal rigiit. His ordinary common law right as a ripa-
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1869. rian proprietor is to a certain extent, interfered with by
"^^^^ the easement granted by Mr. Smith to the defendant

B»«;tt.
'^"^ Butterfield. Beyond that, any interference with
the natural flow of the stream is an infraction of his

ordinary common law right ; and this court has, in two
cases, Graham v. Burr (a) and Wright v. Turner (&),
held a riparian proprietor entitled to have his right

protected by injunction.

In each of those cases the plaintiff shewed that he
sustained some actual damage, but so small that the
late Vice Chancellor Usten thought that it was not a
proper case for the interference of the court by
injunction. These cases have, however, been fully

sustained by English decisions, and particularly by the
recent case in the House of Lords of Bickett v. Morris (c),

before the late Lord Chancellor and Lords Oranworth
and l^esthury, each of whom delivered a judgment

Judgment in favor of the point decided. The point is thus
summarized by Lord Westhury : " That even though
immediate damage cannot be described ; even though
the actual loss cannot be predicated, yet if an ob-
struction be made to the current of the stream, that

obstruction is one which constitutes an injury, which the
courts will take notice of as an encroachment, which
adjacent proprietors have a right to have removed."
In another part of his judgment, Lord Westbury speaks
of the doctrine thus enunciated as decided then for
the first time, as " the first decision establishing the
important principle that an encroachment upon the

alveus of a running stream may be complained of by
an adjacent, oranearac^versa proprietor, without the neces-
sity of proving either that damage has been sustained,
or that it is likely to be sustained from that cause."
This judgment was in affirmance of a decision of the
Scotch Court, from which the case was appealed.

(a) 4 Grant, 1. (6) 10 Grant, 67, (c) 1 U R. Scotch Appeals, 47.
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The obstruction complained of in Bickett v. Morris
was the building of a stone wall in the bed of a stream.
The obstruction, therefore, was of a permanent charac-
ter. In the Earl of Norhurtj v. Kitchen (o), the present
Lord Chancellor, then Sir W. Page Wood, applied the
rule to an obstruction of a more temporary character.
It is thus described :

" The defendant had dammed up
the stream shortly above where it entered the plaintiff's

land, by means of a pen-stock or valve, placed in an
old stone dam, so as to make a head to feed the water
wheel of a water-engine with a forcing-pump." The
bill was retained, with liberty to bring an action, which
resulted in a verdict for the plaintiff, with nominal
damages, the judge refusing to certify for costs. Sir
W. Page Wood granted an injunction, observing that
"he could do nothing inconsistent with the recent
decision in Bickett v. Morris, which decided that a
riparian owner had a right, irrespective of any actual
damage sustained by him, to complain of an obstruction to judgment.
a stream," and in Crossley v. Lightowler {b) his lordship
referred to the same case with approbation.

It is not necessary to go so far in this case as in

these recent English cases ; for, in the case before us,

the plaintiff is subjected to the annoyances and vexa-
tions pointed out by Mr. Keefer and Mr. Kennedy

;

and these are no imaginary evils. He may be sub-
jected to actual loss and damage which he is unable to

trace distinctly to the extra height of the defendant's
dam, and yet, which may be occasioned, or in part
occasioned, thereby. But however this may be, we
cannot consistently with those cases refuse the plaintiff

an injunction.

-i!

I think the case may properly be lo >ked at, also, in

this view. The conveyance by Smith to the defendant

(a) 15 L. T. N. S. 601. (6) 8 L. R. Eqy. 297.
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1869. and Butterfieldn the measme of the defendant's rights.
It does not give a right to keep the water at the height
to which it was raised by the Hawley dam, or at any
particular height ; but simply and only to maintain a
dam of that height. Whatever the consequences of a
dam of that height, the defendant is entitled to, and
the plaintiff is subject to ; nothing more and nothing
less. A consequence of the working of a mill worked
by water-power is, in working, to draw down the water.
This drawing down the water is to the advantage of a
mill situated as the plaintiff's is ; as it diminishes the
back water at his wheel ; and this is an advantage to

which he has a right, and upon which it is fair to pre-
sume that he reckoned. In placing his mill he would
reason thus :~I may fairly reckon upon the water at
my wheel being generally so many inches lower than a
dead level with the top of the dam of the mill below me,
because, generally, that mill will be at work,andthe neces-

Judgment. sary consequence of its being at work is to draw down
the water so many inches. It is no answer to this, that

the defendant might choose to stop his mill and so keep
the water from being drawn down ; assuming his strict

right to commit such a piece of folly, there would be
little danger of his doing so : and when he does work
his mill, the existence of such an abstract right can make
no difference in the consequences of his working it, either

to himself or the neighbouring riparian proprietor. To
work his mill, and at the same time, by some extraneous
appliances, to counteract the ordinary natural conse-

quence of his working it, is to deprive his neighbour of
a benefit which would otherwise necessarily result from
his working it. To allow this would be to create a new
easement. He has one which is to keep his dam at a
certain height. It would be quite another to have the

right to keep the water at a certain height. So far as

the latter is a consequence of the former he has a right

;

beyond that he has, in my judgment, no right whatever.

The two things are quite distinct ; they are so in their
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nature, and they are so in their effect upon the rights 1869.
and interests of the plaintiff. v«_v—

'

B«amlBh
V.

I think the judgment of the court below is right.
^""'"'

MowAT, V. C— It was admitted on the argument
that the defendant had a right to raise the water by
mwns of his dam to the same height as the HawUy dam
would have raised it, and I have considered the case on
that assumption.

Mr. Keefer finds by his report that the main issue

between the parties was, whether the defendant had a
right to raise the water higher than it is raised by the
new dam without the four-inch log, which the defendant
has lately added.

The Chancellor held that the defendant had no such
right, and that he is not entitled so to use th« four-inch Judgment,

log as thereby to increase injuriously the flow of back-
water upon the plaintiff's premises and machinery, and
that he should be restrained from doing so.

In this conclusion I entirely concur. But I presume,
from the argument, that the decree as drawn ud, forbids

ihe use of the four-inch log altogether ; and this was
argued to be the right of the plaintiff on the ground that
it is impossible to use the four-inch log without raising

the water in the pond. On the other hand, the defend-

ant's counsel contended that the water in the pond had
never been raised by the four-inch log : that it is only
made use of when the defendant's flouring mill is work-
ing, and that the water used for it keeps the pond down
to the level at which otherwise it would stand without
the four-inch log. I see nothing in the report shewing
that the water ever has been raised by the four-inch log

It has been found by experiment that if the mill is not

going, the four-inch log will raise the water at the
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plaintiflF's mill an inch-and-a-half, but nothing is shewn
as to the water being raised by the log when the mill is

at work, and it is not disputed that it is only then the
four-inch log is applied.

Reference was then made to Mr. Reefer's observation
that if the dam be so arranged that if left to itself, it

will maintain the water higher than the old one did, and
if such increased height be a damage to the plaintiff, the
latter is dependent on the conscientiousness of the
defendant, or upon the vigilance, activity, and scrupu-
lousness of hie employees ; and it was argued ihat the
defendant had no right to place an obstruction in the
stream which would make the plaintiff so dependent.
But no authority for this view was cited, and I know of
no authority for it. The rule seems the other way. A
riparian proprietor cannot complain of an obstruction by
another riparian proprietor unless it has really affected

Judgment, the flow of Water to which ho was entitled, or unless
it must necessarily affect it. That the obstruction will
affect him without watchful care on the part of the
person who erects it, affords no ground of complaint as
long as that watchful care is observed. To lay down a
different rule, would, I respectfully think, be introducing
a new doctrine into the law on this subject, a doctrine
not consistent with the policy of the law on the subject
of water courses.

But as the defendant claimed a right to raise the
water to the height to which it could be raised by the
four-inch log, I think an injunction was proper against
his using the four-inch log, so as thereby to increase the
flow on the plaintiff's premises.

I think any raising of the water is to be restrained,

though no pecuniary damage may have resulted from it to

the plaintiff.
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GWYNNE J.-The plaintiff's bill charges that the 1869.
defendant by the erection of a dam across a river
running through his own property, has dammed back
the waters of the river on to the plaintiff's land hi..her
«P the stream, and thereby has interfered with, °and
damaged a mill privilege owned by the plaintiff in his
lands, which with the mill thereon erected is in possession
of a tenant of the plaintiff under a lease for a term of
yeare

;
and that thereby, and by other enumerated

obstructions he has caused the plaintiff very considerable
damage, for which he can have no adequate compensation
at law; the plaintiff in the 13th paragraph of his bill
alleges, that the defendant still continues and intends
to continue the obstruction and penning back of the
said water and the injury to, and interference with, the
full and proper use by the plaintiff of his mills, and mill
privilege, and that plaintiff's remedy at law in the
premises is inadequate, inasmuch as damages cannot
compensate the plaintiff in the premises, and inas- a.,a...t•much as the plaintiff will be obliged to bring constant
actions from year to year to recover such damages

; andthe bill prays an injunction to restrain the defendant
from keeping and continuing his dam now existing toany greater height than a dam which existed in Novem-

: 1\\ '"'^ '^"' ^'""^ "' ""y ^"^y obstructing the
wa eft of the river so as to interfere with, or prevent the
lull and proper use by the plaintiff of his water mill
privilege and an inquiry as to, and compensation for
past damage sustoia..^ by the plaintiff from the alleged
wrongful acts of tae defendant.

The defendant .:, hi. answer denies all the grievances
complained of by the plaintiff He denies that he pens

'

back thewutor upon the plaintiff to any greater height
than he is authorized to do by the conveyance under
which he claims from the same person as the nlaintiff

44--V0L. XVI. OR.

ana at: says that he believes it to
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1869. be true that the plaintiff so defectively and improperly*
erected his mill, and placed his wheels so low, that to

such malconstruction of his mill, the injuries which the
plaintiff has sustained are to be attributed, and not to
any act of the defendants ; and he says that he has
offered to leave the whole matter of the plaintiff's

complaint in his bill mentioned against the defendant to
an arbitrator of plaintiff's own selection, who should
settle the height to which defendant should be entitled to

maintain his head of water, and who should determine
all damages, if any, which the plaintiff has sustained
from any act of defendant's. The plaintiff claims the
interposition of the court of equity by its extraordinary
process of injunction, upon the ground that, as he alleges,
he has sustained such substantial injury by acts of the
defendant in invasion of the plaintiff's legal rights, as
would have entitled him to a verdict at law in an action
for damages; and that the injury is so continuous that

Judgment, the interposition of the court is necessary and proper
to restrain a continuance of the grievance, which, if

permitted to continue, can only result in incessant
actions and an interminable course of litigation at law.
The suit has necessarily been an exceedingly expensive
one, and much evidence has been taken with the view
on the plaintiff's part of establishing his various
allegations of the grievances sustained by him, and on
defendant's part of establishing that these grievances
are not attributable to any act of the defendant. The
result of the evidence may be stated to be,—that the
defendant has constructed the dam complained of in a
manner, namely of shifting logs, so as to make it possible
in a moment to remove the logs of which it is com-
posed, and so to prevent the damming or penning back
of the water upon the plaintiff's premises injuriously,

or to any greater height than defendant is authorized to

maintain it by his deed. That the top of a certain eight-
inch log, mentioned in the evidence, is identical with the
level of an old dam, which level it is admitted the defen-

I

1 11
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1869.
dant is entitled to maintain permanently^ however
injurious that might be to the plaintiff; that above this
eight-inch log, the defendant has placed another shifting
four-inch log, but that he has never claimed the right of
maintaining thGWi&tev permanently higher than the height
of the eight-inch log, his instructions as to the four-inch
log having always been that it should always be removed
when the defendant's mill was not running; that the four-
inch log was resorted to, not for the purpose of keeping
the water higher than the old dam kept it, but for the
purpose of preventing any of it escaping over the eight-
inch log, so that he might use the water which would
otherwise run to waste to drive his grist mill, his object
being to utilize the whole flow of the stream, and to
draw all the water retained by the four-inch log
through the wheels of his mill; that although the
plaintiff has suffered and does suffer from backwater it
has not been attempted to trace that backwater in every
instance to any act of the defendant ; that there are ,,,,,.„,
fluctuations of five or six inches in an hour at plaintiff's
tail-race caused by the water from above

; that in fact
no particular or certain portion of the backwater 'h

traceable to defendant's dam ; that from tb« arran-e-
ments of plaintiff's wheels and of his wheel-pit plaintiff's
wheels could not run without backwater even if defendan t's
dam were removed altogether

; that with the plaintiff's
ordinary machinery at work there will necessarily be

.
about 2^ inches of backwater over the level of his lowest
wheel, irrespective altogether of defendant's dam, and
which would be increased or diminishei by the greater
or less volume of water flowing in the stream, irrespective
of defendant's dam. To increase this unavoidable
backwater li inches more, the water must be maintained
at the level of half an-inch above the top of the four-inch
log

;
that the effect upon the plaintiff of maintaining

defendant's dam as a permanancy to the level of the top
of the four-inch% is barely measurable and the most
Mr. Keefer can venture to say as his conclusion unon

ft
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the whole is, that if the four-inch log should be
maintained up ivliile defendant's machinery was stand-
ing still, he thinks it would be measurable ; and under
all the circumstances there are no means of measuring
the effect caused to plaintiff bj defendant's dam.

I find it further to be established by the evidence, that
from the manner in which defendant's dam is constructed,
the logs can be moved so as to keep the water lower
above than the old dam would have kept it, and that
all the defendant claims the right of doing, as to the
four-inch log, is to keep it up while his mill is running.
There has been no evidence given that in any single

instance the four-inch log has in fact ever been ke,}t up
when the defendant's mill is not running. The whole
evidence is based not upon acts proved or alleged to have
in fact been committed or suffered by defendant, but
upon scientific calculations as to what might occur if the

Judgment, four-inch log should be maintained as a permanency,
or kept up when the defendant's mill is not running.
As to all the other alleged grievances set out in the
plaintiff 's bill, the evidence establishes that the plaintiff's

allegations are wholly groundless. If then the defen-
dant has, as is admitted, a right to pen back the water
to the height that the eight-inch log pens it back, and if

the effect of the four-inch log as an addition to the dam,
is to enable the dam to pen back the water further on
the premises of the plaintiff only in the event of, and
during the time of its being maintained up while the
defendant's mill is not running, as appears to be
established by the evidence, and if the evidence fails to

establish that this log has ever been so maintained up,
then not only has no appreciable damage been inflicted

upon the plaintiff, but no right of his has been invaded
by any act of the defendant ; and the result is, that upon
this evidence, if this had been an action at law, the jury
not only would, but in my opinion should, render a
verdict in favour of the defendant. Upon what principle
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then can the right of the court of equity to interfere
under these circumstances, by the exercise of its

extraordinary process of injunction bo upheld ? In 2
Stonjs Equity Jurisprudence, sec. 92&, the principle
upon which a court of equity interposes, in cases of the,
nature complained of by the plaintiff here, is thus laid
down. " In regard to private nuisances the interference
of courts of equity by way of injunction, is undoubt-
edly founded on the ground of restraining irreparable
mischief or of suppressing oppressive and interminable
litigation or of preventing multiplicity of suits. It is not
every case which will furnish a right of action against a
party for a nuisance which will justify the iaterposition
of courts of equity to redress the injury or to remove the
annoyance

; but there must be such injury as from its

nature is not susceptible of being adequately compensated
by damages at law, or such as from its continuance or
permanent mischief must occasion a constantly recurring
grievance, which cannot be otherwise prevented but by judgment,
injunction.

The case of Beckett v. Morris does not, as it appears
to me, govern this case ; there the erection of a pier on
his own soil in the alveus of a river, by one riparian
proprietor, was declared to be illegal and to be in itself
an invasion of the rights of the opposite riparian
proprietor, although no present damage was perc( ptible,
because ll might by time mature into a prescriptive'
right from which damage, now imperceptible, might
eventually visibly arise. Lord Westbury states the
principle thus: "You, as a riparian proprietor, see
something done which is not at all to your detriment
now, but may hereafter be greatly to your detriment,
though you cannot precisely point out how or to what
extent. If you do not interfere, a right will be acquired
against you by which you may hereafter be affected,
and you have a right to say things shall '-onain exactly
as they were. Lord Cranworth lays dovi the principle
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thus: "the owners of land on tho banks of a river are
not bound to obtain or be guided by th« opinion of
engineers or other scientific persons as to what is likely to
be the consequence of any obstruction set up in water in
which they all have a common interest. There is in this
case, and in all such cuses there ever must be, a conflict of
evidence as to the probable result of what is done. The
law does not impose on riparian proprietors the duty of
scanning the accuracy, or appreciating the weight of
suc'h testiraof y. They are allowed to say ''We have
all common interest in the un n'stricted flow of the
water, and we forbid any interference with ?'."

In Sampson v. Iloddimtt (a) Sir W. ^rle, C. J., lays
down the rule thus : "If the user by the defendant (of
the water of a ilowing stream) has been beyond his
natural rigid, it iruttters not how much the plaintiff has
used the wutc* ^r whether he has used it at all ; in

Judgment, either case iiiti ..ight has been equally invaded, and the
action is maintainable." Now, Miner v. Gilmour (b)

establishes, as between lower and higher riparian pro-
prietors, that the former, if he owns land on both sides
of the stream, may erect a dam across the stream for the
purpose of a mill, and may pen back the waters of the
stream to any height that the fall of the stream within
the limits of the lower proprietor's own land will ad.nit,

provided that he does not thereby int'jrfere with the
rights of a proprietor higher up, that is, provided that
he does not thereby pen back the waters of the stream
above their natural level, as they run past the land of
the superior proprietor; this right of the riparian

proprietor has never been questioned, and cannot be
disallowed without the destruction of all the mill privileges

in the country. Now, in the present case, the right to

pen back the water to the height that the top of the
eight-inch log does pen it back, is admitted to be secured

(a) 1 C. B. N. S. 590. (b) 12 Moo. P. C. 156.
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by the deeds under which both tlh plaintiff and defendants 1860.

claim ; whatever may be the consequential injury to the
"—^^

—

plaintiff, it is not the erection of the four-inch upon the
"*'"•''

eight-mrli log Himply, but its maintenance ther while
the defendant'8 mill is not running that caup- or oui
cause my backwater on to the plaintiff' mises,
beyond the right of the defendant to pei, ^ack the
Wtt( T, or that constitutes any invasion of the plaintiff's

right. The defendant asserts no claim to this right. His
instruftions as to the removal of the four-inch lo^'

*

always v.' on his mill y not running, shew that he has
entert.ii' u no design of invading the plaintiff's right;
and it does not appear that he has in fact ever even
accidentally so maintained the four-inch log tvhen the
mill is not running. Nojy, the assertion of the right
to maintain it when his mill is running, however long
that right should b( oxercised, never can mature into a
jFescriptive right to maintain it pen anently, whether
the mill be running or not; for prescription must bo Judgment

from like acts to like acts, uot from an utanjurious to an
injurious act; co' equently the plaintiff is in no danger
from anything which the deiondant has done or claims
the right of doing, of being in a worse position thirty
years hence than ho is now.

The principle then that governs this ca-^o, as it

appears to me, is that enunciated by Mr. Story as
above, and as recognized by the c( irt in Elmhurst v.

Spencer (a); The Attorney General v. The Sheffield Gas
Consumers Go. (b) ; and The Attorney General v.

Cambridge Consumers Gas Co. (c). In Elmhi.rst v.

Spencer Lord Chancellor Cottenham says: "The plain-

tiff before he can ask for an injunction must prove that
he has sustained such a substantial injury by the acts of
the defendant, as would have entitled 1 "m to a verdict

[a) 2 Mac. & G. 50. (i) 3 d. G. M. & G. 311.
(c) L. U. 4. Chy. App. 80, 81.
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1869. at law in an motion for damages." In The Attorney

General V. Cambridge Consumers Oat Co. LordJustice

Sir W. P. Wood days : "Where the court interferes by

way of injuncfion to prevent an injury, in respect of

which there is a legal remedy, it does so upon two

grounds which are of a totally distinct character, one is

that the injury is irreparable as in the case of cutting

down trees, the other that the injury is continuous, and

so continuous that the court acta upon the same principle

as it used in olden times with reference to Bills of

Peace, and restrains the repeated acts which could only

result in incessant actions, the continuous character of

the wrong making it grievous and intolerable."

But it is said that the words in the grant to the

defendant namely " with the privilege of keeping the

dam thereon at all times thereafter at its present, head

'or height, but no higher," operate as a covenant by

Joagmont. t''o grantee with his grantor, that ho will never erect

his dam higher, whetliar by so doing he should or not

injuriously, affect the lands of the grantor higher up the

stream, and that such covenant runs with the lands

higher up to the'grantee tiiereof ; but a covenant running

with the land passes to the plaintiff only in respect of
the estate in the lands conveyed to him, and for the

benefit and protection of that estate. From the moment
that the running waters of the stream have flowed down
past the limits of tliat estate, they belong of common
right to the next riparian proprietor,—they are severed

from all connection with the plaintiff's estate in his

lands. The defendant then as the next riparian

proprietor, has the power of utilizing them within the

limits of his own lands, uncontrolled by any restriction

in 80 far as the superior riparian proprietor is concerned

save only that he shall not again pen them back contrary

to the natural flow upon the premises, and lands of the

superior proprietor ; and unless and until the waters

shall be so penned back, the estate of the sunerior

II
'

!
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proprietor in respect of the lands to which the covenant 1869.
is annexed ia unaffected, and so he cannot take any
advantage of the covenant although the dam should be
raised unless it does pen back water on his premises
—his position therefore ia the same whether there be
the covenant or fchere be not.

Admitting then that a recovery at law establishing

the in^flasion of a right (however slight and inappreciable
the actual damage already inflicted may be) is suflicient

to call for the interposition of the court by injunction, I
am of opinion that the evidence in this case fails to

entablish any intention on the part of the defendant
designedly to invade the plaintiff's rights; it establishes

to my mind the contrary, and in the absence of evidence
that the four-inch log has ever been accidentally and
contrary to the defendant's express instructions proved,
been maintained up at any time in a single instance

when the defendant's mill was not running, the plaintiff judgment,

has failed to establish that any right of his has been
invaded or that he is entitled to a verdict even for nominal
damages in an action at law.

This case must as it appears to me be regarded in the

nature of an action brought by a reversioner for injury
to the reversion. For occasional tempory acts of trespass

accidentally or negligently committed if any have been
in fact committed, the tenant has his remedy at law.

The permanency of the thing complained of is as it

appears to me the material matter to be established at
the suit of the reversioner. Isolated occasions, though
proved, upon which the log has been maintained up when
the defendant's mill is not running, whereby the water
has been penned back upon the lands in which the

plaintiff has the reversion would be insufficient ; and in

as much as it appears that the waters are not penned
back, if, while the four-inch log is up the defendant's

mills are kept running, for this I take to be the result of

45—VOL. XVI. OR.

/:>!
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1860. the evidence, and this use of the log is all the defendant

claims, then no permanent injury nor in fact any injury

10 the rever lion has in my judgment been established.

Under these circumstances the defendaut, in my
opinion, has been unnecessarily harrassed by this expen-

sive suit, and he was entitled to be indemnified so far as

the court could indemnify him,by dismissing the plaintiff's

bill with costs. If it had been established that the, four-

inch log had been maintained up when the defendant's

mill is not running, as it appears that this log is so placed

as to be removable in an instant, the plaintiff's right

could sufficiently be protected without the total removal

of the log. If any decree should be made other than

one simply dismissing the plaintiff's bill, a decree in

the terms following would, I think, attain all that the

plaintiff can in justice assert any claim to.

Jadfrnent. Declare that the defendant is not entitled, to maintain

the four-inch stop ' pon his dam, when the stream in

the pleadings men... ,d exceeds the Jevel of the eight-

inch stop log in the pleading also mentioned at uny time

that the millc of the defendant are not running ; nor

unless he shall draw off through the wheels of his mill,

or otherwise, all the water which shall be retained by

the said four-inch log above the level of the said eight-

inch log so as to prevent any of the waters so retained

being penned back upon the mills or premises of the

plaintiff, and it appearing that the defendant does not

claim any right to maintain the said four-inch log other-

wise than aforesaid, and it not appearing that any injury

to the plaintiff's reversionary interest in the premises in

the pleadings mentioned has been caused by the defen-

dant, dismiss the plaintiff's bill with costs.

Order.
" ^hat the said decree and order be varied ; and that

in lieu of the declarations and directions therein contained

the following declarations and directions be made, that is
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to say : This Court doth declare tlwt the said Wtlliam
Barrett is not entitled to raise tiie water of the stream,

in the pleadings mentioned, to any greater height than the

same is or may be raised by the eight-inch stop log on the

dam of the said William Barrett, in the pleadings mentioned,

to the damage or injury of the said Francis Beamish ; And
it is ordered, that a perpetual injunction do issue to restrain

the said William Barrett, his servants, workmen, and agents,

from raising the water of the said stream to any further

or greater height than is hereinbefore declared, to the

damage or injury of the B&id Francis Beamish; And it is

ordered, that the said Francis Beamish do re-pay to the

sjiid William Barrett the sum of eighty-five dollars and
thirty cents, the costs of the sajd re-hearing, paid by the

aRiu William Barrett to the said Francis Beamish,

866

1860. m

Ord«r;

City op Toronto v. Mowat.

E»planai$ aett—Coit of eonitruelion.

Under the acts relating to the oonstraction of the esplanade in the

City of Toronto, water lot owners are not entitled to be paid the

coat of constructing bo much thereof as the owners shall have con-

structed. '^l

This was a suit to set aside an award in favor of the

defendants on the ground of excess, the arbitrators

having awarded to the defendants, as owners of one of

the water lots in the City of Toronto, con ensation for

work done by the owners of the property in filling in

portions of the lot, and thus, to a certain extent, con-

structing the esplanade.

The objections urged by counsel are stated in the

judgment.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, and Mr. Cooper, for the plaintiffs.
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Mr. Blake^ Q. C., and Mr. Jame» McLmnan, for the

city Of
defendants.

Toronto

MoW.fc' SpnAQGB, V. C—By the statute 10 Victoria chapter
219, the city was authorized to construct the esplanade (a)

unless the water lot owner» should construct it within a
year, (b).

The mode of asceitaining the amount to bo paid, if

constructed by the city, in the event of the owners failing

to do it within the time limited, is as follows :—The city
surveyor is by certificate to declare the amount which
owners or lessees ought to pay. If the owners arc
dissatisfied, arbitrators aro to decide " the value of. the
said improvements." The act does not so far fix "any
data or principle upon which owners or lessees are charge-
able.

jad oDt

^®''*'°° '^» simply enables owners and lessees to con-
a gmoDt.

gjj.yj.j jijg esplanade and exempts them from charge.
It gives them no claim on the city. The whole cost
of construction is to be borne by them. By parity of
reasoning the whole cost of construction, if done by
the city, would bo chargeable upon them.

This act deals only with the 100 feet of esplanade.

The 20 Victoria deals not only with the esplanade but
with another space of land described in section 2, as the
whole space lying between the northern limit of the
esplanade as laid down on the plan and in course of con-
struction, and the shore of the bay of Toronto, and as to
such space it provides that the amount to be paid to the
city for filling in, grading, and levelling the same shall
be ascertained in the same manner as is provided by 16
Victoria in regard to the esplanade.

(a) Sees. 2. 3. (4);Sec..7.
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Section 4, prescribes what is to bo taken into account
on each side. If the portion of the defendants' water lots
taken for the esplanade had been in a state of nature
there would be no difficulty : the provisions of the statute
are too explicit to admit of doubt, and they are also in
accordance with the provisions of 10 Victoria. In this
case, in taking the account between the parties, the arbi-
trators allowed to the water lot owners compensation for
the value of the land taken for the esplanade «« and for
the expense of making so much thereof as has been
made on the land so taken." The question therefore is

distinctly raised whether a water lot owner can be
allowed for the cost of making the esplanade where it

has betn made before the taking of the land by the
city. At what time the work done by the owners, was
doao in this case does not appear. The award is dated
8th June, 1868. The notice by the city surveyor is

dated 2nd January, 1860, subsequent to tho passing of
both the acts. In the notice the city surveyor claims
for the city $1302, as payable to tho city for construc-
tion of the esplanade. The work done by the owners
was, I understand, before that, but whether before or
after the passing of either or both of tho acts does not
appear very clearly. From the manner, however, in
which it is stated in tho bill I take it to have been before
the passing of the acts. The water lots in question
form part of

'
is called in the pleadings the Ewart

estate, and wei, anted before the year 1837, cither to
Mr. Ewart or to some one from whom he purchased I
take the date 1837 from the bill. The bill states that
the defendants or Mr. Ewart did a large amount of
filling on tho lots, and it was assumed in argument that
this had been done before the passing of either of the
acts. In considering the question, I shall take the work
dono by the owners of the lots in question to have been
done before the passing of either of the esplanade acts.

It is to be qbserved that the.Ietters patent of February,

367

1860.

City of
ToroDto

T.

Mowat.

Ju(l|;ment.
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1809. 1840, and tlio two csplanado acts all contemplate the

filling in of the csplnnado being at the expense of those

interested in the water lots ; and the 4th section of the

later act profcasea to explain the intention of the letters

patent in regard to strips of land granted to the city

which were to bo by them conveyed upon certain terms

to water lot owners—where the filling in has been under,

and subsequently to, either of the esplanade acts, the

construction, generally given to the acts has been that it

is to bo at the owner's expense. In The City of Toronto

V. Leak (a), Chief Justice Hagarty^ then a judge of the

Court of Queen's Bench, gave an elaborate judgment

upon the point : Mr. Justice Morrinon expressed himself

as clearly of the same opinion, and Chief Justice Draper,

while deciding upon another point, evidently leaned to

the same construction. In Mowat v. TJte City of

Toronto (6), I came to the same conclusion.

JudgmcBt.
In Brooke v. The City of Toronto (c), the award was

objected to on two grounds : one, that the arbitrators

valued the land taken for the esplanade as it was when

granted to the plaintiff; the other, that interest was

allowed to the city ; and the late Chancellor thought

the award bad on both grounds. As to the valuation he

observed that the value must be dependent upon the

position, situation, and character of the land taken, at

the time it .is taken, and he went on to say *'one lot

will or may, in these respects differ much from another.

A lot covered with water (other things being equal)

cannot be as valuable as a lot filled in and raised above

the water ; as was the plaintiff's lot here in consequence

of the labor and material supplied by him. The arbi-

trators thought they were bound to estimate the value

of the plaintiff 's lot as it was when granted to him. In

this they were wrong. They should have valued it, as it

stood when taken by the city." It does not appear by

(a) 23 U. C. Q. B. 223. (i) 12 Grant, 267. '(«) 1* G"nt. 258.
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the report of the case that the previous cases were cited

to his lordship, and thoy are not noticed in his judgment.
I think thoy could not have been cited, or his lordship

would have given his reasons for differing from the

opinions expressed in them, if after considering the
reasoning by which they were supported he had con-
tinued to differ. In the case before the Chancellor he
went further than was absolutely necessary. The award
was bad in his judgment because the arbitrators took
the value of the land at the date of the grant. They
should have taken its value at the date of its being taken
by the city, and they would have erred in taking it as
they did if no labour or material had been expended
upon it by the owner. That they should have taken
into account the expenditure of such labor and material
was therefore not necessary to the decision of the case.

I take it, that it unintentionally ran counter to the
decisions of other judges, and I cannot regard it as

settling the law upon the point, adversely to them.

It does not appear in ei \^ of the two cases, at what
time labour and material w to expended on the land
taken for the esplanade ; whether before or after the
firct esplanade act, or whether before or after the grant
to the city. The grant contemplated the esplanade being
built by,the water lot owners ; but did not, and could
not affect their rights, under their own patents. Under
the grant to the city they merely became cestuis jue trust

of the strips granted to the city, upon building the espla-

nade. Section 4 of the act of 1857 appears, however, to

deal with the case of expenditure by water lot owners
upon land taken, before the taking of the land, as well
as with expenditure by the city after taking it. It

recites that the property to be conveyed to them was
intended as a compensation for the land taken, •* and for

the expense of making so much thereof as should be made
on the lands taken from them respectively ;" and it then
enacts "that the owners be respectively charged with their

859

1860.

Judgment.
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I860, respective shares of such expense." The « compensa-
""^^^ tion " is for two things, the value of the land, and the
Toront-,. money expended upon it by the owner : it must in this
Mo*.t. connection moan money expended by the owner, not by

the city, as the compensation was to the owner. Then
follows the enactment charging the owner with such
expense, t. e., he is to be charged with the expense
incurred by himself. The section then goes on to shew
what matters are to be taken into account between the
owner and the city

; and places inter alia to the credit of
the city the expense of constructing the esplanade.
There are two ways of reading this provision, one is

reading it literally ; and so reading it meets the argu-
ment of the defendants' counsel, that it is the value of
the land taken, and its value at the time of its being
taken, that is to be allowed to the water lot owner. It

^

may bo taken to be so : but we must at the same time
read with it, the enactment that the expense incurred by

Judpaont.
"'" °'^"®'" ^'"^®^^ '" ""•''"fi *^o esplanade is to be
charged against him, reading the word " charged," not
as " allowed," but in its ordinary signification. This is

probably as a book-keeper would state the account
between the owner and the city. The owner gets the
value of the land, improved as it is, and on the other
hand the cost of the improvement is charged against
him. In this way the language of the statute iS satis-
fied, taking its language in its plain ordinary grammati-
cal meaning

;
and in this way also, all water lot owners

are placed upon the same footing. The owner who has
made large improvements, and the owner who has made
small ones, or none at all, are placed upon the same
footing in this, that all arc alike charged with the
expense of constructing the esplanade upon their own
lots. The owner who has construct' 1 part of it himself
has so much the less to pay the city ; while he who has
done nothing has to pay to the city the whole cost. In
this there is equality. If I adopt the construction con-
tended for by the defendants' counsel there would be no
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equality
;
but ono principle would be applied to one clasn 18(19.

and another to another class, according to the accident
"—n—

'

of money having been, or not having been expanded ^'^to
by the owner before the taking of the land. I am satis- «»••«.

fiod thai such was not the intention of the legislature

;

and it would not, in my judgment, bo n sound con-
struction of the statutes.

The other way in which this provision might perhaps
be read is this, by not taking tho word " charged," where
it is applied to expense incurred by tho owner before the
taking of the land by tho city, in its literal sense, but as
meaning only, not allowed, assuming that such expense
could not be an item of charge in favor of the city, as
the city had not borno it. To road tho clause in this
way it would be necessary to read the value of tho land
to be allowed to the owner to bo its unimproved value.
I should adopt this construction if necessary rather
than a construction that would make the acts incongru-
ous, and inconsistent in principle. But I think the

•'"''«'"""'•

reading of the clause that 1 have put first is the true one.
It is technical and in book-keeper style, but it enables
us to read tho clause in the ordinary sense of the
language employed, and is in accordance with tho whole
tenor and spirit of the acts.

The construction contended for by the defendants'
counsel leads to this palpable inconsistency, that the
water lot owner would be allowed against tho city the
value of the work done by him, while the city would be
allowed against tho owner the value of the work done by
It. Tho principle upon which the legislation, upon this

matter has proceeded is, that the construction of the
esplanade should be at tho expense of the water lot

owners, and this principle is preserved by the construction
I put upon the act.

As to the question of interest payable by the
46—VOL, XVI. flR,
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city upon tho turn fouml payable by it ; the arbi-

tratum bavo in my opinion notbing wbatover to do

with tbo question. Tboir duties arc limited to certain

points by tho HtatutcH under which they act, thoy arc to

fix certain valucn and to ascertain tbo cost of certain

works, nnd t * certify tho result in tho shape of an

award ; they have no discretion as to^intorcst or any-

thing clso. Soclion r> of tbo statute of 1857 makes an

award against tbo city payable with interest; and section

3 of the act of 1858 makes any sum payable to tbo city,

bear interest from tbo dato of the declaration of tbo city

surveyor, or award of arbitrators, as the'ca8e''may be.

Judgment.

If the question of interest could come before this court

as it arises in specific performance cases, it would be quite

a different thing. Tbero might bo u good deal to bo said

in its favor ; and the principles enunciated by Lord St.

Leonards in Birch v. Joi/ (a) might bo found to apply.

But this is a bill to set aside an award. Tho arbitrators

bavo awarded a spccifio sum for interest. Tboir doing

BO is, 1 think, an excess of authority, but jtbo award

vrould not be bad on that ground, as that part of it is

separable from tbo rest.

It is not necessary to determine wbctbor the award is

bad upon tbo other grounds upon which it is impeached.

I am not prepared to say that it is, but Ijim of opinion

that the arbitrators proceeded upon an^crroneousj prin-

ciple in awarding to the water lot'owners the cost of

constructing so much of the esplanade as has been con-

structed by them, or by those under whom thoy claim.

The award will therefore be set aside and the decree must

be with costs.

(a) 3 H. L. C. 600-2.
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imw.
Gordon v. Kakins. "—v—^

Mortgagor and nortgagn—Agrttmmt uUh widow of tnorlgagor—Rutt.

Wberovor.from^tho nooeiiitiM of hit position, it ia neooaiarj that %
mortgagee b1iou1<I, for liia own protection, take poaaossion, he ii not
chargeable with reata, and tlila otou though the mortgage wai not

in arrear.

A tenant of a mortgagor paid the morf -e after the mortgagor'a
death, and the repreaontatirca of the mortgagor having no meana
uf paying the debt, he entered into an agreomont with the ffidow

that ahe'aDil her children ahould occupy the dwelling hnuae nnd
four aorea of the mortgaged property, that ho himaelf ahould oocupy
the reaidue at a rental of $170, ahould pay %\n a year to the widow,

and apply the residue of the rent on the mortgage:

lltU, in a Buit aftcrwarda brought by a purohaaer of the equity of

redemption to redeem, that the defendant waa not chargeable with

the $40 a year ho had paid the widow, nor with rests, though the

rent for which he was accountable exceeded the interest.

This was a suit for redemption. The bill had been guumBnt.

filed by Thomas Gordon, who was the assignee of the

purchaser of the equity ol redemption from the sheriff

of the county of York, who sold such equity under

an execution against the adminstratrix of Armstrong,

the original mortgagor. The defendant was a tenant of

Armstrong, ^in possession of the premises at and prior

to the time of Armstrong's death, and he continued in

possession. It was arranged between the defendant

and the administratrix that the defendant should pay

the. amount of the mortgage to the original mortgagee,

and take an assignment of it ; that the administratrix,

being the widow of Armstrong, should occupy the house

and four acres of the land ; that the defendant should

occupy the remainder of the farm, and pay the wide"

$40 a year for the period of fourteen years, and that

the mortgage should then be considered satisfied and bo

discharged. Pursuant to this arrangement, the defend-

ant paid off" the mortgage and took an assignment of it,

continued in possession of all but the house and four
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years, when the plaintiff, considering that the arrange-
ment between the widow (administratrix) and the
defendant did not bind him or the land, filed his bill

for redemption of the premises, to which the defendant
in his answer submitted, and the only difficulty in the
suit was as to the fixing of the occupation rent and the
proper manner of taking the accounts for and against
the defendant under such circumstances. At the time
of the assignment of the mortgage to the defendant
there was no interest in arrear. The judgment upon
the appeal shews the remainder of the facts material to

the case.

Mr. Fitzgerald, and Mr. A. Hoakin, for the appeal.

Mr. Ferguson, contra.

Judgment. Spraggb, V. C—The first ground of appeal by the
defendant, and of cross-appeal by the plaintiff, was dis-
posed of by me at the conclusion of the argument by
overruling both, leaving the master's finding upon the
point objected to by each party, to stand.

«

As to the account being taken with rests, the general
rule is admitted that if the mortgage bo in arrear at the
time of possession being taken by the mortgagee, the
account is not taken against the mortgagor with rests.
The position of Fakins, the present holder of the mort-
gage, is a peculiar one. He was tenant of Armstrong
the mortgagor, the mortgage being then in other hands,
Armstrong died, and Fakins Acquired the mortgage;
and he continued in possession, but under a new arrange-
ment which related to the mortgage and to the future
occupation of a portion, not the whole, of the mortgaged
premises. This arrangement was between Fakins and
the widow, who was also admininistratrix of Armstrong ;
and was in substance this : that the mUm and children
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of Armstrong should occupy the dwelling house, and
four acres of the mortgaged premises, and that Uakina
should have the possession and rents and profits of the
residue of the land for fourteen years ; and should pay
to the widow forty dollars a year. Some amount of
rental (beyond the forty dollars) was agreed upon,
wherewith Uakins was to stand charged on his mortgage

;

the parties differ as to this part of the arrangement, and
\e decree charges Uakins with occupation rent to
oe fixed by the master. The sum fixed exceeds the
interest on the mortgage, and would suffice, after some
years occupation, to pay off the arrears of interest. The
master has taken the account with rests after this period.
It appears that the estate of Armstrong was not in a
position to pay off the mortgage debt, and that the
widow and children had no means of doini; so. It was
under these circumstances, and this arrangement, that
Eakim came to hare possession after the death of Arm-
strong.

The rule is thus stated by the late Lord Justice
Turner in Nelson v. Booth (a), "I have always under-
stood it to be the settled course of the court not to
direct an account with annual rests against a mortgagee
in possession, unless at the time when he took possession
there was no arrear of interest due to him. I conceive the
principle to be this ; a mortgagee is not bound to receive
payment of his debt by driblets ; but he has the right to
do so if he thinks fit. If he enters into possession when
no arrear of interest is due, he evidences his intention

80 to receive payment of the debt, and the account there-
fore goes with rests ; but if the interest is in arrear when
he enters into possession, the fact of his taking possesion,
affords no evidence of his intention to receive payment
by driblets, as he is driven to take the possession by the
non-payment of the interest ; and the account therefore

365
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Judgment.

(a) 8 DeG. & J. 122.
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goes on until the whole debt has been satisfied. I have
often had occassion to consider the point, and my impres-
sion is, that this is the result of the authorities." The
Lord Justice puts it that the non-payment of interest is

to be taken as driving the mortgagee to take possession.
In this case there was more. There was the hoplessness
of obtaining interest or principal, except by taking pos-
session

; or making some arrangement whereby the profits

of the land or a portion of them should reach his hands.

The cases appear to me to establish this principle

that, wherever, from the necessities of his position, it is

necessary that the mortgagee should, for his own pro-
tection, take possession, he is not chargeable with rests,

and this even though the mortgage was not in arrear •

and the case of leaseholds, and the security being in

danger by non-payment of ground rent or insurance, or
through want of repairs, or where the mortgagee has

Judgment, bccn harrasscd by litigation, cases put by Mr. Fisher in

his work on Mortgages, and for which he cites autho-

' rities, are only instances in which this principle has been
acted upon. The mortgagee in such cases does not
enter into possession of his own free will, choosing to

receive payment by driblets, but because circumstances,

not his choice, nor his fault, have forced that course

upon him.

Mr. Ferguson contended that the occupation of

Eaki .8 being under an agreement was evidence of an
intention to take payment by driblets. Mr. Fisher citGB

Page v. Linwood (a) for the position that " rests are not

directed where the occupation is under an agreement for

tenancy with the mottgagor." The case referred to is a
very cotnplicated one, and was decided in a great

measure upon its peculiar circumstances, but it negatives

at any rate the position taken by Mr. Ferguson. In

(a) S. 162, 4 G. & F. 899.
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one sense a mortgagee taking possession has an intention
to take payment by driblets, because it is a necessary
consequence of his taking possession ; but it is only
when he does it of his own free will and not from the
necessity of his position, that the account is taken
against hira with rests.

In taking the accounts the master has allowed to the
mortgagee the $40 a year paid by him to the widow for
the use of herself and her children

; and the plaintiff
objects to this as a payment made bv the mortgagee in
his own wrong. If these payments would be properly
aUowable if the widow and children were here as plain-
tiffs to redeem, they are proper to be allowed against
this plaintiff, as there is nothing to entitle him to stand
in a better position than they. If the arrangement had
been with Armstrong himself there could be no question.
Ihe substance of such an agreement is this, that the
mortgagee is to receive the rents and profits of that part .
of the mortgaged premises of which he is to have pes-

""""
session

;
and out of them to return to the owner of the

premises a certain sum; or, in other words, to receive
and retain the rents and profits, less a certain amount.
Now suppose the dowress and heirs of the mortgagor to
be plaintiffs here, what reason or justice would there bem charging the mortgagee in possession with this $40
a year. It certainly would not be making "just allow-
ances." It might be put in this way, the rents and
profits, or the occupation rent are worth $170 ; of this
$40 is only received, not retained, by the mortgagee •

he should be charged therefore with $130 only. As to
the $40 he is, as between himself and the owners of the
estate, only the hand to receive and pay over. And I
think this is the proper way to take the account. I do
not know whether the master has allowed interest on the
annual payment of $40. I think ho should not, but that
against the mortgage debt should be set the occupation
rent less the amount for which he accounted directly to
tuc owaers of the estate.
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There was another item of objection on the part of the

plaintiff, the allowance of $100 costs as paid to Jones

Brotherly solicitors, when, as the plaintiff contends, 9^8
only should be allowed. The differ'jnce appears to be

made up of conveyancing and agency costs in carrying

out the arrangement for possession, by Eakins ; and its

terms. It was for the benefit of the estate, fourteen years

further time being thereby obtained for the payment of

the mortgage debt. I suppose the master was satisfied

as to the reasonableness of the amount, or he would not

have'allowed it.

I do not think this is a case in which I should give

costs to either party.

Lyon v. Blott.

Will, eontlruetion of^Devise to executrix beneficially,

A testatoi's will contained the following direction as to the residue of

his property : " I give, devise, and dispose thereof as follows, that

is to say : my will is, that my wife, S. W., shall have full power and

control over all my freehold and personal property ; that she, my
executrix, her assigns, for ever, may have unlimited power to deed,

bargain, alienate, or transfer, for ever, all or any part of my said

property ; and further, any deed, transfer, or conveyance, made by
my said executrix, for my said property, or any part thereof^ shall

be valid and sufficient to the purchaser or purchasers, his or their

heirs and assigns, for ever," and nominated his wife sole executrix

of bis will.

Held, that the widow took the residue beneficially.

Hearing on further directions.

Mr. Morphy, for plaintiff.

Mr. James McLennan, and Mr. Eae, for other

parties.
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Spragqb, V. C—The principal point in the case is

upon the construction of the will of the testator George
Webster. It is short and very inartificially expressed

;

and is as follows : "My will is, that my funeral charges
and just debts-shall be paid by my executrix, the residue
of my real estate and personal which shall not be re-
quired for the payment of my just debts, funeral
charges, and the expenses attending the execution
of this my will, and the administration of my estate I
give devise and dispose thereof as follows, that is to say :

my will is, that my wife Sarah Webster shall have full

power and control over all my freehold and personal
property—that she, my executrix, her assigns for ever,
may have unlimited power to deed, bargain, alienate, or
transfer for ever all or any part of my said property

;

and further, any deed, transfer, or conveyance made by
my said executrix for my property or any part thereof,
shall be valid and sufficient to the purchaser or pur-
chasers, his or their heirs and assigns for ever. I
therefore nominate, constitute, and appoint my wife
Sarah Webster, sole executrix of this my last will and
testament." The testator with tolerable accuracy, and
quite sufficiently, describes the qualities of an estate in
fee. Mr. Preston in his Treatise on Estates (a),

describes it as "an interest of a nature, extent, and
quality, to continue beyond the life of ihe owner. It
will enable him to dispose of the property either for
ever, or for any space of time, and in any manner
allowed by law. * * * Such is the nature of an
estate in fee ; and as often as, either from a present or
remote view, it appears to be the intention of the testator,
that the person who io the object of his bounty, should
have the property for an estate, which will confer these
powers, and tlys dominion, an estate in fee will pass."
It is manifest from the terms of this devise that the
devisee took, under the will, a power to dispose of the

869
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Lroa
T.

Blott.

' "" THF'-*''[JT"

Judgment

47—VOL. XVI. GR.

(a) Vo!. II. p. 70.
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1869. property devised, absolutely, not for a period limited to

her own life. If so, an estate in fee passed as to the

realty, and an absolute property in the personalty ; and

the only question is whether she took beneficially, or as

trustee and executrix.

It is clear from the authorities that if the devisee

were not appointed executrix, she would take in fee bene-

ficially. In Whiskaon and Clet/ton'a case (a) the devise

was to the godson of the testator after the death of his

wife, '* and, if he fail," then he willed his share to the

discretion of his father. It was held that the father

took a fee simple upon the death of the godson, and it

was likened to a will that lands devised should be at the

disposition of J. S., and " I will my land to J. S., to

give and sell at his pleasure," that J. S. shall do with

the land at his discretion ; in all which cases it was

assumed that the fee would pass.

Judgment. In ttennov and Hardies case {h) the devise was in

certain events to one Udith, to dispose thereof at her

pleasure, and it was held that the fee passed. In the

subsequent case of Goodtitle v. Pearson (c), the devise was

to one and her lawful issue, and if no lawful issue ''that

she shall have power to dispose thereof at her will and

pleasure," and in this case also the fee was held to pass.

Other cases to much the same effect are referred to in

Vin. Abr. pp. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

I do not think that the testator appointing his wife

his executrix makes any difference. There is not a

word in the will looking to the creai.'on of a trust ; and

the wife appears upon the face of it to be the sole object

of the testator's bounty. There are, moreover, several

cases in yrhich the devisee or legatee was appointed

(a) 1 Leonard, 166.

(c) 2 Wil». 6.

(6) 1 Leonard, 283.
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executrix, and was held to take beneficially. Shaw v.

Bull (a) ia an instance of this. Several devises were
followed by this clause, «' and all the overplus of my
estate to be at my wife's disposal, and make her ray
executrix." The decision was that the words "make
her my executrix," shewed an intent to grant to the wife
only such estate as she was capable of taking as executrix;
no such question could arise in this case as it is clear
that both real and personal estate passed. An argu-
ment indeed might • e drawn from the case, that at all

events as to the realty she took absolutely.

Thomai v. Phelpa (6), before Sir John Leach, was
the case of a gift by will to a son and daughter appointed
executor and executrix. The will commences in much
the same way as the will in question. Then after

bequeathing to the son the. lease of a colliery, the
will proceeds, '< him and my daughter Elizabeth Phelps,
I do make, constitute and appoint, my joint executor Judgment,

and executrix of this my last will and testament, of all

that I possess in any way belonging to me by them
freely to be enjoyed or possessed of whatsoever nature
or manner it may be, only my household furniture,"
which he disposes of specifically. No question was
made as to the son and daughter taking beneficially, but
only as to the quantum of estate they took. It was
held that they took the whole estate of the testator.

This was before the passing of the Real Property Act.

The case of Doe Eichman v. Hazlewood {e) was fully,

argued, and wus decided after taking time for conside-
ration. The testator, after bequeathing to his wife the
residue of his personal estate, added this clause, " and
I do likewise make my wife the said Ann Hazlewood full

and sole executrix of the freehold house situated in

(o) 18 Mod, 592, 2 Eq. Ca. Ab, 320.

i9) 6 4. & K 107.

(6) 4 Rubs. 848.
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Great Queen Street,'* describing it. The question was
whether the wife took a fee simple in the freehold house
devised ; and it was held that she did. There was, I

think, more room in that case than there is in this for

contending that the wife took in her representative

capacity and not beneficially ; for the freehold is not at

all mentioned in the will except in connection with her

character of executrix. There are some points com-
mented upon by Lord Denman which that case possessed

in common with this. His Lordship observes that it

does not appear that the testator was possessed of any
other property. Here the will in explicit terms disposes

of all his property. The other point is thus alluded

to :
" nor can we perceive an allusion to any other

object of his bounty except his wife."

In Doe Pratt v. Pratt (a) judgment was given by the

same court on the same day. The question was as to

jiidgoMiit certain freehold property of which the testator died

seized. After directing the payment of his debts and
funeral expenses, and of certain legacies, the will pro-

ceeded thus :
" I appoint my nephew, William Pratt,

my whole and sole executor of all my houses and land

situate at Flixton in the county of York," and it was
held that by these words the houses and land passed to

the devisee.

I do not feel any doubt as to the property of the testa-

tor passing under his will absolutely and beneficially.

Divested of its verbiage his will runs thus : " After

payment of my debts and funeral expenses, I give and
dispose of all my estate real and personal as follows :

I give the absolute control and dominion thereof to my
wife ; she is to have unlimited power of alienation, and
her conveyances shall be effectual and valid to purchasers

their heirs and assigns. I therefore appoint her oxecu-

(a) 6 A. & E. 180.
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trix of this my will." There is nothing in the word
"thereforo" that makes against this construction.

Having given his estate absolutely to his wife he
therefore—for that reason—makes her his sole exe-
cutrix. The word "therefore" may, well apply to the
sole execution of the will being given to her who was
to be the solo beneficiary.

The authorities bear out this construction, and it

appears to me that any other construction would be
against reason. A devise of a sufficient estate and of
absolute dominion over that estate, must carry the fee

;

and must carry it beneficially, unless the will contains
some intention of its being intended to pass by way of
trust. It is clear that the appointment of the devisee
executor is not an indication of such intention.

878
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Bingham v. Smith.

Partntrihip dteret—Clainu of ertditort— Co»t$.

A bill was filed to establish a partnership ; and, the partnership being
proved, the usual accounts were directed, including an account of
the claims of creditors.

Held, that the costs of the suit should not be paid out of the fund to
the prejudice of creditors.

Hearing on further directions. •

This was a suit to wind up a partnership, which,
having been denied, was established in the cause, and
the usual decree for winding up the partnership was
made, under which the accounts had been taken ; and
^. being doubtful whether the assets were sufficient to
^ay the debts oi .^e partnership and the costs of the
suit, counsel for the plaintiff insisted that the creditors
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had been benefited by the suit so far as having the
affairs of the partnership wound up, their claims
ascertained and ordered to bo paid, and that therefore
the phiintifF was entitled to have his costs out of the
estate, in the first instance, without waiting for payment
of the debts.

Mr. Fitzgerald^ for the plaintiff.

Mr. J. A. Boyd, contra.

Spraqge, V. C—This is a bill filed to establish a
partnership. The partnership alleged by the bill is
denied by the answer. At the hearing the plaintiff
established the partnership ; and by the decree the costs
up to the hearing were adjudged to be paid by the
defendant to the plaintiff. The accounts of the partner-
ship were ordered to be taken and inter alia of course the

Judgment, claims of Creditors. By the decree on further directions
the subsequent costs were dealt with contingently thus,
that no costs should bo given to the parties in the event
of the assets of the partnership being insufficient to pay
the creditors in full ; but, in the event of there being a
surplus after payment of creditors, subsequent costs
were in that case reserved. Further assets have since
been realized, and it is believed, though, as I understand,
it is not definitively ascertained, that the assets will be
sufficient to pay creditors in full, and it is agreed that
in that event the subsequent costs of both parties should
be paid out of the surplus. A question, however, is
made whether the costs up to decree (which have not
been paid) are payable out of the assets in priority to
the claims of creditors. It is claimed that they are,
because the creditors have come in, in the suit and .

proved their claims. But, these costs were in a matter
of adverse litigation between partners; and if the subse-
quent costs were only to be allowed in the event of a
surplus, in other words, not made chargeable at all
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against the creditors, a fortiori costs of tho nature of
those in question should not bo made chorgoablo against
them : but independently of that direction, there is no
reason for charging costs of that nature against creditors.
If there is a surplus the plaintiff will of course bo entitled
to those costs against the defendant's share.

Prince v. Brady.

PUa(Ung$-.n^me» ofpurehasi/or value without nctief—Leav» totupply

dtfuU refund.

A bill was filed Betting up an equitable right to land, and alleging
that the defendant who had obtained the legal title purchased tht
property with notice of the plaintiff's equity ; the defendant, by his
answer, said, that at the time of his purchase he had no notion of
the plaintiff's claim, and the consideration he had paid was actual
fini bona fide; but he did not negative notice before paying his
purchase money or receiving the conveyance ; and did not prove
payment of any consideration.

Held, that by reason of these defects his defence failed.

The defendant applied at the hearing for leave to put in a further
answer setting up tho necessary facts, and that tho title was a
registered title, and to prove consideration. But it appearing that
the plaintiff had been long in possession, and had made very con-
siderable improvements before the defendant's purchase, and that
the defendant, though he may not have had notice of the plaintiff's
claim, had, in this purchase, shewn -culpable disregard of the
Mghts of third persons, the application to supply the defective
aUegations and proof was refused.

Examination of witnesses at Chatham.

Mr. James McLennan, for plaintiffs.

Mr. King%ton»f for defendants.
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1869. Spraooe, v. C.—The plaintiffi esisblish their equity

if they prove that Brown, under whom they laiio, pui

chased the land in question from McLaughf'n, a^i they

allege that he did, and paid his purohu.t^ money. That

he did so purchase and pay his purch^. i . ^ney is proved

in evidence. There is a clerical error in the bill

in using the word " to" instead of " by," making it

read that the money was paid to, instead of by, the

purchaser. The context shews unmistakeably what was

meant, and it should, I hink, be so read. At any rate

it is a matter upon which an amendment would be

allowed without hesitation.

Then how does Brady displace the plaintiffs' equity?

The bill states that he purchased from one Cadmut
Hotea, who had the legal title by descent from Alexander

Hosea, who was a trustee for the conveyance of the land

in question to Brown ; and it alleges that Brady pur-

JadinMDt. chased with notice. The plaintiffs prove that Alexander

Hotea was such trustee : they prove also possession and

improvements by Brown, and by their mother, devisee

of Brown and her husband ; and that at the date of the

purchase by Brarlr a tenant of the mother was in pos-

session of the lanu; .i..,! , ley also p> )V0 somo Informa-

tion to Brady {r J h^ t^v aant) leauiug towards notice

which I will reter to presently. Brady's defence is,

that he was a purchaser for value, and that he had no

notice. He does not however allege all that is necssary

to constitute a good defence on this ground. He merely

says that he had no notice of plaintffs' claim at the time

that he made his purchase of the land from Cadmua
Rosea ; and that the consideration therefor paid to him

.
was actual and bond fide. He does not negative notice

before he paid his purchase money, or before he received

his conveyance. And further, he gives no evidence of

the payment of any consideration money.

He contends that he ia excused ^from making more
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specific allegations upon these points by the tmm» of l(

the plftintiffs' bill ; tho bill stating that he purohaaed
from Cadmus Ilosea. and objecting to his puroh»»<'
nothing, but that ho purchusotl with notice. This i

ingeniously put: but I think liraihj was not xcuse(i
from stating his dofenco fully and proving it. All that
is necessary in such a defi- .ce is, I think, well under-
stood. It has certainly b. -n afTirraed over and over
again in this court; and is grated plainly in various text
books of authority. I have .ocn the defence bet up by
answer somewhat loosely, and with an absence of pre-
cision

;
but never with such an absence of proper alle-

gations as is the case in Brady . answer. Brady being
stated ill tho bill to have purchah -d, means no more than
that he was not a volunteer. In strict legal phrasculogy
it does not indeed necessarily m an so much a» that.
It would be stretching its meanin;. to an unwarrantable
exunt to take it as an admission c all that is necessary,
within tie rule of tho court, to c -istitute a purchaser, judpn.nt.
a purchaser for value without notic .

As the caee stands then upon plea ling and evidence,
the plaintiffs have established thei case; and Brady
has failed to establish his defence. intimated this, as
tho leaning of my opinion, at the argu lent ; and counsel
for Brady then asked for leave tc put in a further
answer, setting up the necessary facts to bring him
within the rule; and also that his tide is a registered
title

: and to prove payment of consider ition. It is out
of the question to allow such proof u] on affidavit as
desired by Brady's counsel, and it rest Ives itself into
this, whether it will be in furtherance of justice that
Brady should now be allowed to put in another answer,
and that the cause should be carried down to another
bearing.

I think it would not be in furtherance of justice to
allow this. It is true that there has been some neffli-
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gence on the part of the devisee of Brown. The patent
issued to Alexander Hosea, as I gather from the evidence

of King, after the death of Brown : and his devisee,

Mrs. Prince, ought to have procured a conveyance from
him, or after his death, from his son Cadmus. Her not
doing so has enabled Cadmus to appear to be the owner
of the land, and to sell it to Bradi/ ; and if Bradi/ were
vrholly blameless in the matter of the purchase I should
be disposed to allow him to set up, and prove if he could,

that he was a purchaser for value without notice ; and
to set up also his registered title. But, though there is

not sufficient upon the evidence, as is conceded by plain-

tifFa' counsel, to affect Bradi/ with notice, within the
rules of this court, and the authorities upon the subject
of notice to an intending purchaser, there was yet a
carelessness of the rights of others on the part of Bradi/
which ought to be considered, as a matter of conduct, in

weighing the merits and demerits of each party's case.

The Registrar of the county gives this piece of evi-

dence :
" Prior to the deed from Rosea to Ostrander

"

{Ostrander \faa the appointee of jBrac?^ upon his pur-

chase from Ifosea) " Brady came into the registry office,

to search in the registry office, as he said, for a bond
which a party told him he had for the land from Eosea.
I told him there was no puch bond registered. I told

him at the time that a party of the name of Brown was,

entitled to the lot I thought. I said that Mr. King
knew something about it.'' It appears from this that he
had been told that a bond had been given by one of the

Moseas for the sale of the land or part of the land, for

the purchase of which he was in treaty : that the regis-

trar then told him that, as he believed, one Brown was
entitled to the lot, and that Mr. King knew something
about it. All this was true, and he was directed to the

person who could verify its truth
; yet finding that there

was no document registered which shewed title in another,

he disregarded the information he received as to the
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rights of others, did not take the trouble to make inquiry 1869
though directed to a proper source of information ; and
made his purchase. Further there had been long pos-
session and very considerable improvements made by
the true owner, not by the person from whom he was
making his purchase. As to this he professes ignorance,
but he was directed to inquiry, and did not make it.

He comes now to ask for an indulgence. I have to con-
aider whether, under all the circumstances, I ought to
grant it, whether it would be a greater hardship upon
the plaintiffs to admit the defendant Brady to set up
and prove a defence, which, as a matter of strict right,
might displace their equitable claim to this land ; or of
hardship upon Brady to deny his application ; taking
into account also the conduct of the parties on both
sides. I think the greater hardship would be upon the
plaintiffs

; in short that it would not be in furtherance
of justice to grant the defendant's application, I there-
fore refuse it and adjudge upon the case, upon the Judgment
pleadings and evidence now before me ; and upon them,
as I have already said, the plaintiff's case is established',
and the defence fails.

The plaintiffs are therefore entitled to a decree declar-
ing them entitled to the fifty acres of land in question,
and as against Brady to a conveyance with costs. It
is made a question whether Cadmus i?osea was of age
at the time of his conveyance to Ostrander, appointee of
Brady. The plaintiffs may, if they desire it, have an
inquiry upon that point, and if Cadmus Rosea was not
then of age he is to convey to the plaintiffs. He may
be willing to convey without such inquiry. If not, and
It turns out upon inquiry that he was not of age, he
should bear the costs of the inquiry. As to the plaintiffs-

costs in the cause, I do not see that I can make a decree
against Hosea for those costs. By his answer he denies
notice of the purchase by Brown, or that Brown or the
Princet were in possession, and Tint.hinff ,•« nrA,rn^
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against him. It may be that finding among his father's
papers, a patent to him for the whole hundred acres, he
assumed that his father purchased the whole Lnd
believed, as he swears that he believed, that he was
equitably as well as legally entitled. If, in that belief
and being of age, he sold to Oatrander, it would be unjust
to visit him with costs, and I do not see how I can deny
him his costs. If he was under age, he did what was
wrong, and enabled Brady to do a wrc,.;.

; and I should
refuse him his costs. If he was of age, I will make this
order as to costs

; that Brady pay such costs as would
be payable by him if he were sole defendant ; and that
plaintiffs pay Hoaea his costs of answer and any other
costs, if any, which he has incurred.

Armour v. Smith.

Quieting Titles Act-Right, of contestant* under.

An appeal from a decision of the referee under the Act for quietingtitles may be to a single judge.
qmetmg

Tl-!!";?'°.''
'" '°''''''°° °' the property claimed should bepermuted to point out defects in the claimant's prima facie title before being called upon to prove his own title tol pr^e'ty

frl^lt"""'T ""^l'^?^
'^' contestant, Sandford Smith,

from the ruling of the referee of titles, under the c'r,
cumstances stated in the head note and judgment.

Mr. C. S. Patterson, for the appellant.

Mr. S. Blake, contra.

.uag^ent Spaggb V. C.-The referee reports that the peti-tioner having brought ih his claim, and the con.esC
coming m and claiming title to 50 acres of the lot, and
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appearing bv his solicitor to prove title thereto, his solici-
tor refused to shew any title thereto, "claiming a right
before doing so to review and contest the title of the
claimant " whereupon, as the Referee reports, he dis-
missed his counter claim with costs. I think that in
this the referee was wrong. I cannot doubt that it was
open to the contestant to point out if he could, that the
claimant had not made out such a primd facie c^s^
as to entitle him to call upon thejcontestant to shew his
title. Whether the claimant had made out a [sufficient
case IS another thing.

Upon this appeal the parties have entered into that
question to some, extent. The contestant's position is
that he IS m possession under a bond fide claim of title
of the portion of the lot claimed by him ; and that such
being his position he is entitled to call upon the claim-
ant to prove his titk, and he points out certain defects
as he alleges, patent in the title, upon which the peti- ,„a«««ttioner founds his claim.

•'»<JgmMt.

In regard to the contestant's own position. The
claimant m his affidavits states that « Sandford Smith
(the contestant) is in occupation of part of the said land
on which he has erected a frame barn worth about $250
which IS the only building erected on the part thereof
occupied by him." In the sworn answer put in by the
contestant he states that he is the owner in fee simple in
possession, and otherwise well entitled to the land
claimed by him, and he states that he claims the same,
first, by length of possession

j secondly, by conveyance
from one William Solomon: and he also asserts title
otherwise. By the abstract of title brought in by the
claimant it appears that the person under whom Solo-

J»o»
claims, one Whitaker, conveyed the whole of the

lot in question to one Euasell in January 1824 the
conveyance being registered 6th February in the same
year; Solomon acquiring title to the same las

"

"

l«Gu by COil-
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1869. veyance dated 6th February, 1834, registered 10th
October, 1853. The conveyance to the contestant of
the 50 acres claimed by him is dated and registered 2l8t
December, 1861. I refer to the chain of title from
Whitaker to the contestant not as shewing what is some-
times called a paper title, but as evidence of the nature
of his possession. As to the fact of possession and of
what

;
in the absence of anything to the contrary, I

think It must be taken to be of the 50 acres claimed by
him. When possession was taken does not appear in
proof, though the contestant claims length of possession
as one of his grounds of title. The claimant does not
state possession of the 50 acres in any one under whom
he claims, or in any one other than the contestant.
He states possession of the residue of the land in him-
self m much the same terms as he admits possession of a
portion in tho contestant.

Jud«me.t. ^Po>^ » trial in ejectment I suppose it would be clear
"

that upon the contestant shewing such possession as is
shewn here, the claimant would be put to shew hit title
For this the language of Chief Justice Cockburn in
Asher V. WhUlock (and which I have quoted elsewhere)
IS sufficient. " But I take it as clearly established that
possession is good against all the world except tho
person who can shew a good title ; and it would be mis-
chievous to change this established doctrine." The
defendant claiming title as he does, would not come
within the provisions of the Ejectment Act, 4 Wm. IV (a)
which takes out of the general rule defendants in eject-
ment who are "merely intruders." The position of
the contestant, being what I have described, I cannot
agree that it was competent to the referee to put him
without more to prove his title.

It is not absolutely necessary that I should go further
as the matter must go back to the referee, but 1 may

(a) C. S. U. C. p. 804.
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add a few words in reference to the alleged defects in
the claimant's title pointed out by the contestant. One
IS that m the conveyance from the grantee of the Crown
to Kay ^ Smith they are described as merchants
trading under the firm of Kay ^ Smith, and that land'
80 conveyed would be personal property which would
go to the personal representative—that Kay ^ Smith
would not take as joint tenants with benefit of survivor-
ship as in the case of an ordinary conveyance to persons
not partners. It might be so or it might not, we have
only the memorial of the conveyance and know nothing
beyond what the memorial discloses, we do not know
with what funds or for what purposes the property was
acquired. The conveyance is as old as March, 1805.
At law, as the law then stood, it passed to the grantees
as joint tenants and as real estate, and at that date the
judicial decisions of the Court of Chancery in England
were, that in equity it retained the same character. It
was more than thirty years after this deed was made J«agm«>t
before there was a court of equity in this province.
Smith died in 1815, intestate, and insolvent as stated by
his heir-at-law; and he adds his belief that the land con-
veyed was not partnership property, but that Kay was
entitled thereto absolutely. Za^, it seems to be under-
stood, survived Smith. It could only be in equity, if at
all, that the land was other than real estate vested in
Kay ^ Smith as joint tenants, and I understand that
my brother Mowat has held that other land conveyed
by the same deed is to be held as real estate passing to
Kay ^ Smith as joint tenants. As the question may
come up more formally, I abstain from expressing any
decided opinion upon it.

Another alleged defect is, that there is no evidence of
one of the conveyances in the claimant's chain of title
othor than a memorial signed by the grantee, and
registered m the usual manner. Upon going over the
referee's book I do not find that this obiection has anv
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I860. foundation in fact< If it has, it will come up before the

Armour
'''®^®^®®" ^^7 judgment is, that as the matter now stands

smTth
^^^^^^ ^^^ referee it lies upon the claimant to prove his

title.

I have omitted to notice one objection taken to this

appeal, namely : that it lies only to the full court, and
not to a single judge, and that my brother Mowat had

so decided. He informs me he has decided otherwise.

I will follow his decision. The costs will b'> costs in the

cause.

BOARDMAN V. WROUaHTON.

Injunction, affidavit* in support of.

On a motion for injunction to stay the wrongful selling of property

by the legal owner, the plaintiff 's affidavits alleged that the prin-

cipal defendant had sold, or pretended to sell, to his son, who was
also a defendant, but by mistake no injunction was asked against

him. No threat of any further sale was alleged. The defendant
filed no affidavit in answer

:

Iltld, that the allegations were sufficient, e.nd an injunction was
granted.

Motion, by plaintiff, for injunction and receiver.

Mr. English, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Moss, contra.

Judgment. Spraqob, V. C—The plaintiff's case, verified by his

own affidavit, is not answered. The question therefore

is, whsther upon his own shewing, he has made out a

case for the interference of the court.

He shews an agreement to enter into a partnership

between himself and '['homas Wroughton ; and something
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done on the part of each in pursuance of that agreement, 1609.
an erection of a building by Wroughton and the placing ^-v^
in It of a steam engine by the plaintiff; and he alleges

*'"^.°'"

that It was agreed that the land and building and I
'''°"'""°

assume tlie engine put into it by himself, should become
partnership property, and be used for partnership pur-
poses. The legal title was, and remains in WrougfLn.

The plaintiff alleges that Wroughton has always re-
fused to carry on the business for which the agreement
for partnership was entered into, and has locked up the
building and excludes the plaintiff from it. Further, that
Wroughton has sold or pretended to sell the partnership
premises to his son the defendant Jay Wroughton; and
he swears to his belief that it was only a pretended sale.
He asks for an injunction, but only against Thomas
Wroughton .- he asks also for a receiver.

No affidavits are filed on behalf of either of the .«....„.
Wroughtons, but their counsel contend that the plaintiff
.8 in this dilemma, that no injunction can issue against
Jag, as the notice of motion does not ask it ; and that

'

none can issue against Thomas inasmuch as it is not
alleged that he has made any threats to alienate the
property. I agree that no injunction can issue against
Ja^,: As to Thomas, he has done more than make
threats, he has actually made a sale, either a real or
pretended one, to his son. What he has done once hemay do again if in his power ; and itdoes not lie in his
mouth to say that he should not be enjoined from doing
that which he had not even threatened to do.

\'l
";S'^

!"f
^^^"^ *^^' ^^ injunction against him

would be futile, if, as the plaintiff alleges, he has already
sold the property. But the plaintiff does not so allege •

but, that he has sold, or pretended to sell. I do not
think this is to be taken as an allegation that he had
made a reui and effectual sale, it is an allegation as to

49—VOL. XVI. QR.
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1869. a fact lying within the knowledge of the defendant not

""-"^r-^ of the plaintiff, and is in a shape, to lay a foundation for

v. the statement by the plaintiff in his aflSdavit of his belief
Wroughton. •' ^

mi • i, • •

that the sale was a pretended one. This allegation in

the bill, and this affidavit being unanswered, it is not for

the court to assume that there has been a valid and

effectual sale ; anJ, it is not alleged that any convey-

ance has been made.

A sale by Thomas Wroughton would clearly be a wrong

to his co-partner ; and it is a wrong which froia the legal

estate being in him, he would be able to perpetrate : his

disposition to do the wrong, he has sufficiently manifested,

and he ought to be enjoined from doing it, unless it, is

clear that an injunction would be idle and futile. 1 do

not think that this is clear ; he may sell and he may

convey to another with the consent perhaps of the son ;

and so embarrass the plaintiff in the conduct of his suit,

Judgment, if not in his equitable title.

The plaintiff's case of exclusion by Thomas Wroughton

is not answered. I think an injunction should go in the

terms of the notice of motion as to alienation and exclu-

sion.

I do not think, as I intimated at the argument, that

it is a case for a receiver ; there is in fact nothing to

receive.

The not asking for an injunction against Jay as well

as Thomas Wroughton yfas a strange omission. It is-not

well that relief should be asked for, piecemeal, and if an

injunction should hereafter be asked against Jay, the

plaintiff ought not in any event to have the costs of both

applications.
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McMillan v. Bbntley. "^-y^

SlatuU of Fraudt—Sufficxtnt nolt in writing.

The owner of land gave parol authority to an agent to sell, the agent
accordingly entered into a parol contract for the sale, and communi-
cated the fact and the particulars of the contract to his principal
by letter.

'^

Held, a sufficient note or memorandum in writing to satisfy the
Statute of Frauds.

Examination of witnesses and hearing at Lindsay.

Mr. Dennittoun, and Mr. Hudspeth, for the plaintiff.

Mr. James McLennan, for defendant Bentletj.

Mr. Blake, Q. C, for defendant Neada.

Spraggb, V. C—If there was a contract for the sale judgment.
of the property in question made by Russell to defendant
Neads sufficient within the Statute of Frauds ; and if it

was a contract which Russell had authority from Bentley
to make, then there was a contract binding upon the
vendor Bentley, prior in point of time to the contract
which the plaintiff's bill seeks to enforce.

The point, that R%mell had authority from Bentley
to sell upon the terms upon which he contracted to sell

to Neads is established by the evidence of both Bentley
and Russell. The authority to sell was by parol. The
contract of sale was also by parol. The question is,

whether there was a sufficient note or memorandum in
writing signed by the vendor, or some one by him
authorized to sign the same, so as to satisfy the Statute
of Frauds.

What is set up as a note or memorandum in writing,
e.^er wru.en and addressed Dy Russell to Bentley,
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informing the latter of his having sold to Nead» the

property in question. The description of the property
and the terms of sale are sufficiently definite. No
question indeed is made upon those points. The only
question is whether a letter between such parties is

a compliance with the Statu'.e of Frauds. It is to be
observed, however, that it was not merely a communica-
tion from the agent to his principal ; but the letter before

being sent was read over to Nead%, who remarked to

Russell that he was his agent ia tho matter, as well as

the agent of Bentley. If thii letter without the answer
of Bentley was sufficient there ia no question as to the
priority of contract ; for the letter was written on the
11th of January, 1869, the day on which the contract
of sale was made, and was mailed to Bentley in the
presence of Neads on the same day, and reached
Bentley on the !2th or the morning of tho 13th ; while
the telegram and letter of acceptance by the plaintiff

Judgment, (assuming them to be sufficient, which I do not deter-

mine) are dated on the 14th of the same month, and
were sent the same day.

It is quite clear that the note or memorandum in
writing need not, in order to its validity, be between the
parties to the contract. Lord St. Leonards (a) lays it

down that a note or letter written by the vendor to any
third person containing directions to carry an agree-
ment into execution will bo sufficient : and he refers to
several cases where specific performance was decreed
upon letters written by a vendor to his solicitor, or to a
scrivener. It is clear, moreover, *hat the letter need
not be a letter of instructions ; nor is there any reason
that it should. The old case of Child v. Comber (b)

is an instance of this. A person entitled to an interest
in a lease, held under the Dean of St. Pauls, agreed to
sell it

;
and in order to facilitate the purchaser's dealing

fa) V. & P. 14 ed. 139. (6) 3 Swan. 423 n.'
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with the Dean, in regard to the property, wrote to the
Dean informing him of the agreement ; and this was
heM sufficient to take the case out of the statute. And
in the same case, the Dean having made an agreement
with the purchaser, wrote to his agent informing him of
the fact, and desiring him not to treat with any other
person, and this was held sufficient as against the Dean.
The case of Seagood v. Meale and Leonard (a) is another
instance. It was the case of a letter written by the
owner of land to his mortgagee, informing him of his
sale to a third person. The letter was hold to be too
indefinite, not specifying the subject of sale, nor tho
price, and being uncertain otherwise ; but it was not
contended that if the terms of the letter had been suffi-

ciently definite it would not have been sufficient within
the statute. The point was also discussed and considered
in the Queen's Bench in Leroux v. Brown (b): and in
Q-oodwin v. Fielding (c) before the Lords Justices. The
Lord Justice K-dght Bruce asked, " Does the statute Judgment.

require the memorandum to be addressed to any person
in particular ? Does it require more than a memorandum
or note in \ft-iting ?"

In Barkworth v. Young {d) a statement contained in an
affidavit was held to be a sufficient note or memorandum
within the statute. In that case Sir Richard Kindsraley
well explains the object of the statute. " Its object was
to prevent the mischief arising from resorting to oral
evidence to prove the existence and the terms of an
alleged verbal agreement in certain specified cases, and
among the rest an agreement made in consideration of
marriage, it having been found that in actions and suits

to enforce such agreements, they were (in the language
of the preamble) * commonly endeavoured to be upheld
by perjury and subornation of perjury.' It is obvious

(a) Preo. in Chy. 560.

(c) 4 D. M. & G. 90.

(4) 12 Q. B. 819, 20, 27.

{d) 4 Drew. 1.
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lH6y. that there can be no gronnd to apprehend any such rais-

"'^^1^^ chief in any case in which you have, under the hand of

n«nu«y.
^^° P'""'y sought to bo charged, a written statement of the

agreement which he made, and of all ita terms ; and for

this purpose it can signify nothing what is the nature or

character of the document containing such written state-

ment, provided it be signed by the party sought to bo

charged
; whether it was a letter written by that party to

the person with whom he contracted, or to any other

person ; or a deed or other legal instrument,or an answer to

a bill, or an affidavit in Chancery, or in Bankruptcy, or in

Lunacy. Thus where a verbal agreement was made for

the sale of land, a letter written by the vendor or pur-

chaser to his own solicitor or agent, stating the terms of

the agreement, and not intended for the inspection of
the other party, has been held to be a sufficient note or

memorandum within the intent of the statute : Ro8e v.

Cunynghame (a), Welford v. Beazehy {b). I would
Judgment, refer also to Bradford v. RouUton (c) in the Irish

Court of Exchequer.

I think the case before rae falls within the principle

of the authorities to which I have referred. A proper

test is, putting the treaty with McMillan out of the

case, and supposing a bill filed by Nead% against Bentley,

would the bill lie. I see no reason why it should not.

If the statute required the contract to be in writing there

would be difficulty; but the statute requires only a note

or memorandum of the contract to be in writing ; and
that, as an essential to a remedy, not as an essential to

the contract itself; as was very ably discussed in Leroux
V. Brown ; and it matters not, as is apparent from the

cases, in what shape it is, so as there is a note or

memorandum in writing, signed by the party to be

charged or by his agent. Here was a contract mar' 3 by

(a) 11 Ves. 650. (6) 3 Atk. 508.

(c) 8 Ir. C. L. Rep. 468.
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an authorized agent, or moro strictly a contract mado 1869.

hy Bentlei/ through his agent; and a note or jnemorandum
in writing of that contract made and signed by that

agent. Its being in the form of a letter addressed to a
third person is no objection to it. Its being addressed
by the agent to his principal cannot, I conceive, make
any difference. It was objected in one of the old cases

against a letter written by tho vendor to his agent or
solicitor ihat it had not the character of a note or

memorandum in writing ; that it was tho same as if the

writer of tho letter had put it in his desk ; but tho

court thought otherwise, and in this case the letter

written by Eusaell is scarcely open to that objection;

for it was communicated to Xeads before it passed
from tho hands of Rimell. I see no principle upon
which I can distinguish this letter from tho letters

which have been held to be sufficient as a note or

memorandum of contract within the statute. It contains

all the essential elements ; and its custody, or to whom JiJement

addressed, aro unessential points.

!l*i

Points were raised, as to the insufficiency of tho letters

which passed between the plaintiff and Bcntley to consti-

tute a contract of sale. I have not found it necessary

to determine these points, because if there was a prior

contract with Neads^ that contract must prevail, even
assuming the plaintiff's contention to be right as to a

direct contract between himself and Bentley.

A doubt occurred to me at the hearing as to the effect

of the treaty between Bentley and the plaintiff, upon the

agency for sale in Russell; but the 24th section of the

Property and Trusts Act removes all difficulty on that

score.

The plaintiff's bill must be dismissed and with costs.

(a) 29 Vic. Ch. 28.
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1869. I should deprive the defendant Bentley of his costs if I
found that he had been guilty of any misconduct in the

matter, but I find none, and the plaintiff has chosen to

enter upon this litigation with his eyes open, as appears
by the evidence of Euaaell. He must take the ordinary
consequence of failure.

McHillan
y.

Bentley.

Cole v. Glover.

Demurrer—Multi/arioumess— Want of equity.

A bill filed by an administrator to obtain possession of certain
chattelE outstanding in the hands of a third party, and for admin-
istration of the estate, held multifarious both as against such
third party and the persons interested in the estate.

Trustees and executors stand in a different position from creditors or
ceituis que truatent as to the right to have the estate administered in
this Court

;
and cannot, without experiencing some difficulty in

carrying out the trusts or administering the estate, file a bill for
that purpose.

Statement. The bill in this cause was filed by James Oole as
administrator of the estate of William Snider, deceased,
against David Qlover, and Julia, Anne, and Eliaa Wall-
bridge, and stated that the said Snider died on the 3rd
December, 1867, intestate, leaving the plaintiff, the
defendants Wallbridge, and several other persons
named in the bill, his heirs-at-law ; that letters of
administration v. ere granted to the plaintiff on the 11th
February, 1868 ; that the intestate was possessed of a
certain mortgage security over certain lands given by
the defendant 0-lover, upon which default had been
made, but which mortgage the defendant had in his

possession
; that the defendant Cf-lover was in pos-

session of other parts of the intestate's personal effects,

and prayed that CHover might be ordered to deliver up
to the plaintiff the said mortgage deed and other per-

sonal property ; that the defendants might be restrained
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from parting with or dealing with the estate ; for 1869
administration of the estate, and for costs.

The bill was filed on the 11th March, 1868.

The defendant Glover demurred for multifariousness
and the defendants Wallbridge for multifariousness and
want of equity.

Both sets of demurrers were heard together.

Mr. Spencer, for the defendant aiover.

Mr. Eae, for the defendants Wallbridge.

Mr. Hodgins, for the plaintiff.

Mr Spencer, on the ground of multifariousness,
aligned, that Glover having nothing to do with the
administration of the estate, had no interest in the

'"'"'°""-

accounts or distribution nor in any part of the reference
he 13 joined as a defendant merely because it is alleged
he IS m wrongful- possession of part of the personal
assets of the estate, and the Court is asked to compel
him by decree to deliver qp such assets to the adminis-
trator Therefore it is clear that Glover is able to
say, he is brought as a defendant upon a record
with a large portion of which, and of the case made
^y

which, he has no connection whatever" : per Lord
Cottenham in Campbell v. McKay (a). The general
doctrine

.
is also stated by Lord Redesdale thus :

Ihe Court will not permit a plaintiff to demand by
one bill several matters of different natures against
several defendants {b)." The rule thus stated by Lord
Oottenham and Lord Bedesdale is in accordance
with both the older and later authorities: Salvidge

I'VS

(a) 1 M. & C. 6i«.
(6) Mitford on Pleading, 5th Ed. 208.OO—VOL. XVI. GR.
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1869. V. Hyde (a), Ward v. Duke of Northumberland (5),

Ward V. Cook (c), Shackell v. McCaulay {d), Pearse

V. Hewit (e), Doran v. Simpson (/), /)«» v. Dwn (^f),

Marcos v. Pehrer (h), Whalley v. Dawson (^'), Reynolds

V. Johnson (j), Miller v. Crawford {k), Lidbitter v.

Zrow^r (/), Plumb V. Plumb (w), iWoZe v. aS'wjiYA (n),

Solomon v. Laings {o), Bignold v. -AwcZ/anti (p).

The apparent exceptions to this rule will in general

be found to proceed on the ground of the connection of

the demurring defendant with some part of an entire

case against another defendant, or as is stated by the

Court in The Attorney General v. Poole {q\ " Where

the case against one defendant is so entire as to be

incapable of being prosecuted ia several suits, yet if

another defendant is a necessary party in respect of a

portion only of that case, he cannot demur for multi-

fariousness." Turner v. Robinson (r) proceeds on this

Argument, ground, as appears by the language oi Lord Cottenham

in Attorney General v. Poole. This relaxation of, the

rule will not be extended : Saxon v. Davis Is). But

here the case made against Glover is separate and

distinct from the case against the other defendants
;

while no part of the case against the latter is connected

with Glover, and these separate matters cannot be

litigated in one record.

He also referred to Connor' v. Bank of U. C. («),

Loucks V. Loucks {u).

(a) Jao. 161.

(c) 5 Mad. 122.

(e) 7 Sim 471.

(g) 2 Sim. 329.

(0 2 Sch. & Lef. 367.

(A) 9 L.J. Ch. N. S. 196.

(m) 4 Y. & C. Exob. S46.

(o) 12 Beav. 339.

\q) 4 M. & C. 17.

{s) 18 Ves. 72.

(6) 2 Anst. 469.
.

(d) 2 S. & S. 79.

(/) 4 Ves. 651.

(A) 8 Sim. 466.

(/) 7 L. J. Ch. 45.

[1) 8L. J. Ch. N. S. 221.

(n) Jac. 494.

(jb) 11 Sim. 23.

(r) IS.&S. 313.

(0 12 Gr. 243.

(u) 12 Grant 243.
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Mr. 'i2ac, as to want of equity, argued that the
plaintiff asked for inconsistent relief in praying the
assistance of the Court to reduce the estate into his
possession and at the same time to divest him of it

;

that the plaintiff claimed in inconsistent characters as
administrator and next of kin : Thomas v. ITobba (a) ;

that as next of kin the bill was filed too soon ; as admi-
nistrator he had shewn no grounds for relief: Makes v.
Fish (b), Rawlings v. Lambert (c), White v. Cummings
{d), and our statutory enactments are against admini-
strators applying for administration even in cases of
difficulty : 29 Vic. ch. 28,sec. 31.

Mr. Eodgins, in support of the bill, argued that by
demurring the defendant Glover admits the allega-
tions in the bill placing him in the position of a wrong-
doer, and that he ought not to be heard to complain
that the bill asks for other relief. That it is necessary
to get in the estate in order to its administration, and Argument,

part of it is in the hands of Cflover, and in this way the
case against him is connected with the residue of the
bill. That if the suit had been confined to getting the

property out of Glover's possession the other defendants
would have been necessary parties.

As to the equity of the bill, the administrator has a
right to have the estate wound up in Chancery, subject
only to this, that if it appears to be an unnecessary suit

he will have to pay the costs, and that it is premature to

discuss the question of costs until after,the accounts are
laken.

J L

Mr. Spencer, in reply. The question whether Glover
is a wrongdoer or not is one to be litigated, and Glover
contends he is entitled to a separate record for the pur-

(«) 8 Jur. N. S. 125.

(7 ^J-^«< 40i:.

(6) 3 Drew. 744.

(rf) 3 Qr.
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1869. pose of that litigation. In a suit against Glover merely
"^"^^ to recover possession of the personal estate, if a bill

oio'Ver.
^^^^^ lie for that purpose, which is denied, the other

defendants would not be necessary or proper parties :

Saville V. Tancred («), Franco v. Franco (6), Calvert

on Parties, p. 8, et seq.

VanKoughnet, C—There is no precedent for such a

bill as this, seeking the administration of the estate, as

one of the next of kin and administrator ; and also seek-

ing to make a Avrongdoer, a stranger, accountable in the

same suit for the wrongful detention of personal pro-

perty of the estate. Glover has nothing to do with the

general administration of the estate. The plaintiff, as

administrator, seeks from him possession of a mortgage

besides certain chattels, and it is doubtful whether he is

not in this suit seeking also foreclosure of the mortgage

though he does not pray for it. If ho can properly

Judgment, make this party a defendant in the administration suit,

equally might he make defendants, all debtors or parties

liable to account to him as administrator. The demurrer

of the defendant Glovnr for multifariousness must be

allowed with costs. The bill is filed against the other

defendants as next of kin of the intestate, and prays for

an administration of the estate, and that these defendants

may be restrained from intermeddling with it though

there is no charge that they have attempted to do so.

They could not have had much time so to act, for the

intestate died in December, 1867. Letters of adminis-

tration issued on the 11th February, 1868, and the bill

was filed on the 11th March following. Why such

haste, or why the necessity for administration through

this Court does not appear. The defendants, the

next of kin, have demurred for want of equity, and

also for multifar'ousness. This case , is the converse

of Rhodes v. Warhurton (c), in which it was held

(a) 1 Ves. 101. (b) 3 Ves. 75. (c) 6 Sim. 617.
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that legatees might unite with the executor, as plain-
tiffs, in a suit to recover property to which they
equally with himself a. a legatee, were entitled. But
it is a different thing to bring legatees unwillingly
before the Court for the administration of an estate,

and make them parties to a suit for the recovery
of assets which the administrator alone should pro-
secute. They have not specially demurred on this

ground, however, and I do not sec that in this case
they can in any way be damnified by the administrator
seeking to recover the property in the hands of Glover
in order that it may be administered as part of the assets
of the estate, and at the same time seeking general
administration. The defendants are interested in both
matters, and if they should incur additional costs the
plaintiff may be ordered to pay them.

As to the demurrer for want of equity, I allow
it on this principle, that I do not think that an
administrator or an executor has a right to oome to Judgment,

this Court for the administration of an estate without
shewing some necessity therefor. He assumes the
duty of administration which he is nob entitled to

call on this Court to discharge unless there be
some impediment or some difficulty in his way. To
permit such a course would be to tell every such person,
every trustee, that the moment after he accepts a trust

he may relieve himself from its burden by throwing the
whole estate into this Court, and subjecting it to the
costs of administration here, when he himself has under-
taken that duty. Here the bill filed in March alleges
the death of the intestate in December, administration
in February, and that there are next of kin. This is the
whole statement. It is time to put a stop to the practice
of rushing into this Court with trust estates, unless for

some good reason entitling the trustee to protection here.
In Story's Equity Jurisprudence, Spence's Equity
Practice, and Tolkr on Executors, it is said that an

\A y

^\
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executor or administrator may seek the aid of this
Court where there is difficulty in distributing the
assets, disputes among creditors, legatees, &c. ; but
it is nowhere said that this Court is to do deputy
for him. Our orders make no difference in this respect.
An order should not go at the instance of the admini-
strator without some reason being given. The right
of a legatee or cestui que trust is subject to different

considerations.

I allow both sets of demurrers with costs.

Wood v. Irwin.

Fraudulent conveyance.

A sale which is made with intent, on the part of both vendor and
vendee, to defeat the creditors of the former is void in equity,
whether the sale was or was not intended to take eflfect as between
the parties to it.

In a suit by a creditor to set aside a deed on the ground (amongst
other things,) that it was made to the defendant on a secret trust
for the grantor and to defeat his creditors, it was Held that the
grantor's statements after the conveyance that it was a real tran-
saction, were admissible evidence for the defendant, but were not
entitled to much weight.

Examination of witnesses and bearing at Lindsay, at

the Autumn Sittings, 1869.

Mr. Blake, Q.C., and Mr. McMurricJi, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, for the defendant Irwin.

Judgment. Spragse, V.C—This bill, filed by the assignee in

insolvency, of one G-eorge Pogue, impeaches a convey-
ance of certain land, a farm held and occupied by Pogue
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subject to certain mortgagea. The conveyance was to 1869.
the defendant Robert Irwin, and was made 12th Febru-

'

ary, 1862. The consideration expressed is $750 The
purchase was subject to the mortgage; and four promissory
notes each for §187.50 were given by Irwin to Pogue as
tor payment of the consideration. Two of those notes
are put m, bearing the same date as the conveyance, and
they are made payable, one at five, and the other at
SIX years from date, with interest at six per cent. The
bill states that notes were given for various sums
extending over the period of eight years : the answer
states that four promissory notes were given, but does '

not state when they were payable, or whether or not, as
stated m the bill. Whether the two not produced were
payable at throe and four, or at seven and eight years, is
not very material.

The case made by the bill is, that the conveyance was
made by both parties to it in order to defeat the .„,,,«„*
creditors of Pogue ; that it was a colorable not a real
transaction, the conveyance being upon a secret trust
for the benefit of Pogue, and no consideration money "

being or being intended to be, paid. The impression
that I had at the hearing was, that the transaction was
not merely colorable, but that an actual transfer of
property was intended, although the object of both parties
was to defeat the creditors of Pogue. I was asked for
eave to amend in order to the plaintiff's making the
atter case. This was resisted, on the ground that under
the case of Smith v. Moffatt, in appeal, such a transac
tion 13 not avoided by the statute of Elizabeth; and
that it was a case essentially different from that made
by the bill. I reserved the question of amendment as
well as the other questions in the case.

Upon .examining the evidence, oral and documentary
especially the latter, more minutely than I was able to'
do at the hearing, I am a good deal shaken as to the

'^*|
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correctness of my impression that the dealing between
the parties was not merely colorable. That, however,
is of the less importance, because I think that the
amendment asked for, should be allowed, and that the
evidence establishes convincingly, that the intent of both
parties was to defeat creditors.

As to the law upon that point, I do not think that
Smith V. Moffatt (a) can be considered as settling the
law adversely to what had theretofore been the received

. doctrine in courts of equity. One of the learned judges
of the Court of Appeal certainly held the law to be
against that doctrine ; but others again avowedly affirmed
the decision in the court below on the ground that the
point, whether the conveyance there in question was
made, with the intent to defeat creditors, was in fact

^
left to the jury, and I think the judgment of the learned
Chief Justice of Appeal proceeded upon that ground. I

Judgment, do not know, and I do not believe that a majority of the
court meant to decide the point adversely to the doctrine
of Bott v. Smith (b).

I think it is proper to allow the amendment in this

case, because, looking at the defendant's answer and to
the evidence given in the case, and looking also at the
way in which the case is put by the bill, I think the
defendant will not have been put to a disadvantage.
'The bill sets out the indebtedness of Fogue beyond his
ability to pay ; and that Pogue and Irwin entered upon
a fraudulent plan in order to defeat Pogue's creditors

;

and that with that intent and object the conveyance
impeached was executed. Then after alleging that it

was colorable and upon a secret trust ; it proceeds to
say that the conveyance was executed solely upon and
for the fraudulent object, intent and purpose of hinder-
ing, defeating and delaying the creditors of Pogue in

(a) 28 U. C. Q. B. 486. (i) 21 Beav. 511,
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their remedies against him ; and to enable him to enjoy
the rents and profits of the farm, and to convey and
dispose thereof, and to apply the proceeds thereof to his
own use as he should sec fit. Omitting the allegation as
to the conveyance being colorable and 'made upon a
secret trust, the allegations of fraudulent intent are
sufficient within Bott v. Smith. I am not sure indeed
that the bill may not be read in this way ; as making a case
of a fraudulent intent to defeat creditors carried out by
the conveyance of his property to a third person ; and
adding an allegation, not of the essence of the plaintiff's
case and not necessary to be proved, that the transaction
was colorable only, not real; and upon a secret trust.
In this view an amendment would not be necessary, but
the plaintiff may take leave to amend if he desires it.

The answer meets such a case as would be made by the
amendment,, whether put as a primary or as an alterna-
tive case. It denies the fraudulent plan imputed by the
bill, and denies all intent to defeat creditors, denying j„,^ent.
knowledge of Pogues being indebted as charged ; and
It insists upon the reality and good faith of the transac-
tion. The evidence covered the whole ground.

Besides impeaching the conveyance of land, the bill
impeaches also two judgments recovered by Irwin
against Pogue, by collusion and without consideration,
as it IS alleged, upon which judgments executions were
issued and chattels of Pogue were scld, and under one
of which, two of the notes given for the alleged purchase
money were taken in execution by the sheriff and
received by Irwin on account of his execution debt. It
will be convenient to consider these different transactions
together.

w^'l

Pogue and Irwin were connected by marriage;
Pogue's wife being a sister of Irwin. At the time of
the transactions impeached Pogue was sued by the
Bank of Upper Canada, and by one Lennon, and he was

51—VOL. XVI. GR.
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1809, also, as appears by the evidence, indebted to Irwin.
Three days after the giving of the conveyance and of

the notes for the alleged consideration, Irioin sued out

a summons for debt against Pogue. The particulars of

his claim indorsed were for several promissory notes,

amounting in tho aggregate to ^455 besidet, interest. Of
these the largest was for $25-5.48, payable at three days
from 1st February, 1862, and the other notes were, as I

gather from the evidence, also in his hands at the time

of the execution of the conveyance. The whole claim

at that time as indorsed on ihe summons was £117 lis.

= P70.20.

Thisappeari to me quite sufficient without goingfurther

to vjstablish tho fraudulent intent to defeat creditors.

I assuiiie that the debts for which the summons
was indors5d were really due : that Pogue really owed
Irwin $470. What is done under these circumstances ?

Judgment. The debtcf sells to his creditor his farm, or rather his

equity of redemption in it, for $750 ; only $280 more
than tho amount of his indebtedness. The natural

ordinary course would be to allow the indebtedness on
the purchase money. The debt would be wiped out and
the purchaser stand debtor for the difference ; and if

there had not been some secret purpose to answer, this

would almost certainly have been the course of dealing.

For the debtor to give and the creditor to take several

years for the payment of the purchase money, and at

the same time (for the difference in time was so short as

to make it virtually the same) for a suit to be instituted

for the debt, for judgment to be recovered as rapidly

as the law would allow, giving priority over other suits,

and for the chattels of the debtor to be sold was a transac-

tion so entirely out of the ordinary course of dealing ~

between men, as, unexplained, to be unaccountable.

The solution, however, is obvious enough. It has

often been observed that it is to be assumed that men
intend that which is the natural and necessary conse-
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quencc of whiit tlioy do. Other creditors were pressing

thoir claims by suit. The chattels of Pocjiie woul 1 bo
Baleublo upon their executions, and his hind wouhl bo also

saleable either at common law or (there being several

mortgages) in this court. What was dono saved the
chn^tols from other executions, and it saved the land
also. Is it not a proper intendment that it was dono in
order to save tho chattels and tho land ? Is it not
unmistakeably a scheme with that intent. It is unin-

telligible upon any other hypothesis.

It may bo said that it is against that hypothesis that

notes were given which might bo taken in execution, or

the benefit of thera obtained by garnishee proceedin<'s

;

but tho conveyance expressed the consideration to be

paid, and there was nc mortgage ; and no evidence,

except in the hands of Pogue, of there being any notes.

The natural inference from what was seen and what was
done would bo that Pogue was i.idebted to Irwin in .luugment.

tho whole purchase money, and beyond that in the

amount for which he sued him.

This first suit against Pogue and tho judgment and
execution upon it was not all, however. It was followed

on the 2l8t of March by another summons, the particu-

lars indorsed being two promissory notes ; one for

$000, dated 15th February, 1862, the date of the first

summons, and payable three days after date ; the other

for $128.68, dated 1st March, 1862, payable to one
William Thompson, or bearer, three days after date.

Tho explanation as to the second suit is, that it was
upon promissory notes acquired by Irwin after the

institution of the first suit. Execution—^', fa. goods, was
issued in the first suit 14th March, 1862, and placed in

the Bherifi"s hands on the 17th of the same month. In
the second suit fi. fa. goods was issued on the 7th of

April following, and placed in the sheriff's hands on the

same day. The sheriff says that goods were sold under
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Wool
T.

Irwio.

them us lio bolioves, and a witnosa, Samuel Elliot^

speaks of a sheriff's siilo, in April, 1862, whoro, us he

says, the chattels wore sold. A second fi. fa. in the

earlier suit wua issued on the 27th of March, 1863,

was renewed on the 30th of March, 1864, and
again on the 27th of March, 1865. The sheriff says

that ho seized some goods and some promissory notes

under this writ ; that ho made upon tho writ ^552.62,
the notes amounting, with interest, to $459.18, tho

balance being realized by a sale of tho goods ; that the

goods were sold 4th November, 1865, and that ho got

the notes a short time before ; and ho -tatos how he got

them : that tho solicitor for tho plaintiff told him tliat

Pogue had the notes, and that Invin had agreed to take

them as cash; that he went to tho solicitor's office whoro
ho found Po(jue, and then Pogue gave him tho notes.

A witness says that somewhere between 1862 and 1865
he saw two notes given up by Pogue to Irwin. Two

Judgment notes, evi Icntly from their dates and amounts, two of

the four notes given for purchase money were shewn to

him by tho defondant, but ho was unable, upon being

tested, to indentily them as tho notes he saw given up.

These two note.-), produced from the hands of tho defend-

ant, are evidently not tho notes seized by the sheriff, for

ono of thein is indorsed as paid in full ; ono by a pay-

ment of 8168.50 on the 17ih April, 1862, and a pay-

ment of $20.20 on the 21st of the same month ; and

upon the other under the latter date, 21st April, is

indorsed a payment of $99.34.

In this way Pogue's farm and his chattels, and the

notes given for the purchase of the farm, found their way
into the hands of his brother-in-law Irwin There was

nothing of any description for the creditors other than

Invin. I have looked carefully and minutely into the

evidence of the indebtedness of Pogue to him. It leads

me to the conclusion that the items of particulars

indorsed on the first summons, and the item of $128.60
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indorsed on the second summons arc substantially 1809.

corroct. The note for $300, one of the particuliirs of
the second Hummona, I think was fictitious. There may
have been something beyond the otiier notes, though I
doubt it. The evidence also leads me to believe that
the sums indorsed on the two notes given as for purchase
money are also fictitious. I have arrived at these con-
elusions independently of the evidence of Por/ue him-
self. I do not discard his evidence altogether, but I
receive it with caution and some distrust. Ho enter-
tained a feeling of resentment against Invin, and upon
some points ho is contradicted. The evidence of Invin
is decidedly against not only the bondfides but the reality

of the whole transaction.

Independently, however, of his direct evidence, the
circumstances appear to mo to lead inevitably to
the conclusion that the wholo transaction was u scheme
to defeat creditors. Further I suspect the reality jadp„„„»
of the transaction for these reasons. While Irwin
took upon himself the management of the farm, a
course which was expedient for two reasons ; one that
the transaction might appear to be real, the other that
Pogue had fallen into bad health. Things »vcnt on at the
farm much as before. Pogue's wife continued on the
place nominally in a new capacity, Pogue also con-
tinned there nominally at wages, and his children also

continued there. That Inoin really managed the place,
and with his own means and as owner appears from the
evidence. What I suspect is, that he did all this for

the sake of his sister and her children ; that it was
never intended that ho should become owner of the
farm

; and so never intended that he should pay for it.

The indorsements of payments on two of the notes, and
these being given up to Irwin, and the taking in execu-
tion of the other two at the suit of Invin, were to my
mind new devices to give an appearance of payment of
purchase money. The evidence^I think fully warrants
that conclusion.
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As to the chattels, I think there was a sufficient
amount of indebtedness established to cover them • and
1 am not prepared to come to the conclusion that
Irwtns purchase of the chattels was nob real and for
himself.

A question was raised as to the admissibility of the
evidence of what Pogue had said after the conveyance.He had declared upon several occasions that the trans-
action was real and in good faith, and, that after it, hewas the hired servant of Irwin at $8 a month ; and
upon h,s examination at the instance of creditors before
the County Court judge he had reaffirmed the sameupon oath. It was objected that these declarations were
not against the interest ofPogue, that they were in fact
part of the scheme to defeat creditors and inadmissible.
1 received the evidence subject to that objection. My
view of the point is, that looking at what strictly and

.aa«.e„t. egally was the interest of Pogue, apart from motives
that might influence him, the declarations in question
were against his interest ; that it was his interest that
his property should go to pay his debts, thereby dimin-
ishing his liability, rather than be kept by one who had
paid no consideration, and against whom ho would have
no redress in law or equity. At the same time the
value of his evidence would be a fair subject of
comment It might well be urged that the motive which
induced the conveyance induced also his declarations in
regard to it

;
that he evidently preferred his property

being in even irresponsible hands, to its being applied
to pay his debts

:
all arguments of great weight agist

.he value of his evidence, but still as I think leaving his
'

evidence technically admissible as being against the
'

egal, technical, interest of the witness. In admitting
the evidence I have given him the benefit of these decla-

"

rations of Pogue, but I attach no„import«nce to them.
1 think in making them he was influenced by motives
which outweighed in his mind the legal interest which
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he had to pay his debts, and his conscientiousness too;
that thay were in short part of the scheme to defeat his
creditors.

My conclusion then shortly is, that the sale of thefarm is void under the statute, the intent of both parties
being de eat creditors, and I incline to think that itwas colorable. As to the chattels, Irwin obtai. ed pri-
ority, and nothing which is against the law appears to
have been done in order to his obtaining his priority,
his purchasing his debtor's chattels upon his own execu-
tion 18 also not against the law. So far as there was
a real debt, and of course only so far, there is nothing
against the law in all this. I think it would b!
unprofitable to direct an inquiry upon this point. I
think the evidence establishes indebtedness from Poque
to lrw^n to the extent of the first execution, and to as

T^ ^ .i! r'°"'^
"' ^""^ ''*''«^'^ '^y «*!« «f chattels.

I think the plaintiff has not established a case for relief .„,. ,as against the chattels.
"'"°''"'

Irwm is entitled to stand in the place of any mortgagees
to whom he has made payments upon their mortgages.

As to the defendants Bumford and Samuel Irrvin
hoy claim under Martin. Dunsford who purchased^e interest of Pogue in the land at sheriff', saleHe acquired no interest thereby. The purchase wasmerely speculative and for a nomi. .1 consideration,

and, besides according to the judgment of his Lordship
'

the Chancellor, in Wihon v. Shier (a), the interest ofPogue was not saleable at common law, the land beins
subject to several mortgages to different mortgagees.

The decree will be ag^mst Eobertlnvin with costs, with-
out costs as to defendants Dunsford and Samuel Irwin.

(a) Graut, G30.
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Pew v. Lefperty.

Will, construction of—Bequeit upon condition.

A bequest was made to the son of the testatrix, payable on hislattaining

twenty-one, provided he continued a steady boy and remained in some
respectable family until that time, with a bequest oyer if he did

not do so. Without any reason being assigned therefor, the legatee
enlisted and served as a private soldier in the army of the United
States during the time hostilities were carried on against the then
Confederate States.

Held, that the son by such conduct had not performed the condition

upon which alone he was to be paid the legacy given by his mother's
will-

The bill in this case was by John Few against Stanley

Lefferty and Juliet A. J^efferty, setting forth that tl

mother of the defendants had by her will bequeathed

certain moneys to the defendant Stanley on certain

conditions, which, if not fulfilled, the money was to go
to his sister, the other defendant. The bill alleged that

the defendants each claimed to be entitled to the money,
the defendant Juliet A. Lefferty insisting that, by
reason of her brother having left this country, and
having enlisted and served for several years as a private

soldier in the army of the United States of America,

he had forfeited his right to be paid the legacy.

The case came on to be heard by way of motion for

decree.

Mr. J. P.- McCarthy, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Sampson, for the defendant Stanley Lefferty.

Mr. Roaf, Q.C., for the defendant Juliet A. Lefferty.

Judgment. Spraqqe, V. C.—This is in the nature of an inter-

pleader bill, being a bill by an executor for a direction as

to the administration of an estate upon one point. He

/'
'-
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sibihty of paying the money in his hands to whichever

1-! ^Z\u
'^^''^' *° " ""'^^^ *^« ^"^ niay in theop moa of the court be entitled to it. He does not asknor desire an administration of the estate.

The rival claimants to the fund in question appeared

ment I stated my opinion to be that Stanleu LeifeLone of the claimants, to whom primarily the £t'
tulfilled the conditions, upon the fuiaiment of which he

whSTrrivel"^ "" """^ ^^^ ''' --^"-" ^'

.1 have since read the will and the defendant's answerTh condition of the bequest is thus expressed:
"

leave to my son Stanley Lefferty $800, with the interest . .accumu ating, to be paid to him when'he comes of ag
"'"

provided he continues a steady boy and remains in some
respectab e family until he is of age : but if he doe nodo so ,f he does not remain steady and in a respectable
suuation, this money will go to my daughter''^ iread from the answer of Stanley iX^v his own
account of himself, as follows : " lfived^r;ytoth^:nntd I was twelve years of age, when I was forced to heas a farm servant with m. Andrew West6rooke,Z
then lived near Brantford. I lived with him four Cel^Tand could only get to school one winter for about'threemonths, and previously to this I had hardly ever been
to school, and I have never had much of even hecommonest education. * * Mv mnth^r ,r a f
9th June, 1859, .hen I wa, .Z'C^Zytt oTa'e^

.rc f' T'r'' " *° "°^' »" ''»™
"
°°

*"'
Since I left her when I was twelve years of at^e T l„ff

with Dr.Blackwell, my uncle by my mother's side, ap^
o2-~voL. XVI. aa.

,---

•fi
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Lefferty.

1869. remained with him until about the Ist of April, 1861
' and worked about his place aa his servant. I admit

that in iVp"l> 1861, I enlisted at Niagara Falls, in the

Statft of New York, as a private in the army of the

United States. * * * j igft the army on the 2nd

June, 1865,
' having obtained an honorable discharge

from my lieutenant. I say that I have always been

steady, and that my conduct and character have always

been good ; and I submit and insist that I have never

done anything, or been guilty of any conduct which

could create a forfeiture of my right to receive the

said legacy."

The question is whether Stanley Lefferty has per-

formed the condition upoi^ which alone he was to receive

the legacy. He puts it, by his answer, that he laboured

under disadvantages, that he performed it as nearly aS*

he could, and in fact that he performed it substantially.

Judgment.

Up to Apsil, 1861, there does not appear to have

been any breach of the condition. At that date he was,

as he says, living with Dr. Blackwell, his mother's

brother. He says he worked about his uncle's place as

hk servant, upon what terms he does not state ; nor

does he say that he was not upon the footing of a near

relative in his uncle's family; he was at all events, in the

terms of the will, living in a respectable family. So far

as appears from his answer, he of his own free will chose

to leave his uncle's, and to enlist in the army of the

United States. It is a matter of history, that at that

date the army of the United States was employed in

active hostilities with what were styled the Confederate

States. So that he exposed himself voluntarily, as I

must infer, not only to the danger but to all the tempta-

tions of a soldier's life under such circumstances—chose

as a mercenary to engage in a contest with which he

had nothing to do. I say as a mercenary, because he

assigns no motive for his act, from which I can see that
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he was moved by any other reason than the obtaining of
bounty and pay, and perhaps the love of such a fife.
It 18 contended on his behalf that the profession of
a soldier is honorable, and I am pointed to the latter
words of the condition-" in a respectable situation "

•

and It IS urged that his being a soldier in the American
army was being in a respectable situation. But the
whole must be read together: he is to get the legacy
provided he remains in some respectable family until
of age; but if he does not do «o—if he does not remain
steady and in a respectable situation, the legacy was to'

go to the daughter of the testatrix: the words " respect- •

able situation" is scarcely a qualification of the words
respectable family, especially following the words "if
he does not do so;" but reading all together they shewm what sense the testatrix used the words "respectable
situation," certainly not in so loose and equivocal a
sense as would be necessary to cover the enlistment as
a private soldier in a foreign army engaged in putting judgment
down a civil war. It is net necessary that I should
express any opinion as to the propriety of Canadians

'

enlisting, as many did, in the army of the United States.
I am only striving to interpret the mind of the testatrix
from the language I find in her will, and seeing whether
her son obeyed the condition which she annexed to his
receipt of her legacy. I think that what he did was
not only not a performance of it, but utterly repugnant
to it, and, therefore, that he is not entitled to the
legacy.
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statement.

Hesp v. Bell.

Will, construction of—Maintenance.

A testator, amongst others, made the following bequest, in favour of
his housekeeper, " And further for her the said H. P., to have her
own fne will to stay on the premises I now at this time enjoy and
possess, and for her to have a quiet home and maintenance as long
as she may think good to hold to the said privilege."

Held, that //. P. had not forfeited her right to the provision by
merely ceasing for a time to avail herself of the intended benefit.

The bill was by Hannah Heap who sued by her next
friend, against Guy Bell and William Heap, the
husband of the plaintiff, setting forth that one Joseph
Thackeray, on the 27th March, 1849, duly made his will,

whereby, amongst othep things, he made the folio wing
bee jest in favour of the plaintiff, who was then acting
as his houseki 3per :

" And further for her the said

Hannah .^allider to have i)er own free will to stay on
the premises I now at this tiiOe enjoy and possess, and
for her to have a quiet home and maintenance as long
as she may think good to hold to the same privilege."

The fee of the premises he demised to his son William
who entered upon and enjoyed the same until in or about
the year 1868, -when, in a suit brought by one David Bell
against him the premises were sold to the defendant
Quy Bell, vfho entered upon and remained in possession

thereof.

The bill further stated that after the death of the

testator the plaintiff had married, and had been in the

habit of leaving the premises on occasional visits to her
friends in neighbouring townships, returning at will,

until on or about the 23rd June, 1868, when the defend-

ant Guy Bell refused her admittance to the premises,

or any support or maintenance therefrom. The prayer

was that plaintiff might be declared entitled to her

maintenance and support out of and upon the said lands

and premises ; that defendant {Bell) might be ordered
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to furnish the plaintiff with a suitable livelihood or
means of support upon the lands ; or in lieu thereof
pay her a sufficient sum of money for that purpose to
be fixed by the Master.

.The defendant Bell answered the bill admitting the
making of the will, but denying that the plaintiff after
having left the premises, shortly after the death of the
testator, ever visited the property with a view of residing
thereon, or ever visited the property at all, except on
one occasion about eleven years before the suit was com-
menced, when she stopped one night on a visit at
Thackeray's, when visiting that part of the country

;

and the defendant submitted that if the plaintiff had
any claim it was no other than a right to reside on the
premises, and whilst so resident to be supported there-
from

;
but that she never had any right to reside else-

where and be supported from the property; and that if
she had intended to preserve such right she ought to
have continued to reside on the premises, and that
after an absence of upwards of twenty years she had
abandoned her right to reside on the property.

The evidence adduced established substantially the
facts set up by the answer; and the only question dis-
cussed was whether the provision in favour of the plain-
tiff contemplated a continued residence on the premises
or whether in the event which had happened the plain-
tiff had not forfeited her rights to the intended
provision.

Mr. Blahe, Q. C, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Strong, Q, C, for the defendant.

Spragge, V. C.-If the testator had designed so to judgment
express himself, m regard to the provision he has made
for the maintenance of the plaintiff, as to make his

413
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1889. moaning as ambiguous as possible, he could scarcely
have done it more effectually than he has done. I have
read this clause of the will repeatedly, and my construc-
tion of it has fluctuated not a little. My first impression
certainly was that the testator intended to give to his
housekeeper the option of residence and maintenance at
his house if she thought fit and for such time after his
decease as she might choose to avail herself of it, con-
templating at the same time the contingency of her
choosing to leave, and affixing to the act of leaving the
character of a relinquishment on her part of the pro-
vision that he had made for her, and some of the lan-
guage used favors that construction " to have her own
free will to stay on the premises," and the concluding
words " as long as.she may think good to hold to the
sa-je privilege." These 'words seem to point to the
contingency of a termination of the provision, only at
the will of the beneficiary certainly, but it supposes the

Judgment, exercise of her will in that way. She may stay if she
will, and as long as she will, even all her life time if she
shall so will

: on the other hand, it may be her will to
leave

;
as long as it may be her will to stay she shall

have the privilege
; ,if, on the other hand, it is her will

not to stay but to leave, her privilege ceases. That is
one way of reading the will, and I think it is the con-
struction which the language used is calculated, as a
matter of fir^o impression, to convey to the mind.

I think, however, that it is so in a great measure
from the feeling that if a person with a legal mind, or
one used to accuracy of expression, desired to give to 'the
beneficiary a general right, of residence and maintenance
from time to time, he would have employed different
language from that which is used in this clause. The
clause is read with a view of ascertaining which of two
things is meant

: a right to remain as long as Hannah
Palhater &ho\xU desire to remain, but a right ceasing upon
her leaving

:
or, on the other hand, a right exercisable
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at will from time to time whenever she might think fit

to avail herself of the privilege : and it is difficult not
to foel that if the latter were meant some such language
as that which I have used would have been employed

;

and if the will had been drawn by a skilled conveyancer,
and if any such language as we find in this clause were
used, tho conclusion would bo almost irresistible. The
language used certainly would not bo used by a skilled
conveyancer, or by an educated man, but he might use
equivalent words, and if we found equivalent words
m a will drawn by such a person, I think the conclusion
would be that the privilege was intended to last as long
as the woman should choose to remain, and no longer.
But the whole will is that of a man inops consilii ; of a
man not skilled in the use of apt words lo express his
meaning, and .in order to get at his meaning, to " spell
It out" as it has been termed, one must put oneself as
much as possible in the position of the writer, and look
at the whole clause as far as may be with his eyes. The judgment
word " stay" in the mouth or from the pen of such a
man may not mean " remain " but live or abide, and the
words "as long as " used by the same person may mean
"at such times as" e.g. the words " as long as you
behave yourself with propriety you are welcome to stay
at my house " used by one of the class in life of the tes-
tator desiring to serve another might well mean " when-
ever; " the words that I have put as equivalents, in the
mind of such a person as the testator, are not, it must be
admitted, the primary meaning of the words used, nor
strictly their equivalents, but looking at the whole of the
sentence there is much to lead to the conclusion that
they were used in the sense th-it I have indicated. The
whole of the language employed manifests the wish of
the testator to provide for the future, a home and support
for his housekeeper ; the words " to have her own free
will to stay on the premises, * * * and for her to have
a quiet home and maintenance " shew a solicitude to save
her from want. It seems to negative the idea of her

t
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^^G9^forfeitinff the intended provision by moroly ceasing for
"^^^ a while, whether a short vvliile or a long while to avail

3^1,
herself of the intended benefit, and it is hard to conceive
a reason that could induce the testator to make this
provision determinable, unless there was a continuous
residence

:
he charged 'and which ho devised to his son

with a burthen in favor of this woman, her absence for a
while would lighten tho burthen, and the longer and
the more frequent tho absence tho more would the
burthca be lightened, a does not appear that the
testator desired the continued residence of tho woman
for any object personal to his family. The single object
of the provision would seem to be to preserve the
woman from want.

I desire to act upon the tule, that the words used must
be taken in their ordinary grammatical signification,

unless it appears from the context or from surrounding
Judgment circumstances that they were used in some other sense.

I have pointed to the language of the context, and to the
circumstance of the testator being a layman, and not a
master of language, and to the manifest intention
pervading the whole of the clause, as indicating that the
words relied upon by tho defendant were not used in
their ordinary meaning, or at all events in their primary
meaning, but in the sense which I have indicated.

At the same time, I do not feel very great confidence
that my conclusion is the right one, though upon the whole
I believe that it is, and I am satisfied that it is the con-
struction which will best efi'ectuate the intention of the
testator. The clause, however, is one upon which
difi"erent minds might very well come to different conclu-
sions, and, as I have said, my own mind has fluctuated
upon the point.

I may add that if the testator had contemplated all

that has actually occurred, he might very well have
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intended all that is in the construction I have put upon
his will. I have supposed that he intended a pro-
vision, under any circumstances, and in any change
of condition that might occur to the person that was the
object of his bounty.

As to costs. It is purely a question between the
plaintiff and the devisee of that part of the estate which
has been acquired by the defendant Bell There is no
one but the defendant, and no fund by, or out of
which, I can direct the costs to be paid; they must be
paid by the defendant Bell.

.1

'V^

BURNHAM V. GaLT.

Mortgagti—Deficiency.

Where, after the mortgagor had assigned his equity of redemptioa
the mortgagee, with the concurrence of the assignee, by sale and
transfer of the mortgaged premises, put it out of his power to
reconvey on redemption by tho u.ortgagor, it was held that he could
not call upon tho mortgagor for payment of any deficiency resulting
upon such sale of the estate.

The bill in this case set forth that on tho Ist of
February. 1863, the plaintiff executed a mortgage to the s.ae,«,„t.

defendant Cochburn on lot 8, in the 6th concession of
Seymour, for securing the payment of $2000 and
interest

;
subsequently thereto the plaintiff sold and

conveyed to defendant Pentland the equity of redrmp.
tion in the said land and premises ; and that thereafter,
Oochburn assigned the mortgaged premises and moneys
secured thereon to tho defendants aalt and Todd by
way, as it seemed, of sub-mortgage. The bill further
stated that Qalt and Todd had, sometimes at the request
of Oochburn, and sometimes at the request of PtWan,?,
and dealing with Pentland as tho owner of the eq (y
of redemption, released and transferred to divers persons
said mortgaged premises.m

OO- -VOL. XVI. GR.
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I860. The plaintilf eubmittctl that tho salo of tfie equity

of redemption to Pentland constituted Pentland the

principal debtor, and tho plaintiff a surety merely, and

that as such ho was entitled to redeem tlio mortgage

premises ; and that Oalt and Todd \Tero bound to have

80 dealt with tho property as to have been in a position

to reconvey to plaintiflF on his paying the amount due
;

but that they, by tho violation of such their obligation,

had released pla uiff from his liability as mortgagor to

make good the bulance of the mortgnge money ; notwith-

standing which Gait and Todd had commenced an action

at law to compel payment of tho balance ho due. The

bill prayed an injunction to restrain such action and

other relief in accordance with the above statements.

On the hearing of the cause at Coboufg, it was

admitted that all tho lands embraced in the mortgage

had been sold, and that tho assignees of the mortgage

and Cockburn concurred in deeds confirming the sales.

The defendants, under these circumstances, offered to

account for all the sales made by them in reduction of

the mortgage debt.

Mr. Blake, Q. C, and Mr. J. D. Armour, for the

plaintiff.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, for the defendants.

VanKouohnet, C.—I wrote on detached paper some

weeks ago, a judgment in this case, but it has been mis-

laid. At the close of the case I intimated an opinion

that the plaintiff was entitled to be relieved altogether

Judgment. f^^jQ liability on his covenant to pay the amount secured

by the^mortgage. I thought it rather a harsh equity to

administer, when, as here, the assignees of the mortgage

offered to account for the proceeds of the sales of the

land, or be charged with its fair value, and I afterwards

leaned so far to this as the most equitable course to
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take, that I hiul piirtialiy piopurod a written judgment
to that cBbct, but further conHideration led me to the
conclusion that iho pluintifl' was entitled to the higher
measure of relief. I have found no case exactly in
point, and all the cases are, in one way or another, dis-
tinguishablo from this ono ; but, the underlying principle
of all seems to be, that if the mortgdgco parts with the
estate (otherwise than under a power of sale or the like),

30 that it cannot be restored to the mortgagor, or be held
in security for hiuj or for his benefit, the latter is dis-
charged from personal liability ."(«) Hero the mortgagee
assigned '<. the defendants Gait and Toddiha mortgage.
The mortgagor, the plaintitf, assigned to Pentland his
equity of redemption in the land subject to the mortgage
outstanding. Both seta of assignees joined in making
sales of the land without reference to plaintiff, the original
mortgagor; they did not require their vendees to redeem
or pay off the mortgage given by the plaintiff who had
transfered his estate subject to the mortgage.

Decree perpcUtal injunction and coats.

419
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Judgment.

I

(a) Seo prinuipal cases colledtnrl, faher ou Mortsra^es 854
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^^^'^-' Glass v. Hope. [In Appeal.]*

Building Society—Forfeiting shares.

In January, 1864, a non-borrowing member of a building society died

intestate. No one administered to his estate until June, 1867. In

that interval his shares ran into arrear, and in consequence the

society in November, 1805, declared the shares forfeited, and car-

ried the amount thereof to the credit of the proSt^and loss account.

After the society had been wound up, or been supposed to have
bpen wound up, and the assots distributed, letters of administration

were obtained, and tho adniiniatrator applied to the society to be
admitted as a member thereof, but was refused :

Ifehl (1), that the proceedini; of the society to forfeit tho shares in

the absence of a personal representative was illegal ; that they
could not do so any more than they could proceed at law to .enforce

payment of the calls : (2) that tiio plaintiff (the administrator) was
entitli-d to relief, and that tlif lapse of time between the attempted
forfeiture of the shares and the procuring letters of administration
was no answer to the plaintiff's claim. [Drapeu, C. J., Uagahty,
C. J , Wilson, J., and Gwvnne, J., dissenting.]

This was an appeal by the defendants from the decree

made in this cause as reported ante volume xiv. p. 484.

Mr. Strong, Q.C., for the appellants.

Mr. Blake, Q.C., contra.

Judgment. Drapbr, C. i.—Joltu Horace Gibb died intestate

on the Ist January, 1864. He owed no debts at the
time of his death, but he was the owner of five shares

in tho City of London Building Society, on which, at

the time of his death, nothing was due and in arrear by
him to the Society for instalments or any other payments
or fines.

He died also possessed of the sum of $65 in cash.

It does not appear that he had any other personal

* Pre^Mi;—Draper, C.J., Richards, C J. Q.B., VANKouaHNET, C,
Haoaktt, C.J. C.P., SpnAGQB, V.C, Wilson, J., Mowat, V.C, and,
QWYNNB, J.
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effects. The person in whose employment the testator

was when he died, paid these $65 to the treasurer of
the Society, and the amount was placed to the credit of

the shares.

1869.

Glus
T.

Hope.

He left no next of kin in this province him surviving,

and no admin? ^ration to his estate was taken until the

6th June, 1867, when letters of administration were
granted to the plaintiff—the respondent.

By the payment of the $65, all instalments, &c., on
the five sh es were paid up to the 1st June, 1864, and
a sum of $5 on account of the instalment which became
payable on the first Monday in July. No other pay-

ment on these shares was made afterwards. In all, the

sum of $1060 was paid to the Society on account of

them.

The Consolidated Statute U. C. chapter 53, conaoli- juugmcnt.

dates the previous statutes, 9 Victoria, chapter 90, and

13 & 14 Victoria, chapter 79. Section 1 of the first of

these statutes authorizes the members of these Societies

by complying with certain specified preliminary condi-

tions to become a corporation, and to make rules and
regulations for the government of the same, and to

inflict reasonable fines, penalties, and forfeitures, on the

several members who shall offend against such rules, to

be paid to such uses for the benefit of the Society as

such rules shall direct ; and the second section authorizes

the Society to receive by way of bonus on his shares

any sum, for the privilege of receiving his share in
-

advance prior to the same being realized, together with

interest. The third section of the latter of these two

statutes enacts that every such Society shall have power

either to forfeit and declare forfeited to the Society the

share or shares of any member who may be in arrear,

or neglect to pay such instalments or monthly subscrip-

tions as may be fixed by any stipulation or by-law, and
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to expel such member from the Society, and the secre-

tary shall make a minute of such forfeiture and expulsion
in the books of the Society, or otherwise recover the
same by action of debt.

The 23rd section of the Consolidated Statute embraces
this last enactment, but in lieu of tho words " otherwise
recover tho same by action of debt," it has " or instead
of such forfeiture and expulsion the Society may recover
the arrears by an action of debt." The enactment first

above set out is substantially repeated in the first and
second sections of the Consolidated Statute.

Neither the bill nor the answer tell us when this

Society was organized, nor when they passed their rules

or by-laws ; but as the lOtith monthly instalment became
due on tho 1st June, 1864, we may infer that this

Society acquired its corporate existence not later than
Judgment. July, 1855, four years and a-half (or nearly) before the

Consolidated Statutes were brought into operation, and
it is to be presumed their rules were passed as a neces-

sary part of their organization.

By the 21st of these rules, it was provided that every

member should, until tho obfocts of the Society were
attained, pay ten shillings p' / share per month, on or

before a day to be appointed, and in default of such

payment should pay fincc, according to a regulated scale

increasing every month until the expiration of six

months, after which time " if tho same remains unpaid
the share or shares of such member or his representative

shall become forfeited." The 33rd rule provides that

in case of the death of any member, his legatee or legal

represcntativf should, before becoming entitled to the

privileges of an original shareholder, procure his place

of abode and the particulars of his title to be registered

in the books of tho Society, and should at the same time

exhibit the will, or probate thereof, or grant of letters of
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administration, for the inspection of the directors, and
pav a fee for such registry.

On the 13th November, 1865, sixteen monthly pay-
ments on the testator's shares being unpaid, it was
resolved by the directors, that whereas these shares had
long since become forfeited the Secretary bo instructed
to write the same oiT to the credit of the profit and loss
account. This Avas accordingly done by the secretary.

In February, 1867, the objects of the Society being
attained by the realization of profits, the funds were
distributed among the shareholders. The only remaining
assets, it is stated, are some claims against sundry
defaulters legally due to the Society, but all of a more
or less doubtful character as to the solvency of the
debtors.

428
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The respondent by his bill seeks to be registered as a j„,,„,„,
shareholder of the Society holding five shares as the
legal personal representative of John Horace Gibb, and
to be declared the owner of such shares and entitled to
the money paid thereon, and to all interest and profit
accrued thereon.

Tho appellants rely on the forfeiture of the shares de
facto, urging that from the very constitution of a ter-
minating Building Society, it was indispensable that the
instalments on shares should be prouiptly paid, or on
default should be forfeited, and as there was no repre-
sentative of am who could be sued, forfeiture was the
only remedy they had.

By the decree it was declared that the shares were
valid and subsisting, and that the alleged forfeiture had
not taken place, and that the plaintiff, as administrator
of aibb, is entitled thereto with the profits accrued
thereon; and an account is directed to be taken of the
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Judgment.

amount of the shaves, and of the profits and of the

assets and liabilities of the Society, and it is ordered

that such assets be realized as far as is necessary to pay

such amount and costs to the plaintiff.

But if there be no assets, or assets insufiicient for

these payments, the shareholders are declared liable to

pay joro rata^ &c.

This "decree is appealed against because the forfeiture

was absolute in law and equity; because equity will not

relievo against such a forfeiture ; because the decree

makes no provision for the payment or allowance by the

plaintiff of the monthly instalments and of the fines— •

which, according to ihe yules, should have been paid

;

and because of the directions affecting the individual

shareholders if there are not sufficient assets of the

Society t^y satisfy the plaintifi;

I agre3 in the conclusion of the learned Chancellor

that the attempted forfeiture was nugatory.

These shares are personal property. The contract

respecting shares between the Building Society and

each of its members is contained in the 21st of the

rules, which rules, all persons taking shares in the

Society are required to sign (R, 20). After the death

of a member a default in payment is not his default but

that of the person to whom the share devolves ; so long

as there is no perf.on existing by whom the obligation of

the contract ought to be fulfilled, no person in whom

the shares can be sait o be vested, it appears to me
there can be lo :^orfeituic. The statute gives the

Society the alternative power to recover what is due

upon shares by action of debt, but after the death of a

shareholder, no action could be brought until there was

some person who could be made defendant. There is

the same difficulty in each case. There must be an
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existing person who is legally bound [sub modo of course)

to fulfil the contract, and whose breach of it constitutes

a default, the foundation of an action or of a forfeiture.

Here there was no default in the life of the intestate,

and therefore the liability to forfeiture, or to an action,

could not accrue until there was a legal representative

of the estate.

The part of the decree on which I am in doubt is, the

direction to ascertain and state the amount of Gibb's
shares and th? amount of the profits accrued due.thereon.

I arr. not sure that I rightly understand the scope and
eifect of this direction.

The amount of each share is, according to the 3rd of
the rules, £100, payable by monthly instalments of ten

shillings: is it intended to make this sum the base on
which the amount of profits is to be calculated, or is the

amount actually paid upon the shares to be the base on judgment,

which to estimate the profits. It appears to me it would
be obviously unfair to the other shareholders that the
shares of the intestate upon which only one hnudred and
six monthly instalments, with half of the one hundred
and seventh, had been paid, should be treated as on the

same footing as those shares upon which twenty-two and
a-half more instalments had been paid. It appears by
exhibit A, that one hundred and twenty-nine instalments

were received on the other shares before the profit

amounted to a sum sufficient to terminate the Society

by paying to each shareholder .£100 on every share he
held, and that on the intestate's shares only one hundred
and six and a-hali' instalments were r)"\d. The share-

holders who paid to the end must have paid $2i::.8 on
each share, while on each of the intestate's shi es only

$213 have been paid. Nor is this all, for the ^iist rule

imposes fines in default of payment of the instalments

on or before the appointed times, and assuming that

there could be no forfeiture, I do not see that the fines

64—VOL. XVI. GR.
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would not attach and acotimulate hy foroa r.f the by-law
just as the instalmei.'s, for the intest :(r equally con-

tracted 10 pay fhem V-Mli.

Ti W!.i3 this consideration alone which caused mo to

hesitfc,.} - to the question of forfeiture, as to which the

terms ol ihe rule are as explicit a.-^^ tl ey are in respect

to instalnionts ;uid firms ; but the dibtir.ction on which I

rest, is, that, as I have already ae* forch, there must be
a person in ease, whose oivnasion to pay constitutes the

uefault, the penalty of which is forfeiture; while a debt,

whether arising from instalments or fines, may keep on
accruing from month to month, and may form a charge
on the shares themselves, as well as on the person who
should become legiily entitled to them. When such

a person appears, Mid liakes default, forfeiture will

follow according to ti;:? rule.

Judgment, And the Conclusion : t which I have arrived does not

conflict with the case of Sparks v. The Liverpool Water-

works Company (a), wiiich decides that against such a

forfeiture equity will not relieve.

I agree, therefore, in the first and second reasons of

the respondent against the appeal.

It then becomes necessary to consider how far the

decree is upon other grounds sustainable.

The Society was, from its very constitution, terminable

as soon as its funds arising from instalments, fines,

repayments, interest and other sources, amounted to

suSicient to pay .11**0 on each unborrowed share.

When such an amo. r , realized, the business of the

Society, excer* as I \.b distribution, is at an end, unless

. indeed there I^ still due which require time for

(f) 13 Vea. 428,
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their realization
; but the probability of getting in some

doubtful claims, which might entitle the shareholders to

a future small dividend, is no reason for carrying on the
Society's business and making further loans. It would
be absurd to hold that the death of a shareholder,

pending the legitimate operations of the Society, to

whose estate there was no actual legal representative,

could change the principles or stipulations on which the
Society was organized. The rules have not provided for

the particular case, b"t that omission cannot defeat or
delay the inodus operandi, to which every shareholder
had assented.

427
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There are two classes of shareholders, those who pay
the required instalments on their shares, obtaining no
present return, and those who borrow the sum of their

shares at first—less the amount of discount or bonus
they pay for the advance, and who also pay the monthly
sums required by the by-laws, besides giving security judgment,

for such payments. The working of such Societies is

so clearly explained by the cases of 3Ioslei/ v. Baker (a),

on the original hearing, and again on appeal (b), and
Fleming v. Self (a), (cases to which I was obligingly

referred by my brother Givynne,) that I shall abstain
from observing upon the subject beyond citing the pithy
and well founded observation of Lord Cranworth, in the

last case
:

" In truth the whole scheme is but an
elaborate contrivance for enabling persons having sums
for which they have no immediate want, to lend to •

others at a very high rate of interest."

As I have already endeavoured to shew every share
must be represented by a holder,—without one, it is as

it were in abeyance, at least as to unborrowed shares

there must be some person subject to the by-laws and
bound to fulfil them, and such a person can alone claim

(rt) 12 Jur. 551. (6) 13 Jur. S17. (o) 1 Jur. N. S. 20.
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the rights and privileges which result from membership.
Such person must bo a member of the Society, and thig
the 32nd and 3ord rules were intended to regulate—
where there was to be a substitution for the original
shareholder—the last of which rules contemplates the
devolution of shares by death.

I do not find any provision made for the sale of such
shares, after reasonable delay and notice lo those whom
it may concern, though the want of some such provipion
is shewn by this suit, which must bo therefore determined
by as close an adherence to the principles and terms on
which the Society was formed as is practicable.

Now it appears to mo, first, that no one who ia not
de facto, a member of th(i Society can claim to share in
the final distribution of its assets ; and next, that each
member, whether the holder of borrowed or unborrowed

>rudgment. sharcs, must in this respect stand in thr same position
;

that in order to entitle himself to receive his proportion
at the termination of the association he must have paid
up all accruing instalments, fines, or other contributions.
Each instalment is, strJ'.tly speaking, a part of the
price of the share, and each share must be paid up to
the amount necessary, together with fines and profits to
enable the Society to pay off the shares in full. The
holder of unborrowed shares will receive for each the
sum thereof (£100 ;) and the holder of borrowed shares,
having received his money in advance, will be entitled
to a release and discharge of the property pledged or
mortgaged by way of security to the Society; and as it
may be impossible to terminate the Society at the
precise moment when the full amount of all the shares
is thus realized, there may be a small surplus still to bo
divided among all the shareholders.

"^ow, JohnHorace Gibb died in January, 1864. Letters
of administration were not issued to the plaintiff until
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6th June, 1867 ; and on tho 19th July, 1867, the
phiintiff applied to bo lulraitted as a shareholder in
respect of aibb'n five shares, and in his bill ho seeks
that relief. If administration had been taken out while
tho Society was still in operation, and tho administrator
had applied at once, I think it a fair inference from the
rules that his application should have been granted upon
payment of all calls, fines, &c., accruing due upon the
shares under the 2l8t rule. But no such application
was made for five months after the Society was practi-
cally at an end, as between it and its several members,
nor for about four months after that termination, and
near three years and a-half after GibKa death, was any
person legally competent to make it. The Society was
neither bound to carry on its business after its object
had been attained, nor yet to withhold a division of
the funds until it should appr jr whether Gibh'ts estate
would ever be administered to. His claim also was, in
their estimation, at an end by forfi ^r, . >.

429
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Judgment,

No doubt there is an inconsistency between holding
that for want of a representative of tho shares of a
deceased member, while the Society is in actual exis-
tence, carrying out the scheme and object of its creation,
a forfeiture of the shares of such member cannot lawfully
be made, and also upholding a course tf procedure on
the part of the Society, which in its effect amounts to a

'

forfeiture. The difficulty ar:-? h<^m a defect in tho
constitution and rules, which have not provided for the
case of the death of a member, pending the operation of
the Society, when no personal representative appears
and fulfils the obligations of the deceased within some
limited time.

'^^H

Here the Society erroneously declared the shares
forfeited. They acted, I have no doubt, in good faith,

and their subsequent proceeding was right, if the forfei-

ture had been legal, for they treated the money paid on
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account of tbcse shares as part of t;,e assets of the
Society. Aftor these assets h.irl been distributed, a

personal representative makes his appearance; and now
—betwoen five and six years aftor the death of John
^urace Q-ibb, between two and three years after the

distribution of tho assets, after a series of inquiries in

the Master's office, necessarily involving no inconsider-

able expense— the solvent sharehulders are, by tho

decree, to be compelh^d to pay not merely what each
has received, but the " amount of the shares of the said

John Horace Gribh, together with the profits accrued
thereon and the costs of this suit."

Admitting that the attempted forfeiture was illegal,

and that the appropriation of the money p id on account
of these sharoM was conaijcjuently improper ; nd, acquit-

ting tho Society of intentional wrong, if =(toration

could be made without absolute if justice and wrong to

Judgment, othcrs, I should gladly award it. But I do not , ceive

how, without the hazard of doing serious injury to some
of the former shareholders ; upon very probable contii,

i^encies cuntemplated by the decree since the distribu-

uon of tho Soceity's funds, the money paid upon QibVs
shares could be restored with( it introducing a new
clause into the contract between him and the other

• members of *he Society, And, however equitable it

would bo, that his death, and the delay in taking out

administration, shouid not deprive his next of kin of the

re- of, or suiae part of iiie relief prayed for, I do not

SP' how, under the circumstances, it can bo granted
V lOUt great want of equity to others; and if not,

the Court may, I think, in tlie exorcise of a sound dis-

cretion, refuse its aid.

What was said by Lord Cottenhaniy in Graham v.

The Birkenhead, tfc, Railway Company (a), though

(a) 2 McN. & G. 1^6,
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uiMlcr different circunistancea, appears to me to furniali

a guide to a right conclusion. " The lifficulty which I

feel in this case is, whether the interference by way of

injunction, which is the mode in which the Court
oxercines its jurisdiction to enforce an equity, is not
counteracted by a counter equity on the other side, for

in many of thofio cases the interposition of the Court
may produce the greatest possible injustice if the parties
have not applied in time, but have permitted things to

get into that state whicii makes the injunction not only
a proceeding not enforcing an equity, but calculated to

inflict great hardship and injustice."

481
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Now here, there was a duty cast upon the directors,

in the event that had happened, to wind up the affairs

and distribute the funds of the Society. There was no
corresponding obligation towards the next of kin of a

deceased member, when none of them, nor any one at

all, applied to be admitted in his place to succeed to his judgment,

rights, fulfilling his obligations ; and whatever the cause
of delay, neither the Society in the aggregate, nor any
of its members individually, in any way occasioned it.

No relief can now he given but by calling upon every

one, who, as a shareholder, received a proportion of the

Society's funds, to refund pro rata to satisfy the

plaintiff's claim. In the interval, some may be dead,

some may have Iclt the c i mtry, some may have become
insolvent, and thoso ' v who are solvent must make
good the deficiency. If all were solvent and forthcoming,

eighty-four persons must be brought into the Master's

office subject to the costs of inquiry and the costs of the

cause, as well as to contribute.

Following not the very language, but the iioughts

suggested by another patt of Lord Cottenhar: '

< judg-

ment, I think that wo cannot avoid seeing that the

interference prayed for must be injurious, and may be

ruinous to those on >vhom it would fall, and this arises
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HaiMi,

I86U. from a delay in coming to the Society in accordance

^j^^ with tho rules, to procure the admission of a representa-

tive of CMb'a interest to be a shareholder in his place.

I think we arc warranted in withholding tho aid of

the Court under such circumstances, and that tho bill

should bo dismissed but without costs.

Richards, C. J. Q. B., was of opinion that the

plaintiff was entitled to relief; and suggested some

variations in tho decree as pronounced by the Court

below.

VANKouaiiNET, C—If it be admitted that the

Society could not forfeit the shares of John Horace

Gibb, deceased, in tho absence of his personal repre-

sentative, it seems to me the natural, logical, and legal

consequence that those shares,—being as much as any

Judgment. Other pcrsoualty of that character,—properly belong to

the personal representative of Gibb. It surely cannot

be pretended that when this man died his property in

this Society was buried with him ; and yet that is the

necessary effect of holding that his administrator now
cannot have any account of it. If it be conceded, as

I understand it to be, that the Society could not have

sued for calls without procuring u personal represen-

.tative of the deceased, how could they adopt the more
violent process of wiping out tho estate he had held

and left in the Society's stock in the absence of such

representative ? The mistake the Society made was

not having procured such personal representative before

proceeding to wind up the concern. They would have

had no more difficulty in such a case than in a case

where their only remedy was by action of debt. In

some way, the property left by a dead man must be

legally rep ented before any one has a right to

dispose of it. Difficulties, more or less inconvenient,

arise constantly in dealing with property left by the
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; but those inconveniences, however great, must
be got over in a proper, legal way. Tlio law does not
permit any ono or every one to hiy rough hands upon
such property, because it may bo convenient in the
interest of others to do so, any more than it permits
the property of the living to bo wrested from him with-
out observance of the forms provided, for every man's
protection when it is sought to fasten upon him or his
property a claim. All this may be very inconvenient,
but any other course would convulse and render nuga-
tory the administration of justice. Supposo that the
Society illegally declared forfeited the shares of an
absent living member, and wound, or attempted then
to wind up the affairs of the Society, would such a
course bo binding upon the absent member ? What
would be legal in respect of one share of the Society
would be legal in respect of three-fourths of the shares.
And the same rules and principles must be applied in
regard to the ono as well as in regard to the many. .lujgmeat
Once admit that there was no forfeiture effected, and
you must necessarily admit the plaintiff's right ; other-
wise you hold this, that though the Society could not
by any preliminary act forfeit the shares, yet they may
wind up, or cut up and divide the body, first lopping ofl*

the property or portion in it left by the deceased. But
that in effect would be forfeiture. It may be, on proper
accounts being taken, charging the shares with fines, &c.,
that nothing will be coming to plaintiff; but this we
cannot tell till there is an investigation. To say,
however, that without the authority of law (and when
you deny the right of the Society to effect a forfeiture
during its existence, you admit this) any man or body
of men, not representing the shares of the deceased
m any way—his property in the Society—can dispose
of It, wipe it out, or treat it as nothing, seems to
me contrary to natural justice, unsanctioned by any
principle of law, and without precedent in the ad-
ministration of justice. It is, in my view, as wrong as

55—VOL. XVI. GR.
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Judgment.

to uphold a judgment obtained against a man without

previous notice to him. The cardinal mistake is in

holding that the Society has been wound up. It could

not be wound up without these outstanding shares being

legally dealt with. Suppose the shares of a dozen

living shareholders had been, by accident or design,

overlooked, neglected, or cast out of consideration

;

would the Society have been wound up, thcugh it

declared itself so to be ? The inconvenience of work-

ing out any particular relief to which a party is entitled

is no reason for refusing it, as is said again and again

every day by the most learned of England's judges

;

and a Court of Chancery, in the exercise of its ordi-

nary jurisdiction, has no more right to I'efnse relief in

such a case as the present, than a Court of Law would

have to refuse judgment on a promissory note, or to

hear any claim of right. We have to deal constantly

with cases presenting greater difficulties than the pre-

sent. If the plaintiff' here had a legal remedy, he

might have an action against every individual share-

holder for the excess which the latter had receivfid ;

—

that would be costly and inconvenient.

IIagarty, C. J. C. P.—The deceased Gibb was a

member of a Society, to whose successful operation it

was es-ential that the stock should be paid up in a

prescribed manner, and that certain fines should be

incurred for non-payment, and forfeiture after a pre-

scribed period of default. As a matter of fact, his

stock was in default, and but for his death would have

been liable to forfeiture, and would have been duly

forfeited. It is said, and I am not disposed to dispute

the proposition, that the forfeiture that was attempted

was ineffectual in consequence of such death, and the

absence of any legal representative. It is also urged

that the Society was not without remedy, as it could

have had an administrator appointed, and then have

proceeded regularly to forfeit.
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Many cases may occur in which this could hardly be
done. Shareholders may leave the country and die
abroad, and the Society be wholly ignorant of their
being alive or dead. I hardly think it necessary to
make them wait till the end of seven years, or compel
a costly foreign inquiry to ascertain the existence or
non-existence of their defaulters. Such a delay might
be destructive of the very purpose of the common
adventure. The death of the shareholder was a matter
which ought not to inflict an injury on his co-partners,
the more or less severe according to the extent of his

interest. So far as the regular payment of his stock
was concerned, the original contract was to make his
payments at specified times, and that a defauk of six

months would make him liable to a forfeiture. I do not
see how the occurrence of his death should place his

representative in any better position than he occupied.

But even if unable to assent to that view, 1 entertain
j„jg„,eut

a very strong opinion that this is one of those cases,

occasionally presented to a Court of Equity, in which
an attempt to give relief by the only course open to the

Court according to its practice, would produce such an
amount of costly litigation so utterly disproportioned

to the value of the claim, and so much positive injustice

to others in re-opening a large number of accounts long
since closed, that the Court would properly, as a balance
of evils, decline to interfere. There ought to be such
a power in a Court of Equity, and I, for one, will

asbume that it exists.

If this decree stands, there will be a claim of a little

over £260. An inquiry in the Master's office involving

the bringing in of eighty-four parties, and the taking

an account of each, the possible issue of that number
cf executions, and the probable return of nulla bona to

many, in which case, by the decree, insolvency is to be
assumed, and the whole burden thrown upon the solvent

. 'i!
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1869. Stockholders. I am told that the bringing in of all the

"^^^^^ shareholders may bo avoided by making one or more

Hope
represent a class, but the interest of each may necessarily

be adverse to that of any representative in adjusting

each share for contribution.

I cannot see on what principle under the Statute or

the By-laws any one shareholder can be thus made to

answer for the inability of the others to pay. At the

worst, each sliuroholder should be responsibl* for the

amount which he ha<l received of tlie money claimed.

I am not prepared to treat euch shareholder in a Build-

ing Society as a general partner, liable for every claim,

without reference to his particular interest. Tn this

way, supposing the extreme case of only two solvent

shareholders—each originally holding one share— they

would have to refund the value of five shares, more
than double their original subscription.

Judgment.

Although Gibb's stock might not have been duly

forfeited, yet the arrears were duo on it for the full

period. Long afterwards an administrator appears.

There is nothing, in substance, inequitable in placing

him in the same position in which Crbhhs would then

have stood had he not died. In the latter case, the

shares would have been legally forfeited—lost for ever

to him.

Now, his administrator asks to have the full benefit

of his shares, as if no default had been made. The
Society was wound up, and the assets ascertained and
distributed on the basis of placing Gibh's shares in the

same position as other shares left in default for the

same length of time.

If a creditor of a bankrupt do not prove his claim

within proper time, and a dividend is legally declared

and ptiid, his coming in afterwards to prove is not;
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allowed to disturb or re-open such dividend, and under
our Insolvent Act, oven Avhen the claim is known to
the assignee, and proper notice given, a final dividend
may inchi<Io tiio suras previously reserved for such
non-proving creditor. It seems to me that when this
Society was wound up, all parties would naturally treat
the aibb shares, so long in default, as abandoned, and
the amount originally paid thereon as properly forming
part of the general assets, and divisible as such.

I think the appeal should be allowed, and the bill

dismissed.

437
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It is right to add that it would now seem that in
drawing up the decree, certain provisions have been in
some way inserted which were not apparently contem-
plated by the Court below.

_

Shmooe, V. C, thought the decree should be varied Judgment
in the manner 8uogest<Hl by His Lordship the Chief •

Justice of the Queen's Eench.

Wilson, J., concurred in the views expressed by the
Chief Justice of this Court, and that the bill should be
dismissed.

MowAT, V.C, thought the decree should be affirmed,
and appeal dismissed with costs.

GWYNNE, J.- The object of the Society, both by the
Act of Parliament and by the rules established in pur-
suance thereof, is declared to be :—to raise, by monthly
or other periodical subscriptions of the several members
of the Society, in shares of ^400 each, a stock or fund
to enable each member to receive out of the .;.nds of
the Society the amount or value of his shares therein,
which period, of necessity, arrives when the amount of
the collective shares is realized.
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1869. The collective shares so subscribed for, constituted

the stock of the Society, and the 3rd by-la\T declares

that tac stock of the Society shall consist of sliarcs of

ifilOO currency each, payable by monthly instalments

of ten shillings on each share on or before the first

Monday in the month.

By the 3rd section of the Act, by the authority of

which these by-laws are made, it is provided that

"except in the case of the withuiawal of a member
according to the rules of the Society then in force, no

member shall receive or be entitled to receive from the

funds of the Society any interest or dividend by way of

annual or other periodical profit upon any share in the

Society until the amount or value of his share has been

realized."

At the foot of the by-laws is a covenant which must

Judgment, be signed by every person at the time of his becoming

an original member of the Society, by which each

member, for himself, his executors and administrators,

co''enant8 that he, his executors and administrators,

shall and will well and truly observe, perform, fulfil,

and keep all and singular the foregoing and future

by-laws, rules, and regulations of the Society.

This covenant I take to be a covenant to pay the

monthly instalments every month, whether there were

or not a by-law regulating forfeiture ; and non-payment

of any monthly instalment would be a breach of this

covenant, whether the covenantor should be living or dead

at the time of such non-payment occurring, or whether

there should then be any personal representative or not

of such deceased member, although if there were no

such personal representative no action would lie for the

breach at the suit of the Society. It must be odroitted,

then, that non-payment of any monthly instalment, in

reapect of the shares originally subscribed for by John
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Horace Gihh, although such non-payment occurred after 1869.

his decease, was a breach of the contract upon which they
were subscribed. But, although the contract has been
broken, still the plaintiff contends that, by reason of
the technical frame of the rule relating to forfeiture,

there can be no forfeiture, and, as a forfeiture in its

strict sense, this, I think, must be admitted.

The rule, No. 21, says that every member, so long
us he shall continue to be a member, and until the
objects of the Society be attained, shall pay ten shil-

linga per share per month, on or before the day appointed
for that purpose, and in default thereof shall pay a fine

of three pence per share for the first month, six pence
per share for the second month, doubling the fine for
each succeeding month till the expiration of the first

six months, and after that time, if the same remains
unpaid, the share or shares of such member or his

representative shall become forfeited. Judgment.

It is contended that when John Horace Gibh died,

he ceased to be a member of the Society, and that as

he had no personal representative until the plaintiff

obtained letters of administration, there was v person
at the time of the alleged forfeiture a member of the

Society in respect of the shares for which John Horace
Q-ihb had originally subscribed, and that therefore there

was no one whose right to those shares could be forfeited

under the provisions of this rule. The substance of

the contract entered into by Gihh has not been fulfilled,

and it is only by reason of a technical defect in the

phraseology of the rule that the forfeiture declared in
•

respect of these shares may be said to be ineffectual

;

but, granting it to bo ineffectual, still we must, I

think, hold, upon the anthority of the principles

involved in Sparke v. The Liverpool Water Works (a),

Im

(a) 13 Ves. p. 434.
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1S69. Mosely v. Baker [a), and Fleming v. Self (b), that it

^~^v—^ is only in virtue of the rules of the Society and the

'• Statute that the plaintiflf, as administrator of John

Horace Gibb, can claim any interest in the shares

originally subscribed for by him ; and upon the same

principle, that the plaintiff can appeal to the rule No.

21 to shew that a forfeiture could not, in strict terms,

take place under that rule, the defendants have a right

to appeal to other rules and the Statute to shew that

the plaintiff has not, in strictness, brought himself

within these rules so as to entitle him to a locus standi

in equity, or to the relief he asks.

Granting the contention of the plaintiff to be correct,

that when John Horace G-ibb died there was no person

filling the character of a member of the Society in respect

of the shares for which he had subscribed, still those shares

constituted part of the capital stock of the Society; and

Judgment, if he had chosen to become u member of a Society

which excluded personal representatives from the bene-

fit of membership in respect of those shares, the result,

I apprehend, would have been that on his death the

shares would have become lapsed into the general stock

of the Society for the benefit of the continuing mem-
bers, without any process of forfeiture. But the rules

have provided for a personal representative of a deceased

member becoming a member of the Society in respect

of the shares which belonged to the deceased member
in his lifetime. The question then is, has the plaintiff

complied with this rule according to the full purport of

its substance, for if he has not, I think it clear he

cannot be admitted to the benefit of membership, aad

except in virtue of membership, he can establish no

right to any benefit accrued in respect of the instal-

ments upon the shares paid by John Horace Gibb in his

lifetime, in equity any more than at law. This appears

(a) 12 Jur. 551, and 13 Jur. 817. (6) 1 Jur. N. S. 25.
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necessarily to follow from the 3rd section of the Statute.
Ihe rule upon this subject is the 33rd, which provides
that in case of the death of any member, the legatee

or legal representative of such deceased member shall
before hecoming entitled to the privileges of an original
shareholder, procure his place of abode, and the par-
ticulars of his title to be registered in the hooks of the
iiociety, and shall at the same time exhibit the will or
probate thereof, or grant of letters of administration,
as the case may be, for the inspection and satisfaction
ot the directors, and pay for such registry the sum of
two shilhngs and six pence per share,"

Upon this being done the personal representative
becomes and until it is done, no person is a member
ot the Society in respect of so much of the stock of
the Society as was held by the deceased member in hm
lifetime. Now membership, as it appears to me, has
duties as well as privileges annexed to it, and if the .n..^ent.
condition of things is such that the duties cannot attach,
1 do not see how the privileges can. Those Societies
from their nature, have, by Statute but a terminating
existence

;
they have discharged the whole object of

their oration, and have fulfilied all the purposes of
their existence, when the realization of the whole
amount of the capital is attained. They then become
dissolved by operation of law, and the capital becomes
distributable among the several members of the Society
In this case it appears that this period arrived, and ^he
distribution incident iip«Q its arrival took place at a
tune when neither c^e plaintiff nor the intestate had any
mterest m that portion of t^ stock of the Society held
by John Horace Gibh in his lifetime. Consequently, at
the period of distribttteon, that portion of the stock whichm his lifetime he held, being still part of the stock of
the Society, and being held by no person entitled to
the benefit thereof as a member of the Society, became
and was, I think, divisible among the members of the

66—VOL. XVI. OB.
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Society, and being divided among them, cannot now be
recovered back. The Society no longer exists, and
cannot, in law, be deemed to have any existence for the

purpose of attaining the object of the creation of the

Society, namely, the realization and distribution of the

capital stock among the members. How, then, can the

plaintiff be registered upon the books of, or become a
member of, a Society which no longer exists? The
plaintiff cannot now become liable to discharge the duties

of membership in respect of the shares held by John
Horace Q-ilb in his lifetime. No object of the Society

can now be attained by his paying up any sum by way
of arrears in respect of these shares. No Court has,

in my judgment^ power to revive a dissolved Society of
this nature for the purpose of giving it an existence

in the sole interest of the plaintiff, and to give him the

benefit of shares in respect of which the contract upon
which they were subscribed has been wholly violated.

Judgment. The parties cannot by any possibility be placed in

"^atu quo ante. It appears to me, therefore, that a
legal representative or legatee of a deceased member of

the Society, must comply with the provisions of the

33rd rule within the period of the statutory existence

of the Society, and before distribution of the realized

capital among themselves. If not a member, or at

least in a position to claim the benefit of membership
when the period of distribution arrives, it appears to

me that a plaintiff cannot, after the dissolution of the

Society, claim the benefit of membership, or establish

any locua standi in equity.

But, admitting that the plaintiff has now a locua

standi in equity, the decree appears to me to go farther

than any possible equity he can have.

The benefit which the Society has received from the

shares subscribed by John Horace Qibb, is the value of

those shares at the period of the last payment. It would
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be impracticable, as it seems to me, to go on working 1869
the Society ,n respect of these five shares alone. The
plaintiff is not entitled to any sum by way of interest
or dividend, but simply, in the terms of the Statute, to
his share when realized. I confess I cannot see how
that share can ever now be realized in the terms of
the original contract, which is broken by non-payment
of the monthly instalments during the existence of the
Society although technical forfeiture in terms of the
21st rule has not been effected. Bat, at most, I cannot
see how the plaintiff could get more than the amount
realized at the time of the last payment. Then the
decree seems to me to be erroneous in declaring that
the return of nulla bona to a ^^vh of fieri facias shall
constitute insolvency. It either does or does not under
the provisions of the Insolvent Act. And if it does
It can be attended with no other result than ordinary
insolvency; therefore, as it appears to me, the decree

shall be liable to make good the proportion found to
be payable by the insolvent members. Such a direction
might effect the grossest injustice upon the solvent
members. For example, assume that it should turn
out that all the members should prove to be insolvent
with the exception of five persons, holding one share
each, equal in the aggregate to the number claimed by
the plaintiff. If these five should have to pay the
plaintiff in f^ll the amount of his shares, they would
get nothing themselves in respect of their own shares
a result which does not appear to me to be reconcilable
with any principle of equity. Upon the whole, I am of
opinion that inasmuch as, consistently with the terms
ot the original contract upon which John Horace Gilb
subscribed for shares, the same cannot now be fulfilled
so as to give the other persons who were members of the
_*50c..iy the benefit of that contract in its integrity, and
in..much as the Society is dissolved, and its ass4 dis-
tnbUted amonff tho n«rar.Tia TO^ft ^ .
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1869. time of distribatu^n, there is no equity vhich entitles

the plaintiff no''? to bee )me a member of a dissolved

Society in respect of these shares, nor has a Court >

"

Equity power to revivr a dissolved Society for that

purpose; and the plaintiff's bill oug'\t to be dismissed.

Ho was not such a person as, in the chararter of mem-
ber, became entitled under the terras of the contract to

a share of the assets wheu the period of distribution

arrived, and except as a member, and in ri/rht of a
fulfilment of the original contract upon which tl shares

were orignally sahsi bed, he has, i think, no claim to

participate in iho assets of the Society.

As to the amount paid nfter the intestate's death, I

Judgment. ^^^"'^ ^^'"^^ ^^^ "^ ^^S^^ payment on account of the

shares, and the persons who received that sum are

liable as tortious dealers widi the intestate's estate, to

the rightful administrator in an action at law.

Ordsr. Declare that the shares owned by the aaid the late 'John

Horace Gibb, in his lifetime, in the aaid City of London
Building Society, numbered, &c., are valid and subsisting

shares in the said City of London Building Society, notwith-

standing the action of the said City of London Building

Society in the premises, and that the alleged forfeiture has

not taken place Order and decree the same accordingly.

Declare that the plaintiflP, as administrator and legal personal

representative of the said the late John Horace Gibb,

is entitled to the said respective shares, with such profits

accrued thereon as the Master shall find him entitled to,

free and clear of the said forfeiture, and whether the said

shares, so numbered as aforesaid, were or were not borrowed

by any person or persons, from the said def^indants the City

of London Building Society, since the alleged forfeiture of

the same : Order and decree the same accordingly. Order

and decree that it be referred to the Master at London, to

ascertain and state the amounts of the said shares of the said

John Horace Gibb, and the amount of profits accrued due
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thereon, to which the said Master shall find tbo said plaintiff

entitled, and also to inquire Jind state the assets and liabilities

of the said City of Lon<tr)n Building Society. Order that

the assets of the said City of London Building Society bo

realized so r iS may be necessary for tho payment of the
amouni '' the -said shares of tho said John Horace (."'h,

togetl :h tbf profits accrued thereon, and tho d

amoiiii o to he realized is to be paid to the said plaintiff.

But in the evuot of there being no assets of the said City of

London Building Society, or in the event of the amovict

of such assets b'=>ing insuflBcient to pay off the amount so

to be found due . n account of the said shares and profits,

declare that the persons who were jhareholders of the

City of London Building Society at the time of the death of

the said John Horace Gibb, are liable to pay to the said

plaintiff the amount so to be found due on account of the

said shares, togather with the said profits, or the balance

thereof, as the case may be ; and to contribute towards pay-

ment of tho whole amount so to be found due, or the balance

thereof, as the case may be, according to their respective

shares pro rata : Order and decree the same accordingly.

And for this purpose the said Master is to inquire and state

the names of the persons who were shareholders of the City
of London Building Society at the time of the death of the

said John Horace Gibb, and tho amounts of their respective

shares, and to fix the amounts payable by the said share-

hol lera under this order.

Order that the said shareholder be made parties to this

suit in the ofiice of the Master, and that they do respectively

pay to the said plaintifl", the amounts found payable by each

of them under this order.

1860.

Ordar.
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The Trust and Loan Company v. Shaw.

Rtgitlration—Notit$.

The principle upon which the Registry Act prooeods is, tha» a party

acquiring Innd ought to see whether there is anything registered

•gsinst the land he is about to acquire, and that he is assumed to

search the registry for that purpose ; but this does not apply to one

who is not acquiring, but, parting with an interest in land.

This was a suit by the plaintifTs for the realization of

a mortgage held by them. There was a prior mortgage

which was upon lot No. 23 in the first concession from

the bay, in the Township of York, and part of lot 28

in the second concession, and was made by Oeorge

Shaw—who was then of sound mind, as alleged by the

bill—to Miss ffuaoriy who afterwards became the wife of

the defendant Harmon ; the defendants Oambie and

int.
Boulton being the trustees of their marriage settlement.

The plaintiffs' mortgage was dated the 12th of May,
1855; and was upon lot 23 only, and was made through

the intervention of the defendant Harman as committee

of the estate oi &haw, to the plaintiffs under the authority

of the Court. Both instruments were duly registered.

The plaintiffs sought to postpone the first mortgage to

theirs, on the ground (amongst others) that the trustees

had by release, dated 22nd April, 1858, released lot 28

from the mortgage to Miss Huson, and the plaintiffs alleged

that that property had since become vested in innocent

purchasers for value; and the position taken by the plain-

tifTs was, that if they were not entitled to postpone the

prior mortgage to their own, they were entitled upon

redemption to have the value of lot 28, beyond the

amount of the prior mortgage deducted from it.

Mr. Blake, Q.C., and Mr. Moss, for the plaintiffs.
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186D.Mr. Roaf^ Q.C., for the trustees.

Mr. Orickmore^ for the estate of Shav).

Spragos, V.C.— With regard to the second ground

taken by the plaintiffs, I am not prepared to say, whether

they could have maintained their position, or a modifi-

cation of it, if it had been proved that the trustees

when they released lot 28 had notice of the plaintiffs*

mortgage. It is a very nice point, and has not so far as

I know been presented for adjudication. In Gibson v.

Seagrim (a), there were two properties mortgaged to

one person, and then one of the two mortgaged to

another person, and the first mortgagee satisfied his debt

by sale of one of the properties, the sale realizing a

surplus beyond the first mortgage, which the mortgagee

paid over to the assignees of the mortgagor who had

become bankrupt. The Master of the Rolls held the

second mortgagee entitled to the surplus, but observed,

" I do not say what would have been ihe effect if the
'^**«*""*

sale and payment over of the surplus had taken place

before any suit had been instituted."

The very learned judgment of my late brother Eaten,

in Boucher v. Smith (i), proceeded upon this, that the

purchaser from a mortgagor of a portion of mortgaged

premises comprised in a first mortgage, the purchaser

having notice of the first and of a second mortgage,

out of which mortgages equities arose in favor of the

second mortgagee, as between him and the mortgagor,

was affected with those equities ; and the learned Vice

Chancellor held that registration of those mortgages,

was notice to the purchaser of their contents.

I suppose the conclusion was unavoidable, that if

equities existed as between a mortgagor and mortgagee,

(a) 20 Bear. 614. (6) 9 Grant 847.
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JBdcment,

one olaitning under the mortgagee must be affected with

those equities, unless he could protect himself as a pur-

chaser for value without notice. But here the holders of

the first mortgage did not claim under Shaw in the

sense in which a purchaser from a mortgagee claims

under him. Great hardship arises, not unfrequently,

from the doctrine of imputed notice of facta which

constitute an equity. I think the doctrine should be

applied cautiously, and should not be pushed beyond its

present limits.

In the case before me I desire to express no opinion upon

this point. The absence of notice renders it unnecessary.

In Boucher v. Smith the learned Vice Chancellor held

registration to be notice, because he thought that the

registration of both mortgages affected land which the

party to be affected by it was acquiring. I think that

the statute proceeds upon this, that a party acquiring

land ought to see whether there is anything registered

against that wt)ich he is about to acquire ; and that he

is to be assumed to search the registry for that puf^

but this does not apply to one who is not acquiring

parting with an interest in lands. Besides the statute

applies to a state of circumstances, and afiSxes a penalty

inapplicable to such a case as this. There is no evidence

of actual notice, and I am of opinion that registration is

not notice in such a case.

I ought, perhaps, in justice to Mr. Harman, to add,

that he derived no benefit whatever from his omission to

pay off the prior mortgage out of the money which he

received from the plaintiffs. I am perfectly satisfied that

he applied all that hd received to the purposes of the Shaw
estate; and that it was a piece of self-denial on his part to

forego the advantage of getting in the money due on his

wife's mortgage, and that he was influenced in doing what

he did by the urgent necessities of the Shaw estate.
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Quay ". Scultuorpe.

Prineipal and turety—Subrogaiion of right.

S. WM Bur*«ty to B. for a debt, for which A., the principal debtor,
gave a mortgnge to B. aa a further security. The creditor
recovered judgment ngainat the surety and »old his lands under
execution. While the ft. fa. was in the SheriflF's hands and before
the sale, S. mortgnged the lands to creditors of his own.

Held, that as the surety would, on paying the debt to B, have been
entitled to the benefit of the mortgage which the principal debtor
had jiven to B., so where the lands of A were sold to pny'the debt
dnd the mortgagees of 5. were thereby deprived of them, these
mortgagees were entitled to the benefit of the original mortgage as
against any subsequent a8>ignment of the mortgage by the mort-
gagee, and any subsequent mortgage by the mortgagor.

The leading facts of thi8 case were that the defendant
James S. Fox had created a mortgage in favor of the
Canada Permanent Building and Savings' Society, for

the payment whereci the defendant James Sculthorpe

executed a mortgage on his lands as surety. F<,£

subsequent'y created a mortgage in favor of the defi-iiil-

ant Catharine Fox. The mortgage to the Building
Society having gone into default, they instituted prn-

ceedings on it against the mortgagor and his surety, in

which action they recovered judgment and issued execu-

tion against lands, and placed the writ in the hands of
the proper Sheriff.

Jamet Sculthorpe created mortgages in favor of

the plaintiff and the defendants Barrett and Perry
respectively. Subsequently thereto the Sheriff sold,

under the writ which had been so placed in his hands,

the lands of Sculthorpe which had been mortgaged
to the plaintiffs Barrett and Perry. Afterwards, the

defendant Robert E. Sculthorpe^ recovered a judgment
against James Sculthorpe, the surety, and obtained a
garnishee order garnisheeing the debt due from Fox,
such debt having accrued from the satisfaction, by sale

57—VOL= xvr QR,
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of James Sculthorpe'a property, of tho debt less $280

due by Fox to tbe Building Society, which Fox wiia

ordered to pny to Robert E. Sculthorpe, who thereupon

issued execution against the lands of Fox. Robert E.

Sculthorpe then paid to the Building Society th«

baliinco of $280 left due them on account of Fox's debt:

and the Society thereupon assigned to him the mortgnge

created in their favor by Fox, the debtor ; liobert E.

Sculthorpe alleging that the proceedings which he had

taken at law put him in a position to redeem the Society.

The plaintilT thereupon instituted the present suit,

praying to have the lands so mortgaged to the Building

Society and assigned by them to Robert E. Sculthorpe

made liable in the first instance to the claims of himself.

Barret and Perry in preference to the claim of Robert

E. Sculthorpe and of Catharine Fox.

On the cause coming on for hearing before Vice

Chancellor Spragge, ho refused the plaintiff the relief

he asked and dismissed the bill with costs.

The plaintiff thereupon set the cause down for re-

hearing, and the bame came on for argument before the

Chancellor and Vice Chancellor Mowat,

Mr. Roof, Q. C, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, for tho defendant Catharine Fox.

Mr. Blake, Q. C, for tho detendant Robert E.

Sculthorpe. •

Mr. Rector Cameron for other defendants.

Judgment, VanKougunet, C.—This case was argued before my
brother Spragge, without reference to the doctrine

of marshalling ; and had I to decide now without any

I
i
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reference to that doctrine, I do not see that I could
have arrived at any other decision than ho did. He,
however, at the close of the opinion oxnresaed by him.
threw out a suggestion that, possibly on tlie doctrine of
marshalling, the plaintiff might have relief, and the

pluintifTs have availed themselves of this suggestion by
arguing and urging it upon us on a rehearing of the
cause.

There is no doubt that ordinarily, and as a rule, the
doctrine of marshalling securities is applied to the case
of creditors having respectively a double and a single

fund, the property of a commoin debtor ; and I find no
case in the English Courts in which this doctrine has
been extended so far as is sought to apply it here. It

seems to me, however, that the plaintiff's conclusion is

right on principle. The leading case on the subject is

that of Aldrich v. Coojjer, decided by Lord Eldon, and
reported in 8 Vesey at page 382. In that case. Lord j„d,„„t.
Eldon, speaking of the doctrine of marshalling, says :

"It does not depend upon assets only, a species of
marshiilling being applied in other cases, though tech-

vloaUy we do not apply that term except to assets. So
where in bankruptcy the Crown by extent laying hold of
all tiie property, even against creditors the Crown has
been confined to such property as would leave the

securities of incumbrancers effectual. So in th'^ case of the

security it is not by force of the contract ; bu t equity,

upon which it is considered against consciei. hat the
holder of the securities should use thfem to the prejudice

of the surety; and therefore there is nothing hard in the
act of the Court, placing the surety exactly in the

situation of the creditor." Again ho says : '* In the

consideration of this subject, the word assets has been
very frequently used. But when you come to look at

the case of marshalling, though that term so frequently
occurs, the operation is upon the principle that the party
has a double fund," And again : " Suppose another
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case, two ettatea mortgaged to A. and one of them mort-

gaged to U. lie has no claim under tlie <leed upon the

other eatiito. It may bo so constructed that he could

not affect that estate after the death of the mortgagor.

But it is the ordinary case to say u person having two
funds shall not by his election disappoint the party

having only one fund." Here, it is true, that the

Building Society had not two funds of the common
debtor, the surety; but they had one fund of the common
debtor and another fund belonging to the principal

debtor for whom the common debtor, the surety, had
become' liable to them, and to the benefit of which the

surety was undoubtedly .entitled. Now, the plaintiffs

here having a lien and charge upon this one fund of the

common debtor, the surety, subsequent to that acquired by
the Society under their judgment against both the princi-

pal and surety, and standing pro tanto in the place of the

surety as owner of ihe property affected by the judgment,

Judgment. Say to the society, as the surety whom or whose interest

in the property pro tanto they represent : " Exhausit

not another property of the common debtor on which
we have no charge, and leave us that on which we have,

but exhaust the property of the principal debtor for

whom our common debtor is only surety, before you
assail that property of the surety on which alone we
have a security." Now, does not this really seem a

higher order of equity than the ordinary case first put,

of two creditors having respectively a double and a
single fund of the common debtor on which to rely ?

What does Lord JEldon say of the position of a surety

:

" That it rests not on contract but on that equity upon
which it is considered against conscience that the holder
of the securities should use them to the prejudice of the

surety." Is it not equally against conscience that the

holder of the security, the society here, should use them
to the prejudice of the surety's representative in the

property to which alone his charge extends ?
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Tho right of tlie surety himself to insist on this would 1869.
be, and is, undoubted. Why may not his representative

'—v—

'

in tho property insist upon the like equity ? May not '^'i"

the surety, when ho executed this mortgage subsequent,
*''""'""^'

and conseqiu ntly subject to the judgment against him-
self and the principal debtor, be taken to have conferred
upon his mortgagee and so transferred to him iho same
rights and means to free this property from this

judgment as the surety himself possessed? These
mortgages aro in the ordinary form, with the usual
covenants, as I understand. But independently of any
such implied contract, it seems to me the equity exists
at the suit of these mortgagees, and resting, as I think
it doe.i, upon the same principle on which tho surety *

himself could exert it, and I do not think we should
refuse to apply it, merely because we find no case in tho
English Courts exactly in point, either affirming or dis-

affirming such an application of the doctrine. In tho
American Courts it has been frequently applied in a j.,dgn.,„t.

similar case, and I cannot do better than quote the
language of Bell, J., in delivering the judgment of the
Supremo Court of Pennsylvania, in the case of Neff v
Miller, as reported in 8 Barr 347. The question was as ti

the right of judgment creditors of a surety, whose lands
had been taken in payment of another judgment against
himself and the principal, to substitution on this'judg-
ment. The same objection was raised there as here
that, although as between creultors of the same debtor,
those who had but one fund could not be deprived of
their remedy by the election of others who had two, yet
that this did not hold good where the fund belonged to

different persons. The learned Judge says :

—

" Under this state of facts the question is, whether
the owners of Jane Smith's judgment are entitled to be
subrogated as they claim to be. This question is not
affected by the fact that they were defendants in the
judgment, for it is part of the case that they were merely
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1800. sureties, to whom equity uccords nil the securities and
""^v--' means of payment within the power of the creditor.

T. ,

S«uJtliorpt.

" It Will be perceived that thii is not the cuso of a

)ien creditor, with power of recourse to two funds

belonging to his debtor, in satisfiiction of his lien, and
another lien creditor of tho tame debtor, having only

one of these funds to which he can resort for the pay-

ment of his debt. In such a case, a Chancellor will, of

course, interfere by compelling the first creditor to look

to tho fund against which the other has no remedy, or,

if tho first creditor has already satisfied his debt from
the fund to which tho second creditor can alone apply,

equity will substitute the latter to the place of the

former, so as to permit him to avail himself of tho unap-
propriated fund.

" But the peculiarity of the question before us is, that

Jadgmont. ouo Creditor, having a joint and several incumbrance
against tho estates of two distinct debtors, claimed and
received the amount of that incumbrance from the

separate estate of one of the debtors, and thus defeated

the claim of a lien creditor of the latter. It is then tho

case of two funds belonging to different debtors, and not

an instance of a double fund belonging to a common
debtor. Under such circumstances, a Court of equity

will not, in general, compel the joint creditor to resort

to one of his debtors for payn.ent, so as to leave the

estate of the other debtor for the payment of his

separate and several debt, for, as between the two
debtors, this might be inequitable ; and the equity sub-

sisting between them ought not to be sacrificed merely to

promote tho interest of the separate creditor. Nor will

Chancery, for the same reason, substitute the several to

tho place of the joint creditor, who has compelled pay-

ment from the estate of the debtor of the former. But
where tho joint debt ought to be paid by one of the

debtors, a Court of equity will so marshal the securities
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16UU.08 to compel the joint creditors to have recourse to that

debtor, so as to leave the estate of the other open to the

claims of his individual creditors ; or, if the joint

creditor has already appropriated the latter fund, it will

permit the several creditors to come in pro tanto, by
wiiy of subrogation upon the fund which ought to have
pnid the joint debt: 1 Story, Eq. sec. 642-3; Per. Ld.
Hldon, ex parte Kendall, 17 Ves. 520 ; Sterling v.

Brightbill, r> W. 229. Thus, if A. have a judgment
which is a lien on the lands of B. and C. ; and D. own a
younger judgment which is a lien on the land of C. only,

and the joint judgment be levied on and paid out of the
estate of (J., to the exclusion of the younger judgment,
D. will not be subroguted to the rights of A., to enable
him to obtain from the estate of B. payment of his

several judgment ; for B. was not the debtor of D.,and
for aught that appears, C. may be indebted to B. to the
full amount of A.'s judgment. But if B. and C. were
partners, and gave the first judgment on the partnership juag„.nt.
account; and on a settlement of accounts between them,
it appeared that B. was indebted to C. to the amount of
the joint judgment, the judgment creditor of C. would
be substituted as against the estate of B., pro tanto

:

Dorr y. Shato, 4 Johns. C. Rep. 17. It would be the
same if the judgracn; v ^s recovered by A. for B.'s
proper debt, C. being merely surety ; for in both these
cases B. ought to have paid the judgment, and C.'s

estate being taken for it, to the exclusion of C.'s judg-
ment creditor, he ought, on equitable principles, to be
permitted to receive out of B.'s estate so much as he had
lost by tlio application of C.'s estate to the payment of
B.'s proper debt. Nor can the subsequent judgment
creditors of B. complain of this. They acquired their

securities with a full knowledge of and subordinate to

the prior joint judgment, and have no legal or equitable

right to demand that a mere surety shall discharge it for

their benefit.

m.
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'* The principles that have heen brought to view arc
of easy application in this instance, nnd, inilrod, the
illustration which has been olTered exactly embraces tho
case. Hero ia u surety, whose money has been applied

in payment of tho debt of his principal, to tho exclusion

of his own proper creditors. That ho would be entitled

to come in, by way of substitution, upon the estate of

the principal, is every-day equity; un<l I think it

equally clear that his creditor, who has sufTorod by tho

appropriation of a fund which otherwise would havo
been available for tho discharge of his claim, may well

aslf tu stand upon this oquity, to the extent of the

deprivation to which ho has been subjected."

The Court thus carefully guards agoinst any supposed
equity existing in favor of tho creditors generally of a
surety whose property has been swept away for the

debt of his principal, as undefined or undefinable, which

Judgment *">8 nothing to fasten upon, and has no fixed range or

limit.

Adopting the law of this case and applying it here, wo
think the plaintiff entitled to tho relief he seeks (a).

In the present case there are three mortgagees, two
of them defendants, who have let the bill be taken pro
confesso. Tho other mortgagee, the plaintiff, has placed
all of their mortgages in tho same rank as entitled

equally to share pro rata in the benefit of the security

taken by the Society from the principal debtor, and
therefore no dispute as to its appropriation between
these incumbrancers exists. If it did, the question as to

the fund being equitable assets and the appropriation
thereof, without regard to priorities, would havo to be
considered.

(a) See also Halea t.Cox, 32 Bear, 118; South v. Uloxam, 2 H &
51. 467.
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I of oourie need not say that where the Court interferes 1800.

to limit the owner of a charge on two funds to the
'

—

^^'^

realiration of his debt out of one of them (if the Court
**""

ever does so interfere), it substitutes the pors n having
'^'"'°"*

the charge on one fund only in the place of the party
who has the two funds. The whole law on this subject
is to be found in the notes to Aldrich v. Cooper (a).

As to Mrs. Catharine Fox, she took, subject lo the
mortgage of the Building Sociely, which the surety or ihe
surety's property has paid off. Iler mortgagor did not
pay it off, and it remains in tho hands of the surety's

representative, as it undoubtedly might in the hands of the
surety, a charge upon the property as it was originally.

She is no better or worse than she was before ; and so
as to Robert Eliat Snulthorpe, who, after the Sheriff's

sale of Jamet Sculthorpe't lands, recovered judgment
against the latter, and subsequently purchased from the
Building Society and obtained from them nn assignment

j^jogant
of the security in question on paying them an alleged

balance of $280, remaining due on the judgment against
the principal and the surety James Sculthorpe. He hud
no lien on the lands of the surety, because they had been
sold by the Sheriff before his judgment ; and as he does
not deny the notice which is charged against him when
ho purchased from the Building Society, he can stand
in no better position than they would, had they retained
the mortgage. He must be repaid any balance paid by
him to the Building Society.

The garnishee order, we think, could not disturb the
prior equities of the parties, and is therefore as against

them of no effect {b).

As to the costs, we think the defendants must pay the

costs of this contention, not the costs of the rehearing
;

(a) 2 W. & T., Lead. Ca. p. 1. G6.

(b) See Webster y. Webster, 81 Bear.

58—VOL, XVL OR.
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1860.

Sculthorpe.

Omnc.

and that li. E. Sculthorpe should have the ordinary

costs of a redemption suit in respect of any sum properly

paid by him to the Building Society.

MowAT, V. C.

—

I concur in the conclusion to which

the Chancellor has come, and in the general reasoning

with which he supports it.

" Declare that the plaiutift' and the defendants Perry

and Barrett ar<) entitled to a lien in respect of the

amounts due ou their several mortgage securities in

the pleadings mentioned in substitution of and sub-

rogation of and to the extent of the amount realized

by the sale of the lands mortgaged to them by James

Sculthorpe towards satisfaction of the mortgage from

the defendant Fox to the Canada Permanent Building

and Savings' Society upon the lands and premises

comprised in the said mortgage ; reference to the

Master at Cobourg to take the following accounts, «fec.

1. An inquiry whether any person or persons, and if so,

who other than the plaintiffs and the defendants R. E.

Sculthorpe, Perry, and Barrett, has or have any lien

he, upon the lands and premises comprised in said

mortgage from the defendant J. S. Fox to the Canada

Permanent Building and Savings' Society subsequent

thereto : such persons to be served with process, iScc.«

und an account of what is due to them taken. Also

an account of the amount properly paid by the

defendant E. E. Sculthorpe to the Canada Permanent

Building and Savings' Society for the assignment

of their mortgage to him as in the pleadings men-

tioned, and to tax the defendant R. E. Sculthorpe

his costs of this suit as of an ordinary redemption

suit ; tax to the plaintiff his costs of this suit,

save and except the costs of the rehearing: upon

plaintiff and the defendants Perry and Barrett,

or any or either of them paying to the defend-

ant H. E. Sculthorpe the amount which the Master

shall find to be due, within one calendar month
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after the Maater's report, li. E. SciUthorjye to

assign, &c., the mortgaged premises free to plaintiff

and defendants Perry and Barrett, or to such of them
fw shall make such payment ; such conveyance to

1)0 settled, <kc. : Upon the plaintiff and the defendants

Pern/ and Barrett, or any or either of them making
such payment, the following accounts are to be

taken by the said Master :

2. An account of the amount realized by the sheriff^s

sale, mentioned in the 11th paragraph of the plaintiff's

bill of complaint in this cause, and interest thereon to

the day to be appointee ,r payment as hereinafter

directed, and to add thereto the amount which shall

have been paid by the plaintiff" and the defendants

Perry and Barrett, or either of them, to the defend-

ant H. E. Sculthorpe, as hereinbefore directed, and
interest thereon to the day to be ap^winted for pay-

ment, and the costs of the plaintiff and of the defend-

ants Perri/ and Barrett subsequent to this decree.

}. An account of the amount due to the plaintiff and
the defendants Perry and Barrett respectivelyon their

mortgages in the bill mentioned, and interest thereon

to the day to be appointed for payment aa hereinafter

mentioned, and of what they shall have paid to the

defendant B. E. Sculthorpe, as hereinbefore directed,

with interest thereon to the same day, and the costs

of the said plaintiff and the defendants Perry and
Barrett subsequent to this decree ; and in case the

total amount of the accounts thirdly mentioned ex-

ceeds the total amount of the account secondly

mentioned, the Master is to direct payment by the

defendant James Sculthorpe Fox to the plaintiff and
the defendants Perry and Barrett respectively of their

respective costs subsequent to this decree, and of

what they or either of them shall have paid as herein-

before directed to the defendant P. E. Scultltorpe,

and to deduct the total amount of such last mentioned
costs and the total amount which shall have been so

iiaid to the defendant P, JS. Seultkov'^.f. from the total

1869.

Qusy
T.

SouUUorpe.

DMrm.
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amount of the accounts secondly mentioned, and to

direct payment of the balance of the amount of the

account secondly mentioned, after making such deduc-

tions to the plaintifls and the defendants Perry and

Barren respectively ratably according to the amounts

due on their said several mortgage securities, within

three months after report : and in case the total

amount of the accounts secondly mentioned exceeds

the total amount of the accounts thirdly mentioned,

then the Master is to direct payment by the defend-

ant J. S. Fox of the amount of the accounts thirdly

mentioned to the parties entitled to the] several

amounts thereof, within three months after subse-

quent report : and the said Master is to direct pay-

ment of the surplus of the amount of the accounts

secondly mentioned at the same time and place to any
incumbrancer who may establish any claims, <fec.,

against the said James Scultliorpe on the said surplus

:

the said Master to make the necessary inquiries

as to such incumbrancers and to settle their priorities

and to tax to them their costs, &o. : and if the said

Master shall find that there are no such incum-
brancers, then he is to direct payment at the time
aforesaid of the said surplus to the defendant Jamet
Sculthorpe, and upon the said defendant J. S. Fox,
making such payments as aforesaid, order'that the
said plaintiff and defendants Perri/ and Barret 'do
assign and convey the premises comprised in the
mortgage to the Canada Permanent Building and
Savings- Society to the said J. S. Fox, &c. ; but,

in default of the defendant /. S. Fox making
such payments as aforesaid, order the premises
comprised in the said morv^'age to the Canada
Permanent Building and Savings' Society to be sold,

&c. ; the purchase money to be applied in payment
of the amounts found due to the said parties as

hereinbefore mentioned : and in case such purchase
money shall not be sufficient to pay the amounts due
to the plaintiff and the defendants Perry and Barrett,

order the defendant J. S. Fox to pay the amoynt of
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such deficiency, together with subsequent interest
and subsequent costs, &c. ; Master also to tax to
plaintiff his costs of this suit to this date, save and
except the costs of the rehearing : order that the
defendants J. ScuUhorpe, J. S. Fox, Catharine Fox,
and Ji. E. Sculthorpe, do pay the same immediately
after such taxation.

461

186U.

Quay
T.

Sculthorpfl,

In re Eliza Jane Ikwin, an Infant.

Infantt— Guardianship.

There was a contest in a Surrogate Court between the stepfather and
uncle for the guardianship of a child of ten or eleven years old •

the child preferred her stepfather, and the Surrogate Court
appointed him guardian

; but this Court, on appeal, being satisfied
from the evidence that it was for the real interest of the child that
the uncle should be guardian, reversed the order below.

Appeal from the Judge of the Surrogate Court of the
County of Perth.

Mr. B. Smith, for the appeal.

Mr. Osier, contra.

Winiams on Executors, 462; Coote'a Probate Practice
109; McPhenon on Infants, 111, 119; Chambers on
Infants, 147, 176, 178, were referred to.

Spuagge,V.C.—This is an appeal from an appointment j„. .

by the Surrogate of the County of Perth of a guardian,
'

under the Statute, to the above named infant. The
appellant and one George White, who opposes this
appeal, were contestants before the Surrogate for the
guardianship of the infant. The appellant is the only
brother of the infant's mother living in Canada. White
married the infant's mother in January, 1868, and she
died in December of the same year. The father of the
infant died in December, 1860. The infant is his only
child, and is now bet\ret?n ten and eleven years old,

:>i '\l
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18«9. having been born in January, 1859. She is entitled to

iD^einH^
some personal property : the amount is in dispute*

WJiite has been appointed administrator of his wife's

estate. It is admitted that she was entitled to a sum of

$1,000 or more. There is a further sum of about $1,500,

which is in dispute. It reached the hands of the infant's

mother during her intermarriage with White; and
White claims that she gave it to him absolutely, and
that he used the greater part of it for the support and

benefit of his wife an^ her child.

Creighton is a merchant residing in Fergus, a village

of some 1,500 inhabitants. White lives on a farm

belonging tc his father, in the Township of Blanshard,

about nine miles from St. Mary's and three miles from

a small village called Granton. Creighton is a married

man, being married in 1864 and has two children, and
is about 33 years old. White is still a widower, and is

Judgment. ^ young man.

Creighton appeals from the appointment of White on

several grounds. Ho claims that he is entitled in

preference to White from his being near of kin to the

infant ; that White has no means of his own, being

entirely dependent upon his father. This appears to be

the case, with what can scarcely be called an exception,

viz., a lot of land, or a right to one, valued at about

$20. His father is spoken of as a man of considerable

means. That the educational advantages are greatly in

favor of Fergus, where Creighton lives. This appears to

be the case from the evidence. There is what is said to

bo a good common school not far (two lots off it is said)

from the residence of White, but still the advantages are

in favor of Fergus ; and it is urged as another objection

that White, in respect of the $1,500 to which I have

referred, claims adversely to the infant.

Both Creighton and Wfiite are spoken of in the

evidence as men of very good character.
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,
In re Irwin.

The grounds upon which White claims that

appointment is right and proper are, that it was
personal wish of the mother of the infant, expressed'
duuiig her last illness, that her child should continue to
live with him ; and that it is also the wish of the child
herself. It appears by the evidence that the infant's
mother and her second husband. White, lived together
very affectionately during the short period (less than u
year) of their married life, and that during that time,
and always since, he has treated the child very kindlv.
It also appears that the expressed wish of the mother
was, and that the wish of the child is, that she should
continue to live with her step-father. There is another
circumstance connected probably with the preference of
the child, and perhaps with that of the mother, which is

this : the mother and child lived with Creighton for four
years—two years before he was married and two years
after. Creighton, two years after his marriage, moved
into another house, leaving the widow and child in the judgment,
house ho had formerly occupied, and they remained
there until the widow married White. The child appears
to have retained an unpleasant impression of her resi-
dence at her uncle's house after his marriage. She was
examined before the Surrogate, and said that she went
to live with White in January, 1868 ; that he is good
to her; that she likes to live with him; that she lived
some time before that with her uncle ; that she got on
very well with him until he got married ; but that his
wife was " awful cross ;" that she did not get on very
well with her; ^hat she likes her uncle very well, but
would rather live with White; that her mother wanted
her to live with White, and that when her mother
thought she was dying, she told her she wished her to
continue to live with White. The wish of the mother
was probably compounded in part of affection for, and
confidence in, her husband, and in part of the recollection
of the unpleasant looting upon which her child had been
with her brother's wife; the preference of the child
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1869. from the latter reason, from the wish of her mother, and
""^"^^^^ from her experience of the personal kindness of her

In ro Irwin. '^ .,, xi ii
Step-father ; and these considerations, 1 have no doubt,

influenced the mind of his Honour the County Court

Judge in appointing the latter the guardian of the child.

They are considerations which are entitled to some

weight ; but I cannot help doubting whether more than

due weight has not been given to them, when we take

into account the future of the child, and the nature of the

office of guardian. The guardian has, under the statute,

the charge and management of the real and personal

estate of the infant, and the care of his or her person

and education.
j,

I have looked at the authorities to which I have been

referred, and at a number of others. I gather from

them—what is indeed the common sense view of the

Judgment qucstion—that while the Court will have some regard to

the personal wish of the infant, when of an oge for his

or her wishes in sach a matter to be listened to, espe-

cially upon the question of personal residence, the Court

will have yet higher regard to the infant's substantial

interests and real good.

But for the considerations to which I have adverted,

the child's uncle would be the more proper appointment,

especially taking into account his place of residence and

the superior means of education afforded there. It is

not, however, necessary for me to say now that he

should be appointed, but only to say, looking at all the

circumstances, whether it was proper that White should

be appointed. Besides the objections to him to which I

have referred, another is urged that he may marry

again and have a family, and that the position of the

infant may thereby be rendered less desirable. And

there are one or two others which strike me as being of

no inconsiderable force. The unprotected position of
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the cbild, while her step-father is at work on his farm or 1869.

in the woods, or absent at market or from other causes ;

'""v -
and perhaps also in the child going to and from school,

° " "^ ""

is an evil increasing with her increasing age. Then,
besides, the distance from school—no great evil in fine

weather—there is the interruption to education or danger
to health during the inclement seasons of the year. The
want of companionship of children of her own age and
sex is another disadvantage, and I am not informed of

how the household of White is composed. It is not said

whether he lives alone with this child, and if not aloae,

who is living with him. From part of the evidence 1

suppose his brother is residing with him. One single man
or two single men are not the fittest companions for a

child of the age of this infant ; and in a few years her i

position in such a household would be emphatically

a false position.

These are considerations which she is at present too jn(jg«,Bt.

young to appreciate, but which it is necessary to look at,

and to weigh well, in order to come to a sound and wise

conclusion in a matter which may greatly affect the

child's future life.

On the other hand, I would not force the child to live

in a household where she would be unhappy. It is

possible she may have a repugnance to live with her

aunt which cannot be overcome ; but if it can be over-

come, it is certainly the right place for her—so at least I

judge from the evidence—and past and present circum-

stances are so different, that she may find her uncle's

house not only the most proper but the most pleasant

home for her. Her uncle himself is most anxio is that his

sister's child should live with him, and his wife will, it is

to l-fi hoped, hate the good feeling to receive her kindly,

and so to treat her as to efface the memory of former

unpleasantness. And White himself should see that he

Will best aiiCW ul3 uffcCtiOu lOV the child of hiS dcCCu^od
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1869, wife, by counselling her to a cheerful acceptance of the

i^l^I^I^. Pos't'O" in which she may be placed.

I will, however, leave the qaestion of the future resi-

deiice of the child to be disposed of by his Honor the

County Court Judge. The residence of a ward is not

necessarily with his or her guardian ; and if the child

cannot live happily in the horsehold of her uncle, it is

still desirable that she should be brought up under his

eye ; and in so large a village as Fergus it is not

improbable that an arrangement may be made with

some other family. But I repeat, her uncle's house
should be her home ; and it should only be in the event

of her residence there being found incompatible with

her comfort and happiness that any other arrangement
should be resorted to.

I have considered this matter a good deal, and have

Judgmtnt. hesitated before coming to a ronolusion different from
that of the learned Surrogate. I should not have
disturbed his decision, if I had not felt convinced that

the real permanent good of the infant would be best

promoted by the course that I have indicated as the

proper one. The child of ten may probably think it

harsh ; a few years hence, and perhaps at a much earlier

period, she may take a different view of it.
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Rbks V. The Attorney General.

Reptaling patent— Partiti.

A bill which shews ground for repealing a patent is not demurrable
for not shewing that the plaintiff was entitled to have a patent
issued to him.

A bill alleged that the patentees obtained their patent hy fulso repro-
scntations to the Government, and shewed a case in which the
patentees would not be entitled to compensation if the patent
were set aside and the land given to another

:

Jltld, that to such a bill the Attorney General was not a necessary
party.

Demurrer by the Attorney General.

Mr. S. Blake, for the demurrer.

Mr. Ilurd, contra.

Spragge, V. C—The parties defendants to the bill judgm.nt
are the Attorney General, the City of Toronto, and the
Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada.

The demurrer is by the Attorney General, and is to so
much of the bill as asks for the revocation of the patent
to the Corporation of the City of Toronto, and the
granting of a patent or license of occupation to the
plaintiff; or in so far as the same seeks any relief

against the Crown; and the cause of demurrer is, "that
this honorable Court hath no jurisdiction to decree as

against the Crown any relief in respect of the matters
aforesaid."

The prayer is for a repeal of the patent, though the

term " revoke" is used : and if upon the allegations of

the bill the plaintiff is entitled to a decree for a repeal

of the patent, though he n- be entitled to nothing
more, the demurrer will not i^^.u good as a deti^irer to
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^^1809. the jurisdiction of tho Court on the BujTot matter of the^-'^^ bill, but resolves itself into an objection that the

AtJrn.,
Attorney General is not a proper party, because noo««.i. decree can be made in the matter as against the Crown.

Upon this point I have more than once expressed my
opinion, that where the plaintiff's case, if successful
would establish a claim on tho part of the defendants'
other than the Attorney General, upon the justice of the
Crown for compensation, that in such a case tho
Attorney General was at any rate a proper party.

At the hearing of the demurrer, the Attorney General
also demurs ore tenut for want of equity. This is
objected to, but it is the settled practice that ho may so
demur. ''

The plaintiff sets out a great number of facts as con-

Jn-p««t
"tituting an equity, which I am inclined to think form
no ground for repealing the patent; or for the interpo-
sition of this Court in any way. Their only use in my
mind is, that if true, as upon the demurrer I must take
them to be, they might properly have had weight with
the Executive Government, inducing the Government
either to refuse a patent to the City ; or to grant it upon

^
terms which would have been of benefit, to the plaintiff.

The plaintiff states that after obtaining an assignment
of a lease of what may be called, for the sake of brevity
a water lot in the City of Toronto, west of Simcoe Street!
produced, ho applied to the Government for a sale, or

' lease, or license of occupation of land of the same charac-
ter, being westward of that which he had already acquired,
in order to make certain improvements thereupon, but
that his application was refused, on the ground that it was
not the intention of the Government to dispose of water
lots in that locality while the top of the bank was occupied
by the Parliament buUdinga; and the bill alleges that
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miMio, or of Crown Land., ti,o H„n. p„„ fl„j,-„,.„ w^«.ured h,™ th., 1,0 would be quite ..fe ;„ goingoTri; 'F
appLed for; and tl,at ho ehoald always l»vo a preferencem oaee the Oover„„„„. ,h„uld .hfnk of .elUnfo d™poen,g of .h, land; „hi„h assurance and prom se", b ,

M c r
'"''"'"""'IJ' """firaed by hi, successoMr Sumvan ,• and .h.t „„ ,h. f.i.,, „f (,„,„ ^'^IZ^.«d promises, .h, plaintiff did immediately go

„™
,1hw contemplated improTemente.

Up to the fifteenth paragraph of the bill the plaintiff

?°","'"• I '"«'»» «° "-ink, disclose an eq table ca!for the interposition of thi» Court.

The fifteenth paragraph reads as follows : [His Lord6hip here read the paragraph of the bill.]

The pith of the paragraph is, that untrue reprosenta- '•"^>-
uons were made to the Government on beha of t

rel'ted : thro"""
""^ ^°°"""'"""- °f Crown Lanreported o the Governor General in Council in favor ofhe cancellation of the plaintiff's license of occupationm order to the granting of a paten, to the Ci Tand

«: deeeled. '" "'" """"' '° *" "« Crown

But there is this difficulty in the plaintiff's way Theease made by the fifteenth paragraph is, that the Crownwas induced to grant the patent to the City by u"representations made by or on behalfof the Cit/and if „the City cannot have any claim upon the Crown 1;

tit o°tv G r '""^ ""'"' """ ""-«-ntlyme Attorney General cannot properiv be m„d. , „„.,„

499
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liaf in order to protect the C ^n from such claim ; and for

any other purpose he ia not a necessary party. I must

therefore allow the demurrer of the Attorney General.

Upon the argument of the demurrer a question arose

as to whether, in the event of the demurrer being

overruled, it should be with costs against the Attorney

General. The plaintiff claimed costs, and the Counsel

for the Attorney General objected that the rule is

that the Attorney General does not pay costs, and cited

Gihaon v. Church (a) in this Court, which so decides.

I did not understand Counsel to claim costs for vhe

Attorney General in tho event of the demurrer being

allowed. There are some cases certainly in which the

Attorney General receives oosts. In this case, if unsuc-

cessful, it would not have been according to the practice

to give costs against him. It was a fair question

whether ho should not bo made a party, in order to

support the action of tho Government in tho matter

complained of ; and while I think he is not a proper

party, I think, looking also at tho fact that he would

not have to pay costs, he should not receive them.

I desire to guard myself from being understood to say

that tho circumstances urged before tho Govern r .mt by

the plaintiff constituted any just claim upon the conside-

ration of the Government in favor of the j/luLiiiir ..

mean only this, that I cannot say but that the Govern*

ment would have been induced to withhold the patent,

or to grant it upon terms, if tho true facts of the case, as

alleged in the bill, had been before the Governor in

. ''vVli.ll.

JadguMnt.

(a) 1 Cham. 69.
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Wood v. Wood.

186U.

A debtor executed two mortgage., a portion of the land comprised iuon. 0, .hen, bei„ ,,^^^,^^^ ,„ ,,^ ^^^ ^.^ intere rfn I ti^land wax sold under execution :

»"r»Bi. m u to*

Held, that the aale was invalid.

In a partition auit. a queetlon of title raised between co-defendant,wns^deoided at the hearing and without being referred toThe

The adult co-heir, of an estate agreed to a partition, and boundthemselves to execute quit claims to carry it' out as soon as t «m nors came of age and united therein: some of the co-heirs weu!mo possession of their portions and made improvements? somereleased the.r interest in the property allotted to other. , but Zeof the m,nor. on commg of age declined to adopt the agreement-
//eW, on that account, that the agreement waa not binding on any of
^0 parties to it

;
and a decree for partition wa. made ; and the

and improvements by the parties.

Examination of witnesses and hearing at Cobourg.

Mr. Blake, Q. C, for the plaintiffs.

Mr. Armour, Q.C., for the defendant Qhalmert.

Mr. Roaf, Q. C, for the other defendants, except the
husbands of the female plaintiffs, and as against them
the Dill was pro confeaao.

Spkaugk, V C.-This is a bill for partition. Richard
,Rutherford, the father of the plaintiffs and of the de-
'"°"''

fendants Rutherford, died intestate in 1857, seized of
several parcels of land in the township of South
Monaghan. He left four sons and five daughters, each
consequently inherited fr.m him an undivided ninth of
the whole. His widow has since died. An agreement
was entered into among some of the parties, with a view
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1869.

Wood
V.

WooU.
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to the partition of the estate, which bears date 23rd

January, 1858, an'' a number of conveyances have since

been made between the parties. But, before entering

upon the questions which arise upon those documents, it

will be convenient to consider some transactions, in

respect of which the defendant Chalmers is made a

party.

One of the sons of the intestate, the eldest, Walter^

made a mortgage te secure $602 to the Bank of Upper
Canada upon his interest in one of the descended parcels*,

—lot 17 in the 3rd concession. This mortgage is dated

2l8t April, 1859 ; and on the 21st of May, in the same
year, he made a mortgage to one Armstrong, to secure

$800, of his share or interest in the estate of his father

;

and six parcels of land are enumerated, among them the

one comprised in the mortgage to the Bank. Upon a

judgment recovered against Walter, and execution

Judgment, against lands, all his interest in certain parcels of land

described, and which are the same as are comprised in

the mortgage to Armstrong, were sold by the Sheriff,

who by deed, dated 22nd January, 1868, conveyed to

the purchaser all the estate, right, title, and interest of.

Walter in those lands. The sale was made by a former

Sheriff on the 4th of April, 1863. The defendant

Chalmers is the assignee of the purchaser at Sheriff's

sale.

It was suggested in argument, that the equity of

redemption of Walter was not saleable under common
law process, there being upon a portion of the property

sold two mortgages, which were in different hands. In

the case of Donovan v. Bacon,* which was before the

* Donovan v. Bacon was a bill by the owner of the equity of

redemption in certain mortgage lands, seeking to compel the defend-

ant Bacon, who had bid off the lands at sheriff's sale, to pay off the

mortgage. On the cause coming on for hearing, the following

inHfrnipnt was deliveFed b^—

•
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Chancellor his Lordship held that the statute for
the sale of equities of redemption in lands does not
apply where the land sold is subject to mortgages in
different hands. The onljr difference between that case
and this ,s, that in this, a portion only of the land com-
prised m one of the mortgages is comprised in the
other

;
but that is not a difference in principle, the

reasoning upon which the Chancellor bases his decision

VanKoughnkt, C-At the time of the sale of the mortgn.or's

different hande executed by the owner of the estate. Can the sheriff

Ssof chT'roV''^^"'*^"' "'^^'"P""" -^- sections 258 lu^'269 of chapter 22, Consolidated Statutes of Upper Canada ?

su^! !'r w°' *^ ^^^"^ """"" """"'^ ""^ '"^'' «°o«g^> to cover

tole t ; Vh r
' ":' " '°""*'"'°° ^'^'^ '"^^ 259th section it seen.,to n,e that the Legislature were intending to deal with the simple caseof one mortgngor and one mortgagee, and that they did not imend thjequuy of redemption to be sold where there was moreZ onemortgagee

;
for, while they declare in this latter section that anymortgagee may purchase, they provide that he shall give to the "«^««

mortgagor a release of the mortgage debt ; whereas, if any otherperson becomes the purchaser, he shall pay off the mortgage debt orperhaps the mortgage debts, if the clause had reference to such apurchaser only. But it would be meeting out scant justice to thomortgagor that where ft mortgagee, if he become the purchaser,
should alone be required to release his own debt-for he of course
could not release debts charged on the estate due to others ;-yet that
a stranger purchasing must pay off all the incumbrances. Wilhout
Baying that a mortgagee might not render himself liable to pay off the
incumbrances (unless saved by the statute relating to tacking and
mesne charges), still, I think that these distinctive provisions of the
statute, to which 1 have just referred, in ornnection with the languaRe
of these sections which operate only in the case of a single mortgage
indicate that the Legislature only intended to deal between mortgagor
and the one and the same mortgagee; and mis construction of the
statute IS in accordance with the views taken by the Court on other
questions arising under it. I do not mean to say that where the
same mortgagee holds two mortgages i^8tead of one, that the statute
could not be applied.

As, however, the defendant Bacon does not by his answer repudiate
the estate and charges fraud, I dismiss the bill against him without
costs.

60—VOL. XVI. GR.
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1869.

Wood
T.

Wood.

is as applicable to such a case as to the one before him.

The bill indeed treats the Sheriff's sale as valid and

effectual ; and the answers of Walter and the other sons

and of the ^wiersons, husband and wife, object that Walter

had not a saleable interest, but upon other grounds, with

which I do not agree, and which were not suggested in

argument. The point therefore is not raised upon the

pleadings, and I might pass it by, as a point not material

to the plaintiff's case, and a point arising between co-

defendants, were it not that a decree for partition is of a

nature that makes it necessary to ascertain the title of

those among whom the partition is to be made, or at

least to put the title in a course of inquiry. As between

Walter and the other sons and the daughters of the

intestate, he and Chalmers stand apon the same footing,

because if Chalmers has acquired anything it is the

interest of Walter.

Judgment. The qucstion upon this point is really between

Walter and Chalmers. It would be embarrassing to

leave that point undecided, while proceedings for a par-

tition were going on in the Master's office, for it would

be uncertain who should be the proper party to repre-

sent the interest which is or was the interest of Walter;

and it might make it difficult for parties to agree, in

whole or in part, before the Master upon the terms of a

partition or compromise. I think my best course will

be, inasmuch as Walter has by his answers set up that

nothing passed by the Sheriff's sale, though for reasons

which I think not tenable, to disregard the reasons; and

adjudge upon the substance of the objection that nothing

passed, and to follow the decision of the Chancellor (as

is the ordinary and proper course) in Donovan v. Bacon.

If counsel for Chalmers think the cases distinguishable, I

will hear counsel upon that point ; and it is desirable

that it should be upon an early day, say upon the next

Monday or Wednesday that I sit in Court.
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The agreement of January, 1858, made with a view

to a partition, is not referred to in this bill, unless in the

paragraph in which the plaintiffs state that theyhave made
ineffectual attempts to effeet a partition or sale among the

parties interested, which has failed without their fault or

negligence. The agreement is set up in the answers of

the four brothers and of the Andersons, and among
other grounds part performance is insisted upon. The
parties to the agreement are two of the four brothers,

Walter and William^ the Andersons, husband and wife,

and two of the sisters, Lilla and Mart/. It recites an

informal paper as made and signed by the father, allot-

ting his real estate in defined parcels among hia sons

and his married daughter, Mrs. Anderson, and her

husband, charging the parcels allotted to his sons with a

money payment to his unmarried daughters, and the

parcel allotted to the Andersons with a money payment

to a person named, I suppose his widow. The parties

to the agreement agree to the allotments and provisions

stated in it, and they bind themselves to execute proper

quit claims to each other, in order to carry it out " as

soon as all the different parties come to the age of

twenty-one years and unite in carrying out the condi-

tions of this agreement." This provision creates the

diflSculty, or perhaps the nature of the instrument would

itself create the difficulty, for it could not be carried

out without the assent of all the parties interested in the

estate intended to be apportioned. One of the two

remaining daughters afterwards indorsed upon the

agreement her assent to its provisions. The other

daughter and the other two brothers never became

parties to it ; and it was besides ineffectual as to Mrs.

Anderson, she being a married woman ; and was besides,

as to her, an improvident arrangement, as she was to

give up her own estate, and in lieu of it a portion was

to be allotted in the terms of the agreement to her

husband and herself. The four sons and the Andersons

went into possession of the portions severally allotted to

tbem, and each made improvements thereon.

1869.

Wood
T.

Wood.

! nl

Judgnunt.
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Subsequently, a number of conveyances were exe-

cuted between several, not all, of the parties entitled.

It will suffice to state generally the effect of these con-

veyances. Walter is no party to any of them either as

grantor or grantee. There are conveyances from all

the sisters, including Elizabeth and Mrs. Anderson to

William and James, their husbands joining in the con-

veyance ; and from John also to William and JameSy
and from William and James each to the others.

There are conveyances also from William and JoAn,
and from Mary and Jane and their husbands to Mrs.

Anderson ; from Elizabeth and her hupband to Anderson
and wife, and from James to Anderson. All these

conveyances are of the parcels allotted respectively in

the agreement of 1858, but without reference to that

agreement, and are expressed to be for valuable con-

sideration, and appear in fact to have been so. I do not

find among the papers any conveyance to John, though
JnOgoMnt. I had understood at the hearing that the like convey-

ances had been made to him. There are conveyances

from him to William and Jamc* and to Mrs. Anderson;
and it is in evidence that he, as well as James and
William, paid to Elizabeth ^650 in cash. This amount
may or may not be correct. The consideration ex-

pressed in the conveyances from Elizabeth to James
and William, is $300. It is not material. It is sug-

gested that Walter was left out of these arrangements,

in consequence of the difficulties arising out of the

mortgage that he bad made, and the judgments recovered

against him.

I do not think that anything that has been done
amounts to part performance of the agreement of 1868,

80 as to entitle any one on that ground to call for its

entire performance. Beyond what has been actually

done by parties having an interest in the descended
estate, I do not think that they are bound to go. It was

to be binding only in the event of all uniting in
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1869.

Wood
y.

Wood.

carrying it out. Elizabeth never in terms assented to
It

;
Walter never did what was contemplated towards

carrying it out
; and what was done was not necessarily

referrible to the agreement, for the same reason that
induced the parties to the agreement to make the
apportionment and the provisions contained in it,

may have induced others, not parties to it, to make the
like apportionment and provisions, viz., thai; it was the
expressed wish in writing of their father that such
should be the disposition of his property. The case of
Elizabeth is sufficient. She has a right to say that she
was at perfect liberty with her husband, to deal with her
sister, Mrs. Anderson, and with some of her brothers,
as they might agree ; the expressed wish of her father
might be her inducement, or regard for her sisters and
brothers with whom she so dealt; or the perfect fairness
as between them of the dealing between them ; or even
because such an agreement had been entered into or
any other motive. There was nothing in her so deaHng j„ag„,ont.
that can be properly construed into an adoption of the
whole agreement

; and indeed her so dealing is quite
consistent with a deliberate intention on her part not to
carry out the whole agreement, as she might consider
that those with whom she dealt had no more than a due
share of the estate, while the agreement allotted more
than a due share to others with whom she did not choose
to deal in the same manner.

The parties then are in this position—that which was
contemnlated by the agreement, the uniting of all parties
in carrying it out has not occurred; and the parties
expected to concur in carrying it out cannot be com-
pelled to do so. What has been actually done is binding,
and nothing more.

It will be convenient to define the rights of the parties
80 far as they appear from the papers put in. The
plaintina hftvA nnnVi eAn"'»»»"f' *l»a -nt— i j *- f^'ii-
*

" wurvjftU tQe oSuiu iai;u lo rYiuiain,

\Vh
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Wood
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Wood.

1869. to JameSy and to the Andersons respectively, and are

entitled to a partition of one-ninth to each of all the

descended land which they have not alienated. Walter

having received no conveyance and having made none,

remains entitled to an undivided ninth of tho whole, and

is entitled to have allotted to him in severalty a portion

equal thereto ; the portion allotted to him to be subject

to the two mortgages which have been referred to, and

which are now in the hands of William. The rights of

Chalmers, supposing the Sheriff's sale effectual, will be

the same as those of Walter. John is entitled to a

partition of all lands which he has not alienated ; he

seems to have conveyed specific parcels to all the sons

and daughters except to Walter; he is entitled in

severalty to a portion equal to one-ninth of the residue.

William and James have conveyances of specific parcels

from all parties interested except from Walter. They

are entitled in severalty to a portion equal to one-ninth

Jadgmrat. in the lands which they have not alienated, and except-

ing the parcels conveyed to themselves. The Andersons

are in the same position as William and James. In

apportioning the lands in severalty, the Master is to

have regard to possession and improvements by the

parties, so far as the same may be, without prejudice to

the rights of the parties.
.

The costs to be as usual as between the parties enti-

tled. In case of its being declared that Chalmers is not

entitled, there should be no costs against him, as the

plaintiff has made him a party as entitled to a partition

;

and on the other hand he cannot have his costs, because

not entitled. I except from this any costs that may be

incurred between him and Walter,^^iD. case of an argu-

ment to settle the question of right between them.

Those costs will have to be adjudged upon the determi-

nation of that question.
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m m ^869.
IHB Trustees op the Bank op Upper Canada v. ^—v—

'

The Canadian Navigation Company.

Mortgage—Purchaie with attent of mortgagee.

K. was trustee for sale of certain lands belonging to M. Two parcels
were subject to a mortgage to the Bank of Upper Canada for more
than the yalue thereof. The trustee agreed for the sale of these
parcels to a purchaser; the Bank, before becoming insolvent,

assented to the sale, and received the first instalment of the
purchase money, The purchaser went into possession, but was in
default in paying purchase money: the defendants were his assigns.
By the trust deed, which the bank executed on becoming insolvent
(which deed was afterwards confirmed by statute), it was made the
duty of the Bank trustees to accept in payment and liquidation of
any debt due to th6 estate the notes or bills of the Bank : on a bill

by the Bank trustees for payment, it was held that as the money
was coming to the Bank, the trustees were bound to accept payment
in the notes of the Bank at par.

Examination of witnesses and hearing at Kingston.

Mr. Qeorge Kirhfatrichy for the plaintiffs.

Mr. M088, for the defendant Kirkpatrick.

Mr. Britton and Mr. Walkem,ior the other defendants.

Spraqqe, V. C—At the date of the sale by Mr. .„,„„, /
JtLirk'patnck to Berry, the position of the parties was
this: Mr. Kirkpatrick was trustee for the benefit of credi-

tors of McPherson and Crane of inter alia, a number
of parcels of land. Among them there were two parcels

sold by him to Berry, and which two parcels were at

the time of the execution of the trust deed subject to a
mortgage to the Bank of Upper Canada for ^62,000

($8,000). The mortgage covered only the land sold to

Berry (it is erroneously stated otherwise in the answer).

The sale was made by Kirkpatrick, in pursuance of

the trust, and was made, as stated in the bill by amend-
ment, with the assent of the Bank; the Bank agreeing

';J '1
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1869. with Berry to release their mortgage, upon payment to

xi^^ItCTf
^^^^P^itrick of the agreed purchase money. Berry

tin __:j A? _ ._ _ /• . 1 m «. _ . _

Jndgmt&t.

i

Bankefu.apaid a portion of the purchase money to Kirkpatrick,

N.'T"auon ^^^ ™'*'^« default in payment of the balance. In this
^°- state of things the estate of the Bank passed into the

hands of trustees, and the lands, the subject of the
mortgage and sale, have become the property of the

defendants. The question is, whether the plaintiffs are
entitled to the whole mortgage money, less the amount
paid to Kirkpatrick, and which he paid over to the
Bank, or are bound to accept the balance of the agreed
purchase money, and that in notes or bills of the Bank.

The bill claims that by reason of Berry's default in

payment of the balance of purchase money, they are
entitled to consider the agreement at an end and to

require payment of ^ the whole mortgage debt. But this

view was not much pressed in argument, and I think is

not tenable. It is at variance with the spirit of the

agreement with Berry, which was in effect, that a sale

being made to Berry for $1,400, the charge of the Bank
upon the land should be reduced to that sum. It would
be assumed that the sale was for the value of the land.

It was a barren security for anything beyond the value

;

and for that reason the Bank agreed to forego their

claim upon the land for anything beyond the purchase
money. If upon default the agreement was at an end,
the least default even for a day, would work a forfeiture

in effect if not in name, for the land would become
onerated with an incumbrance of more than five time its

value, and the purchase money paid on account would
at the same time be lost. My opinion is, that after

default, the Bank was still bound to release their mort-
gage, upon payment of the balance of the purchase
money to Kirkpatrick.

The peculiarity of the case consists in this: that

Kirkpatrick, in his character of trustee for the estate of
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McPhernort and Crane, is entitled, apart from the Bank 1869
having been an assenting party to the sale to Berry, to ^-v--
require the payment of the balance of purchase money B?a1?M.m gold

;
and unless that assent of the Bank makes a c.„:i.,„

diflference, It is his duty as trustee to require payment
"" 0^'""

m gold. On the other hand, there was a direct agree-
ment, as stated by the bill, between the Bank and

ifz;ii't;r:r
'^"^ '''

'' -^'--'^'-^^ *^-

It is put in argument that it is the right of Kirk
patrzck, as trustee, to file a bill for lien for unpaid
purchase money, and that upon such a bill the defend-
ants could not acquit the land of the charge upon it bya payment other than in gold; and I apprehend tha^

^^
would be the case, for I take it that the estate o1

^<'^herson and Crane is entitled to payment according
to the con ract between its trustee and the purchaser
Ihen what is the position of the plaintiffs ? They are ^"<Hpn.nt
holders of a mortgage for $8,000. It ig the owners of
the equity of redemption who set up that upon a sale bya former owner of the equity of redemption, to onefrom whom the present owners derive title, the Bank
had agreed to accept less, and this agreement the plain-
tiffs admit. But those setting up this agreement and
claiming a benefit under it must take it in its entirely
and subject to all its terms. What those terms were
appears m part from the evidence o( Mr. Kirkpatriok
and in part from the bill. Kirkpatrick wasfat the
time of the transacdon, solicitor for the Bank as well as
trustee for the McPherson and Crane estate. As trustee
he had power to sell, but as Bank solicitor he had not
power to bind the Bank by such an arrangement, as was
made. He says it was understood that as soon as the
purchase money was paid by Berry, the mortgage to
the Bank would be released. He says he undertook
himself to get the mortgage released upon such pay-
ment. and t.bink« h^ baf^ r'» —i •• • i -

" ^
, «.„ .1^ naa u^ vuSvurBacion with the Bank61—VOL. XVI. GR.
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1860. agent in Kingston on the subject. His evidence there-

fore by itself does not prove enough to bind the Bank,

B«Bk'ofu.o. and it is necessary to resort lo the bill to establish the

MiJri'.tton
^^''^ ^^ *^° Bank being an assenting party to the arrange-

TruitafI of

T

in-i

Judgntnt

ment with Berry, which the bill states thus :
" And the

said Bank of Upper Canada consented to said sale and

agreed with said Berry to release thoir said mortgage

upon payment of said purchase money to the esid

Thomas Kirkpatriok." The purchase money then vjas

to be paid by Berry to Kirkpatriok, not by Bevry to

the Bank ; and Berry would have been acquitted of

the payment and entitled to a release of the mortgage

upon payment to Kirkpatriok. And it is here, as I

conceive, that any difficulty that exists in the case arites.

If the arrangement had been that the payment should

have been made to some third person, >>?*; to the vendor,

there would be room to contend thai the Bank had

designated an agent to receive certain moneys payable

to it ; that payment to the agent would be payment to

the Bank, and that whatever payment the Bank was

bound to receive the agent was bound to receive. But

the arrangement as it was, was in terms different. If a

third person had been designated, his appointment, so

far as the Bank was concerned, would be revocable.

But suppose the sale to Berry had been by an owner of

the land sold, not by a trustee, what would have been

the position and rights of the parties? The question

may be simplified by taking the case of a sale subject to

a mortgage. It is the right of the purchaser to pay oif

the mortgage. The vendor cannot insist upon himself

receiving the amount of the mortgage. It is the

right of the purchaser to apply the purchase money

pro tanto to disencumber the estate purchased. Suppose

in such a case the mortagee should decline to receive the

mortgage money and desire the purchaser to pay it

to the owner of the equity of redemption, it would, I

apprehend, be an appointment of the owner as his

AffAnt to rflfieivfi it. SuDDOse the nurchase money and
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the mortgage money to be identical in amount, it would 1869.
be the right of the purchaser to pay nothing to his ^^v—

^

vendor and to pay the whole purchase money to theBlr.*^!
mortgagee. Or, suppose the mortgage debt to exceed c.oii«
the purchase money, the right of course would be the ""tS'""
same

;
and suppose the mortgagee to direct the purchaser

to pay the vendor instead of himself, it would be con-
stitutmg the vendor liis agent to receive the mortgage
money. Suppose, again, upon the treaty for sale, the
mortgage debt were found to exceed the value of the
land, and the mortgagee were to consent to release his
mortgage upon payment of the agreed purchase money
the purchase money to bo paid to the vendor, it would
still be the same case, and the vendor would be the
mortgagee's agent to receive the mortgage money The
mortgagee consenting to forego a portion of his mort-
gage debt has of course a right to do so upon terms, andmay stipulate that payment shall be to the vendor; but
as his, the mortgagee's, is the proper hand to receive the . . .mortgage money, an agreement between him and the
purchaser that it shall be paid to the vendor or to
any other person, must be looked upon as a direction by
the mortgagee that it shall be so paid, and an appoint-
ment of the vendor or other person as his agent to
receive it. And indeed the nature of the dealing in
this case would point to Mr. KirkpatricJc being appointed
as such agent. He was a trustee for sale for the benefit
of creditors; the Bank was a creditor, having a charge
upon that part of the estate. Kirkpatrick, independency
of any appointment, would be trustee of this money for
the Bank But, besides this, he was solicitor for the
Bank and so agent for some purposes. It is agreed
that he shall receive moneys which the Bank is en-
Utled to receive, the intendment would be thnt he was
thereby constituted agent of the Bank to receive them.

_ In this view of the case there was a debt d»« m >,«
iiank, and this bill alleges that Berry agreed to payTt^
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1869. Those defendants, however, have come under no personal

TrliiC^f.^^''^*''"" ^° ^^^^ ^1*"^ to pay this debt. The question
B.Dk^of u.a"i8 whether as between the plaintiffs and thera it is a debt

N^pl^D '-l'l'« plaintiffs claim it as a debt. If the whole face of
*'"• the mortgage were payable there would be no question

;

does it make any difference if from any cause they are

entitled to less ? it is still a debt. The language of the

Act is general ; there is nothing to limit its operation to

cases where there is a direct personal liability to pay.

The words are " any debt due to the said estate," and
this I have no doubt is a debt within the moaning of the
Act.

I have discussed the case in the several aspects in

which it was presiented to me in argument. The true

solution, I think, is to bo found in the position and
rights of a purchaser of land subject to mortgage ; and,
interpreting the agreement in relation to the purchase
mor -y by the light of the position and rights of a pur-

Judgmtnt chaser, ray conclusion is that the trustees" are bound to

accept payment under the Act, and to release their
mortgage upon payment of the balance of purchase
money and interest.

As to costs, the question really in contest between the
parties has been whether the plaintiffs are bound to

accept in satisfaction of their mortgage the balance of
their purchase money, and that payment in notes of the
Bank

;
and as my opinion is adverse to their contention,

I must adjudge the costs against them. It was, however,
a fair question to raise, and I have no doubt was raised
by the trustees in good faith for the benefit of their

cestuia que trust. The defendants, the Navigation Com-
pany, have the benefit of the arrangement, and must
carry it out as Berri/ was bound to do. He gave a note
to the Bank for the balance of the purchase money upon
which as I suppose the usual bank rate of interest, seven
per cent., was payable. They are bound to pay interest at
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t»>at rate. The amount is easily computed and may be 1869
inserted .n the decree. If the Navigation Company -^
make any difficulty on this score and require a refer- ^.Tu°o'
ence subsequent costs will bo reserved. cwun

111*1

Bacon v. Shier.

MoTtgag,~Executor in double rapacity-Loan* to executor-Practice-
Hearing.

In a .uit for the reoavery of mortgage mooey, the question betweenthe parties wa. whether the mortgage ™ouey had been paid bothparties offered evidence at the hearing, and the Court rece^v^d thesame and adjudged thereon.
receivea the

A mortgagee appointed the mortgagor one of his executors ond themortg,g, became the acting executor ; the mortgage "Cadentered .nto an agreement with B., the owner of ofher property

Zll^TT T '""" --mbrances, and that B. shoulS pj«2.000 for he difference in value; the mortgagor had indorsedon the mortgage certain sums as paid by him therZ .f, .^
n-ortgagee-s death, reducing thereby the Lit''a;Te C^o «due on the mortgage to $1,600, no part of which, however was pav

Thi h J^'.t "T" '" ^- '^ ''^ ""^^''K"'' ''"^ P"tly by nfoneysTvh,ch had theretofore been lent by B, for the purposes of thrmoTgagee's estate, and the mortgagor thereupL indorsed „..:
.

mortgage a receipt for 1,600 In full of the mortgarmonev T
contemporaneous payment of money was wiThS 'LsT^ ^ ?!

trZ'T::. ^'r'"'"'«'«
"^PP-ed that the mortgage/ wa

iZl'ct'it '
'' '"' """'^'^"'^ ""^« ^* '''^ ''^^^ °^ «» thle

Held, that the contemporaneous payment was a valid pavment «,n
*««^o. the same having been made with the assentT he coexecutor; but that the estate or the co-executor was not bou„^ hthe receipts indorsed on the mortgage; and that ILs ot ent tleJ

he L? ' r
"'"'""V' '"''''' ''' '^« P''"'*^ ^«l't due to him bythe mortgagor, nor for his antecedent loan.

^

Examination of witnesses and hearing.

Mr. Moss, for the plaintiff.

•" '''•'*''
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The bill was taken pro confesso against the defendant,
John iSheir.

Spraggb, V. C—This is in form a bill by one of
two executors of the estate of a mortgagee against the
mortgagor who is his co-executor, and the purchaser of
the equity of redemption. In another suit, McPhaden
against the two executors and the beneficiaries of the
estate, the plaintiff in this suit, as well as his co-execulor,
is declared liable to pay the amount due upon the mortgage
m case the amount cannot be '« collected," and it was
ordered in that suit that proceedings should be taken at
the costs, charges, and expenses of this pUintiff to collect
and get in the mortgage money, and this suit has been
instituted accordingly. It is for the benefit of this
plaintiff individually, and it is also for the benefit of the
estate. The principal defendant is the owner of the
equity of redemption, Juliua W. Shier. The mortgagor,

Judgment, and plaintiff's co-executor is John Shier.

John Shier occupied the anomalous position after the
death of the mortgagee SterlingPangman^o^Umg acting
executor of the estate and also mortgagor. The mort-

^^^^^olJ'"^
'' '^**"^ ^'^ '^"'^' ^^^^' ^*' ^""'^^^ payment

of £900 by nine equal annual instalments, the first of
which was made payable on the 1st of March, 1858.
The mortgagee died in or about March, 1857. I under-
stand that there is no question about £200 of the
mortgage money having been paid to the mortgagee
himself. That sum is indorsed as paid "for the pay
raents due 1st March, 1859 and 1860," and the name of
the mortgagee subscribed. The receipt is dated 5th

^OAA 11' ^^ ^®®"'' singular, but the bill admits that
A^OO of the mortgage debt has been paid.

The principal question is in relation to an alleged pay-
ment of a sum of $14Q0 or something less, made asJuhm Shier asserts under these circumstances.
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Richard Shier the father 0/ Julim was the owner of 1869

l^^\f Tu^ /" '^' ^"''"'^'P ""^ Blanshard, valued at
'

u t.
. rf

^' '"O'-tgaged by J(,An Shier to Pawo,«an
which 18 m Brock, was more valuable ; and it was agreed
between Bzchard Shier and John, that Richard should
convey to John the Blanshard lot, and that John should
convey to Julius, son of Richard, the Brock lot and pay
the assumed difference in value $2,000. John asserted
that less than that sum was due upon the mortgage
Certain sums due to Richard were to be allowed on
account, some private debts due by John, and a iudg-
ment debt recovered hy Richard against the executors for
moneys lent to them as executors. The balance between
these sums and the $2000 was, as stated by a witness to
the payment, between $1300 and $1400. It is stated
generally at $1400. There are a number of indorse-
ments on the mortgage as of payments made subsequent

that of £200-they are of various amounts-the
ast sum indorsed is £400 as paid on the 28 th Juno,
18bJ, and IS expressed to be in payment in full of the
mortgage. The aggregate of the whole is exactly the
mortgage debt £900. It is not made payable with
interest. Conveyances were exchanged. The date of
the conveyance of the land in Brock is 28th May 1861
just one month earlier than the date of the last indorse-
ment on the mortgage. The date of the indorsement of
discharge by the Registrar is the same as that of the last
indorsement. I have not the date of the conveyance of
the Blanshard lot. It was signed and sealed a short
ime previously and delivered at the time of the execu-
^on of the deed of the Brock lot. The deed of the
Brock lot was executed at the office of Murdock Mc
Fhaden, the conveyancer by whom it was prepared : the
partial execution of the other deed took place at the
house of Richard Shier, and it was on that occasion, as
It IS alleged that the payment in question took place.
Ihe payment, according to the evidence was made to
Jotm dhter, he, occunvincr at tha tim" ^^.^ a^..i,}

Jndgmmt

»! fT

'1-1

u
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tion of vendor of real estate subject to a mortgage and
also a personal representative of the mortgagee. It

was, according to the same evidence, in the latter charac-

ter, that the money was paid to John Shier, as his co-

executor was applied to to know whether he was satisfied

that the money should be paid to him and he assented

that it should be so paid saying to the effect that John

Shier was the acting executor. It was no doubt intended

as an application of part of the purchase money in pay-

. ment of the mortgage to which the purchased land was

subject. There was no strict right in Richard Shier or

his son Julius, his appointee, to make this payment

when it was made, for there was then no completed pur-

chase ; and further the mortgage money was not then

due. On the other hand there was no breach of duty

in the personal representative in receiving it, for it was to

the advantage of the estate to receive money payable at a

future day, and not bearinginterest: it would, I apprehend

Judgment havc been a breach of duty to refuse to receive it.

The plaintiff therefore cannot say that it was improperly

paid so far as the time of payment is concerned; and I

do not see that he can say that it was improper that it

should be paid to John Shier ; for besides his assent that

it should be so paid, the mortgagee by appointing him
executor had empowered him to receive all moneys due
to his estate, each executor having that authority, and
the party paying had a right to believe that it would be

faithfully applied to the purposes of the estate. The
fact of payment therefor appears to me to be the only

question as to that particular item.

The most circumstantial evidence of the fact is that

of George Shier a brother of Julius, who says that he
made up a statement of the amount to be paid, and tliat

he counted out the money that was to be paid, his failicr

handing it to him for that purpose, and^that he saw the

money paid, and he states that it was at the house of his

lather, on the occasion of the cxocutiou of the deed of
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the Blanshard lot. The fact of payment ia also sworn 1869.

to by the father himself. He was at the time he gave

his evidence a very old man, but still intelligent and

seemed to give his evidence truthfully ; he swears that he

paid the money in bills and that it was about $1400.

He does not fix the place with certainty as Q-eorge Shier

does, but says he does not recollect whether it was at

his own house or at McPhaden's. He is also less precise

as to where the money came from, George saying that

his father took it from a drawer in which he usually

kept money, the old man saying that it came out of his

"pocket or chest or somewhere" that he kept it by him,

not in a bank. A point is made as throwing doubt upon

the fact of payment that Julius Shier is spoken of by
George as being present on the occasion when the pay-

ment was made, i. e., the execution of the deed of the

Blanshard lot, and that upon being examined he said,

" I did not see any money paid by my father to John
Shier." At first this appears very strong against the Judgment,

alleged payment. But it appears that the interview was

a long one ; George Shier says that John was there two

or three hours as nearly as he can recollect ; and George

only says that JmKm8 was present at the execution of the

deed, not that he was present at the whole interview.

It is quite possible therefore that the money was paid

on that occasion although Julius did not see it paid

;

and this is also to be borne in mind that Julius was
sworn as a party not as a witness, and might not feel at

liberty to state his own belief in the matter. I should

have allowed him, as I always do allow parties, to state

any facts tending to rebut an inference that may be

drawn from their direct answers. I suppose that in this

instance Julius was simply asked whether he saw the

money paid, and as he did not, that he answered that

he did not.

,1

Further upon this fact of payment is the written

admission (in the form of certificate of discharge of
62—VOL. XVI. GR.
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mortgage) of the party stated to have received the
money, that he did receive it—an admission against his
°^" interest—and that unless collusion were proved, is

itself a strong piece of evideiice : and what weighs
with me a good deal is, that not only is collusion not
proved, hut the circumstances are against it. The
parties are prohably relatives, as the name, not a
common one, is*the same ; but John is not spoken of as
a son of Richard's; and it is not suggested that any end
of John's could be served by admitting that, he received
a large sum of money in cash, which he did not receive.
It was not a contrivance to exonerate his own estate, for
that he was parting with ; and the deed of the Blanshard
lot was retained by Riohard until John executed a
conveyance of the Brock lot. Again, the conference
with the co-executor the plaintiff looks like a real not a
simulated payment of money ; and there is the direct
evidence of the old man, the party paying the money,

Judgment, and of George, who counted it, and swears that he saw
it paid.

It is suggested that if I do not by my decree de-
clare the money not paid, I should at any rate not
find affirmatively that it was paid. I would adopt this
course, if I thought it likely to serve any good purpose

;

but the plaintiff does not suggest that he could obtain
any evidence—that of John Shier himself, for instance
—that would throw any further light upon the matter.
It was made a question of fact at the hearing, and I
think I ought to pronounce upon it, unless there is some
good reason why I should not. I think the proper
conclusion from the evidence is, that the payment in
question was made. The amount should, however, be
limited to the smaller sum named, #1,350.

In regard to the sums indorsed upon the mortgage
subsequent to the first indorsement of ^200, and to the
items for which credit was given to Richard Shier upon.
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1869.
the settlement, f am of opinion that there is no evidence
to warrant their allowance as payments. As to the
sums indorsed, Richard Shier appears upon the settle-
ment to have given credit to John Shier, that he had
from time to time made payments on account of the
estat^e. He credited John Shier^s representations upon
this head at his own risk, just as he gave credit to him
when he lent him money for the purposes of the estate
He seems to have acted very incautiously. He finds a •

mortgage, in which John Shier was mortgagor, in his
possession, having come into his hands as executor,
and his co-executor, who appears .to have left the
general management of the estate to him, does not seem
to have made an exception even of the mortgage.
Common prudence on the part of the one, and a sense
of propriety on the part of the other, should have
pointed out that the hands of the debtor was not the
proper custody of the evidence of debt; and Richard^W should have seen (as the fact was) that indorse- .„.^«.mcnts made by John on his own mortgage were only so
many assertions that he had made the payments thereby
indicated, and no proof as against the estate that any
such payments had been made. There is no pretence
that these indorsements or any of them represented
payments made bv him to his co-executor. They may
represent paymenu made for the estate; but, unless ho
had not moneys of the estate in his hands wherewith to
make these payments, such payments were not advances,
and he had no right to treat them as payments on his
mortgage

;
they were in fact an application of moneys

in hand, not a payment of his debt. They may, as I
have said, represent payments, or they may not. The
Court can never accept such indorsements as evidence
of anything in favor of the person by whom they are
made. •'

I' ' i

' («.«

f '1
,

«'.^

Then as to the sums allowed on the settlement The
amount to be naid or ss^tiafio«^ t,^ 7^i„ oi.'— v -

4 - - .- — !.i>,i.^v. »v vviin unmTf uy way of
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owelty of exchange of land, was $2,000. Of this, it

was apsumed that $1,600 was due upon the mortgage.

The difference between the amount paid in cash and the

$21,000 was made up of a private debt due by Johv> to

Richard, and of moneys lent for the purposes of the

estate ; for one of the latter items a judgment had been

recovered against the executors. I understand from the

evidence that the amount of private debt was less than

the diflference between the $1,600 and $2,000 ; and I

take it that the intendment would be that it was

intended to be applied towards satisfaction of that

difference. As to the sums lent by Richard for the

purposes of the estate, it is clear that they cannot be

allowed againsfe the estate, unless the sums lent for

such purpose were actually used and applied for that

purpose. I had occasion to consider this point in

Hwart v. Steven (a).

From the accounts taken in McPhaden v. Bacon, it

appears that John Shier was, during the whole time of

his administration of the estate, largely in arrear. The

accounts so taken are of course not binding upon the

principal defendant in this suit, Julius Shier; but, if

correct, the state of the accounts as between John and

the estate disposes of all the sums for which John gave

himself credit by his indorsements upon the mortgage

;

and as to the sums allowed upon settlement, it disposes

of them also, unless a specific application be shewn of

the sums lent. This has not been shewn, and it is not

likely that it can be.

As the matter stands now upon the evidence, there

remains due upon the mortgage $1,450, there being due

at the death of the mortgagee $2,800, and $1,360

haying been paid since in cash. Such being the case, I

think the proper disposition of the costs will be that

(o) Ante p. 198, S. C. on Appeal />o«« Vol. XTiii., p. 86,
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it

neither the plaintiff nor Juliur Shier have costs against 1869.

eacl ">ther. '"he bill is taken pro confesso acainat John
^-^

^
~'

or • J 1. ... ° „ .
BMon

onter; and he, as appears in this case, as well as in •

McPhaden v. Bacon, has been the origo mali, and he .

should be ordered to pay the costs of both.

In regard to interest upon the mortgage debt, it is

claimed on behalf of JmWm« that as he paid in advance
of the money falling due, he should be allowed a rebate

of interest. But the footing upon which he paid was
that he should pay the whole mortgage debt; and,

besides, the estate has really suffered detriment instead

of deriving advantage from the payment having been
made in advance. On the other hand, Julius should
not, I think, be charged with interest. What would be
rebate of interest may fairly be set against the subse-

quent interest : i. e., if the defendant Julius will pay
forthwith, or say in one month, the sum 1 have above
indicated as the balance appearing to be due : if he j„dgn„nt
desires the usual six months he must pay interest from
the date of the decree.

The defendant Julius is entitled to shew, if he can,

that the state of the accounts is such as to entitle him to

be allowed for the payments indorsed on the mortgage,
and to shew also the specific application of the moneys
advanced by way of loan for the purposes of the estj,i,e.

If he elects to take such an inquiry, it must be at his

peril as to the costs thereby occasioned. And, further,

if the matter is at all referred to the Master, I should

allow the plaintiff on his part to go into evidence as to

the fact of payment of the $1,350, if he can find any
further evidence upon the point.
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1860.

Jadgment.

BrEQA V. DiCKEf.

RtgUtrar—Defective abilracl—Payment* by purchaier after notice.

A registrar of deeds gave to au intending purotiaser an abstract of

title, vrhich by mistake omitted an outstanding mortgage

:

Held, that a purchaser who bad notice of the omitted mortgage could

not make any claim against the registrar in respect of payments

lAadu by the purchaser after such notice ; and the registrar, vho on

finding his mistake had jougbt up the outstanding mortgage, was

held entitled to foreclose the same.

Examination of witnesses u.ad hearing.

Mr. Roof, Q. C, and Mr. John Pateraon for the

plaintiff.

Mr. Blake, Q.C., for defendants Dickey.

Mr. Taylor, for the defendant, Killachy.

SPRAaoL, V. C.—The plaintiff is the assignee of a

mortgage, made by one Tyrrell to one Lever, bearing date

6th October, 1852, and registered 30lh December, 1864,

the mortgaged premises being the east quarter of lot 23,

3rd concession, Township of Albion, in the County of

Peel. The mortgage came to the plaintiff by several

mesne assignments, the one to himself is dated 22nd

November, 18S9. The defendants Dickey, Dickey ^
Niel, Iron Founders, carrying on business in Toronto,

under the name of Dickey ^ Co., are entitled to the

equity of redemption, in nearly the whole of the mort-

gaged premises, as purchasers ft om one Hockley : and

they resist the payment of the mortgage on this ground;

that in December, 1857, being then about to purchase

from Hockley, they by their solicitor applied to the

plaintiff, who was then Register of the County of Peel,

for an official certificate, as to the registration of con-

veyances in his office ; that the plaintiff sent such cer-

tificate, and that the same omitted the mortgage to
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Lever and its registration ; that they completed their
purchase, and paid their purchase money to Hockley
and his assignees, in ignorance of the existence of the
mortgage, since assigned to the plaintiff : and they con-
tend that it is inequitable that he should claim payment
of the mortgage money under the circumstances.

The plaintiff seems to have acquired the mortgage, in
the first place, in the belief that he was liable to Dickey
^ Co., and in order to protect himself: the then holder
of the mortgage having called upon Dickey ^ Co., for
payment, and they having threatened the plaintiff with
an action for damages, sustained by reason of the mis-
representution contained in his official certificate, he
now sets up that he has since discovered that Dickey ^
Co., were not misled by his certificate, inasmuch as they
had notice otherwise of the mortgage in question, and
the main question now is, whether they had such notice
or not.

Judgment.

The chief witness to prove notice, is Mr. Tyrrell, the
mortgagor to Lever. In connection with his evidence
the dates of the transactions between Dickey ^ Co. and
Lever, are material. The date of the contract of pur-
chase by Dickey^ Co., is 22nd January, 1867; not
December of that year, as stated in their answer. By
the contract Dickey ^ Co., were to furnish certain iron
castings and wrought iron, for a mill of Hockley'i

:

Hockley was to sell them the land for 06400 : the articles

to be furnished were to go on account of the purchase
money ; and the balance was to.be secured by mortgage
on the lot, payable in five annual instalments, the
"irons" were to be furnished by the 15th of May fol-

16wing
;
and Dickey ^ Co., were to have possession at

the same date. A conveyance was to be made in three
weeks from the date of the contract. No conviyance
however was made until the 15th of February, 1858,
and on the same dayja mortgage was executed to
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Bochley for £135 I69. 6d., payable by annual instal-

ments of £27 38. 4d. with interest, the first payment

to be made on the Ist of January, 1859 ;
this mortgage

was assigned to Tyrrell on the 19th of October, 1868,

before any of the mortgage money was payable.

Tyrrell speaks quite positively of his having informed

one of the Dickeys, (he thinks James Isaac Dickey,

and is probably correct, as he is described by Mr. Blake,

the solicitor of the firm, as the partner who conducted

the law and finan/'e business of the firm,) of the mort-

gage in question. Tyrrell's only doubt is as to which

of two occasions, is the one on whici- he so informed

him ; whether at about the time of the purchase by the

firm, or at a later period, about November, 1858, and

which later period he fixes by reference to the time when

as he says he purchased Dickey's m Drtgage from Hockley,

which was in October of that yeur ; he says he should

Judgment not havo doubted that it was on the earlier occasion,

but that Dickey has told him, that it was on the later,

his own belief and opinion he states to be that it was

on the earlier occasion.

»

It is probably not very material upon which of the

two occasions this occurred. Taking it to be on the

second occasion, and we have Dickey's own assertion

and admission that he then had notice, Dickey ^ Go.

are damnified by the omission in the certificate, only

in the event of their having made payments to Hockley

upon the faith of the certificate. Of course any castings

delivered before the receipt of the corrected certificate,

for the first was not relied upon, are out of the question :

this brings us to a date subsequent to 31st December,

1859, the date of the letter calling for a corrected cer-

• tificate. It is possible that some castings may have been

furnilhed between that date, and the execution of the

deed and mortgage, by which time all must have been

furnished as the balance had then been ascertained.
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Before any of the mortgage money waa payable, Dickey

according to his own admission, had the notice, so that

the only payments thiit could have been made upon the

faith of the certificate, Are payments made between the

Slat December, 1867, and 17th February, 1858: unless

payments were made between triose dates, it is not

necessary to ascertain more exactly the earlier dates

spoken of; Tyrrell says it was before Dickey purchased

or at least before he got his deed, I suppose he probably

means before December, 1857- I should, upon the evi-

dence of Tyrrell, fix the earlier occasion, as the date of

notice if necessary.

The amount spoken of as duo upon the mortgage, was

much smaller than the sum really due, but that is of

course immaterial. Dickey took that, upon the faith of

Hockley's statement, and the certificate would shew

nothing in regard to it.

Besides the evidence of Tyrrell, is that of Campbell,

the latter being as to an admission by Niel, another

member of the firm, that the firm had notice of the

mortgage in question. I should hardly have thought

it safe to fix Dickey ^ Co. with notice upon the evidence

of Campbell alone; for what was said, was said hur-

riedly ; and there was room for misapprehension, and

besides the witness's memory seemed not very good. It

may, however, be received so far as it goes, as corrobo-

rative of the fact of notice deposed to by Tyrrell.

There may be an inquiry, if Dickey ^ Co. desire it,

as to any payments made between the receipt of the

corrected certificate, and the date of the mortgage by

Dickey Sf Co. to Hockley : and if any payments were

made between those periods, then an inquiry to fix the

date of the earlier occasion, referred to in the evidence

of Tyrrell. In all probability these inquiries will not

be necessary.

497
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It is said that Hockley should be made a party in the

Master's office, by reason of some estate being in him
through a mistake in the description contained in one

of the conveyances. It is not pointed out where this

roistitke is : but if his presence is necessary for the pur-

pose of making a good title in case of redemption, he
can be made a party for that purpose in the Master's

o£Sce.

It is asked that the question of costs be reserved. If

in order to confine the plaintiff to County Court
costs, I should not reserve them for that purpose, as I
think the questions raised, are such as to make it a

proper case to file the bill in this Court, even though the
amount found due may be within the jurisdiction of the

County Court. If costs are occasioned by making
Hockley a party, he being a necessary party through
some default in the plaintiff, or th( se under whom he

JndgMMt. claims, costs may be reserved : I think at any rate that

the plaintiff is entitled t the general costs of the cause.

As to the defendant Killachy his counsel admits that
the misrepresentation set up by his answer is not proved :

but he contend that the mortgage o' which the plaintiff

is assignee, became merged in the hands of Dumont,
assignee of the original mortgagee Lever, upon the
equity of redemption being conveyed, as he states in
his answer by Hockley to Dumont. I have no evidence
of this alleged conveyance of the equity of redemption;
and therefore the *case is purely hypothetical. From
what is in evidence I should doubt very much if there
would be a merger supposing the alleged conveyance
proved. Apart from this the position of Killaehy is

that of a purchaser of a portion of the mortgaged
premises.

It is asked that liberty to apply be reserved. Thg
decree may be so drawn up.
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Carson v. Crtblkr. /

J'Uadingi— Vagumei$—Pro eot\ftuo.

A bill set forth tho plaintiff's title to Und by mesne oonTeyknoee from
the grantee of the Crown ; the bill stated that the plaintiff had
gone into possession, not saying when, and not saying that any of
the parties through whom he derived title had been in possession

:

the bill alleged that the defendant pretended to be able to establish
title to the land by possession as the assignee of one E. K. ; and
that E. K. was for a short period (not saying how long) in posses-
sion

; the bill charged that the conveyance to the defendant was a
cloud on the plaintiff's title, and prayed the usual relief ; the bill

was taken pro eonfnto : but held that its allegations were insufficient

to entitle the plaintiff to a decree.

489

I860.

Hearing pro oonfetao,

Mr. iS. Blah" f.,r th plaintiff.

Spragqi:, V. 0.—The bill alleges that the defendant J»<J«m.ot

has a conveyance to himself, under which he claims title,

and which is a cloud upon the plaintiffs title, and prays
the usual relief. The bill is taken pro confesto.

The plaintiff deduces his title by mesne conveyances
from the Grantee of the Crown; and allecroM ihat he
went into possession under a conveyance to himself of
5th September, 1865, and has continued in possession
ever since. The bill is silent as to possession pre-

vious to his own, on the part of any of those under
whom he derives title. As to the defendant and the
conveyance to him, the bill alleges that on the 18th of
March, 1858, one Ellen Kettle, executed a conveyance
to ibe defendant of the land in question ; and proceeds
thus: "The said defendant pretends to be able to es-

ol'^It his title to the said lot of land, by possession, as

the assignee of the said Ellen Kettle, who was for a
short period a squatter upon the said lot," the defendant
(the bill heintr talrAn nvn yn*ff/>aan\ aAmita «.).:.. .' . <.!.-*

'41
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I860, he does so pretend to establish his title ; and, but for
the short possession of Ellm Kettle, the admission is

not against him. Then as to this allegation of her
short possession the bill does not negative title in the
defendant, it does not allege that the possession of
Ellen Kettle, together with that of the defendant, were
not of sufficient duration to give title to the defendant;
nor does it allege that the defendant does not pretend to
have title by Ellen Kettle's possession, as well as his
own, or, together with his own. The bill was filed
May 6th, 1868 ; and the bill is true if the plaintiflF

took possession a month, or a week, before that date,
for while it states the date df the conveyance under
which the plaintiff took possession, it does not state
w?ien he took possession. The defendant then may,
consistently with the bill, have been in possession for
ten years under his assignment from Ellen Kettle, and
Ellen Kettle herself, was in possession "for a short

Judgment pcriod." The point then is narrowed to this, does the
term short period, applied to the possession of land, ex-
clude a possession for ten years ; and that, when, as ap-
pears by the bill, title has been claimed onthe ground of
possession,- which could not be claimed, unless she had
possession for at least ten years, and where possession
for a sufficient period to constitute title is not in terms
denied. Ten years may be a short period or not, accor-
ding to circumstances. For a building lease it would be
a short period, and would be so for some other improving
leases. For an agricultural lease it would not be a long
term

;
while for the ordinary tenancy of a dwelling

house, the words a short period, would probably not
apply to a letting for ten years. For possession of land
it is difficult to say what it may mean, it is vague ; and
where it was material to the pleader to limit the duration
of the possession by precise allegation ; and he has
omitted to do so, and has instead used a form of ex-
pression, which may mean ten years, or may mean less
or more, I do not see how I can, consistently with the
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rules for the construction of pleading, say it does mean
less. I incline to think that the plaintiff has an equity
to maintain this suit, if in fact the defendant has not a
title by possession, but upon the allegations of the bill

I cannot as it is now framed, make a decree.
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BoYLB V. Arnold.
'

Eaument—Acquiescence—Mutake.

DiverB lands having been deyised to three siatera P, A, and L, they
in 1840 agreed to a partitijjp, by which, amongat other things, P
was to have a certain lot 45, with the privilege of overflowing 46 •

and A waa to have 46, aubjeot to that privilege ; oonveyancea were
signed to carry out the partition, but the matter being transacted
without professional advice, A and Z, who were married women,
did not execute so as to pass any estate ; all entered into possession
of the several lands allotted to them, and, in 1841, P executed to
her son a voluntary conveyance of 45, with the privilege, and A
and her husband conveyed 46 to their son. Some time afterwards
the error in regard to the execution of the partition deed having
been discovered, P, with A and her husband and Z's heir {L being
dead), in 1849, joined in a conveyance of all the lands to a trustee,
in order m carry into effect the previous partition ; but by an over-
sight, this new deed omitted to mention P's right of overflowing 46.
^'8 son and P's son, were active in getting this new deed executed,
but were not parties to it. Immeu-ately after its execution, A and
her husband executed to their son a new deed of 46 ; no new deed s
was executed to P'a son, he, thereafter, with the knowledge and
acquiescence of A'i son, built a mill in 1845, and placed his dam
where it neceesarily caused the overflowing of 46 ; he afterwards
mortgaged 45, with his supposed privilege of overflowing 46 ; and
the mortgaged property waa aold at the mortgagee'a suit, the two
cousins alleging for the first time that the mortgagor had no right
in respect of 46; the right waa conaidered doubtful at the time,
but the purchaser completed his purohaae.

HeUI, in a subsequent suit, by the purchaser against the mortgagor and
his cousin,who owned 46, that the plaintiff had a right to overflow 46.

Examination of witnesses and hearing.

This was a suit by Daniel Boyle against John B,
gt,t,„,„t

Arnold, James Playter. and Ahmr Arnold^ the bill in
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1869. which set forth that the late James Miles, who died in

1840, by his will dated 2l8t of September of that year,
devised all his real and personal estate (amongst others
the lands in question in this cause) to be equally divided
between his three sisters, Hannah Planter, Lucy Lang-
staff and Elizabeth Arnold : that at the time of his

decease Miles was entitled to lots numbers 45 and 46,
in the first concession of Vaughan, (210 acres each),
number 21 in the second concession of said township,
(200 acres), the east half of lot 20 in the third conces-
sion of said township, (100 acres), and lot 45 in the first

concession of Markhara, (190 acres); that there had
always been a mill site on lot 4i6 in Vaughan but for the
purpose of making the same available it was necessary
to overflow part of lot 46 ; that on or about the 12th
of November, 1840, the three devisees agreed to parti-
tion amongst them the portion of the real estate abovfe
described, and executed an instrument (iu which the

Statement husbands of Mrs. Langstaf and Mrs. Arnold joined)
giving to Hannah Playter as her share lot 45 in Vau-
ghan, together with the right to overflow 46 in the
manner mentioned, for the purpose of any mill to be
erected on 45, and that Elizabeth Arnold as her share
should have the sai I lot 46, subject to such right to over-
flow; also said lot 21 in the second concession, and also
the said east half of 20 in the third concession, and the
same were thereby duly conveyed to the parties respec-
tively

; the remainder of the lands being in like manner
conveyed to Elizabeth Arnold, and the same parties
respectively, and those claiming under them, had ever
since continued in possession ; but that through over-
sight Mrs. Langstaff and Mrs. Arnold hud not been
examined as required by law, touching their consent to
part with their estate in the premises respectively ; that
by deed, dated 23rd of August, Hannah Playter duly
conveyed lot 45 to her son, the defendant, James Play-
ter, together with all ways, water courses, easements,
privileges, &c., together with the right to overflow 46 as
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aforesaid
; ihafc by an instrument of the 16th of January, 1869^

1848, all the parties interested under the will joined in
partitioning the remainder of the testator's real estate,

but they did not thereby vary, or alter in any way the
partition first made between them ; that the defendant
James Playter, by deed of 16th of September, 1847,
conveyed by way of mortgage lot 45 to one Oawthra,
together with the said right of overflowing number 46.

The bill further stated that Mrs. Langstaff died,
leavinjr one Miles Langstaff, her son and heir-at-law, and
tbr pai ties interested under the will having subsequently

.9 execution of the deeds of partition of 12th of
I>.w/embor, 1840, and 16th of January, 1843, discovered
that the same had as before stated not been duly executed.

,

Miles Langstaff, Mrs. Playter, Mrs. Arnold and her
husband agreed for the purpose of confirming, the parti-

tion so made by the said two conveyances to execute a
deed for that purpose ; and, accordingly, by deed of statement.

22nd of March, 1849, duly executed by all the said last

named parties, conveyed the several properties to one
a. E. Burns in trust, for the purpose of fully carrying
out such partition, and that by such last mentioned
instrument the said lot 45, together with the right of
overflowing was duly partitioned and allotted to Mrs.
Playter, and the other parts were in like manner con-
firmed to the other parties interested.

The bill further set forth, that in or about the year
1849, James Playter, in pursuance of such right and
privilege of overflowing lot 46, commenced to erect a
mill on lot 45 and completed the same in 1850; and
worked the same, and for that purpose did overflow the
said lot 46 from that time until the time plaintiff pur-
chased lot 45 together with such right of overflowing

;

that the dam used for raising the water for said mill was
not placed on lot 45, but by consent of the proper autho-
rities had been r.IanAd nn i\\n vnaA o1Uwnr./.o l^^<..

I. s\

ittivD uctnccii
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i
lots 45 and 46, and the pond caused thereby was partly

on such road but chiefly on lot 46 belonging to the

defendant John R. Arnold., to whom the said lot 46 had

been conveyed by his father and mother, and that all

the parties interested in lot 46 had always been cognizant

of the erection of the mill on 45 and the overflowing of

said lot 46 for the purpose of working said mill. That

James Playter having made default in payment of cer-

tain mortgages held by Cawthra, a bill was filed to

en.brce payment thereof by sale of the mortgaged

premises, and a sale having been directed an advertise-

ment of sale was issued which contained a description of

the mill, &c., and stated that *' the head of water is from

16 to 18 feet." The plaintiff attended the sale and pur-

chased lot 45 together with the mill and the right of

overflowing lot 46 to work the mill for iS8065, which he

paid in cash, and that the defendant John B. Arnold

attended such sale also and was fully aware of the terms

statement ^^ *^® advertisement and sale and never objected to the

same or pretended that the right to overflow lot 46

ought not to be sold ; and by an order made in that

cause it was declared that the present plaintiff had pur-

chased the right to overflow lot 46 and that he was

entitled to have a good title shewn thereto as part of

the premises purchased by him.

By another indenture dated 6th of November, 1864,

and made between said Oawthra, of the first part

;

Thomas Playter of the second part; the said R. E.
Burns of the third part ; Cfeorge Dove of the fourth

part; William 0. Playter of the fifth part.; George

Priest of the sixth part, and the plaintiff of the seventh

part, after reciting the facts above set forth, the parties

of the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth parts, in

consideration of the premises of the said sum of £3065,

conveyed the said lot 45 together with all and singular the

houses, waters, water courses,easements, privileges, profits,

hereditaments, and appurtenances whatsoever to th^
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said parcel or tract of land belonging, or in anywise
appertaining, or therewith used and enjoyed or known
or taken as a part or parcel, thereof, or as' belonging
thereunto or to any part thereof, and the plaintiff there-
upon became entitled to the said lot 45 and all the rights
and privileges which the said ffannah PlayUr and
James Playter had acquired in and to the right to over-
flow lot 46, and the plaintiff thereupon became entitled
to work the said mill or any other mill he might erect or
build on the said mill site and to flood and overflow lot
46 for the purpose of working the same. The deed also
contained a declaration that it was the intention of the
parties thereto "that every right and interest which the
said Court could properly order to be conveyed to or
vested in the plaintiff shall be deemed to pass by this
conveyance and that noihing herein contained shall be
construed to be a waiver of any right which may exist
with respect to the overflowing of the said lot 46 against
any person or persons whomsoever not parties hereto

"
and that the defendants John B. and Abner Arnold
had never disputed James Planter's right to overflow
said lot number 46, and the plaintiff submitted that
under the circumstances appearing he was entitled
to have the defendants Planter and Arnold and all
persons claiming through Elimbeth Arnold, restrained
from interfering with plaintiff's overflow of said lot
46. The prayer of the bill was in accordance with
these statements.

505
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i^'Mment.

The bill further stated that on the 8th of January
1864, the defendant John R. Arnold had commenced
proceedings m the Court of Queen's Bench against the
plaintiff claiming $1000 damages by reason of the over-
flow of lot 46.

Abner Arnold was made a defendant in consequence
o{John B. Arnold having executed a voluntary deed to
him whereby he authorized Ahier to recovAr nnBB»po;on

64—VOL. XVI. GR.

:m :m
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1869.

Boyle
V.

fAmold.

Judgment.

of the land overflowed. Nothing turned upon this, how-

ever, and it ia not necessary further to refer to it.

The defendants Arnold answered the hill setting up,

amongst othei defences, that it was unnecessary for the

proper working of the mill on lot 45 to overflow any

portion of lot 46 ; that the easement conceded to Play-

ter was personal only ; that plaintiff ever since his pur-

chase had been aware that John B. Arnold objected to

his overflowing lot 46.

The other facts sufliciently appear in the judgment.

Mr, Blakk, Q.C., Mr. McMi^'hael and Mr. A. Hoakin,

for the plaintiff.

<

Mr. Strong, Q. C, for defendants Arnold.

The bill was pro confesso against defendant Playter.

Spragge, V. C.—It will be convenient, in the first

place, to dispose of the objection that the plaintiff has

no locua standi in Court. The objection is that he sup-

posed and understood that he did not obtain by his

purchase the easement which is the subject of this suit.

It has been already adjudged by the late Vice Chan-

cellor {Esten) as between Boyle, the plaintiff, and

Playter, that the easement, supposing it to exist, was

purchased by Boyle. I entirely agree in that judgment.

The objection in thJs suit rests almost entirely upon the

evidence of Playter ; Mr. Playter himself claiming, as

he says in his evidence, to own the mill privilege which

Boyle claims to have purchased. His evidence amounts

to this, that he warned Boyle that whatever he offered

for the land must be exclusive of the water privilege

;

and that he thinks that Boyle agreed to purchase

without it ; and that Boyle told him that he understood

WueXl u6 uOUgut the l&Zlu, t^^t uS uCUgut it WxtuOUt the
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pi'ivilege of backing water on lot 46. Mr. Playter
gave his evidence with an evident leaning against the

plaintiff's case, and what he only "thinks" that Arnold
agreed to do, cannot safely be used to affect Arnold's
rights.

607

1869.

There appears to have been doubt in the minds of
purchasers, even at the second sale, whether or not the
easement was offered for sale. But taking into account
the situation of the premises, and the language of the
advertisement, I confess I hardly see room for doubt.
Between lot^ 45 and 46 was an allowance for road.

Lot 46 lies Lo the north of 45, the stream running
through 46 to 45 : the dam is built upon the allowance
for road, and about seven acres of 46 are actually
flooded by the back water. The advertisement described
the land, lot 45, and the buildings upon it : as to the
mill the words are, "And a saw-mill in good substantial
working order, worked by water, of which there is a Judgment,

sufficient supply to run the mill all the year round. In
connection with the mill there are two circular saws,
one for edging and one for sawing lathy. The head of
water is from 16 to 18 feet." It is clear that the adver-
tisement was a palpable misdescription, unless the right

existed, to back the water upon lot 46, as it had in fact

been backed upon that lot ever since the mill had been
built. The doubt, I think, must have been, not whether
the right was intended to be sold, but whether the
vendor had a right to sell it ; and it was probably to

test that right that Boyle made the application to the
Court for compensation.

Boyle'% position I take to be shortly this : He be ught
the land in uncertainty as to whether he thereby acquired

the right to back water upon lot 46 ; and as that uncer-
'

tainty existed in other minds also, it probably affected

the price. He now claims the right in this suit ; and it

is objected that even if tho rii^ht did exint. in tliA vonHAr

'-il
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1860. —for the objection must take that 8hape«-the purchaser

shall not be permitted to assert it in this Court. In

other words, that it is inequitable in him ^,o assert it in

the circumstances under which he purchased. I have

no hesitation as to overruling this objection.

Judgmmt.

Before the sale the question as to this right, if Arnold

chose to raise it, would have been betwee i him and

Playter. Arnold never did raise it, and Playter always

assumed to have the right, and exercised the privilege

as a right ; but now that his land and mill have been

sold by his mortgagee, he throws doubts upon his own

title: and it is objected b^ the learned counsel who

represent both him and Arnold^ that even assuming

that his mother had the easement, she did not convey it

to him ; and that even if the conveyance sufficed to carry

it, he had no equity to have it, because as between them

it was not intended to pass. But his evidence does not

bear this out, though that is its evident tendency.

Without quoting his words, it is in substance this, that

both mother and son thought that the conveyance did not

carry the easement. But this was after the conveyance

was made ; for he says she intended he should have it.

She was v 'lling to give him another deed. She promised

to make him a title to the easement whenever he desired

it; but, he says he neglected it, and did not get it

It is suggested that the conveyance was voluntary.

A valuable consideration is expressed, and there is no

evidence whether it was so or not. It may be conceded

that if the conveyance was voluntary, and if it did not

operate to carry the easement, Playter, the son, had no

equity to compel his mother to convey it : but that is

not the question here, which is simply, whether sup-

posing the instrument effectual, a third person, Arnold,

can set up a want of equity as between Playter and his

mother. I do not understand it to be contended that

the conveyance from Mrs. Playter to her son does not

operate to convey the cascuicut in quostiOir, if bqcu case-
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ment existed appurtenant to lot 45. My opinion is, 1869,
that it does so operate. It contains, inter aliay " waters,
water courses, easements, p ivileges," &c., " to the said
parcel or tract of land, tenements, hereditaments and
premises belonging or in any wise appertaining or
therewith used and enjoyed, or known or taken as a
part or parcel thereof, or as belonging thereto or to any
part thereof." I will consider this point further presently.

The leading question between the parties is whether
there is any right to the easement in question as between
the Playtera^ mother and son, and the defendant Arnold.
Three sisters, Mrs. Langataff, Mrs. Plai^ter, and Mrs.
Arnold, were under a devise from their broths'* Jamea
Milea, tenants in common in fee of a considerable
number of parcels of land, among them of lots 45 and
46, in the township of Vaughan, to the situation of
which and of the stream of water running through them,
I have already referred. The testator died in 1840, j„dgm.»t
and in November of that year they proceeded to effect
a partition of a number of the lots of land devised

;

among them lots 45 and 46 in Vaughan. A further
partition was made (of the residue I understand), in
1848, but that is not material lo the question before me.
The partition of 1840 was made by referees at a sort of
arbitration, and the sisters attended ; Mrs. Arnold was
present with her husband, and her son the defendant;
Mrs, Plat/ter, with her son Aaron; and Mrs. Langataff,
with her son John. Mrs. Playter was a widow: the
other two were married women. In the partition, lot
45 in Vaughan was allotted to Mrs. Plai/ter, and lot 46
to Mrs. Arnold, each with other property. It ia proved
very distinctly that Mrs. Plai/ter waS to have the privi-
lege of backing water from lot 45 upon lot 46, in case
of there being a mill site upon lot 45: that, upon that
and other grounds, Mrs. Arnold got more land than she
o^therwise would have obtained, lot 46 being subject to
the eaaemeat, being looked upon, as it certainly was, as

J
I

'
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1869. a detriment to the lot; that Mr,s. Langstaff unA Mrs.

Playter were dissatisfied with Mrs. Arnold being allotted

more, as they conceived, than a due proportion of the

lands divided, when Mrs. Arnold explained that lot 46

was injured by being made subject to the backing of

water upon it. All this is quite clear upon the oral

testimony, and is further evidenced by a document

signed and sealed by the three sisters, and by the hus-

bands of the two who were married women. It is in

these terms: "Whereas a certain indenture bearing

even date herewith, of partition of the part of the

estate of the of {tic) James Miles, made thic day, it was

a part of the said agreement of all parties thereto, that

in the event of it proving that if a mill site exists on

lot 45 therein mentioned in Yaughan aforesaid, a right

to overflow the water for the purposes of any mill to be

erected on said lot, back, over and upon lot 46 in the

said township, is hereby granted, conveyed, and con-

jadgment firmed unto the said Hannah Playter, her heirs and

assigns for ever, without any right whatever by any of

the other parties thereto." It is quite clear that it

would have been moat unconscientious for Mrs. Arnold

or any claiming under her, to object to the easement in

question. She had received the price for it in addi-

tional land, and ohe would be withholding that for w))ich

she had been paid.

The same parties, the three sisters and the two

husbands, executed a document intended to carry out

the partition by conveying to each sister in severalty the

land allotted to her ; but, unfortunately, choosing to be

their own conveyancers, or employing some non-pro-

fessionpl person, t])ey did not do this effectually, the

married women merely signing and sealing both docu-

ments, and not acknowledging before any authorized

person, so as to pass their estates.

The parties do not seem to have discovered their
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error for a very ccnsiderable time, probably till about 1869.
the year 1849, when steps were taken to remedy the

"

defect. In ih. meantime, they acted as if a valid
partition had bewa effected. Mrs. Playter made a
conveyance to her son, the defendant, on the 28rd
of August, 1841, of lot 45; and Mrs. Arnold (her
husband joining), made a conveyance of lot 46 to their
son, the defendant Arnold, on the 28th of January,
1841. They appear also to have entered into possession
in pursuance of the allotment. The date of this is not
given; lut it is mentioned incidentally that, in 1849, when
the parties were taking steps to confirm and vllidato
the intended partition of 1840 and 1843, Jamea Playter
and his mothtr were living upon lot 45, James Playter
claiming to own it; and the defendant Arnold was
living upon lot 46, and claimed to own it.

In order to validate the former intended partition,
those who were parties thereto, with the substitution of j„dga„„t
Miles Langitaff as heir-at-law to his mother, who had
died intestate, executed conveyances by lease and
release, ihe latter dated 22nd of March, 1849, of
all the parcels of land which had been the subject
of the abortive conveyances of 1840 and 1843 to
Robert Eaaton -Bwrw*, Esq., in trust us to the lands
which had by those conveyances been allotted to each
of the three sisters in severalty, to hold the same
subject to the appointment of each respectively ; and,
failing appointment, to the use of each in fee, to be
held by each in severalty in lieu of the undivided part
or share of each in the whole. The deed of release
recites the abortive conveyances of 1840 and 1843, and
that the partition thereby intended was not made
effectually

; and that the two sisters, Mrs. Playter and
Mrs. Arnold, the latter with the consent of her hus-
band, and Milea Langstaff as heir-at-law of his
mother, had agreed that partition of the said lands
should be made, '^ accordina to the division of
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1609.

Boyl*
T.

aame," by the deeda recited at an equal diviaion of tha
tame; and that it had been ogreed that auoh landi

Arnold.
^^^^^^ ^« conveyed to Mr. Bumn, " in trust to and for
the purposes of the said partition, and they are deeirou*
of completing the partition thereof."

I may hero observe that this instrument containa the
most satisfactory evidence, to ray mind, that it was the
intention of all the parties to it to muk precisely
the same partition of lands as was intended to be
made by the deeds of 1840 and 1843 ; and that in the
case of the omission of any parcel of land, or its

erroneous allotment, the Court could easily see its way
to rectify the mistake by a reference to the former
deeds.

Subsequently to the trust deed to Mr. 5«m», Mrs.
Arnold (her husband joining) made a deed of appoint-

Jud«in.nt. ment of 'ot 46 to their son, the defendant Arnold.

The defendant Arnold sets up by his answer that no
mention whatever is made in the trust deed of any
right in the Playtera to overflow lot 46, and that

no such right is thereby given as he is advised and
believes. It is true that, in the enumeration of lands
assigned to Mrs. Playter, no mention is made of this

easement ; and that the lands are' merely enumerated
in some cases by description, without more ; and it is

also true that in one instance an easement is mentioned
being a right of way over some land in Toronto ; it

occurs in the description of lands conveyed to Mrs.
Arnold.

It is proved very clearly that the defendant Arnold
wag an active promoter of tho deed of trust and
confirmation, together with the defendant Playter, each,
as I feel justified in inferring, for his own purposes,
and to confirm his own title. The deed of appointment
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Of lot 46 to Arnold followed closely upon the deed
of trust, being dated, as appears by his answer (it is notamong the papers before me), 5th April, 1849 ; and
riayterv,^ preparing to erect a saw-mill on lot 46-
and .t .8 also clear that the right to back water upon
lot 46 was claimed by -'.v«er and admitted by Arnold
in connection with *ae proj/vod confirmation.

The evidence i. „ -o pe, 'ectly clear upon these
points that, immediate •...„ the execution of the trust
deed of 1849 Jan.es Playter proceHod to erect hL
mill, for which he appears to have been makinc pro
parations previously; that ho placed it close upon the

r*^«^" ^'""f^iy
«f Jo* 45, placing the dam. with

the consent of the authorities, upon the allowance for
road between that lot and lot 46 ; the necessary effect
of which was to back the water of the stream on lot 46
It is also clear that the defendant Arnold was perfectly
aware of this, and his acquiescence is shewn more
clearly and unequivocally by this circumstance, that

'""'
not long after the mill-dam was erected, it was carried
away, and P%<.r, while rebuilding it, cut some trees
upon the land that had been flooded, telling Arnold
that, if he did not cut them, they would be killed by the
water and that he wouM allow him for them. pLter
says that Arnold did not object to this.

This erection <[ the mill and dam, and placing them
where they were placed, and replacing the dam after it
was carried away, were all acts done as in exercise of angh- to do them

; and this was known to Arnold and
assented to by him. The right was admitted by Arnoldm words, as deposed to by Miles Langstaff, and by acts
in the manner that I have stated.

Nothing is more clear upon the evidence than that
the trust deed was intended to be a confirmation and
validation of the previous abortive partition^, and that

05=VOL. 2VI. Gil.
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without any variation. I content myself as to this, as
well as to other facts, with stating, as clearly proved,
what I take by the evidence to be clearly proved,
without quoting the passages from the evidence by
which the facts are established. I do not think that
the facts which I have spoken of as proved, are dis-
puted.

The bill makes no equitable case as between James
Playter and his mother, but rests merely upon the
effect of the conveyances and what was thereby
intended to be effected. As between James Playter
and the Arnolds, the mother of the defendant and her
husband, and the defendant himself, the bill proceeds
not only upon the effect of the conveyances and the
intention of the parties in making them, but it also makes
a case of acquiescence in the right claimed by Playter to
back the water upon lot 46; and in the exercise of that

Judgment, right in the erection . of the mill, and of standing
by while he built the mill in assumed exercise of his
right to do so.

Now the position of the parties at the time of the
building of the mill was just this. As between Mrs.
Playter and the Arnolds, the son, his mother, and his
father, there was a clear equitable right in the owner of
lot 45 to back water upon lot 46. It is so clearly
proved that, under 'he partition of 1840, this right was
intended to exist, and was assumed to have been created
and that the trust deed to Mr. Burns of 1849 was in-
tended to be a confirmation of that partition without any
variance, without adding to or diminishing the right ofany
party, that, I repeat, there was a clear equitable right in
the or. .er of lot 45 to have the easement allotted to the
owner of that let in 1840, and to have that easement
properly assu- d. The easement was appurtenant to lot
4d, apd perfectly useless apart from it. It was a matter
of indifference to the ArnQld^ whether Mrs. Playter or
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1869.
her son were the owner of 45. The son claimed to be
the owner in virtue of the conveyance made to him
eight years before, and as I have no reason to doubt,
honestly behoved himself to be the owner ; and with il
claimed the easement. John B. Arnold acquiesced in
the claim; he was the owner of 46, and lo stood by
while Platfter expended a large sum of money in works
which he undertook and completed in the belief, or in
other words upon the faith of his being entitled to the
easement. It may be said that no representation wasmade by Arnold, upon the faith of which Flayter
acted. I think that is not necessary. The assertion of
right was made by Planter, and Arnold admitted itand acquiesced in it; and upon that Planter expended
money, and so changed his position: Arnold standing
by and acquiescing in that which was a detriment to hisown estate and a flagrant invasion of his rights, unless
Planter had the right he claimed Suppose Arnold had,
after the erection of the mill, brought an action at law , . .
against PlanterJor backing watef upon lot 46 I

"^"'"

P%^.r had filed his bill, making the case that is made

P7 !" ^^^''^'ji'^'^'o^^ «et up the Jus i^rtii of Mrs.

his 1 .^« •

u
"'' "^^"'^ ^'^ '^'' ^'*^°"Sh true it was

he held lot 46, subject to the easement claimed, and had
acquiesced and stood by when the mill was built, still
there was a flaw in Plat,ter's title to lot 45; that the
conveyance made to him by his mother, which both

faith of which he had entered upon the land and
expended large sums of money upon it, was in law not

hold that^rnoW was estopped by conduct from setting
up such defence. *

It would not avail ArHold to say that when he con-
ceded to Planter the right claimed by him, he really
believed that he possessed it. It was held by Lord
Cranworth, then Vice Chancellor, in West v. Jonea (a),

(o) 1 Sim, N=a, 205,7 8.

,' .t

„' in

^t T*^
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that where one makes a representation by words or con-
duct, leading another to believe in the existence of a
particular fact or state of facts, and the other party has
acted on the faith of the representation, the party
making the representation shall not afterwards be heard
to say that the facts are not as he represented them to
be: this is, of course, only the enunciation of an
admitted principle. He added that the case would be
the same where the conduct of the party making the
representation is perfectly honest. He might have
believed what he represented, yet if the other party
changed his posiLion in consequence of it, he cannot be
heard to say afterwards that the fact was otherwise.
So in this case the effect is the same, whethe- a*- the
time Arnold did or did not believe that Plavter was
entitled to what he claimed.

It is easy to see that Plat/ter'a course of conduct
Judgment ^0"la be affected by that of Arnold. If Arnold had

denied or even questioned his right, it would have put
him upon inquiry, and probably have induced him to
perfect his title to the land. His title to the easement
would have followed. Arnold conceded his title to both.
This induced security, and the expenditure and change
of position followed.

It is possible, that if Arnold had questioned Plat/ter's
title, Playt^ would have built his mill notwithstanding

;

and so It may be said that it is not certain that Arnold's
conceding the point made any difference. But this
n^ght be said in almost any case; for instance, in
Monet/ v. Jorden (a), it is impossible to say that the
marriage would not have taken place even if no promise
had been made in regard to the bond and warrant of
attorney of the intended bridegroom.

.

The cases of acquiescence and of standing by are

(0) 21 L. J. Ch. 631, 896,
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»ririTr rr ,"'«•» *« party «g.mstwb„m the

of he prmciple, an estate or money; or some rieht is

of the 1„. ° "T* ''"' ^'«'=°"
'» ""' •PPl«'"ion

It is hardly necessary that I should guard myselfagainst bemg ,.„derstood to say that ^™?«', condne,.mposes upon him any obligation to pretext p2t .

. sJ^ '?'-TS; '° '»^ "' """' ' P"""" bi" f"massemng .g.,„si Pfaj,,,, .„y ,; ^^ inconsistent »ith the

Thf Jtht trr''"' '°
"''""^

'° -p'"^'-. •»'» -p"-

tW p; J u
'"""»=™". « «" authorized to saythat P;a3rt.r changed his position. I have already saMm substance that I think ,B„^fe is entitled tfndt' , ^the same position as Planter.

'"*""'

Iot^« '"T "t "I" ""' """ "'» " "i" site uponlot 46, mthout the necessity „f backing the' «,ernpon lot 46; and some evidence i,, given Aatsnch.mill , to may be found upon the lot by placins a damnear the southern boundary, inste^i of fte north™
'

boundary of the lot. But in viev of .11 ,haV h«occurred, th,s contention is ntteriyinadmissible. Wover a fte original arbitration the northern bound^of the lot was spoken of as the site for the dam. S
mo ;hf.T^™"^ '^°''='' " » "" instrument of

have the right of backing water upon lot 46, if it shouldbe necessary for the purposes of a mill upon' loVls buthe contingency was, there being a millL up n lo't 45in which event he was to have the easement: the piS
lot 46, by backing water upon lot 46, the owner of 45

51T
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«

Fas to have the privilege of doing so. There ia such
mill site, hence the easement. Looking at the instru-

ment and all that has occurred, it is out of the question

for Arnold to raise this contention.

A point was taken that any equity, as between Planter
and Arnoldf arising from the conduct of Arnold, to

which I have adverted, was a personal equity of which
Flatter alone, and not his assignee, is entitled to the

benefit. I do not accede to this. The principle is,

that it would be a fraud in Arnold, after what passed,

to set up that Playter had not the easement. He can
set up nothing inconsistent with what he admitted. His
doing so would be a fraud in him, and a detriment to

Playter : and surely it would be a detriment to Playter
if he could deprive him of one of the ordinary incidents

of the ownership of land, the pow5r of alienation ; for
the objection must go to that extent if there is any

J»agm«* ^^i'Jg in it.

I think the plairtiflF entitled to a decree declaring him
entitled to the easement, i.e., to back water upon lot 46,
for the purposes of a saw mill upon lot 45, and to a per-

. petual injunction ; and the decree must be with costs.

Bradburn v. Hall.

Inception of exeeution.

A ;?, /a. against lands was returnable on the 16th Seft?mb«r T863
the advertisement of sale was first published »fter hk.i; tfate;

while the writ was current, the sheriflf had told we defendant th-it

he had the execution and that the land would be sold nnless he
paid

; the sheriff was also on the lands more than once before the
writ expired, but he did not go to make a seizure

:

SM, that there had been no inception of the execution during its

carrency.

Appeal froL the Master's report by defendants.
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Mr. Downey, for appeal.

Mr. Orickmore and Mr. J. A. Boyd, contra.

Spraggb, V.C—I have net the pleadings in this «ase;
but from the papers put in, and having notes of the
argument, I take it, that the only point in question is,

whether the defendant MoFarlane purchased at sheriff's
sale, subject o the third mortgage, as it is called,
held by the plaintiff, as well as ' inject to the two first
mortgages, and this depends upon whether a wr-'t of
execution at the suit of Ferrier et al, was in force or was
spent at the date of that mortgage, 16th of December,
1861.

Ferrier'B writ against lands was tested 16th Septem-
ber, 1861, and was renewed for one year on the 15th of
September, 1862. I infer from the whole of the evidence
of the sheriff, and from the course of the argument, that ju^.nt
the advertisement for sale did not appear in the Canada
Gazette until after the 16th of September, 1863. On
the 18th of August, 1863, a writ against lands at the
suit of one Hazlett was placed in the hands of the sheriff.
This writ was renewed on the 16th of August, 1864, and
remained in the sheriff's hands, regularly, as 'it is
expressed in the admissions put in.

The sheriff treated the Ferrier execution as continuingm force. On the 15th of December, 1863, he offered
the lands of the execution debtor for sale, and on the
11th of January, 1864, returned to the writ lands on
hand for want of buyers. On the day fellowing a writ
of venditioni exponas was placed in his hands and after
advertisement and postponement of sale the land was
sold on the 7th of March. The deed to the purchaser
the defendant McFarlane recites the sale to have been
under the execution at the suit of FerHer. The execu-
tioa at the suit of Eazlett was returned no lands.

' w I 1/.'
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Hazlett brought m action against the sheriff I

BrMburn
^^^^^^ *"^ recovered jndgment.

' a fa?se

It is admitted that an attorne;' who acted fox the plain-

tiff and also for Ha-btt atteKt3ti i at the sheriff's sale

and warned those present that *he Ferrier writ was
spent; and that the purchaser won il b ly subjoci; to the

plaintiff's t];iee mortgages ; and that JEtcdeii ckimoci

ftioilty over Ferrier, and would claim th procec'Us of

tie f^alf ;, acd that *.he sheriff said he would sell under
the writ u his hsuius, being those at the suit of Ferrier

and Ot' •lazUii respectively.

The question then is, whether there was p ny inception

of the Ferrier execution (there being none b^ advertise-

ment) before the writ was spent. I will quote such

passages of the evidence of the sheriff as bear npon the

point. " I did not go to the lands for the purpose of

making a seizure, at any time before the advertisement,

I got from Shanahan (the execution debtor) "the
number of the lot before the advertisement ; while the

writ was current I was on the lands more than once, and
informed Shanahan that the lands would be sold under
Ferrier ^ Company's writ if the amount were not paid.

* * * I thought the seizure in the Gazette was all

right ; I did not go to Shanahan'a with the intention of

making a formal seizure of the land. Whether what I
did may be construed as a seizure or no I cannot say ; I
told Shanahan that I had an execution against lands'

and that it would be sold if he did not redeem * •

I did not go out to Shanahan for the purpose of

seizing his lands, and I did not do anything^ V 4 I did

then with the intention of making a seizure.'

The que'i'oa has been before the < -^Queen's
Bench oi thid province upon several occa s, first I think

in the case of Leeming v. Hagerman {a) vi, uo it arose

(a) 5 U. 0. 0. S. 88.
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upon a question of poundage claimed by the sheriff-
then in Doe Miller v. Tiffany (a), and again in Doe
mier V. Tiffany (b). Upon the latter occasion the
learned Judges gave elaborate judgments. Upon the
trial at Nisi Prius it appeared that the execution debtor
ived upon a portion of his lands and possessed other
lands m the same district : that the sheriff went to him
and asked of him and procured from him, a list of
those other lands; which he took to his office and
added to It a short description of the land upon which
the debtor resided. The list was headed "Lands of
Andrew Miller at different suits." The jury found
this to be au inception of the execution, and the then
Chief Justice Sir John Robinson, and Sir James Mac-
aulay (then a Judge of the same Court), thought tho
jury warranted in so finding. The Chief Justice
thought what was done by the sheriff equivalent to
his going upon the lands of the debtor, and saying

which I hold, to seize your lands, both those on
which I see you living and of which I have knowledge
and any others which you may possess in this district,
of which I have no knowledge

; which lands I shall pro-
ceed m due course to sell under these writs," and the
learned Chief Justice added "It is as formal an act of
seizure as we havo any reason to suppose takes place in
any or all of such cases." Sir James Macaulay, in the
two previous cases to which I have referred, expressed
himse f clearly to the effect that there mus* be some
formal entry and seizure undar the execution or other
overt and notorious act, as perhaps an advertisement
under the statute, to constituto an inception ot&Ji.fa:
against lands and in the case in 6 U. C. he reiterates
this. He says, ' ^ If the sheriff takes proceedings under a
n.fa. against lands whif^h constitute an overt act towards
execution, equivalent to seizure of goods sufficient as

(«) 5 U. C. 79.

6
(6) 6 U. .C. 426.

"— vui,. AVi. GH.

1^M' '^''^^1
Hftfl ^M ' '-'^^^^1
Hp ^ffi ''I^^H
?p^ Fffi^''r'^^^H

ii i i^^H

m
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1860. between the creditor and debtor, as by entry with the
declared purpose of seizing ; taking possession of the
title deeds, or adopting some other symbol as laying
hold of the knocker of the door, or the limb of a tree,

acts usual in giving livery of seisin in feoffments;
which I consider would be a laying on of the execution
that he may proceed to advertise and sell afterwards,"

&c. From other passages of the learned Judge's judg-
ment it is clear that he would not have considered what
the sheriff in this case did an inception of the execu-
tion. « If he" (the sheriff) « entered not meditating
any proceeding against these lands, but merely to inquire
of the defendant what lands he had ; and took a note of
them as returned byy him it would not be a seizure ; but
if he entered knowing the lands to be the defendants and
with intent thereby to commence the execution ; if he
entered on these lands as defendants and also so entered
in order to inquire of other lands it would be a seizure.

Judgment The question is, whether he seized or not; that is to be
evinced by, and gathered from overt acts Bird v. Bass{a\
if he entered with that animus it would be a seizure r if

alio intuitu it would not," Mr. Justice Draper took a
different view from the other members of the Court. He
held that the sheriff had no power to seize the land, or
to enter upon it, and that there was no inception of
the execution.

In the subsequent case of Doe Tiffany v. Miller (6) the
late Mr. Justice Burm entered into the same question
at considerable length. His opinion was that the lands
of the execution debtor were in custodia legia from the
time of lodging the writ with the sheriff, but added, " If
the sheriff had done nothing whatever towards executing .

the writ during the twelve months it was lying in his
hands, I agree that he could not after that period legally
do any thing as of himself, or on the part of those who
set him in motion towards executing the writ."

(a) 6M. &a.l43. (6) 10 U. 0, Q. B. 65.
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I think it i8 proper for me, in a case so purely a legal
one to defer simply to the opinions of the learned Judges
of the common law. I should go counter to their opinions
f I were to hold that in this case there had been an
inception of the execution issued in the suit o{ Ferrier

L^T""^'. J"PP°'' '^' P°^"* ^»» ^^ f«ct been

^a« but I have not been able to refer to the case. If

tVo^^rfll ^^ ^''° '^' '''''' ^*y I '^'^^^ °ot have
disposed of this case until I had seen it.

It l^u
"PP'1^^°°» '^' Master's report must be allowed.

It will be without costs.
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BOSWELL V. GraVLET.

iiedemption tuil— Cottt.

'° 1'??°/"'''"" *'" P''''""^ ''"««'"J ««'«"! grounds for reliefwh.ch he failed to establiah. although he succeeL in shewing anght to redeem, which r.ght the defendant had contested ?heCourt, under the circumstances, refused costs to either pa J Lptthe heanng, and gave the defendant the subsequent coefs of aredemption suit where the right to redeem is admitted.

Hearing on further directions.

Mr. Head, Q. C, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Roaf, Q. C, for the defendant.

^v-RAGQE, V.C-The plaintiff is a mortgagor ; the de-
Ijndant is a purchaser under a power of sale cdntained
in the plaintiff's mortgage to a Building Society The
decree sets aside the sale under the power, and admits
the plaintiff to redeem. The bill alleges other grounds
. >c reliefbesides the ground v^pon which relief is wanted

Judgntnt.
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1800. and v\ ->n them a good deal of evidence has been given.
Upon the first hearing before my brother Eaten and
myself, my learned brother held that the evidence of ^4.

McDoiiald,junior, being •

;
jt-uisu, U*tre wan no evidence

of ilic arrangement mentioned in the bill ; and that the
other evidence adduced on behalf of the plaintiff was
inauffioient to ground a title to relief, but he thought
the sale could not be supported. I thought that the
sale might be sustained, and I believe I must have
come to the conclusion that the whole case made by
the plaintiff failed. The Chancellor, upon the case
coming before him, agreed with my brother Esten that
the sale could not be supported, as the power to sell

was not followed, and add' d, " there are other objec-
tions which would probably have been fatal to thti

sale had it been necessary to consider them."

The plaintiff asks for the usual direction as to costs

JttdgmtDt. ^^ ^ redemption suit, where the right to redeem is

unsuccessfully resisted, namely, that the deleudant shall

have the costs of au o dinary rede-nption suit; and
that the plaintiff shall have tgainst the defendant the
costs to wii li he I \3 been , .t in establishing his right
to redeem

; and he asks the whole costs of the cause
except those to which the defendant is entitled.

;d fU the grour^^s for

-blished one sutficimt

'•anted ; and there ha4
ther gi'ounds , atud in

n entitled fco ias cost;

I think if ho had cstablitii

relief made by his bill, or had
ground upon which reli*^^ was
been no adjudication i:^. th

his bill, that ue would e

generally, as the Court will not, after decidir* upon
one ground, and granting or refusing relief upon it,

exarxine the other grounds with a view only to the
question of costs. This point was made before Sir
Richard Kindersley in Bond v. Bell (a). He dismissed
the bill upon one ground, without costs ; the defend-

(a) 8 Jar. N. S.a290.
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anf counsel urged that if the Vice ChanceUor had
gone into the other grounds of defence, the bill must
have been dismissed with costs. But he said that his
decsion waa upon the principal point, and he dismissed
the bill upon that, and that only; he did not go into
tne other questions.

But, in this case, - I give the plaintiff his general
costs of the cause, 1 must give him the costs of those
parts of hi... case upon which he has failed. He failed
in regard to the arrangemem mentioned in his bill-and the other evidence which my brother ^s^e/i held
ansuiBcientto ground relief was, as I understood, evi-
dence in support of another ground of relief, and there
16 nothing m what is said by the Chancellor to shew
that he took a different view of these points.

I might, possibly, by a careful scrutiny of the billand the evidence, find how much of each waa applicable t .

^ the ground upon which the plaintiff succeeded, and
'"""

iiow much was appUcable to tho grounds upon which
he failed

:
or, the Master might do this, and so it might

be found whether the costs of the one exceeded the

entitled to the costs of so much of the case a. ;,s

adjudged against him, as the plaintiff is entitle^! f . he
costs of what is adjudged in his favor. But the Court
does not take this course. Before the reference to the
Master, the plaintiff succeeded in part und the defend-
ant m part, each substantially. It is a case in which
the Court will not direct counter taxation of costs but
give costs to neither party. There will, therefore, beno costs to either party up to the hearing. The
defendant will hav, t ue ordmaiy costs of a redemption

e. 1
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Oambron V. Hutchison.

Fraud by lolitilor.

Where auoh motives exist in tlie mind of a eolloitor as would be
sufficient witli ordinary mon to induce tliem to withljold information
ftrom the client, the presumption is that it was withheld ; and the
unoommunicated knowledge of the solicitor ia not imputed to the
client as notice.

Where mortgagees sold the mortgage to defeat or delay their creditors,
but the vendee had no actual notice of the purpose, it was Iltld
that tho circumstance of his having employed one of the mort-
gagees as his solicitor in drawing the assignment, Ac, did not make
the knowledge of the solicitor notice to the vendee.

Motion for injunction.

The bill alleged the recovery of a judgment by plaintiff
on the 29th of November, 1860, in the Queen's Bench

8uuiii.i>t. against Charlea Hutchiaon, William Warren Street^
Jamea C. Macklem, David M. Thompaon,Jame8B.Mivera]
and Anaelm C. Hammond for £4690 Ss. lid. ; thai judg-
ment was registertd in the County of Huron, 1 Decem-
ber, 1860, and fi.fa. issued to defendant Jb/m McDonald.
as sheriff, against the lands of the other defendants ; that
before judgment, but after debt was incurred, and during
pendency of suit defendants Butchiaon, Street, and Ham-
mond, without valuable conaideration, and with intent to
defraud creditors, by an assignment dated 26th of
October, 1860, assigned to defendant Jamea B. Rivera
all their interest in an indenture of mortgage upon
certain property in the county of Huron, made by
defendants Charlea Widder and Thomaa Mercer Jonea
to the defendants Hutchiaon, Street, Maeklem, Thompaon,
Rivera, and Hammond for securing ^6606 IBs. 4d.,
which assignment was duly register- '

; and that with a
further design of defeating plaintiff and other creditors
by another indenture of same date assigned to defendant
Foakett B, Beddome.
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The bill further stated that said assignment was made
mala fide without consideration and that the memorial
of same does not state consideration and ih^i Beddome
had notice; that defendants HutchUon, Street, Macklem,
Thompson Rroer., and Hammond had commenced anaeon m the Common Pleas upon the said mortgage for
the benefit, as thej allege, of FoBkett B. Beddoms and had

^CZS^'^TT^ ''''''^ ^'^'^ *'^«'«°"' -^"d that the

>

The bill prayed a declaration that defendants were

was entitled to priority on account of bad registrations-

ZZ'X. '''''-' '-''''- ^'--'-^ - ^- -i

anlffidTV
'^'

""ir '^' '^«^^"'^'*"* ^'^^ome filed

Mr. a. D'Arcy Boulton, for the plaintiflf.

Mr. S. Blake, contra.

fj,fri?'*?*
V. O.-An injanction is sought to restrain ^^^^^m.

the defendants Butchmn, Street, MacklL, TkompsZ
Rtvers, Hammered, and Beddome, from receivingZ 2moneys ,n the hands of the sheriff of Huron, such'mone^:
being levied under an execution issued upon a judgmen

at law upon a mortgage. The mortgage has been
aesigned to the defendant Beddome, and he as assignee
.8 entitled to receive the money, unless he ought tfb
restrained from receiving it.

6 ^ ^u oe

ififin' T!'fr'';*
"""' '°''^' 0" '^^ ^^^^ of October.I860. At that date a suit had been comtaenc6d and

627
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was pending by the plaintiff against the above named

defendants other than Beddome for the recovery of a debt.

On the 29th of November, 1860, the plaintiff recovered

judgment in that suit for £4590 3s. lid. which was

registered in the county of Huron on the Ist of Decem-

ber in the same year. The plaintiff makes affidavit that

this judgment is unsatisfied to the extent of upwards of

£1200.

There were two assignments of the mortgage on the

same day, the 26 th of October, 1860, one from Street,

Hutchison, and Hammond, to Rivera, the other from the

same three with the addition of Thompson, Rivera, and

MacMem, being all the mortgagees, to Beddome. The

object of the first assignment, as appears by the evidence

was, to indemnify Rivers from the consequences of the

plaintiff's suit at law. Money had been borrowed, by his

co-mortgagees, of the plaintiff, of which he had received

no portion, and he appears to have been considered the

only one of them solvent. The mortgage unless assigned

would have been available to the plaintiff towards the

satisfaction of his debt. The assignment of it therefore

was obviously to delay, hinder, or defeat him as a creditor,

and but for the assignment to Beddome would I appre-

hend have been within the Statute of Elizabeth.

I think it clearly proved that Beddome was an assignee

for value, that he took the assignment with no fraudulent

intent, and had no notice himself, personally, of the

object of the assignment to Rivers. But it is sought to

affect him with notice, on the ground that Hutchison one

of the mortgagees and one of the assignors to Beddome

was Beddome'8 solicitor, in the matter of the assignment.

I th'.nk, although it has been questioned in argument, that

Hutchison was solicitor for Beddome in the matter.

Rivers alone seems to have negotiated the assignment to

Beddome as assignee and owner of the mortgage, and

Beddome in his examination says that he lold Rivers to
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take the papers t6 Hutchnon to draw out the assignment 1869,
as his Beddome's solicitor

; and Rivers says " I thi-ak I
^

suggested to Mr. BeddomelA, appointing Mr. Hutchmn
to act for him.

Cameron
T.

Hatcbtion.

It IS quite.clear that Butchmn was cognizant of the
whole transaction

; it was he who stated to Rivers the
reason of the assignment to him, and negotiated it with
him

;
and as Rivers says was the only one who acted for

all parties throughout the truusaction.

The cases on the subject of a purchaser or assignee
being affected by notice to, or knowledge in his solicitor
have not been uniform. In Hewitt v. Loosemore (a),
hiv George Turner treated it as constructive notice, but
held that he could not act upon the presumption that it
had been communicated to the principal in the face of
the evidence that had been adduced by the plaintiff. The
defendant ZoMmore a lessee of certain lahd had borrowed ,„d,„ ^money upon the deposit of the lease; and afterwards
borrowed from another person upon an assignment of his
term, making an excuse for the absence of the lease

;

the assignment by way of mortgage was drawn by him-'
self, the mortgagee employing no other solicitor. The
Solicitor General and Mr. Speed for the mortgagee con-
tended that Loosemore was not his solicitor in the business
of the mortgage and that if he was, constructive notice
would not be imputed, for the existence of the prior mort-
gage was a fact which he would certainly have concealed •

and they referred to Kennedy v. Green (b).

'

Sir George Turner held that Looaemore must be taken
to have been solicitor for the mortgagee, but declined to
act upon the presumption that the fact of the deposit of
the lease had been communicated

; holding, however
that constructive notice is knowledge which the Court

(a) 9 Ha. 449.

67—VOL, XVI. QR,
(4) 3 M. & K. 699.
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1869. imputes to a partj upon a presumption so strong that it

^"^^^^^ cannot be allowed to be rebutted, that the knowledge
V. must

Hutchison.
have been communicated.

Kennedy v. Green did not apply.

He thought that

[

In Uspin v.Femberton (a), on appeal, Lord Chelmsford
held the same doctrine as to the effect of constructive

notice; but classed notice to a solicitor under the head of
actual notice to the principal, holding that notice which
affects the principal through a solicitor does not depend
upon whether it is communicated or not ; that the prin-

cipal is bound by the fact whether it is communicated to

or concealed from him. His Lordship differed from Sir

6-eorge Turner as to the doctrine that where a mortga-
gor, himself a solicitor, prepares the mortgage deed, the

mortgagee employing no other solicitor, the mortgagor
is to be considered as solicitor for the mortgagee in the
transaction. At the same time he thought that if the

Jndgmont. mortgagor became the solicitor of the mortgagee it would
be hardly possible to stop short of applying all the con-
sequences of the relation, and to refuse to itnpute the
knowledge possessed by the mortgagor to his client the
mortgagee: and he added, " You cannot escape from this

conclusion unless you apply the principle of the case of
Kennedy v. Green, and exclude this particular know-
ledge, because the mortgagor was committing a fraud in

the transaction which he could not be presumed to com-
municate. But I have already shewn that imputed
knowledge does not depend upon whether it is commu-
nicated or not, and therefore the presumption of non-
communication does not seem to be the proper principle
to apply. I would rather say that the commission of
the fraud broke off the relation of principal and agent,
or was beyond the scope of the authority, and therefore
it prevented the possibility of imputing the knowledge
of the agent to his principal."

(a) 8 DeQ. & J. 647.
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of^elT- J'T "°* ""'"'''^'^ ^'' *^^ ^'^'^0^ '869.

relation of sohcUor or agent and principal, did not exist, ^T'""

I find Z7 ,
'
'''''"' P'^^^g^^ ^^^°h' ^« reported

""^^"°-
I find ,t d,fficult to understand, unless it is r.eant thahe concealrnent of the prior incumbrance was itself thefraud for m the case before him, as in Hewitt v. Loose-

in Kennedy y. Green. If that was his Lordship's mean-ing It would applj, I appreher,d, to the most expressemployment of a solicitor. Indeed he intimates tha
there must be some consent to constitute the relation.
But, assuming the relation duly constituted, and some
fact not Itself a fraud, within the knowledge of the solici-
tor not communicated, the principal, according to this
doctrine would not be affected with knowledge of the factand the non-communicatum of it would not, therefore, be a

'

tZi7r^ 7 '^'f
'^^ ^^" ''' '' "'y ^^ «--^ered

as settled bjHewm v.Loosemore or£sp>n r Pemberton. j,,^,,,

The latter of these two cases was decided in January,
1859 and m June of the same year a somewhat simila,;
question was raised before Sir Mickard Kinderdey, not
however upon presumed communication between solicitor
or agent and principal, but between one of several trustees
and a person dealing with him. The case was Bro^vne v
iiavage (a), and the point was stated by the Vice Chan^
cellor to be whether if one of several trustees of a
fund IS also beneficially entitled to a share of that fund
in reversion, and makes an assignment to a stranger of
such interest, the knowledge which that trustee of
course has, of his own assignment, in the absence of
notice to his co-trustees, constitutes good notice, so as to
give such assignment priority over subsequent assign-
ments with notice. Notice to one trustee is as a general
rule sufficient, and the trustee making the assignment

(«) 4 Dry. 636.
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Cameron

being necessarily cognizant of it, one trustee has notice

and it was contended that notice to the co-truptees was

V. unnecessary. A party about to take an assignment is held
Hutchison.

, , . . „
"^

, J °,
bound to inquire of each trustee, and as a trustee giving

incorrect information renders himself liable to the person

who makes the inquiry, it is presumed that the information

given will be true, and as all must be inquired of, notice

to one is held sufficient. But the presumption arising

from its being the interest of each trustee to give true

information is rebutted, where the one having notice

of a fact has an interest to withhold the information

;

and Sir Richard Kindersley upon that ground held that

the knowledge of the trustee who made the assignment

did not constitute notice to the trustees.

Now in the case of a solicitor, the doctrine of notice to

the principal proceeds upon the presumption that the

knowledge will be communicated, because it is the duty

Judgment of t^c solicitor to communicatc it; in the case of a trustee

it is presumed that he will jB;ive true information because

it is his interest to do so. In both cases the rule pro-

ceeds upon presumption : and it was only in accordance

with a general principle, that presumptions may be re-

butted, that Sir Richard Kindersley decided Browne v.

Savage, and I gather from the language of Sir Qeorge

Turner that he decided Hewitt v. Loosemore upon the

same principle.

I desire not to go beyond the case of knowledge

existing in the solicitor or agent ; where notice is ex-

pressly given to one who is agent to receive that notice

the case would probably be different.

The inclination of my opinion certainly is, that where

motives exist in the mind of a solicitor or agent, suffi-

cient with ordinary men, to induce them to withhold

information, the presumption that it will bo communi-

cated, is rebutted. In this case there was, I think, such
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a sufficient motive ; Hutchison's plan to secure Bivers
would have been defeated if he had informed Beddome
of the object of the assignment to Bivera.

But the question still remains, whether I ought to
allow the money in question to pass into the hands of
Beddome. If I am wrong in the opinion I have formed
the plaintiff is entitled to the money, and my refusal to
interfere may cause it to be irrevocably lost to him.

I think there is sufficient doubt upon the law of the
case to make it the proper course to preserve the money
in medio. The cause can be brought to a hearing at an
early day and probably, if security is given that the
money shall be forthcoming if the plaintiff is found
entitled to it, it may properly be paid over to Beddome.

I think the tendency of modern decision is to curtail
the doctrine of constructive and of imputed notice. I
should be sorry if the tendency of any decision of mine

'"'^''•"'-

were to extend it.

The Attorney General v. Harmer.

18lh Elizabeth.

A conveyance executed by a debtor in satisfaction of or security for a
debt, if intended to operate between the parties, is Talid, though
obtained in order to gain priority to an expected claim of the
Crown unJor a recognizance.

A debtor ooavij-o ,t iand to his father and brother-in-law respectively
whjoh rhay 'j'aimed to be bona fide, and tor valmble consideration

;

on a b 1, hy a creditor the Court was not entirely satisfied with tho
account which was given of the transaction with the father, and
hfid serious doubts in regard to the transaction with the son; but
Leiog of opinion that the evidence was insufScient to prove the
account of tho trat^-aotions on tho defendants' part to be false,
Bustuned both conveyances.

EsamiQation and hearing.
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1869. Mr. Sodgine, for the informant.

Attorney
Qeneral

V.

Harmer.

Mr. Osier, fer the defendants.

Spragge, V. C.—The information impeaches, as

against Robert Harmer, the father, the assignment to

him of the mortgage made by Smith, and the mortgage

made by Day, and the transaction in relation to the

75 acres, Henry Harmer'a homestead; and impeaches

also the conveyance, to the defendant Hewitt, of the

60 acres. They would properly form the subject of sepa-

rate suits, but no objection has been made on that score

;

and I do not think |it necessary that the Court should

object.

These transactions are impeached as void, under 13th

Elizabeth ; they are sustained on the ground that Henry
Harmer was at the time indebted to his father and to

Hewitt respectively ; and that he assigned to his father
u gmen

. ^j^^ mortgages, and the four notes given for the purchase

money of his homestead, (in lieu of which a mortgage

was given), in satisfaction of his debt ; and that he con-

veyed the fifty acres to Hewitt in satisfaction of the

debt due to him.

These different conveyances virere registered. The
recognizance, if registered at all, was not registered till

afterwards. Evidence has been given in order to affect

Robert the father of the cognizor, and Robert the son

of the cognizor, with notice of the recognizance having

been entered into. I do not think the evidence brings

home notice to either of them : taking the notice required

to be such as would affect a purchaser for value, who

had registered against a prior purchaser vrho had not

registered. I do not suppose the Crown, having an

unregistered recognizance, is in a better position than

such prior purchaser.
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I incline to think, however, that notice would make no 1869.
difference, and that if the debts set up were actually due, ^—v^
and the conveyances made in satisfaction of them, or in G«mf
order to secure them; and if such conveyances were not Harmer.

merely colorable, they are not void under the Statute
of Elizabeth

; although all parties had notice of the
recognizance, and although the motive of the cognizor,
in making them, was to defeat any remedy upon the
recognizance. It is in short, the case of Wood v.
Dixie (a), as interpreted in this Court in the case of
MoMaster v. Clare, {b)

I will consider first the alleged debt from Henry
Harmer to his father. If the witnesses are to be
believed, there can be no doubt of its existence. The
amount of it shortly is, that the father immigrated to this
country about the year 1856, Henry having been settled
in the country some nine or ten years before ; that the
father brought out with hira a considerable sum of
money; that shortly after his arrival he placed £1500 •'*«««»•

in the hands of Henry, to invest for him, or at any rate
to pay him the father six per cent, for the use of it.

The father says that the first iatention was tn»6 a farm
should be purchased with it. Further, it is said ttiat
Henry lent a good deal of this money to various per-
sons, all in his own name, and spent a good deal of it

himself; that the father thought thM his money was
being wasted, and became anxious about it, and asked
for security; aad that on the 2l8t of September, 1858,
the transactions took place which are impeacned.

The evidence was taken before me at Brantford, «i
both Henry and his father were examined, and tbeir
evidence is read. The father was an old man, »ad quite
illiterate

;
at the time of the examination he was feeble

and seemed in bad health, his mind seemed confused,
probably from illness, and partly perhaps from age.

(a) 7 Q. B. 892.
(6) 7 Grant. 568.
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I860. Benry, I must describe as a rough, hastj, turbulent
'"""^^'^

style of man ; he appeared so to me : and from what is
Attorney .,.,.. , ., , -j i • tt-
a*n«ra[ said of him in the evidence, he evidently is so. His

Hsrmer. evidence was not given in a candid, straightforward

manner ; he answered hastily, and I think some of the

inconsistencies that appear in his evidence may bo

attributable to that cause : he is not illiterate, and is a

man of about ordinary intelligence, and more than

ordinary energy and self-will.

The direct proof of the debt rests upon the evidence

of these two men. There are some corroborating

circumstances beyond the bare allegation of the money

being placed by the father in Henry's hands. Henry

did lend considerable sums of money to various peJrsons

after his father came to this country, among other sums,

£250 to Day, whose mortgage is assigned; and he

states loans to other persons, whom he names, to a con-

siderable amount : and he led a life of turbulence and
Judgment,

litigation, that would almosf certainly involve the expen-

diture of very considerable sums. This reats certainly

in a great measure, upon his own evidence ; but I do not

think bis account of loans made by him, and of his

other dealing with the money, to be mere fabrications.

He gives indeed no satisfactory account of his appli-

cation of so large a sum as £1500, but I think no

satisfactory account was to be expected from such a

man; and he gives his account only from memory.

I do not reject as a fabrication that a considerable sum

of money, probably the sum stated by Henry and his

father, was brought to the country by the latter ; its

probability is strengthened by a circumstance stated by

a Mr. Wallis, a very respectable witness, that the father,

accompanied by Henry and some other persons, went

to his house, and made him an offer of £1000 for his

farm, offering to pay the whole sum within a week : the

offer was refused. Mr. Wallia fixes the date of this at

about the spring of 1857, Moreover, the arrangement
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set up m regard to the money brought to this country 1809.
by the father, being placed in the hands of the son for '^v^
the purposes stated, is by no means an improbable one. o"-.V
Ihe relationship of the parties, the superior education "™.
of the son, his experience in the country as an earlier
settler, and the confidence naturally flowing from these
circumstances, render it probable: and it is also pro-
bable, from the character and conduct of the son in this
country, that at the date of the arrangement impeached
he would stand indebted to his father in the whole
amount placed in his hands, with comparatively little in
the shape of securities to show for it.

I have next to consider whether the transaction of
September was colorable, and I think it is not shewn to
be so. It is pretty evident, I think, that the inducement
in the mind of Senr^ was the avoidance of some
claims hjMuma, for repeated assaults upon whom, he
was fined, and bound over to keep the peace, 'and
his recognizance afterwards forfeited

; and who had
•'"''8'°"'*-

recovered a verdict against him for slander ; and also
probably that his land might not be taken in execution
upon any of these matters ; but still if he made an
actual and not merely a colorable transfer of property
in satisfaction of a debt there would be no infringement
of the statute. I think his father had booome dissatis-
fied and anxious about his money, and wanted It secured,
and certainly not without reason ; but thai the mode of
carrying it out was entirely the work of ffenri/. If the
father had sold to his son and kept the notes in his own
control I should conclude the transaction to be colorable,
but if the notes passed into the hands of a creditor to
their amount, who accepted them in satisfaction, or as
security for his debt, such notes in his hands would not, I
apprehend, be impeachable, und- r the statute ; and if the
creditor were to object, as she father did here, to the
notes and ask for a mortgage tWr the purchase money,
instead of the notes, it would still more have the character

r»8—VOL. XVI. QR.
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1860.

II

of a bona fide transaction ; and would not be i ipeaohalle,

I think, although thu act was spouvaneous on the part of

the debtor.

It 18 infers 1^ from Henry's evidence that there was

no change of poasesaion after the sale of the seventy-five

acres to the son. In F'>bruary, 1860, the son conveyed

the ioxva io Hewitt for Jtobert Hamer the elder, and

it is not improbable that as between Henry Harmer and

his son it was not intended that the latter Bhoul hold

the land ; but that, as I have observed, could not alt'ect

the transference of notes or of a lortgage given for

the purchase money. The continuance of Henry upon

the land before the conveyance to Hewitt was evidence

of no*'';;.g that could affect his father, but it appears that

he d .; <-^i\.ove in the spring after the conveyance to his

fioit. At'U^r the conveyance to Hewitt he lived again upon

the ph'j." for nearly a year, the place being occupied by

a younger son of his father, his father himself continuing
a gmen

. ^^ j.^^ ^^ -^^ ^^^ ^^^^ before with his son-in-law Hewitt.

As to the assignment of the mortgages there is less

difficulty ; one of them, Day's, was in equity probably

the property of the father, having been given for his

money, lent by Henry : the other appears to have been

the property of Henry ; they amounted together to

about £600, and the four notes were of the aggregate

amount of j61,000, and the morlgage substituted, and lor

the same amount, amounted to the alleged debt, $6,000.

It is not suggested that the land was really worth more

than £1,000.

•

Without saying that the whole of these transactions

are accounted for in a manner entirely satisfactory to

my mind, I have come to the conclusion, which I think

a jury might properly have come to upon the same evi-

dence, that the alleged debt did exist in September, 1868,

and that the transactions ia relation to ita liquidation
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at that date, were, as l.otween the creditor and debtor, 1869.
real and not colorable. "—v^-^

Attorney
(ivnHrsl

Tho conveyance *^ Hewitt of the fifty acres for the "<«»*,.

alleged consideratiou of ^2,500 , ',e same date as
the settlement by Henry with his .er. Henry and
Hewitt were both examined in relatiun to it The con-
Bideration is th.-s made up

; $1,800 let.t in money by
Heroitt to Henry about a year before, and 3700 for which
Hewitt g:. ve his note, and which was paid in sui, 3 of ^200
nd $500 res, actively. Henry h account of the matter is

not clear
;
he first states that he had borrowed the whole

$2,500 from Hewitt ; at one time $1,800, at another
$200, and at another $500. He then varies from this
statement, and states that $1,800 was tho whole sum
borrowed, and that the sums of $200 and $500 were
payn. onts on his $700 note. It is possible that his first
statement was given over-h, tiiyand was erroneous from
that cause

;
that upon being asked as to the amount he

borrowed, his ans ver may have meant to state the several Judgment,

amount ho receive 1, -vhetber in the way of loan or pay-
ment. A preat i„ ilt in giving his evidence was, that
ho answered hastily

; and at times, apparently without
fully appreciating the question. The second statement
was a correction of his own, and if either is correct, it is

the correct one, I think. Upon being recalled, he says
the consideration wu $2,500 subject to a mortgage to
one Smith for $:300, and luat he paid off that mortgage
with money given to him for the purpose by Hewitt.
He says, also, that the loan of $1,800 was made in gold.
Upon this last point he is contradicted by Heivitt, who
states the loan of $1,800 to have been made partly
in bank bills, the most of c he thinks, and partly in
gold. He says there were some gold pieces, and adds,
"I think if Harmer swore e wh )Io $1,800 was in
gold pieces, it was not true, it ^as not all in gold pieces."
He says it was his wife who gave the money to her
brother. Hewitt is wholly illiterate ; he says he cannot
read a Inf-lAr rw L-i

•; I.

one dcod anoii^sr.
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There is no other evidence confirmatory or otherwise,

and I feel it to be a task of considerable difficulty to

decide the point. Between business men there would be
some documents preserved, the notes given and receipts

probably, and as Hewitt must have signed the note as a
marksman, there should have been a witness to it who
might have been called ; again, upon the alleged lean of

$1,800 a security of some kind, or at least an acknow-

ledgment would probably have been given ; and there is

no explanation why the $300 mortgage money should

have been paid by Henry with money given to him by
Heioitt instead of being paid by Hewitt himself. I do

not attach so much weight to the absence of documen-
tary evidence as I should do if the transaction were
between people who would understand its importance.

After the execution of the conveyance Hewitt would
scarcely attach any value to notes or receipts, or any
other paper connected with the consideration.

" *"*" The discrepancy between the two as to the loan of

$1,800 being wholly in gold, or partly in gold and
partly in notes, is another circumstance ; but I think it

rather makes in favor of Hewitt than against him. If

the story of the loan were a sheer fabrication, he would
naturally follow the account given of it hj Harmer;
and again, would almost certainly have stated that no
other person was present, whereas he states that his

wife was present, and gave the money to Harmer.
If there is no truth in this, Hewitt must not only have
committed perjury, but have gratuitously made a state-

ment which would, exhibit him as a perjurer to his wife.

t

Against the bona fides of the transfer it has no*; been
shewn that possession of the land conveyed, which is a
farm, has not followed the conveyance ; and this as a
badge of fraud should be shewn by the party impeach-

ing it, as was attempted to be done in regard to the

ieventy-five acres.
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I ought not to hold this conveyance .... u„uer me
Statute, unless I can comp to the conclusion that the

I860.

' " * "-" **"•"'" »" ine conclusion that the ^—v^^
account given of the consideration for it is a mere o»
invention by the parties to it. I cannot help feeling Ha/i.,.
serious doubts in regard to it. The demeanour of
neither of the witnesses was such as to inspire one
with any great confiaence in their truthfulness: but I
hesitate to take upon me to pronounce what they have
said upon oath a sheer fabrication. It is either that, or
ffarmer was Semtt's debtor for «1,800, and the convey-
ance was taken in satisfaction for that debt, and in
consideration of a further sum to bo paid by ffewitt.
1 h.nk, upon the evidence before me, I ought not to
hold the conveyance void. I confess, however, that I
have come to this conclusion with more hesitation and
more doubt than I feel in regard to the transaction with •'"^•^-n..
the father.

CoNLiN V. Elmer.

£ea,e-Purcha,efor value- Voluntary deed-Amendment at the hearing.

A mining lease for 99 years contained provisions enabling tlie lessor

Held that the lessee was a purchaser for ralue, and that a priorTolonUry conveyance was void as against him.

Where the pleadings and evidence were not before the Court in a satis-factory shape, and the Court being obliged to reject evidence onboth sides as not material under the pleadings, was not satisfied as

• 1 r?)^
'!*' "" *~°'^'"»" 'it'' the rights of the parties upon

the actual facts, leave was given to amend on payment Jf the cos.^
01 the hearing. &o.

Examination of witnesses and hearing.

Mr. Blake, Q.C., for the plaintiff.
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1863. Mr. Wallbridye, Q.C., for defendant Omlin.

Conltn

Kimtr.
^^' ^Mfnond and Mr. J. A. Boyd, for defendants

Elmer and Irwin.

SPB/i^QB, V.C—The plaintiff is a sister of the defend-

ant Francis Conlin ; and her case is, that in or about
the month of May, 1864, she purchased from him lot

number nineteen in the fifth concession of Madoc, for a
valuable consideration, which she actually paid ; and
that her brother at that date executed to her a con-

veyance of the land. She does not state what the con-

sideration was. She states that the conveyance was lefc

in the office of a Mr. Fitzgerald, who drew the same, in

order to its being registered ; that the office of Fitzgerald

was shortly afterwardn consumer! by fire, and the deed

with it.

Jadgment. The defendants other than the plaintiff's brother are

William Elmer and Charles Irwin ^Imer is a lessee

of the east half of the lot under a > made lo him ly
Francis Conlin for twenty years, on tne ?Gth of October,

1866, and Irwin is a lessee of tho same half lot under a

lease from Francis Conlin for ninety-nine years, made on

the 6th of November in the same year ; both these leases

are registered. I find among the papers a lease from

Francis Conlin to Elmer of the west half of the same
lot, but that lease is not mentioned in the pleadings.

The plaintiff impeaches the leases of the east half of

the lot, on the ground that they are without considera-

tion, and that the lessees respectively had notice of her
title

Elmer's defence is, that the plaintiff had no convey-

ance ; and that if any was made it was without con-

siderp'aon. He claims that his lease was for value, and
he denies rotice. Irwin sets up a like defence as to his

lease ; and adds that Elmer has, as he believes, expended
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money and labor upon mining for minerals upon the land

;

and that but for miner's prior lease and right to posses-
sion, he, Irwin, would have expended money thereon.

The facts of the execution of the conveyance to the
plaintiff, and of its loss, and of the payment of con-
sideration rest upon the evidence of Fitzgerald. I
believed in the truthfulness of his evidence; but had
some doubt as lo the accuracy of his memory. His
evidence satisfied me, however, of the fact of the execu-
tion of the conveyance, and of its loss by fire. The
date of its execution appears to have been about the
beginning of May, and of its loss some three wcbks
later. As to the considoi : iion paid, he said at first that
he did not clearly recollect any money being paid ; that
he believed that notes of which the plaintiff was the
holder passed to her brother. Later in his evidence he
spoke Jijore positively, saying that the plaintiff handed
notes against other parties, against whom he did not Judgment,
know, to her brother ; then that there were two notes
handed i;y her to him. This is all the evidence of con-
sideration having been paid; another person was present,
one Dale, a witness to the deed, Fitzgerald stated in his
evidence by way, I suppose, of accounting for the
absence of Dale, that he had seen him lately, and that
he was ill, Francis Conlin was not called. The evi-
dence of Fitzgerald amounts to this, that the plaintiff
handed to Francis Conlin two notes, or papers purport-
ing to be notes, of persons, he cannot say whom, or for
what amount they were given.

If the plaintiff is a purchaser for value, and the
defendants, the lessees, had notice of her title, then
whether they stand in the position of purchasers for
value or not, her title must prevail : or if the plaintiff
and the defendants are none of them purchasers for
value, the plaintiff's title must prevail, whether the
defendants had notice of her title or not. To deal first
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with the case of Elmer: there is a provision in the

lease to him enabling the lessor, at his option, to demand
a royalty upon the proceeds of the mines, which it was
in contemplation to open, or to call for payment of a
gross sum—34000—in lieu of such royalty. It does
not appear that the lessor has exercised his option ; but

Ulmer'a liability to pay such sum makes him, I conceive,

a purchaser for value ; and unless the plaintiff is also a
purchaser for value, notice under the then state of the

law would be immaterial.

There are several circumstances leading to the conclu-

sion that the plaintiff w»s not a purchaser for value.

Her case is that she paid at the time the whole conside-

ration money : she does not state the amount. She is

spoken of in the evidence as a person without means,
except that she once owned and sold a horse. The first

lease was made nearly two years and a half after the

JudgaHiit. destruction of her deed by fire—a deed she had intended
to register ; her brother, she says, had been paid in full,

and she was of course entitled to another conveyance

;

and no difficulty is stated in the way of her obtaining it

;

yet no aew conveyance appears to have been asked for.

A further circumstance is, that after the leases to Mmer
and Irwin had been made, she made no assertion of her
right, nor even used language implying that any rights

of hers had been interfered with. She said that her
brother had been imposed upon, had been cheated, and
the like. If in truth she had purchased and paid the
consideration, it was not her brother that had been
cheated but herself, and that bi/ her brother. Her Ian-

guage is wholly unintelligible upon the hypothesis that
she had purchased and paid for the land. Further, she
appears to have spoken to two or three people about the
land, upon various occasions, without claiming it as her
own. I do not think that this, or her speaking of her
brother, not herself, as imposed upon in the matter of
the leases, is to be accounted for by supposing that she
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believed that the destruotioa of her deed destroyed her
title. The purposed destruction of u conveyance, in

order to put an end to the title of the grantee, has been
supposed byunloarned persons to have that effect; but
it is against cooiraon sense, that the accidental destruc-
tion of a conveyance should do so. It would be so
obviously her right to have another deed, that I cannot
think that she believed her right destroyed by the burn-
ing of the conveyance. There is some evidence of her
standing by while her brother was dealing with the pro-
perty as his own ; but the answers do not take that
ground. The only use that can be made of her so
acting, is by way of evidence that she was not a pur-
chaser for value.

545
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m
It is shewn in evidence that a very short time before

the execution of the conveyance on the 18th of April,
a writ was sued out against Francis Conlin in an action
for seduction. It does not appear what became of that .ruj«,n«nt

suit, but the fact of such a suit having been brought
may account for the execution of the conveyance,
expressing the payment of a valuable consideration.

The resting quietly without a new conveyance, and the
other conduct of the plaintiff, to which I have adverted,
seem to me of great weight. The evidence of payment
of consideration is very weak. I doubt if there was
any thing more than the form ' 'landing papers called
notes, by the plaintiff to htk other; there is no
evidence of her being the holder . any notes, a thing
not diflScult of proof in the case of a young woman in

her position. Against this faint evidence of the pay-
ment of consideration, is a course of conduct quite
consistent with her having taken a conveyance for a
purpose, and then allowing it to drop when that purpose
had been answered ; but not consistent upon any rational
view of it, with the case she makes, that she had pur-
chased the land, and paid the consideration for it. Her
conduct does, in my mind, quite outweigh the direct

69--VQL. XVI, OR.
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1800. evidence of payment of consideration ; and I think the

proper conclusion upon the fact is, that the consideratioa

was not paid. I may add that I doubt whether the

evidence of notice to Elmer is such that I ought to

hold it sufficient to affect him with notice.

As to the other lessee, Irwin, the evidence of notice

is more satisfactory. The evidence of Alexander

Dickson, which I have no reason to doubt, proves that

Irwin admitted in a conversation respecting the land in

question, that he knew, before ho got his lease, of the

conveyance to the pkiintiff, but observed that it had not

been registered, and had been destroyed, and that they

could not prove it. The question then arises, whether

he stands in the position of a purchaser for value. The

consideration of the lease is expressed to be one dollar,

and the reservations, conditions, and covenants to bo

performed by the lessee. The lease reserves by way of

Judgment, rental- or royalty one half of the net proceeds of all

ores, metals, and metallic minerals, that should be

obtained from the land. The lessee covenants that he

will commence "prospecting" within one year, and there

is a provision that if work should at any time stop for

the term of one year, that the lease should be forfeited.

I think that the provisions of this lease constitute Irwin

a purchaser for value. It was not argued whether the

clause respecting "prospecting" and providing for a

forfeiture, in the event of work being stopped for a year,

makes any difference. I think that they do not. This

lease is for ninety-nine years. Francis Conlin had, a

short time previously, granted a lease for twenty years, to

Elmer, of the same land, with the exclusive right of using

the same for mining purposes As between Francis Gonlin

and Irwin, there could be no breach of covenant and no

forfeiture, when it was by Conlin's own act that Irwin

was disabled from doing what he had covenanted to do.

My conclusion therefore upon the pleadings and

evidence before me is, that the plointitrs case fails, both
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I860.

Conlln

Elm«r.

against Mmer and Irwin, and in strictness I should
dismiss the bill. I could not, however, but feel that

neither the pleadings nor evidence were before me in a
satisfactory shape. I was obliged to reject evidence on
both sides, because not admissible under the pleadings.
It may be that the plaintiff ia in truth a purchaser bona
fide, and for a valuable consideration, from her brother,

and that she has only failed in proof : if so, it would be
hard to conclude her upon tho present pleadings and
evidence. Instead of dismissing the bill, I am disposed
to allow her to take down her case for hearing at the
next sittings of the Court at Belleville. This can be
done, with diligence on her part, if tho defendants
throw no diflSculties in the way. It is the interest of all

parties to have the questions between them disposed of
as early aa possible, and to facilitate the proceedings.

The plaintiff should be allowed to amend, and the
defendants to put in further answers, whether she
amends or not

; and it is an indulgence to the plaintiff judgment.

which can only be granted upon payment to Mmer and
Irwin of their costs of and incidental to t^'^ hearing.

The plaintiff must avail herself promptly *.. he leave

hereby given, failing which the bill must be liismissed

with costs.

m

m

Clemmow v. Converse.

Ituolvmt debtor—Preferenee—Pruture.

A preference which a debtor is induced to give by threats of criminal
and other proceedings, is not void under the Indigent Debtors' Act
of 1869 or the Insolvent Act of 1864.

But to sustain the preference the pressure must have been real, and
not a feigned contrivanco between the debtor and creditor to wear
the appearance of pressure for the mere purpose of giving effect to

the debtor's desire and intention to give a preference.

Examination of witnesses and hearing at Ottawa.

r
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1869. Mr. Orooki Q,0., and Mr. Kennedy, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Blake, Q.C., for defendant Walker.

Spragqe, V. C—It is clear from the evidence, par-

ticularly that of Walker, that it waa apparent to

Converse and to J. T. Lamb, that the eifect of the

giving of the ante-dated note, and of the legal proceed-

ings to bo taken upon it, would be to close the business

of Lamh—io put him in insolvency, unless he, Lamb,

could obtain aid from some other quarter. It was the

intention of Converse to get execution in as short a

time as possible, in order to be before other creditors

;

and the evidence of Mr. Walker, the solicitor of

Converse & Co., would lead to the inference that Lamb

facilitated this passively, and was anxious, if he could,

to facilitate it actively; but Mr. Lamb's letter to

Converse & Co., of 4th July, 18G5, scarcely supports

this. The peculiar course taken by Walker was his

own idea, in order to conceal the proceedings from

other creditors ; but Converse, though not aware of the

niodo intended by his attorney to gain priority, was

anxious that such steps should be taken as would give

his firm ])viority. His auger at the deception which

he alleged, and Lamb admitted, had been practised

upon his firm, as to the advance of $100() being

obtained by representation as t-o real security, may

have been the reason for the proceedings taken

against Lamb, or he may have made this alleged

deception the occasion for the course he took. He

at least suspected, if he did not know, that Lamb

was in a precarious position, perhaps on the eve of

insolvency, and his leading object was to secure the

debt of his firm, and that at the expense of other

creditors, if necessary.

In order to effect this he brought pressure to bear

JadRnent
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upon J. T. Lamb, sufficient, under the English cases, 1869.

to make his act not a voluntary act ; unless the proper
conclusion is, that although there was pressure, still

the giving of the anto-dated note was not really the
result of the pressure, but in order to give a fraudulent

preference: Cook v. Pritchard (a). The evidence of
this is that above adverted to. I think it shews that
he gave the note under pressure ; and further, that
having given it, his desire was that Converse S Go.

should thereby obtain a preference. Whether he still

apprehended the possibility of criminal proceedings
being taken, as threatened by Converse, or from any
other reason, ho was anxious that they should obtain
execution in priority t<> other creditors. The principle

upon which, in England, pressure is held to be mate-
rial, is this : prlitid facie, a i)ayment by one in so

hopeless a state of insolvency that his payment is to

be looked upon as made in contemplation of bank-
ruptcy

;
or a delivery of goods or other effects by a jadgaum.

debtor in that position, is a fraudulent preference

—

is presumed to be ma'de in order to defeat the Bank-
rupt Laws

: and the effect of the payment or other
act of the Trsolvent, being under the pressure of the
creditor, i cc rebut the presumption that would other-

wise arise : Bills v. Smith (6). It must of course
appear that the pressure is real, not a feigned con-
trivance between the creditor and debtor, to wear the
appearance of pressure, while the real desire and
intention is to give a preference.

.it

The circumstance that in this case the note was
ante-dated, and that some of the notes which it was
given to cover were not yet due, is some evidence of

fraudulent preference; but it is not conclusive:

Strachan v. Barton (c), and there are other cases to

the same point. It would seem too, from the evidence,

(0) 6 Scott, N. R. 84. (6) 6 B. & S. 821. (c) H Ex. 647.

Jl

I
him
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1809.

"

If! JndgBMnt

i

that it WM not a case where preference wiw given
before the expiry of credit, but that the notes still

current were renewals of notes given for payment of

good<k Converse too was in a condition to dictate

terms to Lamb, and availed himself of his position to

insist upon that which enabled him to take immediate
proceedings against his debtor. It apjieai-s further

that La/wh did not consider his insolvency inevitable;

he still clung to the hojw of being able to continue his

business : he hoped for "outside aid," and asked and
obtainc^d from Converm a promise of a further supply

of goods, to a small extent, upon security, in order to

make up his stock. Under all these circumstances

I think it would bo heldjin England that a preference

given by a debtor to his creditor, was not a fraudulent

preference.

This act of J. T. Lamb, if it be void, must bo so

under the Indigent Debtors' Act, 22 Vic. ch. 90, or

under the Insolvency Act, 1804. It was decided in

Young v. Christie (a), that allowing judgment to go
by default in an action, and defending another, the

effect being to enable the one creditor to recover judg-

ment before the other, is not a preference which is

avoided by the former act.

Then as to the Insolvency Act of 1804. Sub-section 3,

of section 8, is the clause that bears upon this case. It

avoids "all contracts or conveyances made, and acts

done by a debtor fraudulently to impede, obstruct or

delay his creditors in their remedies against him, or

with intent to defraud his creditors or any of them,

and so made, done, and intended, with the knowledge

of the person contracting or acting with the debtor,

and which .have the effect of impeding, obstructing or

delaying the creditors in their remedies, or of injuring

them or any of them."

(a) 7 Grant, 312.

Ill
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In Netaton v. The Ontario Bank (a), I thought that

this 8ub-«ect.on dooH not apply to a preference given by a
debtor to one creditor over anot. or. UjMjn the hearing
of that case upon appeal (h), my brother tViUon
exproHsod theopinion that the sub-section applies to deal-
ings not only by an insolvent with strangers, but to
his dealings with a creditor. Assuming, for the sake
of argument, that my learned brother is right, and
that the giving of the antc-dated note, and leaving the
action upon it undefended, while pleas were put in .o
actions by other creditors, are "acts" within sub-section
J, there still remains the question whether it can be
earned higher in favor of creditors disappointed by
the «U3t of the debtor, than a fraudulent preference
under the i.nghsh Bankruptcy Law; or rather a pre-
ference which would be held fraudulent but for the '

circumstance that it was obtained from the debtor by
pressure exercised upon tifo debtor. If in England
pressure by the creditor k hel.l to rebut the presumn- ,
tion of fraudulent intent, which woul.l otherwise arise

"""""•

I do not see how, consistently with English 'Iccisions'
wo can hold that pressure has not the same effect under
our Insolvency law.

I think, as I have already intimated, that what was
done was the result of pressure. I think that the
debtor would have avoided what he did, if he had felt
that ho could do so

: and that he did what was
demanded of him in order to escape the consequences
threatened by Converse, that his motive was to escape
those consequences, not with any fraudulent object of
preferring Converse & Co. I think the presumption of
fraud is fairly rebutted.

It may well be doubted whether it should be in the
power of a creditor, by the exercise of pressure upon
his debtor, to obtain for himself a preference over other

•..'Wl

(a) 13 Grant, 652. (b) 15 Grant, 288.
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creditors ; but while a fraudulent intent is made neces-

sary in order to avoid such preference, anything that

ia sufficient to rebut what would, primd facie, be a

fraudulent intent, is necessarily ; receivable with that

view. It is a logical consequence from the state of the

law. I regret to have to give effect to it in this case,

but in my view of the law I cannot avoid it.

Some question is made as to the bona fides of the

debt for which the judgment was recovered, I agree

that if a note was given advisedly and wittingly for a

larger sum than was really due, in order' to the recov-

ery of judgment for more than the true debt, it would

be void under the Statute of Elizabeth ; but I do not

think that the plaintiff has established such a case.

Judgment.

The plaintiff's bill must be dismissed, and with costs.

I may add in justification of the assignee, that it

appeal's to have been a fair case for the institution of a

suit for the benefit of the estate. There was insol-

vency and a preference which, supposing it to be within

the act, as my brother Wilson takes it to be, would

have been sufficient but for the pressure which is

shewn by the evidence for the defence.
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Brodsb v. Staynek.

Act for quieHng titU,~Old de.M-Co.flicii.g evidence.

In 1866 J. O. B. filed a petition for a certificate of title to a wild lotunder a oonreyance executed to him in Ififlo h. /> Vu .

turned on the genuineness of the power of attorney, and of a boldwh,ch purported to authorise the execution of the deed f 1835The inipeached ins' ent bore date in 1833, and P had done noact .n reepect of .. land from that time'until the pet ioneinduced h.m in I860, for a s.all consideration, to execute the
0"

jeyanoe of that date. The evidence as to the instruments wasconfl^t.ng. but the Court being satisfied on .he whole that th Z
that the petitioner was entitled to his certificate.

The facts giving rise to this proceeding appear suffi-
ciently m the report of the matter, ante p. 1

'

Instead
of proceeding to try the questions r.ised in an action of
ejectment, as suggested in the judgment there reported,
the parties interested agreed to set the matter down fo^
the examination of witnesses and hearing again, which
was accordingly done at the sittings at Cornwall.

Mr. Blake, Q.C., and Mr. Bethune, for the petitioner.

Mr. J H. Cameron, Q. C; and Mr. McLennan, for
the contestants.

*

I86U.

Spraqoe, V.C.-Upon the former inquiry before me,
the question was as to the genuineness of the signatures
to two documents, a bond and a power of attorney, upon
which, or rather upon the latter of which, the title of the
contestants is founded

; and the question is the same now.

A further investigation was directed by the Court
upon some new points suggested by the contestants, in
tacM on the discovery of new evidence.

70—VOL. XVI. aR.

Judgment.
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1860. The jQrst point was, that at the former hearing the

contestant was under a misapprehension upon a material

point, namely, that the signature " John Parlow," as

one of the witnesses to the bond, was the signature of

John Parlow the son, when in fact it was the signature

of John Parlow the father ; and that John Parlow the

son, who was examined as a witness on the former

occasion, and who then denied that the signature was

his, had since confessed that he knew, or at least

believed, that the signature was that of his father.

The other point was, that whereas at the former

hearing it was the belief of the contestant that there had

been a sale direct from James Parlow to Nicholas

Brouse of the U. E. right of the former, the sale- was in

truth to Jacob not to Nicholas Brouse ; and that under

some contract of assignment, or arrangement of some

sort, Nicholas Brouse came to be entitled, and that

Jadfcment. thereupon, and not as original purchaser, his name came

to be substituted for that of Jacob.

A very largo portion of the evidence now taken is, as

to whether since the former hearing John Parlow has

confessed that he knew, or that he believed, that the

signature '•^ John Parlow'' to the bond was that of his

father.

The evidence upon this point is conflicting, and that

to an unaccountable degree. I have gone over it care-

fully since the hearing, and while not only what was

said, but the manner in which it was said, and the

appearance and the demeanor of the witnesses was fresh

in my recollection. It is impossible to reconcile it ; but

many of the discrepancies may be accounted for without

imputing wilful falsehood to the witnesses. If it were a

cardinal point in the case, it would be necessary for me
to come to some conclusion upon it. The only use of it

on the part of the QQutQSiti^nts is to discredit the evideace
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Of John Parhw, inasmuch as he denfes using the lan-
guago imputed to him. But what is the evidence of
John? As to fact it is that the name John Parlow
subscribed to the bond is not his signature. It is not
now contended ihat it is his signature. His opinion
evidence as to other signatures may be discarded ; so
that It would, m my opinion, be unprofitable to analyze
or to discuss at any length the relative weight to be
attached to th.s conflicting evidence. I ought, however,
to say, ,n justice to John Parlow, that taking all the
evidence together, I am by no means convinced that heam use Ihe language imputed to him.

It is obviously of the highest importance lo the
contestants to prove that the signature is that of the

thl^l' r '! '' '^' ''"''''^^'°" ^^°">'* be irresistible
that the bond was executed by James Parlow ; and if
the bond the power of attorney also. He died at the

It does not appear to me to be very material whether
the evidence of these papers coming from the proper

Z ^ Z 'tr'"*'
'^^'^ ^^•'^«"''« "P°" that Ut

.

that of Mr. Thomas Mercer Jones, is not among the
papers put in. But, supposing the evidence sufficient, it
establishes only a prima facie case, and the evidence
given at the former hearing displaces it. That of James
Parlou, alone is sufficient for that purpose ; and the
genuineness of the papers becomes a question of direct
evidence.

If there was in truth an agreement to sell this U. E
right either to Jacob or to mcholas Brouse, it would
not be without its weight, inasmuch as the execution of
documents of this nature would follow almost as a
matter of course upon such a sale. If a sale to JVicholas '

were proved Um would be almost certain -. anri ,f o =„i.

.[

•'1

'•I
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to Jacob, some arrangement by which it passed to

Nicholas would not be improbable. The allegation in the

petition for a rehearing is, that they have discovered,

since the former hearing, that the sale was by James
Parlow to one Jacob Broute, his brother-in-law, for a

valuable consideration ; and that Jacob afterwards for a

valuable consideration transferred the same to Nicholas

Brouse ; and they add that, since the former hearing,

James Parlow has admitted such to be the fact.

No evidence of such admission by James Parlow is

given. He was not present at the recent hearing, and I

regret it, though not upon this point, for it may safely

be assumed that ho has not admitted that to be the fact

which was not the fact ; and that it was not the fact is

proved by the evidence of Jacob Brouse himself. I

place implicit confidence in the evidence of Mr, Jacob

Broufte. He seemed to be a man of high respectability

Judgmmt and intelligence, and though 74 years of age, in perfect

possession of his faculties. It appears from his evidence

that there was some talk—it did not amount to a treaty

—between him and James Parlow in relation to the

sale by Parlow to him of his U. E. right about 1832

or 1883. Parlow borrowed from him $12, and it was

agreed that in case he purchased the right, the $12
should go on account; no price was named. Parlow

> repaid the money, and Brouse got no transfer ; and he

never transferred the claim, or agreed to tiansfer it, to

Nicholas Brouse. An attempt was made to shew that

he was mistaken ; that he had assented to a statement

by his daughter, a Mrs. Mills, that Parlow was dissatis-

fied because he had not got $8 more—this, upon the

assumption that $20 was the agreed price. Mr. Brouse,

upon being told that a Mr. Shaver was present at such

. a conveisati )n between himself and Mrs. Mills, says that

he has no recollection of it, and adds (with an absence

of positiveness somewhat unusual in witnesses) *' but if

Shaver says so, I must have said it," He adds further,
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however
:

« But whether he says so or not, no such
transaction ever took place." ^Aav^r was afterwards
called, and deposed to such a conversation having taken
place. He probably misunderstood ' what passed. At
any rate, I am satisfied of the fact, that there was no
sale or completed agreement of sale from Parlow to
Jacob Brouse, and no transfer or agreement to transfer
on the part of the latter to Nicholas.

At the same time, it is highly probable that what
passed between Jumea Parlow and NicholaB Brome, in
contemplation of a possible sale of his U. E. right by
the former, was mentioned by him among members of
his family, and perhaps to others, and perhaps was
mentioned by Jacob Brome also, for John Parlow
confesses that he had an impression derived, as he
thinks, from both of them, that James had sold his right
to Jacob Brouse, and this may help to account also for
the impression on the part of some of the witnesses that j„a™«,
James had stated to them that he had sold his right.
But of the fact that there was no sale or completed
agreement to sell to Jacob, I repeat that I am satisfied.

There are three witnesses who speak of statements by
James Parlow that he had sold to Nicholas Brouse, or
that he had sold to a Brouse, and had assigned to Nicholas
Brouse. One of these is Archibald Mclnnis, who puts
It m the latter way, and who says that James added
that he had not got all his pay yet. This conversation,
as I understand from his evidence, took place some
thirty years ago. It is strange, that in an affidavit
made by this witness, at the instance of the contestants
for the purpose of this rehearing, he is oilent as to this
alleged statement, although his affidavit contains passages
where it would naturally be introduced. In one he says
it was generally understood at the time (he thinks in
1888) that James Parlow had assigned his U. E. right.
In another he says that about the year 1884 or 1835
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186ft. NicholM Brome told him that he had bought Jamea
Parlow's U. E. right. It is difficult to account for the
absence in this affidavit of what he now states, if

JameB Parlow really did make such a statement. I
am willing to believe, and 1 do believe, that what he
now says as to this statement of Jamea Parlow is not a
mere fabrication, and that he believes what he says;
but I do not think his memory is trustworthy, and that
It is probably some indistinct recollection of the inchoate
bargain between Parlow and Jacob Brovae that he has
put into the shape that we find in his evidence. The
reason given by this and some other witnesses for the
omission from previous affidavits, or from depositions, of
statements now made in evidence, when pressed by cross-

examination that for family reasons they told as little as
they could, I look upon as an excuse and n^hing more.

Another witness was Sealey, but his memory was so
Judgment. Utterly at fault and there were such inconsistencies in

his evidence, when he came to speak of time and circum-
stances, that I cannot but regard his evidence as altogether
unreliable. He made an affidavit and subsequently a
deposition in this matter, in neither of which does ho
mention this alleged statement. In the latter he says,
" I have told pretty much all I can think of." His
subsequent recollection of this fact which would strike

any one as a material fact is singular. 1 think it is

open to the same remarks that I have made in regard to

the evidence of Mclnnia. In his deposition he says also

that he had a fever and that his memory is not so good
as it used to be. Further, he ia pontradicted upon some
points by other evidence. At the same time, while I
think that his evidence adds no weight to that given by
the others, I do not look upon him as a mere fabricator

pf evidence. Ho seemed peculiarly the style of man to

understand badly and to recollect inaccurately ; and if

he ever heard of what passed between Parlow and Jacob
Brouae he would be apt to reproduce it in its present
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shape. William Parlow also gave evidence of an admis-
sion to the like effect, but it was after the sale to the
petitioner, and consequently at a time when, as I ruled,
and as Mr. Cameron afterwards conceded, it could not
affect the title of his assignee ; and further his evidence
upon this point was, at least, shaken upon examination.

I have already spoken of the evidence of JbAn Parlow.
There remains only the evidence of West. It was the
first given, but I have reserved my comments upon it to
the last. When he commenced I thought well of him,
but as his evidence proceeded he impressed me very
unfavorably. He seemed more prone to " fence" with
questions, to exhibit his expertness at evading them,
than to answer them directly and plainly. His bias for
the contestants was evident enough. Still, I thought
upon tho whole his evidence was probably not untruthful,
though to be received wiih great caution and with much
allowance for the leaning to one party which he shewed. j„dg„.„t
Whatever weight I might have felt disposed to place in
his testimony, if uncontradicted, was entirely dissipated
when brought face to face with the testimony of others.
I desire to express no stronger opinion in reference to
this witness and his evidence, than is necessary in regard
to the point which I am considering, and therefore con-
tent myself with saying that I regard his testimony to
this piece of conversation evidence, occurring many
years ago, as altogether unreliable. I attach to it no
weight whatever.

Against the evidence which I have been considering
is that of James Parlow himself. I have, since the
recent hearing, carefully re-read and considered his evi-
dence. He empJiatically denies that he ever sold or
agreed to sell to Meholas Brouse, and mentions a circum-
stance which renders his denial probably the truth, viz.,

that his father advised him against it, because the U. e!
rights were fetching almost nothing : and it anneara frnm

' /^

Jd?

; J
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I860, other evidence that he, Jamea was a man in eaay circum-
stances. His establishing his claim before the '* land
board" proves nothing. He did what the rest of his

family—entitled like him to U. E. grants—were doing,

and the circumstance of Nicholas Brouse being named
in his petition as the person whom he permitted to locate

the land to which he was entitled, and to take out the

patent, goes no way to proving that he had contracted to

sell to Nicholas Brouae. In the petition, which is

printed, a blank ia left for the name of some one to locate

and take out the patent. What more likely than that

j-^'icholas Brouae should be named, a connection, a person
conversant with that kind of business, and resident in

the country, Jamea himself being resident in the United
States. Whether Jamea designed merely to establish

his right, and to sell it as a right when he could get a
price to suit him, or to locate the land, the name of
Nicholaa Brouae is oerfectly intelligible without suppos-

Judgment ing any contract to sell to him ; and his being authorized
to take out the patent amounts to nothing. It was part
of the printed form and Jamea would naturally suppose
that it was proper and perhaps necessary; and if he
thought anything of it he would feel that the taking out
the patent would give no power to deal with the land

;

for the patent could issue in no other name than that of
Jamea himself, and he alone could dispose of the land. I

say this assuming that Jamea was aware of the insertion

of the.name of iVwAo/aa Brouae for these purposes; but
it is quite possible, and indeed not improbable that he
was not aware of it, und that he put his name to what
Brouae, a man more experienced than himself, told him
was proper.

Upon the whole of the evidence, as to any contract of
sale to Nicholaa Brouae,'my conclusion is, not that such
contract is not satisfactorily proved, or not that only,

but that as a matter of fact such contract was never
made ; and that any notion that credible witn^sieg may
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have got upon that gubjeot has arisen out of the
inchoate bargain between Jame» Parlow and Jaoob
Brouse. I have dealt with the question of sale to
Ntcholas, though the position of the contestants upon this
rehearing is that the sale was to Jacob; because, if a
sale to Mcholaif had been proved, it would render it

probable that some such documents as those in question
would be executed

; while, on the other hand, if the
proper conclusion from the evidence should be that there
was no contract of sale with either Jacob or Nicholas, it

would at the least throw the gravest doubt upon the
genuineness of the papers in question. If the contest-
ants had been content to rest their case upon the fact
simply whether these documents were genuine or spuri-
ous, they might have done so ; they need not have gone
behind them. But when they sought to strengthen
their case by proving a previous contract, they ran the
risk of failure. If they had failed simply from insuffi.

ciency of evidence it would leave the question of judgment,
genuineness as it was ; but when the negative of what
they have sought to establish is the proper result of the
evidence, as in my judgment it is, then it is evidence,
and strong evidence, against the authenticity of the
papers in question.

But to take the case simply as a question of proof of
handwriting, which is putting the case most favorably
for the contestants, the weight of evidence is against
them. Apart from the testimony of the witness Weat, to
whose opinion evidence in the matter I attach no weight,
there is no evidence of the name JoJm Parlow being
(what it is the contestants' case it is) the handwriting of
John Parlow the father. The opinion evidence against
it is of more weight than that in its favor. We have,
besides, the unquestionably genuine signatures of John
Parlow the father, One in 1820 and two in 1828 ; the
latter are to the e instrument, : conveyance to

John Parlow the son. In all, the character of the
71—VOL. XVI. GR.
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^69^ handwriting is alike, and ia easentially different

from that of the same name to the bond. It is

true that the date of the latter is five years later, and
that he died three years afterwards. This would
account for less of firmnesp in the handwriting, but not,

I think, for the marked difference in character which is

apparent between them. The signatures of 1820 and
1828 are alike, except that the "P" is formed differ-

ently. The name to the bond is very different ; so

different, indeed, as to rosemble the signature of the
father less than that of the son, and, if not genuine, but
an imitation, I should take it rather to bo an imitation

of the son's signature than of the father's. Besides
the points of difference between the signature and the
proved genuine signatures of John the father, there are
points of resemblance between the signature in question
and some of the filling in, in the impeached documents
and the papers used before the "land board," such

Judgment, filling in being in the handwriting of Nicholas Brotue.

I have observed that, if the signature " JbAn Parlow"
is genuine, the conclusion would be, that the signature
** James Parlow" is also genuine. The converse of this

will also hold good. If the signature " James Parlow" be
not genuine, the conclusion will be, that the signature
*'Johri Parlow" is not genuine. As to the signature
of James, there is his own denial upon oath ; and upon
the question of handwriting, the points of difference
between his name as appended to the bond and power
of attorney, and his proved genuine signature to the
petition and affidavits, and the points of resemblance
between the two former and the filling up of these
documents, pointed out in the evidence of the expert
Dr. Girdwood. I refer to this only in this view ; that

.
the genuineness or spuriousness of the one helps to the
conclusion as to the genuineness or* spuriousness of the
other. Of course, if the genuine signature of James
be not to the power of attorney and bond, it matters
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not whether the signatures of the witnesses bo genuine, 1869.
or not. There is no doubt, I appreheml, that the '^^--
signature of Brome is genuine ; but that proves nothing

""""

as to the genuineness of the signatures of the Parlowt.
""""'

It is urged that the probabilities are against the case
of the petitioner that the signature "Jaw.e» Parlow" and
the signature "^oAn/VW are forgeries; thataperson
committing a forgery would forge no more signatures
than would bo necessary to effect his purpose ; that if
Nicholaa Brouse were committing the act, ho would
have contented himself with forging the name of James
Parlow only, and of putting his own name as a witness
to both mstrunents. It is a fair argument, and not
without force. But we often find criminals doing acts
which have assisted in their conviction, sometimes
gratuitously, sometimes from an over anxiety to escape
suspicion, or to give to an instrument an appearance of
genuineness, without which it would not serve their .uug».„t
purpose. The same thing occurred in a similar paper
which was before me about a year ago, and which I was
compelled to pronounce a forgery.

The smallness of the inducement is another argument
as the market value of that which would be obtained by
such a crime was only about ^20. The temptation
certainly was not large, but, to a man without principle,"
It might be sufficient. He might escape detection, and'
if he were detected, he might expect that an equivalentm money would satisfy the man whom he had de-
frauded. Rightly viewed, nothing would be a sufficient
inducement for the commission of crime, yet the folly
as well as the wickedness of crime is constantly forced
upon our attention; and the smallness, the pitifulness of
the inducement is often a matter of wonder.

Another point was made in the case which struck me
at the time, and to which I have given some considera-
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1869. tion Binoe. It is this. The petitioner John aordon
Broute purchased from Jamet Parloto in 1860. Before
purchasing ho had ascertained that certain land (the lot
in question in Pljmpton) had been located in virtue of
Jame, Parlow's U. E. right. This ho states in his
examination. lie does not say whether or not he
knew by or through whom the land had been located,
but he says that Farlow informed him that he had
never sold his right. His inference, it is contended,
must have been that, it having been located under the
power contained in the petition presented to what has
been called the land board, and by his father, Nicholat
Brome, the person named in the power, it had by him
been transferred surreptitiously in tho name of Parlow,
but with his authority; in short, by some forged
document. He loarnod, also, that the land was then
claimed by tho late Mr. Stai/ner under certain con-
veyances which appeared upon the registry; but not

Judgment formiug a complete chain of title, the conveyance
purporting to bo from Parlow to Macnab not being
then registered

;
(it was registered in 1861, after his

purchase, and tho memorial does not shew that it

purported to bo executed under power of attorney from
James Parlow). In 1860, he obtained a conveyance to
himself from James Parloto, and got it registered, and
about the same time saw Mr. Stay, - and, as he says,
spoko to him u! jut it. He does nc'. : , liether he'

knew of the conveyance purportin- to -^^ fiom Parlow
to Macnab, and of its being executed under the power
of attorney in question. He says he asked Mr. Stayner
if he had a deed from Parlow for this lot, and that he
said he had never seen one. This may be true, as that
oed wa* not registered till afterwards ; still it would bo
very s^rrnge, for there would be a patent to Parlow and

.

a deed rom Macnab, and none from Parlow to Macnab.

The argument is, that John G-ordon Brome must
have seen that the land was located in the name of
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Jame, Parlow by Nichola, Broute, and seeinR the
Cham of title appearing at the registry office »nd of
which he Bays he got an abstract), the inforn.ce must
have been, that Parlow had conveyed to Macnab, which
he domed, or had sohl to Nicholas, v-hich ho denied
(denying that he had sold to any one), or that there
was forgery in the case ; at all events, that he saw
that Macnab claimed from Parlow. If, in addition to
this, he saw or knew how Macnab claimet., then it is
argued that he lay by until the death ot Nichola,
Brome, and then asserted title by impugning the
genuineness of the power of attorney, the geiP.ineness
of which Nicholas Brouse, if living, might have oroved;
and they urge that everything is to bo presumed against
a person so lying by.

So far as the issue, which is the subject of this
inquiry, is concerned, I have nothing to do with the
equitable doctrine that the Court will refuse its aid
when there has been unreasonable delay, and wi.ere
evidence has been thereby lost. Whether the docti iie

has any application under the Act for Quieting Titi d,

has not been discussed
; and I express no opinioa up n

it. The only question upon this inquiry is, whether :t

is to be presumed that the power of attorney is genuin -

because John aordon Brouse did not 'contest it

validity, in a Court of Law or Equity, in the four years
that elapsed between his obtaining his conveyance. and
the death of Nicholas Brouse. I do not think that this
is to be presumed. The land was wild ; there was
no actual possession, and if he believed that the title

was in him, there was no particular reason for bringing
ejectment

; and assuming that a bill would lie for the
cancellation of the conveyances, in the hands of Mr.
Stayner, as i cloud upon his title, the abstaining
from a Buit of that nature would not afford a presump-
tion in favor of the genuineness of the instruments
which he omitted in that way to impeach.

666
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I should have been glad to be able to arrive at
the concl' sion that the signatures impeached were
genuine, for it is always more pleasing and satisfactory
to find innocence in. dealings than to find guilt; but,
upon the evidence before me, I can come to no other
conclusion than that the impeached signatures are not
genuine.

With regard to the costs reserved by the orders under
which this inquiry proceeds, they must follow the result.

,

Brand v. Martin.

Specificperformance—Redemption—Submitting to decree—Costs.

On a sale of land it was agreed that the purchaser should have the
privilege of paying the price by doing certain chopping on other
land of the vendor's. No time was fixed for this work. On a bill
by the purchaser for specific performance

:

Held, that he was not to be treated as in default, so as to lose his
right to specific performance, without proof of having neglected to
do the work after being requested to do it.

Where the defendant submitted by answer, to be redeemed on pay-
ment of costs, and made statements which, if true, would have
entitled him to costs

:

Held, that the plaintiff was justified in going to a hearing for the
purpose of proving facts which entitled him to costs against the
defendant.

Hearing at Stratford.

Mr. E. B. Wood, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Uvans, for the defendants Martin.

Mr. Miller, for the defendant Rohertaon.

Judgment Spraqqb, V.C—The bill is for the speeific perform-
> ance of a contract of sale by the defendant John Martin
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to the plamtiff of fifty acres of land in the township of 1869
Elma, bcm^ the north half of the south half of lots 51 and
5- m the first concession. The land was unpatented.
Ihe original locatee was one Tremaine; and the defend-
ant i2(,ier<«on had purchased the north half of the two lotsA balance of purchase money was due to the Government.
Ihe agreed price between the plaintiff and John Martin
was $400, of which $212 was paid in hand and the
balance was payable by three annual instalments, with
the understanding, as the agreement expresses it, that
the plaintiff should "have the privilege of chopping and
clearing land on some part of the south halves of said
ots numbered, 51 and 62, at the rate of $10 per acre
(being furnished by the said John Martin with board
and a suitable ox team as required), in liquidation" of
th^ unpaid purchase money. Upon payment of the
balance, or upon the plaintiff giving to Martin security
for any unpaid balance, Martin was to assign his
interest in the said land. The agreement contains no ,„.^ent
stipulation m regard to the payment of the balance due
to the Government, or of a proportionate part thereof;
but all parties agree that it was only the interest of
Martin that was sold, and that he was not to pay the
balance due to the Government. The balance due to the
Government on the whole of the two lots was afterwards
paid by Robertson; and thereupon an arrangement was
made between him and the vendor John Martin; and
James Martin, the father of the vendor, that thirty
acres of the fifty sold to the plaintiff should be conveyed
to James Martin, and the remaining twenty retained
by Robertson in satisfaction of the proportion payable
by the Martins of the moneys paid hy Robertson to the
Government.

I
'• M ;,

'.•'"1

1 t

,1 ' 1

<;'•

It 18 set up in the answers that the plaintiff was an
assenting party to 'this arrangement, or at any rate
to the arrangement in regard to the twenty acres, but
it is not sustained in evidence.
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1869. At the bearing I held the case clearly made out, as

between the original vendor and purchaser. The
contract had in no way been put an end to ; there was '

at most, only default in the payment of the balance of

purchase money ; and, as to that, it was not proved that

the vendor had ever required the purchaser to do the

work which was to be taken in payment. As to the

payment to the Government, if it bad been made
by John Martin, his right could only be to add a due
proportion of it to his purchase money. There was
nothing, therefore, to disentitle the plaintiff as against

him to specific performance. As to the other defendants,

they had not set up as a defence that they were pur-

chasers for value without notice, nor, it was evident,

would the facts have warranted such a defence.

The case of Martin the father must stand upon the

oame footing as the case of his son, the vendor to

Judgment, the plaintiff; and the case of Robertson must also stand

upon the same footing, unless he could establish his

case that the plaintiff was an assenting party to his

retention of the twenty acres. The evidence upon that

- head goes no further than this : that the plaintiff

apprehended that his right to them was lost, and under
that apprehension asked and obtained Robertson's

permission to remove a few young fruit trees which
he had planted ; and there was some evidence of

cordwood being cut by a tenant of Robertson for

his own use. When Robertson obtained a patent for the
whole of the two lots, he was a trustee as to the fifty

acres, for the plaintiff. If he had conveyed the whole
fifty to John Martin, there might possibly have been
room for him to say that he did so in order to Martin's
carrying out his agreement with the plaintiff; but his

conveying thirty acres, and retaining the twenty,

negatives any such intent. • In fact, the answers of

both negative such intent ; and the conduct and dealings

of both with the land were a wrong to the plaintiff.
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The conduct of the plaintiff induced by this wron«
cannot operate to the benefit of the wrong-doers.

The answer of Robertson, after setting up the agree-
ment that he should retain the twenty acres, 'and
a^^eging that the plaintiff was an assenting part^, and
after alleging improvements made by him upon thetaih thereof, proceeds thus:-" Nevertheless, I am
willing and hereby offer to be redeemed by the plaintiff
on being repaid what shall be found due to me for
principal money and interest, and my reasonable costs
in respect of my payment to the Crown of the proper-
tion of the original purchase money of the said parcels
comprised m the said agreement; and in that casefI also
pray to be paid out of the balance of purchase money
still due and owing by the plaintiff to John Martin, the
balance due to me from John Martin for what I paid
for him;" and he adds:-" And I also pray to be
alowed my reasonable costs of this suit." It is now . .
claimed on behalf of Rolertson that, having thu" sub!

""'"
mitted to be redeemed, he ought to have his costs; that
IS, as I understand, the whole of his costs in the suit.

In the first place, it is not alleged that any such
submission or offer was made before suit commenced.
It was made, so far as appears, for the first time by the
answer, and in an answer insisting upon his strict
right to retain the twenty acres, a right which he has
failed to establish. It is clear, therefore, that he cannot
be entitled to the costs of that answer. Then as to
subsequent costs, he could only be entitled to them in
case his answer made the subsequent prosecution of the
suit against him (unless upon bill and answer) unneces-
sary, and in case also the plaintiff had not a right for any
other reason to bring the suit as against him to a hearing.

If the plaintiff had set the cause down as against him
upon bill and answer, it would have been an admission

72—VOL xvi, Qg,
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of all the allegations in the answer, and such admission

would, I apprehend, have entitled this defendant to his

full costs of suit, including his answer; whereas not

only is this defendant not entitled to the costs of his

answer, but the plaintiflf is entitled to his costs against

him up to his answer at any rate, by reason of the

original wrong to which I have adverted, and his denial

of the plaintiff's right, which, being denied by the

answer, I must assume to have been denied up to the

answer. Robertson, so far from submitting to pay any
costs, does, by his answer, ask for costs. Therefore,

assuming that the submission to be redeemed was a

proper one, it was still necessary upon the question of

costs for the plaintiff to carry his cause to a hearing.

Then as to the plaintiff's right to costs, and against

whom. He is clearly entitled to his costs against both

John and James Martin. Against John for his conduct,

Judgment, and his dealing with the land as he did with Robertson,

and his sale of the thirty acres to James ; and against

James for his purchase from John with knowledge
of the plaintiff's rights, for his denial of those rights,

and for his attempt to dispossess the plaintiff of the

thirty acres by ejectment. And as to Robertson, I do
not see that I can refuse to the plaintiff his costs

against himo His conduct and his dealing with the

land have contributed to the placing of the plaintiff's

rights in jeopardy. He was a party t(J the wrong
by which John got the legal estate, which, under the

agreement with the plaintiff, he was not to have
had

; and which John transferred to James, and upon
which James brought the ejectment. Robertson's
conduct was faulty; though perhaps less faulty than that

of the Martins, and I think I cannot exempt him from
costs. The costs will therefore be against all the

defendants, and the costs of the injunction will bo
included. It is proposed that the purchase money
payable by the plaintiff should be paid iiitq Courtj^
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leaving it to the defendants respectively to establish, ifhey can. their r.ghts in regard to it. The plaintiff's
counsel assents to this. This proposal and assent willof course not pr^'udice the right of the plaintiff to se
ffthe^cost payable to him against the money payable

571

In re Cobourg and Peterborough Railway
Company.

Statute, eonatruetio7i of~Credttori.

A railway company having become insolvent, an Act was passed esti

*30,000. and the value of the whole railway property at $100 W)0

oredUors
,

the $30000 proved more than sufficient to pay the land

ff«W, that the other creditors were entitled to it.

By the Statute 29 Vic, ch. 79, (1865), after reciting
that m pursuance of tho 25 Vic ch .'iS ^«R0^ u-

trators had been appointed for^ thtpX'l^^^^^^
^''--

mentioned, namely, the valuing of the properties and
franchises of the company, who afterwards made their
award declaring the value thereof, which award was set
aside by this Court, and that it was desirable that liti-
gation should cease, and that such value should be ascer
tamed by the Act, and that the 25 Vic, ch. 58, should
be otherwise amended, it was enacted and declared that
the true value of all the franchises and properties of
the company was $100,000, and should be in lieu of the
award to all intents and purposes, which sum was to be
paid into this Court as follows: $50,000, pari thereof
withm two years from the passing of the Act, with
interest, and the remainder within four years, with
interest, to be distributed by the Court in the propor-

-; ,>
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1860. tions and according to the following priorities, namely,

J^^J^ ?25,000 out of the first, and ?45,000 out of the second

p«tor°w P*y°>6°*» towards payment of bondholders ratably, and
R. Co. the residue ($30,000) to be paid ratably to parties

claiming for unpaid right of way and depot grounds.

The $100,000 was accordingly paid into Court by the

company itself, and the road became revested in them

under the provisions of the Acts referred to. In pro-

ceeding to ascertain the amounts of the different claims

upon the company, it was ascertained that the claims for

right of way, &c., did not amount to more than $26,000

;

thus leaving $5,000 still in Court. The $70,000 appli-

cable to paying bondholders having been already divided

amongst them. An application was thereupon made
on behalf of the bondholders for payment out to them

of this balance, contending that under the circumstances

it belonged to them : this the company opposed, insist-

ing that $70,000 was the amount fixed by the Legis-

lature as the sum payable to the bondholders in full of

their claims, and that that sum having been duly paid to

then, the residue, if any, belonged to the company.

Mr. McLennan, for the application.

Mr. Boaf, Q. C, contra.

Judgment. Spraqqb, V. C.—The Legislature interposed in virtue

of its paramount authority. It took upon itself to deal

with an enterprise in which the interests of ihe public

were concerned ; and in the Act of 1862 as well as in

that of 1865, proceeded upon the assumption, founded

upon unquestionable data, that the whole properties

and franchises of the Company fell short of its liabili-

ties: and it took the value of the properties and

franchises of the Company as the measure of its ability

to pay. It settled the priorities of cei.'tain creditors. As
matters stand now, it is only necessary to notice the

owners of rights of way and station grounds, who were
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placed first in order of priority; and bondholders who
were placed eecond. Both acts contemplated the pay- .

ment of owners of rights of way, &c., in full, while the
"'"'?"'«

payment of bondholders was to be pro rata. It pro- ^0^'
ceeded upon the principle that no injustice would be done
to the bondholders if they were paid to the extent to
which the assets of the Company would extend to pay
them. It is true that the Company was placed in the
somewhat anomalous position of buying up its own
liabilities at a discount; and obtaining thereby an abso-
lute discharge

: but this only placed the body of men
composing the Company, in the same position as any
other Company, or any other body of men might, with
propriety, have been placed for the like purpose.
Legislation in this matter has evidently proceeded upon
this. Here is an enterprise of public interest. It can
be kept alive in a certain mode without injustice to its
creditors

;
and the mode taken is to place the Company

in the position of purchasers of its properties and
franchises. I think this position of the Company is

•^"''«»»«"'-

very material upon the question raised. The Company
are allowed to, become purchasers, just as any other
Company, or any other body of men might have been
allowed to become purchasers, and this position of the
Company does in my mind, irresistibly lead to the con-
clusion, that they cannot be entitled to any portion of
the purchase money. If the purchasers had been some
other Company, or some other body of men, they could
have no pretence for asking back any of the purchase
money they had paid. To whomsoever it belonged, it

could not belong to them. They had obtained the whole
of the thing purchased : they could not in reason, or
upon any legal or equitable principle have both that,
and also that or any part of that, which was the con-
sideration for it. And I really can see no difference in
principle between the same Company purchasing, and
some other Company or individuals purchasing.
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1869. Viewing the question in this light, the Company have

^^^^^^ nothing to do with the appropriation of the purchase

Pet5?U)ro'
™o"cy. The statute directs them to pay it into this

R-co. Court, and provides then for its appropriation. If as

to part of this purchase money, it has failed to do so

effectually, that can be no reason for its going back into

the hands of the purchasers: the;' have the thing

purchased, and cannot have the purchase money too, nor

upon the same principle, any part of it.

If indeed it had turned out that the legislature had

acted under some great misapprehension as to the debts

of the Company, and that they really amounted to less

than the sum they were to pay, by way of purchase

money, there would be reason in their present demand,

for there would then be no other claimant upon the fund.

They might in such case have been able to put the

matter upon this footing. Our property stood charge-

able with a number of debts, which we estimated to

Judgment, gxceed its value. The Legislature adopting our estimate

of indebtedness, dealt with us as insolvents, when we

were not so; and allowed us, for public reasons, to redeem

our property upon paying into Court a certain sum, the

value of the property, and assumed to be less than our

indebtedness ; we have paid the whole sum into Court,

and it more than pays our indebtedness, the surplus

must be ours : and there would, I apprehend, be no

denying the equity of the claim.

The Company may urge that they are entitled,

whether their estimate of their indebtedness was mistaken

or not, to place the dealing of the Legislature with them

,
upon the same footing, a liberty upon public grounds to

redeem their property upon paying into Court a fixed

sum. Suppose this conceded, what is the position of

the Company. The case they have presented to the

Legislature is, that they have two classes of preferred

creditors, one of which is to be paid in full. They
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place the minimum of debt to that class at ^80,000,
that leaves 370,000, which they truly represent as in- .

sufficient to pay the other class, and that class they
"'

"'J""

propose to pay pro rata so many cents on the dol-
^'^-^^

lar, and Parliament legislates upon the assumption,
erroneous as it turns out, that the claims of the first
class will absorb $30,000 of the 100,000 to be paid in
and leave only 70,000 to be divided ratably among the
second class. The first class in fact, absorbs only
$25,000

;
and the Company claims the difference as its

own. If the provisions of these Acts, instead of being
what they are, were embodied in a decree of this Court
founded upon a petition of a debto-, setting forth
representations of a like character to those I have
detailed, T feel safe in saying that if the Court had
framed its decree upon the assumption that the debtor's
representations were true, and had not by the terms of
the decree, disabled itself from dealing with the surplus
beyond the sum necessary to satisfy the first class, It
would certainly not pay that sum to the debtor. In my

•'"'"^''°'-

judgment the second class would be entitled to it.

It seems to me therefore that whether the Company
is to be regarded as a purchaser, which is I think, its
true position under the acts ; or is entitled to be looked
upon as the owner of incumbered property, allowed to
redeem it upon certain terms, in either aspect the Com-
pany cannot be entitled to this money. I say this, not
only as pronouncing that the Company can have no
equitable right to it, but upon my understanding of
the principles upon which the Legislature proceeded in
dealing with the Company, its creditors, and the enter-
prize. I find nothing in either Act looking in the least
towards a return to the Company in any event, of any
portion of the moneys to be paid in by them, and I find
much, I may say the whole spirit and principle of both
Acts, that is in my judgment against it. The most that
can be said is that the disposition of the sum in question

I.
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1S09. ia unprovided for, what dioposition would have been

iiTcob^
made of it but for the mistake in assuming $30,000 as

Peu°w *^® minimum of the amoant due for Railway sites and
»• Co. claims of that class I can hardly doubt.

Iff

LlITLB V. WrIQHT.

Security for cosli.

Oo an application for seeuritj for costs, it appeared that the plaintiff,

though a resident of Canada, was in euoh ciroumstanoes ar not to

be good for the costs of the p. ft, should it go against him; that

other persons irere greatly interested in the subject matter thereof

;

that the plaintiff's success would materially benefit them; and that

the defendant had already succeeded in an ejectment suit at law

in respect of the same right on one of the grounds relied on by the

bill ; but there being no evidence tha.' the plaintiff was actually

put forward by tho other persons intercoied to try the right, or

that the suit was not brought ertirely at his own instance : security

for costs was refused.

Application for security for costs under the circum-

stances stated in the head note and judgment.

Mr. Bell, Q. C, for the application.

Mr. BlevinSf contra.

Spraggb, V. C.—It is quite clear that the poverty of

a plaintiff is of itself no ground for requiring security

for costs. In Ogilvie v. Hearn, (c) Lord Eldon said

that the Court would not require security for costs from

any man in England, upon any representation of his cir-

Judgment. cumstances ; and the rule is the same at common law.

If, indeed, the plaintiff is in such poor circumstances as

not to be answerable for the costs, and is put forward by

a third person to try a right in which such third person

is interested ; the Court will require security for costs to

be given, and very reasonably, for the real plaintiff is

kept back, and the defendant is placed in the unfair

11 Ves, 600.
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position of having to contest a suit really with one able
to pny costs if he loses, but yot against whom he can-
not recover thorn, because he uses the name of a third
person. But even in such a" case I apprehend that the
Court must be convinced not only that the third person is

.ntorested, but that the plaintiflF upon the record is not.
or at any rate not substantially interested ; and so in
Ball v. Eo8» (a) Chief Justice Tindal said : " taking
tiie whole of the affidavits together I cannot help think-
«ng that this is really and substantially the action of the
landlord," and in ITearaei, v. Pechell{h) the Court refused
an application for security for costs, which was asked
for on the ground that a Mr. Wood, who had taken great
interest in the plaintiff's cause, had paid some money
towards his costs and had sent him to an attorney, wasm fact the instigator of the suit ; but it was stated on
affidavit in shewing cause that Wood had no pecuniary
mierest in the cause, and had stirred in it upon public
grounds only; and the Court not feeling it to be clear that Juj«o...t
the action would not have been brought by the plaintiff
without the instigation of Wood refused the application.
In this case the evidence does not bring me to the cotioIu-
Bion that the plaintiff does not bring the suit subtantially
on his own behalf. It is true that others, and particularly
Ebenezer Wright are a good deal interested in his suc-
cess, inasmuch as they are only to receive the amount
which the plaintiff is to pay for his interest in the land,
m the event of the plaintiff succeeding ; but it does not
by any means follow that this suit is wholly and sub-
stantially theirs, and not the suit of the man in whose
name it is brought. It is true that the amount to be
paid by him for the right and interests of others is large,
as large perhaps as in the judgment of some witnesses is

the value of the place, but in the judgment of others the
place is worth double that amount, and I am inclined to
the •^pinion that in the event of his succeeding he will' r

(o) 1 M. & G, 446. (6) 7 Dow. 487 ; 5 Bing. N. C. 466.
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not sBOceed to a barren right, but to that which will be

worth coDsiderably more than ho will have to pay for the

purohaso of the interest of others interested. There is

no evidence that the plaintiff is put forward by others,

or that the suit is not brought entirely at his own instance

;

and if he is bringing the suit in asserion of his own

rights it would be hard to make it a condition to his prose-

cuting it that security for costs should be given ; for

the Oourt when it orders security in the cases to which I

have referred supposes that it will or at least ought to

be given by the instigator of the suit ;—the party really

interested in its prosecution.

It is said that the defendants have succeeded in eject-

ment upon tho same grounds upon which this suit is

brought, or at least upon one of the grounds. This bill

appears to be filed upon two grounds one of which, the

construction of the will, is the same that hus been the

Judgment, sul^ect of adjudication in one of the Common Law
Courts, tho other ground impeaches tho purchase from

the widow Stockwell by John Wright as obtained

under circumstances which should prevent his holding it

for mora than a purchase of Mrs. StockwelVi life-estate;

this ground is of course cognizable only in equity. The

suit at law was by Ebenezer l^ric/ht, and the plaintiff in

this suit claims under him and two other claimants under

the will of Stockwell. In his evidence he says that he is

to pay him in the event of his succeeding in this suit

$2000, the bulk as it would appear of what he is to pay

in all, and he made his purchase after being aware of the

judgment being against Ebenezer Wright at law.

There is some hardship certainly in the defendants

having first to answer the suit at law and then this suit,

and if my conclusion from tho evidence were that the

plaintiff was suing for the benefit of Ebenezer Wright or

any other person, I should think tho defendant entitled

to security for costs; but as that is not my conclusion from
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the evidence I think I cunnot conRiatently with the rules 1609.
eatabliahed at law as well us in equity direct security for
costs to be given. I have nu right to impose that con-
dition to his litigating his rights in this Court.

The application must bo refused with costs.

McMauon v. O'Nkil.

PracUe4~Laehet—-Delay in protteuling luil.

Quare, whether delajr in tho prooeoutioii of n «uit for specific perform-
anoemnyboabarto relief at th« hearing-VanKoughnbt. (J., being
of opinion that it iH no bar-EsTSN, V.C, holding tho opposite, and
Speaoob, V.U., giving no opinion.

There having been delay in bringing a suit for epecifio performance,
and great delay in prot-eouting it, Esten, V. C, at the hearing -ade
a decree directing a reference to tho Master to inquire a» to the
cause of the latter delay : the Master reported that the cause was
the plaintiff's poverty. On further direotiona the bill was dis-
inisaed [VanKouqhnbt, C, dissenting.]

Re-hearing of decree pronounced by the Chancellor
on further directions.

Mr. Proudfoot, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Earner and Mr. Blevins, for tho defendants.

VanKouqhnkt, C—When this case was before mv , . .

brother Ji^tten for hearing, he directed a reference to

the Master, to ascertain what was the cause of tho
delay in prosecuting it ; the bill having been filed on the

29th of April, 1853, and tho cause being only brought
to a hearing on the 28th January, 1862. The Master
has reported that the plaintiff's poverty was tho cause
of the delay in his proceedings. I admit that this is no
excuse, either fox delay in commencing a suit or in pro-

P
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^—-V—-- secuting it ; but the question is, whether any excuse for
MeMabon

^j^j^y j^j proceeding with the suit is required, or whether .

such delay can be set up as a bar to final relief. I am

of opinion that it cannot. ' I assume that my brother

Esten has, by the inquiry he directed, and indeed it
,

seemed to be conceded that he had, determined that

there was no such laches, prior to the institution of the

suit, as should deprive the plaintiff of a decree. When
a party is guilty of delay in proceeding with his case,

and comes to the Court for special and interlocutory

relief in a matter of disputed and opposing rights, upon

which, with ordinary diligence, he might at the time

have had a final decision, the Court will very properly

refuse him extraordinary aid, and decline to prejudge

the case, even ad interim, as happened in the case of

Owen V. Homan (a) ; but as both parties, by the prac-

tice of the Court, can expedite litigation, the mere fact

that neither has done it, and that a suit has therefore

Judgment been protracted, is no reason for refusing ultimate

relief : Moore v. Blake {h). I think the plaintiff should

have a decree.

EsTBN, V. C.—This cause was hoard on the 28th of

January, 1862, when a decree was pronounced referring

it to the Master, to inquire as to the cause of the delay

between the commencement of the suit and the hearing.

The effect of this decree was to establish the plaintiff's

right to a specific performance, if he could account for

the delay. The Master has made his report, in which

he states that the only circumstance to excuse the delay

in the prosecution of the suit, was the plaintiff's pov-

erty; and the question is, whether that circumstance

was sufficient. I think this is the only question ; because

I think the decree on further directions must conform to

the decree on the hearing, which, if wrong, should have

been rectified on rehearing or appeal. I think we ought

(a) 4 H. L. 1086. (6) 4 Dow. 280; 1 B. & B. 62.
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not to notice what the report states about the plaintiff's v--v-^
attaining twenty-one

; that was not a matter included in
*'"'''/^'"'

the reference, and the Master went out of his way to
^*''''-

mention it. If the fact was, as stated in the report, and
it gave the defendants any rights, they no doubt have
the proper means provided by the practice for enforcing
them, and they should have resorted to them, and not
sought to have gained the benefit of them in this indirect
and irregular way. I shall therefore assume that the
plaintiff did not attain his age until the year 18S2.

I see no reason to doubt the correctness of the opinion
upon which I acted at the hearing, thati gross delay in
the prosecution of a suit will debar the plaintiff from
relief to which he would be otherwise entitled. I acted
upon that opinion in the case of Crawford v. Birdsall (a),

after due deliberation, and after consulting, I believe
all the authorities that were considered material ; after,

at all events, consulting the casein the House of Lords,' judgment.
upon which reliance was chiefly placed to support the
contrary view.

The question then is, whether the plaintiff has suffi-

ciently accounted for the delay in prosecuting his suit

in the present instance. I think he has failed to assign
any suflBcient reason for it. I am not aware that pov-
erty has "ever been held to be a sufficient excuse under
such circumstances. Upon the hypothesis, that from the

year 1848 until the year 1852, the plaintiff was unable,

from poverty, to prosecute a suit for the specific per-

formance of the agreement : of course he must, during
all that time, have been unable to pay the purchase
money for the land. If Jamei O'Neil had given notice

in 1848, that the purchase money must be paid within a
certain reasonable time, otherwise he should consider

the contract at an end, and it had not been paid, as we

•,!,!*,
j

iS
I
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,'.,;, if

(o) 9 Gr, 415.
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must sapposA it would not have been, the contract would

have been at an end. Instead of this, he seeks to put

an end to the contract manu brevi, by means of an

ejectment, without any warning, and the contract is

preserved. But suppose no suit had been commenced

for thirteen, or computing from 1852, for nine or ten

years, the right of the plaintiff would have become

extinct. But the case is, I think, still stronger. I can-

not imagine why the plaintiff did not prosecute the

inquiry directed for his benefit in the other suit. It

would have been attended with little or no expense,

for it would have proceeded exparte, the defendants

having no concern with it,—nay, supposing the plaintiff

had in 1852 applied to the Master, and told him he was

of age, and that he elected to have a specific performance

of the agreement, and that he judged for himself, the

Master would have reported in his favour; the cause

would have been heard on further directions, aiid a

decree made in favour of the plaintiff with costs. And

if it be said that these proceedings would have been

attended with expense, which the plaintiff could not

pay, the answer is that he might have proceeded in

forma pauperiSy in which case he would have got his

report, set down his cause, and obtained his decree with-

out expense, and might have effected the necessary ser-

vices on the defendants, and appeared at the hearing on

further directions in person. It cannot be doubted that

he would have been advised of bis right to proceed in

this way. The deeply lamented gentleman who acted

for him would, I am sure, not only have advised him of

his rights, but have paid the necessary expenses out of

his owi. pocket. Why this course was not pursued it is

impossible to divine. I think that no sufficient excuse

exists for the delay in the prosecution of the suit, and

therefore ttiat at the hearing on further directions the

bill should have been dismissed, but under the circum-

stances without costs, and that the decree should be

varied in tiiat way.
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I am afraid I diflfer from the Chancellor and my —v—brother Spragge in some aspects. If so, I will readily
"''*''^''"

conclude myself wrong, but as I believe we arrive at
°'*''"-

the same results, it is of little importance that we
reach it by different ways.

Spragge, V. C.-I think the plaintiff disentitled by
'

laches to specific performance, independently of the
delay which has occurred in the prosecution of this
suit.

The bill alleges, correctly, that the contract was made
in 1832, and that the plaintiff's father went into posses-
sion the same year. The following dates are also
material: the death of the plaintiff's father in 1844;
the eviction of the plaintiff, with his mother and family,'
in December, 1847, and the entry and subsequent pos-
session by O'Neil, and those claiming under him • the
bill filed by aNeil in July, 1848, for specific perform- judgment
ance or rescission of contract ; the death of O'Neil, in
March, 1862, and the consequent abatement of that suit

;

and the date of the present plaintiff coming of age.

This bill was filed on the 29th of April, 1853,'and
states that the plaintiff came of age in the course of
the previous year, which I should read as being very
early in the previous year, it being the interest of the
plaintiff to state his coming of age to be as late as
possible. That would itself be, under the circumstances,
a very considerable delay. But the evidence shews that
the plaintiff states untruly the date of his coming of
uge.

.
The evidence x)f Milne shews that he must have

come of age in 1848 (or at latest in 1849). When
McMahon, the father, had possession in 1833, he had four
children, of whom John, the plaintiff, was the eldest,
and the youngest was able to walk : Milne says John
must have been more than four or five years old, perhaps
seven

;
and he must be correct in this, considfirinrf thp

1 t
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State of the rest of the family. If John was six at that

time, he came of age in 1848. It is a very important,

fact upon the point of laches, and if doubtful, it might

be proper to grant an inquiry ; but MUne speaks from

facts which cannot well admit of mistake ; and if an

inquiry were suggested, we might properly look at the

Master's report, based upon the evidence of the plain-

tiff's mother, who says that he was seventeen when his

father died : that took place in 1844, and would make

him of age in 1848. I think it sufficiently established

by the evidence of Milne that he came of age in that

year. If so, he allowed some five years to elapse, after

he came of age, before filing his bill, and twenty years

after the making of the contract. There is also this

material fact, that he had been evicted in December,

1847, a circumstance which certainly put it upon him to

assert his rights promptly.

This, I should think, is such laches, as should disentitle

him to relief, unless the institution of the suit by O'Neil

ought to make a difference. The bill in that case was

filed on the 21st July, 1848. That bill is called, in this

suit, a bill for specific performance. It is rather a bill

for the cancellation of the bond given by O^Neil^ which

constituted the contract of sale, submitting, however, to

receive the purchase money, if paid within a time to be

limited by the Court, and thus necessarily treating the

contract as still alive. The bill was against John^ as

heir-at-law, and his mother; they put in their answer

on the 7th July, 1849, John answering, as an infant,

by his mother, as his guardian. He alleges in this bill

that an order was pronounced in that suit, referring it

to the Master, among other things, to inquire whether

it would be for his benefit, as suci infant, to have the

specific performance of the contract ; and ordering that

in case the Master should report it to be for his benefit,

it should be so decreed: and the bill proceeds, that

ftfterwardfl and during his infancy, O'Neil neglected to
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carry on the inquiry, and that in conseqience the .---.-^

Master made no report thereon. The bill does not give
"''"''^°"

the date of this alleged order : I do not find it among
^'^'""^

the papers, nor any entry of it in the Registrar's books.
But I find entries which shew that it must have been
made after the loth November, 1850, for on that day
an order was made directing the cause to stand over for
the plaintiff to add parties.

From this it is apparent that the plaintiflF carried on
in that suit a system of deception, and that he continues
it in this suit— for he alleges in this bill his con-
tinued infancy—at the commencement of which ho must
have been about 23 years of age. He must have been of
age even when he filed his answer as an infant. It is no
excuse for him that the plaintiff proceeded against him •

as an infant. It was a mistake which he should have
corrected and not imposed upon the Court the belief that
he required the protection of such an order as he sets Judgment,

out in this bill. He cannot shelter himself under that
order, supposing such an order made, for his delay in
not performing the contract with O'Neil. The question
now is, whether the pendency of that suit, and the pro-
ceedings had in it, ought to relieve him from the conse.
quences of not seeking specific performance of the con-
tract durl ,^ its pendency, and we must try him by
the well-established rules that a party cannot call for

specific performance unless he has shewn himself
ready, desirous, prompt, and eager; that specific

performance is relief which this court will not give unless
in cases where the parties seeking it come as promptly
as the nature of the case will permit.

The bill filed by O'Neil, instead of being a reason for

delay on the part of this plaintiff, is a reason against it.

It interposed no obstacle to specific performance, but
facilitated it. McMahon, if ready and prompt to have
;Spcc!tiC performance, had only to answer as an adult uud
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^..«>^o. submit to what the plaintiff prayed, instead of assuming
McMahon

^^^ continuing to wear the false guise of infancy ; or
^*'*"'

he might, though not absolutely necessary, have himself

filed a bill for specific performance. I am satisfied that

the pendency of the suit by O'Neil is no answer to his

laches during its pendency. I may add that I doubt

whether the false allegation of infancy in the present

bill ought not itself to preclude the plaintiff from relief,

for it is an allegation that could have been introduced

for no other purpose than to mislead the court upon a

material point. The course taken by this plaintiff in

the former suit is also conduct in relation to the perfor-

mance of the contract which ought probably to lead to

the same conclusion. Taking the view of the case that

I do, it is hardly necessary that I should advert to the

nature of the contract, as one in which delay in its per-

formance is looked at with more than ordinary strict-

ness. This contract seems to be of that nature. If

Judgment. McMahou paid the balance of purchase-money in a

year, O'Neil was bound to convey, out he was not com-

pelled to pay it ; and if he did not pay it, O'Neil was to

return him the purchase-money paid. The contract was

therefore unilateral,—it was optional with the purchaser

to pay or not, and he was probably not entitled to specific

performance unless he complied strictly with the terms

of the agreement ; but it is not necessary to press the

case that length, and it was not so pressed in argument.

Apart fx'om any peculiarity in the nature of the contract,

I am of opinion that the plaintiff's laches disentitles him

to specific performance.

Taking this view of the laches, before the institution

of this suit, I have not thought it necessary to consider

whether dilatoriness in its prosecution can disentitle the

plaintiff to relief. I think the deposit should be

returned, and that the bill should be dismissed with

costs.
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McLaren v. Coombs. '—v—

Fixturet—Pittillerf/.

On the death of the owner of a distillery the still goes to the heir or
devisee with the realty.

The widow professed to sell the property but had no authority to do so
under the will, except for her own life : the purchaser removed the
still, sold it, and put in a new one. Finding after the widow's death
that his title was defective, he removed the still, and it was

neld, that the devisee was not entitled to have the new still restored,
but was entitled to the value of the old still.

Mr. Blake, Q.C., for the plaintiff, moved on notice,
under circumstances set forth in the judgment, for an
injunction restraining the defendant Q-emmell from
retaining the still and still worm in any other place
than the distillery from which he had removed them.

Mr. Boaf, Q.C., contra.

Spragge, V. C—This application is for a mandatory Jujgment.

injunction to compel the defendant Q-emmell to replace
a still which he has removed from the distillery, pur-
chased by him from the widow of the plaintiff's father.

Tho widow was tenant for life ; the plaintiff is remain-
der-man. The widow professed to sell the fee, and
Cremmell, I have no doubt, thought he was acqr'ring the
fee. This sale has been set aside.

1 m

I think the still would have been a trade fixture, as

between landlord and tenant, though built in with bricks

and mortar. It was so built in, as I gather from the

affidavits, for the convenience of using, not with any
view to its permanency of character ; for it appears that

stills are taken out and repaired, and again built in for

use, as occasion may require. I find that in McDonald
V. Weeks (a), a case to which I gave a good deal of con-

(a) S Grant, 308.

t ;hj
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sidoration, I said that " in quf^stions between tenant for

life or in tail, and remainder-man or reversioner, the

Court looks at the intention, and will hold that to belong

to the executor of the tenant of the particular estate,

which if put up by the owner of the inheritance would

be adjudged to belong to the heir."

If therefore, the still had been put up by the widow

. of McLaren, I should have held her entitled to remove

it. The ques.ioD is, whether I ought to come to a

different conclusion in icgard to Q-emmelly because ho

supposed mistakenly that he had acquired the inherit-

ance, and compel him to replace it. I think I ought

not. The intention to be inferred from his idea as to

his position, ought not to be used against him in favor

of the plaintiff, who has established against him that his

idea was a mistaken one. At all events, I think the

Court ought not to interfere by injunction, but to leave

udgment. ^1°^ *<> ^is remedy at law, if he has any. The plaintiff

should, however, be placed in as good a position as if

Qemmell had not removed the still. It is reasonable

that he should have the option of retaining the still

placed in the distillery by Q-emmell, instead of the new
one he removed ; or of receiving from Q-emmell the

value of the old still that he discarded. He appears to

have sold it for £26 lOs., and that is sworn by a

machinist to be the outside value of it.

As to costs, I think this is a case in which there

might be a question whether either party should have

them. Q-emmelly by selling the old still, has prevented

the plaintiff from getting what he was strictly entitled

to ; but the real contest between the parties has been,

whether the Court should compel Qemmell to replace

the new still, and upon that I am against the plaintiff,

and I think he should pay Gemmell the costs of resist-

ing it. If the plaintiff should elect to have the price

of the old still, the costs may be set off against it.
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Brook v. Saul. "^—y-^

Fraud on eredilort.

•

n. being indebted to /?., and both being in pecuniary difficulties, E.
made an absolute conveyance of his land to R., which was intended
to secure the debt due to li., but was made absolute in form to
deceive H.'t creditors: various subsequent dealings with the pro-
perty took place with a view of deceiving the creditors of both
parties

,
and by means thereof the interest of If. and R., if any,

appeared to be respectively a mere money charge on the property "

at the time fi. fa». against their lands were given to the sherifiF:
but htli, thatthe writs bound their respective interests, and that they
should be sold in equity to pay the execution debts.

Examination of witnessea and hearing at London.

Mr. Blahe, Q,C.j for the plaintiff.

Mr. Roaf, Q.C., for the defendants.

Spragob, V. C—-It will be putting the case as favor- JudgmMt.

ably for the defendant, Amaxiah Saul, as it can be put,
to assume that the $300, part of the sum paid to Messrs.
Roaf and Davis was of the proper moneys of Amaziah.

It was applied in the carrying out of an agreement,
the reasons for which are to bo found in the circumstances
which had existed some time before, ffenry Saul, a
brother of AmaziaKs father, had been the owner of
what may be called the lot in Williams, and was indebted
to Roaf and Davis for a considerable amount of costs in-

curred in relation to the title of the lot. He was also

indebted to Amaziah'a father, Richard Saul, in a
sum which may be taken to be $2000, or thereabouts.
The debt to Roaf and Davis was assumed by all parties,

(in what manner is not explained) to be a charge upon
the land, and Henri/, in order to secure Richard for

his debt, gave to him an absolute conveyance of the

Williams lot. Some time afterwards Roaf and Davis
pressed for payment of their costSj and in Dscftir.ber

1 i y^
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1869. 1862, Mr. Davis, who haJ bcoorao wholly entitled to

the costs, had a mortgage prepared conditioned to secure

payment of the amount, one month after taxation. This

mortgage was presented to Richard, the legal estate

being in him, for execution. Richard declined to

execute the mortgage, but offered to execute, and did

execute, an absolue conveyance to Roaf and Davis of

the Williams lot, and at his instance the consideration

was expressed to bo $1000, although he had said that

Henry, the debtor, had a loiter from Roaf and Davis

offering to take $700 ; and the gentleman who was

acting on behalf of Dam was abo to insert that sum
when Richard desired h'm to insert $1000. Ho stated

to Davis's agent, as the fact was, that he held the land

as security ; and asked to bo iiiformed, in case the land

should be offered for sale, in order, as he said, that his

son might have an opportunity of purchasing.

jadgment. 1 think it IS Dot goiug too far to assume that he the, \

contemplated the arrangement which was afterwards

made. He was himself only a mortgagee, and notified

that fact to Davis's agent. He chose to give a convey-

ance without the authority of Henry. Henry's right

to redeem, therefore, was not prejudiced, and in case

Davis should thereafter refuse to accept his costs there

was nothing to prevent Henry from insisting upon the

same right to redeem against Davis which he had had

against Richard. All this might well present itself to

the mind of a man like Richard, shrewd and fertile in

expedients, as the evidence in this case and his exami-

nation before me shewed him to be ; and this, I think,

furnishes the key to his giving an absolute conveyance

when he might have given a mortgage. Both he and
his brother Henry were deeply in debt. A redeem-

able interest would be something tangible which creditors

might reach, while a purchase by his son, cu' in his son's

name, the son whose name he had found uspful in regard

to his farm at Strathroy, would shew to the world no
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title or interest existing either in himself or his brothers.
Whether he speculated upon the idea of the conveyance
being open to objection in consequence of the relation
of solicitor and client between Ilennj and Roaf and
Davia it is not necessary .0 inquire.

I am inclined to think that I do not give Richard
Saul credit for more management and foresight than
he possessed. Things fell out exactly as if they had
been planned, and were, in fact, the natural result of
such a plan, supposing it to have existed, as I have sup-
posed

;
it is not too much, I think, to attribute the plan

to the person who shaped the course of proceeding that
brought about tho result.

The next step was, upon the land being offered for
sale sometime afterwards by Mr. Davia, for Richard
Saul to suggest to his son to become the purchaser,
which was acceded to, I may say, of course; and , , .

Mic/iard, with his son-in-law, Armstrong, who had
assisted him in the matter of the. Strathroy farm, pro-
ceeded to Toronto and there waited upon Mr. iavis,
and after some little negotiation Davia agreed to sell

'

and convey to Amaziah for S800 or S900, it is not
clear which, but, I think, from the evidence, $800. The
purchase money was made up of tho $300 to which I
have referred, and either $500 or $600, 1 think $500,
borrowed of a building society.

The conveyance was made to Amaziah, and he was
to all seeming, the absolute owner of the Williams pro-
perty, subject only to the mortgage to the building
society for say $600. All this was brought about by
others; he did nothing more than assent to what his

father had proposed. Even the $300, which I have
assumed to bo his, was brought from his father's desk it

being the aggregate of sums handed by the son to the
father from timo to lime as the proceeds of the Strathroy

ii. ^z

li II
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ISOU. farm. The next thing dono was also at tho instance of

his father, and tho result was to place the father and

uncle substantially in tho naino position as both wore

in before the remarkable act of tho father in insisting

upon making an absolute convoyanco to Roaf and Davu.

Tho place was worth ;$400O, probably more ; but in

favor of the uncle it was agreed to be taken at $3000,

and an instrument, drawn by tho father, was executed,

by which tho son agreed to convey to tho uncle, upon

his paying that sum in four years, with interest at eight

per cent, in tho moantirao. This S3000 was to bo thus

applied : The mortgage to the building society was to be

paid off, and Amaziah'a ^300 was to be paid to him,

and tho rest was to go to tho father in payment of the

old debt due to him by Henry, the old owner of the

land. Amaziah says, indeed, that when ho bought the

land from Davis there was w) agreement that his uncle

might purchase tho land back. lie says there was such

Judgment. ^Q arrangement made some time afterwards. Two or

three months he -ays at first, then that it might bo with-

in a week, and then (hat it may have been about the

same time. He changes, too, from his examination before

the Maater in saying now thr . he understood the balance

to be paid to his father was to bo applied ia buying back

the Strathroy farm for him. It may have boon so, but

if so, I take it to be clear from the evidence that it was

clogged with the condition that he should support bis

father and his father's family.

The evidence convinces me that Amaziah, who looks

little more than a lad, though he is stated to be twenty-

four, was in these transactions a mere instrument in the

hands of his father, doing his bidding throughout. I

think further, looking at the acts of the parties, and tho

consequences of their acts, in relation to the remedies of

creditors, rather than at the form and language in which

they clothed t lem, that the object of all parties was to

hinder creditors.
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But, it is said, thoro was nothing which creditors 1861).

could reach. That at the most there was a sum of
money which, under the agreement, would go into the
hands of the father, in case the uncle should complete
tho purchase ; and that these phintifl's, being judgment
creditors, having lodged with the sheriff a writ against
tho lands of Richard and Henry, cannot reach that sum
of money. Let us see what was tho position of tho
parties: their nominal, their apparent position was,
Amaziah, owner of the land and vendor, Henry ^ his
uncle, purchaser ; his father interested in the purchase
money, having a claim in morality and equity at least,

as between himself, his son, and his brother to nearly
three-fourths of the purchase money, and that cluini

admitted and acted upon by tho very terms of tho agree-
ment. Tho K.m's only right was to receive ^^'nj or
$900- .athcr says $800. His position was to convey,
upon payment of the whole sum, and inasmuch uh he was
a truste-^ for his father as to all above say ^800 his jujgme„t.

father might have received, what was coming to him,
direct from the purchaser, and upon the purchaser pay-
ing to the son the portion coming to him would bo
entitled to a conveyance. It follows, I think, that if

the purchaser failed to pay» the father could, in virtue of
his interest, pay to the son the puroliaso money coming
to him ; and that he would thereupon be entitled to a

conveyance from the son, declaring a trust iii favor of the

uncle, or, at least, to a declaration of trust by the son
of the terms upon which he thereafter held tho land.

He would at all events, I apprehend, be entitled in some
shape, (in what shape is not material) to enforce his

right to receive so much of the purchase money, other-

wise the other parti<!3 to the agreement might, by cul-

luding together, defeat his right to receive it. That
right, it seems to me, must be an interest in land, and
being an equitable interest, to be reached in this Court

by the judgment creditors, having a writ against lands

' 75—VOL. XVI. QR.
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Judgment.

The subsequent arrangement cannot, it appears to

me. make any diflFerence in the rights of the creditors.

It was made in August, 1864, and is thus described by

Amaziah Saul:—"I then went into possession, arrang-

ing with my uncle that I should rent the place, paying

him S14 a month out of the proceeds, and pay myself

the interest at eight per cent, on the $8000, as he was

called to pay it." He adds : " I have not made enough

as yet to pay the interest on the $3000 but expect to

make it. This is the way the majter now stands.'' To

his own solicitor he answers :
" There is no arrangement

in reference to the $3000 in force now," and then to

the opposite solicitor he says : " What I stated in my
examination in chief is what 1 now repeat as the arrange-

ment now existing." This is not a very clear or satis-

factory account, and looks, as the whole transaction

does, as if he knew but little about it, and was through-

out an instrument in the hands of others. Whether the

former agreement was cancelled is not certain,—it is said

to have been so. To put it most strongly against the

creditors ,the previous agreement was cancelled, and

Henri/ gave up his right to purchase, and Richard his

right to receive any portion of the purchase money.

But they could do neither to .the prejudice of their cre-

ditors. Amaziah describes them as bo};h in difficulties,

and unable to pay their debts. On the part of his

father it would be giving up an interest in land arising

out of his right to certain unpaid purchase money, of

considerable value, making, in fact, a gift to his son to

the extent of whatever that value might be. It would

not, perhaps, be going very far to hold that there is a

secret trust that the first agreement should be carried

out ; but I rather suspect it, than find it proved. But,

whether this is so or not, still, looking at the purchase

from Davis in the name of Amaziah in the light of what

was done upon it, I think the proper conclusion is, that

all parties intended, Amaziah'a intention being by way

of general authority firat, and acquiesenco afterwards,
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that the purchaser should reinstate Henry and Richard
in their old position, and that such was the effect of it

;

and this being so, it was not in their power to alter their

position to divest themselves of any of their rights to the

prejudice of creditors.

I do not give it as my opinion that the $300 to which
I have referred was the proper money of Amaziah. I

have only assumed it to be so for the purpose of the

argument upon which I found my judgment.

The decree will be for the sale of the interest of

Richard and Henri/ Saul in the land in question, the

Williams property, with costs against all defendants.

The interest of each may very properly be sold sepa-
rately, being distinct, and differing from each other in

"''*'°*°*'

their nature and probable value.

MoAlpine v. Eckfrid.

Injunction—CosU—Amount ofdamaget.

!rhe plaintiff filed a bill tor the protection of the timber on certain

land which he claimed to ovm ; at the hearing the Court retained

the bill with liberty to the plaintiff to bring an action : the plaintiff

brought the action and recovered a verdict for $20 : it appearing

that the question in issue was the plaintiff's title to the land he was
held entitled to a decree with costs, notwithstanding the small

amount of damage which had been actually done by the defendant.

Hearing on further directions.

Mr. Strong, Q.C., for the plaintiff.

Mr. Blake, Q.O., for the defendant.

Spragqb, V. C—The late Vice Chancellor heM the

plaintiff entitled to the aid of this Court for the protec-
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tion of his timber, and retained the bill, with liberty to

bring an action at law touching the matters in question

in the oause. The action has been tried, and resulted

in a verdict for the plaintiff, with $20 damages, upon
which judgment has been entered.

1 think the identity of the premises, those in respect

of which the suit is brought, and those in respect of

which damages have been recovered at law, is sufficiently

established. The bill and answer shew what is in

question, and it will be intended that a recovery in an

action directed to be brought in respect of those lands

was, in fact, in respect of them. The bill is filed in

respect of the cutting of the trees, as well as'the severing

a portion of the land from the rest.

I do not think the plaintiff was wrong in filing his bill,

which was for preserving his trees by injunction before

Judgment, establishing his legal right at law, and I apprehend that

the late Vice Chancellor must have been of that opinion.

The damages recovered are of a small amount ; but it

does liot follow that the question in issue in this suit is

trifling, the same being, as appears by the answer,

whether the lands upon which the defendant was cut-

ting belonged to the municipality or the plaintiff. I

think the plaintiff entitled to his decree with costs.
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Reclof, land-Covenant a, to cutting timber and clearing-Comtruetion.

A lease of Rectory land by the Rector contained a covenant not to
clear more than a certain portion of the land demised ; that the
clearing should be for agricultural purposes, in contiguous fields,
not exceeding ten acres each, such fields to be enclosed in good law-ful fences, . and shall be sufficiently chopped, underbrushed, logged,and burned according to the due course of farming and good hus

liS e'J- \Tr^'^'' *'^ -«««^«'« -"-« --ot meant to behm ted to what " might be necessary in working regularclearVnMon the land," and the lessee, with the lessor's consentTc" aJaddthe timber off 180 acres
: but the lessee haying for two Vea™ d„I«

sirtreir-^^*'^^^"^*^"""^ *^« /errrditthid that the delay was open to the objection of being contrary to

was liable to damages in respect thereof.

Appeal from the report of the Master at Hamilton, by
the plaintiff. ' •'

Mr. Boaf, Q. C, for the appeal.

Mr. Proudfootf contra.

upon this appeal, involves the construction of certain
covenants in a lease, made by the plaintiff, as Rector of
Grimsby, to defendant, who states himselfin his answer
to be the plaintiff's brother-in-law.

'

The lease bears date the 29th of April, 1861 and
demises to the defendant lots 11, 12, and 13, in the 6th
concession of Grimsby, for a term of twenty-one yearsA large portion of the land appears to have been timbered'
The lease is a printed forn filled up. It contained a
printed covenant by the lessee not to top, lop, cut down
or destroy any timber or trees growing on the land orany part of it, farther than might be necessary in workmg regular clearings on the land, a«d for fae] and

Li

' <l
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1869, fences for the occupier for the time being of the pre-

mises, and to be used thereon. This covenant is struck'

out and marked " erased." The next covenant, which

is also by the lessee, provides that he shall not clear

more than 180 acres of the land demised ; that the clear-

ing shall be for agricultural purposes, in contiguous

fields, not exceeding ten acres each, such fields to be

inclosed in good lawful fences, " and shall be sufficiently

chopped, underbrushed, logged, and burned, according

to the due course of farming and good husbandry."

There are some written memoranda at the end of the

lease which do not affect this question. The first leads

mo to think that where 180 acres are mentioned in the

covenant, 180 acres of each lot is intended ; but I do

not find this point cleared up, nor do I find it stated

what number of acres the lots contain, or what portion

or portions were cleared at the date of the lease. I

infer from some of the evidence that a .portion was

Judgment cloarcd.

For the plaintiff it is contended that the defendant

was bound to clear the land as he had cut down the

timber. In fact, to cut down from time to time for the

purpose of clearing, and only as portions previously cut

down, were cleared and fenced. The defendant con-

tends that the lease makes no provision as to the time

thai he is to clear. In fact, his contention involves this,

that he would be at liberty to cut down and carry away the

whole of the timber, and wood, and trees, of which the

lease authorizes the cutting, during the first year of the

term, and leave the clearing and fencing to the last

year.

The lease must be construed with the fact patent upon

the face of it, that a covenant to clear in such manner

as the plaintiff contends the defendant was bound to

clear, was deliberately struck out, and this fact seems to
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the defendant appears to be in the other extreme ; the
lease is improvident enough at the best. The lessee
knew that the lands demised were but lands in which
the lessor's interest was coeval only with the incumbency
of the lessor; and the court ought not, I think, to give
such a construction to the instrument as would make
both parties guilty of a manifest breach of trust, unless
such construction is necessarily called for by the terms
of the covenant.

• 599
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The Master says in his judgment,—and he seems war-
ranted by the evidence in saying so,—that the plaintiff
assisted the defendant in getting a contract for the
supply of 2000 cords of wood at the Grimsby station of
the Great Western Railway Company, and he infers, I
think correctly, that it was intended to be got off these
demised lands, and that at the time when the lease was
granted, and that may account for the striking out of the
erased covenant. But the covenant retained may snill j„ag,„,„t
help to protect the estate ; all that is to be done under

'^'"

it, is to be done " according to the due course of farming
and good husbandry." More appropriate words might
probably have been used, but the meaning of husbandry
is good management, and I construe the covenant as pro-
viding that the chopping, clearing, and fencing shall all

be according to the due course of good management. It
assumes that there is a due course in the matters of
chopping, clearing, and fencing ; and it was proper for
the Master to inquire what that duo course was, just as
it would have been proper for him to inquire whether a
farm had been cultivated according to the course of good
husbandry in the ca?o of a lease with a covenant so to

cultivate a farm. To illustrate my meaning,—suppose
10 or 15 years of this lease had expired, and the defen-
dant had cut down and carried away all but the worth-
ess trees, to the extent of the number of acres to which
he was limited, but had not cleared up or fenced an
acre, and iiad left the UDucrbrasn to grow up (and this

1 :
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is what he has done to the extent of 160 acres) it would
be surely proper for the Master to inquire whether such'
a dealing with the land was according to the due course
of good management in the clearing of land,—not accord-
ing to the notions of individual witnesses, but what as a
matter of fact is the habit and practice of provident
owners in dealing with their own laijd.

In this case, instead of the time that I have supposed
having elapsed only about two years had elapsed, but
still it may be found that it was not according to the
then course of good management that the land should
have been dealt with as it was for two years ; that a pru-

.
dent owner, doing , istico to his land, would have
cleared up ten, or twenty, or fci ;y, or more acres if he
had cut down 160 acrea, o-^ was done in tlis case.

It may, indeed, have been improvident to cut ilown so

large a quantity, but of that the plaintiif cannot com-

Judgment plfin, if it appears to have been done with his privily

and consent. .

•

I do not pretend to say what may be a proper finding
upon such evidence ; but I understand from the Master's
judgment that he has not so construed the covenant, for

if he has so construed it I do not understand his strictures

upon the evidence of the witnesces, called by the plain-

tiff, to prove the amount of damage which has occurred
from the omission to clear and fence. Their evidence
appears to me perfectly intelligible, and probably per-

fectly correct, upon the assumption upon which they
were examined, and upon which they gave it, viz. :

that the defendant was bound to clear up, and to fence
into ten acre fields, all the land he cleared from time
to time. He had taken the trees off 160 acres, and
they assumed he ought to have cleared and fenced all

but ten acres. It was worth $12 an acre to clear and
fence. To clear and fence 150 acres would be worth
$1800, and it would take that sum to compensate the
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plaintiff, inasmuch as it would cost that sum to put the
land m the condition in which tho defendant was bound
to put It. I do not seo that the defendant was bound to
do all this, I do not suppose ho is, unless it is made to
appear upon evidence that it would be according to the
Que course of good management so to clear under the
circumstar.oes, and qualified by the fact of tho strikin-
out of tho erased covenant.

°

I should be inclined to attach very much less weight
to the evidence of the defendant's witnesses upon this
point tbaa the Master seems to have done. They swear
to tho self-evident fact that cutting down trees upon
fresh land is an act towards clearing it, but it does not
follow, nor do they venture to state, that tho cutting
down and carrying away these trees and leaving the
land as it was left was per se beneficial to the land or its
owner. The proper conclusion, even from their evidence
is not that it was so, but very much the contrary. The Judgment
proper conclusion from tho whole evidence, as ic stands,
probably is, that for every acre that the defendant
ought to have left cleared and fenced, about ^12 would
be a fair compensation, (to whom payable I do not now
say)

;
but I leave the question as to the quantity of land,

and the question of compensation, open to the Master'
merely indicating now the principle upon which, in my
judgment, he ought to proceed in estimating both.

The point raised by Mr. Proudfoot, that the proper
remedy is at law, does not arise upon this appeal.
Looking at the pleadings and the decree it seems clearly
intended that the Master's inquiries were not to be con-
fined to the reserves of twenty acres, but to extend to all
that was complained of by the bill. The costs must
follow pfcs usual course.

1^

->. *'\

:m

n

1

1
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McLaren v. Coombs.

Will, comtruction of—Powtr to tenantfor life to ,liipoie of corpus

.

A testator by his will (as construed by tbe Court) gave to his widow
his real and personal estate for life, with power to dispose of the
personal estate at her otvn discretion during her life ; and whatever
of it remained at her death not so disposed of, went to a residuary
legatee : the testator also authorized his t\ idow and co-exeoutors to
lay out such sums as might be deemed necessary for the carrying on
his business as a distiller

:

Held, that the widow was not bound to convert the personalty into
money

: that her estate was not liable for debts due the testator,
which she had neglected to collect, and was not accountable for the
testator's furniture, w ich was not forthcoming »t her death ; nor
for hay, grain, fuel, cart, and horses, 'eft by the testator and used by
the widow in continuing the business.

The widow improved the property : Held, that she was entitled to
credit for so much only as was expended in completing work com-
menced by the testator.

Appeal from Master's report (Perth) and hearing on
further directions.

Mr. Blake, Q. C, and Mr. S. Blake, for the plaintiffs.

Mr. Roaf, Q.C., for the defendant Coombs.

Mr. Curran, for other parties.

•ludgment. Spragge, V. C.—The parts of the testator's will

maierial to the question before me, are :
•' I will and

bequeath nntouiy wife, Janet McLaren, the full and abso-

lute control of, all and singular, the real estate and landed
property of which I may dio possessed ; together with the

full and absolute control of all my personal property,

. goods, and chattels, of whatsoever nature or kind ; and of

and over all debts that may be dut? oiid owing to mo at tlio

time of my death, to have and to hold the said real estate

for and during the whole period of her natural life, and
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to u and possess the said personal property according 1869to her discretion Secondly, I do will and bequeath
^

unto my son John A e.ander McLaren, at presentresuhng w,th .0, the whole of the real est'ate orwhicl
1 may die possessed, and which I have heretofore
bequeathed unto n.y wife, during her lifetime. And

estate which may remain at my said wife's death * *
I do direct that after my decease my said wife and myexecu ors do imcnediately take an inventory and valua
t on of ,„ ^y ,3,^^^^ ^^^^ ^^_^j ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^they do invest, in good security, thereafter from time

vh ch they may recover of and from the debts now dueto me, or from the sales of any part of my real estate
or personal property, which investment shall be for the
benefit of my estate: and I do give full power to mysaid wife, and to my executors, to lay out such sums a, ,jnaybe deemed necessary for the cLyinT n of th

"'""'"^

business m which 1 am now engaged, or L any pur-poses which they may think will render my estate bestand most productive, reserving always for my said wife

ample for her maintenance in a respectable manner."

The construction put upon the will by the Court, so
far as regards personal estate is, that the widow has a
I.fe-estate therein, with power of disposing of it at her
discretion during her lifetime; and that whatever
remained of it at her death, undisposed of, and unap-
propriated by her during her lifetime, passed under the
clauses of the will which disposed of the residue. She
vras tenant for life of the realty. The business referred
to m the will, that of a distillery, was carried on by the
widow after the testator's death. She did not prove the

I '
""-u.

'^^ ""'''® ^'^ inventory of the estate, as by
the will directed. She declined to do so, though it w/-

it'

', .(I
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1869. suggested by Bude.^dahy a co-executor. She entered

into possession of all the estate, real and personal, and

assumed the sole management of both. '
t is contended

that she ought to have converted the whoie of the per-

sonal estate into money. I think there are portions of

the will which I have quoted, which exempted her from

the necessity of d'ing this, and show that such a sale

was not contemplated by the testator.

The Master charges the widow's estate with certain

debts due to the testator, which the Master does not find

that she received ; but he makes the charge on the

ground of wilful neglect and default, on the part of the

widow, in not getting in these debts. The will gave her

the full and absolute control of and over all debts due

to the testator. .It ?7iay be, that she did intentionally

abstain from calling in these debts. If she had called

them in, she might, I suppose, have made a present of

Judgmeut. the amounts to the debtors, as the will authorizes her to

use the personal estate according to her discretion. The

testator, in using the words that he has done, must be

taken to have intended that she should not be account-

able for the debts due to him, unless in the event of her

receiving them and not using them, when they were to

go into tne residue. To hold her accountable, would be

limiting the natural meaning and force of the words

which he has used. I think the Master was in error in

allowing this charge.

I think the Master was also in error in charging the

widow's estate with the value of furniture which was not

forthcoming at her death. I do not see how she can bo

chargeable with it, unless it is inquirable before the

Master, whether she made a proper disposition of it.

She must have made some disposition of it, or it must

have worn out, otherwise it would be forthcoming, and

she had a right to dispose of it at her discretion.
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With regard to tho hay, grain, and fuel, and the cart
and horfirs, wliich tho Muster has charged against the
ostiite of ' e widow, they appear to have been all pro-
vided for .s purpose of carrying on the distillery
business, and in a sense appurtenant to it, in short, part
of the Btock-in-trado. I do not consider that ihe distil-
lery business was ciirrind on by the widow, under the
authority of the clause in the will which refers to it.

The widow, or tenant for life of the real estate, with
(in the words of the will) "the full and absolute control"
of it, iiad the power of carrying on tho business. The
purpose of the clause referred to, was to afford facilities,
if necessary, for carrying it on, and seems to assume
that it would be carried on after his death ; and this
was a reasonable expectation, inasmuch as tho testator's
wife hud assisted him in carrying it on in hw lifetime.
Under these circumstances the widow continues the
business after her husband's death, and finding the arti-

cles in question on the premises, as part of the stock-in- judgm.nt
trade, she uses them as such in the business. She had,
I apprehend, a clear right so to use them, and I do not
see how she can be made accountable for them. As
between herself and the residunry devisee and legatee,
she is a beneficiary as well as an executrix, of that
which she had a right to take, and use, and consume, in

her discretion, and which she did in fact use and con-
sume. I do not see how any liability can arise, to
account to one who is entitled only to the residue.

I think the fifth objection should be overruled. The
widow took the personal estate as it was. If she were
accounting for it, she ought to bo allowed any payments
she made in respect of it. It is to be assumed that she
paid for the cattle in question out of the profits of the
business, as the Master finds it to have been profitable.

The parties seem to be agreed as to most of the points

which arise upon further directions. Th< pecuniary

\rA

It
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^m^ Icgatoo. .Inn.. Miller McLaren, now Coomha, ia entitled

^;^ to her legacy, and should bo allowed interest upon it

after one year from the death of tho widow.

The plaintiff concedes that tho widow is entitled to be
remunerated for certain improvements made upon the
distillery and the storehouse. I am inclined to confine
this to moneys expended in the completion of work
commenced by the testator himself; anything beyond
that cannot, I think, be charged ngainst the remainder-
man.

With regard to the costs, all that are disposed of are
so much of the costs of the plaintiff as wore necessary in
order to the relief decreed in respect of the distillery,
and Plum Point properl^y : those costs are given
against Qemmell, and the defendant Job Spence Coombs.
Gemmell must pay his own costs, and John Shine so

Judpnwt much of his costs as relate to these properties.

The general costs of the cause, including the costs of
Anne Miller Ooomba, should, I think, come out of the
testator's estate. They were incurred, in part, by the
construction of his will; and the subsequent costs were
not occasioned by the misconduct of the defendant.
I do not say that her conduct was correct, either in
regard to the real estate, or as executrix ; but her con-
duct (consisting rather in omission of duty than in
positive wrong) has not, as it seems to me, occasioned
this suit.
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4. 1869.
AUiAN V. Newman. wv—
Amtndmfnt at hearing.

The plaintiff had purchaaeJ certain mill premi«. from C and aft«r

to accept the u> ..a. ua«er aH hia debtor for the unnaiJ m.r.h!!money, »„a o Uir.harg,. the plaintiff- at th. . .
Purchase

failed to est 1,1 ,S U.ist jI.; k/.u
"""'"^ ^''^ P''""''"'

' Examination of witnesses and hearing.

Mr. Brough, Q.C., and Mr. Snelling, for the plaintiff

Mr. Drew, for the defendant.

Spraqqb, V. C.-There is only one case properly and , .

Buthcently made by the bill^unles's I except tharf:lfnd:d
"'"

upon the agreement of 11th November, 1861. The case
sufficiently made ,s, that upon the sale by Allan to
^a.,^./^of the mill premises purchased l.y ^^f. flL"

inZd o?Z' "'Z^
'' **'° ^^"^^^'^^ as purchaser

Culh T
'
'r^'''

"°"^^- ^^ *h« bearing LGuelph I reviewed and commented upon the evidL^^

fjirhr.i, r^'^f'
"P°" ''^'^ P°"^^'' '^"d said that ithog that the plaintiff had failed to make out his case;that the evidence given by the defendant disclosed cir-

andrr Z' u'""*^
^°"^"''^ - *^« P-t of Allan

^r^d Mc.Douffall, th^t seemed to outweigh the evidencegiven by the plaintiff: I said, howeve'r, that I wou dagain carefully go over and consider and wei^h

hat the plaintiff's case fails: that in the face ofthe ci-cumstances, and the conduct to which I have
referred, I cannot find as a fact that /-n„,.« a;a „_..

I

n :k:ui
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1869. to release Allan from further liability. If this were all,

the proper coursfe would be to dismiss the plaintiff's bill.

But some evidence was given that upon a subsequent

transfer of the mill, that is, from Campbell to one
Spencer which the bill alleges was at the instance of

Coivan, Cowan agreed to substitute Spencer as purchaser

for Camp5e?;,and to release both Campbell and Allanivom
the payment of further purchase money. The bill alleges

the transfer from Campbell to Spencer at the instance of
Cowan, and in the same paragraph states that upon the

delivery of the mill by Cowan to Campbell Cowan stated

publicly, as the fact was, that he had taken Campbell
for everything, and that Allan was entirely clear of the

purchase, and from all responsibility in connection there-

with. One would almost think that Campbell's name is

here used by mistake for Spencer's, following as it does

an allegation of transfer to Spencer at the instance of

Cowan ; and being a mere repetition of a previous alle-

Judgment. gation in regard to Campbell. The bill, however, con-

tains no allegation of agreement by Cowan to discharge

Allan on the occasion of the transfer to Spencer.

As to the agreement of 11th November, 1861. It is

an agreement for a lease and sale by the Newmans to

Jane Cowan (who, it appears, is the widow of Cowan the

vendor), one ITcCaughrin and one Scroggie of certain

premises. It recites two instruments, bearing date 30th

June, 1857, by one of which it recites that Cowan
assigned to Walter P. Newman the south halves of lots

one and two in the ninth concession of Wallace ; and
that by the other it is recited that Cowan had contracted

with various persons for the sale to them of portions of

the land assigned, and that the purpose of the assignment

was for the Netvmans to receive purchase money to be

applied upon a debt duo Tiy Coivan to them ; and that, it

authorized Walter P. Newman in case such debt should

not be liquidated in eighteen months thereafter to make
sale of the half lots assigned, save and except any por-
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Uons thereof sold or contracted to be sold by Cowan.
The agreement then recites that a large sura of money
remained due from Cowan: and the sale is, of the
interest of the Newmam in the land assigned, subject to
the rights of Cowan if any, and to .ne rights of pur-
chasers of lots

;
and reserving all such lots or portions of

the land assigned as had been, or might b,, conveyed,
or m respect whereof the purchasers were ov should be
entitled to deeds.

609

I8rf9.

At the date of the recited instruments, Campbell wasm possession of the mill premises, and working the mill
under the transfer from Allan; and no purchase money
was then m arrear, so that the first question would be,
whether the mill premises were comprehended in the
assignment

;
that is, supposing them to be a portion of

the west-half of lot one. In the contract of sale. Cowan
to Allan, they are described as a part of lot one, not
saying what part. A son of Cowan the vendor was .uag.,„t
examined as a witness, and stated that the mill premises
were in the possession of his father's widow and
McCaughrin as purchasers under the agreement of 11th
November, 1861

. It does not appear whether the Neivmam assumed to sell the mill premises ; or whether the
purchasers assumed that they were included in the pur-
chase. If the Nexomam assumed to sell they must have''
done 00 as possessed of the same right as Coxoan to put
an end to the contract with Allan, by reason- of the
default m payment by his assignees

; time being madem terms of the essence of the contract, in the agreement
'

of sale from Coxoan to Allan ; or upon the ground
that the purchase had been abandoned, and that the
premises had fallen back into the hands of Cowan.

Upon this state of circumstances the question arises
whether Allan has an equity to resist payment of the
purchase money, the note sued upon being in its present
hands subject to all the equities which would attanh to

77—VOL. XVI. GB.
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1869. it in the hands of Cowan, it being in fact so much pur-

Aiian
c^*s® money. The principle upon which the case of

Newman,
-^^^'^^'^w^^ V. OruebeT (a) proceeded would probably be

invoked in favor of such an equity.

The question, however, is not sufficiently raised upon
the pleadings ; nor is the evidence sufficiently definite to

enable the Court to dispose of it now ; and it is a ques-

tion that ought to be solemnly argued, if the plaintiflF

desires to make it a point in his case. A sale by William
P. Newman is stated in the bill, but the sale of Novem-
ber, 1861, to which I have referred is not accurately

stated ; and it is stated rather as a part of the plaintiff's

narrative of circumstances, than as itself presenting an
equity in favor of the plaintiff.

I might dismiss the plaintiff's bill on the ground that

the only case properly made has failed in proof. In that

Judgment, case I should dismiss the bill without prejudice to his

filing another bill upon the grounds suggested ; but I
think I may properly allow him to amend upon payment
of the costs of the day, the amendment to bo made and
the costs paid within one month.

Fielder v. O'Hara.

Infanta—Past maintenance.

A step-father's claim to be paid for past maintenance of a minor out
of her capital, was rejected on the ground of his niisconduct.

Hearing on further directions.

Mr. E. B. Wood, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Spencer, for the defendant, John O'Hara.

(a) 3 Mer, 124.
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Mr. Wilson, for the administratrix.

SPRAGGfi, V. C.-The bill in this case has been filed "^t'"

by three female infants, daughters of the administra-
^"'"'''"

trix, Margaret O'lfara, and against her present husband,
for administration, and for other relief.

I cannot avoid noticing some matters which for the
sake of some of the parties I would willingly have left

unnoticed. The defendant John O'ffara, married the
widow, the administratrix, about a year and-a-half, as
he says, before he put in his answer, which was 12th
November, 1866, and he says that he went into posses-
sion of the farm about five years before that ; that he
had a child by Mrs. O'llara in 1861, and two children
since

; whether either of these was after his marriage
he does not say. In November, 1864, moneys of the
estate were in the hands of the administratrix, of which
moneys she lent |450 to O'Hara, payable without j„dp„,„t
interest on the 1st March, 1869. I suppose they were

*"*''

married at this time, as security was given by a mortgage
upon some property of O'Hara's, made to a third per-
son, and assigned the same day to the administratrix.

JoJm O'Harn is charged by the report with personal
estate beyond the $450 to the amount of $77.25, and
for saw logs, rails, and wood taken from the land, and
used and sold by him for his own benefit, $90.50, which
sum was reduced upon appeal to $80.50. He is charged
for the use and occupation of the real estate an annual
sum of $90. The Master had charged him with interest

on the mortgage at ten per cent. : this was reduced upon
appeal to six per cent. On the other hand he is allowed

$165 for improvements, and $73.47 for statute labour
and taxes. The Master reported that he should be
allowed $52 a year for six years for the maintenance of

one of the infants, Margaret Jane Fielder, she being,

as the Master reports, under his care and protection
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for that period. Upon appeal from the report it was
ordered that the report as to maintenance should be

allowed to stand as if the Master had reported the facts

as special circumstances, the defendant O'Jiara to be at

liberty to apply, on further directions, for an allowance

in respect of maintenance.

In regard to this maintenance, there is this fact found

by the Master, that from the death of Fielder to the

possession of the place by O'Sara, the rents and profits

of the real efttate were used and absorbed in the support

and maintenance of the widow and her children. Since

the possession of O'ffara he has been charged with the

whole of the rents and profits. O'Hara was under no
natural or legal obligation to support the children of

Fielder after his marriage with the widow : Billingiley

V. Critehet (a) ; and before his marriage he was of course

under no such obligation. And it seems to me reason-

Jiwigment. able to Say that this infant was maintained by O'Jiara

out of what came to his hands. If O'Hara instead of

being in the position that he was, in the household of

the widow and children, had been a brother of the widow,

there could be no doubt that he ought, while being

charged with rents and profits, and with personal estate

come to his hands, to be allowed a reasonable sum for

maintenance. If I disallow it to O'Hara, it must be

because of the improper position that he occupied during

a portion of the time. It would be visiting him with

what would amount to a pecuniary peralty. I do not

know that I ought to do this, but on the '^ther hand, the

infant ought not to be in a worse posit on l^a.i aba would

have been if O'ffara had not come into Tae faiuily. I

shall therefore restrict the allowance for maintenance

of this child to her share of the annual income of the

estate : the sura named by the Master would probably

break in upon her share of the corpus. This should not

(a) 1 B. C. C. 2C8.
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be. The annual income sufficed before O'Hara'a time,
and O'Hara should be restricted to it afterwards. As
to the amount, it is a matter of easy computation.

In regard to the cost?, I must deal with O'Hara more
strictly. After entering this family, and having posses-
sion of the house, furniture, farm and farming implements
and stock, and living in the family a life which made
the hous- in which these children had lived an unfit
place for them, especially th'- Ider ones, to live in, he
dealt with the property in an improper manner. The
mortgage transaction was decidedly an improper one.
The cutting and selling for his own benefit of saw logs
and other timber

; the removal of the furniture from the
Fielder farm to his own, were all acts of great impro-
priety. He speaks of his readiness to account, but he
admits that he kept no account of anything. I charge
him with the impropriety of the mortgage transaction,
because whether then married to the administratrix or juagn^ent
not his relations with her were such that the proper
inference is, that he induced her to lend him moneys of
the estate, and which it appears from the evidence he
knew to be moneys of the estate, for upwards of four
years without interest. These acts of his to which I
have referred, made the filing of this bill proper, and
not only proper, but necessary, in order to the protec-
tion of the estate

: and O'Hara comes within the rule
that where the conduct of a party bound to accout gives
occasion to a suit calling him to account, the costs of the
suit must be borne by him. The neces iry for this bill

is further shewn by this, that O'Hara in his answer
denied the cutting of the saw logs and other timber, and
the removal of the furniture, so that his accounting
before suit if he had been prepared to account, would, it

may be assumed, not have been a full or a true account-
ing. He must therefore bo charged with the plaintiiTs'

costs.

h *!
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There is one point to which my attiinUon was net

called, in wltich there Beercy to be an error, O'Hara is

charged with an annual a^m by way of occupation rent,

for the whole p 'od dur: ;; /hich the farm was occupied

by him. During a portion of that time he was thr hus-

band of the dowrc?^, and w.>Jd !.e ertitlei^l in virtua gF

his miK ital rights to one-third of the reats and profita.

That proportion tlierefore for that ptrjod ahovM not be

cbargcil against hirii.

It is suggested that a sum of $45 90, which upon the

ippeal was deducted from the airount with which

O'Hara was charged by the Master, 14 an overcharge,

was not in fact an overcharge. As 1 read the order

made on appeal it is a sum found on tal ing the account

of the overcharge of interest ten per cenf^ instead of six

per cent, to be overcharged against O'lfara, in other

words, that the difference between the two rates of

interest is $45.90. If so, it is properly deducted.

Gray v. Reesor.

Specific performance—Exchange—Lapie of time.

The plaintiff contracted to convey to the defendant a lot in Brock, for

which the plaintiff was to receive a lot in Sydenham, paying $150,

with interest, in four annual instalments, as the difference in value:

the plaintiff conveyed the lot in Brock accordingly, but the defend-

ant did not convey the lot in Sydenham, his claim to the lot being

under a contract with the Crown, there being default in paying the

purchase money, and another person claiming to be entitled to the

patent: the defendant ultimately, however, ^t.ined the patent,

though there was a delay of several years

:

Held, that the plaintiff was not entitled to a r

in c 1 "(y of the difference in the val' ^ *

» o..»' yanoe of the Sydenham lot, t' ..c,

$150 to count from the date of the det ;

V b , iT the payment

lots, but only to

.or his paying the

Examination and hearing.

Mr. Moa»^ for the plaintiff.
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Mr. Blake, Q. C, for the defendant.

Spraqge, V. C.~The bill contains charges of undue
.nfluence exercised by the defendant upon the plaintiff-
of gross fraud practised by the one upon the other, the
one being a shrewd crafty man, the other simple minded
and weak both in body and mind. All this is reiterated
again and again

; there is scarcely a paragraph of the
bill that does not impute fraud. It is but justice to the
defendant to say that not only are these charges not
proved, but that the evidence shews that the plaintiff
had no reasonable ground for making them.

The ground upon which the bill proceeds is shortly this •

that there was an exchange of lands, the plaintiff con-
veying to the defendant one hundred acres in Brock,
upon which there was a mortgage for $1300, and the
defendant agreeing to convey to the plaintiff whichever
ot two lots named, one in Tiny the other in Sydenham, the j„a ^,^,
plaintiff should elect to have; in the event of ihe plaintiff

^'°'"'

'

selecting the latter it was to be assigned to him subject
to the payment of $150 with interest at seven per cent,
to be paid in four equal annual instalments

; the plaintiff
to have four mounths to make his choice, and then to
give reasonable notice to the defendant for its convey-
ance, (the agreement is dated 10th of February, 1863),
that the plaintiff selected the land in Sydenham, but that
the defendant had no title to it whatever, nor to the
land in Tiny; that he sold the land in Brock, and the
plaintiff asks to be paid the difference between the gross
purchase money and the mortgage. It appears by
the evidence that no patent had iseued for the land in
Sydenham

;
but it appears also that the plaintiff was

aware of this
; and that purchase money was still duo to

the Government which would have to be pai^ before the
patent could bo obtained. It appears that the land had
been sold originally to one McKay in March, 1854, and
was resumed and advertised for sale in September,

' 'Mi

I I,

if

If
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1869. 1863, but not Bold ; that it was subsequently sold by the

local agent to one Young, yiho abandoned the sale and

took back his money, upon a claim being made by one

Oarrie as in occupation of the land; But for Carrie a

claim the patent would have issued to Young, no excep-

tion was made to Carrie's claim except by the defendant

who claimed as holding an assignment thereof from

thg original purchaser. The defendant was subsequently

allowed as the purchaser. No patent was however issued

to him until the day of the hearing of the cause. He
claims to have purchased from a Mr. Kennedy who pur-

chased from McKay, and that his purchase was prior to

his agreement with the plaintiff. The assignments filed

in the Crown Lands Department will shew the date of

his purchase, but I understood it to be admitted that it was

before the agreement with the plaintiff. It appears that

the Crown could have resumed in February, 1862, but

would have allowed the purchaser to complete his pur-

Judgment. chaso ou performing settlement duties or compounding

for them in money. No written communication was

made to the defendant of the intention of the Crown

to resume the land.

The defendant narrowly escaped losing the land.

But assuming that he had acquired the title of the

original purchaser before he agreed to sell to the plain-

tiff, there was no fraud, nor any wrong, in his agreeing

to sell it. He was in default at the time, but trusted no

doubt to the habitual leniency of the Crown in dealing

with purchasers, to accept the purchase money after

default. At the same time it was his duty to the plain-

tiff to see that the land did not become forfeited through

his default.

The matter then stands thus. There was no fraud

,or unfair dealing on the part of the defendant ; the

plaintiff knew perfectly well what he was purchfising,

and it would appear from the evidence that the bargain
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was perfectly fair, and that the lot in Sydenham waa
fully equal in value to the lot in Brock, taking the mort-
gage upon it into account. And it is not shewn that the
plaintiff has ever pressed or even asked for a conveyance
of the Sydenham lot. It 's not shewn at what time he
made his election except by the answer which states it

to have been "several months" after the agreement ; he
was to have four months to make his election, and to give
reasonable notice of bis desire for a conveyance.

The defendant, by his answer, says that he was always
prepared and was prepared then, to cause the patent to
be issued to the plaintiff upon the terms of their agree-
ment, and he submits that the plaintiff should be ordered
to carry out his part of the agreement within a limited
time and pay the sum payable upon the Sydenham lot

:

and he submits to convey that lot to the plaintiff and to

do what may be further required by this Court. This
submission relieves the Court from any difficulty as to judpi, a.

granting relief upon this bill, framed as it is, for relief

in one shape only.

If the defendant had assumed to sell land to which as
put by the bill he had z.^ title whatever, or if he had for-

feited, and lost his title, so as to be now incapable of
making a conveyance it would be for the Court to say
whether it would grant relief upon this bill, or put the

*

plaintiff to file another bill free from the gross charge
which are contained in this. But I think from the evi-

dence that the defendant had all along a title to the
Sydenham lot, subject indeed to be lost, and which was
very nearly lost by his default, and he is now in a posi-

tion to carry out his part of the agreement ; and there
is »iO reason, from lapse of time or otherwise, why it

jiiould not be carried out.. As to the terms, it is only
now that the defendant has been in a position to carry
it out. He ought to have been in a position to carry it

put at any time, and the plaintiff has suffered some
78—VOL. $VJ, QR.
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1800, lutriment from his not having boon so, for his son

iibandoned work which waa to go towards payment of the

Sydenham lot upon boing informed that the defendant

had no title to it, i' ..• cu ^nbabill'y ai'sing from the

sale to Young^ or the claim cf Carrie. I think, there-

fore, that the time for payment of the 3150 should date

from the hearing, and that interest should bo payable

only from the same time. There is this further reason

for the payment of interest not commencing earlier, that

interest on purchase money to the vendor and pevooption

of rents and profits by the purchaser are correlative, and

the latter commences only now.

As to tho costs, 80 lately as November of last year,

after this bill had been filed, the def'ndant \c>^ aot in a

position to carry out his side of the bargain. In an

interview with the plaintiff ho said that he could get

the land then, although a man was in possession ; and

.ludgment upon the plaintiff asking him what he would do about

the land, he oikred laud in Tiny. Upon the ^ame

occasion there wexo negotiatic us for a compromise in

morpy* which howevc fell throu,i;h. Ho had long before

this, me i.i.ree yeuid, sold the land he had received

from the plaintiff. I cannot under those circumstances

':;lve bin ^s costs. On the other hand I cannot upon such

a bill us this is, give tLi plaintiff bid costs. The decree

will be without costs.
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Dknny v. LiTiiaow. '"•y-*-

TfUit proved by parol,

A lot of land was purchased by the d.fendont in Ms own nnin.. ami
I'e gave a mortgage for the purchase money. The bill alleged (hat
/A through whom the plaintiffs claimed, was the real purchaser,
nnd that the defendant was his ORcnt and trustee i , the matter
Part of the purchase Lid been pal. I with D; money, and he bad
possession of the pr. rty for many years, and until his death •

the trust which was denied was proved by parol; and the Court
decreed the plaintifl, entitled tc -bo property, subject to a charge
for any sums paid by the defendu.t on account of th. punhaso
money, or for taxes.

Hearing at Peterborough.

Mr. Scott, for the plaintiffs.

Mr. Blake, Q.C., for the defendant.

Spragqe, V. C.-Since this case was before me at .rud«me„t
Peterborough I have gone over all the evidence oral and
<locumentary. The result has been to confirm the im-
pression which I felt and expressed at the conclusion of
the argument, that the evidence established the plaintiff's
case. The plaintiffs' case is that the pi .lase from
Hamilton made by the defendant in his own nnn ras
made by him on behalf of James Denny the uuher of
the infant plaintiff and the husband of the female plain-
tiff The assignment being to Lithgoiv in his own
name is a piece of evidence in favor of Lithqow being
purchaser on his own behalf, but there were reasons for
this. Hamilton and Lithgow had -en contestants before
the Crown Lands Department, each claiming under one
Binkley ; and Hm Iton upon payment of a sum of £6 ^

compromised lis claim, and assigned to Lithgow. Its
being a compromise might be a reason for the assignment
being to the very person who had contested the right with
him, rather than to an assignee, and there is some evidence

I
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1H69. of diff ulty being apprehended on the part of Hamilton

if asked to sell or assign to any but aoo-religionistwhich

as I understand Lithgow Mras, and Denny was not.

There are also these further circumstances that Denny
was a brother of the then wife of Lithgow. Denny,

too, TNras new to the country which Lithgow was not, and

the latter not only had moro experience, but was a

shuewdcr man and of more business capacity than Denny
These circumstances go far to account for the use of

Lithgow'a name in the assignment and in subsequent

documents, and help to rebut the inference that might

be drawn therefrom that Lithgow was purchasing for

himself. It is to be observed, too, that the use of Lith-

gow'a name was bis own act not the act of Denny.

The strongest fact in the case, if suflBciently proved,

is that the £6 paid by Lithgow to Hamilton was fur-

nished by Denny and that not as a loan, but as a sum

Judgment, which, as the real purchaser, he was the proper party to

pay. And that it was not a loan is further evidenced by

this, that Denny had not the money himself and borrowed

it for the purpose from an aunt. This fact rests upon the

evidence of William .HMnfer, a principal witness in the case.

This witness evidently took a strong interest in the case

and exerted himself actively on behalf of the plaintiff;

and he avowed that ho did so. He was a brother-in-law

of Denny. He seemed to me to be a hardheaded and pro-

bably rather a dogged stylo of man, with as I judged, moro

. than average intelligence and force of will. Upon one

point what he had said upon a certain occasion that he

was prepared to swear, he was contradicted by a witness

called by the defendant, one Cassidy. Gatsidy's evi-

dence does not convince me that Hunter's evidence upon

that point was false. At the same time I think that

. Hunter's evidence should be received cautiously and

scanned very carefully, though in justice to him I ought

to add that his evidence was not given at all evasively,

but in a clear and straightforward manner. I incline to
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think that his evidence was true aa to this £6 payment,
aud true also in the main, and in no respect intentionally
false. lie details a number of circumstances with great
particularity, consisting in part of conversations, and in
part of conduct on the part of Lithgow consistent with
no other hypothesis than that the land was purchased
for Denny.

In much of this he is confirmed by the evidence of
other witnesses Memies, liobertson, Moffatt, McConnell,
Murdoch, and Mary Hunter wife of William and sister
of Denny. Mrs. Hunter mentions a circumstance of
much tho same character as the payment of the £6 ; that
Lithgoto borrowed of her husband 015 towards making
up a sum which he said that he and Denny were going to
Lindsay to pay on James' ft (Denny's) land, and she
proves that this sum was repaid to her husband by Denny.

Th6n there is the important fact that ever since the judgment.
purchase from Hamilton, some twenty-five years ago,
the possession was in Denny till his death in the sum-
mer of last year, 1868, and that he made considerable,
though not very large, improvements upon the place.
For two years of that time, indeed, he rented a farm
from one Robinson, and Lithgow sets this up as an
abandonment of a contemplated arrangement between
himself and Denny ; but the evidence does not bear this

out. There was no abandonment by Denny, but a con-
tinuous possession, the difference being that during the
time that ha Iiad i,he Robinson farm he used the place in

question for pasiurage only. The improvements were
made on the west half of the lot, and Lithgow sets up a
distinction between that and the east half, but the assign-

ment from Hamilton was of his interest in the whole lot

and the payments to the Crown Lands Department were
upon the whole.

It is true that at one time an attempt, to which both

I

;

m
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Denny
T.

Lithgow,

1869. Lithgow and Denny were parties, was made to repre-

sent the land in question as belonging to Lithgow not to

Denny; tlmt Denny yfas LitJigow'a tenant of the west

half, and that he had no interest in the east half. This

was upon the occasion of a yoke of oxen belonging to

Denny being seized or about to be seized by a bailiff

upon an execution against the goods of Denny. Lithgoio

gave a written notice to the bailiff which was served by

the witness Oassidy, and Cassidy swears that Lithgow
and Denny said the object of the notice was to prevent

the bailiff from selling. This circumstance does not at

all change my opinion, as to the land having really been

purchased for Denny. There was language and conduct

on the part of Lithgoio subsequent to this, not consistent

with any other hypothesis.

Another point made by Lithgow is, that the taxes

were paid by him not by Denny. The evidence upon

Judgment, this is, that from 1858 to 1866 the taxes were paid by

Lithgow, and the receipts handed to him; that some-

times the collector told Denny the amount, but Avas

always referred by him to Lithgoio. In 1866, and I

believe subsequently they were paid by Denny. Several

of these receipts are produced : they all express the

payment to be from Denny : so that Lithgow while

paying these taxes took receipts in the name of Denny.

I do not know that the fact is of any great weight either

way. Looking at the relations of the parlies ; that

Denny was in the habit of doing work for Lithgow and

for others, and that Lithgow managed his money
matters for him (both of which facts appear upon evi-

dence) it is not strange that Lithgow should pay these

taxes, and on the other hand the receipts may have been

taken in the name of Denny because the land was

assessed in Denny's name. The payments in and after

1866 having been made by Denny are in his favor.

There are some facts, and some conduct on the part
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of Lithgow and language used by him on various
occasions to which I have not particularly referred.
Upon all the evidence I think there is no room for rea-
sonable doubt that the purchase was made as stated in the
bill, and that no alteration in the relative position of the
parlies afterwards took place. The decree will therefore
declare that the infant plaintiff is entitled as heir-at-law
of James Denny, and that the widow is entitled to her
dower.

623

1869.

As to the terms upon which relief should be granted
the land should stand charged in favor of Lithgoio for
all sums paid by him in respect of it to the Crown Lands
Department, for taxes or otherwise and for any payments
of principal or interest that Lithgoio miiy hereafter be
called upon to make upon the mortgage given by him
Beyond that I confess I do not see my way to chargin^r
the land. *=

It may be that the circumstance of the legal estate
being in Lifhgow generally, not by way of security, for
any specified time, may make a difference. Lithgow is
a constructive trustee, and the cestxuque trust is indebted
to him. Is ho entitled to hold the legal estate till all
the indebtedness of the cestui que trust whether charged
upon the land or not, is paid to him ? I shall be glad to
be referred to any authorities upon the point.

"

The costs up to and inclusive of the hearing arc to be
paid by Lithgoiv. Further directions and costs are
reserved. All parties are to be at liberty to apply.

The decree will of course be in the names of the infant
and of the widow as co-plaintiffs. The widow having
been made co-plaintiff at tlie hearing.

Judgment

{ II

...f HI
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Wallis V. Andrews.

Fraud—Trust—Tratuaetions between mother-in-law and som-m-law.

A widow of uncommon yigor of mind and strength of character,

acoustomed for many years to manage all her own affairs, and who
owned property to the value of at least £25,000, incurred liabilities

to the extent of £8,000; and the time of her indebtedness being

one of great commercial depression, she could not raise money to

pay, and was in danger of losing all she had by a forced sale ; she

had two sons-in-law who were persons of wealth and credit ; her
solicitor, without any communication with them, advised her to

offer her property to them ou terms which would make it worth
their while to devote their time and energy to save a surplus for

themselves ; she, after some days deliberation, adopted this advice,

and proposed to them that they should take nil her property, except

two farms with which she wished to provide for the only two mem-
bers of her family, besides the wives of the two sons-m-law who
had not already had large sums from her; and the consideration whioL
she proposed to the two sons-in-law, was that they should pay her
liabilities and pay to herself an annuity : they with some reluctance

accepted her proposal : the same was afterwards duly carried out,

and she lived for seven years without making any objection to the

transaction, though she was aware that they had made a consider-

able profit out of it. After her death, some of her heirs having
filed a bill impeaching the transaction on the grounds of fraud and
trust, the bill was dismissed with costs.

Statement. The bill in this cause was filed to aet aside two deeds
of conveyance from the late Margaret Brown to the

defendants Andrews and Meredith, executed on the

16th and. 22nd days of January, respectively : that

Andrews and Meredith might be ordered to account for

the rents and profits of the lands received by them, and
that the lands might be declared to havo passed by
descent to the co-heirs of Margaret Brown, of whom the

plaintiifs were three.

The pleadings and evidence shewed that the late

John Brown, being possessed of a large amount of real

and personal estate, by his will executed on or about
the 15th May, 1840, devised the same to his wife the

said Margaret Broivn in fee, and also appointed her his
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Walllg
v.

Andrewi.

executrix
: that she duly proved the ..-ill, entered into

possess.on of the estate, and so continued 'until the exe!
cution of the impeached conveyances

; that the plaintiffswere the children of Elua Wallis, de'ceased, a daughS
of John Brown and Margaret Brown : that at the timeof the execution of these conveyances Mrs. Brown hadbecome greatly embarrassed in her affairs by reason ofhaving indorsed accommodation paper for a larceamount, and several executions were in the hands of the

r£'"/'fP''' "^'"'^ indorsations; that Andrewsand Meredith being her sons-in-law and men of busTnel
capacity and experience, she was advised by one Armourwho was acting as her solicitor, in order to save some
portion of her property for her family, to make a trans-
fer her property to them, and that they should
undertake and agree to p.y off her liabilities and allow
her a sum sufficienr to maintain her during her life •

that
accordingly the conveyance, b.fore mentioned 'were

estate, and she also transferred i. the books of theCompany, on the 17th February, 1852, all her shares
and interest in the Port Hope Harbour Company, in all3o0 shares

;
that Mrs. Brown from th<, time' of the

execution of these documents until her death, which
occurred in February, 1856, continued to act in con-
form.ty with these conveyances and received from the
grantees the amount agreed to be paid her, wt.ich was
increased at her instance £100 a year in consequence
ot a sudden and unexpected rise in the value of the
harbour stock, and Andrews and Meredith assumed and
paid oft the debts for which Mrs. Brown wa. answerable,
and in a

1 other respects carried out the undertakings
into wBich they had entered on obtaining the convey-
ances of the lands and transfer of the stock.

I

Evidence was taken at great length before the late
Vice Chancellor Esten at the sittings of the Court at

70—VOL. XVI. OR.
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1869. Cobourg, and also in Toronto, the effect of which suffi-

^l^"
""' ciently appears in the judgment.

V.

Andrews.

Mr. Roaf and Mr. Hector Cameron, for the plaintiffs.

Mr. McDonald, Mr. Crooks, and Mr. Blake, for the

defendants.

Cook V. Lamotte (a), Wall v. Cockerell {b), Nottidgi

V. Prince (c), Hobday v. Peters (d), Qresley v. Mousley

(e), Low V. Holmes (f). Knight v. Majoribanks [g) were

referred to by the plaintiffs.

Bainbridge v. Moss (h), Beanland v. Bradley (^),

Holmes v. Penney {j), Thompson v. >Ke6«fer (A;), TTaAre-

j?eW V. Q-ibbon {I), Penhall v. Ehoin (m), Lyddon v.

ilifog* (m), Harrison v. (^wesi (o), Huguenon v. Baseley

(p), Baker v. Bradley (q), were referred to by

defendants.

jndgment EsTBN, V. C.—This suit bas been instituted for the

purpose of avoiding certain deeds executed by the late

Mrs. Brown, of Port Hope, in favor of the defendants

Meredith and Andretvs. The plaintiffs are two grand

children and co-heirs of Mrs. Brown and a daughter of

hers, another of her co-heirs, and her husband ; and the

other defendants are the wives of the defendants

Meredith and Andrews, being two other of her co-heirs.

The facts of the case are as followa : Mrs. Brown owned

(a) 15 Beav. 231.

(c) 6 Jur. N. S. 1066.

(e) 1 Giff. 450 ; S. C.

(/) 8 Ir. Cb. E. 53.

(A) 3 Jur. N. S. 68.

{» 3 K. & J. 90.

(1) 1 Giff. 401.

(n) 5 Jar. N. S. 637.

(p) 14 Ves. 273,

(6) 7 Jur. N. S. 29.

(rf) 6 Jur. N. 8. 794.

on App. 4 D. & J. 78.

iff) 11 Beav. 322.

(i) 2S.&,Q. 339.

{k) 5 Jur. 921.

(m) 1 S. & a. 258.

(o) 2 Jur. N. S. 911.

(g) 1 Jur. N. S. 489.
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a large real and personal estate under her husband's
will. She was in very prosperous ciroumstauces until
some time before the year 1849, when she began to
indorse the paper of her son-in-law Mr. BuHon, which
she did to an amount exceeding £7,000, and in the
years 1848 and 1849 she was in this way and otherwise
indebted to the amount of about £10,000. Judgments
were obtained against her by her creditors to the amount
of above £8,000, and writs were issued against her
goods and lands

; she was much harrassed by her diffi-

culties, and her spirits became depressed : such was her
condition in the latter part of the year 1848 and begin-
ning of 1849. A gentleman of the name of Armour,
a lawyer, had been employed by Mr. Burton to defend
some of the actions which were brought against her ; one
of the creditors was the Bank of Upper Canada, to
whom she owed about £3,000. A proposal had been
made for securing this debt, and it had gone so far
towards completion that a mortgage had been prepared
to be executed by Mrs. Brown to the bank, but they
refused to accept it in consequence of u large judgment
for £10,000 which had been entered up in fav°or of
Meredith and Andretva against Mrs. Brown prior in
point of time to the judgment of the bank, and in the
autumn of 1848 the bank sued out a commission of bank-
ruptcy against Mrs. Brotvn. Upon this occasion every
exertion was made by Meredith and Andreivs to defeat
this proceeding. Meredith employed Mr. Armour to act
for Mrs. Broivn in resisting it. Mr. HUlyard Cameron
was .itj iiieJ by Mr. Armour as her counsel for the
sam.^ purpose. Andreivs was at this time absent in the
Unit' d ,:^,t?»es; upon his return he entered actively into
her uciciice. He retained Mr. VanKoughnet as counsel
for Mrs. Brown to oppose the proceedings in bank-
ruptcy, and Mr. Armour acted on behalf of Meredith
and Andrews, us creditors of Mrs. Brown, both in
respect of the judgment of £10,000 and of actual debts
of much smaller amount which sbti owed to thsm respec-

627

1869.

Judgment.
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18(J9. lively. In the same proceedings Andrews made an
affidavit, in which he stated that he had assisted Mrs.
Brown in the management of her business for two or

three years preceding, for the purpose of shewing that

she was not a trader within the meaning of the bank-

ruptcy laws, in order that the commission might be

superseded, and an application was made for this pur-

pose which was mb judice at the time of the occurrence

of the transactions which are questioned in this suit,

but it was pretty well known what the opinion of the

Judge was, and that the commission would be superseded.

Some time previous to these occurrences some harbour
stock which belonged Mrs. Bro^m had been transferred

into the names of Meredith and Andrezvs, and they had
respectively given powers of attorney to Mrs. Brown,
enabling her to transfer it into her name whenever she

should choose. Her goods had also been previously

offered for sale under execuiion and purchased by
Judgment Andrews, but were understood to be held by him at her

disposal and for her use. The harbour stock, or part of

it, had also been exposed for sale by the sheriff and
purchased by Andrews, upon which Meredith, at Mrs.
Browns request, repaid him what he had paid, so that

the stock might again become the absolute property of

Mrs. Brown. The judgment for ceiO,000, the transfer

of the harbour stock with the powers of attorney, and the

purchase of the goods were all, it is apprehended,

devices for protecting the property of Mrs. Brown. She
had been in the habit of consulting all her sons-in-law,

who were, Mr. Wallis the father of two of tlie plaintiffs
;

Mr. Burton and Messrs. Meredith and Andrews ; but

latterly, as Mr. Burton had been the cause of her difli-

culties, he kept aloof, and she received more assistance

from Meredith and Andrews, and principally from
Andretvs; in short it is unquestionable that her sons-in-

law, but especially Meredith and Andrews, aftorded her

all the assistance in their power both by advice and
action amidst her difficulties, and strove in every possible
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1809.
way to keep them at a distance. Meredith and Andrews
were ,vl3o trustees for her to a certain extent in respect
of the judgment, the harbour stock and the goods, and
she was ,n ebted to them respectively in certain amounts;
they had also afforded her the most active aid in the
bankruptcy, employed her attorney and counsel, which
attorney was connected by marriage with Mr. Burton

7o/r Jr^'^'w'"
«^ ^^-'^^•^'^ -a had acted

for Messrs. MeredUh and Andrews in the bankruptcy,
but with the view of assisting Mrs. Bro^vn. Some time

^^mV," '!;'?
*''^"«^^''^"« Mrs. Brown had conveyed

to Mr. Jfe^,,;, , ^^rm, called the Stevenson farm, in

iroT'Zf'
'\'''^'''y''^^-^^^^ 'Jue from her to

i-M. M ;v?V';r
""^'^'^''^^'^ between them that

It Ml. Meredith should effect a sale of it for more than
that amount she should receive credit for the surplus, butMr. 31eredith says he does not consider himself underany obligation to proceed to a sale of h unless he should
think fit, or desire it. Mrs. Brown was a woman of .,,^,„.uncommon vigour of mind and strength o^ character •

self
reliant and resolved: she was dispirited by her difficul
ties, but it does not appear that her n.enul facultie.
were in the slightest degree weakened at the age of sixty
four, when the transactions which are questioned in this
smt occurred. The latter part of 1848 and the begin-
ning of 184;9 formed a period of, almost if not quite
unexampled commercial distress : and im the beginning
of January, 1849. it was, I presume, altogether „nce,t
tarn how long this state of things would continue. Mrs
Brown's estate is variously estimated at ruis time at
^£40 000 and ^25,000 ; if forced to thehamm^ I pre-
bend it IS quite certain it would not have realised in all
probably .£10,000. The two plaintiffs, Br.^^n Wallis
and Mrs. Poioell, then Miss Wallis, resided with Mrs
Brown, who appears to have adopted them, and certainly
was very fond of them ; she had some years before
bestowed upon Brown WalUs a valuable mill property
in the vicinity of Port Hope, estimated to be worth, about

I il
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1869. the time of commencing this suit, £3,000, cash value :

Mr. Burton was considered to have received from her

£7,000 and upwards in the shape of accommodation.

Some part of the lands, considered to belong to Mrs.

Brown, were in fact under contracts for sale, and she

held mortgages for securing the purchase money of them

respectively, which amounted*at this time in appearance

to £3,000 and upwards ; but it is uncertain how much

had been paid on them. The harbour stock which has

been mentioned had never produced any dividend, Mrs.

Brown owned such a quantity of it as enabled her to

control the operations of the harbour company. The
harbour had been demised to both Meredith and

Andrews aind was then under lease to Andrews a.ta, rent

of £700, which had always been expended in improve-

ments upon the harbour, of which the gross receipts

amounted to about £1,000. Such was the actual stale

of things in January, 1849, when the transactions in

Judgment, question occurred, the bill, however, does not state the

case so strongly as I have represented it, the case stated

by the bill is merely, that in 1849 Mrs. Brown was

harrassed by pecuniary difficulties, and exhibited much
uneasiness, and under these circumstances applied to

Meredith and Andretvs !()'• advice ; that they had

acquired influence over her, and that when so consulted

they advised her to execute the deeds in question, stat-

ing that otherwise she would be irretrievably ruined, and

that such deeds should be deemed to have been obtained

through undue guiding influence exercised by thera over

her. No evidence is ofi^ered to shew that any influence

of any sort actually existed, or was exercised over Mrs.

Brown by these defendants ; the evidence all tends to

shew the contrary. The affidavit of Andretvs, however,

is produced in evidence to shew that he had assisted in

the management of Mrs. Brown's business for three

years before 1849, the transfer of the stock and the exe-

cution of the powers of attorney and declaration of trust

of chattels are likewise proved, and the judgment for
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Wolllfl

V.

Andrews.

X10,500 for the purpose of shewing that the defendants 1869
Meredith and Andrews stood in a relation of confidence "^v-
towards Mrs. Brown in order that the existence of
influence, which is not proved, may be inferred from
such relation. None of these matters are mentioned in
the pleadings, nor the use intended to be made of them,
which in fairness should have been the case, the plaintifi-s

therefore roust bo confined to the case stated in the bill
of Mrs. Brown's embarrassment ; her mental uneasiness
and her application to Meredith and Andrews for
advice in January, 1849, and that they gave her such
advice as is mentioned. These last facts are indeed not
proved. I have no doubt, however, that when diflSculties

environed her she did at a previous time apply to all her
sons-in-law, and especially Meredith and Andrews, for
advice, and that they assisted her in every possible way,
and I have slated the case as strongly as I think the
actual facts warrant

; because I would, if justice required
it, permit the plaintiffs to amend their bill on proper judgment
terms, in order that they might be in a situation to insist
upon any facts which might bo thought to support their
case, after affording the defendants every fair opportu-
nity of explanation. The way the deeds in question
came to be executed appears to me to have been this :

Mr. Armour called upon Mrs. Brown on Christmas day
or New Year's day and told her that in his opinion the
only way in which she could save any of her property
was to call to her assistance some persor, and that it

would be better for her to make over to Meredith and
Andrews property enough to render it worth their while
to undertake the settlement of her debts. Mr. Armour
says that he, having acted for Mrs. Brotvn on several occa-
sions, considered it his duty to make this suggestion

;

that Meredith and Andrews had nothing to do with it

and were ignorant of l-is !osign, and that his opinion'
was, and is, that if Mrs. '<.jwn did not adopt some
such plan her property wol. I be dissipated. 1 have no
reason to doubt, and do not doubt, that this was Mr.

II

'
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1809. Armmir'a real opinion. I am satislied that he was
actuated in making this proposal by a sincere interest

in Mrs. Brown's welfare, and that the pro^ jsal was
mado without the knowledge of Meredith and Andrews.
Mrs. P:, ion at this time made no answer, and Mr.
Armour says that knowing her well he did not e pect
any. I am satisfied that she reflected on the advice he
had given, and determined to follow it; and that in

coming to this determination she received "dvice from
no one, and certainly not from Meredith auu Andrews.
I am satisfied that she did not consult with Miem
at all about this matter, but formed her own plan
and determination and made the proposal her elf to

them, and that they were at first disinclined, and hesi-

t;',';, J. to accept it. Armour had mentioned tu Meredith
uad Andrews what he had said to Mrs. 7irytt>/j before she
made ihe proposal to them. The next thing iio hears is,

tlu'; the arrangement was made, and he is requested by

.ludRment. AnUrews to prepare the necessary deeds, and to prepare
them at his own house on account of its convenience, which
he does, Andrews assisting him with information as to the

particulars of the property. The deeds-were then pre-

pared and executed. Nothing appears or is suggested
as to the mode of the execution. 1 am satisfied that

Mrs. Brown fully understood their effect. She herself

proposed the preparation and execution of the agree-
ment providing for the destination of the Stevenson and
MaoMahon farms ; and it was done us she desired. The
deeds are to a certain extent inartificially prepared as

regards the provision securing the consideration ; they
sufficiently, however, shew the intention of the parties,

except that many of the debts are not mentioned ; and
yet I am persuaded that the intention was to pay all the

debts, and it has been faithfully performed ; and when
Armour afterwards applied for a release in favor of

Burton, it was given.

The inartificial and somewhat careless manner of pre-
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I860.
paring the deeds, coupled, ho^vever, with the iaithfal
performance of the real Cunsideratfnn, ,« to rny mind a
proof of the ^, ^/ie.ofthe...n;aetion. 'Cland Andrew, seen, for 8omo ti have .frugRled with
d.fficu t.es which, however, tho, ..dually aurtunred;
and the unexpected sale of the h..,our stock to the
counc.1 of l^,rt Hope completed their extrication. Iapprehend that the view entertained by both Armour andBurton wa., that the indefatigable efforts of a person ofgood credit were necessary to preserve any part of the
property; that she was disqualified by he. sex from
un.l.rtak,ng the task, and that although she nnght reckon
upon any help from Meredith and Andrews, s.iU it
ivould be merely help

: whereas it required the devotion
of time and credit, and tl^nt it should bo made their ownbusmen, to induce any n. -son to undertake such a work
I am satisfied that Mrs. Brown regarded the arrange-
ment and th. division of he property as under the
circumstances not unmasonable. I am sure that she .„a^e„texeiased her .v, unbiassed judgment in the matter.

I have attentively perused the pleadings in this case.
I have also referred to the auhorities that were cited
excepting u few that were fully rea.i in the course of the
argument. According to the view I take of this case it
IB unnecessary for me o express any opinion upon the
point, whether if these deeds had been called in question
within due time after their execution, the Court would
or not have afforded any relief against them

; but I am
bound to say that according to the best opinion I can
torm, and having reference to all the facts proved in the
cause whether properly m is,sue, by the pleadings, or
t.ot, I think the Gourt wou' 1 not in that case have Con-
sidered It to be its duty to .verlurn these deeds. Sup-
posing this point, however, not to be clear, I think under
the circumstances of this case it is the dear duty of this
Court to -.vithhold the relief that is asked. Mrs. Brown
outlived the tvonqo^tj^-^ :_'' "P«vtiO::= III qucoiwn seven vears.
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1809. During this timo she was entirely frco from all conti-ol,

and perfectly uninfluenced. Bhe wan in frequent com-

munication and on intimate terms with those members

of her family who may bo supposed to have felt them-

selves aggrieved, and who, in fact, did feel themselves

aggrieved, by these transactions, one of whom expressed

his expectation that they would one dny be called in

question ; and another evinced his disapprobation of

them in a manner which sensibly afl'ectcd Mrs. Brown's

feelings. She saw the undertaking of the defendants

resulting more advantageously than had been antici-

pated: the valueless harbour stock even producing a

large sum, releasing the defendants from their difficul-

ties and finally extinguishing her indebtedness. She

must have been strongly led under all these circum-

stances to consider whether or not it was her duty to

question these transactions ; she was in full possession

of her uncommonly vigorous faculties, and had every

Judgment, opportunity of obtaining the best legal advice, and if she

consulted some such legal advisers as those gentlemen

who have on the present occasion so ably and zealously

advocated the claims of the plaintiffs, I can easily under-

stand that, as u right minded woman, she determined

that she ought not to impeach these transactions ; and I

think that under the circuustances of this case she ought

to be deemed to have ratified and confirmed them inde-

.pendently of the many positive acts of confirmation

which she performed : when on the sale of the harbour

stock she applied to the defendants for and obtained an

augmentation of her income ; when she willingly

attached her signature to tho instrument necessary to

complete the transfer ; when she continually received

tho rents of tho Stevenson and MacMahon farms, and

repeatedly tv-sd Mrs. Powell that they were to devolve to

her after her death.

During tho period that Mrs. Brown outlived these

transactions the defendants continued to deal with tho
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property the subject of this suit as their own before her 1869.

eyes : they made a division of it between themselves in

1853 ; they alienated largo portions of It, and in all

probability spent the proceeds so that now neither land

nor raoueys could be at hand to answer the plaintiffs'

demands. They were permitted to do all this by Mrs.

Brown without remonstrance or warning ; nay encour-

aged by her obvious acquiescence. She resided in the

same town with the defendants during seven years. She

never exhibited the slightest sympton of dissatisfaction.

She lived and died without questioning these transac-

tions ; and I think, ur.der the circumstances, it would

be in the highest degree unjust to permit these plaintiffs,

—not half 80 well acquainted with the facts of the case,

nor half so good judges of its merits as Mrs. Brown

herself,—to do what she never did or would do, when

the defendants would have been deprived by her death

of tlie benefit of her testimony, and disabled thereby

from adducing clear evidence of the views and feelings juagment

under the influence of which this step was taken, deemed

probably so wi?e and prudent at the time, but which

after the event it is so easy to represent au improvident

and unaccountable.

I think the bill should be dismissed with costs.

TiiO plaintiffs thereupon set the cause down for rehear-

ing before the full Poart.*

Mr. Moxoaty Q.C., and Mr. MoaSy for the plaintiffs.

Mr. A. Crooks, and Mr. Blake, for the defendants.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Spragge, V. Ct—The clear synopsis of the case con-

tained in the judgment of my brother listen upon the

-m

4 1]

* Composed of VanKoughnbt, C, Estrm and Speagor, V.CC.

t VAsKonoHNBT, C, gave no judgment, having been oonsulted in the
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1800. hearing of the case betoro him, renderr a fitatement of

the facts by me superfluous. J have cr.ref illy read the

evidence, which I thijik fully sustains t!io view which

luy learned brother has taken, of the character and

position of the parties to the arrangement which is

impeached.

I have no doubt that Mrs. Brown had confidence in

tha integrity and business capacity of Andrews and

Meredith ; she had had good opportunities of observing

both, and was herself perfectly compctitnt to form a

sound judgment in the matter. Andrews had been

employed by hor in the management of her business,

though in what capacity doc not appear ; but I think

it pretty evident that there was no delegation to him of

the management of her affairs. The actual snanage-

ment and control, she appears to have retained, and

they seem to have occasioned her great trouble and

Jadgmeat anxicty.

'he plaintiffs ueek to appl}' to this case the principles

i /n which the Court acts in dealin<; with transactions

between guardian and ward ; or rather where thr>,t rela-

tion has recently subsisted ; between solicitor and client,

and the like. Sir George Turner, in Billage v. Southee(a),

a case between physician and patient, stated the principle

and its application as broadly, 1 think, as it has been

stated in any case. lie thought tho principle ought to

be applied, whatever might be the nature of tho confi-

dence reposed, or the relation of the parties, between

whom it has subsisted, observing that no part of the

jurisdiction of the Court is more useful than that which

it exercises in watching and controlling transaftions

between persona standing in a relation of confidence

to each other. In Ahearne v, Ilogan (ft), Lord St.

Leonards states the rule in similar terms. In one

(o) 9 Hare, 640. (b) Dru. Temp. Sugden, 310.
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Wslllii

Andrews.

passage, indeed, he is reported to have said, " When-
ever there is a dealing between two parties, one of whom
is subject to the influence of the other," &c., but he

was speaking of rehitions of confidence as the passage

immediately preceding shews, and was dealing with a

transaction between physician and patient. I do not

think it will do to push the application of the principle

further ; the party acquiring the property must stand

in u relation of confidence towards the person from
whom it is acquired. The mere existence of confidence

is not enough : ila proved existence indeed would be an

ingredient in proving influence ; but influence, I appre-

hend, is not to be presumed from the existence of

confidence. If it were it would be scarcely safe for a

man to deal with one who reposed confidence in him, in

regard to transactions in which known integrity and

business habits, the usual grounds of confidence, were

material for the carrying of the transaction honestly

and successfully through. Where a man stands in a judjm«i.t.

relation of confidence, he knows, if well advised, that

upon him is thrown the burden of proof, that the trans-

action is a righteous one, in case it should be impeached.

He takes his conveyance, or whatever it may be, with a

recognized burthen attached to it ; he takes the benefit,

if it be one, cum onere ; but it would be strange and
unreasonable to shift the burthen of proof from the

party impeaching a conveyance to the party sustaining

it, merely upon proof that the party making the con-

veyanoe entertained a strong feeling of confidence in

the person to whom he made it. It is hardly neces-

sary, as was said by Lo \ Cranworth in Savrey v.

King (c), to say that when any person seeks the aid of

a Court of Equity, to enable him to get rid of the

effect of deeds which he has executed, the burthen of

proof is on him to make out a case for such intervention.

In Harrison v. Guest {d) his Lordship stated the dis-

(f ) 6 II. L. C. at 655. (d) 6 D. M. & G. at 432, 433.

M
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tinction, as to the onus of proof, between cases where

relations of confidence subsist, and cases outside of that

rule. Indeed, throwing the burthen of proof upon a

party supporting an instrument, is plainly an exception

to the general rule, and I do not find any authority, or

any reason, for making the existence of confidence an

exception to the rule. I think that no relation of con-

fidence is proved to have existed between Andretoa an I

Mrs. Brown ; there is no pretence of any between

Meredith and Mrs. Brown, unless what is common to

both in the following particulars. She had executed to

them a cognovit for £10,000 ; she had transferred harbor

stock to their names; her furniture, sold at sheriff's

sale, had been purchased by Meredith; und the Steven-

son farm had been coiiveyed to Meredith. As to the

cognovit, it seems to have been made without their

intervention ; and, as far as api> urs, their names were

used as plaintiffs without their consent. The conveyance

judgmcnu of the harbor stock was d^ifeuziblo upon her request.

The furniture is not proved to have been purchased

upon any trust ; but Meredith having purchased it at

sheriff's sale, probably in order that his mother-in-law

might not be deprived of the use of it, permitted to her

the continued use of it. Nor, as to the Stevenson farm,

is any trust proved ; at most, a sort of understanding

that in case he should choose to sell it, and in case it

should bring more than the amount of the debt, in

satisfaction of which it had been conveyed to him, he

would account for the excess to Mrs. Brown. If the

making of the cognovit, and the transfer of the harbor

Btock, placed Andrews and Meredith in a relation

of confidence to Mrs. Brown, it was because these

things were done in order to defeat Mrs. Brown's

creditors ; and the confidence was, that they would not

take advantage of their position. But this is a relation

of confidence which the law will not recognize. Mrs.

Brown, I apprehend, could not come into Court and

state such transactions as constituting relations of con-
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I80U.fidcnce, and ask, upon the ground of such transactions,

to throw the onus of proof, in relation to a whoUj
diflforcnt transaction, from herself upon Andrewa and

Meredith.

In another point of view, these things should have

their proper weight ; they might be used by Andrewa
and Meredith as instruments of pressure upon Mrs.

lirowny to induce her to make conveyances or grant

other benefits to them ; and the position of the furniture

and the Stevenson farm might be used by Meredith for

the like purpose to himself. But in this view, the ques-

tion becomes one of fact, as to tho actual existence and

use of influence upon Mrs. Brown ; whether, in fact,

the conveyances impeached were obtained from Mrs.

Broion by undue influence.

I think the transaction one which tho Court should

look at with some degree of jealousy. A person some judgment.

t>4 years of age, and a woman, reduced from a position

of affluence to one of pecuniary embarrassment and dis-

tress, makes a conveyance to two of her sons-in-law, of

property which turns out to be worth at least £25,000,

for a consideration of about £10,000, those to whom
she makes tho conveyance being at tho same time in a

position to bring influence to bear upon her, which

might induce her to grant them benefits and advantages

which but for these circumstances she might not have

granted. But, looking at all the evidence, and carefully

weighing all the circumstances, I think the transaction

will bear to be scrutinized. In the first place, there is

no reason to doubt that Mrs. Broivn fully understood

the nature and eff'ect of the instruments which she exe-

cuted ; the contrary, indeed, is not alleged in the bill.

It is clear, also, that she was fully capable of compre-

hending her position in all its bearings ; of deliberating

with herself as to the fitness of the suggestion made by

Mr. Armour to accomplish the end proposed ; and to

deciue eainiiy anu vfiseiy in regard to it.

m

. -u

r;:
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I860. What was hor position ? Sho had possessed n largo

property, which she naturally desired should go to her

daughters and their descendants after her. She saw

this property about to slip away from her by sales in

execution : her troubles were pressing upon her at :i time

of such commercial depression, and scarcity of money,

that it was doubtful whether anythinj: would bo left to

her ofter satisfying the judgments against her. The

preservation of as much of h3r property as could be

saved, not for herself, for her dower would have sufficed

for that, but for her children, was evidently the chief

object she had in view ; and she would na^jrnlly look

lit the suggestion made to her, from that point of view.

With the desire that any proGt that might be made

out of the transaction should accrue to her children, she

would deal with her children's husbands rather than

with strangers, and with such of them us had the means,

JadgoMBt. »"^ *^o business capacity to preserve as much as possible

from loss-

It was under these circumstances, and, as I judge,

with these motives, that Mrs. Broum made the arrange-

ment in question. I do not think sho acted under the

influence of any one. From the previous relative

position of her sons-in-law and herself, they expectants,

for their families, upon her good will, the influence

resulting from position would be with her rather than

with them. Then her character for ability, self-reliance,

and will, must be taken into account (a). The proposal

being made, not by tlicm to her, as stated in the bill,

but by her to them, after deliberating upon, and, guided

by her own judgment, adopting Mr. Armours sugges-

tion. The hesitation on the part of Andrews, who, if

cither of the parties, liiid been a business agent of Mrs.

Brown, and the absenco of any eagerness on the i)art of

(a) Movbo V. lloyal, 12 Vce. 356.
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Meredith to accept tho proposal ; all theso things go
far to negative influence : some of them are con-
siderations which induced Sir John Romilhj to negative
the imputed influence in Nanneif v. Williamt (a),

though ho granted relief on another ground. He
said

:
•* Mr. Nannei/, tho settlor, was a man not

likely to be much influenced by any one ; and I see
no trace of the possession by Mr. William$ of any
degree of influence over the testatol- ; ho ha<l undoubt-
edly a high opinion of that gentleman's capacity, but
he was not, in my opinion, much disposed to yield to
any one;" a description which would apply very well
to Mrs. Brown, and to the estimation in which she held
Andrews and Meredith. That, too, was the case of a
voluntary gift, and to a relation and solicitor of the
settlor, upon whom tho burthen of proof lay to rebut
the presumption of influence.

It is objected that Mrs. Brotvn had no independent jad,»«».
professional advice in the transaction ; but that will not
invalidate it, if otherwise fair. In Harrison v. Guest,
the Lord Chancellor held tlie absence of professional

advi no objection when tho party dealt with did not
occujjj, a fiduciary relation. " In such a case," he says,
" if a purchase has been obtained, and the person from
Whom it has been obtained seeks to set it aside, the

burden of proof is upon him to shew that he has been
imposed upon ; and it is not for him to say, I had no
professional adviser,' unless ho can shew there has been
contrivance or management on tho part of tho person
who was dealing with him, and whose transaction of
purchase is sought to be set aside, to prevent him having
that advice." The judgment in the case was aflSrmed

on appeal by the unanimous opinion of Lords Campbell,

Brougham, and Wensleydale, besides the Lord Chan-
cellor, who pronounced it. Tho older case of Hunter

(a) 22 Bear. «t 467.

81—VOL. XYL QR.
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1869. V. Atkint (a), and the recent case of Bentley v. Mackay

(6), are authorities for the same position.

It does not lie upon Andretot and Meredith to shew

that Mrs. Brown might not have made a better bargain

with, some oiio else, or with thoniBelves ; or that they

are not great gainers by tlio transaction ; but it lies

upon the plaintiffs to shew that Andrewt and Meredith

obtained their conveyance by undue influence, or that

they made an unrighteous bargain. I think they prove

neither ; and with regard to the difference between the

consideration and the present value, it is to be remem-

bered that there were considerable labor and attention,

considerable advances of money, and some risk that,

after all, but little profit might be made of it ; and the

proposal does not seem to have presented itself in a very

tempting light, either to Andrewa or Meredith ;
and as

to the profitable results, they were the consequence of

Judgment, good management, and expenditure of capital, and in

part of an unexpected piece of good fortune in the sale

of the harbor stock.

But, suppose a largo profit had been certain, even to

double the amount required to be advanced, the con-

sideration was twofold ; in part pecuniary, in part love

and affection. We have nothing to do with the result

having been (as probably it has been) to give more than

an equal proportion to Andrews and Meredith^ beyond

the other children and grandchildren of Mrs. Brown ;

we should have nothing to do with it even if such had

been the proved intention, and the certain result. Mrs.

Brown reserved certain advantages to the plaintiffs ;

she thought that one son-in-law. Burton, had drawn

the full proportion of the estate that ho and his family

could look for ; she made some provision for the son

and daughtc of her deceased daughter, Mrs. Wallis ;

(a) 3 M. A K. 113. (5) 8 Jur. N. S. 857-9.
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and the designod tho residue that could bo BAved for 1869.

the families of her other daughters. I say for the

fainilieH, because Mrs. Jirown evidently so considered

it, from tho character and circumstances, doubtless, of

the husbands of those daughters. This takes from

the transaction any appearance even of its being an

unrighteous bargain ; and brings it within the reason

of the rules which apply to family arrangements, the

object being tho preservation of family property for

members of the family.

That family arrangements, and transactions in the

nature of family arrongeraonts, stand upon a different

footing from other transactions, is clear from many

authorities. I will refer to a few. In Pertae v.

Fersae (a), before the House of Lords, Lord Ootten-

ham said :
" By what scale of money consideration are

these objects to bo estimated? Tho impossibility of

estimating them has led to the exemption of family
j„j|^,„,.

arrangements from the rules which affect others. ^
The

consideration in this, and other such cases, is com-

pounded partly of value and partly of love and affec-

tion." In Gordon v. Gordon (6), Lord Eldon set aside

conveyances because there had been concealment of a

material fact, observing, however, that the Court will

not set aside a family arrangement, "merely because

the fact is eventually found different from the suppo-

Bition on which it is founded." In Moore v. Crofton (<j),

the transaction was still in Jieri, and specific per-

formance was decreed, Lord St. Leonard$ observing,

. ««I do not admit that a man may not enter into a

contract with a relation, and give him better terms than

he would to a mere stranger." I would also refer to

the language of Lord Manners in Dawaon v.Matsey (d),

and of Sir John Romilly in Hoghton v. Eoghton (c).

(o) 7 C. & F. at 318.

(c) 8 J. & L. at 443.

(«) 16 Bear, at 800.

(6) 8 Swan, 400.

\d) 1 B. & B. at 286.
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180tf« The bill refers to the distrenB in which Mr«. Brown

WM, and which induceJ her to enter into the nrrange-

ment. A pasHgo in Lord Langdale't judgment in

Knight v. Majoribankt (a) is so opposite to that point

in the case, and to the conduct of Mrs. Brown during

her life, that I cannot do better than quote it : "A man

who is in diatress may novertheless contract ; and if,

being in distress, he procures others to consent to an

agreement which he would not himself have requested

or consented to if he had not been in distress, and then

acquiesces for a length of time in the performance,

without any notice of dissatisfaction or complaint, he is

not entitled to set aside the transaction on the mere

ground of his poverty or distress, in the absence of any

deception or fraud, proved to have been practised upon

him."

JuilglMDt.

Surprise is another ground upon which this transaction

is impeached. I really see no evidence of it. Mrs.

Brotm took several days to think over the matter, ns

long probably as she found to be necessary to weigh all

its advantages and disadvantages, and then, having

made up her mind, it was only in accordance with

her decision of character, that she had it promptly

carried out. Besides, there were reasons for prompti-

tude, to prevent the wasting of the estate. Upon this

point I would refer to the case of Uvana v. Llewellin (6).

It is Sftid that the instruments executed omitted

important parts of the bargain ; for instance, that

debts other than those specified were to have been paid,

and that no time for payment of the debts was specified

;

that Mrs. Brown wus not released from the payment of

her debts to Andrews and Meredith ; and that Burton's

debt was not released. This objection is open to several

answers : as was said by Lord Qranworth in Harrison

(a) 11 Beav. at 849. (6) 1 Cox, 338-9.
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V. Ouftt, there maj be a doubt vrhethor tho tennn of

the deed wore porfeotly well adapted for securing all

that wuB intended ; but that is no ground for setting

aside the transaction. If necessary, it might bo a ground

for rectifying the deed. Hero it is not denied that the

whole bargain on the part of Andrew and Meredith

lias been performed ; they never made the omission of

anything from the deed n ground for not performing it.

There never has been a case even for rectifying thfl

deeds, still less for setting them aside.

Anderson v. Ultworth (a) has been cited as applicable

to this case. I think it is not applicable. It was a case

of voluntary gift, obtained under circumstances of influ-

ence, and it was thrown upon those who supported the

gift to shew that everything was explained to the donor.

Several points were explained, but it was not explained

to her thai tho cflect of tho deed would bo to deprive

lier immediately of her property and tho racana of sub-

sistence, while a will would leave her in possession of

both till her death ; and tho deed was set aside. The

case I'stablishes no new doctrine, and differs from this

in almost every particular. Besides, there is no allega-

tion that the deeds in (juestion were not fully explained

and fully understood.

I cannot but think that it would be most impolitic for

the Court to interfere with transactions of this nature.

It would deter relations from rendering assistance where

assistance would be valuable in preserving family pro-

perty ; and this case would be a good illustration of it

:

for if it had been the recognized law of this Court that

such a transaction could not stand, it is morally certain

that Andrews and Meredith would not have entered

into it, and the probable consequv ice, as I gather from

the evidence, would have been the loss of the whole

IHOO.

Judgment.

i' .

(a) 7 Jur. N. S. 1047.
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1869. property of Mrs. Brown^ and with it that which has

*~"v—' been saved to the plaintiffs themselves. The rule

». invoked is, that the transaction is against the policy of

° "
the law. I think this transaction does not infringe the

policy of the law, but that the policy is the other way.

I agree with the judgment at the hearing as to the

pleadings, and I think I should have concurred in allow-

ing an amendment upon proper terms. I have therefore

considered the case as if the whole case were properly

upon the pleadings.

I have considered the case upon its merits, inde-

pendently of acquiescence and confirmation. The

judgment of my brother- Uaten proceeds mainly upon

the latter grounds, and I agree with the conclusions at

which he has arrived upon them. There has also been

acquiescence by the plaintiffs themselves, but even

Judgment, withoiit that, the plaintiffs come to complain of that of

which Mrs. Brown herself made no complaint ; which she

not only acquiesced in, but performed acts of confirmation,

and received benefits upon the footing of its being a

valid and subsisting arrangement. I think that no

transaction has been successfully impeached under such

circumstances.

With regard to the consideration stated upon the

face of the deeds, I am satisfied, from the evidence,

that there was no intention to mislead, and that they

were stated as they are from no improper motive ; and

probably Mrs. Brown had quite as mucn to do with

their being expressed as they are as Andrews and

Meredith had ; and, more than all, the whole true con-

sideration has been paid and discharged by Andrews

and Meredith. I think the decree should be affirmed.
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Ross V. Ross.
1869.

Parol evidtnee of trutt—Plaintiff'* oath in insolvency.

The plaintiflF claimed aa belonging to him a mortgage which was in
the defendant's name, and had been given for the purchase money
of the mortgaged land : the plaintiff had been in the Insolvent
Court at one time after the transaction, and had sworn that he had
parted with his interest in the property to the defendant in satis-
faction of a debt

:

Held, that though there was some (not satisfactory) evidence in favor
of the plaintiff 's present claim it was not sufficient against this
sworn statement of his own.

Examination of witnesses and hearing at Woodstock.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, and Mr. Richardson, for the
plaintiff.

Mr. M088 and Mr. Fletcher, for the defendant.

Spraggb, V.C—The parties are brothers. The busi- judgment
ness of the plaintiflf was, and perhaps still is, that of a
carriage or waggon maker ; the business of the defend-
ant, that of a plasterer. The question between them is,

whether an assignment made by the plaintiff to the
defendant in January, 1862, was intended to be absolute
in discharge and satisfaction of the indebtedness of the
assignor, or by way of security only.

The position of the plaintiff at the above date was
that of purchaser from the Crown, with all the instal-

ments, except the last, paid. The defendant paid the
last on the day of the date of the assignment, and
obtained the Crown patent in July following. On the

27th of November following, the land was sold for

31200 to one Kaufman, who paid to the defendant

$500, and gave a mortgage for the balance. The
plaintiff and defendant differ widely now as to the

amount due the defendant—the plaintiff stating it at

H
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about 8500 and some interest, the defendant alleging

that the plaintiff admitted it to be as much as ^1000,

while he claimed a much larger sum. The consideration

expressed in the assignment is $800, that sura being

inserted by Mr. Carroll, who drew the assignment, by

the instructions of the plaintiff, the defendant not being

present. The amount of indebtedness is only material

in this view. If it were clear that the value of the

land very greatly exceeded it, it might be a circumstance

tending to shew that the assignment was by way of

security only.

The assignment is absolute in its terms. That would

be entitled to more weight were it not that it was in-

tended for use in the Crown Lands Department, in order

to the issue of the patent ; and Mr. Carroll says that his

practice was always to draw such assignments absolute in

form. Ho was not instructed so to draw it. There is

Judgment, uo Separate defeasance, nor is there anything in support

of the plaintiff's case except parol evidence, and that

not of a very satisfactory nature. There is the evidence

of the plaintiff's son, who gave his testimony with so

evident a bias for his father as to detract from its weight.

The matter of his evidence, as well as the manner of

it, was also against him. In his evidence-in-chief, he

stated, as matters within his own knowledge, circum-

stances of which, as appeared upon his cross-examination,

he knew nothing except by information from his father.

His evidence, too, was of conversations only ;
the gist

of it being that he informed the defendant that his

father was, about to sell to Kauffman ; and that the

defendant said it was a good idea, and the best thing to

do: in repeating it, he says the defendant said, "it was

a good idea, and the best thing ho could do {i.e., that

the plaintiff could do), or words to that effect." Tho

witness was then between 17 and 18 years old
;
and

assuming his memory to bo accurate, and his account of

^^jj^^ -asscd Tjnt colored by bias, neither of which can
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be safely said of his evidence, what docs it amount

to ? As a fact, Kauffman had gone first to the plaintiff,

supposing him to be, as he had been, at any rate, the

owner of the land ; the two went the same day to the

store kept by two brothers of these parties, Robert and

John, and there, as I understand, met the defendant,

and the bargain was, as Kauffman believes, closed the

same day. The conversation deposed to by the witness

may have been before or after this—it matters little

which. The point of the defendant's answer was, that

a sale would be a good thing : it was not necessary to

tell his nephew, little more than a lad, what had been

done between himself and his father. It was an answer

that might have been given if there had been a sale as

well as if there had been an assignment by way of

security. Besides, for the reasons that I have given, I

believe, assuming some such conversation as the witness

speaks to, to have taken place, that the witness has

put it in the strongest light for the plaintiff, his father.

1869.

Judgment

Besides the evidence of the son is that of Kauffman.

He begins by saying, " I bought this land from JBugh

Rosa " (the plaintiff) ; and he goes on to say, " I went

first to plaintiff, I talked to him about the land ; I

then went up to the store ; he talked to his brothers.

I don't remember if it was defendant I saw at the store.

I think we closed the bargain the first day. Some man,

I think Waggoner, was with me." He then states that

he went a second time, one Steinman being with him,

and a third time, accompanied by one James Trow ;

and he adds that the conversation was in English, and

that he did not understand English well then (he is a

German). *' It is also," he adds, " a long while ago,

and 1 can't recollect well what passed." This is very

weak evidence, even if there were nothing against it,

upon which to hold an assignment absolute in terms,

and with no writing, and no circumstances to shew that

it was not intended to be what it purports to be, to be a

82—VOL. XVI," QR,
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1869. mere security. But there is evidence against it. It

might perhaps be inferred from the evidence of the

plaintiff's son and of Kauffman, that the defendant

was passive in the sale to Kauffman, sending to the

conclusion that the plaintiff was the real vendoi. Upon

this point the evidence of Mr. Fletcher, the solicitor, is

material. He says :
" I was in partnership with Mr.

Carroll in 1863. I remember the deed, defendant to

Kauffman ; I was present when it was signed. Stein-

man, Kauffman, defendant, and, I think, plaintiff, were

present ; if not plaintiff, it was some other brother.

I remember some discussion between the parties. We
had discovered there were some back taxes ; there was

a dispute between Alexander Ross and Steinman, who

acted in the interest df Kauffman, as to who should

pay them. The other brother, whoever ho was, took no

part in the discussion. Steinman said to Alexander

Ross, ' Did you not sell the land free from all incum-

judgment bran COS ?
' Alexander said, 'Yes ; but I want to make

that much out of it,' viz., $1200. It was finally settled

by each paying a part of the taxes." This was the

language and conduct of a man selling his own land, not

of one who was the mere channel of conveyance at the

instance of a third person, who was really the owner of

the land. And here I cannot help remarking upon

neither Steinman, nor Waggoner, nor Trow being pro-

duced as witnesses. The plaintiff has preferred to call,

or has contented himself with calling, his own son, a

very unsatisfactory witness, and a man so imperfectly

acquainted at the time with tho language in which the

business was carried on, that he took agents with him.

He was, as I judge, perfectly honest in his evidence,

and at tho time he gave his evidence evidently under-

.stood English well ; but his little knowledge of the

language at the time of the transaction, and his conse-

quent liability to mistake and misapprehension, render

his evidence less satisfactory than would probably have
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There is a circumstance which, upon the evidence as

it stands, is of little weight either way. A sum of
'

?171 was, shortly after the sale to Kauffman, placed

in the hands of Robert Ross, a brother of the parties,

by the defendant, to be handed to the plaintiff. The

parties differ as to how this came about, and each now

presents it in his own light—the defendant as a piece of

liberality on his part, as giving his brother all that the

land realized beyond $1,000 ; the plaintiff as his right,

and less than his right in amount. The plaintiff received

the amount from Robert. If living, Robert might throw

light upon this matter, but unfortunately he is dead,

and, his evidence being lost, it would bo unfair to the

defendant to give any weight against him to the pay-

ment of this money.

1869.

Rom
V.

Roan.

The delay of the plaintiff has been very great, and

the defendant complains of it, and with reason. This

cause is brought to a hearing in June, 1869, more than judgment

six years and a-half after the sale to Kauffman. The

two brothers of the parties, John and Robert, are dead.

The sale to Kauffman tock place in their store. John,

indeed, died not very long after, and the loss of his

evidence is not chargable to the plaintiff's delay. Not

so, however, as to the evidence of Robert ; he lived till

October, 1868, and would probably have been a material

witness, for he was a subscribing witness to the assign-

ment from plaintiff to defendant, which was executed

in his store, as well as being the medium of the payment

of the $171. One cannot say in whose favour his

evidence would have been ; but the presumption is

against the party by whose delay it has been lost,

length of time operating, as Lord Eldon said in Morse

V. Royal (a) *' upon the infirmity attending all human

,

testimony ;" his l^ordship adding, "Where witnesses

are suffered to die before the claim is made, much is to

(a) 12 Ves. at 377.
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be presumed against it." Moreover, it is not the land

that is sought in this case. The plaintiflF was an assent-

ing party to the sale, to Kauffman, and, as ho says,

more than an assenting party; so that the plaintiff's

claim is in fact a stale pecuniary demand; and he

seeks now to put the defendant to prove at this day the

indebtedness of the plaintiff to him nearly eight years

ago. He might be put upon terms of not setting up

the Statute of Limitations, but the difiRculty of proof

might be very great, and the defendant a great loser by

loss of proof.

If the case rested here, I should at least hesitate

before holding the plaintiff entitled to the relief sought

by his bill; but there is, besides, weighty evidence

against the plaintiff's contention. In April, 1865, he

had '"

lied in business, and had made an assignment in

insolvency ; and, in that month, he was asked at a

jadgmrat. meeting of his creditors what had become of the land

in question. His answer, as stated by Mr. Fletcher,

who was his solicitor in the insolvency proceedings, was,

" You know very well what I did with the land. I gave

it to Sandy (the defendant's name is Alexander) for

what I owed him. I had been owing him, for years,

more than that came to." And Mr. Fletcher says, that

he was then asked if he would swear to it ; that he said

he would ; that he was then sworn, and repeated his

statement in similar words. This is corroborated with

more or less distinctness by four others who were present

at the meeting of creditors. It is a strange circum-

stance, certainly, that the assignee, by whom the question

was put, &nd who was called as a witness, while admitting

that he put the question, denies that any answer was

•given to it. He stated this very positively, over-

positively, I thought. I could net account for his

evidence, except npon the hypothesis that he had unac-

countably forgotten what five other witnesses remem-

t- gj . j^»j thv" had imagined or fabricated the storVj
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Against this statement, upon oath by the party him-

self, nothing but evidence of the most clear, satisfactory,

and convincing character, could be allowed to prevail.

We have no such evidence in support of this plaintiff's

case. His bill must be dismissed with costs.

658

I considered out of the question ; and I hold the fact IS69.

established.
KOM
V.

Kow.

Latch v. Bright.

Rtgittry laiv—Leaie for years renewal.

A lease of land for four ycais, with covenant for renewing for four

years more, was held not to require registration, actual possession

having gone along with the lease ; and such a lease though not

registered was held valid as respects the covenanted renewal as

between the lessee and Hubsequent mortgagees of the lessor.

.Demurrer for want of equity by the defendants The

Edinburgh Life Aaurance Company.

Mr. Leith, for the demurrer.—The only question Argument.

really raised by this demurrer is, whether the lease to

plaintiff required registration in order to constitute it a

binding instrument against Bright and those claiming

under him. If it did, then the claim of the mortgagees

overrides it, they having registered their mortgage

without notice of the plaintiff's rights. The right to a

future renewal of the term granted is not itself a term

but a right superadded. In fact it may be said to be a

lease in futuro, which clearly is not within the act, as

in that case possession cannot go with it : a grant of a

right of way for four years would require registration.

Here the lessee has a right to remove the buildings put

up by him: this, it is submitted, makes registration

necessary.

m
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1869. He referred to Doe v. Baimford (a), Fergu$on v.

Hill (6), Clarke v. (c).

Mr. Roaf, Q. C, contra.—In equity this ia really a

lease for eight years at the option of the lessee, Equity

considering that as done which is required to be done.

The only thing that could have ousted plaintiff of his

right to a renewal was a sale being effected by the

lessor. Now, a mortgage is not such a sak as was

contemplated by the parties, and is not such an act as

will prevent the plaintiff insisting on the renewal of his

term.

Spbagqb, V. C—The defendant BrigJit, on the 6th

of June, 1861, made a lease of the premises in question

to the plaintiff for a term of four years, and the same

was made renewable in these words :
" And it is further

covenanted that lessor will renew this lease for four

Judgment ycars further at the same rent, if the prem'ses are not

sold." Then follows a provision as to what was to be

done in the event of the premises being sold. The

plaintiflt went into possession. The lessor subsequently

mortgaged to the defendants The Edinburgh Life Asiur-

ance Company, who registered their mortgage, and now

raise the question whether the plaintiff is entitled, as

against them, to his further term of four years :
he not

having registered.

By the lease a legal term was created for four years,

and an equitable term for four years further. I do not

think the further term can be regarded as a lease to

commence in future, but rather as an extension of the

first term. In the eye of a Court of Equity a term was

created for eight years,—absolute for the first four, but

defeazible upon a contingency at its expiration. If the

(a) 10 U. C. Q. B. 236-

(c) 10 Ir. Ch. 268.

{b) 11 U. C. Q. B. 530.
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instrument had created a legal term for eight years bo

defeazible, or an equitable term for the same period so

defeazible, it would, I apprehend, in either case be within

the exception of the Registry Law.

1869.

The instruments that may be registered are, so far as

they affect this question, *' Deeds, conveyances, and

assurances of, or in any wise aflFecting in law or equity any

lands in Upper Canada, executed after such lands have

been granted by letters patent." The exception is of

" any lease for a term not exceeding twenty-one years,

where the actual possession goeth along with the lease."

Any deed, therefore, whereby an equitable term of more

than twenty-one years is created requires registration,

just the same as if a legal term wero created ; and if the

term were for less than twenty-one years, I apprehend it

would come within the exception, as it would if it were a

legal term for less than twenty-one years,—the actual

possession in each case of course going along with the Judgment,

lease ; and this construction will certainly carry out the

intention of the Legislature. In prescribing the instru-

ments to be registered it places thoso affecting lands in

equity, and thoso affecting them in law, upon the same

footing : it would bo incongruous to make a distinction in

the exception. What the statute evidently meant to

except was a terra not exceeding twenty-one years accom-

panied with possession ; whether a legal or an equitable

term could make no difference, either as affecting the

purchaser, or as to the extent or value of the interest.

If an equitable term is not within the exception, this

anomaly will follow—that an equitable term for four

years requires registration, while a legal term for twenty-

one years does not. I see nothing in the act to exclude

an equitable term from the exception, but much to lead

to the conclusion that all interests, as well equitable as

legal, were intended to be placed upon the same footing.

•^1
'ill

In the lease before mo it is provided, in the event of
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1869. the premises being sold, as follows: "A six months'

^^"'"'^
notice in writing to determine lease at any time, and

• • one year's rent to be allowed loseee for compensation for

such determination of lease,—lessee to have option of

removing any buildings ho may erect." I think these

provisions do not make it necessary to register the lease.

There has been no sale ; and if there had, I think it

would make no difference. Suppose a legal term for

eight years created, and it were made determinable upon

a sale being made by the lessor, I do not see how the

mere fact of its being determinable upon a contingency

could make it necessary to register it. If extendible

beyond twenty-one years it might be different.

I confess I have felt a good deal embarrassed by the

case of Doe dem Kingston Building Society v. Rains-

ford (a) in our Court of Queen's Bench. In that case

there was a lease for fourteen years, and the lessor cove-

judgment. nantcd thai at the end of the term he would pay for the

buildings that the lessees might put up, and that in case

he should not be willing, or should neglect to pay for the

buildings, he would " grant and execute a new and fresh

lease" of the same premises, at the same rent, for a

further term of fdurteen years; and the like provision

was made in regard to a third term of fourteen years.

The Court held that the lease came within the exception,

and did not require registration.

The late Mr. Justice Bums, by whom the judgment

of the court was pronounced, placed it upon this ground

:

"It is quite clear that no present term was created

beyond fourteen years by the lease, and that, if a second

term of fourteen years was to exist it must be by a new

instrument to be executed between the parties ; and if

Mason did neglect to pay for the buildings at the expira-

tion of the first term of fourteen years, the lessees could

(a) 10 U. C. Q. B. 238.
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not, after tho expiration of the first fourteen years, have
held the premises under tho existing deed—for the pro-
visions respecting the second term amouni only to a
covenant, and not to a subsisting leuse. JEvana v.

Thomas {a). Without n new lease for tho second term of
fourteen years, the parties claiming the estate under tho

present instrument would have no legal title ; and with-

out such new lease, tho premises would not be affected

in hw inanywise. Whether it be possible to construe
this instrument so as to hold that the land is affected in

equity by reason of tho covenants presently in the instru-

ment contained upon tho execution of it, or whether the

land is to be considered as affected only by a contingent

event independent of the dceJ. it is of no importance

now to consider."

647
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It happened that in that case the lease was determin-

able at the end of fourteen years, at the option of the

lessor; and, in faci, the legal term then expired by efflux- judgment,

ion of time; but the reasoning of the judgment would

equally apply if the option to continue the term,—for a

renewal is substantially a continuance of the term,—had

been with the lessees, and the effect would be that the

rights of the lessees legal and equitable would cover a

period of forty-two years' time the period contemplated

by the statute. And, if good for so long, would be good

for a third or fourth or more renewals, if such renewals

were provided for by the lease. But the question arose,

during the currency of the first fourteen years, and while

consequently a legal term was subsisting ; and all that

it was felt necessary to hold was that no present term

was created beyond the then current term .T fourteen

years, and that if a further terra were created it was to be

by a new lease creating a new legal term. The language

of the judgment certainly goes beyond this,—^It excludes

an equitable terra, for ever so short a period from the

(a) Cro. Jao. 172.

83=VOL. XVI. OR.
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oxooption of the statute,—in other words, tnnkoB it

ncoes'tary to rogistor tho inatrumont creating it.

In this I do not agree ; and, for tho reasons that I

have given, such an instrument in, in my judgment,

within tho exception of tho statute, and I therefore

overrule the demurrer.

Ball v. Sherlock.

Injunction— Motion to comviit/or bitaeh.

All luJuDotlou was isnucd reBtrniniiiK the defcudaiit frooi roinoving logo

from a oertuin speoifioil lot of Iiind ; before tliiH ho hud removed

lott» from tho lot to the adjoiDing road allowance, and after being

served with the iojunotion, he took those away to his mill. The
Court refused a mptton to cummit him fur breach of the iujunotiou,

Mr. Oattanaehf for the plaintiff, moved to commit tho

defendants for contempt of Court, under the circum-

stances stated in the head-note and judgment; referring

to Brown v. kSage (o), and cases there cited.

Mr. U. C. Jones, and Mr. John Fateraon, contra.

Judgment. Spkagge, V. C.—None of the cases go the length of

warranting me in committing Hamilton for his acts, so

f»r as they are proved, in regard to the saw logs.

' ^-. . tst injunction he was enjoined from removing
them from the lot ; that injunction was served on the

9th, and he does not appear to have removed any from
tho lot after that day. Before that date he had removed
logs from the lot to the road allowance ; and he was tlion

enjoined from removing them from the road allowance;

that injunction was served on the 19th, and it is not

(a) 12 Gr, 25.
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brought homo to lilm that lie had knowledge of it before

that day. f cannot say whcthi»r ho removed any nfter

the 19th, as he doclinetl, u|)^ . advice of counsol, to

Aniwer whether he did or not. I jhink he was bound to

answer, smd I only abstain from con-initting him for not

answering because it was upon the adv ''e of counsel that

ho acted, in declining to answoi

In the interval between the 9tl md 19th be ajjpears

to have removed logs frou the n »d all' wan ce to his

mill, ind I am asked to commit him for so loing^ as for

1800.

^le cases go that

.. 1 was referred,

mpt of Court

t breach of an

owledge of the

)i a contempt

'le injunction,

But I cau-

a con 'fmpt of Court. I think ron

length I have examined those to \

and some others. It is no doubt a

to aid II party enjoined in commiitni

injunctii -i, if the party aiding has i

injunctioi ; and a party may be guilt

without dnobeying the Werta^ terms of

what he dues being a palpal !o evasion

not say tha"; Hamilton, who had logs on uiQ road allow-

ance, knew when he was enjoined from removing them
from the loi that the Court would, upon findnicrthat they

had been r( 'noved from the lot to the road tllowance,

prevent his i moving them from the latter ; ,v that the

Court would iold logs which had been removed from off

the lot of whi h the plaintiff was mortgagee, subject to

the equitabla i^hts of the plaintiif, just as if they had

remained upoi the lot. He apprehended it, I have no

doubt, and I hink it was at least partly under that

apprehension that he removed them from the road allow-

ance. I have no doubt, too, from the evidence, that ho

removed tho log 3 from the lot to the road allowance in

part, at least, bt cause he apprehended that he might be

prevented by ii. unction. He says as much upon hia

examination. It is not pretended that I can commit

him for that ; and yet it would be hard to draw any

sound distinction. If it be said that in the one the

Court had actually interposed by injunction, the answer

Juilgment.
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1869. is, that I cannot say that Ilamilton'a inference might

not be that the Court having only enjoined him from

removing from the lot would only interfere 08 to logs

still upon the lot. He would be wrong^n such inference

inasmuch as the Court did interfere further ; but I can-

not commit him unless I can see with reasonable cer-

tainty that he knew that removing the timber from the

road allowance was a mere colourable evasion of an

injunction enjoining its removal from the lot ; and as to

that I confess I am not satisfied.

If in fact Hamilton did not remove logs from the road

allowance after the 19th, and tho plaintiff is cognizant

of the fact, I suppose the plaintiff will let tho matter rest

where it is, and in that case I should not give Hamilton

his costs of resisting the application. If, however, the

plaintiflF knows or believes that Hamilton did remove

logs from the road allowance after the 19th, the plaintiff

Judgment wiU probably proceed further, and it is his right to have

an answer to his question as to that fact, and Hamilton

must attend at his own expense to answer it.

As to Cockburn, his own examination makes a prima

facie case against himself ; there is quite sufficient to call

upon him to shew cause.

As to Sherlock, I think sufficient is not made out for

his commitment, but I think he lent himself to the

removal of the timber, and sanctioned a variation of the

contract with Shaw in order to facilitate it. I shall

therefore refuse him his costs.
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1869.
Graham v. Meneilly. ^—v^-

Married woman—Fraud— Quieting title—Doubtful evidence.

A married woman, owner of real estate, representing herself as a
spinster, and selling the property as a spinster, is not entitled in
equity to set up that the sale was void because of a conveyance not
having been executed in conformity with the statutes as to the con-
veyance of land by married women.

On a petition to quiet the title to land, the genuineness of the docu-
ments on which the petitioner claimed title having been impeached,
and the evidence being doubtful, thQ Court refused a certificate

without pronouncing absolutely upon the genuineness or spurious-
ness of the documents in question.

Proceeding under the Act for Quieting Titles.

Mr. Crooks, Q. C, and Mr. Oattanaeh, for the

claimant Graham.

Mr. S. Blake, for the contestant, contra.

Spragob, V. C—This is a proceeding under the Act judgment,

for Quieting Titles, and a principal question is, whether
two documents under which the petitioners claim are

genuine or not. One purports to be a bond executed by
Nancy Brouse to Allan Napier MacNah for the

conveyance of 200 acres of land " to be drawn from
government by the obligor as the daughter of a U. E.
Loyalist"; the other is a power of attorney to two
persons named in it, for the conveyance of the land so

to be drawn, to MacNah. They purport to be exe-

cuted by the mark, thus x of Nancy Brouae, and to be
witnessed by " Henry Jones" and " N. Brouse." They
are dated 20th October, 1833, and are produced from
the proper custody. The petitioners, who claim through
McNah, call no witnesses.

It is in evidence that Nancy Brouse was married in

December, 1822, to Henry Jones. It appears, however,

m

Mi
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that in February, 1833, she in her maiden name went

before the Quarter Sessions at Lrockville in order to

claim a grant of 200 acres of land as the daughter of

Joseph Brouae, a TJ. E. Loyalist. Her petition with

her own affidavit and that of one JoJm Adams as to her

identity, and the usual certificate of the Clerk of the

Peace are produced. Her affidavit is signed in lull,

''Nancy Brouae," not with a mark, and her husband,

Henry Jones, who is called as a witness by the contes-

tant, verifies it as her signature.

As she used her maiden name in her application before

the Quarter Sessiond, there is, I think, nothing against

the authentic;!;? of the papers in favor of McJVab, being

in her maiden, not h^r married name..

It is suggested on the part of the contestant that the

signatures to the papers in favor of MacNab, were all

Judgment, thosc of One Nicholas Brouse a relative of Nancy, and a

man who was in the habit of purchasing U. E. rights. It

is suggested also that he Avas her agent in the application

before the Quarter Sessions, and that what was done

there was through his procurement; and the evidence of

Henry Jones goes far to prove that this was the case.

It appears from his evidence that there were negotiations

between his wife and Nicholas Brouse in regard to the

purchase by the latter of her U. E. right. How far

these went does not appear, but she expected to have to

execute a deed or other instrument after the patent

should be issued, and said she -expected a silk dress

when she did so : this was not, however, spoken of as

the consideration, but as a customary thing upon married

women executing conveyances. Still Jones speaks as if

the consideration to bo paid by Nicholas Brouse was not

paid, or at least not in full. Nicholas Brouse has been

some years dead. Jones says that he used to call him-

self Harry Jones, and upon being desired to write his

name in Court he signed his name repeatedly and each
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time '^ Harry Jones." He says also that the signa-

ture Nancy Brouse to the aflSdavit before the Quarter

Sessions is that of his wife, that she wrote well, better

than he did, and did not sign her name by mark. The
signature to the aflSdavit is distinctly and fairly written.

Jones appeared to be a man of but little education, and
not [more than average intelligence. His evidence ap-

peared to be fairly and honestly given.

Against the genuineness of the documents in question

we have the evidence of Jones, and the fact of the signa-

ture to the affidavit before the Quarter Sessions being

not by mark but in full, while that to the documents is

by mark. Jones was asked whether about that time his

wife had a soro hand or finger, he said he never saw that

she had.

Grshun
T.

Menellly.

>

Mr, Crooks, for the petitioners, suggests that if there-

was any forgery it must have been by Nicholas Brouae, judgment.

and that it is very improbable that he or any one else

committed a forgery. And he says, with some reason,

that a forger would not u. that which would help to

convict himself; that the attestation of one witness to

the document in question was sufficient, and if. he were

forging the name of an executing party he would have

put his own name only, and not have added a second,

and least of all the name of the husband of the person

whose name he was forging. Further, that he would

have imitated the signature of Nancy Brouse, and not

have signed by mark the name of a person who was in

the habit of signing her own name. That all the cir-

cumstances proved agree with the probability of her

actually executing such documents, and he points to the

absence of any sufficient motive for the commission of

forgery, and to the circumstance of the woman herself

not following up her claim established at Quarter Ses-

sions, but after a number of years conveying to her son.

The absence, too, of surprise when told by Nicholas

|l
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Brouse that he could manage without any document

being executed by her after the issue of the patent, and

refusing her demand of a silk gown. This is conduct

that looks like a consciousness on the woman's part that

she had done something towards parting with her

interest. It may, however, have been that she attri-

buted more than its proper effect to what passed at

Quarter Sessions. The petition, affidavit, and certificate,

appear to have passed into the hands of Nicholas Brouse.

This appears by the indorsements : and she may have

thought that the patent could be issued upon those papers.

I confess I feel not a little embarrassed by these con-

siderations. Some of the circumstances make it improba-

ble that there was a forgery in this case ; and Mrs. Jones

herself who could have given most important testimony

was not called as a witness. It is not explained why.

There is, however, the express evidence of Henry Jones,

Judgment, that the name " Harry Jones" as a witness to the docu-

ments in question is not his signature. I have no doubt

that it was meant to represent his. If so, it is a forgery,

and there is the mark instead of the full signature of

the wife.

Upon the whole I think t.at the genuineness of these

documents is so far impeached th^t I ought not to give

the petitioners a certificate under the Act for Quieting

Titles. I say this without pronouncing ab'-olutely upon

the genuineness or spuriousness of the documents in

question.

If I had been prepared to decide this cf se upon the

legal point raised, I should have preferred lo do so.

I think such a document as this insufficient to pass

the estate of a married woman without such official

examination and certificate as is necessary to enable

married women to convey real estate, and besides the

husband is no party. But these documents if genuine
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are a representation by a married woman that she was a

feme sole, not to Nicholas Brouse only, who knew the

fact to be otherwise, but to MacNab. In the bond,

Nancy Brouse to MoNab, she is described in terms

as a spinister, and there is nothing to set this right in

the*power of attorney which accompanied it. This was

a fraud, within the cases of Vaughan v. Vanderstegen

(a), and Hobday v. Peters {b), and would, I apprehend,

bind the married woman and those claiming under her.

The petitioners are the actors in this case, and must

pay the costs of this inquiry.

665
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McDonald v. McLean.

Practice—Abatement—Delaying creditors.

After a bill had been filed by a judgment creditor, impeaching certain

dealings between his debtor and a vendee of the debtor, the plaintiff

allowed the writ against lands to run out for some time, but subse-

quently renewed it before the hearing :

Ueld, not necessary to amend stating this fact, and that its existence

was no objection to the plaintiff obtaining relief ai the hearing.

J. A. S. contracted to purchase from M. on credit a wood lot. No. 32,

and to secure the price (£400) the purchaser's father'gave a mort-

gage on his farm : this mortgage not being paid was foreclosed.

Shortly afterwards, M. being still willing to receive his money, J.A.S.

sold No. 32 for £300, this sum went to i/., part of the remaining

£100 was satisfied by delivering to M. a pair of horses raised on

the farm, valued at £02 10«. ; and W, S., another son of the owner,

agreeing to pay the balance £37 ]0». The farm, by arrangement

between all the parties, was conveyed to W. S., who was not more

than twenty-one years old, if so much.

Held, that these transactions were, as respects the father and sons, a

mere roundabout way of securing the farm from the creditors of

the father, and the farm was ordered to be sold to pay the plaintiff,

an execution creditor of the father.

Examination and hearing at Cornwall.

(a) 2 Drew. 363.

84—VOL. XVI. OR.

(h) 28 Beav. 354.
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1869. Mr. 2>. Maclennan^ for the plaintiff.

McDonald
T.

Mcliean.
Mr. J. Bethune, for the dofendants.

Ill

Spragge, v. C—It ia made a point whether the

plaintiff has a locus standi in Court. At the date of

filing his bill he was a judgment creditor, and had a writ

of
J?, fa. against lands in the hands of the sheriff. At

the hearing he was in the like position, but there was a
time between bill filed and the hearing when there

was no writ current. The objection is taken at the

hearing. It amounts tu no more than this : that there

was a time during the pendency of the suit when it had
become defective, or it may have abated. The mere fact

of a suit having become abated is no objection. Upon
that being done, whiclj is necessary to reconstitute it

correctly, it is proceeded with and the rights of the

plaintiff at the hearing stand unaffected by the circum-
stance of their having been a period when they were in

Judgment, abeyance, and that, I think, furnishes an analogy which
is an answer to the objection. It is true there is no order
for reconstituting the suit either in the cause or a general
order, but neither is an order universally necesssary upon
abatement. Where there is a change of interest, and in

the style of the cause, the authority of the Court is

generally necessary ; but here there is the bare fact of

the temporary suspension of the right of the plaintiff as

against the land, which it was in the power of the plaintiff

by his own act to remove, and which he has removed, and
he has placed himself now rectus in curia. I think there
would be no reason in the Court denying him his rights

for the bare reason that for a period during the pendency
of the suit they were in suspense.

"With regard to the merits of the case. It is a case

of very great suspicion, so far as the Sheas, father and
sons, are concerned. The arrangement made with Mr.
McLean was exceedingly well adapted to secure the
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property of the father, lot 11, from hia creditors, but I

think the evidence does not warrant the conclnsion that

McLean himself colluded with them for that purpose.

He had land to sell, and he asked a high price for that

which the younger Skea applied to him to purchase,
lot 32. From the evidence, I should say it was an
extreme price. The younger Shea purchased it at the

price asked, after a faint attempt to reduce it, paid
nothing upon it, and for the purchase money (£400)
security is given, not upon the land purchased, but upon
the land of the father, which but for the mortgage given
to secure this purchase money, would have been liable

to execution to satisfy the plaintiff's claim. The
reason given for this is, that McLean would not allow

timber to be cut off the lot he sold, without security

being given upon some other land. I cannot say that

this was unreasonable, when no part of the purchase
money was paid down. The bill was filed to impeach
this transaction, charging McLean with fraudulently

colluding with the Sheas to hinder and delay the credi-

tors of the elder Shea. McLean had filed a bill to

foreclose the mortgage, and the plaintiff proved, in the

Master's Office, as a subsequent incumbrancer ; and
upon this cause coming on for hearing, I held that the

plaintiff had thereby precluded himself from impeaching

the mortgage. Upon a rehearing this view was sus-

tained, but the plaintiff was allowed, as an indulgence,

and upon payment of costs, to alter his position and to

proceed in this suit.
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Between the hearing and the rehearing, i.e., in March,

1867, a new arrangement was entered into between the

Sheas and McLean, one McPherson being substituted

as the purchaser of lot 32, for £100 less than the con-

sideration that was to be paid by the younger Shea.

Part of this difference was satisfied by the delivery of a

pair of horses, raised on lot 11, the father's lot ; and
about £37 10s= remains due to McLean. McLean at
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this time had obtained a final order of foreclosure, and
upon this arrangement being made, he delivered to Shea^
the father, the mortgage upon lot H ; and what is now
set up by Shea, the father, is that William Shea, a
younger son, is now the owner of lot 11, having, as the

father says he is informed, bought it. He puts it, as I

understand, that after the final order for foreclosure,

McLean was the owner of the land, and sold it to

William Shea, and gave up the mortgage to the father,

tne mortgagor. William, was hardly of age, if of age
at all, at the time of this transaction. The father con-
tinues on the place, but says William is the master
there. The result would be, if this arrangement could be
successfully carried out, that the oldest son, John Albert
Shea, would be rid of his purchase of lot 32 ; and lot

11, the father's lot, would be preserved to the family, if

not to him, at an expense of a pair of horses, and $160.
The scheme of March, 1867, is too transparently a mere

Judgment, dcvice to defeat creditors to stand a moment's exami-
nation. Upon McLean consenting to receive his mort-
gage money, the foreclosure was opened, and when he
was satisfied, as he must be taken to have been when he
gave up his mortgage to the mortgagor, he was a trustee

to reconvey to him ; and if he conveyed to William, it

was to him as the mere appointee of the father.

To put William forward now as buying from McLean
is a mere artifice, and a very shallow one, to defeat the

creditors of the true owner, the father. William, if he
has a conveyance, has only acquired an equitable estate

pendente lite; the legal estate is in Hodge, the first

mortgagee, and I feel no difiiculty in directing a sale of
lot 11, to satisfy the execution creditors.

If I judge of the character of the first transaction

by what, I have no doubt, is the true character of the

second, I should say that it also was a device to defeat

creditors, and there is much to lead to this conclusion.

The son appeared as a purchaser of lot 82, but paid no
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purchase money and incurred no responsibility ; the

father, the man in danger from creditors, pledged, for the

purchase money, the land otherwise liable to the execu-

tion of creditors; and after a while the son gets rid of

the purchase by a sale, how effected does not appear, at

a loss of £100, that loss however not falling upon him,

but upon the father, for the horses were, as I have no
doubt from the evidence, in truth, the property of the

father. The account given of the first transaction, by
the son, appeared to me very unsatisfactory, and I noted

him as an unwilling, unsatisfactory, and unreliable wit-

ness. I think, looking at the whole case, and at the

first transaction by the light thrown upon it by the

second, that it was a device to defeat the plaintiff's debt,

and that the dopree must be against the Sheas, with costs.

If I thought it made out that McLean had lent himself
to aid this device, I must have given costs against him
also. But I think this is not made out. I regret to say, judgment

however, that I cannot acquit McLean from all blame.
By the second transaction he ceased to have any interest

in lot 11. Of the £400, for which he held security upon
that lot, he took McPherson, and lot 32, for £300,
and was satisfied to within £37 10«. of the whole debt.

Lot 11 therefore ought, so far as he was concerned, to

have been left free to the creditors of Shea, the father.

It would have been no more than right to have notified

the plaintiff of this ; at least, when notice of rehearing

was served upon him, he should have said that he had
no interest in sustaining the decree except for his costs.

The real question between him and the plaintifi'was gone,

yet he Y\ot only left the plaintiff in ignorance that it was
so, when a proper occasion presented itself for informing

him of the fact ; but he appeared at the rehearing and
opposed any change in the decree, and left the Court as

well as the plaintiff under a misapprehension, namely,
that his interest in sustaining it continued the same : and
in that way, so far as in him lay, aided Shea to defeat

*'
' 2

' si
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the rights of his creditor. The plaintiff obtained relief

only upon payment of costs, and McLean in that way
obtained the costs of the rehearing aa well aa of the

former hearing, and also the costs of such portions of
his answer, as set up by way of defence the proceedings
in the foreclosure suit of McLean v. iShea. If the costs

of the rehearing had been reserved, I should now
adjudge ihem to be paid by McLean instead of to him.
As it is, I shall direct that McLean pay the costs of the

present hearing before me; and that he, as well as the

Sheas, h<i liable for those costs. It is the only way in

which I can set the plaintiff right in the matter of costs,

and that only partially.

Hewitt v. Brown.

Spteifie performance— i'ertonal ttrvieea.

The plaintiiT U. being in possession of land belonging to the defendant
and being entitled to retain such possession for another year, the
defendant, in order to obtain immediate possession, agreed that in

consideration thereof he would give another piece of land to the
plaintiffs, husband aud wife, for the life of the wife, the husband,
farther agreeing that he would look after and take care of the former
property whenever the defendant was absent, and would, during
winter, see to the defendant's cattle and stock. In pursuance of

this agreement possession was delivered of the respective parcels,

and the husband rendered some services, being all that were required

of him, the defendant having afterwards brought an ejectment
against the plaintiffs, the Court held, the agreement enforcible,

notwithstanding the stipulation as to personal services to, be ren-
dered, and granted an injunction.

Examination of witnesses and hearing at Whitby.

Mr. Donovan, for the plaintiffs.

Mr. Blake, and Mr. R. J. Wilson, for the defendant.
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Spuaqqe. v. C—It ia alleged by the bill, and admit- 18«9.

ted by the answer, that in 1854 defendant became th(5

purchaser of the west half of 7, in the Ist concession of

Reach for tho price or sum of $1200, which consideration

bus been paid. Tho bill alleges that tho sale was by the

plttintifTs, huriband and wifo. The brief of answer says

by the plaintiff in tho singular number. The fee was

not in the plaintiffs or cither of them ; but the husband

had in 1850 purchased from one Agneu) his interest

under a contract of purchase with Mr. Street, and in

1864 that interest was assigned to the defendant, by
what instrument or in whose name is not stated. The
bill states that in addition to tho money consideration it

was stipulated on the part of the purchaser, the defend-

ant, that ho should allow Hewitt and his wifo to con-

tinue in possession for four years, for their own use and
benefit. This is denied by the defendant, who puts it

that ho allowed the plaintiffs as a mere matter of bounty

to continue upon the land, and that they did continue
judgment,

upon it for upwards of four years. I think the allega-

tion of the bill upon this point is sustained in evidence.

The evidence is indeed chiefly of admissions to that

effect made upon various occasions and to different

persons, but not entirely so, for Mr. Agnew, a witness

called by the defendant to prove the original agreement,

does prove it to have been part of the agreement of sale,

though a point, as he puts it, yielded by tho d fendant

at the instance of the witness, out of regard to Mrs.

Hewitt who was his cousin. But however that may be,

it was a point agreed upon before tho cci elusion of the

bargain, and I cannot say that without it Hewitt would

have agreed to sell to the defendant, at least at the price

that he did. It is in evidence that he was offered a

larger money consideration by others than was paid by

Brown. I must take the stipulation for four years enjoy-

ment of the premises by the plaintiffs to have been part

of the consideration for the sale. According to the

evidence of Mr. Agnew it was to Hewitt that he sold,
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1880. and it was Hewitt who sold to Browv. I think upon

tho ovidenco that ho wtis iho contracting party in tho

stipulation for tho four years enjoyment of tho premises
;

and in tho agreement to which I will now refer, and

upon which tho bill is based.

It is stated in substance thus, that at about tho expi-

ration of the third of the four years for which the plain-

tiffs were to have the enjoyment of the place, Brown
became desirous of going upon it and working it him-

self; in effect, of taking it out of tho hands of tho plaintiffs

for the last of tho four years, and for that period

abridging their enjoyment of it ; and that he proposed

if they would give it up to him that he would allow the

occupation of a email piece of land, not a part of that

sold, but another portion of the same lot, for the life of

Mrs. Hewitt. The bill states that part of the stipulation

proposed by Brown, in addition to tho plaintiffs giving

Judgment, up the placo was, that they should render certain per-

sonal services which are thus stated, that after leaving

the land the plaintiff should " look after, and take care

of the said land, during such time or times as the defend-

ant might be absent therefrom ; and also, during the

winter months, would sec to tho feeding of the defendaut's

cattle and stock."

The principal witness in regard to the arrangement

for the giving up of the farm to Brown for the last of

the four years, and for the plaintiffs having the small

piece of land, is Q-eorge Brown, a cousin of the defend-

ant. He says that he heard the arrangement stated by

both parties, and that it was, that upon the Hewitts giving

up the farm when they did, they were to have a small

piece of land which ho described as a three-cornered

piece beyond the mill pond containing some seven or

eight acres for Mrs. Hewitt's life. I thought this wit-

ness gave his evidence with some bias for the plaintiffs,

but the evidence of oiht-rs, though leas explicit, is con-
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firraatory of what ho says, particularly that of Foster,

though mistaken upon one point, that is as to the time

and occasion when this arrangement was made ; and
that of Richard Graham, who was told by Brown that

he offered to Mrs. Hewitt a lease for life of this piece of

land, but that she had not taken it as she feared that

her husband might sell it or get rid of it: he is spoken

of as occasionally intemperate. There is no evidence of

the rendering of personal services by the plaintiffs, form-

ing any part of the arrangement ; but as it is so alleged

by the plaintiffs themselves I must take it that it did

form part of the ai langement.
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The evidence is somewhat conflicting as to the state of

this small piece of land when the Hewitts went into

possession ot it, and as to the value of the improvements

made upon it afterwards. Taking into account the

nature of the place, I think it proved that Hewitt

improved the place very considerably, though I am not judgment,

prepurcd to say that the improvemonla wero not such as

might havo been made by a person who relied for posses-

sion only upon the kindly feeling of a rclativo, and who
knew himself to bo only a tenant upon sufferance. Somo
little assistance was rendered by Brown in tho putting

up of buildings in tho first place.

The evidence of this agreement is cortainly not of tho

most satisfactory character ; but upon the whole I feel

warranted in coming to tho conclusion that such an

agreement was made. And tho plaintiffs arc not volun-

teers ; thoy gave up a portion of that which was part of

the consideration for the salo of tho land. And two acts

of part performance are proved ; one, tho giving up

possession of tho purchased land by the Hewitts ; tho

other, the putting them into possession by Brotvn of tho

small piece of land in question. Upon the merits of tho

case, therefore, I am with the plaintiffs. Some objections

^c „ haical nature remain to be noticed,

85—VOL. XVJ. QB.

Tho bill
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states the agreement for the sale of the land to Brotvn
to have been by Hewitt and his wife, and that she was a

party to the agreement made three years after that sale.

I think these allegations have been made under a misap-

prehension of both law and fact. It may be, and
probably was, the case that good will to her may have
had something to do with the conduct of Ttrown ; that

the agreement that the Hewitts should have the small

piece of land in question for the life of Mrs. Hewitt,

was a liberal arrangement on the part of Brown
;

and that what was obtained by the Hewitts was of more
value than what they gave up ; and that Brown's lib-

erality was induced by regard to his relative ; and she

very probably took part in the negotiations and the

arrangement, but in the eye of the law the agreement
was with the husband, and I think I may properly allow

an amendment stating it to have been so : the defendant
has not been misled or surprised, or in any way placed

Judgment, at a disadvantage by the bill having put the case as it

has, in that respect : and I think it will be in further-

ance of justice to allow it to be amended.

With regard to the allegation that personal services

were to be rendered by the plaintiffs, it amounts to this,

that these personal services were part of the considera-

tion for the lease for life agreed to bo granted by the

defendant. It was put in argument for the plain-

tiffs that they were to be rendered by the plaintiffs

during the four years' contemplated absence of the
defendant. If that were so, it would be an easy solu-

tion of the diflSculty, but it is not so ; for the services

were to be rendered after they gave up the land, and the

only limitation to their duration that I see is, the expiry
of the term, i. e., the death of Mrs. Hewitt; or the defend-
ant parting with his property ; or such changes in regard
to it as would be incompatible with the continued render-
ing of such services. The objection is that the Court
cannot enforce that part of the afirreemftn*;. a nnrt tn ha
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performed by the plaintiflFs, and therefore will not enforce
any part of the agreement in their favor.
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Brown.I should have regretted very much if this difficulty

had been insuperable, as if; would have been an obstacle
in many cases to the Court preventing the commission
of very great injustice ; for the Court could not prevent
the displacing of a party, by ejectment, who had perso-
nal duties to discharge as part of the consideration for

his possession, although he might have discharged all

those duties, and even although those duties might have
been but a small part of the consideration, and he had
fully paid all the rest; and in addition have punctually dis-

charged all the personal duties which he was to discharge.
Ifc would be a technical rule in the way of this Court
preventing a great wrong, and I am glad to find that
such a rule does not prevail. The case is thus put by
Mr. Fry, in his work on Specific Performance, sec. 558 :

'' In cases where the agreement, on which an injunction jadgment.
is sought, contains stipulations some of which the Court
can, and others which it cannot enforce, and the latter

,

are wholly on the plaintiff's part, no difficulty arises

;

because though the Court may be unable to enforce them
directly, it does so indirectly, inasmuch as the moment
the plaintiff fails in performing his part of the agree-
ment the injunction would be dissolved;" for this

Stocker v. ^YiMers}lam (a) before Sir William Page
Wood is cited. See also Bietrichsen v. Cabburn and
cases there cited (b). I think upon the whole they lead

to the same conclusion ; and see the language of Lord
Cottenham, at page 57.

In the case before me there is evidence of some
services of the nature stipulated for having been rendered;

and there is no evidence of any demand on the part of

the defendant for the rendering of such services.

{a) 3 K. & J. 898. (6) 2 Ph. 62,
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From their not having been stated to the witness
Brown, or mentioned by the defendant to others, it is

probable they were not considered of much account, and
were rather matters of mere conversation than of
express agreement forming part of the consideration for
the grant for life to the plaintiff"; but it is put other-
wise by the bill, and I must give effect to it.

I think the proper relief will bo a perpetual injunc-
tion, subject, however, to be dissolved upon any default
on the part of the plaintiffs to perform the personal
services stipulated lor; costs to be paid by the de-

fendant.

Robertson v. Beamish.

Equity of redemption, compromise of—Coits.

A suit for redemptiotn having been compromised by payment into
Court of a sum of uioney for the benefit of those entitled to the
equity of redemption, a decree was made in a suit subseqaeutly
brought by an execution creditor of the mortgagor, directing an
inquiry as to other incumbrancers, and payment to them according
to priority, and the defendants having made no improper defence
were held entitled to receive their costs out of the fund.

st«t*inent. The lato John Sweetman Beamish had created a
mortgage in favor of one William Pomeroy, to redeem
which a bill had been filed by Beamish which was
revived after his decease by the defendants in the pre-

sent suit. While that suit was pending a compromise
was agreed to between the parties thereto for the pay-
ment by Pomeroy of ^£290 into Court for the benefit of

the parties entitled to the equity of redemption. The
proposed compromise upon being brought before the

Court was approved of; and the money was, in pursuance

thereof, paid into Court. The present suit was instituted

by the plaintiff, who was a creditor of John Sweetman
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Beamish having an unsatisfied writ of execution in the
hands of the sheriff, and came on to be heard by way of
motion for decree.

677

Mr. Mo89, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Burns, for the defendants.

Spuagoe, v. C.—The money in Court represents
certain mortgage premises, the equity of redemption in •

which was in John Stveetman Beamish ; and after his

death in the defendants, his widow and heiresses-at-law,

and it represents the value of the equity of redemption,
which equity of redemption was saleable ; and but for

the decree of this Court would still be saleable at law,
under the judgment and writ of execution upon Avhich

this suit is brought. This bill seeks in effect an equitable

execution
; the object of which is correctly defined by

Mr. Adams (a), to be to impose on the equitable judgment,

interest the liability which would attach at law on a
corresponding legal interest. I think the equity ofredemp-
tion is gone. The decree directed that, upon payment
of certain moneys, (which are the moneys in Court), the

parties who are the defendants in this suit should without
further order be absolutely barred and foreclosed of their

equity of redemption.

I do not see any necessity, as a preliminary to this

money finding its way into the hands of those who would
be entitled at law, to direct a general administration of

the estate of Beamish : but an inquiry must be directed

as to whether the plaintiff, or other execution creditors,

have priority. It is scarcely necessary that the cause

sliould come on again, on further directions. The decree

may provide for payment of the money to the plaintiff

or other execution creditors according to cheir priority.

i"

(a) On Equity, 129.
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These execution creditors, if any, should be made parties

to the inquiry in the Master's office ; and liberty to

apply should be given by the decree. The defendants
should have their costs. They were necessary parties

to a suit to give the plaintiff relief; they derive no
benefit from the suit; and have made no improper
defence to it.

Rachel McDonald v. Archibald McDonald.

Vendor's lien.

On the aale of land notes were taken by the vendor for a portion of
the purchase money.

Held, that the vendor retained his lien for the amount unpaid,
although, in fact, the vendor did not intend to retain any lien ; and
one witness in the cause swore that " the notes were taken in pay-
ment of the land "—it appearing that thfire was no agreement or
arrangement that there should be no lien.

Hearing at Cornwall.

The circumstances giving rise to this suit are fully

stated in the report of the case ante Volume XIV. page
133.

Mr. J. 8. McDonald, A. G., and Mr. D. MacUnnan,
for the plaintiff.

Mr. J. Bethune, for the defendant.

Judgment Spraggb, V. C.—This bill is to establish a lien for

unpaid purchase money, and for the usual relief. The
plaintiff claims under the will of the vendor, and it is

not denied that if the vendor was entitled the plaintiff is.

The defendant is a purchaser from the grantee of the

vendor, having purchased first one portion, and then the

residue of the land conveyed by the vendor ; and it is

clear that when he purchased he had notice that the
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1869.purchase money was unpaid, with the exception of certain

payments made on account, since the purchase. The '—v—

'

original purchase money was £350, and notes were ^"^T"^'^

given by tho purchaser spreading the payment over

several years. The original vendor was Neil McDonald;
the original purchaser, his son Norman. The defendant
is a cousin oi Norman ; the plaintiff, a daughter of
Neil.

m 11

3

The plaintiif's case is imma facie clear. The defend-
ant's first position is, that there was no lien originally.

In the year before the conveyance to Norman, it was
agreed between him and his father, that the payment of
the purchase money should be secured by a bond, with
a surety or sureties. Norman wsts unable to procure a
surety, and the giving of promissory notes vas substi-

tuted for it : this is clear from the evidence and from the
character of the transaction. So that if what had been
first contemplated had been inconsistent with the reten- judgment,

tion of lien by the vendor, it was, at any rate, not
carried out. The giving of notes is clearly consistent

with the retention of lien, and the fact (supposing it to

be a fact, as it probably was) that there was no intention

on the part of the vendor to retain a lien, makes no
difierence. There is a short passage in the evidence of
Norman, taken before my brother Mowat, which how-
ever, in my mind, amounts to nothing ; it is, " the nc -

were taken as payment of the land." He does not say
that it was agreed that they should be so taken ; and I

have no doubt he used the words in their popular sense,

and did not mean to say that they were taken as pay-
ment, as distinguished from their being taken as secu-

rity for payment. I think there is nothing in this

head of objection.

It is next contended that if any lien existed originally,

it was subsequently waived by conduct on the part of

Neily at least as to one of tho parcels of land. That

13

IF
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1869. Neil would have insisted upon his lien, upon more than

^^^^ one occasion, if he had been aware of his rights, is-

Moitonaid.
^'gh'y prohable

;
but I find no occasion upon which he

waived them, or acquiesced in the balance of purchase
money being paid by the defendant to norman instead
of to himself. A little knowledge of law, or consulta-
tion with a lawyer, would have saved a good deal of
trouble. JVeil was anxious to got the defendant to p&y
the unpaid purchase money to him, and said to one
Lauchlin McDonald that if the defendant would pay
him, he would give him the notes he held against
Norman

; and Lauchlin repeated this 1o the defendant.
The defendant, on his part, was willing to pay Neil,

provided he were indemnified ; and after that, as I under-
stand, Neil made the offer of the notes. The defendant
knew all the facts wh^ch constituted the plaintiff's equity
to a lien, but did not know the legal consequence of the
facts, and under these circumstances paid the balance of

Judgment, purchase money to Norman. He paid one not entitled,

instead of the one who was entitled.

The defendant having a registered title, relies next
upon the Act of 1865. That Act has, however, been
held by my brother Mowat, in this casc--(reported in

14 Grant, 133)—to be not retroapective. To hold it

to apply to this case, I must hold it to be retrospective,

instead of following the decision, upon the point, of
another member of the Court ; and must also hold that
the Act applies, notwithstanding express notice, for it is

clear, in this case, that the defendant haa notice before

he purchassd.

My conclusion, therefore, is that the plaintiff has
established her case. As to the amount due for unpaid
purchase money, I suppose there must be a reference.

The plaintiff admits that £150 of the purchase money
has been paid. The defendant may clain that more is

paid. It appears from the evidence ihfit some of the
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payments made by the defendant since his purchase

reached the hands of Neil the vendor, or were applied

in payment of his debts, or otherwise, for his benefit.

The defendant is entitled to be allowed for such pay-

ments.

681
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The decree will be for costs to the plaintiff up to the

hearing.

The Quebec Bank v. Snure.

Trustee for creditor!.

Where a debtor assigned his estate to trustees on trust to sell for the

benefit of creditors ; and the trustees were guilty of delay in selling

and of other misconduct it was held that the Court had jurisdiction

at the suit of a creditor to execute the trusts of the deed.

4

Examination of witnesses and hearing.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, and Mr. Leith, for the plaintiffs.

Mr. Spencer and Mr. Bull, for the defendants.

Spragob, V. C.—The plaintiflFs sue on behalf of judgment,

themselves and all other creditors of Jacob Snure,

entitled to the benefit of a trust deed made for the benefit

of creditors on the 26th of April, 1864. The defend-

ants are the trustees James Barton Snure, a son of the

assignor, James B. Hall, a son-in-law of the assignor,

and the assignor himself. James Barton Snure has

been the acting trustee. The assignment is of all the

estate real and personal of the debtor. The lands enu-

merated are two parcels of farm land of 100 acres each,

in the Township of Chinguacousy, a lot of 200 acres in

the Township of Chatham, and two village lots. There

was also a mill, the debtor being a miller and lumber

merchant ?.s well as ?, fanner, .and the stock in tr-ade,

86—VOJi. XVI. OR,
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1889. lumber, and all other effects about the mill were assigned

;

dlilwEl^k*^**"
^^^ ^^^ debtor's personal estate, which included

snure.
^^^^^^^ horscs, COWS, and other stock and implements,
lumber and household furniture. There is no dispute

that everything the debtor had paassed by the assign-

ment.

I

The trusts aire, " First, with all convenient speed to

receive, collect, and get in all credits and sums of money
due and owing to the said party of the first part, and also

to sell and convert into money the said real estate,

property and effects, with absolute discretion as to the
conditions and mode of such sale or sales to be made in

this behalf, and either together or in parcels, and either

by public auction or private contract, and on such terms
and in such manner as they shall think best." Then
follow provisions usual in such assignments which it is

not necessary to notice ; and the final trust is, " to pay
Judgment, and divide the clear residue of the said estate unto and

among all the creditors of the said party of the first part
ratably and proportionably, and without preference or

priority, and to pay over the surplus (if any) to the said

party of the the first part, his heirs, executors, adminis-
trators and assigns." The creditors are made parties
to this trust deed in these terms : " The several creditors
of the said party of the first part, of the third part."
No list of creditors is appended to the instrument ; nor
is it provided that they shall execute it. It is, however,
executed, though not very formally, by the plaintiffs.

The defendants deny that the plaintiffs are creditors,

^. e., they set up that they have been paid, but they fail

to prove it. The plaintiffs, therefore, have a locus

standi in this Court, and the trustees are accounting
parties.

The trustees set up, that under the circumstances a
reasonable time has not elapsed for the winding up of
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1869.the trust, and say that the suit is unnecessary and

vexatious.

With regard to the facts, the trustees have been guilty

of great delay in executing the trusts; and comparatively

little has been done until recently. They hjive carried

on the business of the mill, and retained in hand a con-

siderable portion of the personal effects for that purpose,

instead of converting the whole into money. The
creditors must of course take subject to the whole of the

trusts, and it is not open to them to complain of the wide

discretion given to the trustees in regard to the disposal

of the trust estate,
j
But they have still much to complain

of. Assuming in favour of the trustees that the words,

"with all convenient speed," apply only to the getting

in of debts, and that it does not extend to the convert-

ing of the real and personal estate into money, they

were still bound to do the latter within a reasonable time,

and to take all the usual modes for effectuating it. Judgment.

There was nothing to warrant their carrying on the

business of milling and farming, unless as subsidiary to

a sale in order to have the mill a " going concern," and

the farm in the best state for sale. They were trusteei^

for creditors, and their duty to them was to sell, or at

least to use their best endeavours to sell ; and this they

certainly have not done. In regard to the real estate,

the acting trustee has made a few inquiries among neigh-

bors, has issued no advertisements, has employed no land

agent, has worked the mill and farm for the benefit, as

far as appears, of his father and himself, has allowed a

brother to occupy a portion of the trust estate without

rent, and another person to occupy another part, and

has himself occupied and used a very large proportion.

He has in short almost entirely ignored his duty to the

creditors. The books also have been irregularly kept

;

and moneys of the estate come to his bauds have been,

as he says, kept upon his person, and that to a large

amount; and when paid into a bank, paid into his

private account.
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^^^ His account of tbo the personal estate is equally bad.

Qi:obenB.nk^°™® articlcs usecl
; others consumed by him, others

8nur».
lent, and dealt with as if his own property. There is

no good reason shown why all of them should not have
been converted into money within a year at furthest
after the execution of the trust de'^d.

The plaintiffs ask for the administration of the estate
by this Court. I think the creditors are entitled to
this. A receiver is also asked for, and should be
appointed, especially as the acting trustee is a man of no
real estate, and of personal estate, small in value and
very easily disposed of. He must pay into Court the
money in his hands, and should not be allowed to retain
any by way of compensation for his services. As to the
administration of the estate by this Court, I see nothing
to prevent it. The discretion vested in the trustees may
properly be exercised by this Court. The trust is for a

Judgment sale at any rate ; the terms and mode only are matters
of discretion. The money in hand must be paid in
immediately.

There will be the usual decree for account with costs,
and further directions reserved. There may be special
circumstances to report, among others as to the land sold
under power of sale in the mortgage, and whether there
was any breach of duty on the part of the trustees in
suffering this sale to take place.
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Rapson v. Heksee.

Abiolute tale—Mortgage or conditional sale.

The .listinction botwceu a raortgngo and an absolute sale, with a con-
temporaneous agreement for repurchase explained

; and an absolute
conveyance held to bo of the latter character rather than th.
former, on the weight of evidence, which was conflicting..

Hearing at Woodstock.

Mr. Spencer fiwd Mr. Finkle, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, for the defendants.

Spraqge, V. C—The question in this case is, whether
a dealing between the plaintiff and the defendant Heraee,
was a loan of money by Ihraee to Rapaon, the plaintiff^
or a sale by Rapaon to Heraee of his interest in certain
land, with a right of repurchase.

Rapaon, in 18G4, was lessee, with right of purchase,
from the Canada Company, of 100 acres of land in the
township of Blenheim. He was in arrear for rent, and
the purchase money was about falling duo, amounting,
together, to about $1073 ; and was also, as the bill

expresses it, in distress for want of money to pay what
he calls some small pressing claims against him. He
applied to Heraee for assistance. His request in the
first instance was for a loan of S200. Heraee did lend,
or pay, to him $200, and Rapaon assigned to him abso-
lutely tfie Canada Company lease. Heraee paid to the
Company the arrears of rent and the purchase money,
who thereupon made him a conveyance of the land,

which bears date 21st July, 1864.

There is no difficulty as to the law of the case. It is

thus stated by Lord Oottenham in WilUama v. Owen : (a)

(a) 5 M. & C. at 30C.

1860.

Judgment.
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" That this Court will treat a transaction as a mortgage,
although it was made so as to bear the appearance of
nn absolute sale, is no doubt true ; but it is equally clear,

that if the parties intended an absolute sale, a contem-
poraneous agreement for a repurchase, not acted upon,
will not of itself entitle the vendor to redeem."

In favor of the plaintiff 'a contention is tho fact, that
what he applied for was a loan ; that at a subsequent
period, a lease was made to him by Ueraee for one year,
the rent reserved being tho odd sum of S185.60, that
sum being interest at 9 per cent, upon the $200 lent,

the sum paid to tl ) Canada Company, and one or two
other small items. Tho plaintiff also relies upon some
language attributed by one of the witnesses to fferaee^

amounting, it is contended, to an admission that the
transaction was a mortgage ; and he relies also upon
what he alleges to be the inadequacy of the sums paid,

Judgment, as tho prico of the land.

Hersee was examined by the plaintiff before tho local

Master at Woodstock, and his examination was read by
the plaintiff at the hearing. Ilis examination certainly
does not assist the plaintiff's case. Ho admits, indeed
that the plaintiff's first application was for a loan of
$200 ;

le states that he told him that he had no money
to lend at that time ; that Bapson tlu n said he wanted
to sell his place to him, and that his answer was, that
he did not want to buy any land ; conversation then
ensued about the land, and how Jiapaon held it, and
Rapson pressed fferaee to let him have the $200 : that
he said he could not pay the rent up ; that the lease

would soon run out, and that he had no prospect of
getting the money for obtaining the deed ; and that he
had better sell his right for what he co:'ld get than run
the chance of losing it. That he offered no security

for the $200; that after Hersee i- "'ted .;o lend him
the money, he did not again ask him :o lend money.
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While the usury laws wore in force all this might have
been a mere cloak to cover a usurious transaction ; the
unwillingness to lend money, and the willingness at the
same time to purchase li.nd, giving to the applicant for

a loan a right of repurchase, heing more forms of words,
well understood between the parties. But in 1864 there
was no reason for cloaking the real nature of the dealing
between the parties ; no reason for putting that into the
shape of a sale of land, with right of repurchase, which
was in truth a security for a loan of money. Ihraee, in

his examination, emphatically and repeatedly denies that
it was a loan of money. Ho was not re-examined before
me, so I infer that counsel for the plaintiff did not think
that there was anything in his demeanor that would tend
to throw doubt upon his testimony.

The sum reserved as rent being a percentage upon
moneys paid, struck me, at first sight, as a good deal in

favor of th plaintiff's contention. But, upon reflection, judgment.
I do not think it of any great weight. If is quite con-
sistent with a sale and right of repurchase ; and quite
natural under the circumstances. The repurchase was
to bo at a price which was the aggregate of the moneys
paid; these moneys might therefore come back into

the hamls of Ilersee. Rapaon was to have the place
and its profits, and as Ilersee was to be compensated in

money for not having the place, it would naturally occur
to the parlies to base the amount to be paid for rent
upon a percentage upon the money which had been paid,

and which, in the shape of repurchase money, might be
repaid ; and this would probably occur the more readily

^0 these parties from the practice of the Canada Com-
pany upon their leases with right of purchase—to make
the rent the interest upon the purchase money : a prac-

tice that would most likely be present to their minds
from the circumstance of this land being a purchase
from the Company. The fact of its being in this case

an exact nercnntacrA mflior imlinatpa in m\T mi'n/1 n /inn

sciousness that there was nothing to disguise.

ft .J
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1869.

Judgment.

That Hersee spoke of thia transaction as a mortgage

rests upon the evidence of one Bryant Mills, a man

who had, as he says, worked for Hersee off and on for

the last twelve years. Rapson was in arrear with his

rent, and Hersee asked Mills how Bapson was getting

on, and in that way the dealing between them came to

be talked of. Mills says that Hersee said he was going

to foreclose the mortgage ; another time that he had

sent a man to eject him off the place, as he had closed

the mortgage, " or words to that effect," as the witness

says, adding that Hersee said further that after he had

closed the mortgage he had given Bapson time to sell

the place and pay him his money, and keep the balance

himself; and the witness adds that he is positive the

word " mortgage " was used in two conversations. The

witness was a labouring man, and certainly of not more

than average intelligence ; and though I think he meant

to give his evidence fairly, I cannot help having some

doubts of his understanding Hersee correctly, or remem-

bering and repeating accurately. • He says, speaking of

one of the conversations with Hersee, " I can't recollect

the words he used." In another place he says, " I had

a conversation with Hersee yesterday ; I can't say if I

said to him that he did not use the word 'mortgage.'
"

In another, that Hersee said "ho had taken up the

deed for Bapson, and had given Bapson a bond, to hold

in the same way as a mortgage." Now in fact no bond

was over given, nor was there any foreclosure, so that

Hersee must have told the witness things that had no

existence, or else the witness's understanding or memory

is at fault. I think the latter more probable. The

witness says that Hersee spoke of the rent due to him

by Bapson ; that Hersee called it rent, and the witness

said, *'the interest of your money," und Hersee replied

"yes." The probability is that Hersee was not careful

to express himself very accurately before the witness.

They were not business conversations, nor was he con-
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sation, as he says, with Rapson as well as Hertee. 1869.

Rapson told him, he says, that Ilersee owned the place
^""y^^

according to the deed, but that ho could cet it back by
""'""

paying the money.

In regard to the value of the land, the evidence is

extremely conflicting, the witnesses varying in their

estimates from $3,000 to less than half that sum ; one
of the witnesses, a Mr. Landon, gives some very intelli-

gible reasons for not placing a higher value upon the

land. He describes it as situated in about the centre of
the south-east quarter of Blenheim, that portion of the

township being a low tract of land, much of it being
covered with water ; that it i^ badly situated as to roads

and schools, and unhealthy ; that the tract is covered at

intervals with swamps, small lakes, and stagnant water,

and is not a part of the township where industrious and
tliriving people will be likely to settle. All these are

serious drawbacks, and greatly impair the value of the judgment,

land. Good land in such a locality would not be of

much value, but he describes the land in question as

having a good deal of swamp, and the fences and build-

ings as poor. He estimates the quantity of swamp
upon this land as much larger than do the plaintiff's

witnesses, and gives altogether a much worse account of

it, but he gives such good reasons for its being an unde-
sirable place, that I think it vei'y greatly over-estimated

by the plaintiff 's witnesses. Mr. Landon does not stand

alone in his estimate of value ; and, upon the whole, I

think that the real value, as compared with the sums
paid by Hersp.e^ is not such as to be any evidence that

the transaction was not, as Ilersee contends, a sale with

right of repurchase. I put it in this way because that

is all that is necessary. I am not sure that its market
value was at all more than the sums paid ; and I may
add that there appears to have been on the part of

Hersee no hasty taking advantage of default, as appears

by the evidence (fairly given, I thought) of his father

;

87—VOL. XVI. GR.
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1869. and it does not appear that in parting with it to the

Q^ defendant Burns he made much, if anything, beyond
T.

Hergee
what the place cost him.

Upon the evidence of the plaintiff himself, he makes
but a weak case, but there are, besides, circumstances
against his case. There is, -n the first place, the form
of the instrument, or rather the absence of any docu-
ment shewing that the conveyance was to be defeasible.
I am far from saying that this is conclusive, or indeed a
very strong circumstance, for I know, from cases that
have come before the Court, that business is often done
loosely by unprofessional men; and that assignments
intended to be by way of security only are often abso-
lute in terms, and without any sep&rotL defeasance.
There is no reason, however, to sup- - hat there was

•
any omission in this «ase, for we 1 . ..e evidence of
Mr. Cotvan, who drew the assignment. The instructions

Judgmenf. Were given hy Rapaon himself, and Mr. Cowan says that,
though he is unable to give liapson's words, he under-
stood from him that he was to assign the land absolutely
to Hersee for $200 ; that liapson told him that he had
sold to Ifersee his right to the place for $200 ; further,
that if he paid back the money to Sersee before the
Canada Company lease expired, Hersee had agreed to
re-assign the lease to him. This agrees with Ifersee'a
own version of the agreement as given upon his exami-
nation. Mr. Cowan adds his own impression, from the
instructions of Eapson, that it was a sale, and not a
mortgage.

Then there was no covenant on the part of Itapson
to repay the $200 paid to him, nor any engagement, or
even understanding, that ho was to do so ; or, in 'the
event of Hersee completing the purchase from the
Canada Company, that liapson should repay him what
he should so pay. The absence of a covenant to pay
13 always looked upon as a strong circumstance against
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the transaction being by way of security. In Williams
V. Owen, Lord Cottenham quotes the language of Lord
Manners in Goodman v. Orierson {a) :

" The fair crite-

rion by which the Court is to decide whether this deed
be a mortgage or not, I apprehend to be this, are the

remedies mutual and reciprocal? Has the defendant
all the remedies a mortgagee is entitled to?" And
Lord Cottenham adds his own observation in applying
Lord Manners's language to the case before himself:
" Tried by this test, there would be no doubt that in this

case the transaction was not a mortgage."

The first lease (which was for a year) bears date 18th
April, 186G, the assignment of the Canada Company
lease having been made on the 23rd of April, 1864 : a
second lease was made shortly before the expiration of
the first—7th March, 1867. One of them was drawn
by Mr. Landon ; I think the first. Landon says he
thinks nothing was said specially as to whether the

transaction was a loan of money or a sale, and adds :

" I never, at that time, heard from either of them that

it was a loan of money." At the execution of the

second lease, which was read over to Bapson, he made
no objection.

There were thus three occasions upon which papers

were drawn and executed, and at neither of them was
anything done or said to indicate that the dealing

between the parties was other than what upon the face

of the papers it appeared to be.

There is only one other piece of evidence to which I

will refer. It is that of Thomas Oowan, who says that

Rapson told him. that he had given Hersee a deed of

the place. This, without mere, would imply that he

had sold and conveyed to him. It is by itself not very

1869.

Rnpnon

Herace.

Judgmeiii.

(a) 2 B. & B. 274.
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important
; but taken in connection with other occasions

on which Bapaon had spoken of the dealing as a sale,

or been silent when he might be expected to speak of it

as a mortgage, if it were a mortgage, it is of some
weight; these occasions do, in my mind, outweigh what
is attributed to Heraee by the witness Mills.

Upon the whole, my opinion is, that the evidence is

not such as to enable me to say that the transaction

was other than what it purported to be, and that the
proper conclusion is, that it was a sale with right of
repurchase, and not by way of security for a loan of
money. The plaintiff's bill is, therefore, dismissed
with costs,*

* On a rehearing before the full Court, compost-d of Spbaoqb, C,
MowAT and Strong, V-CO,, thia decree was afiSnned.
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PRINCIPAL MATTERS.
I

ABATEMENT.
See "Practice," 15.

•—-

—

ABSOLUTE DEED.
The distinclion between a mortgage and an absolute sale,

with a contemporaneous agreement for repurchase explained
;

and an absolute conveyance held to be of the latter character
rather than the former, on the weight of evidence, which was
conflicting.

Rapson v. Hersee, 685.

ACQUIESCENCE.

See " Easement."

ADMINISTRATION SUIT.

1. An executor who obtains an order for the administration
of his testator's estate, is not always entitled to the costs.

Sullivan v. Sullivan, 94.

3. An executor look out an administration order for the pur-
pose of establish-ng a claim which he made against the estate,
and of having it paid by sale of the realty; but he failed to

prove his claim, and, on the contrary, a small balance was
found against him. It appeared, also, that he had not kept
proper books of account as executor ;

Held, that he should pay the costs of the suit.- '6.
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a. Trustees and executors stand in a different position from
creditors or cestuis que trustent as to the right to have the estate

admini£<tered in this Court; and cannot, without experiencing
some difficulty in carrying out the trusts or administering the
estate, file a bill lor that purpose,

Cole V. Glover, 392.

ADVANCES TO EXECUTORS.
A widow and children were entitled under a will to support

out of the testator's p.roperty, and gi,jds were supplied for this

purpose to the executors :

Held, that the creditor who advanced the goods had no charge
agp.inst the estate, but must proceed against the executors per-
sonally.

Campbell V. Bell, 115.

See also " Agent and Executor."

AFFIDAVITS m SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
INJUNCTION.

See " Injunction," 3.

AGENT AND EXECUTOR.
A sum of money was advanced to an agent, who was also

executor, avowedly to pay taxes, for which the lands of the
testator were liable, and if was shewn that a part only of the
sum advanced was so applied :

Held, that the lender was entitled to claim against the estate
t(» the extent to which the money was shewn to have been
expended thereon, and that, too, without reference to the state
of account as between the executor and agent and the estate.

Ewart V. Steven, 193.

[Reversed on appeal. See/)o»< Vol. XVIII. p. 35].

ALLEGATION (IN BILL) AS TO NOTICE.
See " Pleading," 4.

AMENDMENT.
See "Practice," 8, II, 14.
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APPOINTiMENT UNDER POWER.

695

The donee of a power of appointment made a will, not
referring to the power, disposing of « the money now or at my
death invested in mortgages or otherwise." The settled estate
was invested in mortgages, and the donee liad no other mort-
gages :

Ildcl, that the intention of the testatrix to appoint the settled
estate sufficiently appeared.

Deedes v. Graham, 167.

ATTACHMENT OF DEBTS IN EQUITY.
See "Judgment Creditor."

— *—
BEQUEST UPON CONDITION.

See " Will, construction of," 3.

BUILDING SOCIETY.
In January, 1864, a non-borrowing member of a building

society died intestate. No one administered to his estate until
June, 1867. In that interval his shares ran into arrear, and in
consequence the society, in November, 1865, declared the
shares forfeited, and carried the amount thereof to the credit
of the profit and loss account. After the society liad been
wound up, or been supposed to have been wound up, and the
assets distributed, letters of administration were obtained, and
the administrator applied to the society to be adr itted as a
member thereof, but was refused :

Held (1), that the proceeding of the society to forfeit the
shaves in the absence of a personal representative wps illegal

;

that they could not do so any more than they could proceed at
law to enforce payment of tlie calls : (2), that the plaintiff ("the

administrator) was entitled to relief, and that the lapse of time
between the attempted forfeiture of the shares pnd the procur-
ing letters of administration was no answer to the plaintiff's
claim.—[Draper, C. J., Hagarty, C, J., Wilson, J., and
GwYNNE, J., dissenting.]

Glass V. Hope, 420.

CAPITAL.

[payments out of.]

Se6 " Infants," 1.
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CERTIFICATE ON MARRIED WOMAN'S DEED.
[bvidbnob against.]

Seo " Married Woman's Deed."

CHOSES IN ACTION.
See • Judgment Creditor."

—•—

•

CLAIMING AGAINST TESTATOR'S.ESTATE.
Sec » Agent and Executor.''

CLEARING AND CUTTING TIMBER.
See " Rector's Lands."

CO-DEFENDANTS.
[decree between.]

See "Practice," 9.

COMPENSATION.
See "Seouestralion."

COMPROMISE OF EQUITY OP REDEMPTION.
See "Equity of Redemption," &c.

— —

CONDITIONAL SALE OR MORTGAGE.
See " Absolute Deed."

CONFLICTING EVIDENCE.
See » Quieting Titles Act," 5.

CONSTRUCTION.
[cost op.]

See " Esolanade Acts,"
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CONTESTANTS, RIGHTS OF.
[under act for qdietins titles.]

See "Quieting Titles Act," 4.

697

CONTRIBUTION TO PAY COSTS OF SUIT TO
STAY WASTE.

See " Tenant in Common."

CORPUS, POWER TO TENANT FOR LIFE TO
DISPOSE OF.

See "Will, Construction of," 5.

COSTS.
The plaintiff failed in that part of his suit which rendered

a bill necessary, and the other objects of the suit could have
been attained by less expensive proceedings. It being con-
sidered that in case the latter course had been adopted the
costs to the insolvent estate would have been about equal to
the costs incurred by it in defending the suit, no costs were
given to either party.

Darling v. Wilson, 255.

See also " Administration Suit."
" Damages," 3.

" Equity of Redemption, compromise of."
"Mortgage," 1.

" Partnership Decree."
"Redemption Suit."
'Submitting to Decree."

COVENANT IN RESTRAINT OF TRADE.
The plaintiff purchased the defendant's business as an ex-

change broker at Kingston, and the latter agreed not to go into
the business there again. The plaintiff afterwards sold out to
one C, and entered into a like agreement with him :

Held, that the plaintiff after this sale had not such an inter-
est in the contract with the defendant as entitled him to an
injunction, and that his remedy, if any, was at law.

Jones V. Wooley, 106.

89—VOL. ,xvr, m.
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CREDITORS, CLAIMS OF.

See " Partnership Decree."

[fraud on.]

See " Fraud," 2, 3.

[rights of.]

See " Married Woman's Act."

CUTTING TIMBER AND CLEARING.
[construction op covenant as to.]

See " Rector's Lands."

DAMAGES.
1. A debtor, whose business was the manufacture of reaping

machines, conveyed his personal property to trustee ; and
having afterwards compounded with them and his other cre-
ditors, the trustees entered into a covenant to re-assign to him
the property on certain terms dnd conditions. The debtor tiled

a bill, alleging: amongst other things a breach of the covenant,
and claiming damages:

Held, that he might be entitled to damages for the detention
of the machinery necessary for the carrying on his businese ;

and it was referred to the Master to inquire into the nature of
the personal properly withheld, and if it was machinery or
chattels of a like nature to inquire and report as to damages.

Scott V. Wilson, 182.

2. The plainttifl filed a bill for the proteclion of the timber
on certain land which he claimed to own ; at the hearing the
Court retained the bill with liberty to the plaintiff to bring an
action / the plaintiff brought the action and recovered a ver-
dict for |20. It appearing that the question in issue was ilie

plaintiff's title to the land, he was held entitled to a decree
with costs, notwithstanding the small amount of damage which
had been actually done by the defendant.

McAlpine v. Eckfrid, 595.

See also " Sequestration."

DEDICATION.
In a new country like Canada, user of a road by the public,

is not to be too readily treated as evidence of an " intention
'"

on the part of the owner to dedicate it.

• Dunlop V. The County of York, 216.
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DEFECTIVE ABSTRACT.
See •' Registrar."

699

DEFECTS,
[leave to supply—REFUSED.] *

See •' Pleading," 8.

DEFICIENCY.
See " Mortgage," &c., 8.

DELAY IN PROSECUTING SUIT.
See " Practice," 13, 13.

DELAYING CREDITORS.
J. A. S. conlrHCted to purchase from 3f. on credit a wood

lot, No. :J2, and to seciiro the price (£400) the purchaser's
father gave a mori-rage on his farm : this mortgage not being
paid w.is foreclosed. Shortly afterwards M. being still willing
to n.ieive his money, J. A. S.aold No. 33 for £300; this
sura went to Af., part of the remaininj;; £100 was satisfied by
delivering to M. a pair of horses raised on the farm, valued at
£02 lOs-. ; and W. »S'., another sou of the owner, agreeing to
pay the l./ilance £37 10j». The farm, by arrangement between
all the parties, was convoyed to W. H., who was not more than
twenty-one years old, if so much :

Held, that these transactions were, a aspects the father
and sons, a mere roundabout way of securing the farm from
the creditors of the father, and the farm was ordered to be sold
to pay the plaintiff, an execution creditor of the father.

McDonald v. McLean, GG5.

See

DEMURRER.
" Pleading," 2, 3, 4.

" Multifariousness."

DETENTION OF PERSONAL PROPERTY.
, See " Damages."

DEVISE TO EXECUTRIX BENEFICIALLY.
See "Will," 3.

&s»
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DISTILLERY.

See "Fixturet."

DISTRESS UNDER MORTGAGE.
See «• Injunclion," I.

DISTRIBUTION.

[period op.]

See •' Will, Construction of," 1'

DOUBLE LIABILITY OF SHAREHOLDERS.
[bill to enforce.]

See •' Ploading," G.

DOUBTFUL EVIDENCE.
See " Q,uieting Title."

DOWER.
1. A testator devised to his daughter for life a house and

four acres of land ; and the will shewed that he contemplated
that the devisee should reside on the property so devised :

Held, that, according to the authorities, the testator had
thereby sufficiently indicated his intention to devise free from
his widow's dower ; and that, therefore, the widow could not
have dower in either this land or the other lands devised, with-
out foregoing the provisions in her favor which the will con-
tained.

Hutchinson v. Sargent, 78.

2. A testator by his will made certain gifts to his widow,
not saying they were in lieu of dower. It was suggested that
the estate was not sufficient to answer these gifts in addition
to the dower

:

Held, per Spragge, V.C., that the other devisees were entitled

to an inquiry as to this, and the weight to be attached to the
circumstance would be considered after the result of the in-

quiry was ascertained.

Lapp V. Lapp, 169.
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EASEMENT.
Divers lands having been devi.ied to three sisters, P, A, and

//.they in 1840 agreed to a partition, by which, amonffst
other things. P was to have a certain lot 45. with the privilege
of overflowing 40 ; and ^ was to Imvc 40, subject to that
privilege

; conveyances wore signed to carry out the partition,
but the matter being transacted without professional advice,A and L, who were married women, did not execute so as to
pass any estate; all entered into possession of the several
lands allotted to them, and, in 1841, i' executed to her son a
voluntary conveyance of 45, with iho privilege, and A and her
husband conveyed 40 to their son. Some time afterwards the
error in regard to the execution of the partition deed having
been discovered, P, with A and her husband and L's heir (L
being dead), in I84U, joined in a conveyance of all the lands
to a trustee, in order to carry into effect the previous partition
but, by an oversight, this new deed omitted to mention J"^
right of overflowing 46. .I'.s son and P's son were active in
getting this new deed executed, but were not parties to it;
immediately nficr its execution, A and her husband executed
to their son a new deed of 40 ; no now deed was executed to

r "Z.""' .' I"-'"'*'""*^''.
with the knowledge and acquiescence

of A s son, built a mill in 1815, and placed his dam where it
necessarily caused the overflowing of 40; he afterwards
mortgaged 45, with his supposed privilege of overflowing 40;and the mortgaged property was sold at the mortgagee's suit,
the two cousins alleging for the first time that the mortgagor
had no right in respect of 40; the right was considered doubt-
tul at the time, but the purchaser completed his purchase:

//e/rf, in a subsequent suit, by the purchaser against the
mortgagor and his cousin, who owned 40, that the plaintifi had
a right to overflow 4(i.

Boyle V. Arnold, 501.

ELECTION.
See •'Dowor."

EQUITABLE CIIOSES IN ACTION.
See "Judgment Creditor."

EQUITABLE ESTATES.
The interest of a debtor in land, bought from the Crown.

3ut for which at the time of his death he had not Mly paid,
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and had not obtained the patent, is available in equity for the

benefit of his creditors ; and their right is not destroyed by a

friend of the heirs paying the balance of the purchase money,

and procuring the patent to issue in the names of the heirs.

Ferguson v. Ferguson, 309.

EQUITABLE PLEA.

Where a party had a clear right in regard to certain

equities to set them up by way of equitable defence to an

action at law, or to come to this Court ; and by mistake

pleaded them at law as a leyal defence only, upon which he

neeessarilt/ failed :

Held, [reversing the dectee of V. C. Mowat], that this did

not form any bar to relief, on the same grounds, in this

Court.

Arnold v. Allinor, 213.

QUITY OF REDEMPTION, COMPROMISE OF.

A suit for redemption having been compromised by pay-

ment into Court of a sum of money for the benefit of those

entitled to llie equity of redemption, a decree was made in a

suit subsequently brought by an execution creditor of the

morto-ao'or, directing an inquiry as to other incumbrancers, and

payment to them according to priority, and the defendants

havintr made; no improper defence were /teAZ entitled to receive

their costs out of the fund.

Robertson v. Beamish, 676.

EQUITY—WANT OF.

See "Administration Suit," 3.

ESPLANADE ACTS.

Under the acts relating to the construction of the esplanade

in the City of Toronto, water lot owners are not entitled to be

paid the cost of constructing so much thereof as the owners

shall have constructed-

Tlie City of Toronto v. Mowat, 355.

ESTOPPEL.

See "Rector."
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EVIDENCE-NEWLY DISCOVERED.
Soe "Fraud," 1.

"Practice," 1.

"Cluieting Titles Act," 1.

—*

—

EXCHANGE.
See •' Specific Performance," 4.
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EXECUTOIIS.
See " Administration Suit," 3,

"Advances to Executors."
"Agent and Executors," 1.

» Mortgage," &c., 9.

"Will," 2.

[loans to.]

See "Absolute Bequest."
"Mortgage," &c., 10.

EXTRINSIC EVIDENCE.
See "Dower," 2.

—»__

FI. FA., B.ETURN OF, PENDING SUIT.

[to set aside deeds.]

See '' Setting aside Deeds," 3.

FIRE INSURANCE.
A fire policy, in favor of a mortgagor, contained a clause

providing that in the event of loss under the policy, the

amount, the assured might be entitled to receive, should be
paid to A. L., mortgagee :

Held, by the Court of Appeal, that this clause did not make
A. L. the assured ; and that a subsequent breach by the

mortgagor of the conditions of the i>olicy made it void as

respected A. L. as well as himself. [Sfraqoe, V. C, dissent-

ing.]

Livingstone v. Tlie Western Insurance Co., 9.

See also "Insurance."
»* Principal and Agent."
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FIXTURES.
1. On the death of the owner of a distillery, the still goes

to the heir or devisee with the realty.

,
McLaren v. Coombs, 587.

2. The widow professed to sell the property, but had no
authority to do so under the will, except for her own life : the
purchaser removed the still, sold it, and put in a new one.
Finding after the widow's death that his title was defective,
he removed the still, and it was

Held, that the devisee was not entitled to have the new still

restored, but was entitled to the value of the old still. lb.

FLUCTUATION IN VALUE OF LAND.
See " Time Essence of Contract," I.

FORFEITING SHARES.
[in building society.]

See '' Building Society."

FRAUD.
1. A took a conveyance as trustee for Jj. B, in answer to

a bill by a person who claimed the property against both, was
induced by ^. to swear that he {B) had not any interest in
the property.

Held, in a subsequent suit by B against A, that he {B)
was not precluded from shewing the trust.

VV^ashburn v. Ferris [In Appeal], 76.

3. A person indebted to his housekeeper in $600, conveyed
to her some land in satisfaction of the debt, the consideration
being not inadequate. On a bill by another creditor, to set
aside the conveyance as fraudulent and void, the Court being
satisfied that the debt was owing, and that the conveyance
was intended to be effectual, held the conveyance valid and
dismissed the bill ; but, under the circumstances, without
costs.

Moore v. Davis, 224.

:J. //being indebted to A', and both being in pecuniary
difficulties, II made an absolute conveyance of his land to R,
which was intended to secure the debt due to R, but was
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made absolute in form to deceive Il\ creditors: varioussubsequent dealings with the property took place with a viewof deceiving the creditors of both parties ; and by mean!heieo the interest of H and R, if any. appeared To berespectively a mere money charge on the pr;pe?ty at the 'i^^

fha{theTrit: hn^'Vr''-'
^'^' ^'^^" '"^ '^« Sheriff: but S,

ihnnH J m"""^ •''"' "-^sP^c'i'e interests, and that ihSyshould be sold in equity to pay the execution debts.
^

Brock V. Saul, 689.
4. A married woman, owner of real estate, representinghersel as a spinster, is not entitled in equity to Tet up 'ha?

IvL . V-" ^"^'^ ''•''""^^ "'f ^ conveyance not havingVeen

Graham v. Meneilly, 661.
See also «• Trust."

FRAUD BY SOLICITOR.
Where such motives exist in the mind of a solicitor aswould be sufficient with ordinary men to induce them to withhold information from the client, the presumption is ihl itwas withheld

; and the uncommunicated knowledge of the
solicitor IS not imputed to the client as notice.

Cameron v. Hutchison, 526.
Where mortgagees sold the mortgar" to defeat or delavtheir creditors, but the vendee had no actual not ce of Sepurpose ,t was Md that the circumstance ofTs hav neemployed one of the mortgagees as his solicitor in drawinfthe assignment, &c., did not make the knowledge i

solicitor notice to the vendee.—ii.
^

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE.

nf'li^i?"*
*"

'"«°J^««i
person made a fraudulent mortgage

allpf/h K»"T«Z^''^? F'°P"'y '° *»i« «°» to secure Inalleged debt of «400 to the son, and a fictitious debt of »600 to

f^r^AT"^ f^^^^\
*"^'^^ '°" ^**°«ly afterwards trans-ferred the mortgage, for value, to a person who nad notice ofthe insolvency, and of other circumstances fitted to awaken

ftis suspicion as to the hona fides of the morteaee. it was held

Tih^i'^l
"°' ^"^""•^ '^'™^'" *' "^ purchas!;iithout noutl'

Totten V. Douglas, 243.
^ „i5 ....j,ssi. azvpost Toiume xvui., page 341.]

89--VOL. XVI. aR.
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2. A sale which is made with intent, on the part of both

vendor and vendee, lo defeat the creditors of the former is

void in equity, whether the sale was or was not intended to

take effect as between the parties to it.

Wood V. Irwin, 398.

3. In a suit by a creditor to set aside a deed on the ground
(amongst oilier things) that it was made to the defendant on a

secret trust for the granlor and to defeat his creditors, it was
held that the grantor's statements after the conveyance tjiat it

was a real transaction, were admissible evidence for the

defendant, but were not entitled to much weight.

—

lb.
•

4. A. conveyance executed by a debtor in safisfaction o*" or

security for a debt, if intended to operate between the

parlies, is valid, though obtained in order to gain priority to

an expected claim of the Crown under a recognizance.

The Attorney General v. Harraer, 533.

5. A debtor conveyed lahd to his father and brother-in-law

respectively, which they claimed to be bona fide, and for

valuable consideration ; on a bill by a creditor the Court was
not entirely satisfied with the account which was given of the

transaction with the father, and had serious doubts in regard

to the transaction with the son ; but being of opinion that the

evidence was insufficient to prove the account of the transac-

tions on the defendants' part to be false, sustained both con-

veyances.

—

lb.

-•-*-

GIFT.

[by parol.]

A parent was not permitted to recall a gift, which, in view
of the marriage of one of her two sons, she had made ver-

bally to the two, of certain arrears of an annuity which had
accrued due from them while she lived with them ; the

attempt to recall the gift not having been made until after the

marriage and death of the son.

Long V. Long, 239.

GOOD-WILL, SALE OF.

The defendant sold to the plaintiffs the good-will of the

business of an innkeeper, which he had carried on under the

name of " Mason's Hotel," or "The Western Hotel;" he

afterwards resumed the business under the same name and in

the same premises, and represented to his old customers and
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the public that the business so resumed was the identical

business sold:

Held, that, though in the absence of any express covenant
the vendor would have been entitled to engage in a business

similar to that he had sold, yet he was not at liberty to represent
the new business as the same identical business as the old :

Edd, also, that a covenant in the sgreement that the

vendor should pay $4000 in the event of his carrying on busi-

ness as an innkeeper within ten years, did not affect the

purchaser's right to an injunction ; nor did the circumstance
of their having removed to other premises.

Mossop V. Mason, 302.
[Affirmed as to the first holding and varied as to the second, on Appeal.

See pott volume xviii., page 453.]

GUARDIANSHIP.
See "Infants," 2.

HEARING.
See " Practice," 10.

[amendment at.]

See " Practice," 14,

—•

—

HIGHWAY, COMPENSATION TO MORTGAGEE
FOR LAND TAKEN FOR.

See •' Municipal Corporation."

INPROVEMENTS-COVENANT TO PAY FOR.
See « Rector."

INCEPTION OF EXECUTION.

Afi. fa. against lands was returnable on the 15t'' Septem-
ber, 1863, the advertisement for sale was first publi*^-' . after

ihatdate; while t!:*. rit was current, the sherifFha: ;id the

defendant that he h he executi:.u and that the land would be
sold unless he paid ; the sheriff 'as also on the lands more
than once before '.he writ ex v red, but he did :,i;t !<ri to make
a seizure :

Held, that there had been no inception of the c • acion during
its currency.

Bradburnv, Hall, 518.
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L^L'EMNITY.

Principil and Agent," I.

B

INFANTS.
1. In a proper case trustees may be allowed payments made

by them, for the maintenance and education of children out of
their capital

Stewart v. Fletcher, 235.

9:. Thera was h contest in a Surrogate Court between the
stepiaher aitl uncle for tha guardianship of a child of ten or
eleven ytsrs uld ; the child preferred her stepfather, and the
Surrogate Court appointed him guardian ; but this Court, on
appeal, being satisfied from the evidence that it was for the
real interest of the child that the uncle should be guardian,
reversed the order below.

In re Irwin, 461.

3. A stepfather's claim to be paid for past maintenance of a
minor -ut of her capital, was rejected on the ground of his
miscon^luct.

Fielder v. O'Hara, 610.

.
See also ' Advances to Executors."

' INJUNCTION.
1. Two persons were in joint possession of property of the

one, and carried on business therein as partners when the
owner of the property mortgaged it, giving a power of distress
in case of default, and the mortgagee afterwards distrained on
the partnership property. On a bill by the assignee of the
other partner, it not appearing that the latter assented to, or
had notice of, the mortgage, the court granted an injunction to
the hearing of the cause.

Mason v. Parker, 81.

• 2. Such proof of prosession as is sufficient to maintain a suit
at law against a wrong-doer, is sufficient pnmd fade proof of
title to enable a party to obtain a decree for an injunction to
restrp aste.

Walker v. Friel, 105.

'. '^ a a motion for injunction to stay the wrongful selling
i' p jup. Tty by the legal owner, llie plaintiff's affidavits alleged
Uji.: '^he principal defendant had sold, or pretended to sell, to
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his son, who was also a defendant, but by mistake no injunc-
tion was asked against him. No threat of any further sale was
alleged. The defendant filed no affidavit in answer

:

Held, that the allegations were sufficient, and an injunction
was granted.

Boardman v. Wroughton, 384.

See also " Damages"
» Equitable Plea."
" Good will. Sale of."
** Riparian Proprietor."

INSOLVENCY, PLAINTIFF'S OATH IN.

See •' Trust proved by Parol," 2.

INSOLVENT DEBTOR.

1 A preference which a debtor is induced to give by threats
of criminal and other proceedings, is not void under the Indi-
gent Debtors' Act of 1859, or the Insolvent Act of 1864.

Clemmow v. Converse, 547.

2. But to sustain the preference the pressure must have been
real, and not a feigned contrivance between the debtor and
creditor to wear the appearance of pressure for the mere
purpose of giving effect to the debtor's desire and intention to
give a preference.

—

lb.

INSURANCE.

1. The travelling agent of an insurance company obtained
from the plaintiff his application for an insurance, and in filling

up the answers to the questions, the question as to the exist-

ence of incumbrances was answered in the negative, when in
fact a mortgage was in existence on the land on which one of
the houses insured stood.

Held, that this circumstance vitiated the policy, not only as
to a house situate on the land covered by the mortgage ; but
also as to another building standing on land not comprised
therein, slthough separate sums were named in respect of each
building.

Bleakley V. Niagara District Mutual Ins. Co., 198.
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2. At the foot of the paper containing the answers to the

several queries propounded by an insurance company, a memo-
randum WHS inserted stating that their agents were the agents
of the applicants, so far as related to the making of applica-
tions, &c. And that the company would not be bound by any
statement made to the agent not contained in the application

:

Held, that the applicant was bound by ^ false statement
contained in the application, even if the agent had, as was
alleged, filled in the answer to the question without putting the

question to the applicant.

Bleakley v. Niagara District Mutual Ins. Co., 198.

INTERPLEADER;
Where a person in good faith, but from wrong information,

replevied property which did not belong to him ; and after a
verdict against him, a new claimant insisted that the property
was his, and threatened an action :

Held, that the case was not one for an interpleader in this court.

Fuller V. Patterson, 91.

JUDGMENT CREDITOR.
A bill was filed by judgment creditors alleging that their

debtor was devisee and executrix of her husband: that she was
entitled to an annuity under his will, and was a creditor of his

estate for advances she had ma^le to pay his debts, and claim-

ing that i).^.te debts and claims should be ascertained, the

estate administered, and sufficient land of the testator sold to

pay what the estate owed, or so much of it as would cover the

judgment debt.

Ueld, that the plaintiff was not entitled to relief.

Gilbert v. Jarvis, 265.

2. A judgment creditor cannot attach or garnish by means
of a suit in equity a debt for which he has not obtained an
attaching order at law.

Blake v. Jarvis, 295.

3. But, Semble, after obtaining and serving such an order,

if a remedy in equity is needed for thi" realization of the debt

so attached, the creditor is entitled to file a lii' for the

purpose.

—

lb.

LACHES.
See " Practice," 12, 13.
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LAPSE OF TIME.

See " Specific Performance," 4,

711

LEASE FOR YEARS, RENEWABLE.
A lease of land for four years, with covenant for renewing

for four years more, was held not to require registration, actual

possession having gone along with the lease ; and such a lease

though not registered was held valid as respects the covenanted

renewal as between the lessee and subsequent mortgagees of

the lessor.

Latch V. Bright, 653.

LIEN FOR UNPAID PURCHASE MONEY.
A vendor who has conveyed without receiving the purchase

money, is entitled against the vendee to a decree for a sale of

the property and payment of any deficiency.

Sanderson v. Burdett, 119.

LUNACY.
Set \ endor and Purchaser, 1."

MAGISTRATES INTERESTED.

See *« Married Woman's Deeds."

»

MAINTENANCE.
See "Will, construction of," 4.

MAINTENANCE, PAST.

See "Infants," 3.

——

-

-

MARRIED WOMAN.
A married woman, living apart from her husband, accepted

some property for her wages :

Edd. that the transaction was binding on the grantor, and all

claiming under him.

Moore v. Davis, 224.

See also " Fraud," 4.
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ii i^'i

MARRIED WOMAN'S ACT.
The Married Woman's ..ct does not exempt personal pro-

perty of a wife who was married on or beforo the 4th May
1869. from liability for debts conlrucled by the husband before
that date.

Fraser v. flilliard, 101.

Where a wife who was married before the 4ih May 1859
purchased after that date proj;. ity in her own name, and paid
.or It (as was alleged) with money theretofore given to her by
her son, it was //e.W, as between her and a creditor of her hus-
band, whdse debt was contracted before the 4th May, 1859,
that money so given to the wife became instantly her husband's'
money, and th;it the land bought with it was liable to the
creditor.

—

lb.

MARRIED WOMAN'S DEEDS.
Magistrates interested in the transaction, are not competent

to take the e.\
. ..ination of a mar> d woman for the conveyance

of her land. The solicitor of the > ^band H not, as such, dis-
qualified.

Romanes v. Fraser, 97.

Where, after the decease of one of uie Justi' s of the Peace
by whom an examiiaiion was taken, the otl m old man of
seventy-three, gave evidence that he did not , dlect and did
not believe that the wife was examined as tiie certificate stated
the Court gave credit to the certificate notwithstanding the
evidence.

—

lb.

MISJOINDER OF PETITIONERS.
See "Practice," 8.

MISTAKE.
See "Easement."

MORTGAGE, MORTGAGEE, MORTGAGOR.
1. Z and a were joint owners of certain lands, and L had

created a mortgage ou a part of his undivided interest, in favor
ol Ii. With the view of effectin u partition, L conveyed his
interest to his co-tenant S who mereupon re-conveyed to L a
certain defined portion ; and in order to protect S against the
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mortgage outstanding in /?'s hands, L executed back to S ten

indemnity mortgHge : Ii did not pay off iZ's mortgage ; and It

having obtained a fintt decree of foreclosure, sold his interest

in the property to S. L after the petition, had sold a portion

of the estate to tho plaintilfs who in respect of their interest

had been made parties to the foreclosure suit by if. Subse-
quently in an action of ejectment S set up title under the

indemnity mortgage from L. :

Held, that he bad thus let in the plaintiffs to redeem who
were entitled to do so upon payinp; what S had paid or was
liable to pay to R, and all expenses reasonably incurred,

together with costs as of an ordinary redemption ouit—beyond
those jS was ordered to pay the costs.

Read v. Smith (In Appeal), 62.

2. A lent B $2,000 and took two mortgages frum the bor-

rower each for $1,000 on separate property. The mortgagee
foreclosed one of the mortgages and then parted with the

property:

Held, no bar to a foreclosure of the other mortgage.

Bald V. Thompson, 177.

3. The owner of property mortgaeed it, and then died, having

devised one-half the property to one son, and the other half to

another, charging each half with an annuity to the testator's

widow. One of the sons afterwards died intestate, and his

wid( w paid ofi the mortgage, and took an assignment to

herself:

Held, that the one annuity not being in arrear, and the

assignee of the mortgage being willing to pay the arrears of

be olher annuity, the testator's widow could not insist on

redeem! Hi'' the mortgage.

Long V. Long, 239.

4. Mortgagees, in pursuance of a power of sale contained in

their conveyance, sold the mortgaged properly to McLeod for

$7,800, and gave him possession. McLeod paid a deposit of

$600, and gave his promissory note for $600 more, which he

duly paid. He also executed a mortgage for $4,000, which

was duly registered, lut did i t pay the residue of the pur-

chase money, $2,600. The mortgagees executed a deed of the

property but retained it in the- possession. The solicitor for

the mortgagees also did some acts as if the sale was complete,

but the Court, being satisfied that in the contemplation of the

parties the transaction was still in fieri.

90—VOL. XVI. OR,
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Held, that the mortgagees vvoro not renponsiblo to a subse-
quent incumbrancer for the |3,000, or chargeable with more
monoy than tht>y had actually received.

Tho Bank of Upper Canada v.

Waliiice [In iSppeal], 280.

6. Where a mortgage provided that in cnso of sales by the
mortgagor of portions of tho mortgaged property, the mort-
gagee, on receipt or tender of a certain proportion of the
purchase money, should release the part sold from tho mortgage
it was Jield, that the first person who thereafter purchased and
paid to tho mortgagor his purchase money, but obtained no
release from the mortgagee, was not entitled, as he would have
been in the absence of this provision, to pay off the whole
mortgage, and to demand payment of the whole from a subse-
quent purchaser redeeming him ; but that each purchaser
(including the first) was entitled to redeem his own part on
payment of the stipulated proportion of money.

Davis V. White, 312.

6. Wherever, from the necessities of his position, it is neces-
sary that a mortgagee should, for his own protection, take
possession, he is not chargeable with rests, and this even
though the mortgage was not in arrear.

Gordon v Eakins, 363.

7. A tenant of a mortgagor paid tho mortgage after the

mortgagor's death, and the representatives of the mortgagor
having no means of paying the debt, he entered into an agree-
ment with the widow that she and her children should occupy
the dwelling house and four acres of the mortgaged property,
that he himself should occupy the residue at a rental of $170,
should pay 840 a year to the widow, and apply the residue of

the rent on the mortgage :

Held, in a suit afterwards brought by a purchaser of the

equity of redemption to redeem, that the defendant was not
chargeable with the $40 a year he had paid to the widow, nor
with rests, though the rent for which he was accountable ex-
ceeded the interest.

—

lb.

8. Where, after the mortgagor had assigned his equity of

redemption, the mortgagee, with the concurrence of the

assignee, by sale and transfer of the mortgaged premises, put
it out of his power to reconvey on redemption by the mortgagor,
it was held that he could not call upon the mortgagor for pay-
ment of any deficiency resulting upon such sale of the estate.

Burnhara v. Gait, 417.
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0. ^ WHS trustee for sale of certain lands beloncring to ^V.

Two parcels were subject to a mortgage to the Bank of Upper
Canada for moro than tlio valut) thereof. The trustee agreed
for the sale of these parcels to a purchaser; the Bank, before

becoming insolvent, assetiied to the sale, and received the first

instalment of the purchaso money. The purchaser went into

possession, but was in default in i)aying purchase money: the

defendants were Ins assigns. liy the trust deed, which the

bank executed on becoming insolvent (which deed was after-

wards confirmed by statute), it was made the duty of the Bunk
trustees to accept in payment and liciuidation ot any debt due
to the estate the notes or bills of the Rank : on a bill by tlie

Bank trustees for payment, it was hdd that as the money was
coming to the Bank, the trustees were bound to accept payment
in the notes of the Bank at par,

The Trustees of the Bank of Upper Canada v.

The Canadian Navigation Co., 479.

10. A mortgagee appointed the mortgagor one of his

executors ; and the mortgagor became the acting execu-
tor; the mortgagor afterwards entered into an agreement
with B, the owner of other property, for an exchange free

from incumbrances, and that B should pay 82,000 for the

diflference in value ; the mortgagor had indorsed on the

mortgage certain sums as paid by him thereon after the

mortgagees's death, reducing thereby the amount appear-
ing to be due on the mortgage to $1,600, no part of wliich,

however, was payable : B satisfied the $1,G00, partly in

money paid to the mortgagor, partly by a debt owing to

B by the mortgagor, and partly by moneys which had
theretofore been lent by B for the purposes of the mort-

gagee's estate, and the mortgagor thereupon indorsed on
the mortgage a receipt for $1,600 in full of the mortgage
money : the contemporaneous payment of money was with
the assent of the other executor. It afterwards appeared
that the mortgagor was largely indebted to the mortgagee's
estate at the date of all these transactions :

Held, that the contemporaneous payment was a valid pay-

ment pro tantOf the same having been made with the assent

of the co-executor ; but that the estate or the co-executor was
not bound by the receipts indorsed on the mortgage ; and that

B was not entitled to credit, as against the estate, for the

private debt due to him by the mortgagor, nor for his ante-

cedent loan.

Bacon v. Shier, 485.
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See also " Fire Insurance.'"
*• Fraudulent Conveyance."
" Partner."
•' Practice," 7.

" Priority."
•' Purchaser for Value," &c., 3.

MORTGAGE OR CONDITIONAL SALE.
See " Absolute Deed."

MOTHER-IN-LAW AND SONS-IN-LAW,
TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN.

See " Trust."

MULTIFARIOUSNESS.
A bill filed by an administrator to obtain possession of cer-

tain chattels outstanding in the hands of a third party, and for

administration of the estate, Md multifarious both as against
such third party and the persons interested in the estate.

Cole V. Clover, 392.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION.
Land which had be^n mortgaged by the owner, was taken

by a township council for a road, and the compensation having
been ascertained by award, the corporation paid the amount
to a creditor of the mortgager, by whom it had been attached :

Held, that the mortgagee had the prior right ; that his mort-
gage being a registered mortgage, the corporation must be
taken to have acquired the land with notice of it ; and that the
mortgagee was entitled to recover the amount from the corpora-
tion with coats.

Danlop V. The County of York, 216.—•

—

NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE.
See "Practice," 1.

—»—
NOTICE.

See «• Registration."

[of motion.]

See '• Practice," 4.
'• Vendor and Purchaser*" 1.
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PRINCIPAL MATTERS.

OLD DEEDS.
See " auieting Titles Act," 5.

" » —
OPENING FORECLOSURE.

See •' Mortgage," &c., 1.

PAROL EVIDENCE.
See " Specific Performance," 1, 2.
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PAROL.
[gift by.]

See "Gift by Parol."

PAROL PROOF OF TRUST.
See «' Trust proved by Parol."

PARTIES.
1. To a suit by a second incumbrancer, to redeem the prior

incumbrancer, the owners of the equity of redemption are
necessary parties.

Long V. Long, 239.

2. The plaintiff was execution creditor of one S, who be-
cnme a mortgagee of the premises in question. To a suit

in.nituted by a prior mortgagee the plaintiff was not made a
party

:

Held, that the plaintiff's position as execution creditor of S
was that of a derivative mortgagee in invitum, and as such he
ought to have been made a party to the suit by the prior

incumbrancer.

Darling v. Wilson, 255.

See also " Patent, Repealing," 2.
" Pleading," 5.

PARTITION AGREEMENT.
The adult co-heirs of an estate agreed to a partition, and

bound themselves to execute quit claims to carry it out as soon
as the minors came of age and united therein : some of the
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co-heirs went into possession of their portions and made im-
provements

: some released their interest in the property
allotted to others

; but some of the minors on comin.? of n/e
declined to adopt the agreement

;

Held, on that account, that the agreement was not binding
on any of the parties to it; and a decree for partition wasmade

;
and the Master was directed to have regard in par-

titioning to the possession and improvements by the parties.

Wood V. Wood, 471.

PARTNER, MORTGAGE BY ONE.
A mortgage with distress clause, by the legal owner of pro-

perty of which, at the time, he is in possession, and to all
appearance in sole possession, is valid at law and in equity
against an unknown partner, whose only claim to the posses-
sion, when the mortgage was executed, was as tenant at will.

Mason v. Parker, 230

PARTNERSHIP DECREE.
A bill was filed to establish a partnership ; and, the partner-

ship being proved, the usual accounts were directed, including
an account of the claims of creditors :

Ildd, that the costs of the suit should not be paid out of the
Mind to the piejudiceof creditors.

Bingham v. Smith, 373

PAST MAINTENANCE.
See «« Infants," 3.

PATENT.

[repealing.]

1. A bill which shews ground for repealing a patent is not
demurrable for not shewing that the plaintiff was entitled to
have a patent issued to him.

Rees V. The Attorney General, 467.

2. A bill alleged that the patentees obtained their patent
by false representations to the Government, and shewed a case
in which the patentees would not be entitled to compensation

^Je patent were set aside and the land given to another •

Held, that to such a bill the Attorney General was not a
necessary party.—76,
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PAYMENTS BY PURCHASER AFTER NOTICE.
See " Registrar."

PERSONAL PROPERTY.

[detention of.]

See " Damages," 1.

PERSONAL SERVICES.
See *' Specific Performance, 5,

PLEADING.
1. Where the locatee of the Crown assigned his interest

absolutely, and the purchaser gave his bond for tlie purchase
money, payable if the title should prove good, it was held, that

a bill was wrong in treating the transaction as a contract and
praying spncific performance ; and that the bill must be
amended and a lien prayed, in order to entitle the vendor to

relief.

Sanderson v. Burdett, 119.

2. A bill against an Insurance Company on a policy, alleged

that the policy was made by the Company, but did not state

that it was under seal :

Held, sufficient.

Workman v. The Royal Insurance Co., 185.

3. The policy was stated to be to pay such loss or damage
as should happen to the property by fire, " subject to the con-

ditions thereon indorsed" :

Held, that the language did not imply that the conditions

were conditions precedent, and therefore that it was not neces-

sary to shew due performance.

—

lb.

4. A bill, setting forth that one of the defendants procured
a conveyance from the plaintiff by fraud, and afterwards mort
gaged thn property to another defendant, is not demurrable for

want of a charge that the latter had notice of the fraud at or

before he received his mortga^ . It is for the defendant, in

such a case, to set up the defence of no notice.

Kitchen v. Kitchen, 232.
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force the double liability of the shareholders of an insolvent
company.
But such a bill must be on behalf of the creditors.

Brooke v. The Bank of Upper Canada, 249.

6. Where the bill alleged facts which shewed that the landsm question had been sold by the mortgagee under a power of
sale in his mortgage for less than one-fifth the value, and
alleged that the^ mortgagee, " intending to acquire title himself
to the said lands * * * caused the said lands to be sold
for the nominal sum ' «409 to one G., who paid no consider-
ation therefor, and on the same day conveyed the same to the
defendant Ann Watt, the wife of the mortgagee ;" that " Ann
Watt had paid no consideration for the pretended sale and
conveyance of the said lands to her, and was well aware that
the said sale and conveyance took place for the purpose of
depriving the plaintiff of her just rights in the premises •"

Held, this sufficiently alleged the mortgagee's intention to
become himself the purchaser.

Spain V. Watt, 260.

7. A bill was filed setting up an equitable right to land, and
alleging that the defendant who had obtained the legal title
purchased the property with notice of the plaintiff's equity ;
the defendant, by his answer, said that at the time of his pur-
chase he had no notice of the plaintiff's claim, and the con-
sideration he had paid was actual and bond fide; but he did
not negative notice before paying his purchase money or
receiving the conveyance ; and did not prove payment of any
consideration.

x i- j j

Held, that by reason of these defects his defence failed.

Prince v. Brady, 376.

8. The defendant applied at the hearing for leave to put in
a further answer setting up the necessary facts, and that the
title was a registered title, and to prove consideration. But it
appearing that the plaintiff had been long in possession, -^ndhad made very considerable improvements before the df feas-
ant s purchase, and that the defendant, though he ro ,v not
have had notice of the plaintiff 's claim, had, in this pur Iwv
shewn culpable disregard of the rights of third persoi'.:, the
application to supply the defective allegations and proof was
refused.

—

lb.

9. A bill set forth the plaintiff's title to land by mesne
conveyances from the grantee of the Ciown ; the bill stated
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that the plaintiff had gone into possession, not saying when,
and not saying that any of the parties through whom he
derived title had been in possession : the bill alleged that the

defendant pretended to be able to establish title to the land by
possession as the assignee of one E K ; and that E K was
for a short period (not sayiog liow long) in possession ; the

bill charged that the conveyance to the defendant was a cloud
on the plaintiff's title, and prayed the usual relief; the bill

was taken pro confesso : but hdd, that its allegations were
insufficient to entitle the plaintiff to a decree,

Carson v. Crysler, 499.

See also " Patent, repealing."
" Specific Performance," 1.

PRACTICE.

1. There is no rule that a petition of review, on the ground
of the discovery of new evidence, will not lie when the new
evidence is of conversations and admissions.

Brouse v. Stayner, 1.

2. Where, after a defendant's lands were seized under a
writ of sequestration, the defendant died intestate, it was hdd
that his widow was not a proper party to the order to revive.

Harris v. Meyers, 117.

3. A motion to discharge an order to revive cannot, without
leave of the Court, be made after fourteen days from the service

of the order; and mere service of notice within the fon'rteeu

days is not a sufficient compliance with the General Order
329.-/6.

4. The noiice of motion in such a case need not set forth

the previous proceedings.

—

lb.

5. In a suit against an Insurance Company on a policy, the

bill alleged that the policy had been destroyed :

Held, that an affidavit of the fact must be annexed to the bill.

Workman v. The Royal Insurance Co., 185.

G. Under a general administration decree, the Master may,
without any special direction, take evidence as to payments by
executors for the maintenance and education of infants, out of

their shares of capital, and report the facts.

Stewart v. Fletchei*, 256.

91—VOL. XVI. GR,
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7. The bill of a subsequent incumbrancer stated a completed
iransaction. The mortgagees, through oversight, allowed the
bill to be taken pro con/esso, and a decree was made accord-'

'"r^'^^j®
plaintiff subsequently desiring more extensive

relief, filed a petition in the nature of a bill of review in order
to obtain the same. The mortgagees, in their answer to the
petition, set up the facts which shewed the transaction to
be not completed. The Court considered the whole case to
be re-opened by this petition, and decided that the sale to
their vendee did not affect the rights of the mortgagees, and
that they were chargeabfe only with the amount actually
received from ihe purchaser.

The Bank of Upper Canada v. Wallace
[In Appeal] 280.

8. Where there is a misjoinder of petitioners, the Court has
jurisdiction at the hearing of the petition to allow the same to
be amended by striking out the name of one of the petitioners.

Grilbert v. Jarvis, 294.

9. In a partition suit, a question of title raised between co-
defendanis was decided at the hearing and without being
referred to the Master.

Wood V. Wood, 471.

10. In a suit for the recovery of mougage money, the ques-
tion between the pariies was, whether the mortgage monev
had been paid; both parlies offered evidence at the hearing
and the Court received the same and adjudged thereon.

Bacon v. Shier, 485.

11. Where the pleadings and evidence were not before the
Court in a satisfactory shape, and the Court being obliged t(

reject evidence on both sides as not material under the plead-
ings, was not satisfied as to the result being in accordance
with the rights of the parties upon the actual facts, leave was
given to amend on payment of the costs of the hearing, &c.

Conlin v. Elmer, 541

.

12. Qucere, whether delay in the prosecution of a suit for
specific performance may be a bar to reiief at the hearing—
VanKoxjohnet, C, being of opinion that it is no bar

—

Esten,
V. C, holding the opposite, and Spraooe, V. C, giving no
opinion.

McMahon v. O'Neil, 670.
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13. There having been delay in bringing a suit for specificperformance, and great delay in prosecuting it, Esten V C .

MaI'r r""^'
'""''' *

'^l'''' ^'"^^^''"S a r;ference to theMaster to inquire as to the cause of the Jatter delay : the

McMahon v. O'Neil, 579.

r lli/i'f^nP'^"!.''^ ^f purchased certain mill premises from

s^'le r bin
7'"'''1

f'^^
'^' '^r '

'^'' ^'^' ^'''^g^d that on the

fotho,nnif'^;° ""'*'' '^'^ sub-purchaser as his debtor

,7, ;i\
P purchase money, and to discharge the plaintiff:

l\'^''^'^''''Sihepam^n failed to establish Ihis agreement,but here were subsequent transactions by means or whichalso the plaintiff claimed at the hearing to l>ave been d,s

bW; 'f" °T7V;r'"^ "«^- ^--"^ been Mated i U e

cost's o'^,!^I;;«
'''' '''^^^y ^° --^ - p^—

^
of the

Allan V. Newman, 607.

np!f;-^^'" ^ '""
i'^?

^^" fi'^ by « judgment creditor, im-

ThpH !l!^ 'l"^'? ''"t"?^
^^'^*'«" ''*« ''^b^o-- «"d a vendee o(

ir .o'lT'
''^\P'«'"'''^ ^""^^'^ 'J^" ^vrit against lands to run oulor some time, but subsequently renewed u before the heanno-

:

exisfilr'
'"''''''^'y ^° «'"«"d stating this fact, and that its

^e hearfn
"'' ° J^^'"°" '" ^'^'^ P"^'"''^ obtain.^,? relief at

McDonald v. McDonald, 665.
See also " Equitable Plea."

" Injunction," 3.

"Pleading," 8.

"Q,uieting Titles Act," 2.
" Security for Costs."

PREFERENCE.
See "Insolvent Debtor," 1,2.

PRESSURE.
See "InsolveDS Debtor," 1, 2.

PEmCiPAL AND AGENT.

.n^r'"'tlV"''^f' \y
^?'''^ °^ *^« ^°^'^' *"e"'led an auction,ana bought for the board a piece of property for a school-site,
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and he signed the contract with his own name only. The

board afterwards, by several resolutions, during three years,

unanimously recognized the purchase as their own, and paid

three instalments of the purchase money. In an estimate

under the corporate seal, the board applied to tlie town

council for money to pay "for school premises for a central

school, contracted for and agreed to be paid, $1,570 ; for build-

ing a central school-house on said purchased premises, $7,870."

It was shewn that there was no other property or contract to

which this language could refer than the property or contract

mentioned. The town council did not comply vyilh the

requisition, and ultimately trustees were elected, a majority of

whom determined to repudiate the purchase :

Helcl,—\n a suit against the board, by the person in whose

name the purchase had been made, for indemnification in

respect of the remainder of the purchase money,—that the

plaintiff was entitled to relief.

Smith V. The School Trustees of Belleville, 130.

See also •' Insurance," 2.

"Vendor and Purchaser," 2.

PRINCIPAL AND SURETY.

S was surety to B for a debt, for which A, the principal

debtor, gave a mortgage to fl as a further security. The

creditor recovered judgment against the surety and sold his

lands under execution. While the fi. fa. was in the Sheriff's

hands and before the sale, S mortgaged the lands to creditors

of his own :

Held, that as the- ev rety would, on paying the debt to Ji,

have been entitled to the benefit of the mortgage which the

principal debtor had given to B, so where the lands of S
were sold to pay the debt and the mortgagees of 8 were

thereby deprived of them, these mortgagees were entitled to

the benefit of the original mortgage as against any subsequent

assignment of the mortgage by the mortgagee, and any sub-

sequent mortgage by the mortgagor.

Quay V. Sculthorpe, 449,

PRIORITY.

The mortgagor of the lands in question having made an

assignment in Insolvency, subsequent, however, to the execu-

tion of the plaintiff, and"it appearing that there was a surplus

after payment of all claims proved against the lands in the

suit by the prior mortgagee, it was held that, in the absence of

\.
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proof of waiver by the plaintiff of his rights, the plaintiff was
entitled to priority as against tlie creditors of the mortgagor

under the assignment in insolvency.

Darling v. Wilson, 255.

PRO CONFESSO.
See "Pleading," 9.

PURCHASE BY TWO IN NAME OF ONE.

Where a purchase is made by one in his own name, but on

the joint behalf of himself and another, the decree lor pay-

ment of the purchase money may be against both.

Sanderson v. Burdett, 119.

PURCHASE WITH ASSENT OF MORTGAGEE.
See " Mortgage," &c., 9.

PURCHASE FOR VALUE WITHOUT NOTICE.

1. Land was sold for $400, and the purchasers bound

themselves that, in case of gold being found on the land in

paying quantities, a joint stock company should be formed

and incorporated for working the same ; and that tht! grantor

should in that case, in addition to the $400, have 8600 in paid-

up shares of the capital of the company. No company was

formed; and it was held, that this contingent agreement did

not prevent the grantees from defending themselves, to the

extent of their interest, as purchasers for value without

notice.

Sanderson v. Burdett, 119.

2. Where a purchase was completed, conveyance executed,

and purchase money paid without notice of an outstanding

equity, but a bill claiming it was afterwards filed and lis

pendens registered, before registration of the purchasers'

deed:
Held, that they did not thereby lose their defence as pur-

chasers for value without notice.

—

lb,

:i. In case of a purchase of a mortgage security recently

rrjven on all his real estate by an insolvent lather to his son,

The purchaser, if he has notice of the insolvency, should,
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bofore completing hiarpurchase, satisfy I.imself by proper in-
quines. that the mortgage v nn iona y,,/.. , and jfood Lainst
CrcClitorft*

Totten V. Douglas, 213.
[But aee caRe on Appeal, pott yolamo xTiii., page o41.]

enabling the Jessor to demand, at his option, a royalty upo„he proceeds 0/ the mines, or «4,000 in lieu , J such royalty ;me lessor had n exercised such optiuti :

Seld, th&l the lessee was a purchaser for value, and thut a
prior voluntary conv-yance was void is ag nst him.

t'< in V. Elmer, 54].

See also "Fraudulent Conveyance,'
" Pleading,' 7.

PURCHASE OF PART FROM MORTGAGOR.
.See " Mortgage," &c., 5.

QUIETING TITLES ACT.

1. In a case of considerable suspicion as to tin; litk' of a
petitioner un.ier the Act for Quieting Titles, the Court .<• lyed
the certificate on the ground of the discovery of new evi ,,'ncp.
though witnesses had been twice examined viva voce, an.i'
nearly a yoar had elapsed since the second examination ; the
applicants satisfactorily accounting for their not havino-
adduced the new evidence at an earlier date.

"^

Brouse v. Stayner, 1.

2. Where the question involved, on an application for a
Certificate of Title, was the legal title to the property, and
the proper determination of the question depended on the
credibility of witnesses against, or in favor of, certain old
documents which were impeached as forgeries, the Court
directed an action of ejectment to be brought, in order that
the question might be tried by a jury of the county where the
principal witnesses resided.

—

jb.
3. An appeal from a decision of the referee under the Act

for Quieting Titles may be to a single Judge.

Amour v. Smith, 380.
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4. A contestant who , in possession ot tho propert/ claimed
should »e pormitlcd to point, out dulects in the cliiimant's
prima facie title, before beii.jr culled upon to prove his own
title to the property.

Amour v. Smith, 380.

5. In \%m J G B filed a petition for a certificato of itlo

to a, wild lot under a conveyance execn^ed to him in 1860 by
/», the patentee. This claim was onlesi'd by S, who
claimed, iliroucli divers mesne conv .ancos, under a deed
executed in 1835 in i^'s name by an at; orney. The good
faith of the various grantees, through whom the contestant
claimed, was not disputed; hut the question of title turned
on the genuineness of the power of attorney, and of a bond
vrhich purported to authorize tho execution of the deed of
1(<}5. Tho impeached instrument borQ date in ISU:), and P
had done no act in respect of the land frum that time until the
petitioner induced him in 1800, for a small consideration, to
execute tho conveyance of that date. The evidence as to the
instruments was conflicting, but the Cour being satisfied on
the whole that the impeached instruments were forgeries by
the petitioner's father: Ueld,\.]\&i the petitioner was entitled
to his certificate.

Brouse v. Stayner, 553.

QUIETING TITLE.
On a petition to quiet the title to land, the genuineness of

the documents on which the petitioner claimed title having
been impeached, and the evidnce being doubtful, the Court
retused a certificate, without ])ronouncing absolutely upon the
genuiuoness or spuriousness of the documents in question.

Graham v. Meneilly, 661.

RECTOR, LEASE BY.
Uy letters patent, dated in January, 1824, certain lands were

granted to three parties, upon the trust, amongst others, to con-
vey the same to the incumbent, whenever the Government
should erect a parsonage or rectory in Kingston and duly
appoint an incumbent thereto, such conveyance to be upon
trusts similar to those thereinbefore expressed. In January,
I83G, a rectory was created in Kingston. In May, 1837, the
trusts for which the patent of 1824 had been issued, having
been curried out, and ono of the trustees named therein
appointed rector, thi" other two joined in a conveyance to
him as such rector, to hold to him and Lis successors, subject
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to the uses and trusts set fort!i in the grant to them. In 1842

this incumbent created a lease for twenty-one years (under

whicli lh« plHintiil's claimed), whereby he covenanted for him-

ht'lf and his successors to pay for certain improvements made

by tlie lessee of the premises, or that he or tliey would execute

a renewal lease on terms to be agreed upon, and that until

such payment for improvements or renewal of lease, the lessee

should retain possession of the premises.

Held, that the incumbent, either as a trustee or rector, had

no power to bind his successors to pay for improvements, or

to enter into any agreement which a priori would extend the

lease beyond the twenty-one years.

Kirkpatrick v. Lyster, 17.

RECTOR'S LANDS.

A lease of rectory land by the rector contained a covenant

not to clear more than a certain portion ot the land demised ;

that the clearing should be for agricultural purposes, in con-

tiguous fields, not exceeding ten acres each, juch fields to be

enclosed in good lawful fences, "and shall be sufficiently

chopped, underbrushed, logged, and burned, according to the

due course of farming and good liusbandry." It appeared

that the lessee's cutting was not meant to be limited to what
" might be necessary in working regular clearings on tht.

land," and the lessee, with the lessor's consent, cut and sold

the limber off 180 acres; but the lessee having for two years

done nothing towards clearing this portion of the demised

land, it was held that the delay was jpen to the objection of

being contrary to " the due course ef farming and good hus-

bandry." and that the lessee was liable to damages in respect

thereof.

Lundy v. Tench, 597.

REDEMPTION.

See " Mortgage," !).

" Submitting to Decree."

REDEMPTION SUIT.

In a suit to redeem the plainliir alleged several grounds for

relief which he failed to establish, although he succeeded in

shewing a right to redeem, which right the defendant had
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contested ; the Court, under the circumstances, refused costs
to either parly up to tlie hearing, and gave the defendant the
subsequent costs of a redemption suit where the right to

redeem is admitted.

Boswell V. Gravley, 523.

See also " Submitting to Decree."

REOISTRAR.

A registrar of deeds gave lo an intending purchaser an
abstract of title, which by mistake omitted an outstanding
mortgage :

Held, ihal a purchaser who had notice of tlie omitted mort-
gage could not make any claim against the regisirar in respect
of payments made by the purchaser after such notice ; and
tlie registrar, who on finding his mistake had bought up the
outstanding mortgage, was held entitled to foreclose the same.

Brega v. Dickey, 494.

REGISTRATION.
The principle upon which the Registry Act proceeds is,

that a party acquiring land ought to see whether there is any-
thing registered against the land he is about to acquire, and
that he is assumed to search the registry for that purpose ;

but this does not apply to one who is not acquiring, but parting
with an interest in land.

The Trust & Loan Co. t. Shaw, 446.

RENEWAL.

See " Rector."

RESCISSION.

See " Vendor and Purchaser," 2.

-—«

—

RESTS.

See "Mortgage," &c.,7.

92—VOL. XVI. GR.
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REVIEW, PETITION OF.

See " Practice," 1.

—•

—

REVIVOR, MOTION TO DISCHARGE ORDER FOR.

See "Practice," 3,4.

RIGHTS OF CREDITORS.

See ••Married Woman's Act."

RIPARIAN PROPRIETORS.
In 1844 a mill site was conveyed to llio defendant, •• wiili

llie privilege of keeping the dam thereon at all times hereafter
at its present liead or lieight, brtu no higher;" and in 1849 the
defendant erected a new dam lower down the stream. Tliis
new dam was of tho same iieiglit as the olj dam ; but the
defendant placed on the dam movable stop logs to enable him
to make use of tho surplus water, which would otherwise flow
over the dam. Dy experiments it was shewn that if these
slop logs were not removed when the defendant's mill was not
working, but in that case only, the water would 1.0 raised on
the lands of the plaintiff to the extent of aL ^ inclies;
the defendant, however, always had removeu logs when
his mill was not working.

field per Curiam, that under these circumstances the plain-
lifl was not entitled to an absolute injunv-iion against the use
of the stop logs.

—

[Draper, C. J., VanKoucihnet, C, ur.d

Spraooe, V. C., dissenting.]

Beamish v. Barrett [In Appeal] 318

SCHOOL TRUSTEES.
See ••Principal and Agent." I.

SECURITY FOR COSTS.

On an application for security for costs, it appeared that the
plaintiff, though a resident of Canada, was in sucli circum-
stances as not to be good for the costs of the suit, should it go
against him ; il.at other persons were greatly interested in the
subject matter thereof; that the plaintifl's success would
materially benefit them ; and that the defendant had already
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oucceeded in an ejectment suit ut law in respect of the same
riglit on one of the grounds relied on by ilio bill ; but there
leinjr no evidencs thai the plaintiff was HCliially put forward
by the other persons interested to try the right, or that the suit

was not brought entirely at his own instance : security for

costs was refused.

Little V. Wright, 576.

SEQUESTRATION.
The claim of a debtor to compensation for miircpresentation

of parties in obtaining a patent of land, is not liable to be
seized, attached, or sequestered before the amount is deter-

mined by decree or otherwise.

Roberts v. The Corporation of

the City of Toronto, 236.

SETTING ASIDE DEEDS.

[for want of consideration.]

1. An old man, greatly addicted to drinking, executed deeds
of all his property, real and personal, to the tavern-keeper with
whom he be rded, and ho accepted in consideration thereof

the bond of the latter for his support for life, which was an
inadequate consideration. Within five months afterwards the

grantor died; and, one of his heirs having filed a bill to set

aside the deeds, the Court made a decree for the plaintiff with
costs,

Hume V. Cook, 84.

3. Where a debtor died owing more than he had the means
of paying, and a month afterwards his mother, who wished to

pay all his debts, was induced to give her proniissory note to

one of the creditors for an amount which was less than one-

eighth the value of her properly, it was held thai, in the

absence of fraud, the note, though given without professional

or other advice, could nol be impeached in equity.

Campbell v. Belfoiir, 108.

U. A fi.fa. lands was placed in tlin hunds of the sheriff, and,

before the return day, the plaintitTs filed their bill in respect of

property ot the debtor fraudulently conveyed away. During

the pendency of this suit the sheriff returned the writ ''no
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lands," and the plaintiffs thereupon issued an alias writ and
delivered it to the sheriff:

Held, that the plaintiffs had not thereby lost their right to

proceed with the suit in equity.

Stevenson v. Franklin, 139.

4. A person being embarrassed made a deed of land to his
son in alleged pursuance of a prior agreement, but he remained
in possession of the property, and kept the deed in his own
hands and unregistered, for fifteen months; and there were
other circumstances against the good faith of the transaction :

I/elil, that the deed was void as against subsequent creditors,

the prior creditors having been paid.—76.

SHARES, FORFEITURE OF.

[in bdildin'q sooibty.]

See *« Building Society."

SHERIFF'S SALES.
1. A debtor being a vendee of land and in default in paying

the purchase money, a creditor obtained execution against his
lands, and at tlie sheriff's sale became the purchaser of the
debtor's interest for a sum equal to the debt and costs, and
took the sherifl's deed accordingly:

Held, that he could not afterwards repudiate the purchase
and claim his debt, on the ground that the debtor's interest was
not saleable by the sheriff.

Feigason v. Ferguson, 309.

2. A debtor executed two mortgages, a portion of the land
comprised in one of them being comprised in the other, and
his interest in all the land was sold under execution.

Held, that the sale was invalid.))

Wood V. Wood, 471.

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.
1. Where a defendant denies an alleged agreement of which

« plaintiff seeks sjjeci.^c performance, the defendant should
c'aim the benefit of the Statute of Frauds in order to exclude
p irol evidence of the contract.

Butler V. Church, 205.
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i

2. Continued possession by a tenant, coupled with acts in-

consistent witli n tenancy, is suflicient part performance to let

in parol ovidenee of a contract of sale.

Butler V. Church, 205.

!J. On H sale of land it was agreed that the purchaser should
have till) privilege of paying the price by doing certain chop-
ping on other lands of the vendor's. No time was fixed for

this worh. On a bill by the purchaser for specific per-
formance :

Held, that ho was not to be treated as in default, so as to lose
his riglii to specific performance, without proof of having neg-
lected to do iho work after being requested to do it.

Brand v. Martin, 56G.

4. The plaintiff contracted to convey to the defendant a lot

in Brock, for which the plaintiff was to receive a lot in Syden-
ham, jiaying $150, with interest, in four annual instalments, as
the dillerence in value ; the plaintifl conveyed the lot in Brock
accordingly, but tlie defendant did not convey the lot in

Sydennam. his claim to the lot being under a contract with
tlie Crown, there being default in paying the purchase money,
and another person claiming to be entitled to the patent ; the
defendant ultimately, however, obtained the patent, though
there was a delay of several years :

Ildil, that the plaintiff was not entitled to a decree for the
payment in money of the difference in ilio value of the two
lots, but only to a conveyance of the Synenham lot, the time
lor his paying the $1.'J0 to count from tho date of the decree.

Gray V. Recsor, 614.

5. The plainliir //. being in possession of land belonging to
the defendant and being entitled to retain such possession for
another year, the defendant, in order obtain immediate pos-
session, agreed that in consederatic ercof he would give
another piece of land lo the plaintifl sband and wife, for
the life of the wife, the husband further hj;.eeing that ho would
look after and take care of the former property whenever the
defendant was absent, and would, during winter, see to the
defendant's cattle and stock. In pursuance of this agreement
possession was delivered of the respective parcels, and the
husband rendered some services, being all that were required
of liim. The defendant having afterwards brought an eject-
ment suit against the plaintiffs, the Court held, tlie agreement
enlorcible, notwithstanding the stipulation as to personal
services to be rendered, and granted an injunction.

Hewitt V. Brown, C70.
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STATUTE, CONSTRUCTION OF
A railway company Imving become insolvent, an Act was

passed estinialin;,' ilie claiins of creUilors for land taken by the
company at $:M).()0(), and ilio value of ilie whole railway pro-
perty HI »I(KMMK), ami dirt'ctinj,' that 8:J0,00() should be applied
iin debts for iaixi and tlie balance of the 9100,000 divided j>io

ruin amonp ilie oilier creditors: the J30,000 proved more than
sullicienl to jiay llie land dei>ts in full, and the company claimed
to be entitled to the balance; bui

Held that the oilier creditors were entitled to it.

In re Cobourg ami Peterborouj^h Railway Co., 571.

—».

—

STATUTE OF FRAUDS.
The owner of land gave parol authority to an agent to sell,

the agent accordingly entered into a parol contract for the sale,
and communicated the fact anif the particulars of the contract
to liis principal by letter.

Held, a suflicienl note or memorandum in writing to satisfy
the Statute of Frauds.

McMillan V. Bentley, 387.

See also " Specific Performance," 1.

SUBMITTING TO DECREE.
Where the defendant submitted by answer, to be redeemed

on payment of costs, and made staioments which, if true,
would have entitled him to costs :

Held, that tho plaintifl was justified in going to a hearing
for the purpose ol proving facts which entitled him to costs
against the defendant.

Brand v. Martin, 566,

SUBROGATION OF RIGHTS.

Sec •'Principal and Surety."

TOTENANT IN COMMON—CONTRIBUTION BY,
PAY COSTS OF SUIT TO STAY WASTE.

'

Where costs were incurred by a ti.-nant in common, suing
on behali of himself and his "co-tenants, in restraining the
committing of waste on the joint property by a stranger, it was
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Held lliat, on its being shewn tlmt the suit was necessary and
proper, and that it resulted in benefit to the co-owners, they
should share the expense, in projiortion to the advantage they
had ilerived from the suit.

Gage V. Mulhollaml, 145.

TIME OF ESSENCE OF CONTRACT.
Where lands wliich have a fluctuating value are the subject

of a contract, time is, from the nature of llio case, of the
ebsence of llie contract.

Sanderson v. Bnrdctt, 119

TITLE, PROOF OF PLAINTIFF'S.

See " Injunction, 2."

TRADE, COVENANT IN RESTRAINT OF.

See " Covenant in llestraint," &c.

TRUST.
A widow of uncommon vigor of mind and slreng'L of charac-

ter, accustomed for many years lu manage all hi -.'n affairs,
and who owned property to the value of at leasi £25,000,
incurred liabilities to the extent of jC8,000 ; and the time of
her indebtedness being one of great commercial depression,
she could not raise money to pay, and was in danger of losing
all she had by a forced sale ; she liad two sons-in-law who
were persons of wealth and credit; her solicitor, without any
communication with tliem, advised her to offer her properly to
them on terms which would make it worth their while to
devote their lime and energy to save a surplus for themselves;
she, after some days deliberation, adopted this advice, and pro-
posed to them that they should take all her properly, except
iwb farms with which she wished to provide for the only two
members of her family, besides the wives of ihe two sons-in-
law who had not already had large sums from her,; and the
consideration which she proposed to the two sons-in-law, was
that they should pay her liabilities and pay to herself an
annuity : they with some reluctance accepted her proposal :

the same was afterwards duly carried out, and she lived for
seven years without making any objection to the transaction,
though she was aware that they had made a considerable profit
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out of it. After her tieolli, some of lior heirs havincf filid n

bill impeaching the transaction on the grounds o( frnutl and

trust, the bill \vas dismissed with costs.

Wallis V. Andrews, 024.

See also " Fraud," 1.

TRUST PROVED BY PAROL.

1. A lot of Iftnd was purchased by the defendant in his own
name, artd he gave a mortgage for the purchase money. Tho
bill alleged that D., through whom tho plaintiffs claimed, was

the real purchaser, and that the defendant was his agent and

tr.ustee in the matter. Part ot tho purchase had been paid

w'th />'» money, and he liad possession of tlus property for

many years, and until his death : tiie trnst whicli was denied

was proved by parol ; and thq Court decreed the plaintifJs

entitled to the property, subject to a cliarge for any sums

paid by tho defendant on account of the purchase money, or

for taxes.

Doiiny V. Litligow, 619.

2. The plaintiff claimed as belonging to him a mortgage

wliich was in the defendant's name, and hiid been given for the

purchase money of the mortgaged land : the piuintiff had been

in tlie Insolvent Court at one time after the iransiiction, niid

had sworn that he had parted with his interest in ihe properly

to tho defendant in satisfaction of a debt

:

Udd, that though there was some (not satisfactory) evidence

in favor of the plaintiff's present claim it was not sufficient

against this sworn statement of iiis own.

Ross V. Ross, 647.

TRUSTEES AND EXECUTORS.

See •'Administration Suit," 8.

TRUSTEE FOR CREDITORS.

Where a debtor assigned his estate to trustees on trust to

sell for the benefit of creditors; and the trustees were guilty

of delay in selling and of other misconduct, it was held, that

the Court had jurisdiction at the suit of a creditor to execute

the trusts of the deed.

The Quebec Bank v. Snure, 681

.
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USER.

Sue "Dedication."

VAGUENESS.
Bee » Pleading," I).

VENDEE OF THE CROWN.
Bee " Etjiiitabie Estates."

737

VENDOR AND PURCHASER.
1. A vendor was insane, but not on all subjects : and apart

froniliis delusions a strnn^cr might not perceive liis insanity ;

in the course of the nognciation for a sale of land, he said to

tlio purchaser that ho was bewitclicd, whicli, it was shewn,
was one of his delusions :

IhU, tliat this statement was not 8uf!]cient indication of

insanity to aflect tho vendee with notice of the vender's con«
dition.

McDonald v. McDonald [In Appeal] 37.

2. A person agreed with the two owners of oil lands for the

)urchHsu of certain lots ut stipulated prices, and he was to

lave a certain time to accept. To facilitate this the real

prices were to b« concealed ; one of the vendors was to write

a Iflter purpori.
; to offer the whole at an advanced price

whicli he namvi the intention of the other was not to appear,

and he was to write a letter recommending the transaction.

The project was successful ; the properly was bought, con-
voyed, and paid for. Tho lands having afterwards fallen in

vhIuo, and the i(hureholders becoming acquainted with the

private arrangement, the company filed a bill against the three

parties for a rescission of the contract : and it was Held that

the company were entitled to tliis relief, and to an order for all

the defendants jointly to repay the purchase money.

Lindsay Petroleum Oil Co. v. Hurd, 147.

[But see this case in Appeal, pott volume xvii., page ll6.]

VENDOR'S LIEN.

On the sale of land notes were taken by the vendor for a
portion of the purchase money :

93—vol.. XVI. OB,
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Ihhl, th«t the vendor rotaincd liis lien for tho amount
iinpnitl, Hitliougli, in fact, tliu vendor did not intend to retain
any lien ; and onu witneiia in thu cause swore tliat '* the notes
were tuken in payment of the land"— it appeari.iff tiiat there
wan no agreement or arrangement (hat there should be no lien.

Itachcl McDouald v. Archibald McDonald, C78.

VESTED INTERESTS.
Sec " Will, Construction of," I.

VOLUNTARY CONVEYANCES.
Bee » Purchase for Value," &c.

WASTE, INJUNCTION TO STAY.
See *• Injunction," 2.

WILL, CONSTRUCTION OF.

I. A tesliiKir doviscd nil his roni estate to his two daughters
and u grand-dau>,'hter " (lurinij their lives or the lives of nny
onu of them for their support ; and in the case of the marriage
of any one of them, to those above-named remaining unmar-
ried ;" and alter their decease the property was to be sold for

tho benefit of alt his grandchildren. At the time of his death
all were living and unmarried; subsequently one of the
daughters married, but became a widow ; then the other
daughter died unmarried and intestate, and afterwards the
grand-daughter married.

Held—[SpRAooE, V. C, dissenting,] that on the marriage of
the grand-daughter the property was to be sold and divided
among the grandchildren.

Wight V. Church, 192.

2. A testator's will contained the following direction as to

the residue of his properly: "I give, devise, and dispose
thereof as follo»vs, tliat is to say: my will is, thnt my wife,
S Vf. shall have full power and control over all my freehold
and personal property ; that she, my executrix, her assigns,
for ever, may have unlimited power to deed, bargain, alienate,
or transfer, for ever, all. or any part of my said property; and
further, any deed, transfer, or conveyance, made by my said
executrix, for my said property, or any part thereof, shall be
valid and sufficient to the purchaser and purchasers, his or
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their hpjri nrul asiif^ns. for ever," and nominiit«d hin wife sola
•'xecutnx of Ins will.

/AW, lliai the widow took the resid-io beneficially.

Lyou V. IJiott, GG8.

:l. A be.|ucst was made to the son of the teslalrix, payable on
hi« aliainintj twcniy.on... provided he continued a steady bovand remained in some respectable family until that time, will.
H bequest over ,1 ho did not do so. Without any reason
bomgHSsi|rncd therefor, the legatee enlisted and served as a
private soldier in the army of ,he United Stales during the time
hostilities were carrle.l on against the then Confederate Sla; s:JMd, that the son by such conduct had not performed the
condition upon which alone he was to bo paid the legacy givenby his mother's will.

b j 8 «••

Pew V. Lefferty, 408.

4. A testator, amongst others, made the following bequest,
in favour of his housekeeper, "And further for her the said
/// to have her own free will to stay on the premises I now
hi this lime enjoy and possess, and for her tohavea quiet homoand mainlenance as long as she may think good to hold to ihe
said privilege."

AM/, that JfP had not forfeited her right to the provision bvmerely ceasing for a lime to avail herself ot the int.; i.ded benefit.

Heap V. Bell, 412.

5. A testator by his will (as construed by the Court) gave
to Ins widow Ins real and personal estate for life, with power
.0 dispose of the personal estate at her own discretion during
her hie

;
and whatever of it remained at her death not so dis-

posed of. went to a residuary legatee ; tho testator also author-
ized his widow and co-executors to lay out such sums as might

dMtllier
""'"'"""^ '^°'" *''" carrying on his business as a

IJeld, that the widow was not bound to convert the peison-
aity into money

; that her estate was not liable for debts duo
ihe testator, which sho had neglected to collect, and was not
accountable for the testator's furniture, which was not forth-coming at her death

; nor for hay, grain, fuel, cart, and horses,
elt by the testator and used by the widow in continuing the
business. °

McLaren v. Coombs, G02.

"I^ widow improved the property; Held that she was
entitled to credit for so much only as was expended in com-
pleting work commenced by the testator 76.
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WILL, MORTGAGE AFTER.

Where a testator devised property and afterwards mortgaged

it, and the personal estate was insufficient to pay the debts

and legacies, it was heldper Spragge, V. C, that the devisee of

the mortgaged property was entitled as against the legacies to

have the property exonerated from the mortgage at the expense

of the personal estate.

Lapp V. Lapp, 159.

See also '' Appointment under Power."
'• Dower," 1.

WRITING, SUFFICIENT NOTE IN.

See " Statutfe of Frauds."
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